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Technical N ole 

Throughout the text my practice is to phoneticize Tibetan and 
Sanskrit names when they occur in the body of the text and to 
cite them, within parentheses, in transliteration at their first 
occurrence. 

With regard to Tibetan, the system of transliteration fol
lowed, with minor modification in that no letters are capital
ized, is that devised by Turrell Wylie (see "A Standard 
System of Tibetan Transcription" , Harvard Journal of Asiatic 
Studies, Vo1.22, 1959, pp.261-7); this system has the great 
virtue of not requiring any diacritical marks and is easily used 
on standard typewriters and word processors. 

The pronunciation system used is the "essay phonetic" 
system developed by Jeffrey Hopkins (see the technical note 
in Meditation on Emptiness, London: Wisdom Publications, 
1983, PP.19-21). This follows Lhasa pronunciation, but is 
an "essay" phonetic system in that it is a simplified, easy to 
pronounce, system that does not attempt to mirror all minor 
variations. Hopkins' system takes account of the tonal ele
ment in Tibetan: a macron C) over a consonant indicates that 
the sound is high in tone. These high tone markers are 
indicated in a list of the Tibetan words used within this work 
that shows how the high tone markers should be affixed (see 
pp.x-xiii). 

In the following chart of the transliteration and phonetic 
systems, the Wylie transliteration is given first followed by its 
equivalent in Hopkins' phoneticization. 

IX 
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ka ga . kha ka ga ga nga nga or iiga 
T 

cha cha iiya ca ,a ,a ,a nya nya or 
ta da tha ta cia da na na or iia 
pa ba pha pa ba ba rna rna or rna 
tsa dza tsha tsa dza dza wa wa 
zha sha za sa 'a a ya ya 
ra ra la la sha sha sa Sa 
ha ha a a 

It should be noted that in Hopkins' phonetic system, the 
nasals (see far right hand column) are low in tone when they 
are not affected by a superscribed or prefixed letter (as in the 
word nga, "I") and high in tone when there is a prefix or 
superscription (as in the pronunciation of the word iiga [spelled 
Inga], "five"). 

A subjoined fa is pronunced hz, except for zfa which is 
pronounced da. 

dbang is phoneticized as Wang and dbyangs as yang. 
The letters ga and ba are phoneticized as k and p in suffix 

position. 

Following is a list of all Tibetan names appearing in the text in 
"essay phonetics" followed by transliteration: 
A-gya-yong-dzin 
A-ku-ching Shay-rab-gya-tso 

Ba-So ChO-gyi-gyel-tsen 
Ba-so Hla-wang-cho-gyi

gyel-tsen 
Ba-tsap Nyi-rna-drak 
Bo-dong Chok-lay-iiam-gyel 

Bo-do-wa 
Cha-ba Cho-gyi-Seng-ge 
Char-har Ge-shay 
Da-nak-nor-sang 

a kya yongs 'dzin 
a khu ching shes rab rgya 

mtsho 
ba so chos kyi rgyal mtshan 
ba so lha dbang chos kyi 
rgyal mtshan 

pa tshab nyi rna grags 
bo dong phyogs las roam 
rgyal 

po to ba 
cha pa chos kyi seng ge 
char har dge bshes 
rta nag nor bzang 



Dak-den-pun-tsok-ling 
Dak-Iung-drak-ba 
Dak-tsang 
Dar-rna-drak 
Den-dar-hla-ram-ba 
Dra-ill Ge-shay 
Dra-shi-kyil 
Dra-shi-hlun-bo 
Dre-bung 
Dro 
Dzong-ka-ba 
Ga-dam-ba 
Ga-gyu-ba 
Ga-wa-bel-tsek 
Gan-den 
Gang-gya-mar-ba J ang-chup-
drak 

Ge-Iuk-ba 
Ge-shay 
Ge-shay Tsul-trim-iiam-gyel 

Gen-dun-gyel-tsen 
Go-mang 
Gon-chok-jik-rnay-wang-bo 

Gun-kyen-rong-don 
Gung-ru-cho-jung 
Gung-tang 
Gyel-tsap 
Gyu-may 
Hla-sa 
Jam-6a Rin-bo-chay 
Jam-yang Gon-chok-cho-pel 

Jam-yang-shay-ba 
J ang-chup-Ia-ma 
Jang-dzay 

Technical Note XI 

rtag brtan phun tshogs gling 
stag lung brag pa 
stag tshang 
dar rna grags 
bstan dar lha ram pa 
bra sti dge bshes 
bkra shis 'khyil 
bkra shis lhun po 
'bras spungs 
'bro 
tsongkhapa 
bka' gdams pa 
bka' rgyud pa 
ska ba dpal brtsegs 
dga'ldan 
gangs rgya dmar pa byang 
chubgrags 

dgelugspa 
dge bshes 
dge bshes tshul khrims 

rnamrgyal 
dge 'dun rgyal rntshan 
sgornang 
dkon rnchog 'jigs rned dbang 

po 
kun mkhyen rong ston 
gung ru chos 'byung 
gungtbang 
rgyal tshab 
rgyudsmad 
lha sa 
byams pa rin po che 
'jam dbyangs dkon rnchog 
chos 'phel 

'jam dbyangs bzhad pa 
byang chub bla rna 
byangrtse 
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Jang-dzon 
jang-gya 
Kay-drup 
Kay-drup Nor-sang-gya-tso 

Ku 
La-rna Jang-chup 
Lay-chen-gun-gyal-wa 
Lo-den-shay-rap 
Lo-drO-gya-tso 
Lo-sang-dor-jay 
Lo-sang-gon-chok 
Lo-Sel-ling 
Long-dol La-rna 
Ma-ja Jang-chup-dzon-drii 

Ma-ja Jang-chup-ye-shay 
Mi-gyO-dor-jay 
Nam-gyel 
Nga-wang-bel-den 
Nga-wang-Io-sang-gya-tso 

Nga-wang-raIHlen 
Ngok Lo-tsa-wa 
Nying-ma-oa 
Pa-bong-ka 
Pal}-chen Rin-6o-chay 
Pal}-chen Shakya-chok-den 
Pur-bu-jok 
Ra 
Rong-don-shakya-gyel-tsen 

Rong-don-shay-ja-gun-sik 
Sa-gya-oa 
Sa-gya Pal}<,tita 
Sam-yay 
Sang-gyay-gya-tso 

byang brtson 
lcangkya 
mkhasgrub 
mkhas grub nor bzang rgya 

rntsho 
khu 
bla rna byang chub 
las chen kun rgyal ba 
blo ldan shes rab 
blo gros rgya rntsho 
blo bzang rdo rje 
blo bzang kun rnchog 
blo gsa! gling 
klong rdol bla rna 
rma bya byang chub brtson 

'grus 
rma bya byang chub ye shes 
mi bskyod rdo rje 
mamrgyal 
ngag dbang dpalldan 
ngag dbang blo bzang rgya 

rntsho 
ngag dbang rab brtan 
rngog 10 tsa ba 
rnyingmapa 
pha bongkha 
P3l} chen rin po che 
Pal} chen sha kya rnchog ldan 
phurbulcog 
ra 
rong ston shakya rgyal 

rntshan 
rong ston shes bya kun gzigs 
sa skyapa 
sa skya Pal}<,tita 
bsam yas 
sangs rgyas rgya rntsho 



Se-ra 
Se-rajay 
Sha-Iilar-aen-dzin 
Shar-dzay 
Shon-nu-chok 
Tang-Sak-ba 
Tri-rel-wa-jen 
Tsay-chok-Iing 
Tu-gen Lo-sang-ch6-gyi

nyl-ma 
Yar-Iung-cho-dzay Lo-sang-

aen-dzin 
Ye-shay-day 
Ye-shay-gyel-tsen 
Yong-dzin 

Technical N ore XIII 

serwa 
se ra byes 
zhwa dmar bstan ' dzin 
shar rtse 
gzhon nu mchog 
thangsag pa 
khri ra1 ba can 
tshe mchog gling 
thu'u bkwan blo bzang chos 
kyinyima 

yar klung chos mdzad blo 
bzang bstan ' dzin 

yeshes sde 
ye shes rgyal mtshan 
yongs'dzin 

This system of essay phonetics does not apply to the names 
of contemporary Tibetans and Mongolians who have devel
oped their own forms of spelling their names for use in the 
West. 

Regarding the transliteration of Sanskrit, standard translit
eration is used for Sanksrit cited in parentheses. For names 
occurring in the body of the text, ch is used for c, sh for $, and 
~h for ~ to facilitate pronunciation. 

The chapter breaks and tides in the translation of both 
Dzong-ka-ba's Great Exposition and the Four Interwo'lJen 
Annotations are my own, added to facilitate understanding. All 
tides of texts cited are translated into English; at the first 
occurrence the Tibetan and Sanskrit (if it was originally a 
Sanskrit work) tides of the texts are provided, citing the 
Tibetan first, since this is the main language of translation. 
Many texts are cited in the Tibetan tradition by one or two 
short tides as well as occasionally a full elaborate title, and 
sometimes the author's name is mentioned, sometimes not. 
To avoid confusion in the translation, a text is always cited in 
the same way, giving both the author of the text and transla
tion of a standard medium length tide for the text, regardless 
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of how it is ci.ted in the Tibetan. At the first occurrence, 
reference to the full long fonn of the tide as well as translitera
tion of the author's name and his dates, if available, is 
provided. Also, throughout the translation I supply the full 
fonn of outline headings even if in Tibetan only the number 
of the heading is indicated with the referent of that number to 
be understood from an earlier citation. 

In translating quotations of passages for which Sanskrit 
survives, my translation follows the Tibetan. However, I have 
consulted the Sanskrit whenever it is available and note any 
significant variations between the Sanskrit and the Tibetan. 

In the translation of the Four Interwoven Annotations I have 
inserted some explanation - both my own and that of con
temporary Tibetan scholars - into the body of the text, 
deeply indented so that it is clearly set off from the rest of the 
text. 



Part One 
Analysis 



Introduction 

Dependent -arising and emptiness are two crucial concepts 
within Buddhism. Difficult to understand and subject to a 
variety of interpretations, an understanding of them and of 
their compatibility can serve as a key revealing the essence of 
the Buddha's teachings. 

In very brief form, dependent-arising, labelled by the 
present Dalai Lama "Buddha's slogan", indicates the inter
relatedness of all things in the universe. Things arise depen
dent on causes and conditions, they gain their identities in 
relation to other things. Nothing stands alone, autonomous 
and isolated, but instead exists only in a web of intercon
nectedness. Like near and far, all things are relative, depen
dent on their causes, on their parts, or on their relationship to 
something else. Things are always in flux, always changing; 
there are no independent autonomous entities. 

Emptiness expresses this same idea from another viewpoint. 
All things are empty. Empty of what? Of being independent 
autonomous entities, of having some "own thing", some 
intrinsic nature that comes from their own side without 
depending on external causes and conditions or on a subject
ive factor of those who observe them. As solid, substantial, 
and graspable as things - persons, tables, chairs, or anything 
- may seem, when sought among the parts that make them 
up, there is nothing that can be pointed to as that thing itself. 
The non-finding of something when it is sought analytically is 
its emptiness. If things existed in the palpable, independent 
way we imagine them to, they would have to be such that they 

3 



4 Anarysis 
could be found when sought - but they cannot. In fact, when 
sought analytically in this way in meditation, they disappear 
altogether. When searching among the parts or collection of 
the parts of a table for the table or among the mind and body 
for the person and not coming up with the object sought, at 
some point the conventional phenomenon drops away and one 
is left with only the absence of what was sought, with a mere 
vacuity that is emptiness. 

This fact of meditative experience might lead to the conclu
sion that emptiness and the conventional world are incompat
ible, that emptiness cancels ordinary phenomena, which would 
exist only so long as one has not realized emptiness and 
would cease to do so once emptiness is realized. Perhaps all 
that we see around us is only an illusion, a fabrication of our 
lack of understanding of the true nature of reality, which is 
only emptiness. But what is one to do then with dependent
arising? How does such a nihilistic emptiness fit with the 
Buddha's carefully formulated teachings such as the doctrine 
ofkarma - responsibility for the effects of all one's actions -
ad with the instructions on proper ethics and the 
precise delineations of the many varieties of phenomena? 
Why bother if all this is false, only illusion? 

These are questions with which Buddhists have struggled 
over the more than two thousand years since the time of the 
Buddha, and numerous different schools and sects have arisen 
based on different ways of resolving these and other questions. 
The dilemma concerning the relationship of dependent-arising 
and emptiness is a particular issue for the Middle Way, or 
Madhyamika (dbu rna pa), school. Founded by the great 
Indian scholar and yogi Nagarjuna in the early centuries of 
our era, Madhyamika has consistendy been a focus of doctrinal 
controversy. Other philosophical schools do not take as un
compromising a stance regarding emptiness and the utter 
unfindability of objects, and, as a result, Madhyamika has 
been accused by other schools, both Buddhist and non
Buddhist, of having gone too far and fallen into nihilism. 
Even within Madhyamika, varying strands of interpretation 
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have arisen as later commentators worked out their own 
solutions to the accusations of conflict between emptiness and 
conventional phenomena. 

The Madhyamika tradition developed in India over several 
centuries and was transmitted to Tibet along with the rest of 
the Buddhist teachings by the 9th century C.E. Buddhism 
underwent a period of repression in Tibet during the late 
ninth century and was essentially reintroduced to Tibet during 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The early centuries of 
Buddhism's flourishing in Tibet were intellectually lively as 
Tibetans newly studied and absorbed the Buddhist teachings, 
and during this period a number of different sects developed 
based on different traditions of textual study and interpreta
tion, including varying assessments of the Madhyamika teach
ings. 

A number of individuals stand out during this period of 
development, brilliant thinkers whose interpretations gained 
them large followings and whose influence has continued up 
to the present as their followers have sustained and refined 
their views. One such figure is the great scholar and yogi 
Dzong-ka-ba (tsong kha pa) who lived from 1357 to 1419.1 
Widely acclaimed for his scholarly and meditative achieve
ments during his lifetime, his followers evolved into the Ge
luk-ba order of Tibetan Buddhism, an order that has domi
nated Tibetan religious and political life from the mid-seven
teenth century to the present. 

The tradition of study during Dzong-ka-ba's lifetime was, 
for many, peripatetic, as students travelled from monastery to 
monastery taking instruction in various topics from many 
different teachers, seeking out those renowned as having 
special expertise in a particular text or lineage of teaching. 
Dzong-ka-ba participated in this tradition and received teach
ings from numerous teachers, including members of all the 
main orders that flourished at the time. Madhyamika was 
widely accepted in Tibet as the highest of all the Buddha's 
philosophical sutra teachings, and the focus of Dzong-ka-ba's 
study, as described in his writings, was his effort to gain a 
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correct insight into Madhyamika. Years of intense study 
culminated in t398 in a vision during which he experienced a 
transfonnative realization of the meaning of the Madhyamika 
teachings.2 This experience radically changed his perception 
of the world as well as his understanding of the import of 
Buddha's teachings, causing him to disagree with many of the 
Madhyamika interpretations prevalent at his time, which he 
felt had moved too far in the direction of nihilism, delineating 
an emptiness that was antithetical to valid maintenance of the 
conventional world. 

Dzong-ka-ba undertook to formulate his own Madhyamika 
interpretation which focuse~, in contrast, on the importance 
of valuing conventionalities within a sweeping negation of any 
inherent existence, setting forth a presentation that emphasized 
the compatibility of emptiness and dependent-arising. 3 He 
wrote five major works on Madhyamika philosophy, of which 
the first, and the focus of this work, was his Great Exposition 
of the Stages of the Path (lam rim chen mo), written in 1402 
when he was 45 years 01d.4 It includes, as its final section, a 
pmleDtatioD of special insight (lJuJg mthong, vipaiyana) that is 
his earliest detailed exposition of Midhyamika philosophy. 

In.ong-ka-ba also wrote brief and middle length expositions 
of the stages of the path. The brief exposition, entitled the 
Concise Meaning of the Stages of the Path (lam rim bsdus don),s 
is a poem, giving in very condensed - forty-eight stanzas -
and easily memorizable form a synopsis of the entire path to 
enlightenment; it contains no detailed treatment of special 
insight. The Medium Exposition of the Stages of the Path (lam 
rim 'bring),6 written in 1415 when he was fifty-eight, is 
considerably shorter than the Great Exposition - 188 folios in 
the Peking edition as opposed to 444 folios - in large part 
because it omits the copious citation and discussion of Indian 
sources that characterizes the Great Exposition. It includes a 
section on special insight that is an interesting corollary to that 
in the Great Exposition since it is built on the same outline and 
contains many topical sentences identical to those in the Great 
Exposition, but on the whole was written as a complement to it 
rather than a summary, going into detail on topics not covered 
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in the longer work and entirely omitting large sections that are 
the heart of the Great Exposition. 

Between the composition of the Great Exposition and the 
Medium Exposition, Dzong-ka-ba wrote in quick succession 
two other works focused primarily on Madhyamika - the 
Essence of the Good Explanations (legs bshad snying po f and the 
Ocean of Reasoning, Great Commentary on (Niigiirjuna's) 
"Treatise on the Middle Way" (rigs pa'i rgya mtsho rtsa shes {ik 
chen).8 Finally, at age 61, one year before his death, he wrote 
his final work on Madhyamika, the Illumination of the Thought 
(dgongs pa rab gsal) a commentary on Chandraklrti's Sup
plementlO (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way".9 

Each of these works is an independent and cohesive whole, 
yet they very much complement each other in that topics 
treated only briefly in one are analyzed in detail in another. 
For the most part, also, one does not supersede the others 
although there are a few points about which Dzong-ka-ba 
himself says that something in one text will explain a point in 
another. Also, there are a few places where the texts contradict 
each other, and the Ge-Iuk tradition has chosen to follow one 
rather than the other, usually preferring the later writings as 
representative of Dzong-ka-ba's more developed thought. 10 

These five works - the special insight sections of the Great 
and Medium Expositions of the Stages of the Path, the Essence of 
the Good Explanations, Ocean of Reasoning, and Illumination of 
the Thought - are the main sources for Dzong-ka-ba's views 
on Madhyamika in that they focus on this system as their 
primary subject matter, delineating Madhyamika positions in 
contrast to other systems. Still, the Madhyamika view, and 
from among the two Madhyamika subdivisions, Svatantrika
Madhyamika and Prasailgika-Madhyamika, that of Prasangika
Madhyamika, pervades Dzong-ka-ba's writings. His col
lected writings (gsung 'bum) are comprised of eighteen Tibetan 
volumes and contain over two hundred separate works cover
ing a vast array of topics within both the siitra and tantra 
systems; throughout, the view that Dzong-ka-ba himself ad
heres to, even if he is not specifically writing about it, is 
PrasaIigika-Madhyamika. In his writings on tantra, he asserts 
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explicitly that even within the highest tantric system, Highest 
Yoga Tantra (Trial 'byor bla med kyi rgyud, anuttarayogatantra), 
the emptiness described is not higher to or different from that 
set forth in the PrasaIigika-Madhyamika system. 11 

In this volume, I consider the Madhyamika interpretation 
found in the special insight section of Dzong-ka-ba's Great 
Exposition of the Stages of the Path, focusing specifically on 
Dzong-ka-ba's delineation of what is and is not negated in the 
view of selflessness and his resolution of the seeming conflict 
between a view of emptiness and the existence of conventional 
phenomena, including ethical actions. Madhyamika philo
sophy is difficult to underst~nd, especially because the works 
of the founder of that system, Nagiirjuna, are exceedingly 
terse and subject to a variety of interpretations. Thus, there 
has always been debate among those who claim to uphold the 
Madhyamika systems as to exactly what that system is. 
Although in the Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path, 
Dzong-ka-ba newly set forth his understanding in contradis
tinction to interpretations prevalent in Tibet at that time, 
most of which from his viewpoint went too far and fell into 
nihilism, his argument also serves to counter the positions of 
the non-PrisaDgika Buddhist schools that, from a Madhya
mika viewpoint, do not negate enough and thus uphold an 
extreme of reification. Dzong-ka-ba makes very clear the 
"middle way" that he upholds. 

As will be discussed in chapters four through six, many 
Western writers have concluded that Madhyamika is a system 
at best agnostic and at worst nihilistic; that the purpose of the 
Madhyamika dialectic is merely to demonstrate the in
adequacy oflanguage; that they reject all conceptuality what
soever rather than just a misperception of the nature of reality; 
that Madhyamikas merely refute others' systems and have no 
position, thesis, or view, of their own; that the Madhyamika 
view is not the result of philosophical reasoning; and so 
forth. 12 Dzong-ka-ba sought to refute similar understandings 
of Madhyamika, widespread during his lifetime, and thus his 
text addresses directly the qualms of many contemporary 
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interpreters and serves as an excellent springboard from which 
to examine Madhyamika philosophy. 

In developing his Madhyamika interpretation, Dzong-ka
ba relies heavily on four Indian commentators on the writings 
of Nagarjuna - Aryadeva, Buddhapalita, Chandrakirti, and 
Bhavaviveka - the chief of these being Chandrakirti. In a 
verse work, the Essence of the Good Explanations, Praise of 
Munindra (also known as the Praise of Dependent-Arising [rten 
'brei bstod paJ), written shortly before the Great Exposition of 
the Stages of the Path, Dzong-ka-ba describes his exgerience in 
discovering the commentaries of Chandrakirti: 13 

Although this good system [Madhyamika] 
Is so wonderful, 
People who are unskilled in it 
Vie among themselves like tangling vines. 

Having seen this, I myself 
Followed after the skillful 
With manifold effort, 
Seeking again and again the intent of your tea~. 

At that time I studied many canons 
From my own sect and from the sects of others; 
My mind was tonnented 
Again and again by a web of doubt. 

You predicted that the commentator 
On the system of the peerless vehicle 
That abandons the extremes of existence and non

existence 
Would be Nagarjuna, whose commentaries are a 

lotus garden. 

Increscent sphere of undefiled knowledge, 
Traversing unimpeded across the sky of scriptures, 
Dispelling the darkness of heart of extreme views, 
Eclipsing the stars of wrong speech -
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All is illumined by the rosary of moonbeams 
Of good explantion of the Eminent Moon 

[Chandrakirti). 
When by the kindness of the Lama I beheld this, 
My weariness was relieved. 

Dzong-ka-ba compares Nagarjuna's explanation of the Madh
yamika system to a type of lotus that in Indian literary 
convention blooms only in moonlight; the moonlight open
ing the flower of Nagarjuna's explanation is the good explana
tion of Chandrakirti - "Eminent Moon" or "Moon-fame" -
candra being the Sanskrit word for "moon" and kirti meaning 
"fame" or "renown". Thus ir was upon studying the commen
taries of Chandrakirti that Dzong-ka-ba settled his doubts and 
arrived at an understanding of the Madhyamika system. 14 

Dzong-ka-ba's reliance on Chandrakirti is a primary factor 
for understanding why his interpretation might differ from 
Madhyamika interpretations prevalent in China and Japan. 
Nagarjuna flourished during the first to second centuries 
A.D.;15 Aryadeva was his direct disciple and thus is roughly 
contemporaneous with him. Buddhapilita, Bhivaviveka, and 
OJandrakirti lived considerably later, the former two in the 
sixth century and Chandrakirti in the seventh. 16 Whereas 
major works of Nagarjuna and Aryadeva were translated into 
Chinese, those of the three later commentators were not. 17 

Hence Dzong-ka-ba was relying for his understanding of 
Madhyamika on later texts than was the Chinese tradition. 

A similar difference of sources applies to much of Western 
scholarship concerning Madhyamika, which has relied heavily 
on extant Sanskrit materials. Among Madhyamika texts, sev
eral ofNagarjuna's works have survived in Sanskrit, fragments 
of one of Aryadeva's works, one of Bhavaviveka's works, and 
one of Chandrakirti's works along with fragments of another. 18 
This hardly provides a basis for a complete picture of the 
Indian commentarial tradition. Dzong-ka-ba, in contrast, had 
access to Tibetan translations of Madhyamika texts by Indian 
authors from Nagarjuna to Atisha (eleventh century) which 
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fill eighteen volumes of the Tibetan canon. Included are the 
major works attributed to Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, Buddhapa
lita, Bhavaviveka, and Chandrakirti. In addition, Dzong-ka
ba was dealing with the material as a living tradition, actively 
studied and debated by the scholars of his time. Furthermore, 
the fact that it has remained a living tradition among the 
Tibetans right up to the present greatly increases access to 
Dzong-ka-ba's thought, as there are numerous written com
mentaries on his work in addition to well-versed contemporary 
scholars who can be consulted concerning difficult points. 

The Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path is particularly 
useful for a study of Madhyamika in that Dzong-ka-ba, 
because he was newly setting forth his interpretation, supports 
his positions with copious citation of Indian sources. Further, 
he presents a number of passages that are used by his oppon 
ents to support what he considers to be incorrect interpreta
tions and then explains why he considers them to be incorrect, 
along with offering his own interpretation. Thus it is possible 
to judge whether Dzong-ka-ba's interpretation is in fact sup
ported by Indian sources or is merely his own fabrication. 

THE DEPENDENT-ARISING OF THIS STUDY 

My initial study of the Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path 
was begun with Professor Jeffrey Hopkins. Over a period 
from May, 1979 to September, 1981, we read through slightly 
more than the first half of the special insight portion of the 
Four Interwoven Annotations to (Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposi
tion of the Stages of the Path" (lam rim mchan bzhi sbrags ma), a 
commentary on Dzong-ka-ba's Great Exposition that is itself a 
composite of four commentaries. 19 During this time I prepared 
a draft translation. 

I also studied the first two-thirds of the portion of the Four 
Interwoven Annotations translated here with Gyu-may Ken-sur 
Jampel Shenphen, since appointed head of the Ge-luk-ba 
order, while he was in residence at the University of Virginia 
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from June, 1980 to June, 1981. His extremely careful attention 
to the interplay of the different annotations helped me to 
become fluent in distinguishing between them and to develop 
a sense of the varying contributions of each annotator. In 
Dhannsala, India, during the summer of 1982, I read through 
the portion of the annotations translated here with the senior 
ge-shay of Nam-gyal Monastery, Ge-shay Wangdrak, and on 
my return to the US in the fall of 1982, read through the 
remainder of the portion of the text concerned with identifying 
the object of negation with Lo-ling Ken-sur Yeshe Thupten. 
While in India I also raised questions on the Four Interwoven 
Annotations with a number of Tibetan scholars, in particular 
Ge-shay GOnchok Tsering of the Shar-dzay College of Gan
den Monastic University and Ken-sur Denba Dendzin of the 
Go-mang College of Dre-bung Monastic University. 

In addition, while in India I read through the entire portion 
of Dzong-ka-ba's "Great Exposition of Special Insight" con
cerned with identifying the object of negation (slightly more 
than the first third of the text), separate from the Four 
IfIImIJofJen Annotations, with Ge-sbay Palden Drakpa, resident 
scholar at Tibet House in New Delhi. I found him a brilliant 
scholar whose penetrating analysis went right to the heart of 
the many difficult issues raised by Dzong-ka-ba. 

Other texts consulted as part of this study include four 
additional commentari~ on the Great Exposition of Special 
Insight: 

1 Sha-mar-den-dzin's Difficult Points of (Dzang-ka-ba's) 
"Great Exposition of Special Insight",z° a detailed analysis of 
key issues in Dzong-ka-ba's text that is highly recommended 
by the present Dalai Lama, which I studied with Professor 
Hopkins in India in 1982; 

2 Lo-sang-dor-jay's Decisive Ana(ysis of Special Insight,21 a 
text that is less a commentary on Dzong-ka-ba's work than a 
summary of key points within it, supplemented with material 
from Dzong-ka-ba's other writings on Madhyamika so as to 
provide a condensed picture of the major topics studied with 
regard to Madhyamika philosophy, all phrased in the syllo-
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gistic or consequential debate format, which I studied in 
Dhannsala with the then abbot of Nam-gyal Monastery, 
Losang Nyima; 
3 A-gya-yong-dzin's A Brief Explanation of Terminology 

Occurring in (Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposition of the Stages of 
the Path", 22 a commentary first shown to me by Ge-shay 
Palden Drakpa of Tibet House, which is very helpful in 
explaining unusual terminology and providing background 
information on many points as well as historical information 
on the composition of the Great Exposition and the Four 
Interwoven Annotations; 
4 Pa-bong-ka's About the Four Interwoven Annotations on 

(Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path to 
Enlightenment", Set Forth In Very Brief Fonn to Purify Forget
fulness and Nourish the Memory,23 miscellaneous notes set 
down by Pa-bong-ka to supplement the Four Interwoven 
Annotations . 

I also read through the sections in Dzong-ka-ba's other 
major works on Madhyamika that are appropriate to this 
study with Ge-shay GOnchok Tsering in Mundgod, South 
India. With Lo-ling Ken-sur Yeshe Thupten in Virginia, I 
read in Dzong-ka-ba's Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path 
other sections not translated in this volume but helpful for a 
deeper understanding of the topic: Dzong-ka-ba's introduc
tion to the topics of calm abiding and special insight as well as 
the final sixty pages of the text, mainly concerned with how to 
cultivate the view of emptiness in meditation. 

ON READING THIS WORK 

Throughout my chapters, when I speak of Madhyamika 
philosophy, I am speaking from the viewpoint of Dzong-ka
ba's interpretation of Madhyamika - which is based, as de
scribed above, on Nagiirjuna, Aryadeva, ChandrakIrti, 
Buddhapalita, and Bhavaviveka - and of that of Ge-Iuk-ba 
scholars who follow Dzong-ka-ba's interpretation. 
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Although I occasionally use the term "the Ge-Iuk-ba tradi
tion" or "the 'Ge-Iuk-ba position", my use of it requires 
explanation. Dzong-ka-ba is considered the founder of the Ge
luk order, not in the sense that he himself announced such 
self-consciously, but that over time a school of his followers 
developed which eventually came to be called Ge-Iuk-ba. It is 
hard to define what makes someone a Ge-Iuk-ba, for certainly 
there is no doctrinal catechism that can be pointed to, and the 
ge-shay (dge bshes) training encourages individual analysis and 
interpretation of difficult philosphical points, not blind adher
ence to dogma. The main qualification perhaps would be that 
such a person relies primarily on the lineage of teachings and 
textual interpretation descended from Dzong-ka-ba, which in 
terms of spiritual practice would mean being based upon the 
"stages of the path" (lam rim) teachings that Dzong-ka-ba laid 
out in such detail in the Great Exposition of the Stages of the 
Path. The qualification "primarily" allows that one could rely 
on those teachings and not consider oneself a Ge-Iuk-ba, or 
that one could consider oneself a Ge-luk-ba and still rely on 
lineages of teaching descended from teachers of other Tibetan 
orders, and so forth. 

I try to limit the term "w Ge-luk-ba position" to a philo
sophical assertion found in the textbook literature of all three 
of the great Ge-Iuk-ba monastic universities, Gan-den (dga' 
/dan), Dre-bung ('bras spungs) and Se-ra (se rwa). More fre
quently I use the indefinite article, "a Ge-Iuk-ba position" to 
indicate a position that is widely asserted within the tradition 
of scholars who are followers of Dzong-ka-ba, though not 
necessarily by members of all three monastic universities. 
Also, although the focus of this work is Dzong-ka-ba's in
terpretation of Madhyamika, at times I bring in material from 
the commentarial tradition based on Dzong-ka-ba's writings 
that deals with issues not specifically addressed by him; I 
consider those "Ge-Iuk-ba" interpretations rather than specifi
cally Dzong-ka-ba's. It is not that they contradict Dzong-ka
ba but that he did not necessarily say such. 

My use of the term "Ge-luk-ba" is not intended to be 
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exclusive. If I say that something is a Ge-Iuk position, this 
does not mean that it is necessarily not a Nying-ma (mying 
rna), Ga-gyu (bka' rgyud), or Sa-gya (sa skya) position. Since 
Dzong-ka-ba studied with teachers of all the great Tibetan 
orders, and especially those of the Sa-gya order, much of what 
he asserts is shared with those orders and not unique to 
Ge-Iuk. In some areas there are also significant differences 
from those schools, but delineation of these areas of similiarity 
and difference, though a fruitful field for further study, is not 
the focus of this work. Thus, identification of a position as 
"Ge-Iuk-ba" indicates that it is widely asserted within the 
tradition following Dzong-ka-ba but not necessarily asserted 
outside of that tradition. 

The first three chapters of Part One are intended to supply 
the background material and explanation needed in order to 
understand and appreciate more fully Dzong-ka-ba's presenta
tion. Chapters four though six consider some of the central 
issues in Madhyamika philosophy around which Dzong-ka
ba's interpretation revolves, comparing his Madhyamika in
terpretation with interpretations current in Western scholar
ship. 

Part Two contains a translation of approximately one sixth 
of the special insight section of Dzong-ka-ba's Great Exposition 
of the Stages of the Path, his introduction to the topic of special 
insight and to the refutation of those who go too far in their 
estimation of what the Madhyamikas negate, focusing on the 
compatibility of emptiness and conventional phenomena as 
the uncommon feature of the Madhyamika system. 24 Part 
Three is a translation of the corresponding section of the 
commentary on Dzong-ka-ba's work, the Four Interwoven 
Annotations to (Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposition of the Stages 
of the Path". 

The most fruitful way to read the translations is to read 
simultaneously the respective chapters of Dzong-ka-ba's text 
and the annotations on it. Once understood, Dzong-ka-ba's 
presentation is pellucid and his writing brilliant in its simpli
city. However, approached initially, and particularly if one is 
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unfamiliar with the topics he is discussing, it is possible to 
miss much of what he is saying, for he assumes an educated 
audience and does not supply a great deal of background 
material, referents, and so forth. The Four Interwoven Annota
tions are, therefore, invaluable in filling this gap. Having read 
them, it is then possible to reread Dzong-ka-ba alone with 
fuller appreciation. 



I An Overview of the Great 
Exposition 

Dzong-ka-ba introduces his presentation of special insight 
with a few pages aimed at establishing that in order to gain 
release from cyclic existence, the endless cycle of birth and 
rebirth, mere meditative stabilization is not sufficient. Also 
needed is the special insight realizing emptiness. This starting 
point must be understood within its context in the Great 
Exposition of the Stages of the Path - in terms of what has 
come before it in the text, how special insight fits into the 
Buddhist path as a whole, and, within that, the level of the 
path on which Dzong-ka-ba's discussion focuses. To under
stand how Dzong-ka-ba approaches the Buddhist tradition, it 
is also important to be familiar with presuppositions and 
principles underlying his approach. These topics are addressed 
in this chapter. 

SUMMARY OF THE GREAT EXPOSITION 

The Great Exposition is a presentation of the entire path to en
lightenment, laid out in the stages of practice of one individual, 
from the very beginning of religious practice through to the 
attainment of Buddhahood. It is based on Atisha's (982 - 1054) 
Lamp for the Path to Enlightenment (byang chub lam sgran, 
bodhipathapradipa)25 and the Ga-dam-ba (bka' gdams pa) tradi
tion descended from Atisha, but Dzong-ka-ba has extensively 
extended and systematized the presentation. In tenns of sheer 
size, Atisha's text is three folios in length whereas Dzong-ka
ba's is five hundred and twenty-three. 

17 
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The text is structured around the mind-trainings (blo sbyong) 

of beings of the three capacities. A being of small capacity is 
one who has turned to religious practice, but is focused mainly 
on attaining a good rebirth in the future. In the section of the 
Great Exposition setting forth the practices shared with trainees 
of this capacity, Dzong-ka-ba presents teachings on developing 
mindfulness of the definiteness of death and the uncertainty of 
the time of death; on the sufferings of the three bad trans
migrations - as hell-beings, hungry ghosts, or animals; on the 
importance, purpose, and benefits of going for refuge to the 
Three Jewels of Buddha, Doctrine, and Spiritual Community; 
on the relationship of acti(~ms committed and the effects they 
induce; on the different types of actions and their effects; and 
on the ways to purify negative actions done in the past. 

A being of middling capacity is one who, rather than 
seeking merely a good rebirth in the future, has developed a 
perception of all of cyclic existence as pervaded by suffering, 
and has developed an attitude of renunciation - a determina
tion to become liberated from cyclic existence altogether. In 
the section of the Great Exposition presenting the mind
trainings shared with beings of middling capacity, Dzong-ka
be discusses the four noble truths, focusing particularly on the 
first two, true sufferings and true sources of suffering, describ
ing the twelve links of dependent -arising and the sufferings 
of the six transmigrations; he identifies the afflictions and sets 
forth the path to liberation. 

A being of great capacity does not stop merely with the 
intention to remove himself or herself from cyclic existence, 
but, understanding that as much as its suffering is unbearable 
for oneself so much so is it for all others as well, generates the 
altruistic intention to become a Buddha realistically able to 
work effectively to free beings from suffering. In the part of 
the Great Exposition describing the mind-training of a being of 
great capacity, Dzong-ka-ba sets forth the generation of the 
altruistic aspiration to enlightenment and the deeds in which a 
Bodhisattva is to train, including an extensive discussion of 
the six perfections - giving, ethics, patience, effort, concen
tration, and wisdom. 
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The final part of the Great Exposition is a more detailed and 
technical explanation of how to train in the last two perfections, 
now discussed in terms of calm abiding (zhi gnas, samatOO) 
and special insight (IOOgmthong, vipaiyanii). For, taken loosely, 
all concentrative states (from a mere one-pointedness, or 
focusing, of the mind on a virtuous object on up through the 
concentrations [bsam gtan, dhyiina] and formless absorptions 
[gzugs med kyi snyoms 'jug, iirupyasamiipatti]) can be included 
within the class of calm abiding, and all wisdom (that is, all 
virtuous wisdoms differentiating individually either conven
tional or ultimate objects) can be included within the class of 
special insight. 26 

CALM ABIDING AND SPECIAL INSIGHT 

As described by the Ge-Iuk-ba tradition, the etymology of the 
term calm abiding (zhi gnas, SamatOO) is that it is an abiding 
(gnas, sthii) of the mind upon an internal object of observation 
having calmed (zhi, Sarna) its running to external objects. 27 

Defined more technically, calm abiding is a meditative stabil
ization accompanied by a joy of mental and physical pliancy in 
which the mind abides naturally - without effort - for as 
long as one wishes, without fluctuation, on whichever virtuous 
object it has been placed.28 This level of concentration is the 
degree of mental stabilization that must be present in order to 
progress to all the higher levels of the Buddhist path. Although 
not the most concentrated state that can be attained - the 
concentrations and formless absorptions are more highly con
centrated states29 - it is called the "not unable" (mi lcogs med, 
aniigamya) because it can serve as the mental basis for all of 
the path consciousnesses that are the antidotes to the afflictions 
that bind persons in cyclic existence. 30 

Calm abiding refers merely to the mind's being concen
trated, drawn within so that it stays focused on whatever 
object it has been placed. That object can be any number of 
things - the visualized body of a Buddha, impermanence, the 
four noble truths, or whatever. Emptiness could be the object 
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with respect to which cahn abiding is achieved, but need not 
be, and because it is a more difficult object than many for 
achieving cahn abiding, probably would not be the object 
initially. 

Special insight is etymologized as sight (mthong, pa§ya) 
exceeding (lhag, vi), in that it is a special seeing. 31 It is an 
analytical wisdom defined as a wisdom of thorough discrimi
nation of phenomena conjoined with special pliancy induced 
by the power of analysis. 32 In general, it need not be observing 
emptiness, but its main meaning within the Bodhisattva's 
training in the perfection of wisdom is as a wisdom conscious
ness realizing emptiness. 

It is an analytical consciousness, but one based upon stabil
ization of mind - according to the sutra system presentation, 
special insight can only be achieved after and upon a basis of 
cahn abiding. Ordinarily, analysis hanns the stability of mind, 
and great stability of mind hanns analysis. The causal process 
utilized in the development of special insight is that having 
attained calm abiding, one repeatedly alternates stabilizing 
and analytical meditation, training in the hannonization of the 
two types of meditation until finally analytical meditation 
itleif induces stability and that then induces special mental 
and physical pliancy. This is the point at which special insight 
can be said to have been attained, and the attainment of 
special insight is necessarily an attainment of a union of calm 
abiding and special insight. 

In tenns of progress on the Buddhist path, the attainment 
of such a union of cahn abiding and special insight marks a 
rather advanced level of development. There are five paths 
which must be traversed by a practitioner intent upon the 
highest goal - those of accumulation, preparation, seeing, 
meditation, and no more learning. Discussed in terms of a Ge
luk-ba presentation of the Mahayana path, the path of ac
cumulation (tshogs lam, sa1!lbharamiirga) is attained at the 
point at which one develops the Bodhisattva motivation, 
generating an altruistic aspiration to attain enlightenment for 
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the sake of all sentient beings, this attitude arising spon
taneously both in and out of meditation. 33 

On this path one accumulates the collections of merit and 
wisdom, the latter being primarily cultivation of the realiza
tion of selflessness. The path of preparation (sbyor lam, 
prayogamiirga) is attained at the point at which one generates a 
union of calm abiwng and special insight realizing emptiness, 
and the path of seeing (mtlumg lam, darSanamiirga) is attained 
at the point at which one brings that realization to a level of 
direct perception, in which emptiness is realized directly 
rather than conceptually. During the path of meditation (sgom 
lam, bhiivaniimiirga), which is divided into ten Bodhisattva 
grounds (sa, bhUmi), one is making that realization progress
ively more and more powerful, using it to eradicate ever more 
subtle levels of the innate conception of inherent existence. 
Finally, with the attainment of the path of no more learning 
(mi slob lam, aSailqamiirga), one has attained Buddhahood, an 
omniscient state in which all good qualities have been per
fected, all bad qualities eradicated forever, and one is fully 
effective in tenns of being able to help other sentient beings. 

According to the sutra Mahayana system as studied in Ge
luk-ba monasteries, it takes three periods of countless aeons to 
progress over the five paths - one period of countless aeons 
for the paths of accumulation and preparation, one to go from 
the path of seeing through the seventh Bodhisattva ground, 
and a final period of countless aeons to progress over the last 
three Bodhisattva grounds and attain the path of no more 
learning. 34 Thus at the point when a union of calm abiding 
and special insight realizing emptiness is initially attained, one 
has already developed the Bodhisattva aspiration in fully 
qualified fonn and is well into the first period of countless 
aeons of practice of the Bodhisattva deeds. Further, the union 
of calm abiding and special insight is not merely a milepost 
marking the attainment of the path of preparation, but is an 
integral part of all the further levels of the path, being the 
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concentrative basis for the progressively more penetrating 
realizations of emptiness that demarcate subsequent progress 
on the path. Even a Buddha's omniscient consciousness real
izing all phenomena simultaneously is a union of calm abiding 
and special insight. Thus it can be said without exaggeration 
that calm abiding and special insight are at the heart of the 
Buddhist path. 

Dzong-ka-& begins his exposition of calm abiding and 
special insight with a general discussion of their benefits, the 
way in which all meditative stabilizations can be included 
within them, their natures, why it is necessary to cultivate 
both, and the definiteness of the order in which they are 
achieved - first calm abicfutg and then special insight. 3S He 
then discusses each in detail, devoting approximately fifty 
Tibetan folios to his explanation of calm abiding and one 
hundred and sixty to that of special insight. 

THE CONTEXT OF DZONG-KA-BA'S DISCUSSION 

'The presentation of special insight is initiated with a brief 
indication that it is essential for gaining liberation from cyclic 
existence. Meditative stabilization alone is not sufficient. To 
support this point, Dzong-ka-ba relies chiefly upon citations 
from Kamalashila's Stages of Meditation (sgom rim, bJuivarui
krama) and sutra. In approaching the topic in this way, 
Dzong-ka-ba is alluding to the famous Sam-yay (bsam yas) 
debate that took place in the late eighth century between 
Kamalashila and a Chinese monk identified as Hva-shang 
Mahayana. The outcome of the debate definitively settled that 
the Buddhist tradition in Tibet would take its impetus primar
ily from India rather than China. 36 

According to Tibetan traditions, Hva-shang was propound
ing as meditation on emptiness the mere withdrawal of the 
mind from everything. Dzong-ka-ba, for example, says of 
Hva-shang, "That one, holding all conceptuality (rtog pa, 
vikalpa) whatsoever as an apprehension of signs, abandons the 
wisdom of individual analysis and asserts as meditation on the 
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profound meaning not taking'anything at all to mind."37 Such 
a premise is founded on the view that all conceptuality what
soever is bad and to be gotten· rid of, and is often expressed 
through the metaphor that just as black clouds obstruct the 
sky, so also do white clouds. 

In refuting Hva-shang, Kamalashila - martialling exten
sive scriptural support as well as using reasoning - is consid
ered by Tibetan traditions to have successfully upheld the 
position that some conceptuality - e.g., that used in the 
analytical processes that are steps to penetrating the nature of 
reality - is not only acceptable but indispensible. 

For Dzong-ka-ba the issue is settled, and rather than 
reworking the arguments in great detail, he merely summar
izes the basic conclusion, relying primarily on Kamalashila. 
From this beginning, Dzong-ka-ba then addresses the question 
of how special insight realizing emptiness is to be achieved. 
Special insight is an advanced level of realization of emptiness; 
the foundation from which it must be developed is the view 
(Ita ba, drf#) realizing emptiness. Thus Dzong-ka-ba immedi
ately takes a position contrary to what many interpreters 
believe of Madhyamika. For Dzong-ka-ba, Madhyamika, far 
from being a systemless system intent only on refuting the 
views of others and positing none of its own, is a positive 
system built upon and directed towards the generation of a 
view - that realizing emptiness. 38 Emptiness, though a nega
tive phenomenon - a non-affinning negative (med dgag, 
prasajya-prat4edha) that is the mere absence of the object of 
negation, inherent existence (rang bzhin, svabhiiva) - does 
exist, is an object of knowledge (shes bya, jiieya), and as such, 
can be realized. 39 

The view realizing emptiness is generated through a careful 
process of reasoning and analysis, and most of the "Great 
Exposition of Special Insight" is focused on how to develop 
that view; of its one hundred fifty-eight folios, one hundred 
twenty-seven are concerned with the generation of the view, 
included within the topical heading, "Fulfilling the Prerequis
ites for Special Insight". The first step in that process is to 
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identify the object of negation - what it is that phenomena 
are empty of.' As part of that identification, Dzong-ka-ba 
refutes at length interpretations he felt negated too much. 
(The first part of this section, Dzong-ka-ba's general consider
ation of over-negation, is translated here.) 

The view of emptiness is something that can be gained even 
prior to entry into the five paths in that, technically speaking, 
one is said to have gained the view at the point at which one 
initially generates an inferential cognition of emptiness. 40 
Most of Dzong-ka-ba's discussion is thus carried on at a level 
considerably less lofty than actual special insight but very 
appropriate to the practical, needs of his audience. 

HOW DZONG-KA-BA APPROACHES THE 
TRADITION 

To realize emptiness, one needs to rely on definitive scriptures 
- those in which the final mode of subsistence of phenomena 
is definite just as it is in the passage, not requiring any 
interpretation. However, Buddha taught for forty-five years, 
during which time he set forth a bewildering array of doctrines, 
many of them seemingly contradictory. Thus, Dzong-ka-ba 
next addresses the question of interpretation. How is one to 
know which scriptures to follow in seeking to understand 
emptiness? Through adhering to two basic principles: rely on 
reasoning, but also rely on a skilled guide. The emphasis on 
reasoning has its source in Buddha himself, for sulfa saYS:41 

Monks and scholars 
Should accept my words not out of respect 
But upon having carefully analyzed them, 
Like the way in which gold is scorched, cut, and 

rubbed. 

Dzong-ka-ba and his Ge-Iuk-ba followers particularly took 
this teaching to heart. In their system, reasoning is essential in 
differentiating which scriptures are definitive and which 
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require interpretation, for the sutras themselves give contra
dictory indications. The teaching in a sutra such as the One 
Hundred Thousand Stanza Perfection of Wisdom (shes rab kyi 
pha rol tu phyin pa stong phrag brgya pa, satasiihasrikaprajiiii
paramitii) that all phenomena are empty of true establishment is 
said to be definitive by one sutra, the Teachings of Ak~hayarnati 
(blo gros mi zad pas bstan pa, ak~ayarnatinirdeSa), and to require 
interpretation by another, the Sutra Unravelling the Thought 
(mdo sde dgongs 'grel, sarrulhinirmocana). Thus, in the end, the 
differentiation must be made by reasoning. 

However, this is not to say that every student of the 
teachings of emptiness is to begin anew, approaching the texts 
alone and relying only on his or her wits. Dzong-ka-ba 
indicates that one needs to rely on a teacher skilled in the texts 
teaching emptiness, and that further one must rely on one of 
the great Indian commentators. Otherwise, he says, "you are 
like a blind person without a guide going in a direction of 
fright".42 He expresses this cautionary advice because empti
ness, particularly as presented by the Macihyamika system, is 
not a topic to be studied lightly. There is great danger of 
students' misunderstanding it - as evidenced by the centuries 
of controversy over how it is to be interpreted - with a 
consequent danger of generating strong wrong views that, in 
Buddhist religious terms, can bring great harm to a student in 
the future. Chandrakirti's [Auto]commentary on the "Supple
ment to (Nagarjuna's) Treatise on the Middle Way'" (dbu rna la 
'jug pa'i bshad pa, madhyarnakavatarabha~ya) saYS:43 

Further, [Nagiirjuna's] Treatise, which has the fruit 
of teaching the real dependent-arising just as it is, is 
to be taught only to those who through prior cultiva
tion have established seeds [for the realization] of 
emptiness in their continuums. [It should] not [be 
taught] to others, for, even if they have heard about 
emptiness, since [such people] have thoughts 
wrongly oriented with respect to emptiness, it is 
disastrous. It is thus: Some people, through lack of 
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skill, abandon emptiness and thereby go to a bad 
transmigration [upon rebirth]. Others, erroneously 
apprehending the meaning of emptiness, think that 
[these phenomena] do not exist. The wrong view 
deprecating all things, having been generated, 
increases. Therefore, a teacher should explain the 
view of emptiness to listeners upon having ascer
tained the particulars of [their] inclinations. 

Thus, given the dangers of deprecation of the teachings or of a 
fall into nihilism, it is important if one is to study emptiness 
that it be done with the assistance of reliable commentaries. 
The scriptures themselves are vast and various, and, in isola
tion, without commentary, difficult to penetrate. Buddha is 
renowned to have prophesied two great commentators on his 
teachings - Asailga, founder of the Chittamatra school of 
tenets, and Nagarjuna, founder of Madhyamika - and 
Dzong-ka-ba says that one should rely upon their treatises. 

THE THEME OF COHERENCE 

The reference to relying on either the Chittamatra or the 
Midhyamika commentators, in spite of Dzong-ka-ba's per
sonal adherence to Madhyamika as the highest of teachings, 
illustrates another of the principles underlying Dzong-ka-ba's 
presentation, that of the coherence and validity of all Buddha's 
teachings. Dzong-ka-ba extolls Atisha's Lamp for the Path and 
its teaching of the practices of the three types of beings, on 
which the Great Exposition is based, as particularly facilitating 
understanding that Buddha's teachings are a coherent whole. 
In the opening pages of the Great Expositian, he says that these 
instructions for practice are to be praised by way of their 
possessing four greatnesses:44 

I the greatness of realizing all of the teachings as without 
contradiction 

2 the greatness that all of the scriptures dawn as instructions 
for practice 
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3 the greatness that the thought of the Conqueror [Buddha] 
is easily found 

4 the greatness that one is prevented from the great wrong
doing [of abandoning the doctrine through accepting some 
teachings and rejecting others, saying that some are good and 
some are bad]. 

These emphasize what is for Dzong-ka-ba a central theme. 
Applying standards of reasoning and consistency, Dzong-ka
ba analyzed the vast corpus of Buddhist literature and derived 
an ordered system that attempts to uphold the validity of all 
the Buddha's diverse teachings within reconciling seeming 
contradictions between them. As he says with regard to the 
first of the four greatnesses:45 

Therefore, all of the scriptures are included as a 
branch of the Mahayana path for achieving Buddha
hood, for, there is no saying of the Subduer which 
does not extinguish some fault or generate some 
good quality, and, of all those, there is none that is 
not accomplished by a Mahayanist. 

All the teachings are to be brought into the practice of a single 
individual, combining practical application with knowledge of 
the great texts based upon having come to know how they are 
to be interpreted. 

Thus, the purpose of differentiating between which of 
Buddha's teachings are definitive and which interpretable is 
not to rule out some teachings, but to know how the teachings 
should be taken, to bring order to a variety of teachings that 
certainly on the surface appear to be contradictory. 

The variety of practices, tenets, and levels is said to take 
account of the differences between individual practitioners 
and in fact is pointed to by the Buddhist traditions as yet 
another sign of Buddha's genius. He was not a quack with 
only one medicine to prescribe for all, but through his great 
skill in means taught many different doctrines to his many 
followers in accordance with their varying capacities. Fearing, 
because of the difficulty of understanding emptiness, that he 
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would not be understood properly or that people would turn 

away from the-teachings altogether, Buddha sometimes taught 
presentations of emptiness less subtle than his final teaching 
and, as such, more easily grasped by his less skillful trainees. 

Within Dzong-ka-ba's system there is a clear ranking of the 
philosophical tenet systems - Vaibha!jhika, Sautrantika, 
Chittamatra, and Madhyamika - in order of increasing 
subtlety, with preference for the highest. Also, the levels of 
practice set forth in the Great Exposition - practices of beings 
of small, middling, and great capacity - are a ranked order 
with preference for the Bodhisattva practices of a being of 
great capacity. However, even though Dzong-ka-ba states that 
in general Madhyamika . is the highest system and the 
Bodhisattva training the highest level of practice, this does not 
mean that everyone should seek this level immediately. For 
some, Madhyamika is at present too subtle and the Bodhisattva 
training too difficult, and thus for them these are not the best. 
Rather than trying to follow them but failing, one should 
practice at a level appropriate to one's capacity. 

Even for those capable of the higher levels, the higher levels 
are built upon the lower, and in fact require the lower as 
prerequisites; one must work one's way up, it not being 
suitable to just leap in at the top, nor to utterly reject the lower 
and accept only the higher. Thus, the levels of training 
described for beings of small capacity are described as those 
shared with beings of small capacity - shared in that beings of 
middling and great capacity must practice them as well. 

Similarly, when seeking to understand Madhyamika, one 
cannot study only it but must also have an understanding of 
the lower tenet systems, and, in fact, Madhyamika asserts 
much of what is taught in the texts of the lower systems. It is 
not that Madhyamika is just different from the lower systems, 
but that it builds upon them, accepting much of what is 
taught there, although refining and adding to it. Dzong-ka-ba 
himself on many occasions cites texts by non-Prasangika and 
even non-Madhyamika authors. To give just two examples, 
much of his presentation of calm abiding is based on 
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Chittamatrin works by AsaIiga, for it was AsaIiga who de
veloped the topic in most detail. (In addition, Asailga is the main 
source for the lineage of the teachings on the development of 
compassion, and these teachings are never overridden by any 
considered higher.) Also Dzong-ka-ba frequently cites 
KamalashIla - a Svatantrika-Madhyamika - on points to do 
with meditation and even for general comments about the 
view of emptiness. This does not mean that Dzong-ka-ba was 
a Chittamatrin or a Svatantrika or that he shifted his viewpoint 
within his writings with the result that the calm abiding 
section of the Great Exposition is Chittamatrin whereas the 
special insight section is PrasaIigika. It merely indicates that 
he accepted as valid and made use of non-PrasaIigika teachings 
that do not contradict PrasaIigika tenets. 

Thus, in Dzong-ka-ba's statement that in seeking to under
stand Buddha's scriptures, one should rely on valid comment
ators who are openers of the chariot-ways - AsaIiga or 
Nagiirjuna - he is indicating the validity of both Mahayana 
traditions and emphasizing that one should follow a commen
tator whose interpretations are appropriate to oneself. How
ever, he then goes on to specify that here, in this context of 
seeking the view realizing emptiness, one should rely on the 
texts of Nagiirjuna, and among the many commentators on 
NagiiI"juna's thought, those to be relied on are chiefly 
Buddhapalita and Chandrakirti, and to a lesser degree and 
with some correction, Bhavaviveka. 

Thus, at the beginning of his presentation of special insight 
Dzong-ka-ba devotes a few pages to the need for special 
insight (see the introduction of the translation), a few to how 
one is to identify which scriptures are definitive and which 
require interpretation (see the next chapter and chapter one of 
the translation), and a few more to describing and categorizing 
the development of the commentarial tradition following 
NagiiI"juna (chapter two of the translation). 



2 Interpretation of Scripture 

For Dzong-ka-ba, the detennination of which scriptures 
should be relied upon in ~king to realize emptiness is based 
on a differentiation of scriptures into those of definitive, or 
final, meaning (nges don, nitartha) and those of interpretable 
meaning (drang don, neyartha). One should rely on scriptures 
of definitive meaning, not on those requiring interpretation. 
This principle has its source in sutra, it being one of the four 
reliances set forth by Buddha in the Sutra on the Four Reliances 
(rton pa bzhi'i milo, catul}pratisara1}aSUlra):46 

Rely on the doctrine and not on the person. 
Rely on the meaning and not on the words. 
Rely on sutras of definitive meaning and not on 

those of interpretable meaning. 
Rely on exalted wisdom [directly perceiving reality] 

and not on [ordinary] consciousness. 

However, in order to rely on scriptures of definitive meaning, 
one must first detennine which those are. How the various 
Buddhist schools make this determination is a major key to 
the differences between them and as such serves as the 
primary subject matter of one of Dzong-ka-ba's five major 
works setting forth his interpretation of the Madhyamika 
view, the Essence of the Good Explanations, Treatise Discrimi
nating the Interpretable and the Definitive. 47 

Within the Mahayana tenet systems, Chittamatra uses literal 
acceptability as the criterion for whether scriptures are definit
ive or require interpretation: a definitive scripture is one 

30 
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which can be accepted literally. ~8 Thus, for example, scriptures 
teaching about impennanence or about the four noble truths, 
because they are literal, are of definitive meaning; scriptures 
such as the one that says, "Father and mother are to be 
killed," - which does not in the least mean what it would 
seem superficially to indicate, but rather means that existence 
(srid pa, bhava) and attachment (sred pa, trPJa), the tenth and 
eighth links of the twelve-fold chain of dependent -arising, are 
to be eradicated - are non-literal and hence of interpretable 
meaning. 49 

In the Madhyamika school as presented by the Ge-Iuk 
tradition, the criterion shifts, based on the Teachings of 
A~hayamati Sutra (blo gros mi zad pas bstan pa'i mdo, ak~a
yamatinirdesa) and supported also by the King of Meditative 
Stabilizations Sutra (ting nge 'dzin rgyal po, samiidhiriija), and 
the differentiation between scriptures of definitive and inter
pretable meaning is made by way of the subject discussed. 
Those teaching emptiness as their subject matter are of definit
ive meaning and those teaching other topics require in
terpretation. The basis for the distinction thus rests on the 
ontological status of the subjects discussed: emptinesses, or 
ultimate truths, are definitive objects (nges don, nitiirtha), and 
the taking of a definitive object as its subject matter will cause a 
sutra to be considered a sutra of definitive meaning (nges don 
gyi mdo, nitiirthasUtra). (However it should be noted that the 
sutra itself is ontologically an interpretable object in that it is a 
conventional phenomenon made up of letters, words, and 
sentences). so 

All phenomena except emptinesses, that is, all conventional 
truths, are interpretable objects (drang don, neyiirtha) , and 
taking them as the subject of discussion will cause a sutra to be 
one of interpretable meaning (drang don gyi mdo, neyiirthasiitra). 

This progression is based on a shift in meaning of the 
Sanskrit word artha which is mirrored by its Tibetan transla
tion don. Artha can mean "object" or it can mean "meaning" 
or "purpose", and the same is true of don. There not being a 
comparable word in English, when translating these terms it is 
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necessary to shift words depending on the context, translating 
it as "object" ·when it refers to emptinesses or conventional 
truths as definitive and interpretable objects, respectively, and 
translating it as "meaning" when it refers to the scriptures 
which are posited as of definitive or interpretable meaning by 
way of taking those definitive or interpretable objects as their 
subject of discussion. 

Another point to be briefly noted is the meaning of the term 
neyiirtha; neya and its Tibetan translation drang literally mean 
"to be led" or "drawn out", and, thus, scriptures of inter
pretable meaning (neya-artha, drang ba'i don) are scriptures of 
which the meaning must be led - to something other than 
what is explicitly taught on the literal level, namely to the final 
status of those things taught, their emptiness. As Dzong-ka
ba points out in his Essence of the Good ExplanationsS1 one 
should not mistake the term as meaning "scriptures that lead" 
but rather understand it as "scriptures that must be led". 
Although indeed trainees are led by scriptures of interpretable 
meaning, they are also led by those of definitive meaning, and 
thus this is not the significance of the term. What is under 
discussion is whether or not the scriptures themselves need to 
be led, or interpreted, in some way so as to get at the final 
mode of being of the objects discussed in them. 

The Chin:amatra system's use of literalness as the criterion 
for detennining definitiveness or interpretability is not aban
doned by the Madhyamika differentiation but rather sup
plemented by it. As Kamalashila's Illumination of the Middle 
Way (dbu rna snang ba, rnadhyarnakiiloka), a Svatantrika text 
relevant, according to Dzong-ka-ba, to both Svatantrika and 
Prasailgika Madhyamika, saYS:52 

What is [a siitra] of definitive meaning? That of 
which there is valid cognition and which makes an 
explanation in terms of the ultimate. 

That a siitra has valid cognition means that there is a con
sciousness certifying it as correct - in other words, what is 
said in that siitra can be accepted literally. Thus, the 
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Miidhyamikas agree with the Chittamiitra system that non
literal scriptures, such as the one saying that father and 
mother are to be killed, require interpretation. However, in 
order to be of definitive meaning in the Miidhyamika system, 
a sutra must also make an explanation in terms of emptiness, 
that is, it must teach about emptiness. Thus, many sutras that 
the other tenet systems consider to be definitive are, for the 
Miidhyamikas, sutras that require interpretation - for 
example, sutras teaching about impermanence, or those teach
ing about the cause and effect of actions such as that giving 
leads to having good resources in the future, and so forth. 

Sviitantrika and Priisailgika agree on this general presenta
tion. However, in terms of specific interpretations and appli
cations, they differ. For the Priisailgikas, whatever is a sutra 
mainly and explicitly teaching emptiness is necessarily a sutra 
of definitive meaning, whereas for the SViitantrikas, there are 
both interpretable and definitive sutras among those which 
mainly and explicitly teach emptiness. 53 An example of a sutra 
on which they differ is the Heart of Wisdom, or Heart SUlra 
(shes rab snying po, prajful'u:daya). The Heart SUlra says in 
part: 54 

... The great being, the Bodhisattva Avalokiteshva
ra, replied to the venerable Shiiriputra: "Shiiriputra, 
those sons and daughters of [noble] lineage who wish 
to train in the deeds of the profound perfection of 
wisdom should view the following: They should 
thoroughly view these five aggregates as empty of 
inherent existence. Forms are empty; emptiness is 
form. Apart from form, there is no emptiness; apart 
from emptiness, there is no form. Similarly also 
feelings, discriminations, compositional factors, and 
consciousnesses are empty. 

Shiiriputra, in this way all phenomena are empty; 
they are without characteristics, without production, 
without cessation, without defilements, without sep
aration from defilements, without decrease, and 
without increase. Shiiriputra, since this is so, in 
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emptiness, there are no forms, no feelings, no dis
criminations, no compositional factors, no con
sciousnesses; no eyes, no ears, no noses, no tongues, 
no bodies, no minds; no visual forms, no sounds, no 
odors, no tastes, no objects of touch, no [mental] 
phenomena .... 

Both Svatantrika and Pr3saIigika agree that this is a sutra 
mainly and explicitly teaching emptiness. However, for the 
Svatantrikas it is a sutra requiring interpretation because 
while it says at the beginning that the five aggregates are 
empty of inherent existence, it does not add the qualification 
"ultimately" which they feel is required for an accurate 
statement of Buddha's thought. The PIiisaIigikas find no need 
for the qualification "ultimate" since in their system, "inher
ent" and "ultimate" are qualifiers of equal strength and thus 
it is sufficient that Buddha said "inherent". 

In the Great Exposition Dzong-ka-ba considers the qualm 
that if a sfitra of definitive meaning is necessarily literal, then 
does this not mean that the statements in the Heart SUtra, 
"Forms do not exist," "Production does not exist," and so 
forth, must be taken literally. Dzong-ka-ba answers this 
qualm in two ways. The first demonstrates his consistent 
commitment to common sense - if production did not exist, 
then no produced things would exist, including even the sutra 
saying that production does not exist. There would hence be 
no sutras of definitive or of interpretable meaning, and such is 
clearly unacceptable. 

Throughout his Madhyamika interpretation, Dzong-ka-ba 
is unwilling to settle for a head-splitting paradox - it is 
unacceptable that a sutra teach that which would deny its very 
existence. This commitment to common sense is demonstrated 
again and again, as for example in his treatment of the famous 
tetralemma which says that forms I) do not exist, 2) do not 
not exist, 3) do not both exist and not exist, and 4) do not 
neither exist nor not exist. This will be discussed further in 
the next chapter, but, in brief, Dzong-ka-ba says that it is very 
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clear the non-non-existence of the second branch of the 
tetralemma equals existence. Since existence is denied by the 
first and yet would seem to be affinned by the second if they 
are taken just at face value, again some qualification is needed 
to understand Buddha's thought. The words must make 
sense. In this case, the qualification he finds needed is to say 
that the existence denied by the first branch is inherent 
existence and the non-existence denied by the second is an 
utter non-existence which would not even allow for conven
tional, nominal existence. 

Dzong-ka-ba's resolution of the difficulty with the passage 
in the Heart Sutra is to make the point that a qualification that 
is affixed in one part of a text must be considered to be carried 
over to all the other points at which it is not specifically 
affixed. Thus, because the Heart Sutra at the beginning says, 
"The five aggregates are empty of inherent existence," the 
qualification "inherent existence" is implicitly present at the 
other points where it just says "Forms do not exist," and so 
forth; those passages mean that forms and so forth do not 
inherently exist and such passages are thus considered to be 
literal and definitive. 

Carefully demarcated terminology has been developed by 
Ge-Iuk-ba scholars to deal with such situations; Sha-mar-den
dzin sets forth the following fine distinctions. 55 First, a differ
entiation must be made between the literal reading (sgras zin) 
of a passage - what the actual words are - and whether or 
not a passage is literal (sgra ji bzhin pa). Thus, even though the 
Heart Sutra says in the literal reading that forms do not exist, 
which Prasangika does not accept, the passage can be said to 
be literal in that its actual subject of discussion (brjod bya) as 
well as explicit teaching (dngos bstan) is that forms and so forth 
do not inherently exist; this is what the siitra teaches. It is thus 
possible to say that the literal reading of that passage is not 
literal - i.e., the passage out of context - but that the passage 
is nonetheless literal, since it is to be understood in context 
with an implicit (don gyis) affixing of a needed qualification. 
Further, even though the qualification "inherently" is not 
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explicitly affixed (dngos su sbyar ba), nonetheless that passage 
explicitly teacheS (dngos su bstan pa) that fonns and so forth do 
not inherently exist. 

Svatantrika requires the explicit affixing, somewhere in a 
particular sutra, of any needed qualification in order for that 
sutra to be considered literal and, hence, if it also teaches 
emptiness, definitive. PrasaIigika, in contrast, is quite gen
erous in its willingness to carry over a qualification mentioned 
in one place in a sutra to other sutras of similar type. For 
instance, they say that the qualification "ultimately" which is 
affixed to the object of negation in the One Hundred Thousand 
Stanza Perfection o/Wisdom Sutra must be affixed similarly to 
all sutras of the same class, including those in which a 
qualification of the object of negation is not clear. Hence, all 
of the Perfection of Wisdom Sutras are to be posited as 
scriptures of definitive meaning teaching suchness. 56 

Such an understanding of the implicit carryover of qualifi
cations is crucial to Dzong-ka-ba's Madhyamika interpret
ation, for he applies it not only to the words of Buddha, but 
also to the great Madhyamika commentators such as Nagar
juna, Aryadeva, and Chandrakirti. Although Nagarjuna on 
many occasions makes the statement that such and such does 
not exist, since on a few occasions he qualifies his negation to 
say does not inherentb' exist and also on some occasions affirms 
conventional existence, the qualification is to be understood as 
implicit throughout. 

Of the twenty-seven chapters of Nagarjuna's Treatise on the 
Middle Way, twenty-five mainly refute inherent existence and 
thus mainly proceed in a negative vein. The twenty-sixth 
teaches the stages of the arising and cessation of the twelve 
links of dependent-arising, and the twenty-fourth sets forth 
the way in which all conventional presentations - of arising, 
cessation, cyclic existence and nirviQa - are feasible within an 
emptiness of inherent existence. 57 Dzong-ka-ba emphasizes 
that it is important to carry this teaching of the compatibility 
of dependent -arising and emptiness over to those chapters 
teaching by way of negation, so that one understands that 
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what is being negated is an inherent existence of phenomena, 
not phenomena themselves. 

Chandrakirti makes more use of qualification than does 
Nagarjuna and spells out in more detail just what is and is not 
being negated by the Madhyamika reasonings. However, he 
also does not always qualify his statements of negation, and on 
those occasions qualification must be understood to be implicit. 

One might wonder why, if the qualification is needed in 
order to correctly understand the meaning, it is not always 
stated. Two possible explanations suggest themselves. One is 
that the audience of the Perfection of Wisdom Sutras and of 
Nagarjuna and ChandrakIrti was not one tending towards the 
nihilism of ov'-!megation, but rather one strongly adhering to 
what in the Madhyamika system is an extreme of reification -
imputing to phenomena a solidity, a palpability, that they in 
fact lack. In that it is said that prior to realization of emptiness, 
it is almost impossible to distinguish between existence and 
inherent existence, such strong statements as "Forms do not 
exist," "Production does not exist," are an effective pedago
gical tool. The listener is forced to question his or her own 
strong adherence to the existence of those forms and so forth 
and is pushed closer to an understanding of their lack of 
inherent existence. 

However, Dzong-ka-ba's audience was quite different. The 
Madhyamika interpretation prevalent in Tibet at his time was 
one that he considered nihilistic, most who claimed to be 
Madhyamikas asserting, according to Dzong-ka-ba's descrip
tion, that in fact all phenomena were negated by the 
Madhyamika reasoning and hence did not exist. Thus, for 
Dzong-ka-ba it was important to emphasize the affixing of a 
qualification in the negation of phenomena and, delimiting 
carefully the extent of the Madhyamika negation, to stress the 
maintenance of conventional existence. 

The other factor is simply ease of expression. Not only is it 
more dramatic and forceful to say simply, "Forms do not 
exist," but also if the qualification, "inherently" or "ulti
mately" or "truly" or whatever is repeated on each and every 
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occasion where ~t is to be understood, it makes for a cumber
some and turgid writing style. Even Dzong-ka-ba, for all of 
his care in spelling out the limits of negation and emphasis on 
the need for qualification of the object of negation, does not 
spell out that qualification on each and every occasion where it 
is to be understood. To do so would be excessive. 

To conclude, the purpose of this Buddhist hermeneutic -
this "science of interpretation of sacred doctrine"s8 - is not to 
rule out any of Buddha's teachings but rather to understand 
how to take them. Dzong-ka-ba emphasizes very strongly that 
not only are the doctrines non-contradictory, but they must all 
be practiced and internalized by a person seeking Buddhahood. 
Through applying a system of interpretation, one is to arrive 
at an understanding of the scriptures such that one under
stands them in terms of their place within the entire path and 
then can begin to practice them according to the level of one's 
capacity. 



3 Dzong-ka-ba's Argument 

Mter settling what scriptures are to be relied on and identifying 
the commentarial tradition he is following (chapters one and 
two of the translation), Dzong-ka-ba then begins the transition 
to the actual topic of emptiness. He does this by locating the 
effort of realization of emptiness within the context of the 
religious path as a whole (chapter three of the translation): one 
seeks release from cyclic existence and the attainment of the 
state of Buddhahood. Ignorance - the misconception of 
"self" where there is none - is the root cause binding beings 
in cyclic existence, and thus those seeking release must medi
tate on selflessness. For this, one must identify that "self" 
whose non-existence, or the emptiness of which, is to be 
known. Through this approach, Dzong-ka-ba arrives at the 
major topic of the "Great Exposition of Special Insight": 
identifying the object of negation - detennining the bound
aries of what is refuted, or negated, by the Madhyamika 
reasonings. 

It is essential to identify the object of negation correctly. If 
one negates too little - and from the Madhyamika perspective, 
this is the error of all the other Buddhist tenet systems - one 
will fall to an extreme of "permanence", or reification, con
ceiving something to exist that in fact does not, and hence 
one cannot attain liberation from cyclic existence. If, on the 
other hand, one negates too much, denying the existence of 
what actually does exist, then one has gone to an extreme of 
annihilation and falls into nihilism. Not only will one not 
attain liberation, but, losing belief in karmic consequences, 

39 
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one will engage in actions leading to unfortunate rebirths. A 
fall into nihilism is what the other Buddhist tenet systems 
accuse the Madhyamikas of, and Dzong-ka-ba felt that many 
Tibetans who claimed to be Madhyamikas had, in fact, fallen 
into this error. Thus he devotes one quarter of the "Great 
Exposition of Special Insight" to a refutation of those who 
negate too much. He sets forth their position - that all 
phenomena are negated by the Madhyamika reasonings -
along with the reasons and scriptural citations used to support 
such a view (see chapter four of the translation) and then 
carefully explains why he finds such an interpretation erro
neous (chapters five through eleven; this volume stops with 
chapter seven). 

In the course of his refutation Dzong-ka-ba elaborates his 
own Madhyamika interpretation. He takes dependent -arising 
as the key to understanding Madhyamika; in his verse work 
describing his own struggle to understand the meaning of 
emptiness, entitled Praise of Dependent-Arising,59 Dzong-ka
ba lyrically extolls dependent-arising as the means through 
which one can realize that things do not have inherent exist
ence' that is, are empty, and yet, by the very fact of their 
being dependent-arisings, can also understand that they are not 
utterly non-existent. Thus, in the "Great Exposition of Special 
Insight", Dzong-ka-ba begins his refutation of those who be
lieve that the Madhyamika reasonings utterly negate pheno
mena with a discussion of the compatibility of dependent-arising 
and emptiness. He cites numerous passages by Nagarjuna, 
founder of the Madhyamika system, in which Nagarjuna speaks 
of the intimate connection between dependent -arising and 
emptiness of praises Buddha for his teaching of these two. 

The compatibility of dependent-arising and emptiness is, 
in fact, a compatibility of the two truths, conventional truths 
and ultimate truths - the dependent-arisings of things such as 
sprouts, tables, persons, and so forth being conventional 
truths and their emptinesses of inherent existence being ulti
mate truths. Dzong-ka-ba emphasizes that the ability to posit 
these two as compatible such that the understanding of the 
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one acts as an aid to understanding the other is the uncommon 
feature of Madhyamika. He makes the key to proper under
standing of Madhyamika proper understanding of the com
patibility of dependent -arising and emptiness, of conventional 
truths and ultimate truths. 

In doing so, Dzong-ka-ba sets up a situation in which he 
uses the arguments found in the works of Nagarjuna, 
Buddhapalita, and ChandrakIrti against opposing interpret
ations to support his refutation of the Tibetan interpretations 
prevalent at his time - even though the views being argued 
against by the great Indian scholars were very different from 
those of the Tibetans Dzong-ka-ba was seeking to refute. To 
explain this, a little background is necessary. 

THE HISTORICAL PROGRESSION 

Buddha lived from the sixth to the fifth centuries B.C.E.;60 
according to the Mahayana tradition, although Buddha taught 
all of the slitras, both Hinayana and Mahayana, during his 
lifetime, forty years after his passing away the Mahayana 
slitras had disappeared from view, and thus for several cen
turies after the Buddha, the form of Buddhism practiced by 
the vast majority of his disciples was Hinayana, or Low 
Vehicle. Four hundred years after Buddha's death (around 80 
B.C.E. in Western dates), according with prophecies found in 
such scriptures as the Descent Into Lanka Siitra (lang kar gzhegs 
pa'i mdo, lankavatarasiitra) and the Maiijushri Root Tantra 
('jam dpal rtsa rgyud, maiijuSrimUlatantra), Nagar;una was born 
and, reintroducing the Mahayana sutras to India, formulated 
the Madhyamika school of Buddhist philosophy. 

All Buddhists assert a doctrine of selflessness.61 It is one of 
the four seals certifying that a doctrine is Buddhist: 

All produced things are impermanent; 
All contaminated things are miserable; 
All phenomena are selfless; 
Nirv~a is peace. 
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However, concerning the third seal, the measure of selflessness 
- the identification of the self that is negated - differs greatly 
from one Buddhist school to another. In the Hinayana systems, 
selflessness refers to a selflessness of persons: persons lack 
being a particular sort of entity, or self, and Hinayanists 
identify two forms of this personal selflessness, coarse and 
subtle. The coarse is the person's lack of being a permanent, 
unitary, and independent entity; the more subtle is a person's 
lack of being a self-sufficient entity. 62 These types of selfless
ness apply only to persons. 

Nagarjuna, based on the Perfection of Wisdom Siitras, 
formulated the Middle Way, or Mftdhyamika, system which 
advocates a far more radical doctrine of selflessness, one that 
applies equally to both persons and phenomena. The self that 
both persons and phenomena lack is ultimate, or inherent, 
existence. Because he was countering the strong adherence to 
inherent existence of the Hinayana schools, Nagar;una's texts 
are phrased, as are the Perfection of Wisdom Siitras that are 
the basis for his interpretation, in strongly negative terms, 
emphasizing the non~stence of that to which persons habit
ually assent without question. Nigarjuna wrote mainly in 
vmIe; his works are terse, pithy, and often appear to be 
enigmatic and even paradoxical. 

Nine hundred years after Buddha's death according to 
traditional Tibetan chronology (this would be approximately 
420 C.E.; most Western scholarship places him in the fourth 
century C.E.) AsaiIga was born. He formulated the Mind
Only, or Chittamitra, school which sought to mitigate some
what the uncompromising and radical Midhyamika negation. 63 

Relying on the Surra Unravelling the Tlwught (mdo sde 
dgongs 'greI, sa1!Ufhinirnwcana), Chittamitra differentiates three 
turnings of the wheel of Buddha's teaching. 

In that differentiation,64 the first turning of the wheel 
represents the Hinayana scriptures; even though the selfless
ness of persons is taught there, the selflessness of phenomena 
is not. Rather, it is taught that the aggregates and so forth, the 
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bases of designation of the person, exist by way of their own 
character as bases of conception by the thought conscious
nesses apprehending them - from the Chittamatra viewpoint, 
an over-reification. In the middle turning of the wheel of 
doctrine, the Perfection of Wisdom Sutras, it is said that all 
phenomena equally do not exist by way of their own character, 
or, are without entityness. Although Madhyamika accepts this 
as Buddha's definitive teaching, for Chitt.amitra, this, if taken 
literally, would be an over-negation, and requires a qualifica
tion that they find explicitly stated in the sutras of the third 
turning of the wheel of doctrine. 

There, phenomena are divided into the three natures: 
imputations, other-powered phenomena, and thoroughly es
tablished phenomena, and it is explained that when Buddha 
said in the Perfection of Wisdom Sutras that all phenomena 
are without entityness, what he was thinking was that imputa
tions lack the entityness of own-character, other-powered 
phenomena lack the entityness of self-production, and thor
oughly established phenomena are the ultimate, non~tityness. 
Thus, for Chitt.amitra, only imputations are not truly existent; 
other-powered and thoroughly established phenomena are 
truly and ultimately established. Chitt.amitra blunts consider
ably the force of the Miidhyamika dialectic. 

Subsequent to the establishment of the Chitt.amitra system, 
Bhiivaviveka, who in a Tibetan chronology was born around 
950 years after the death of Buddha (thus, approximately 470 
C.E.), and is placed by many Western scholars in the sixth 
century, refuted Chittamatra and established the Sviitantrika
Madhyamika system. Bhiivaviveka reaffinned the Madhya
mika system, but according to Dzong-ka-ba, his interpreta
tion of the object of negation was not as radical as it might 
have been. As Dzong-ka-ba interprets his writings, although 
Bhiivaviveka refuted any sort of ultimate existence either 
ultimately or conventionally, he did accept that conventionally 
phenomena exist inherently, or by way of their own character. 

Slightly after Bhiivaviveka, and in contradistinction to his 
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interpretation, Chandrakirti developed the PrasaIigika-Madh
yamika system. According to a Tibetan chronology, Chandra
kirti lived for 300 years, from approximately 975 years until 
1275 years after the death of Buddha (approximately 495-795 
C.E.). Although his dates are controversial among Western 
scholars, most place him in the seventh century. He was 
following Buddhapalita, who had preceded Bhavaviveka by a 
little and whom Bhavaviveka had refuted, but it was Chand
rakirti who really elucidated the PrasaIigika system. Accord
ing to Dzong-ka-ba, Chandrakirti's interpretation of the ob
ject of negation in Madhyamika goes farther than does Bhava
viveka's, refuting any sort of ultimate or inherent existence, 
even conventionally. 

THE OBJECT OF NEGATION IN THE FOUR TENET 
SYSTEMS 

The above is a general historical picture pertaining to the 
identification of the object of negation. The course of study 
focusing on the different Buddhist schools and interpretations 
that is followed in the Ge-Iuk-ba monasteries takes this histor
ical progression into account but is primarily concerned with 
philosophical content in a synchronic fashion. Comparing 
assertions on certain key points, they include all of the 
different Buddhist schools within four tenet systems (grub 
mtha', siddhiinta) ranked in an order of preference that is 
essentially based on the subtlety of their identification of the 
object of negation. The four with their subdivisions, ranked 
from bottom to top, are:65 

Madhyamika -C PS~saIigikatrika·· ~ Yogachara-Svatantrika 
vatan ~ S - tika S - trika autran - vatan 

Chi - ---.r- Following Reasoning 
ttamatra .. L- F 11 . S· o owmg cnpture 

S - tika -C Following Reasoning 
autran F 11 . S· o owmg cnpture 

Vaibha~hika -- eighteen schools 
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In tenns of what they negate in their view of selflessness, 
Vaibha~hika and Sautrantika are Hinayana schools and, as 
discussed above, negate only a self of persons. 

All Mahayana schools, in contrast, negate both a self of 
persons and of phenomena. The Chittamatra identification of 
the selflessness of the person is the same as that in the 
Hinayana schools - the coarse selflessness is the person's lack 
of being a pennanent, unitary, independent entity, and the 
subtle selflessness is the person's lack of being a self-sufficient 
entity. However, Chittamatra also negates a self of phenomena, 
the selflessness of phenomena being considered more subtle 
and difficult to realize than the selflessness of persons. 
Chittamatra makes a twofold identification of the selflessness 
of phenomena: phenomena lack being a different substantial 
entity from the consciousness perceiving them; they also lack 
being established by way of their own character as bases for 
the designation of verbal conventions. In other words, in 
Chittamatra, phenomena do have some mode of existence by 
way of their own character, but do not exist by way of their 
own character as bases of names. 66 

Svatantrika's assertions with regard to the selflessness of 
persons are also shared with the lower tenet systems, asserting 
the same coarse and subtle fonns. However, the Svatantrikas 
posit as the selflessness of phenomena the "lack of their 
existing by way of their own uncommon mode of subsistence 
without being merely posited through the force of appearing 
to a non-defective consciousness". This goes farther than does 
the Chittamatra refutation, but not as far as that of PrasaIigika, 
for Svatantrika is willing to accept that phenomena do have a 
common mode of subsistence even if it is posited through the 
force of appearing to non-defective consciousnesses. 

Both Chittamatra and Svatantrika assert that merely to get 
out of cyclic existence, realization of the selflessness of the 
person is sufficient, but that for one seeking to attain 
Buddhahood in order to be of benefit to all sentient beings, it 
is necessary to realize the selflessness of phenomena, a realiza
tion that they posit as more subtle than that of the selflessness 
of the person. 
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PriisaIigika also asserts both a selfiessness of persons and of 
phenomena, but differs from the lower tenet systems on what 
it identifies as those and on whether there is a difference of 
subtlety between the two realizations. What the lower tenet 
systems identify as the subtle selfiessness of the person - the 
person's lack of being a self-sufficient entity - is, for 
Prisailgika, qn.ly a coarse selfiessness. The subtle selfiessness 
of the person is the person's lack of inherent existence, and 
this same lack of inherent existence applied to phenomena 
other than persons is the selfiessness of phenomena. The lack 
of inherent existence is the same in both cases, the only 
difference being the bases in tenns of which it is understood; 
consequently, realization of the selfiessness of persons and 
realization of the selfiessness of phenomena are equally subtle. 

Priisailgika asserts that phenomena are merely posited by 
names and thought - phenomena have utterly no mode of 
subsistence which comes from their own side, that is to say, 
no existence in their own right. Also, unlike Svitantrika, 
which asserts that the mode of subsistence of phenomena 
comes from their appearing to non-defective consciousnesses, 
PrisaiIgika asserts that there are no non-defective sense con
sciousnesses, for the error of inherent existence extends to the 
level of the sense consciousnesses. Even our sense data are 
mistaken; phenomena appear to the sense consciousnesses to 
exist inherently whereas they do not in fact exist that way. 
Further, Prasailgika differs from the other Mahayana schools 
in asserting that even merely to get out of cyclic existence, it is 
necessary to realize the selfiessness of phenomena. Thus, not 
just those seeking to attain Buddhahood, but even Hinayanists 
must realize the selfiessness of phenomena. 

There are a number of synonyms used by Priisailgika to 
describe the object of negation, or self - the non-existence of 
which must be realized in order to make progress at actually 
eradicating the afflictions. How much farther than the other 
tenet systems PriisaIigika goes in its refutation can perhaps be 
understood by comparing its list of synonyms with the asser
tions of the other Mahayana schools. In PriisaIigika, all of the 
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following are non-existent, or phrased differently, all phenom
ena - everything that exists - lack all of these attributes:67 

I ultimate establishment (don dam par grub pa, paramiirtha
siddhi) 

2 inherent establishment (rang bzhin gyis grub pa, svabhiiva
siddhi) 

3 true establishment (bden par grub pa, satya-siddhi) 
4 establishment by way of [the object's] own character 

(rang gi mtshan nyid kyis grub pa, svalak~a1J.O-siddhi) 
5 establishment as [their own] reality (yang dag par grub pa, 

samyak-siddhi) 
6 establishment as their own suchness (de kho na nyid du 

grub pa, tattva-siddhi) 
7 establishment by way of their own entities (rang gi ngo bo 

nyid kyis grub pa, svabhiivata or svarnpa-siddhi) 
8 substantial establishment (rdzas grub, dravya-siddhi) 
9 establishment from [the object's] own side (rang ngos nas 

grub pa, svarnpa-siddhi). 

None of the other systems considers the above to be a list of 
synonyms but rather considers some members of it to be 
non-existent and others necessary qualifications of anything 
that exists. For example, the Svatantrika system rejects the 
following: 68 

ultimate establishment 
true establishment 
establishment as [its own] reality 
establishment as [its own] suchness. 

However, they accept conventionally: 

inherent establishment 
establishment by way of [the object's] own character 
existence by way of its own entity 
substantial existence 
establishment from [the object's] own side. 
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In Chinamatra, the distinction is made that inherent existence 
and establisruitent from the object's own side, but none of the 
rest, are true of imputations. In other words, existent imputa
tions - pennanent phenomena - are not ultimately estab
lished, truly established, established by way of their own 
character, established as [their own] suchness, or established 
[as their own] reality. However, the entire list is true of other
powered phenomena - consciousnesses, tables, chairs, and so 
forth - as well as of thoroughly established phenomena -
emptinesses. 

This distinction of terminology comes down to the question, 
"What is found when you analyze an object?" What makes 
Prasailgika more radical than any of the other tenet systems is 
that it says that nothing is found. 69 Take, for example, the 
person. Although all schools assert a selflessness of the person 
and say that the person is imputed in dependence upon the 
aggregates, nonetheless, all schools except Prasailgika say 
there is something that can be pointed to as the person, 
something that serves as the basis for karmic continuity from 
one lifetime to another. 

For the Saquniuya schools, a subdivision of Vaib~, 
what is posited as the person is the collection of the aggregates; 
for the Kashmiri Vaib~hikas and the Sautrantikas Following 
Scripture, it is the continuum of consciousness; for the 
Chinamatrins Following Scripture, it is the mind-basis-of-all 
(kun gzhi mam shes, oJayavijfuina), and for the Sautrantikas 
Following Reasoning, Chittamatrins Following Reasoning, 
and Svatantrikas it is the mental consciousness. Based on their 
accepting some sort of establishment from an object's own 
side, all assert that if something were not found when sought, 
the person could not be posited and one would have the fault 
of nihilism. 

Prasailgika disagrees with this, positing as the person the 
mere I which is the object of an awareness thinking "I" in 
dependence upon the collection of the aggregates. That I 
exists conventionally and is the basis for karmic continuity, 
but it is merely imputed by thought and cannot be found at all 
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when sought analytically. One must be satisfied with merely 
the verbal designations, "I saw this," "I remember this," and 
so forth. The I does not in the least exist from its own side, in 
its own right, inherently, truly, and so forth. 

Further, PrasaIigika says that such is the case not only with 
respect to the I, but is also true of everything else - the 
mental and physical aggregates that are the basis of designation 
of the I, as well as tables, sprouts, and even emptiness. They 
say that when reasoning seeks to find any object, it is not 
found. Nonetheless, they maintain that despite this utter 
unfindableness, phenomena nonetheless exist conventionally 
and are able to perform functions. The challenge for 
PrasaIigika is to explain how they can maintain the conven
tional status of objects within their radical negation. This, 
essentially, is the purpose to which Dzong-ka-ba devotes the 
portion of the "Great Exposition of Special Insight" entitled 
"Identifying the object of negation by reasoning". 

WHO IS BEING REFUTED 

Nagiirjuna, in setting forth the Madhyamika assertions, was, 
although he also refuted non-Buddhist schools, mainly refuting 
Hinayanists, referred to as Proponents of True Existence 
(dngos pOT' smra ba, vastusatpadiirthavadin/o see just below for 
a discussion of the translation of this term), and as part of his 
refutation, he had to defend the feasibility of conventional 
phenomena within his negation of inherent existence. Those 
of his writings mainly teaching about emptiness through 
reasoning are referred to as the Six Collections of Reasonings. 
They are the Treatise on the Middle Way, (dbu rna'i bstan bcos, 
madhyarnaka§astra), the Finely Woven (zhib mo mam 'thag, 
vaidalyasiitra), the Seventy Stanzas on Emptiness (stong nyid 
bdun cu ba, sunyatiisaptati), the Refutation of Objections (rtsod 
bzlog, vigrahavyavartani), the Sixty Stanzas of Reasoning (rigs 
pa drug cu pa, yuklifa~!ika), and the Precious Garland (rin chen 
phreng ba, ratnavali).71 Of those, the Treatise on the Middle 
Way, Nagiirjuna's most famous and longest work, mainly 
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refutes the thesis of inherent existence; two others, the Sevenl)! 

Stanzas on Emptiness and the Refutation of Objections, are 
considered to be spin-offs from the Treatise on the Middle Way 
and are devoted to teaching, respectively, the way in which 
activities in general are feasible even though there is no 
inherent existence and the way in which the activities of 
refutation and proof in particular are feasible within the 
absence of inherent existence. 72 

ChandrakIrti, in developing the Priisailgika-Miidhyamika 
position, was arguing against both Hmayiinists and Chittama
trins; his opponents are also referred to as Proponents of True 
Existence, because even though the Chittamiitra view is more 
subtle than that of Hinayiinists, Chittamiitrins still propound 
that some phenomena - other-powered and thoroughly estab
lished phenomena - are truly existent. The Tibetan term 
dngos smra ba (Sanskrit vastusatpadarthaviidin) is translated as 
"Proponents of True Existence" to make clear who are in
cluded when it is used to describe those the Miidhyamikas are 
arguing against. In general, the term dngos po/vastu has many 
different meanings, and further, vastu is not the only Sanskrit 
word that was translated into Tibetan by dngos po; often it was 
used as the translation for the Sanskrit bhiiva. Usually, dngos 
po means ''thing'', or "entity", sometimes referring just to 
impermanent phenomena and sometimes referring to any 
phenomenon, permanent or impermanent; in many contexts 
it is best translated as "thing". It also can mean inherent 
existence, an over-reified nature or entity, which is, in Priisail
gika, the object of negation. 

Here in the term dngos smra ba (Proponents of dngos po) it is 
being used to describe those propounding something not 
asserted by the Madhyamikas. For the lower tenet systems, if 
something exists it must be truly existent in the Miidhyamika 
sense. The Miidhyamikas do not accept this concomitance, 
and thus although they do assert "things" in the general sense 
of the word, both functioning things and entities in general -
thus making it unacceptable to translate the term as Pro
ponents of Things - they do not assert truly established or 
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ultimately established things. As discussed above, a refutation 
of truly established things both ultimately and conventionally 
is asserted by both Svatantrika-Madhyamikas and PrasaIigika
Madhyamikas although the two schools diverge with respect 
to whether inherent existence, establishment by way of object's 
own character, and establishment of phenomena by way of 
their own entities is to be refuted conventionally. Thus dngos 
smra ba is translated here as Proponents of True Existence 
(rather than, for example, Proponents of Inherent Existence) 
in order to include within its sphere only those whose views 
are refuted by both Madhyamika schools - Svatantrika and 
PrnsaIigika - namely, Chittamatra and below. 73 

Chandrakirti was also involved in defending Madhyamika 
from charges of nihilism, and sought to explain in various of 
his writings how the Madhyamikas, in propounding an 
absence of inherent existence, are not propounding an absence 
of any capacity to perform functions. The writings of 
Chandrakirti relied on by this Tibetan tradition are his Clear 
Words (tshig gsal, prasannapada), which is a commentary on 
Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way; his Commenrmy on 
(Niigiirjuna's) "Sixty Stanzas of Reasoning" (rigs pa drug cu pa'i 
'grel pa, yukt4tq#kQvrui), his Commenrmy on (Aryade'Oa's) 
"Four Hundred" (bzhi brgya pa'i 'grel pa, catulJiatakapkii), and 
his Supplement to (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" 
(dbu ma La 'jug pa, madhyamakiivatiira) along with its [Auto] 
commentary (dbu ma La 'jug pa'i rang' grel, madhyamakiivatiira
b~ya).74 

Dzong-ka-ba's situation was a bit different. He was not 
arguing against those who felt that within the Madhyamika 
assertions on emptiness, conventional presentations would not 
be feasible and hence rejected Madhyamika, but rather against 
those who, as he describes them, found conventional presenta
tions to be negated by the Madhyamika emptiness and, 
accepting this, called themselves Madhyamikas and pro
pounded a system in which there is no valid establishment of 
conventional phenomena and activities. This is verbalized in 
different ways, some saying that conventional phenomena are 
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posited only by ignorance, others saying that the Madhyamikas 
have no system Of their own for the presentations of conven
tionalities but merely rely on the systems of others, and still 
others saying that conventionalities exist conventionally but 
that this does not function as existing, etc. 

Given that Dzong-ka-ba does not cite his opponents by 
name, it is difficult to know exactly whom he is refuting and 
what their specific assertions are, or to distinguish within his 
refutations which are of positions held by specific historical 
opponents and which are merely hypothetical objections raised 
by Dzong-ka-ba himself so that he could more fully explore an 
issue. Later commentarial literature does identify some of 
those whose views disagree with those of Dzong-ka-ba: A-gya
yong-dzin names as those who negate too much the great 
translator Lo-den-shay-rap (mgog 10 tsii ba blo /dan shes rab, 
1059- II(9) and his spiritual sons as well as the followers of 
Tang-sak-ba (thang sag pa/zhang thang sag pa ye shes 'byung 
gnas) and so forth, including among those named as followers 
of one or the other, Cha-ba ChO-gyi-seng-ge (eha/phya pa ehos 
kyi -w ge, 1109-1169), Gun-kyen-rong-dOn (kun mkhyen 
""" Stoll, 1367-1449), and Bo-dong Chok-lay-nam-gyel (bo 
cbtg pIryogs las mom rgyal, 1306- 1386[?]). 75 

All of these figures are indeed likely referents of Dzong-ka
ba's refutation - persons whose views were influential at his 
time, with whom he would have been familiar, and with 
whom he would likely have disagreed. 

Lo-sang-gon-chok (blo bzang dkon mchog) in his Word 
Commentary on the Root Text of(Jam-yang-shay-ba's) "Tenets", 
gives a brief identification of some of those whom Jam-yang
shay-ba, a rather partisan late seventeenth and eighteenth 
century follower of Dzong-ka-ba, refers to as holding un
acceptable Madhyamika interpretations. The issues of dis
agreement remain the same although some of the figures named 
differ, reflecting the intellectual climate of a later time. He 
says that the Chinese abbot Hva-shang (hwa shang) and his 
Tibetan followers propounded that all conventionalities do 
not exist at all, like the horns of a rabbit; that PaI)-chen 
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Shakya-chok-den (palJ. chen shiikya mchog /dan, 1428-1507) 
asserted that conventionalities are not established by valid 
cognition; that Tang-sak-ba asserted that all phenomena do 
not exist conventionally and some of his followers qualified 
this by saying that the two truths exist conventionally but that 
this does not function as existing; that Jang-dzon (byang 
brtson, that is, rma bya byang chub brtson 'grus, d.II86[?]) and 
Gang-gya-mar (gangs rgya dmar, early twelfth century) asserted 
that Madhyamikas did not have their own position or system; 
that "a certain scholar" asserted that establishment by valid 
cognition did not exist and that both the name and meaning of 
valid cognition (prarrui1J.O) were incorrect - and that all of the 
above claimed to be Madhyamikas. 76 

From Dzong-ka-ba's viewpoint, all who propound such 
views within claiming to be Madhyamikas have gone too far, 
negating too much, and in fact are susceptible to charges of 
nihilism. They have not correctly understood Nagiirjuna and 
Chandrakirti, and Dzong-ka-ba bases his refutation of his 
fellow Tibetans on those Indian authors' refutations of Pro
ponents of True Existence. He singles out as the uncommon 
feature of Madhyamika the compatibility of dependent
arisings and an emptiness of inherent existence, which Nagar
juna and Chandrakirti emphasized in defending their views 
from charges by Proponents of True Existence that the 
Madhyamika view was nihilistic. Dzong-ka-ba reasons that 
Proponents of True Existence and those Tibetans whom he 
feels negate too much could be considered to be similar in that 
both deny the compatibility of dependent -arisings and empti
ness, although they draw different conclusions from that 
incompatibility. Proponents of True Existence see conven
tional phenomena and the Madhyamika emptiness as incom
patible and hence reject the Madhyamika emptiness in order 
to preserve conventionalities; the Tibetans Dzong-ka-ba is 
refuting see the two as incompatible but choose the 
Madhyamika view as they understand it at the expense of 
conventionalities. 

Dzong-ka-ba, in hinging the argument, as he has, around 
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the compatibility of dependent-arisings and emptiness, is then 
able to use the arguments of Nagarjuna and Chandraklrti. 
against Proponents of True Existence in support of his refuta
tion of the over-negators. However, he still has to prove that 
he has understood those authors correctly and to show how 
one can interpret Madhyamika in such a way that conventional 
existence is preserved. This is the task of the "Great Exposi
tion". Dzong-ka-ba gathers together into one massive argu
ment all the different reasons why misinterpreters would 
think the Madhyamika reasonings negate all phenomena and 
then argues against those reasons one by one. His presentation 
of their arguments and subsequent refutation of them can be 
summarized as follows. 

DZONG-KA-BA'S ARGUMENT 

So-called "Madhyamikas" who negate too much say that in 
the Madhyamika system all phenomena are refuted by the 
reasoning settling emptiness, that is, by reasoning analyzing 
reality. Their reasons in support of such a view, in condensed 
form, are: 77 

I because phenomena cannot withstand analysis by the rea
soning of ultimate analysis; 

2 because valid cognition certifying conventional phenom
ena does not exist; 

3 because Buddha refuted all four alternatives - existence, 
non-existence, both, and neither - and there are no phenom
ena not included within those four; 
4 because the production of things can be limited to the 

four - from self, other, both, and causelessly - and all four 
of those are refuted. 

To refute this thesis and the reasons in support of it, Dzong
ka-ba has to make some fine distinctions. Let us consider the 
reasons one at a time. 
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Ultimate Analysis 

With respect to the first reason, namely that, because 
phenomena cannot withstand analysis by the reasoning of 
ultimate analysis, all phenomena are refuted by reasoning, 
Dzong-ka-ba accepts that phenomena cannot withstand analy
sis by such reasoning. He agrees that if something could 
withstand analysis by reasoning, or ultimate analysis, then it 
would be truly, or ultimately, established. However, this does 
not for him entail that phenomena are therefore refuted by 
that reasoning. He maintains this position by making a dis
tinction between (I) not being able to bear analysis by a 
consciousness and (2) being refuted by a consciousness, and 
(I) not being found by a consciousness and (2) being found to 
be non-existent by a consciousness.78 He bases these distinc
tions on an understanding of the differing spheres of authority 
of different types of consciousnesses. 

For example, the sphere of authority of visual conscious
nesses is visible forms; the sphere of authority of ear con
sciousnesses is sounds. Eye consciousnesses do not ''find'' or 
realize sounds, but this does not mean that sounds are refuted 
by eye consciousnesses or found to be non-existent by them, 
the reason being that eye consciousnesses have no authority 
with respect to sounds. They do have authority with respect 
to visible forms, and if an eye consciousness looks for a form 
where it should be if it were present and does not find it, it can 
then be said that the existence of the form where sought has 
been refuted by that eye consciousness and that the form has 
been found to be non-existent at that place by the eye 
consciousness. 

Similarly the reasonings of ultimate analysis have no auth
ority with respect to merely conventionally existent phenom
ena. The sphere of authority of ultimate analysis is any sort of 
ultimate existence; ultimate analysis is seeking to find concrete 
or inherent existence, and if it did find that, then it would 
have to be said that there was such concrete or inherent 
existence. Because reasoned analysis does not find any such 
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thing, it is said that ultimate, or inherent, or true existence is 
refuted by that 'consciousness and that it is found to be non
existent. Conventional phenomena cannot withstand analysis 
by reasoning and are not found by that reasoning, but they are 
neither refuted by that ultimate reasoning nor found to be 
non-existent by it, for they are outside its sphere of authority. 

Phenomena cannot withstand analysis by reasoning in the 
sense that when reasoning seeks to find any sort of pointable, 
graspable existence, it is not found; what is found in its stead 
is emptiness, the mere absence of that inherent existence 
which was sought. However, the fact that emptiness is found 
by the reasoning of ultimate analysis does not mean that 
emptiness can bear analysis by reasoning. Emptiness was 
found by a consciousness seeking inherent existence; were 
that analysis to be applied to emptiness itself, emptiness 
would not be found but rather the emptiness of emptiness. 
Thus, being found by the reasoning of ultimate analysis and 
being able to withstand analysis by that reasoning are also not 
the same, for emptiness is found by the reasoning of ultimate 
analysis but is not able to withstand analysis by that reason
ing. Nothing is able to bear analysis by reasoning; only 
emptiness is found by the reasoning of ultimate analysis. 
(Reasoning, here, refers to reasoning into whether an object 
inherently exists or not, such as by whether a thing is pro
duced from self, other, both, or neither or whether an object is 
inherently one with or different from its bases of designation. 
It does not refer to conventional reasoning such as that used to 
understand impermanence and so forth.) 

Conventional Valid Cognizers 

The consciousnesses within whose sphere of authority con
ventional phenomena fall are conventional valid cognizers, 
and this brings us to the second argument advanced by those 
who negate too much, namely that all phenomena are refuted 
by the Madhyamika reasonings settling emptiness because a 
valid cognizer that certifies conventional phenomena does not 
exist. 
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The reason for this aspect of the argwnent stems from the 
close tie in Buddhism between ontology and epistemology. As 
found in Ge-luk-ba textbooks for debate (their bsdus grwa 
literature), there are a number of synonyms for the broadest 
category of what exists: 79 existent, object of knowledge, estab
lished base, phenomenon, object of comprehension, object, 
object of comprehension of an omniscient consciousness, and 
hidden phenomenon. These terms represent the broadest 
ontological category - whatever exists is an object of know
ledge, an established base, a phenomenon, and so forth. When 
one examines the definitions of these terms, one sees that, 
essentially, in order for something to exist it must be knowable, 
and it must be knowable in a valid way. Following is the same 
list of terms with their definitions: 

existent: 

object of knowledge: 

established base: 

phenomenon: 

object of comprehension: 

object: 
object of comprehension of 

an omniscient con
SCIOusness: 

hidden phenomenon: 

that which is observed by a 
valid cognizer 

that which is suitable as an 
object of an awareness 

that which is established by a 
valid cognizer 

that which bears its own 
entity 

object realized by a valid 
cognizer 

object known by an awareness 
object realized by an 

omniscient consciousness 

object realized in a hidden 
manner by the thought 
consciousness apprehending 
it 

All except one of these terms is defined by way of its being 
known; something must be knowable if it exists. And, the 
way in which objects must be known if they are to exist is by a 
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valid cognizer - a consciousness incontrovertible in its know
ledge. Even emptiness, if it exists, must be knowable and must 
be certified by a consciousness. 

Objects are certified by valid cognizers appropriate to them; 
ultimate objects, such as emptiness, are certified by ultimate 
valid cognizers - non-conceptual exalted wisdom conscious
nesses realizing emptiness, and conventional ones by conven
tional valid cognizers - for instance, forms by eye conscious
nesses, sounds by ear consciousnesses, and so forth. Thus, in 
Dzong-ka-ba's system, if one is to posit that conventional 
phenomena exist, one must be able to show that they are 
certified by some sort of valid cognizer. It is not sufficient, for 
instance, to say that they are merely posited by ignorance - a 
non-valid consciousness - for in that case their status of 
existing would be compromised. 

The claim made by those who refute too much is that in fact 
conventional phenomena do not exist because a valid cognizer 
which certifies them does not exist. They give two reasons in 
support of this position, the first being that the supreme of 
valid cognizers, an exalted wisdom consciousness directly 
perceiving emptiness, does not establish, or certify, conven
tional phenomena such as forms, production, cessation, and 
10 forth. For, according to them, that wisdom consciousness 
sees forms and so forth as non-existent. Their second reason is 
that such objects are not established by conventional valid 
cognizers because conventional valid cognizers do not exist; 
they cite in support of this view a passage from sutra: 80 

The eye, ear, and nose [consciousnesses] are not 
valid cognizers. 

The tongue, body, and mental [consciousnesses] are 
also not valid cognizers. 

In countering these arguments, Dzong-ka-ba has no quarrel 
with the position that forms, production, and so forth are not 
seen, and consequently not certified, by an ultimate con
sciousness. For him, there is no reason why they should be: 
ultimate consciousnesses certify only ultimate objects - emp
tinesses. However, as discussed above, he does not accept the 
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further conclusion that an exalted wisdom consciousness 
directly perceiving emptiness, or reality, sees conventional 
phenomena as non-existent. 

Within this system, it is a psychological reality, undoubt
edly stunning in its impact for a practitioner, that at the time 
of directly perceiving emptiness nothing else appears. One is 
apprehending only the ultimate, and the conventional world 
has utterly disappeared. However, this psychological reality -
the non-appearance of conventional phenomena at the time of 
direct realization of emptiness - should not be mistaken for 
ontological fact; the mere non-perception of something does 
not mean it does not exist. The inability to directly perceive 
the two truths - ultimate truths and conventional truths -
simultaneously is, in the Ge-Iuk-ba description, a perceptual 
problem caused by very subtle obstructions to omniscience. It 
is overcome by the eradication of those obstructions that takes 
place over the eighth, ninth, and tenth Bodhisattva grounds of 
the path of meditation, at the end of which, as a Buddha, one 
is able to perceive directly all conventional phenomena and 
their emptinesses simultaneously. 

Dzong-ka-ba does not accept the second reason set forth by 
those who negate too much - that conventional valid cognizers 
do not exist. He explains that what the siitra passage cited in 
support of this position is actually saying is that eye conscious
nesses, ear consciousnesses, and so forth are not valid cognizers 
with respect to reality, the ultimate. For, if they were, then 
ordinary beings who have such ordinary consciousnesses would 
be perceiving reality already, in which case there would be no 
need to make the effort to develop an exalted wisdom con
sciousness capable of perceiving reality. He cites in convincing 
support of his interpretation numerous passages from 
Chandrakirti, including Chandrakirti's Commentary on 
(Nagarjuna's) "Sixty Stanzas of Reasoning", which saYS:81 

It is established that those [eye consciousnesses and 
so forth] which view those [fonns and so forth] do 
not see reality. Therefore, the Supramundane Victor 
said, "Eye, ear, and nose [consciousnesses] are not 
valid cognizers .... " 
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However, having defended the existence of conventional valid 
cognizers, actlially (I) to explain how these conventional 
consciousnesses can be valid cognizers in spite of the fact that, 
in the Prasailgika system, all sense consciousnesses are mis
taken in that phenomena appear to them to inherently exist 
whereas they do not so exist and (2) to explain in what way 
conventional consciousnesses certify conventional phenomena 
is not easy. Dzong-ka-ba addresses these questions in some 
detail, but that section of his text falls outside the scope of this 
volume and will be included in the next volume of this series. 

The Tetralemma 

The third of the reasons advanced by those who negate too 
much to support their claim that the Mlldhyamika reasonings 
negate all phenomena is that Buddha refuted all four alter
natives - existence, non-existence, both, and neither - and 
there are no phenomena not included within those four. 
Dzong-ka-ba accepts that Buddha made such statements, as 
did Nigarjuna in his Treatise on the Middle W~, but he 
refuses to accept them at face value. 

Demonstrating his commitment to common sense, Dzong
ka-ba points to the simple grammatical rule concerning double 
negatives. Thus he says that if one asserts that something does 
not exist (the first alternative), one has asserted that it is 
non-existent (the second alternative); if one then asserts that 
something is not non-existent (the second alternative), since 
one has perforce asserted that it is existent (which is denied by 
the first alternative), one has contradicted oneself. Also, if one 
asserts that something is not both existent and non-existent 
(the third alternative), and then goes on to say that it is not not 
both existent and non-existent (the fourth alternative), since 
"not not both" equals "both", again one has contradicted 
oneself. Thus, when they are interpreted literally, one cannot 
logically maintain a position that something is none of the four 
alternatives. Dzong-ka-ba is scathing in his indictment of 
those who try to maintain a literal interpretation of the four, 
taking them as simple negations: 82 
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When ... you [try to] prevent falling to the extremes 
of existence or non-existence through putting hope 
in just propounding, "We do not propound [such 
and such] as non-existent (med pa); we say it is not 
existent (yod pa rna yin pa). We do not propound 
[such and such] as existent (yod pa); we say it is not 
non-existent (med pa rna yin pa)," you are propound-
ing only a collection of contradictions and do not set 
forth even slightly the meaning of the middle way. 

Dzong-ka-ba is firmly committed to the "law of the excluded 
middle" which T .R. V. Murti believes Madhyamika rejects. 83 

Dzong-ka-ba asserts a definite enumeration of the possibilities 
to be considered. That number can vary from situation to 
situation; often the situation is a dichotomy in which the 
possiblilities are limited to two and something must be one or 
the other. This is the case with inherent existence; whatever 
exists must either be inherently existent or not inherently 
existent. There are no other choices. In other situations as in 
the refutation of production from the four extremes, the 
possibilities are limited to four - production from self, other, 
both, or neither. The four are the only possibilities for 
inherently existent production, and when all four are rejected, 
this means that an inherent existence of production has been 
refuted and the absence of inherent existence affinned. Some 
Madhyamika interpretations reject this, feeling that it is pos
sible to just eliminate - not this, not that - without there 
being any positive inclusion. They see this as a psychological 
process of transcending conceptuality, a means of forcing the 
mind to a different plane. In Ge-Iuk-ba also conceptuality is 
eventually transcended, but not by means of ceasing verbal 
conventions; rather, conceptuality is used to develop a level of 
insight which upon repeated meditative familiarization can be 
brought to the point of direct non-conceptual, non-imagistic 
perception. 

Were one not to accept a definite enumeration in which the 
possibilities were limited, then analysis could never lead to 
certainty. One would only be left with doubt, waiting for new 
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systems to com.e along and be refuted. This is not Dzong-ka
ba's position, and he offers his own interpretation of the four 
positions of the tetralemma, focusing on the first two (see 
chapter seven of the translation).84 He makes a careful differ
entiation between existence, inherent existence, no inherent 
existence, and utter non-existence, and says that when the 
first of the four alternatives, existence, is denied, what is 
meant is that there is no inherent existence. When the second 
of the four alternatives, non-existence, is denied, what is 
denied is utter non-existence. Thus, when it is said that 
phenomena are neither existent nor non-existent, what is 
meant is that they are neither inherently existent nor utterly 
non-existent. Phenomena do exist - conventionally - but 
they do not exist inherently. 

Dzong-ka-ba finds support for his interpretation in the 
writings of Chandraltirti. For example, ChandrakIrti's Clear 
Words saYS:85 

We are not Nihilists .... We do not propound, 
"Actions, agents, effects, and so forth do not exist." 
What do we propound? "These do not inherently 
exist." 

Also Chandrakitti's Commentary on (Aryadeva's) "Four 
Hundred" saYS:86 

. .. for our analysis is intent upon seeking out 
inherent existence. We [Madhyamikas] refute that 
things are established by way of their own entities; 
we do not refute that eyes and so forth are products 
and are dependently arisen fruitions of actions. 
Therefore, those exist, whereby eyes and so forth 
which are explained as mere fruitions just exist. 

Dzong-ka-ba's basic point is that the four alternatives of the 
tetralemma require some qualification so that they are not 
internally contradictory. 
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Refutation of Production 

The final reason that Dzong-ka-ba describes those who negate 
too much as offering in support of their position that all 
phenomena are negated by the Madhyamika reasonings 
focuses on whether production exists or not. Those who negate 
too much say that production does not exist because the 
production of things can be limited to the four - from self, 
other, both, and causelessly - and all four of those are 
refuted. In support of their view they have two seemingly 
potent quotes. Chandra.klrti says in his Supplement to (Nagar
juna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way',:87 

By that reasoning through which [it is seen] on the 
occasion of analyzing suchness 

That production from self and other are not reason
able, 

[It is seen] that [production] is not reasonable even 
conventionally. 

If so, through what [reasoning] would your produc-
tion be [established]? 

Chandrakirti seems to be saying that the reasoning that refutes 
production ultimately refutes it even conventionally and that, 
therefore, there is no way to establish conventional produc
tion. Also, there is a sutra passage which says, "Whatever is 
produced from conditions is not produced.,,88 

Dzong-ka-ba's response is that the production that is limited 
to the four possibilities of production from self, other, both, 
or neither - and that referred to by both of the above passages 
- is inherendy existent production, not "mere" production. 
For all Buddhist schools except PrasaiJ.gika, if production is to 
exist, it must be something that can be found when sought, 
and hence must be locatable within the four· possibilities. 
PrasaiJ.gika disagrees with this, saying that any production 
that could be found, ultimately or even conventionally, among 
the four possibilities would necessarily be inherendy existent 
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production. It, in contrast, asserts mere production, without 
investigation or analysis; the fact that such production cannot 
be found upon analysis does not damage its existence, since 
there was never any claim that it could be found under such 
analysis. 

Thus, according to Dzong-ka-ba, Chandrakirti is indicating 
in the above passage that the production of things inherently is 
refuted because'the reasoning refuting production from any of 
the four possibilities, or four extremes, is refuting production 
from those four even conventionally. This is said also to be the 
meaning of the sutra passage, "Whatever is produced from 
conditions is not produced," for the next line of that sutra is, 
"It does not have an inherent nature of production." 

Any sort of inherent production is refuted, both ultimately 
and conventionally, by means of the refutation of the possibil
ities of production from self, other, both, or causelessly. Mere 
production is not refuted. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

lIDs brief summary of Dzong-ka-ba's refutation of 
Midhyamika interpretations that he says take negation too far 
and deny the validity of conventional presentations provides 
an overview of Dzong-ka-ba's line of reasoning. Included 
within this volume is translation of Dzong-ka-ba's condensed 
exposition of the fallacious arguments of those who negate too 
much (chapter four of the translation), his delineation of the 
compatibility of dependent-arising and emptiness as the un
common feature of Madhyamika (chapters five and six of the 
translation), and his presentation of how a Madhyamika 
responds to those who do not see or accept this compatibility 
(chapter seven of the translation). 

In the remainder of his refutation of those who negate too 
much, Dzong-ka-ba considers in detail the meaning and func
tions of reasoned analysis, the meaning of valid establishment, 
how conventional existence is upheld, the way in which mere 
production is not refuted, and the way the four positions of 
the tetralemma require qualification. 
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He then moves on to a refutation of those Madhyamika 
interpretations that negate too little. Dzong-ka-ba's refutation 
of those who negate too much, because of the way it is framed 
around the compatibility of dependent -arising and emptiness 
and relies on Nagarjuna's and Chandrakirti's refutations of 
the Proponents of True Existence, has already expressed a 
general refutation of non-Madhyamikas who from the 
Madhyamika viewpoint do not negate enough and fall into an 
extreme of reification, or etemalism. In the portion of his text 
labelled "a refutation of those who negate too little", Dzong
ka-ba considers a specific Madhyamika interpretation that he 
says negates too little, namely, that based on what Dzong-ka
ba considers a misunderstanding of the fifteenth chapter of 
Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way, the investigation of 
nature (rang bzhin, svabhava), which says that the object of 
negation by ultimate analysis is merely the nature (svabhava) 
possessing the three attributes of (I) its entity not being 
produced by causes and conditions; (2) its not depending on 
another positor; and (3) its status not changing to something 
else. 

After refuting this view, Dzong-ka-ba presents at some 
length his own identification of the object of negation and then 
concludes the section on the object of negation with a brief 
explanation of when PriisaIigika does or does not use a 
qualifying term such as "ultimately" in its negations; this 
includes spelling out the difference between the Svatantrika 
and Prasruigika schools in this respect. 

The discussion of the object of negation along with the 
introductory material leading into it occupies 43% of the 
"Great Exposition of Special Insight". The next 18% of the 
text is devoted to a discussion of the difference between the 
Svatantrika and PrasaIigika schools based on whether they say 
the view realizing emptiness is generated through use of 
autonomous syllogisms (rang rgyud kyi sbyor ba, svalantra
prayoga) or whether only consequences (thai ba, prasanga) can 
be used. It includes a detailed discussion of whether there is or 
is not a commonly appearing subject to both parties in a 
debate. Along with a similar discussion in Dzong-ka-ba's 
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Essence of the Good Explanations, it is the basis of the Ge-Iuk
ba differentiation between the philosophical views of the 
Svatantrika and Prasailgika schools. 89 

The final 39% of the "Great Exposition" is devoted to a 
description of the reasonings used in generating realization of 
emptiness and some concluding material. Dzong-ka-ba de
scribes the sevenfold reasoning set forth by ChandrakIrti for 
realizing the selflessness of the person and explains how this 
realization is to be transferred to all other phenomena as well. 
He discusses the illusion-like mode of appearance of conven
tional phenomena that remains after emptiness has been 
realized, briefly states the different types of special insight, 
and describes how it is to be cultivated in meditation, includ
ing refutation of several, from his viewpoint, mistaken opin
ions on this point. Dzong-ka-ba concludes the Great Exposi
tion of the Stages of the Path with a summary of the entire path 
to be followed by one wishing to train in the Bodhisattva 
practices and with an exhortation to enter into the tantric 
vehicle as it offers the quickest way to the attainment of 
Buddhahood. 



4 Dzong-ka-ba and Modem 
Interpreters I: Not Negating Enough 

Dzong-ka-ba says at many points throughout the Great Expo
sition of the Stages of the Path that it is extremely difficult to 
gain correct understanding of the middle way free from all 
extremes and that correct understanding of it is so rare as to be 
almost nonexistent. The disparity of opinions among modern 
interpreters as to just what Madhyamika, the Middle Way 
school, is and what it purports to do, given their diversity, 
which is such that they cannot possibly all be correct, amply 
proves that Dzong-ka-ba's statements in this regard are not 
culture bound, applicable only to Tibetans. Listing just some 
of the labels that have been applied to Madhyamika, D. 
Seyfort Ruegg says: 90 

Over the past half-century the doctrine of the Madh
yamaka school, and in particular that of Nagar;una, 
has been variously described as nihilism, monism, 
irrationalism, misology, agnosticism, scepticism, 
criticism, dialectic, mysticism, acosmism, absolut
ism, relativism, nominalism, and linguistic analysis 
with therapeutic value. 

The first label given to Madhyamika when it initially came to 
the attention of Western scholars in the mid-nineteenth cen
tury (and that given to it by rival non-Buddhist schools in 
India, as well as by other Buddhist schools) was of nihilism. 
The French scholar Eugene Burnouf called it a "nihilistic 
scholasticism", and this label stuck until the early twentieth 
century when its validity was finally questioned and ultimately 
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rejected by such eminent scholars, active during the 1920S and 
1930S, as Theodor Stcherbatsky, Stanislaw Schayer, Louis de 
la Vallee Poussin, and Poul Tuxen.91 At this time the theory 
that Madhyamika was monism was advanced by Stcherbatsky 
and, although he himself later retreated from that position, a 
tendency to view Madhyamika as some sort of absolutism 
began and continues to the present. 92 However, the general 
trend among contemporary interpreters is to view Madhya
mika as a middle way between nihilism and absolutism, 
although opinions vary widely as to what this implies, leading 
to a continued imputing of "isms". 

The majority of scholars writing about Madhyamika base 
their interpretations on the writings of Nagarjuna; many 
consider Nagarjuna's writings in isolation, and, among those, 
some rely on only a portion of his works, many for example, 
utilizing only his Treatise on the M iddle Way and Refutation of 
Objections (the two of his works on Madhyamika reasoning 
wholly extant in Sanskrit). Others include the commentaries 
of Chandrakirti, most basing their opinions on Chandrakirti's 
Ckar Words in addition to Nagarjuna's Treatise. A relatively 
few work also with the commentaries of Buddhapilita and 
Bhivaviveka. There has also been some excellent work done 
from Chinese sources, such as E. Lamotte's five volumes of 
translation of the Ta chih tu lung, Richard Robinson's Ear{Y 
Madhyamika in India and China, and so forth. Until very 
recendy, it has been the rare scholar who considered the 
native Tibetan tradition, in part because so few work in 
Tibetan, but even more, I suspect, because of the view that 
later developments of a religious or philosophical movement 
rarely remain trw~ to the ideas of their founder. However, the 
various traditions in Tibet developed an extensive body of 
commentarial literature that can be of great assistance in 
seeking to understand Madhyamika. Seyfort Ruegg sets forth 
an astute summation of the Tibetan contribution to the 
Madhyamika tradition: 93 

( 1 ) the textual exegesis of passages from the scrip-
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tures (Siitra) and, more especially, the canonical 
commentaries and treatises (Sastra) found respect
ively in the bKa' 'gyur and bsTan 'gyur; 

(2) the composition of commentaries and independ
ent treatises showing wide learning, intellectual 
acumen and powers of synthesis in which (a) diffi
cult individual points of doctrine are examined with 
care and penentration and (b) the overall purport of 
Siitras and Sastras is explicated in a systematic 
synchronic frame by means of a comprehensive 
hermeneutical method; 
(3) the treatment of philosophical praxis deriving 

from Madhyamaka theory, including in particular 
guides to meditation and the theoretical and practical 
realization of reality (for example in the ITa khrid 
and dMar khrid literature); and 

(4) the sustained attempt to situate the Madhya
maka in the overall frame of Buddhist thought, 
including not only the Bye brag tu smra ba 
(Vaib~ika), mOo sde pa (Sautrintika) and Sems 
tsam pa (Cittamiitra or Vijiianavada) schools but also 
the rDo rje theg pa (Vajrayana) (in the Grub mtha' 
literature). 

Of particular assistance is the development in Tibetan of very 
precise technical terminology that makes it possible to extract 
from the more loosely worded Indian texts greater specificity 
of meaning than might otherwise be gained. There are clearly 
Tibetan contributions to the development of Madhyamika, 
and yet all Tibetan orders and scholars believe themselves to 
be true to their Indian antecedents, to such an extent that the 
present Dalai Lama says as the concluding sentence of his 
Opening the Eye of New Awareness (blo gsar mig 'byed):94 

Tibetan lamas took these [doctrines that were trans
lated into Tibetan] as the basis and root and there
upon listened to them, thought about them, and 
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meditated upon them; among the main points they 
did not fabricate a single doctrine that does not 
accord with those [Indian traditions]. For example, 
any Tibetan Buddhist who has even the slightest 
need to remove a qualm about a point of doctrine or 
who needs a source will do so on the basis of sources 
in the statements of the Buddha or an Indian scholar
adept. 

This is a strong statement that indicates clearly an intention to 
remain true to original teachings. Certainly Dzong-ka-ba be
lieved that he was adhering correctly to the thought of the 
Madhyamika founders and, particularly in the Great Exposi
tion of the Stages of the Path where he was newly setting forth 
his Madhyamika interpretation, is careful to document his 
every point with copious citation of Indian sources. Of course, 
in the main Dzong-ka-ba is a primary source, a great Madhya
mika writer. However, in another way, for the purposes of 
this analysis, he can also be viewed as a secondary source, 
someone describing the writings of the great Indian Madhya
mikas in a fashion comparable to that of contemporary aca
demics. Viewed in this light, it is of interest 1:0 compare his 
opinions on Madhyamika with those of modern scholars to see 
to what extent they agree or disagree. There is agreement on 
many points, but there are also many points of substantial 
disagreement; a detailed examination of some of those should 
help to illuminate central Madhyamika teachings and perhaps 
to point out areas where further research is needed. 

NAGARJUNA AS A RELIGIOUS FIGURE 

There is increasing recognition among Western scholars that 
Nagarjuna must be seen as a religious figure working from 
and within a coherent religious tradition. This view has 
recently been stated succinctly by Christian Lindtner in the 
introductory remarks to his edited edition and partial transla
tion of those works he considers to be authentically by 
Nagarjuna: 9S 
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Nevertheless, in my view, an attentive perusal of 
Nagarjuna's authentic writings will show that his 
extraordinary genius succeeded in blending a great 
mass of inherited moral, religious and philosophical 
ideas into a harmonious whole. . .. Nagarjuna ar
rived at this position from a desire to achieve a 
consistent exegetical result of his study of the 
Buddha's doctrine recorded in the scriptures. In the 
eyes of Nagarjuna the Buddha was not merely a 
forerunner but the very founder of the Madhyamaka 
system. 

Along with this understanding goes a perception of Nagar
juna's purpose as primarily soteriological - that is, as directed 
towards a goal of liberation. One of the first to articulate 
clearly this view was Frederick Streng, who did so with 
eloquence in his Emptiness: A Study in Religious Meaning.96 
Such perspectives are part of a growing recognition that 
Nagarjuna's very analytical works, stunning in the negative 
power of their refutations, cannot be viewed in isolation but 
must be seen within a context that includes also his more 
positive works such as the Precious Garland and his many 
"praises". 97 Although there is scholarly controversy over which 
of the many texts attributed to Nagarjuna are authentically 
his, there is a core of works generally accepted to be in fact by 
Nagarjuna, and all these must certainly be included in any 
assessment of Nagarjuna's overall purpose and view.98 

That the works of Nagarjuna are to be viewed as part of a 
coherent religious tradition is definitely the position of Dzong
ka-ba and his followers. Nagarjuna's teachings, far from being 
seen as merely destructive or negative, are taken as the key to 
development of the wisdom that, when combined with the 
practices of method, makes possible attainment of the perfect 
enlightenment of Buddhahood. Madhyamika is not to be 
isolated from other facets of Buddhist doctrine or viewed only 
in reference to other philosophical systems, but is to be taken 
as the center of an integrated set of religious practices. Nagar
juna is seen as part of a continuous tradition stemming from 
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Shakyamuni Buddha, albeit a particularly great figure, who 
articulated a correct philosophical understanding of Buddha's 
teaching, delineating the middle way between extremes of 
permanence and annihilation. 

Because Nagarjuna is not viewed as a solitary figure, but 
rather as the disseminator of a philosophical system interpreted 
in a valid fashion by many who came after him and to be 
combined with teachings and practices from many other 
aspects of Buddha's teachings, Dzong-ka-ba brings to his 
interpretation of Madhyamika and even of Nagarjuna a great 
deal of systematic understanding which is not explicit in 
Nagarjuna but which, from Dzong-ka-ba's viewpoint, is either 
suggested or implicit given the coherence of the tradition. 
This fact notwithstanding, he does very much concern himself 
in his interpretation with ferreting out a correct understanding 
of Nagarjuna's actual words, and thus he and modem Western 
interpreters are working with a comparable body of material. 
Many of Dzong-ka-ba's differences with Western scholars 
come from varying understandings of a number of "classic" 
passages that do, on the surface, lend themselves to interpreta
tions of nihilism, scepticism, paradox, and so forth. Dzong
ka-ba is himself quite aware of the difficulties of these passages 
and devotes considerable analysis to working out interpreta
tions of those passages that preserve the integrity of the 
system as a whole. Many that Westerners see as paradoxical 
he feels can be understood in a straightforward manner when 
taken in context. Concerning the lack of paradox, he is not 
without Western support; a similar position is held by Richard 
Robinson and Seyfort Ruegg. 99 

In what is a significant difference from a good many 
modem interpreters, it can fairly be said that Dzong-ka-ba 
approaches the material with a bias: he wants the system to 
work. He is not a neutral observer, but someone within the 
tradition. He is a Madhyamika, not someone writing about 
Madhyamika. In spite of some current opinion to the 
contrary,lOO this does not necessarily negate his validity; the 
Madhyamika tradition was formed by just such individuals -
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Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, Buddhapiilita, Bhavaviveka, and 
ChandrakIrti - sharply analytical thinkers willing to rework 
and reject previously accepted dogma, but not necessarily 
carrying this to rejection of the Buddhist tradition as a whole. 
Dzong-ka-ba is sympathetic in his approach; however, he is 
not uncritical. 

IDENTIFYING THE OBJECT OF NEGATION 

Many Western interpretations of Madhyamika are based on 
what, from Dzong-ka-ba's viewpoint, would be considered in
correct understandings of the Madhyamika "middle way" and 
fall to one extreme or the other; he would say that this is in 
large part due to a failure to identify correctly the object of 
negation. Either too much or too little is negated. Thus, 
Madhyamika interpretations that differ from Dzong-ka-ba's 
will be discussed here using the organizational headings of the 
"Great Exposition of Special Insight" - overly broad identifi
cations of the object of negation and too limited identifications 
of it. The specific content of modem interpretations is in 
numerous instances directly addressed by Dzong-ka-ba, in 
some cases within the rubric of negating too much or too little, 
in some as topics that flow out of the main line of his 
argument. In other instances, modem interpretations differ 
markedly from what Dzong-ka-ba actually discusses, but his 
arguments against negating too much and too little are none
theless interesting to consider, since his reasons are framed in 
such a way as to have broad applicability. 

On the side of negating too little fall those contemporary 
interpreters who say that the Madhyamika analyses are directed 
at other systems, or at language, or at reasoning, and on the 
side of negating too much come positions such as that 
Madhyamika is a critique of conceptuality, that it refutes all 
conventional phenomena, and that Madhyamikas have no 
views or system or theses of their own. These positions will 
now be considered individually. 
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MADHY AMIKA IS MERELY A REFUTATION OF 
OTHER SYSTEMS 

A major proponent of the view that Madhyamika merely 
seeks to discredit other philosophical systems was Richard H. 
Robinson, who called Nag3rjuna a sophist and, comparing his 
analyses to a shell game at a county fair, described the 
Madhyamika "trick" as: 101 

(a) reading into the opponent's views a few terms 
which one defines for him in a self-contradictory 
way, and (b) insisting on a small set of axioms which 
are at variance with common sense and not accepted 
in their entirety by any known philosophy. 

This is stated even more strongly by Thomas McEvilley in an 
article comparing Madhyamika to Scepticism, in which he 
says, "Skeptics, like Madhyamikas, taught no positive doc
trines but devoted themselves to undermining the doctrines of 
other schools without exception,,,}02 and essentially is also set 
forth by Douglas Daye, who after differentiating four orders 
of description in Nigirjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way says 
that the second, "rival metaphysical and epistemological the
ories which utilize such generic terms as Abhidharmic dharmas, 
pralqti, etc.," are the "objects of the polemics" in the Treatise 
and that the svabhava being refuted by Nag3rjuna is a general 
word for those generic terms. 103 

MADHYAMIKA IS AN ATTACK ON REASONING 

The view that reasoning is the object of negation is advanced 
by Theodor Stcherbatsky and, implicitly, Richard Robinson, 
among others. For instance, Stcherbatsky says that Nagar
juna'saim was "to undermine logical methods altogether and 
to demonstrate the hopeless contradictions of the principles 
upon which logic is built".I04 Robinson, in spite of saying, 
"There is no evidence that Nigirjuna 'uses logic to destroy 
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logic' ,"lOS nonetheless suggests that Nagarjuna did intend to 
show an inadequacy of reason, the problem simply being that 
he did not succeed. In a passage that continues directly from 
his statement of the "Madhyamika trick", cited above, he 
says: 106 

It needs no insistence to emphasize that the applica
tion of such a critique does not demonstrate the 
inadequacy of reason and experience to provide 
intelligible answers to the usual philosophical ques
tions. 

MADHY AMIKA IS A CRITIQUE OF LANGUAGE 

Currently far more prevalent than views that Madhyamika is 
merely an attack on other systems or on reasoning is the idea 
that it is a critique of language. Fritz Staal says that Nagar
juna's view is that there are "realms of reality where ordinary 
language is not applicable". 107 Edward Conze asserts that the 
Madhyamikas wish to "remove all adherence to words, which 
always detract or abstract from reality instead of disclosing 
it". 108 Ives Waldo, limiting the sphere of Nagarjuna's refuta
tion to statements, says, "Nagar;una does not establish that all 
existence statements are incoherent, but only all statements 
involving the concept of svabluiva (a thing that conditions its 
own arising in significant experience)."l09 Douglas Daye is 
among those who have developed this interpretation with 
particular sophistication, and he sees Madhyamika as primarily 
concerned with "metalanguage" - language about language. 
The Madhyamikas' criticism of other schools is primarily a 
criticism of their use of language, of their "category mistakes". 
He saYS:110 

The Madhyamikas attempted to show that the cate
gories of description, the words used to describe the 
world in ordinary and philosophical language, of 
other schools was mistaken because it involved this 
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fatal mistake of reification and the collapsing of 
levels of abstraction in the description of the way the 
world "really is"; thus they make a category mistake. 

And, broadening the sphere of the Madhyamika attack beyond 
only the language usage of other systems, he says, in de
scribing the doctrine of the two truths: III 

. .. one must progress to different levels of under
standing . . . until one reaches a point in the process 
of articulation and metacriticism where one is able to 
realize that there is a reflexive metacriticism directed 
at our medium through which we speak and learn -
language. 

Mark Siderits makes an argument that Nagarjuna's analyses, 
rather than "seeking to show that the ultimate nature of reality 
cannot be adequately characterized, . . . are meant to demon
strate that the phrase 'the ultimate nature of reality' is a 
non-denoting expression," and concludes: 112 

Thus the Madhyamaka position would appear to be 
that it is not sufficient to attach to one's theory of 
knowledge the proviso that it is formulated entirely 
at the level of conventional truth; if one's theory 
purports to be more than a provisional description of 
conventional epistemic practices, if there is about it 
any pretense at systematicity, rigor, and theoretical 
elegance, it will inevitably come up against the fact 
that no metaphysical theory can be fully adequate to 
the nature of the world. 

Shohei Ichimura, while concluding that Nagarjuna's critique 
does leave room for the use of language on a conventional 
level, nonetheless sees it as mainly concerned with words: I i3 

Nagarjuna's critique does not repudiate the practic
ality of convention (language and logic), but it leads 
to the twofold conclusion: (I) words have no real 
objective reference, and (2) they create only illusory 
subjective cognition. 
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And finally, Richard Robinson sees the concern of Madhya
mika as abstractions, not things, saying, "The concept of 
designation (prajfulpti) provides a way of handling abstracts 
without concretizing them, or assigning ontological value to 
them." 11 4 

DZONG-KA-BA'S POSITION 

I THE PURPOSE OF THE "TREATISE" 

A response to these three interpretations of what Nagarjuna 
was refuting must be built around an assessment of Nagar
juna's purpose in his analytical works such as the Treatise on 
the Middle Way. Many who hold views such as those cited 
above assess Nagarjuna's effectiveness and conclude either 
that he did not succeed in his purpose or that his purpose was 
not terribly profound. Richard Jones sums up a generally 
perceptive article by saying: lIS 

Showing that the reality lies not in the conceptual 
understanding or that there is a linguistic basis to the 
idea of identity does not entail that what is labeled by 
our concepts is "unreal" in any nonnal sense of the 
tenn. . .. All of this shows I think that Nagarjuna 
succeeds at best within a very limited scope. As 
Robinson also concludes, his procedure is a variation 
on the old shell game. Serious doubts thus arise 
about whether he can accomplish his religious inten
tion by his method of stilling our conceptual pre
occupation (and thereby ending suffering), once 
these problems are pointed out. 

And Douglas Daye, finding Madhyamika realization of empti
ness to be merely a "therapeutic ploy by which one may 
realize the differences between languages and things (includ
ing the thing called 'self')," states as its result: 116 

Thus Madhyamika tends to generate epistemic nim
bleness, linguistic respect, a new sense of human 
wonder, and an alert suspicion of the conventional 
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view of the world which we have projected through 
our lingUistically and culturally colored glasses. 

If this were all that the Madhyamika analyses achieved, 
Dzong-ka-ba would be the first to agree that their effectiveness 
was limited. However, he does not see such limited results 
primarily because he does not accept the above assessmer.ts of 
what Madhyamika seeks to refute. 

For Dzong-ka-ba, Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way, 
far from being an "intellectual riddle" , as described by Richard 
Robinson,117 is a religious text with profound transformative 
purpose. He says, "All the reasoned analyses set forth in the 
Treatise on the Middle Way are only so that sentient beings 
might attain liberation,,,118 and finds support for this view in 
the writings of Buddhapalita and Chandraklrti: 119 

Buddhapalita says, "What is the purpose in teaching 
dependent-arising? The master [Nagarjuna] whose 
very nature is compassion saw that sentient beings 
are beset by various sufferings and assumed the task 
of teaching the reality of things just as it is so that 
they might be liberated. Therefore, he began teach
ing dependent-arising." Also, Chandraklrti's Sup
plement to (Ntigdrjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" 
(VI.II8ab) says, "The analyses in the Treatise were 
not done for the sake of attachment to debate; such 
was taught for the sake of liberation." 

Liberation is the goal - not merely the "removal of the 
'linguistically colored sunglasses' with which we see the 
world",120 but complete emergence from cyclic existence and 
all of its attendant suffering. 

2 IDENTIFYING IGNORANCE 

Since the purpose of Nagarjuna's Treatise is not merely to 
refute other systems, but to teach a technique for the attain
ment of liberation, the Treatise must, from Dzong-ka-ba's 
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viewpoint, be refuting· something of sufficient potency to 
obstruct liberation. Although the wrong ideas of other systems 
fall within the scope of the refutation, they are not what bind 
beings in cyclic existence, and thus are not the main object of 
negation by the path. What are primarily to be refuted are a 
practitioner's own innate wrong ideas, specifically, the ignor
ance that is considered to be the root, or basic cause, of cyclic 
existence. Although Dzong-ka-ba would disagree with T.R.V. 
Murti's identification of "dogmatism", he would, if one sub
stitutes "ignorance" for "dogmatism", accept Murti's assess
ment of a Madhyamika's purpose: 12l 

The Madhyamika is exorcising the devil of dogma
tism from his own soul. The outward form of refuta
tion is employed by him so that he can the better 
dissociate himself from the inherent dogmatic tend
ency of the hwnan mind. The Madhyamika dialectic 
is actuated by the spiritual motive of purifying the 
mind and freeing it of the cobwebs and clogs of 
dogmatism. 

Ignorance (1110 rig pa, avidya), which literally means "non
knowing" is, for Dzong-ka-ba not just lack of knowledge in 
general, but the opposite of knowledge - and not just any 
knowledge, but knowledge of reality. 122 It is a specific mis
conception: the conception of inherent existence where there 
is no inherent existence. The way to overcome ignorance is to 
refute - that is, to recognize as non-existent - its object. 

Thus, what Nagarjuna's Treatise refutes is the object adhered 
to by ignorance, and, in his Madhyamika system, that object 
is inherent existence. Inherent existence is the meaning of the 
svabhava that Nagarjuna denies, and its refutation is not a 
casual or easy thing that one must merely notice, as Christian 
Lindtner implies when he says: 123 

By pointing out that nothing within the domain of 
experience can be conceived in and by itself inde
pendently of something else, Nagiirjuna merely 
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intends tp call attention to the fact that nothing has 
svabhiiva (or, of course, parabhiiva etc., cf. MK 
XV, 3). 

Rather, the conception that things inherently exist, the adher
ence to svabhiiva, is an ingrained, innate, misconception that 
operates within everyone within cyclic existence - educated, 
uneducated, human, animal, etc. It can be overcome only 
through extensive and prolonged effort and meditation. Hence 
Nagarjuna's twenty-seven chapters of "limitless forms of reas
oning", attacking the object of this conception again and again 
from many different approaches. For, it must utterly be 
overcome in order to achieve the religious goal of liberation 
from cyclic existence. 

3 DZONG-KA-BA'S SOURCES 

Dzong-ka-ba went through several steps to reach this position, 
and he attempts to support each one with the writings of the 
Indian Madhyamika masters. That Nagarjuna's basic intention 
is soteriological can be understood not just from the passages 
by Buddhapilita and Chandrakirti cited above, but also in 
Nagarjuna's own writings. For instance, in the final verse of 
his Sixty Stanzas of Reasoning, cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the 
Great Exposition (see below, p.181), he dedicates the merit 
from composing the text for the sake of all beings attaining 
Buddhahood. This is so much the message of Nagarjuna's 
Precious Garland that it is almost too obvious to be said, this 
perhaps being the reason why Dzong-ka-ba did not cite it on 
this point. However, there are a wealth of passages available, 
beginning with opening stanzas (2-4):124 

o King, I will explain practices solely 
Virtuous to generate in you the doctrine, 
For the practices will be established 
In a vessel of the excellent doctrine. 

In one who first practises high status 
Definite goodness arises later, 
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For having attained high status one comes 
Gradually to definite goodness. 

High status is thought of as happiness, 
Definite goodness as liberation, 
The quintessence of their means 
Are briefly faith and wisdom. 

Following this, Nagarjuna goes on to explain both virtuous 
practices leading to good rebirths within cyclic existence and 
teachings on selflessness, the realization of which leads to 
liberation from cyclic existence. 

There are two ways to approach the topic of what prevents 
beings' liberation: objectively, by way of the object miscon
ceived, or subjectively, by way of the misconceiving con
sciousness. Both are objects of negation. The objective -
inherent existence - is the object of negation by reasoning; 
reasoning refutes inherent existence in the sense that through 
reasoning the absence of inherent existence is demonstrated, 
or made known, and one comes to disbelieve in inherent 
existence. The SUbjective object of negation - the ignorance 
misconceiving inherent existence - is the object of negation 
by the path; a path consciousness - a wisdom consciousness 
realizing emptiness - acts as a direct antidote to the ignorance 
misconceiving the opposite of emptiness and eradicates it such 
that it will not reoccur. For Dzong-ka-ba, the former object of 
negation is primary, for it is by way of refuting it that the 
latter is overcome. He explains: 125 

This [former] object of negation must be one that 
does not exist among objects of knowledge because if 
it did exist, it could not be refuted. Nonetheless 
[that is, even though it does not exist], because 
superimpositions which apprehend it to exist are 
generated, it must be refuted. That refutation is not 
like destroying a pot with a hammer, but is a case of 
generating an ascertaining consciousness that recog
nizes the non-existent to be non-existent. When one 
generates ascertainment of it as non-existent, the 
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mistaken. consciousness apprehending it as existent 
will be overcome. 

In the Great Exposition, the main focus in considering the 
object of negation is on the object of negation by reasoning, 
inherent existence, and Dzong-ka-ba's comments on ignor
ance, the misconceiving consciousness, come only near the end 
of the lengthy section on the object of negation, after the 
refutation of those who negate too much or too litde, when 
setting forth his own identification of the object of negation. 126 
To show the nature and pervasiveness of ignorance he cites 
numerous passages from Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, and Chandra
klrti. For instance, Nagarjuna's Seventy Stanzas on Emptiness 
says: 127 

The Teacher said that that which conceives 
Things produced from causes 
And conditions as real is ignorance. 
From it, the twelve links arise. 
Knowing well that things are empty because 

of seeing 
The real, one is not obscured. 
That is the cessation of ignorance, 
Whereby the twelve branches cease. 

Aryadeva's Four Hundred (VI. 10) saYS:128 

Just as the physical sense power [pervades] the 
body, 

Delusion abides in all. 
Therefore, through destroying delusion 
All afflictions will also be destroyed. 

Ignorance - or delusion (gti mug, moha), these being equival
ent terms - is thus the root cause of all other afflictions, and 
its eradication is the key to their eradication. 

In a very clear statement of just what that ignorance is, 
Chandraklrti's [AutoJcommentary on the "Supplement to 
(Niigarjuna's) 'Treatise on the Middle Way'" saYS:129 
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Ignorance superimposes an existence of things by 
way of their own entities that they do not have. It 
has a nature of obstructing perception of the nature 
[of things]. It is a concealer (kun rdzob, sartrV[tt). 

Ignorance is a superimposition of existence by way its own 
entity (rang gi ngo bo, svarUpa), and "existence by way its own 
entity" is a synonym of inherent existence. 

That inherent existence is what is being refuted is stated 
explicitly by Nagarjuna and his Indian commentators on 
numerous occasions. Dzong-ka-ba cites a strikingly clear 
statement by Nagarjuna in his {Auto] commentary on the 
"Refutation of Objections": 130 

. .. because beings are obscured with respect to the 
lack of inherent existence - the lack of a real entity 
- of all things which are like beings [emanated by] a 
magician, [the statements that things lack inherent 
existence] cause understanding that there is no in
herent existence in those things which childish 
common beings, due to the obscuration of ignorance, 
superimpose as having inherent existence. 

Also, Chandrakirti says, identifying the object of the Madhya
mika analyses, ". .. our analysis is intent upon seeking out 
inherent existence. We [Madhyamikas] are here refuting that 
things are established by way of their own entities."l3l 

4 DIFFERENTIATING BETWEEN INHERENT 
EXISTENCE AND EXISTENCE 

Based on the above identification of ignorance and the in
herent existence that is its object, Dzong-ka-ba takes as one of 
the keys to his Madhyamika interpretation a differentiation 
between four things: existence (yod pa, bhiiva) and inherent 
existence (rang bzhin gyis yod pa, svabhiiva), and no inherent 
existence (rang bzhin gyis med pa, nilJsvabhiiva) and non
existence (med pa, abhiiva). Specifically, Dzong-ka-ba explains 
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that it must be understood that when Nagarjuna rejects 
existence, what he is actually refuting is inherent existence: 
things do not inherently exist. When he rejects non-existence, 
what he is actually refuting is utter non-existence: things are 
not utterly non-existent; they do not inherently exist, but do 
exist. 

Another way to phrase this is that Dzong-ka-ba treats the 
terms "existence" (yod pa, bluiva or asti) and "non-existence" 
(med pa, abluiva or niisti) which are used with great frequency 
in Nagarjuna's Treatise as technical terms very specific in 
meaning. This is a view some Western interpreters have taken 
as well; Richard Jones says, for example: 132 

"It is extremely important to note that even "is" 
(asti) and "is not" (niisti) are technical terms for him, 
... "Is" refers only to what exists through own
nature - only to what would be real for Nagarjuna. 
"Is not" is the notion of annihilationism (uccheda), 
the destruction of the real. "Is not" does not designate 
what does not exist by own-nature." 

Such an understanding leaves one in a far better position to 
deal rationally with Nagfu"juna's writings than does a view 
such as that of Mervyn Sprung who feels that Nagarjuna and 
Chandraklrti "repudiate the ontological implications of the 
verb 'to be' ,"133 this leading him to the not surprising conclu
sion that Madhyamika is engaged in an "emasculation" of 
natural language,134 which raises for Sprung the severe prob
lematic: "how to carry on with meaningful talk about the 
central concerns of a philosophy which believes it can show 
that the idea of existence, of isness, of being, is empty? 
Language, without the force of the verb 'to be', would seem to 
be mere fantasy.,,135 

Dzong-ka-ba seeks to maintain a coherent system in which 
the validity of language is upheld, and he sees Nagarjuna's 
negations, including his apparent denial of valid use of the 
verbs of existence, as reflecting instead a psychological reality. 
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Prior to realization of emptiness, beings cannot differentiate 
between existence and inherent existence. Thus, an attack on 
inherent existence will be experienced as an attack on existence. 
Given the force of beings' adherence to inherent existence -
this being the root cause that binds them in cyclic existence -
Nagarjuna's strongly worded negations, in which it seems that 
existence itself is under attack, are a very effective technique. 
However, it is important to distinguish between psychological 
reality and ontological fact; even though ordinary beings 
cannot, in experience, differentiate existence and inherent 
existence, nonetheless those two are different. Subsequent to 
realization of emptiness, that is, after the lack of inherent 
existence has been realized, existence - conventional existence 
- remains. Thus, Nagarjuna is not negating all existence, but 
merely inherent existence. Further, to counter the nihilism 
that Dzong-ka-ba perceived among most of his Tibetan con
temporaries who called themselves Madhyamikas, he found it 
important to emphasize the verbal distinction between exist
ence and inherent existence, even if it could not yet be verified 
in experience. 

In that, for Dzong-ka-ba, inherent existence (svabhiiva) is 
expefientially coextensive with one's sense of existence (since 
everything appears to inherently exist) and that misconception 
with regard to it is considered to be what binds all beings in 
cyclic existence, it is clear that merely other systems, language, 
or reasoning could not be what is intended as the meaning of 
the svabhiiva that Nagarjuna refutes. For Dzong-ka-ba, those 
things posited by other systems with which Madhyamika 
disagrees are not innate misconceptions, but merely artificial 
ones - learned through mistaken tenet systems and occurring 
only in those who have studied such tenets. Adherence to 
svabhava, in contrast, is not just something learned, nor 
merely an "assumption" as B.K. Matilal describes it, 136 but is 
an innate, ingrained misconception, so potent that it even 
distorts the way things appear to us. Things appear to be 
inherently existent, although upon analysis they are found to 
be utterly devoid of inherent existence. 
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5 OTHER SYSTEMS ALONE ARE NOT WHAT IS 
REFUTED . 

According to Dzong-ka-ba, the assertions of other systems are 
not pervasive enough to be the root of cyclic existence nor, 
therefore, to be the primary referent of Nagiirjuna's refuta
tions. Adherence to such ideas is to be eradicated - it is not 
that other' tenet systems are not refuted, they are - but 
eradication of this is not the prime purpose and will occur 
naturally when the object of innate ignorance is refuted. 
Dzong-ka-ba says: 137 

All those things posited through the force of tenets 
- the many different superimpositions by the Pro
ponents of True Existence of our own [Buddhist] 
and other [i.e., non-Buddhist] schools, having taken 
as their basis just this referent object of the mode of 
apprehension of the ignorance explained earlier -
will all be overcome when one eradicates the object 
of the mode of apprehension of ignorance, like a tree 
that is cut from the root. Therefore, those having 
wisdom should know that the referent object of 
innate ignorance is the basic object of negation and 
should not be intent on refuting merely those imputa
tions imputed by only some proponents of tenets. 
This is (I) because refuting the object of negation in 
this way is not done upon being bereft of activity 
[that is, not having anything else to do], but rather, 
having seen that sentient beings are bound in cyclic 
existence by that wrong conceptual consciousness 
which has the object of negation as its object, one 
eradicates its object, and that which binds all sentient 
beings in cyclic existence is innate ignorance, and (2) 
because artificial ignorance, since it exists only in 
those who propound tenets, is not feasible to be the 
root of cyclic existence. It is very important to gain 
particular ascertainment with respect to this. 
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Thus, for Dzong-ka-ba, merely other systems are not what 
primarily is being refuted. However, other systems are refuted, 
for as Dzong-ka-ba explains Nagarjuna, other systems' tenets 
concerning basic reality are based upon an assertion of inherent 
existence, whether those systems articulate their positions in 
such terms or not. This is because for those systems, if some
thing exists, it must inherently exist. How is this? All Buddhist 
schools except PrasaIigika say that if something exists, there 
must be something that can be pointed to as it; Prasailgika 
denies this and takes just such as indicative of inherent 
existence. If something were analytically findable, it would 
inherently exist. Thus, from the PrasaIigika viewpoint, other 
systems have asserted inherent existence with their very 
measure of existence, whether they say so or not. 

The idea that other systems are based upon assertions of 
inherent existence, articulated as such or not, is the justifica
tion for Nagarjuna's style of refutation. As Dzong-ka-ba 
interprets Nagarjuna, Nagarjuna is not, as Robinson accuses 
him, arbitrarily reading into his opponent's views a few terms 
defined in a self-contradictory way; rather, Niigirjuna is 
drawing out the necessary implications of inherent existence. 
Robinson describes Nagarjuna's mode of procedure: 138 

Nagarjuna has a standard mechanism for refutation, 
the pattern of which may be abstracted as follows: 
You say that C relates A and B. A and B must be 
either completely identical or completely different. 
If they are completely identical, C cannot obtain, 
because it is transitive and requires two terms. If 
they are completely different C cannot obtain, 
because two things that are completely different can 
have no common ground and so cannot be related. 
Therefore it is false that C obtains between A and B. 

As Robinson then says, this formula arouses immediate sus
picion since, among other reasons, it can be applied so readily 
to almost any hypothesis and also seems to contradict common 
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sense. In a way, this is just the point. As interpreted by the 
Ge-luk-ba tradition, inherent existence, although conceived 
and assented to by aU who have not engaged in active tech
niques to realize its non-existence, does contradict common 
sense - in this case, rational inquiry - and we should be 
suspicious. For becoming suspicious, applying analysis, and 
discovering an inability to wiihstand analysis is how the 
misconception of inherent existence is overcome. 

The logical premise is not that we now conceive things to be 
either identical or completely different. Rather, we conceive 
things to be inherently existent, but in a non-analytical 
fashion, not considering its implications. Inherent existence is 
a soltJity beyond what is there, an independence, an existence 
in its own right. It requires an ability to withstand analysis such 
as Nagarjuna applies. Within such a mode of existence, the 
only possible relations between things are absolute oneness or 
total difference. This is a logical outflow of inherent existence. 
not something we necessarily conceive, and is the key to 
refuting the conception of inherent existence. For, if it can be 
shown that these relationships do not obtain, then the inherent 
existence of those things has been refuted and, through that, 
the conception of inherent existence can be overcome. Also, 
through refuting inherent existence, those systems based on 
an assertion of inherent existence are refuted. 

As Robinson points out, "the validity of Nagarjuna's refuta
tions hinges upon whether his opponents really upheld the 
existence of a svabhiiva or svabhiiva as he defines the term," 
since he agrees with Nagarjuna that "those who uphold the 
existence of a svabhiiva are dearly self-contradictory.,,139 A 
proof of such is not addressed by Nagarjuna himself. Dzong
ka-ba considers it with regard to the non-Prasangika Buddhist 
schools' assertions concerning the person, saying that it is 
known that each asserts an inherently existent person because 
none is satisfied with the mere designation of the verbal 
convention "person", but must analyze to find something 
within the bases of designation of the person that can be 
pointed to as that person. 140 Thus, the tradition of commentary 
that stems from Dzong-ka-ba has developed the criterion 
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discussed in the previous chapter of whether a system does or 
does not posit something that is analytically findablc as indica
tive of whether inherent existence (svabhiiva) is asserted or 
not. Presumably any system free from such an assertion 
would not be included within the sphere of Nagarjuna's 
refutations. 

6 LOGIC IS NOT REFUTED 

Dzong-ka-ba does not explicitly address whether either logic 
or langm,ge is the intended referent of the Madhyamika 
negations. However, much of his argument against Madhya
mika as being merely a refutation of other systems also applies 
here. Others' systems or mere logic or language are too limited 
to be what is intended by svabhiiva, for all beings - not just 
humans or, among humans, not just those who use language 
or logic - are bound in cyclic existence due to the misconcep
tion of inherent existence. 

Not only would a refutation of logical methods and prin
ciples not be sufficient to reverse innate misconceptions, but 
also Dzong-ka-ba does not see Nagarjuna as attacking reason
ing but rather as using reasoning, within acceptance of its basic 
principles, to refute inherent existence. This has been 
discussed briefly in the previous chapter (pp.60-I) and will 
be discussed further below (Pp.I23-6). In brief, Dzong-ka
ba sees no intrinsic flaw in reasoning. Instead he finds it a 
reliable vehicle for arriving at the truth. It is his primary 
resource in his Madhyamika interpretation, and he finds it to 
be Nagarjuna's as well. 

7 MERELY LANGUAGE IS NOT BEING REFUTED 

Language is not precisely the same issue in Buddhist philo
sophy that it is in Western philosophy. As Mervyn Sprung 
points out, the Indian Madhyamikas - Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, 
ChandrakIrti, and others - did not develop an explicit philos
ophy of language, and, in fact, there is no one Sanskrit word 
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with a range of meaning comparable to "language". 141 Nor is 
there one Ti6etan word. Further, the separation between 
objects and ideas so pronounced in the West from the time of 
Hume, with the consequent focus on language as totally 
divorced from the empirical world, never occurred in a com
parable fashion within Buddhism. 

There is, however, within Buddhism consideration of many 
of the topics that fall within Western analyses of language, and 
thus what must be determined for the purposes of this 
discussion are I) whether specific understandings about the 
nature and function of language can be considered uncommon 
Madhyamika understandings that set Madhyamika apart from 
the other Buddhist schools and 2) whether interpretations of 
Madhyamika based upon Western linguistic analyses accur
ately represent the Madhyamika system. 

Given that Dzong-ka-ba did not himself explicidy address 
the question of language as such, nor did the Indian Madhya
mikas who are his sources, the following discussion consists 
primarily of my own ideas and opinions, applying principles 
from Dzong-ka-ba's lines of argument and drawing support
ing material from the post-Dzong-ka-ba Ge-Iuk-ba comment
arial tradition. 

Shared Understandings 

My thesis with regard to the first point mentioned above is 
that many of what are often labelled "Madhyamika" under
standings are in fact not unique to Madhyamika but are 
realized by lower Buddhist tenet systems as well, often being 
positions primarily worked out by epistemologists of the 
Dignaga-Dharmaklrti schools oflogic. 142 They may be accept
ed by the Madhyamikas as well, for Dzong-ka-ba, with his 
emphasis on the unity and coherence of the Buddhist teach
ings, sees no conflict in the tenets of one system being 
accepted by another so long as the tenets of the lower system 
do not conflict with those of the higher. However, being 
shared, they cannot be what sets Madhyamika apart. 
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For example, if it is being said that Madhyamika teaches 
that words cannot describe and thought cannot know imper
manent objects exactly as they are, this is asserted even by the 
Sautrfultika tenet system. Nga-wang-bel-den (ngag dbang dpal 
/dan, b.1797), describing the two truths in the Sautrantika 
system, explains, based on a passage from Dharmaklrti's 
Commentary on (Digniiga's) "Compendium of Valid Cognition" 
(tshad rna rnam 'grel, pramarJaviirttika), that specifically charac
terized, that is, impermanent, phenomena are those whose 
entity cannot appear fully to a mind merely from an expres
sional term. 143 In other words, direct perception knows its 
objects with a richness, vividness, and specificity that words 
cannot express and of which thought is incapable. 

Also, that names do not inhere in objects but are designated 
arbitrarily is a concept realized and articulated in the Ge-Iuk
ba literature commenting on the Sautriintika system. 144 That 
phenomena do not naturally exist as bases for the affixing of 
names is identified as the subtle object of negation in the 
Chittamatra system. 145 Thus neither of these can serve as un
common Madhyamika understandings. 

Similarly, the idea that emptiness cannot be described 
exactly as it is and that direct realization of it is a non-verbal 
experience with profound transfonnative effect for the practi
tioner is not unique to Madhyamika, but rather, with variations 
in the identification of emptiness, is a basic aspect of the path 
structure of all four tenet systems. 146 In both Chittamatra and 
Madhyamika, ultimate truth (don dam bden pa, paramartha
satya) is described as inexpressible and inconceivable, and 
Dzong-ka-ba takes such statements as indicating that at the 
time of directly realizing emptiness, all dualistic appearance as 
well as all conceptuality have disappeared,147 not as showing 
that there are realms where language simply does not apply. 

Linguistic Anarysis 

The question of whether or not linguistic analyses accurately 
represent Madhyamika requires careful consideration. Such 
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interpretations, frequently based upon comparison with the 
writings of Lutlwig Wittgenstein, are currently a very popular 
way of looking at Madhyamika, so much so that David Loy in 
a recent article in Philosophy East and West identifies it as one 
of two major streams of significant Western interpretations of 
Madhyamika. 148 There is much in such compansons that fits 
closely with Dzong-ka-ba's views. For example, Robert 
Thurman says: 149 

The Wittgensteinian and Centrist non-egocentrist 
critical analyses intend to force him [the opponent] 
to look deeper into things and processes by examin
ing his account of them ... 

If one then concludes, as Chris Gudmunsen asserts, that such 
analyses show that "There are 1W essences for the words to 
represent,"ISO this is, if one understands by "essences" some 
sort of intrinsic objective nature, very close to what Dzong-ka
ba says of Madhyamika. 

However, there are a nWilber of ways in which the linguistic 
interpretation easily gives rise to ideas with which Dzong-ka
ba would disagree; there is also a danger of being led to read 
into Madhyamika ideas not necessarily there and to distort the 
emphasis of those that are. 151 Thus, although there is much in 
Chris Gudmunsen's book, Wittgenstein and Buddhism, which I 
find helpful, and although Gudmunsen has clearly shown that 
there are many points of similarity between Madhyamika and 
Wittgenstein, I would like to consider a few specific passages 
in order to highlight the fine line between what does and does 
not accord with Dzong-ka-ba's Madhyamika interpretation. 

Gudl'11unsen contrasts what he sees as the two primary 
approaches to Madhyamika - one Kantian, or psychological, 
and the other Wittgensteinian, or linguistic - and says: 152 

A Kantian approach to emptiness leads to just such 
an 'absolute ground.' A Wittgensteinian approach 
shows that the freedom which emptiness gives is 
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freedom from assumptions about objects - assump
tions based on a certain view of language. To know 
that X is empty is to know something about the way 
we can use and misuse language about X. But of 
course freedom is not simply a linguistic fact. The 
fact that I know that X is empty is a fact of psycho
logy rather than oflanguage. The human importance 
of understanding emptiness lies in that psychological 
fact and in its psychological implications, even 
though the fact that everything is empty is a linguis-
tic rather than a psychological fact. 

Insofar as a Wittgensteinian approach leads to an avoidance of 
seeing emptiness as an "absolute ground", Dzong-ka-ba would 
heartily agree with it. (See below, pp. 129-3 I, for a discussion 
of Dzong-ka-ba's rejection of emptiness as an absolute.) He 
would also agree that the importance of understanding empti
ness is primarily psychological - the effect it has on the mind 
of the person who understands it. 

However, Gudmunsen in describing the positive effects of a 
Wittgensteinian approach suggests, based on Wittgenstein, 
that also in Madhyamika because language is intimately bound 
up with our erroneous conceptions about objects, our "view of 
language" is the cause of them. This Dzong-ka-ba would not 
accept because, as mentioned earlier, of finding it too limited: 
If "view of language" means a particular philosophical theory 
about language, then only those holding that theory would be 
bound in cyclic existence; even if language in general is 
meant, then only those who use language - i.e., not babies 
and not most animals even if one were to concede language use 
to some of the more advanced species - would be caught 
within the snare of cyclic existence, and this contradicts basic 
Buddhist cosmology. For Dzong-ka-ba, the Prasailgika
Madhyamika view is that even the sense consciousnesses are 
mistaken, perceiving an inherent existence that is not in fact 
there. 153 Thus, the error involved in the misconception of 
inherent existence is pre-linguistic. 
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Finally, with regard to the above passage, I am uncomfort
able with cailing the emptiness of all phenomena merely a 
"linguistic fact". The trend within modern Madhyarnika in
terpretations to see it as such sterns in large part from Richard 
Robinson's statement, which Gudrnunsen cites in this 
context: 154 

. .. emptiness is not a term in the primary system 
referring to the world, but a term in the descripuve 
system (meta-system) referring to the primary 
system. Thus it has no status as an entity, nor as the 
property of an existent or an inexistent. 

Emptiness is described thus in order to avoid the fault of 
reification, of elevating emptiness to the status of an absolute 
over and beyond the phenomena that are empty. However, 
relegating emptiness to the status of a second order term may 
take too much away from it,155 and Dzong-ka-ba's interpreta
tion seeks more of a middle ground. 

The vocabulary of Dzong-ka-ba and the tradition following 
him leads me more toward calling the emptiness of all 
phenomena an "ontological" or "existential" fact, having to do 
with ''being'' more than language, for emptiness is described 
as the "mode of abiding" (gnas lugs), the ''final nature" (rang 
bzhin mrhar thug), and so forth of phenomena. 156 This does 
not mean that for Dzong-ka-ba emptiness is what Gudrnunsen 
would describe as a Kantian absolute, and when I use the 
term "ontology" I do not mean to suggest an underlying 
absolute essence that is beyond all manifestations, a nou
menon beyond phenomena. Dzong-ka-ba emphatically refutes 
such; emptiness no more inherently exists than do the 
phenomena it qualifies; emptiness too is empty. Emptiness is 
not seen as a unitary Absolute, but rather as multiple. There 
are as many emptinesses as there are phenomena. Each and 
every phenomenon has its own emptiness, and the emptiness 
of one is not the emptiness of another. 157 In such an interpreta
tion, emptiness is very much a part of the primary system. 
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I am not suggesting that a linguistic interpretation is com
pletely contradictory with Dzong-ka-ba's, and certainly 
Dzong-ka-ba would not dispute that language is intimately 
connected with the process of error, for language reinforces 
our innate tendency towards reification. However, David 
Loy, in describing what Nagarjuna is seeking to overcome 
through his analysis of motion in the second chapter of the 
Treatise on the Middle Way, makes a statement that comes 
closer to what Dzong-ka-ba would be likely to say, speaking 
of: 158 

. .. our ingrained tendency (perhaps due to, and 
certainly enshrined in, the subject-predicate struc
ture of language) to distinguish our experience into 
self-existing entities and their activities. 

In Loy's statement, primary emphasis is focused not on the 
structure of language but on the self-existing entities and 
activities we imagine and whether or not those are logically 
feasible. This emphasis accords more with that of Dzong-ka
ba. Words, or language, point one to things - be they 
material or not, and, as interpreted in the Ge-Iuk-ba tradition, 
it is those things and their status that are of primary concern, 
not just the words themselves or ideas about the relationships 
between words and objects. 

For instance, as is made very clear by the instructions in 
Ge-Iuk meditation manuals, the "self" that is being refuted in 
the refutation of a self of persons (in the eighteenth chapter of 
Nagarjuna's Treatise) is not just an abstract concept, but a 
person's most palpable and deep-rooted sense of self. The 
pressent Dalai Lama said in a public lecture in 1972 that the 
sense of the self being refuted is one held so strongly that one 
feels, "If this does not exist, what doeS!,,159 

What the Madhyamika analyses then reveal is the unreason
ableness of this deep-rooted sense. Objects, activities, and so 
forth are not as substantial or as "other" as we imagine them, 
for analysis reveals that there is nothing substantial there to be 
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grasped. Thl.}s one is led to the understanding that objects are 
inextricably bound up with ideas; their actual status is that, 
rather than existing inherently, existing in their own right, or 
existing from their own sides, they are mere imputations, 
imputed by names and thought. They are functional, but not 
analytically graspable. All that exist are mere designations, 
and thus the concept of prajnapti, or designation, is not just, 
as Robinson says, a way of handling abstractions, (cited 
above, P.77) but is descriptive of even the most concrete. 

Related to the question of emphasis, Gudmunsen, speaking 
of what remains to be done after deciding that all phenomena, 
or dharmas, are empty, lays out two tasks, one of which is, 
"We can try to understand how words function if they no 
longer derive their meaning from objects to which they 
refer."160 Gudmunsen for his discussion of this focuses on the 
Madhyamika doctrine of the two truths, specifically on con
ventional truths (kun rdzob bden pa, sartzvrti satya) which he 
says means language and verbal thought. 161 As such, he has 
limited the scope of conventional truths far more than does 
Dzong-ka-ba and the tradition following him, for whom 
conventional truths are everything that exists except empti
ness. Language and thought are included, but they are not 
primary or even much discussed. In this, Dzong-ka-ba finds 
support in both siitra and the Indian Madhyamika tradition. 
Chandrakirti, for example, speaks of conventional truths ob
jectively in his Supplement to (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the 
Middle Way" (VI.28):162 

The Subduer said that because delusion 
Obscures the nature, it is the concealer (sartlvrti); 
Those fabrications which it perceives 
As true are truths for a concealer (sartzvrti-satya). 
Things that are fabrications [exist] conventionally. 

And Chandrakirti says in his autocommentary on that verse: 

In that way, truths-for-a-concealer are posited 
through the force of the afflictive ignorance which is 
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included within the [twelve] links [of a dependent
arising] of cyclic existence. For Hearers, Solitary 
Realizers, and Bodhisattvas who have abandoned 
afflictive ignorance and who see conditioned pheno
mena as like the existence of reflections and so forth, 
[these] have a nature of fabrication and are not truths 
because they do not exaggerate [phenomena] as truly 
existent. To children these are deceptive, but to the 
others they are just conventionalities due to being 
dependent-arisings like a magician's illusions and so 
forth. 

Thus, the emphasis within the Ge-Iuk-ba tradition is not on 
the linguistic elements of conventional truths but rather on 
their status as objects. Within their commentarial tradition, 
discussion of how words function is found in works dealing 
with the Dharmakirti-Dignaga logicians and epistemologists, 
for whom it is an important and explicit topic unlike Madhya
mika where it is not explicitly addressed. 

A potential danger with Madhyamika interpretations that 
focus primarily on language is that they may lead to a 
devaluing of language. If one finds through comparing 
WittgensLein and Nagarjuna, for instance, as does Robert 
Thurman that in both there is a "reaffirmation of language, 
free of any supposed absolute substratum, as a practical, 
conventional process, an ordinary activity of human 
beings,"163 then this is very much in line with Dzong-ka-ba's 
interpretation of Madhyamika with its great emphasis on the 
valid establishment of conventional phenomena. However, 
should one, seeking a parallel with what Thurman describes 
as "the mature Wittgenstein's refusal to pretend to a 
system"l64 conclude, as many have (see above P.76), that any 
rigor or complexity of metaphysical theory is necessarily 
unsuitable, that terms cannot be defined, and so forth, 
this clearly is not Dzong-ka-ba's view as his own finely 
worked systematization demonstrates. 

Again, from Dzong-ka-ba's viewpoint, systematization is 
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made possible. by a valid establishment of conventionalities, 
conventional truths. Free from any overlay of inherent exist
ence, conventional truths can be used, terms can be defined, 
systems can be formed. In fact, in accordance with Nagar
juna's statement in the Treatise on the Middle Way (XXIV.IO) 
that ultimate truths can be taught only by way of conventional 
truths, it is important to do so. Thus, unlike Edward Conze's 
opinion (cited above, p.I2I) that words only detract from 
reality, for Dzong-ka-ba, if used carefully, within awareness 
of their limitations and problems, they can and do disclose 
reality in the sense that they lead to the understandings that 
make possible a non-dualistic cognition of reality, the empti
ness of inherent existence of each and every phenomenon in 
all world-systems. 

A final issue of emphasis to consider is that of overall 
purpose. Madhyamika is a religious system and Nagarjuna's 
purpose is, as discussed previously, clearly soteriological, 
directed towards liberation. The system does not see itself as 
offering merely a "therapeutic ploy" or merely seeking to 
show that there is a "linguistic basis to the idea of identity", in 
contrast to the views of some who approach it through the 
avenue of linguistic analysis. Both Gudmunsen and Thurman 
address this question in their comparisons of Madhyamika 
with Wingenstein, each offering evidence that Wingenstein 
too had a broader and more liberative intent. 165 Gudmunsen 
makes the case that when Wingenstein says, "Philosophy is a 
battle against the bewitchment of our intelligence by means of 
language", he is not speaking of something that is a problem 
just for philosophers, but of something that affects us all. He 
finds Wingenstein offering liberation in the statement, "What 
is your aim in philosophy? - To shew the fly the way out of 
the fly-bottle."I66 

Gudmunsen, having thus shown that statements of libera
tive intent can be found in the writings of Wingenstein, 
makes the further point that although almost no one disputes 
that Nagarjuna's intentions were liberative since this is "what 
Buddhism as a whole is all about," nonetheless, in Nagarjuna's 
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own writings, "there are almost no other clues to his being a 
'religious writer'. 167 Gudmunsen's statement is only partially 
true since if one considers Nagar;una's "Praises" and his 
Precious Garland there is abundant evidence of his religious 
purpose; even within his Treatise on the Middle Way, the 
twenty-fourth chapter speaks specifically of the feasibility 
within emptiness, and in fact because of emptiness, of the 
religious framework of the four noble truths, the Three 
Jewels, the path structure indicative of religious progress, and 
so forth. In any case, the point I would like to make is that 
even if one were to accept Gudmunsen's statement, so that one 
has placed Nagarjuna and Wingenstein in a situation of 
relative parity as far as explicit statements demonstrative of 
religious intent, this omits the whole question of context. 
Nagarjuna is within a religious tradition which thus reinforces 
that aspect of his work; Wingenstein is within a philosophical 
one in which liberative intentions are an aberration. These 
differences cannot be ignored as one searches for similarities 
between the two systems. 

It is not that comparison is not helpful or that linguistic 
analysis is inappropriate, but one must be careful not to be led 
by some areas of similarity to assume others that may not 
exist. 

As Dzong-ka-ba frames the categories of negating too little 
and too much, the views that Madhyamika is an attack on 
reasoning or on language fall into both. They negate too little 
in the sense that they do not go deeply enough to describe a 
basic misconception capable of binding each and every sentient 
being in cyclic existence. As such, they can be answered using 
Dzong-ka-ba's argument that mere refutations of learned as 
opposed to innate misconceptions are not sufficient to reverse 
the process of cyclic existence. 

However, a negation of reasoning or of the language on 
which it is based also negates too much. As Dzong-ka-ba uses 
the category, negating too much is not a matter of negating 
correctly what should be negated but then negating something 
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extra as well. Rather, something that should not be negated at 
all is denied,' the very fact of such ovemegation serving to 
show the lack of understanding of what should be negated. 
Dzong-ka-ba identifies the uncommon feature of Madhya
mika as the feasibility of conventional functionings within an 
utter absence of inherent existence. A blanket rejection of 
both reasoning and language goes too far, denying such 
feasibility and hence missing the unique Madhyamika feature. 
Further, a denial of the validity of these two would remove 
our most potent tools for eradicating innate Inisconception. 
This is the context in which Dzong-ka-ba vigorously defends 
the use of reasoning, which will be discussed in detail below 
(see pp.123-6). 



5 Dzong-ka-ba and Modern 
Interpreters II: Negating Too Much 

Far more prevalent than Madhyamika interpretations that, 
from Dzong-ka-ba's viewpoint, negate too little are those that 
negate too much. These would include the views that 
Madhyamika is an attack on all conceptuality, or on all 
conventional phenomena, as well as the opinions of those 
who, while not necessarily c1aiming that Madhyamika refutes 
all conventionalities, say that Madhyamikas have no view or 
system or theses of their own and merely rely on others for the 
presentations of conventionalities. These positions are very 
much intertwined, but in the interests of clarity will be 
discussed in isolation as much as possible. 

CONCEPTUALITY IS THE OBJECT OF NEGATION 

That conceptuality is what Madhyamika seeks to negate is a 
position advanced by, among others, T.R.V. Murti and 
Christian Lindtner, both of whom equate ignorance (avidya) 
with conceptuality (kalpana) as well as with views (dr~{i) - as 
Murti says, "Kalpana, (vikalpa) is avidya par excellence. 168 

(The idea that Madhyamika is intent on a refutation of all 
views (d~{i) will be discussed in detail below, pp.III-I6; 
here I will focus just on the question of conceptuality, since 
Dzong-ka-ba treats these as two separate issues.) It is also set 
forth by Peter Fenner, who, in a very complex articulation of 
how the Madhyamika analyses lead to a stilling of concep
tuality, argues that those analyses are intended to show a 
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logical paradox inherent in thought. 169 

The idea that conceptuality is equivalent to ignorance and 
as such is what is to be removed, or negated, undoubtedly 
stems not only from passages in the writings of Nagarjuna and 
Chandrakirti that seem to suggest such, but also from the facts 
that (I) direct realization of emptiness is described as a non
dualistic cognition, totally free from conceptuality, and (2) a 
Buddha, a fully realized being, is said to be completely 
without conceptuality. Both of these points are widely accepted 
within the various Buddhist traditions, and Dzong-ka-ba has 
no disagreement with either. What he does disagree with, and 
he is not alone in this, it having been a primary topic of the 
Sam-yay debate mentioned in chapter one, is to draw the 
conclusion from this that all thought is bad and simply to be 
stopped and that the cessation of thought marks the attain
ment of liberation. Such is what Dzong-ka-ba describes as the 
position of the Chinese monk Hva-shang Mahayana, whom he 
sees as having been defeated by Kamalashila in the debate at 
Sam-yay, and it can be found in modern manifestations as 
wdl. Ben-Ami Scharfstein writes: 170 

. .. since all these thoughts [analyzing self] like the 
world itself, are so troublesome, it is best to stop 
thinking. Plurality will then cease (and unity) and 
we (though not exactly) will remain (in a non
temporal sense) in a state of bliss. 

Scharfstein has set forth exactly the view to which Dzong-ka
ba strenuously objects. For Dzong-ka-ba, non-conceptuality 
certainly does not constitute liberation. Were this so, then it 
would absurdly follow that non-conceptual states - fainting, 
deep sleep, and so forth - would be liberation. Further, the 
mere ceasing of conceptuality is also not sufficient for realiza
tion of emptiness; rather, emptiness must initially be realized 
through analysis, which entails conceptuality. Dzong-ka-ba 
supports this view with citations from Kamalashila and from 
siitra - the King of Meditative Stabilizations Sutra (ting nge 
'dzin rgyal po, samiidhiriija) and the Scriptural Collection of 
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Bodhisattvas (byang chub sems dpa'i sde srwd, bodhisattva
pi{aka). He opens the "Great Exposition of Special Insight" 
with this issue (see the Introduction of the translation), and he 
returns to it again near the end of his presentation when he 
discusses how to meditate on special insight, a topic he 
commences with a refutation of mistaken assertions. 171 

There are two basic aspects to the discussion of why 
thought, or specifically, analysis, is needed. The first is con
cerned with how the process of eradicating ignorance is 
conceived - not as a mere stopping of thought, but as the 
active realization of the opposite of what ignorance miscon
ceives. Ignorance is not just mere absence of knowledge, but a 
specific misconception, and it must be removed by realization 
of its opposite. In this vein, Dzong-ka-ba says that one cannot 
get rid of the misconception of inherent existence merely by 
stopping conceptuality any more than one can get rid of the 
idea that there is a demon in a darkened cave merely by trying 
to not think about it. Just as one must hold up a lamp and see 
that there is no demon there, so the illumination of wisdom is 
necessary to clear away the darkness of ignorance. 172 

Although Dzong-ka-ba's main Madhyamika source expli
citly addressing, and refuting, the idea that progress can be 
made through a mere ceasing of conceptuality is a late Indian 
Madhyamika, Kamalashila (c.740-795), who in later exegesis 
is recognized, not as a Prasa.rigika, but as a Sviitantrika, the 
sense of an active removal of wrong conceptions by way of 
"seeing" reality rather than through a mere ceasing of con
ceptuality is also found in the writings of the early Miidhya
mikas, as in the following passage from Aryadeva's Four 
Hundred (XIV.25):173 

The seed of cyclic existence is a consciousness; 
Objects are its sphere of activity. 
When one sees selflessness in objects, 
The seeds of cyclic existence are stopped. 

Since a mere stopping of thought will not, in Dzong-ka-ba's 
sYstem, lead to a realization of emptiness, one is led to the 
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second aspect of the discussion: that at present thought is our 
only way to gain access to emptiness. One of the ways of 
dividing phenomena is into the manifest (mngon gyur, 
abhimukhi) and the hidden (lkog gyur, parok~a). The manifest 
are those things presently accessible to direct perception, such 
as external forms, sounds, tastes, and so forth. The hidden are 
those things that must be initially realized conceptually, in 
dependence upon a process of reasoning. The division of 
phenomena into the manifest and the hidden is an all inclusive 
one; whatever exists must be one or the other, and emptiness 
falls within the latter. (See below, pp.I26-33, for a discus
sion of the inclusion of emptiness among phenomena.) Empti
ness is clearly not a manifest phenomenon; if it were, everyone 
would be perceiving it now, and obviously they are not. 
Rather, it is a hidden phenomenon, one which ordinary non
conceptual consciousnesses cannot reach. As such, conceptu
ality, reasoning, is our only avenue of initial approach to it. 

It is undeniable that there are passages in Nagarjuna, 
Chandrakirti, and so forth - even in siitras of the Buddha -
that seem to reject all conceptuality. Dzong-ka-ba's response 
to these passages is that, just as the refutations of existence 
must be Wlderstood with qualification, as meaning "inherent 
existence", so also the refutations of conceptuality must be 
understood with qualification. Conceptions of inherent existence 
are being refuted, not all conceptions. Only one type of 
conceptuality - a very specific misconception - is being 
refuted, not the whole class. He finds support for this in 
Chandrakirti who, commenting on a passage of Aryadeva's 
Four Hundred (XVI.23cd), "Conceptuality sees [and] one is 
bound; it is to be stopped here," glosses conceptuality as "that 
which superimposes a meaning of inherent existence which is 
not correct". 174 

In this way Dzong-ka-ba saves conceptuality from total 
denial, preserving the viability of scripture and reasoning as 
aids for spiritual progress and maintaining a valid distinction 
between good thoughts and bad thoughts - virtues and non
virtues. He would not quarrel with valuing non-conceptuality 
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over conceptuality in tenns of realizing a particular object, for 
his Madhyamika interpretation does not override the Sautran
tika tenet system description of the way in which, whether the 
object is mundane or supramundane, direct perception exceeds 
conceptuality in richness and vividness. 175 However, this does 
not mean that non-conceptuality is per se better, for some 
objects such as emptiness could never be known without prior 
conceptual realization. One must understand the uses and 
limitations of both conceptual and non-conceptual cognition 
and make use of conceptuality to reach the higher non
conceptual states. 

That the goal of Buddhahood is a non-conceptual state does 
not, for Dzong-ka-ba, imply any unsuitability in using con
ceptuality to reach that goal, a position he supports by citing 
the Kiishyapa Chapter Sutra ('od STUng gi le'u'i mdo, kiiSya
paparivarta): 176 

Kashyapa, it is like this: For example, fire arises 
from the rubbing together of two branches by the 
wind, and once arisen, the two branches are burned 
up. Similarly, Kashyapa, if you have the correct 
analytical intellect, a Superior's faculty of wisdom is 
generated. 1brough its generation, the correct ana
lytical intellect is conswned. 

At higher levels of the path, conceptuality - the correct 
analytical intellect - is conswned by the fire of wisdom. 
Nonetheless, it is the fuel that makes the arising of wisdom 
possible. Prior to reaching the highest level, it is necessary to 
distinguish between different types of conceptuality and to 
make use of correct conceptuality in the struggle to remove 
the incorrect. 

CONVENTIONALITIES ARE NEGATED BY THE 
MADHY AMIKA ANALYSES 

That the intention of the Madhyamika analyses is not a 
refutation of all conventionalities is the focus of the portion of 
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Dzong-ka-ba's "Great Exposition of Special Insight" translated 
in this volume-and has already been discussed extensively in 
chapter three. Thus, it will be treated only briefly here, 
primarily drawing in material from portions of the Greal 
Exposition not included in this translation. Much of the 
problem comes again from what, from the viewpoint of this 
tradition, is a mixing of psychological reality and ontological 
fact: At the time of direct cognition of emptiness, all conven
tional phenomena - everything except emptiness - disappear. 
Does this mean that those conventionalities do not exist? For 
Dzong-ka-ba the answer is no, and he takes his cue from 
Nagarjuna and Chandraklrti. 177 

Both Nagarjuna and Chandraklrti deny on numerous occa:: 
sions that they propound nihilism, and the reason they give to 
prove they are not nihilists is their acceptance of conventional 
existence. For instance, Nagarjuna says m the f Precious 
Garland: 178 

Having thus seen that effects arise 
From causes, one asserts what appears 
In the conventions of the world 
And does not accept nihilism. 

Chandrakirti, in the course of a long explanation in his 
Clem Words of how Midhyamikas differ from Nihilists, 
concludes: 179 

Because Madhyamikas assert [actions and their 
effects and former and future lifetimes] as existing 
conventionally and these [Nihilists] do not assert 
them at all, they are just not similar. 

Exactly what it means for things to exist conventionally is less 
explicit. The locus classicus for the fact that Buddhism is not 
denying all worldly conventions whatsoever is Buddha's 
statement, "What the world accepts, I too accept; what the 
world does not accept, I too do not accept," which is cited by 
both Buddhapalita and Chandrakirti in their commentaries on 
Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way, the Buddhapalita 
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Commentary on (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" 
and the Clear Words, respectively, and is suggested by the 
above verse from the Precious Garland. 180 

Dzong-ka-ba, with his affinity for the epistemology and 
logic of Dignaga and Dharmaklrti, develops a complex sys
tematization in which the measure of conventional existence is 
establishment by valid cognition (tshad rna, pramii1Jll).181 In 
this he goes far beyond what can be found explicitly in the 
writings of the Indian Madhyamikas as well as beyond what 
many non-Ge-Iuk-ba Tibetan Madhyamikas would accept; 182 

however, from his viewpoint he is in accord with the intentions 
of his Indian antecedents, and he supports his argument with 
numerous citations from ChandrakIrti. 

The essence of Dzong-ka-ba's argument is as follows. 183 

The measure of something's existing conventionally is three
fold: (I) it is renowned to a conventional consciousness; (2) it 
is not damaged by conventional valid cognition; (3) it is not 
damaged by ultimate valid cognition, that is, by reasoning 
analyzing whether or not it exists inherently. The first of these 
is essentially the first part of Buddha's statement - "what the 
world accepts, I accept". Dzong-ka-ba takes ''worldly renown" 
as meaning a conventional consciousness. He describes this as 
a non-analytical consciousness in the sense that it "operates 
within the context of how things appear, or are renowned to 
it" rather than being engaged in analysis of the final status of 
what appears. This does not however mean that it is totally 
non-analytical or that what is intended is only what is re
nowned to illiterate persons or even to educated persons who 
have not studied tenets. All that is ruled out is that it be a 
consciousness analyzing the final mode of being; thus, those 
aspects of Buddhist doctrine that are clearly not within the 
sphere of renown to uneducated untrained persons such as 
path structure, the cause and effect of karma and so forth can 
be included within worldly renown. 

The second of Dzong-ka-ba's threefold list reflects the 
second part of Buddha's statement, "What the world does not 
accept, I also do not accept." If something is damaged by 
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conventional valid cognition, then it does not exist even 
conventionally. "For example, if one mistakenly conceives a 
rope to be a snake or a mirage to be water, a subsequent 
worldly consciousness, a conventional valid cognition, can 
detennme that there is no snake or no water, and thus, in 
those situations, the snake and water do not exist even 
conventionally. (The third part of Dzong-ka-ba's threefold list 
is not gennane to this particular discussion although it is very 
important; it is the means of refuting the inherent existence 
asserted by other systems which Madhyamika refutes. Since 
it cannot withstand analysis by the Madhyamika reasonings, 
it does not exist even conventionally.) 

Dzong-ka-ba is aware of the fact that eveIiPtou~ he has 
tied the measure of conventional phenomena's existence to 
their not being harmed by conventional valid cognition, there 
is a question as to whether ChandrakIrti accepts valid cognition 
at all, and he addresses directly the more difficult passages in 
Chandrakirti's writings concerning this subject. 184 He con
cludes that what Chandrakirti is refuting is the specific asser
tion of logicians such as Dignaga that sense consciousnesses 
are valid with respect to the self-character (rang mtshan, 
~) of objects.185 Dzong-ka-ba argues that Chandra
kirti's thought is that the sense consciousnesses are not valid 
cognizers with respect to the self -character of the objects that 
appear to them because they are deceived in tenns of the 
appearance of self-character: objects are empty of self
character, i.e., are empty of being established by way of their 
own character, yet appear to have such. 

He says that if Chandrakirti were utterly refuting the 
existence of valid cognizers among worldly consciousness, he 
would not have made such statements as, "An undeceived 
consciousness is viewed as a valid cognizer in the world," or 
"It is posited that the world realizes objects by way of the four 
valid cognizers," following which Chandrakirti makes a pre
sentation of valid cognizers that are direct, inferential, scrip
tural, and by example. 186 Dzong-ka-ba concludes that Chan
draklrti accepts valid cognizers as long as they are understood 
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to be only conventionally and not inherently existent; he cites 
Chandrakirti's Clear Words: 187 

Those are established through mutual dependence. 
When valid cognizers exist, then there are objects 
which are objects of comprehension; when objects 
which are objects of comprehension exist, then there 
are valid cognizers. However, the two, valid cog
nizers and objects of comprehension, are not estab
lished by way of [their own] entities. 

Thus, Dzong-ka-ba maintains for conventional phenomena a 
status of being validly established as mere conventionalities. A 
distinction is maintained between what exist conventionally -
things such as tables and chairs - and what do not exist at all 
- for instance, the falling hairs seen by a person with cataracts 
- based on the reliability of the conventional consciousness 
perceiving them. Dzong-ka-ba cites Chandrakirti's Supple
ment to (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" 
(VI.24 - 5): 188 

Also, perceivers of falsities [that is, worldly COD

sciousnesses] are asserted as of two types, those with 
clear sense faculties and those with defective sense 
faculties. Consciousnesses of those having defective 
sense faculties are asserted to be wrong in relation to 
those having good sense faculties. Those objects 
realized by the world that are apprehended by way 
of the six unimpaired sense faculties are true in 
terms of just the world. The rest are posited as 
unreal in terms of just the world. 

Thus, it is possible to maintain a difference within the conven
tional realm between truth and falsehood, right and wrong. 
However, conventional phenomena, even though validly es
tablished, are not nearly as substantial as we, with our mis
conception of inherent existence, conceive them to be. They 
are illusory in that they appear one way and exist another; 
nonetheless they do exist. This distinction is emphasized by 
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the examples used to describe them. Dzong-ka-ba cites Chan
draklrti's Camtnentary on CAryadeva's) "Four Hundred": 189 

Should someone assert that it is being taught that 
compounded phenomena are without production 
since production in all forms has been refuted by 
this analysis, then that [production of products and 
so .forth] would not be like a magician's illusions. 
Rather, it would be comprehensible through 
[examples] such as the child of a barren woman, and 
so forth. Fearing that in that case it would [absurdly] 
follow that dependent-arisings would not exist, we 
do not make comparison with those [examples, such 
as the child of a barren woman and so forth] but 
rather with such things as a magician's illusions and 
so forth which are not contradictory with those 
[ dependent-arisings]. 

Such an understanding of conventional phenomena as like 
illusions but nonetheless validly established allows for a valid 
presentation of the Buddhist teachings of the four noble 
truths, the cause and effect of karma, the path to enlighten
ment, and so forth. 

Dzong-ka-ba's emphasis in his Madhyamika interpretation 
on the valid establishment of conventionalities, even though 
he supports it with passages from the writings of the Indian 
Madhyamikas, clearly represents a shift of emphasis from the 
writings of the Madhyamika founders. For example, one of 
the arguments Dzong-ka-ba uses to show that Nagarjuna did 
not refute conventionalities is the fact that of the twenty-seven 
chapters of his Treatise on the Middle Way, twenty-five refute 
inherent existence, the twenty-sixth teaches the arising and 
ceasing of the twelve links of dependent-arising, and the 
twenty-fourth shows how all activities, functionings, and 
Buddhist teachings such as the four noble truths and so forth, 
are feasible with the absence of inherent existence. 190 Dzong
ka-ba's point is that this twenty-fourth chapter emphasizing 
the feasibility of conventionalities must be carried over to all 
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the others and taken as implicit throughout, even in passages 
that appear to be refuting everything whatsoever. What 
Dzong-ka-ba has done is to shift a chapter that was one out of 
twenty-seven to a position of prominence: The feasibility of 
conventionalities within an absence of inherent existence is 
now the focus around which everything else must take shape. 

This might be considered a distortion of the Treatise's 
original intent. However, it might also be said to reflect a 
change in intellectual or religious climate. Nagarjuna was 
writing to counter those convinced of the reality of the things 
around them, who, from his viewpoint, adhered to a solidity 
beyond what was there. Thus the strong negative tone. 
Dzong-ka-ba was writing to counter those convinced of just 
the opposite, that the things around them had no reality at all. 
Thus the need for a shift in tone to restore some status to 
things. 

MADHY AMIKAS HAVE NO VIEW 

Two positions taken by almost all Western writers on 
Madhyamika are (I) that Madhyamika has no view (Ita ba, 
drfti) or, as a slight variation, is an attack on all views, and 
(2) that Madhyamika has no system, or theses (dam bca', 
pratijfui), or, in alternate phrasing, is an attack on all systems 
and theses. These two positions tend to be blended together in 
the Western literature. For example, Chris Gudmunsen says: 191 

In fact, the special quality of the Madhyamika is 
generally taken to be that they criticize all possible 
philosophical views and theories without setting up 
anything in their place. Even the rejection of all 
views is not to be held on to as the 'correct' thing to 
do. 

Thus, these two issues are difficult to separate for discussion, 
particularly when authors do not cite Sanskrit or Tibetan, for 
translation equivalents for the two tend to overlap - "theory" 
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in particular being used for both "view" and "system". How
ever, because 'the two positions come from two very different 
sets of passages in the Madhyamika source literature, they will 
be discussed as much as possible as two separate issues, 
beginning first with the idea that Madhyamikas have no view. 

There are potent quotes in support of this position. For 
instance, Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way (XIII.8) says, 
"The Conquerors said that emptiness eradicates all views; 
those who view emptiness were said to be incurable," and 
Nagarjuna concludes the Treatise (XXVII. 30) with an homage 
to Gautarna Buddha for having "taught the excellent doctrine 
for the abandorunent of all views".192 

Based on such passages, numerous scholars have concluded 
that Madhyamika is against all views. Douglas Daye says, "The 
Madhyamikas deny both that other views are free from legit
imate contradiction and that they possess a position (d~#) to 
defend. 193 B.K. Matilal, taking his lead from T.R.V. Murti, 
denies that Madhyamika is refuting 'U.1TOTIIf views and says that it 
is rather a criticism of having views at all: 194 

1be doctrine of SUnyata 'emptiness' is, in fact, the 
critique of all views, all philosophical systems. But it 
is my contention that this doctrine may be danger
ously misinterpreted not only by its opponents but 
also by its so-called proponents to the effect that it 
actually DISPROVES all views, all philosophy. If 
anything, this doctrine simply shows that it is neither 
proper nor is it logically (or, dialectically) justifiable to 
regard any particular metaphysical system as abso
lutely valid. 

This leads Matilal, along with others such as Etienne Lamotte, 
to conclude that Madhyamika is a fonn of agnosticism; Matilal 
says: 195 

It needs to be emphasized, even at the risk of repeti
tion, th~t the doctrine of emptiness does not actually 
consist in the rejection of the phenomenal world, but 
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in the maintainance of a non-committal attitude 
toward the phenomena and in the nonacceptance of 
any theory of the phenomenal world as finally valid. 

Numerous writers have questioned this blanket rejection of 
views, or at least refusal to uphold any view, since it seems not 
to be born out by Nagarjuna's very act of writing the Treatise on 
the Middle Way. Richard Jones says: 196 

To introduce the peculiarities of how Nagarjuna goes 
about his task, consider his claim to expound no 
views (d~{i) - one who holds voidness, the remedy of 
all views, as a view is incurable (13.8). Of course by 
any commonsensical definition of "view," he has 
many, starting with the first verse of the Kiirikiis. 

As L. Stafford Betty says, "Saying 'no' is saying something -
and believing something. It is to hold a view about some
thing.,,197 Alex Wayman points out that Nagarjuna does 
indeed adhere to views, for example, the view of dependent
arising, which would be counted as a right view (yang dag pa'i 
Ita ba, samyag-d~{i). 198 

These latter opinions are very much in line with Dzong-ka
ba's approach to the question. Dearly Madhyamikas do have 
views in spite of talk of refuting all views, and, furthennore, 
in some passages the tenn is used in a positive way. The Heart 
Sutra says, "[A Bodhisattva] should thoroughly and correctly 
view (paS) these five aggregates as empty of inherent existence," 
and Chandraklrti's Supplement to (Niigiirjurw's) "Treatise on the 
Middle Way" (VI.I6scd) says, "Therefore, through the view 
of the emptiness of I and mine, a yogi will be released." Even 
more explicit is Chandraklrti's Commentary on (Aryadeva's) 
"Four Hundred": 199 

The thorough extinguishment of attachment is the 
cause of attaining nirvm,a, and, except for the view 
of the lack of inherent existence, there is no other 
doctrine which is a cause of thoroughly extinguish
ing such attachment. 
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Maintaining the viability of correct views is one of the 

reasons Dzong-ka-ba gives for rejecting Madhyamika in
terpretations that would refute all conceptuality as well as the 
conventionalities realized by it, for, "in that case, since it 
would have to be that there was no correct view leading to the 
state of nirvm;la, all the activities of hearing, thinking, and so 
forth with respect to the Madhyamika texts would be 
senseless. ,,200 

Thus, from his viewpoint those passages that seem to be a 
blanket refutation of views must be understood in context and 
qualified in some way. Seyfort Ruegg, in discussing the 
Madhyamika rejection of views, finds a difference in the 
Sanskrit terminology used; he distinguishes Simyatiidariana 
(perhaps literally "seeing" emptiness) which is used in a 
positive way and in which Ruegg would translate dariana as 
"philosophical theory" from SUnyatiid~ri (literally "viewing" 
emptiness) which is used negatively and in which Ruegg 
would translate tinri as "speculative view" or "dogmatic opin
ion", thus limiting the meaning of the combined term to "a 
speculative view that hypostatizes emptiness. ,,201 One Tibetan 
term, Ita ba, serves as the translation equivalent for both 
Sanskrit words, dmSana and tinri, both derivatives of the verb 
drS (Tib. llll), to see, and thus in the Tibetan literature this 
distinction is not possible. The lack of such a distinction 
would seem to be an important key to Dzong-ka-ba's more 
positive attitude towards the term ''view'' in general. 

In any case, Dzong-ka-ba's interpretation of the passages in 
question accords with Ruegg's assessment and with the dis
tinction in Sanskrit terminology (in cases where the Sanskrit 
exists to check against the Tibetan). For instance, the passage 
from Nagiirjuna's Treatise, "The Conquerors said that empti
ness eradicates all views; those who view emptiness were said 
to be incurable," is interpreted by Dzong-ka-ba as meaning 
that emptiness was taught to remove all views of inherent 
existence and that those who view emptiness itself as inher
ently existent are incurable. 202 

In other situations where the term "view" is used negatively, 
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but not specifically in the context of ''viewing emptiness", 
Dzong-ka-ba interprets it as carrying an implicit qualification, 
"bad" or ''wrong''. There are examples, such as a passage 
from Aryadeva's Four Hundred (VIII.7cd), "The Tathagatas 
said that one does not pass from sorrow through [such] wrong 
views,,,203 where the term "view" is used explicitly with the 
qualification "wrong". Similarly, Chandrakirti'sSupplement to 
(Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" (VI.IIS) says, 
"Therefore, this reasoning of dependent-arising cuts through 
all nets of bad views.,,204 For Dzong-ka-ba, this then makes it 
suitable to carry those qualifications over to other places 
where they are not explicit, and thus, from Dzong-ka-ba's 
viewpoint, such a qualification can also be understood as 
intended by Nagiirjuna's concluding verse in the Treatise 
when he spoke of the abandonment of all views. 

For Dzong-ka-ba and his followers, Madhyamika, far from 
being either scepticism or agnosticism aimed at either refuting 
all views or, at least, refraining from any views, is a positive 
system directed towards the development of a particular view 
- the view of the middle way, the view of emptiness. Unlike 
Murti's opinion, "The Midhyamika develops his characteristic 
'middle position', which is really no position, by a trenchant 
criticism of the various systems and points of view, especially 
the Abhidharma position,,,2os for them, the view of the 
middle way is a positive meditative realization. It is developed 
after lengthy engagement in reasonings, such as those found 
in Nagiirjuna's Treatise, that are directed primarily not at 
other tenet systems but at the practitioner's own innate 
misconceptions. In the opening remarks of the "Great Exposi
tion of Special Insight," Dzong-ka-ba calls the view of empti
ness an "indispensible prerequisite" for special insight (see 
below, p. 158). and descriptions of its development can be 
found in the meditation manuals of the Ge-Iuk tradition. 206 

From within the threefold division of wisdoms arisen from 
hearing, thinking, and meditating, the view of emptiness is a 
conviction, gained by means of the wisdoms of hearing and 
thinking, that "self", or "inherent existence" cannot be found. 
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It is not merely a verbal statement of such, but a decisive 
ascertainment based upon repeated seaching with the various 
types of analysis. The Fifth Dalai Lama says:207 

When the "I," which previous to now seemed to be 
perceivable by the eye and graspable by the hand as 
a true existent, is not found and is just vacuous, this 
is said to be the initial finding of the Madhyamika 
VIew. 

He continues: 

This initial generation of the Madhyamika view is 
not actual special insight; however, like a moon on 
the second day of the month it is a small finding of 
the view. At that time, if you have no predispositions 
for emptiness from a former life, it appears that a 
thing which was in the hand has suddenly been lost. 
If you have predispositions, it appears that a lost 
jewel which was in the hand has suddenly been 
found. 

The attainment of this view is a significant milestone in 
spiritual development. 

MADHY AMIKAS HA VB NO THESES 

The idea that Madhyamikas have no theses has even more 
support among Western writers than does the idea that they 
have no views, and a list of those who express it in one form or 
another would include the majority of contemporary scholars 
- among others, Frederick Streng, B.K. Matilal, Mervyn 
Sprung, Karl Potter, Jacques May, T.R.V. Murti, Guy 
Bugault, Fritz Staal, Peter Fenner, G.c. Nayak, Shotaro Iida, 
Hans Schumann, and Herbert Guenther.20S In any brief 
summary of Madhyamika, it is sure to be stated as one of the 
dominant aspects of the system. This is not surprising, since it 
also finds wide support in Buddhist literature itself; it is the 
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poSItIOn, for instance, of the late Indian Madhyamika 
Jayananda (fl. second half of the eleventh century) and is 
almost universal in the Tibetan Madhyamika interpretations 
that Dzong-ka-ba was refuting in the Great Exposition. 

In fact, Dzong-ka-ba himself is said to have held this for a 
time as he was struggling to gain understanding of Madhya
mika. However, he came to see this as faulty, upon being 
corrected by Mafijushri himself his biography reports,209 and 
Dzong-ka-ba devotes a lengthy section of the Great Exposition 
to this topic. 210 Since it will serve as the focus of a later 
volume of translation of that text, I will only summarize parts 
of that discussion here. 211 

The source quotes - by Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, and Chan
drakirti - in support of the view that Madhyamikas have no 
theses or system of their own are numerous and Dzong-ka-ba 
himself lays them all out in the Great Exposition. 212 The most 
famous is the verse from Nagarjuna's Refutation of Objections 
(verse 29):213 

If I had any thesis, 
Then I would have that fault. 
Because I have no thesis, 
I am only faultless. 

In another instance of considering Madhyamika paradoxical if 
taken literally, Fritz Staal says, "Unless this statement itself is 
not a proposition, we have a paradox here. But if Nagiirjuna 
got caught in paradoxes and contradiction, he is not worse off 
than most philosophers.,,214 However, Seyfort Ruegg, de
fending Nagiirjuna from Staal's attribution of paradox, saYS:21S 

But this sentence is not a pratijfui in Nagiirjuna's 
sense; for in his usage pratijfui denotes an assertion 
and more specifically a thesis (e.g. of an inference or 
syllogism) which seeks to establish something. What 
Nagarjuna is saying here, then, is surely not that he 
is not uttering a meaningful sentence (something 
that would be not merely paradoxical but quite 
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absurd), but rather that he is not propounding a 
proposition' claiming probative force concerning the 
(positive or even negative) own being (svabhiiva) of 
any thing. Whatever other logical problems may 
arise in connexion with Nagarjuna's procedure in 
this respect, there would appear to be no paradox 
here at all. 

Ruegg defends Nagarjuna from Staal's charge of paradox by 
saying that one must understand the specific import of his 
statement, making a distinction between merely making 
meaningful statements about things and a technical meaning 
of the tenn "thesis". Dzong-ka-ba's defense of Nagarjuna is 
similar. He says that clearly Nagarjuna could not be saying 
that Madhyamikas do not have any position, or any system, 
for then no one could claim to be a Madhyamika or to 
establish points through citing passages from the writings of 
Nagarjuna, Chandrakirti, and so forth. Even if one, trying to 
be free from assertions, says that all presentations are only 
from others' point of view, this too is illogical, for even saying 
that much is an assertion, and thus one is not free from 
assertions.216 Further, there are many cases in the writings of 
both Nagarjuna and Chandrakirti of the positive tenn 
"assert".217 Two examples from Nagarjuna can be found in 
chapter five of the translation: his Sixty Stanzas of Reasoning 
saYS:218 

Those who assert dependendy 
[Arisen] things as not real but 
Not unreal, like a moon in water, 
Are not captivated by [such wrong] views. 

And his Praise of the Supramundane [Buddha] ('jig rten las ' das 
par bstod pa, lottilltastava, 22) says: 

You [Buddha] asserted that whatever arises 
Dependendy is empty; 
That there are no self-powered things 
Is your unequalled lion's roar. 
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Thus, Dzong-ka-ba does not accept that Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, 
and Chandrakirti intend a blanket denial of all assertions or 
positions. He also points out that when ChandrakIrti defends 
the Madhyamikas from charges of nihilism, he does not say, 
"We are not nihilists because we make no assertions at all," 
but rather says, "We are not nihilists because we assert 
dependent -arising. ,,219 

Dzong-ka-ba also does not accept that Madhyamikas reject 
all "theses" (dam bca', pratijfui) when thesis is used as a 
technical logical term indicating one of the components of a 
syllogism (sbyor ba, prayoga), and he cites as an example 
ChandrakIrti's referring in the [AutoJcommentary on the "Sup
plement to (Nagarjuna's) 'Treatise on the Middle Way'" to the 
four "theses" - that a thing does not arise from itself, other, 
both, or neither. 220 Hence, Dzong-ka-ba has to explain the 
context of statements seeming to suggest a denial of having 
any theses and show how the scope of the negation is limited. 
Here, we will consider just the passage from the Refutation of 
Objections: 

If I had any thesis, 
Then I would have that fault. 
Because I have no thesis, 
I am only faultless. 

Ruegg, with his statement that in this passage from the 
Refutation of Objections Nagarjuna "is not propounding a 
proposition claiming probative force concerning the (positive 
or even negative) own being (svabhava) of any thing," perhaps 
goes farther than does Dzong-ka-ba. For Dzong-ka-ba, this is 
a discussion not of having or not having theses in general, but 
of having or not having a thesis of inherent existence, as can be 
understood from the context of the statement within the 
argument in the Refutation of Objections. 221 A Madhyamika 
has just said, "Phenomena do not exist inherently," and the 
opponent has answered, "In that case, if the words of your 
thesis inherently exist, then this contradicts your statement 
that all phenomena do not inherently exist. If they do not 
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inherently exist, they cannot refute inherent existence." Such 
is an expression- of the basic position of the Proponents of 
True Existence, that whatever exists must inherently exist and 
that whatever does not inherently exist, since for them it 
would not exist at all, is incapable of performing a function 
such as refutation. The meaning of Nagarjuna's response is 
that if he asserted that the words of such a thesis existed 
inherently, he would have the fault of contradicting his thesis 
of no inherent existence; however, since he does not assert 
such, he does not have that fault. 

The way in which Ruegg goes farther than does Dzong-ka
ba is in saying that Nagarjuna is not making a statement 
concerning the positive or negative own-being (svabhiiva) of 
any thing. According to Dzong-ka-ba, Nagarjuna is making a 
statement concerning negative own-being. He is refuting 
inherent existence (svabhiiva) and hence establishing the nega
tive of it - the absence of inherent existence. For Dzong-ka
ba, inherent existence and no inherent existence, that is, the 
absence of inherent existence, are a dichotomy. 222 Something 
must be one or the other, and asserting a phenomenon that is 
neither of those two is "senseless babble". Thus Nagarjuna, 
by refuting inherent existence, is establishing the absence of 
inherent existence, and Dzong-ka-ba cites in support of his 
view a passage from Nagarjuna's Refutation of Objections 
(26cd):223 

If no inherent existence were overturned, 
Inherent existence would be thoroughly established. 

Therefore, some of the statements which appear to reject all 
theses are to be understood as intending a rejection of all 
theses of inherent existence. Others, particularly those by 
ChandrakIrti which are found in chapter one of the Clear 
Words in the course of ChandrakIrti's refutation of Bha
vaviveka, have to do with the context of a particular debate 
and revolve around the question of how a particular opponent 
is being refuted. ChandrakIrti takes the position that oppon
ents must be refuted on their own terms and thus the thesis 
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that is implied by an absurd consequence need not be one 
asserted by oneself, but merely that which is forced on 
opponents by their own other assertions. 224 Thus T.R. V. 
Murti's statement: 225 

He [the Madhyamika] is a prasangika - having no 
tenet of his own and not caring to frame a syllogism 
of his own. He [the Madhyamika] has no reasons 
and examples which he believes to be true. Every 
endeavour of the Madhyamika is, therefore, exhaus
ted in reducing the opponent's position to absurdity 
on principles and consequences which the opponent 
himself would accept. 

is from Dzong-ka-ba's viewpoint a case of confusing how 
Madhyamikas argue with particular opponents with what 
Madhyamikas themselves assert. 

Syllogisms are not rejected per se, only autonomous syllo
gisms (rang rgyud kyi sbyor ba, svatantra-prayoga). In fact, 
syllogisms can be found throughout the writings of the Indian 
Madhyamikas, even in those of Nagarjuna, and thus Dzong
ka-ba and his Ge-luk-ba followers would have no quarrel with 
Shohei Ichimura who, however, treats this as a new and 
potentially controversial discovery;226 they have long asserted 
it. 

David Eckel, seeing a historical progression, takes the 
interesting position that Nagarjuna proceeds only in response 
to claims made by his opponents, and "refuses to be drawn by 
their arguments into making positive assertions." He then 
sees Bhavaviveka as making a significant step when he says in 
the Blaze of Reasoning (rtog ge 'bar ba, tarkajviila, ch.3) "Our 
position is 'emptiness of intrinsic nature' and since this is the 
nature of things, we are not guilty of vitaI}Qa [just attacking 
without setting forth any counter position]." Eckel 
concludes: 227 

Bhavaviveka manages to deal with the objection but 
only at serious cost to the integrity of Nagarjuna's 
method. He is now willing to admit something 
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Nagarjuna fought hard to resist: he accepts "empti
ness of intrinsic nature" as a positive philosophical 
assertion. 

Dzong-ka-ba does not see it this way. He does feel that Bhava
viveka has made an admission that damages the integrity of 
Nagarjuna's system: Bhavaviveka's acceptance conventionally 
of establishment by way of an object's own character. But that 
is a different issue. (Dzong-ka-ba makes the case that 
Bhavaviveka has done this, it being by no means obvious in 
Bhavaviveka's writings, in great detail in a later section of the 
"Great Exposition" and in the Essence of the Good Explana
tions.) Dzong-ka-ba does not see Nagarjuna as rejecting all 
theses and does see him as the first and foremost explicator of 
a positive doctrine set forth by the Buddha. Thus, he would 
not find any harm in Bhavaviveka's statement, "Our position 
is 'emptiness of intrinsic nature'," and would not accept 
Eckel's distinction as valid, perhaps citing Nagarjuna's rather 
similar statement in his Praise of the Element of Qualities (ehos 
kyi dbyings su bstod pa, dharmadhatustotra), "The doctrine 
supremely purifying the mind is the absence of inherent 
existence.,,228 

This concludes the consideration of points where Western 
interpretations of Madhyamika differ significantly from that 
of Dzong-ka-ba insofar as those differences center around 
what the Madhyamika reasonings refute. However, there are 
several further points requiring discussion as again they vary 
significantly from opinions widespread in the Western litera
ture and reveal important aspects of Dzong-ka-ba's Madhya
mika interpretation. These, to be considered in the next 
chapter, are the role of reasoning in the attainment of the 
Madhyamika goal and the ontological status of emptiness, the 
latter question leading to the related topics of Madhyamika 
path structure and the ultimate goal. 



6 Dzong-ka-ba and Modern 
Interpreters III: Other Issues of 
Difference 

THE ROLE OF REASONING 

Peter Fenner, in a recent article, "A Study of the Relationship 
Between Analysis (viciira) and Insight (prajiiii) Based on the 
Madhyamakiivatiira", begins with an assessment of Western 
opinions on this topic and concludes:229 

The problem at issue is essentially one of the strength 
of the relationship between analysis and insight, for 
it is difficult not to infer - given the prominent and 
extensive utilization of analysis in Madhyamika texts 
and their placement of this in a genuine religious 
tradition - that analysis must have some bearing on 
at least some aspects of the Madhyamikas' quest for 
spiritual liberation. 

Thus Fenner sees the differing views of modem scholars as to 
the role of reasoning as reflecting an imputation of varying 
degrees of strength to that role, and he sees a chronological 
progression from weaker to stronger with Kenneth lnada as 
the weakest along with ].W. de Jong who also allows only a 
weak connection, and then progressively increasing degrees of 
strength in the views of T.R.V. Murti, Frederick Streng, 
Mervyn Sprung, Ashok Gangadean, and finally himself as 
advocating the strongest relationship of all. Although I accept 
Fenner's basic point about there appearing to be a chronologi
cal progression towards accepting a stronger relationship 

123 
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hp.tween reasoning and realization of emptiness, Fenner sees 
more imputation of strength to that relationship than do I; I 
see a gradual lessening of negativity, but not much statement 
of positive relationship. 230 

Fenner's thesis, which he believes to be Chandrakirti's 
view, is that "analysis is meant to be a direct and efficient 
cause for producing the insight into emptiness, ... analysis 
induces the very realizations which are understood to free 
yogins from the bonds of sa1?lSiira".n 1 This thesis is very 
much Dzong-ka-ba's viewpoint, although whether he would 
accept all that Fenner says is less clear, since Fenner's argu
ment seems to be predicated on the fact that since thought is 
eventually transcended, thought is the object of negation, and 
this, as discussed above (see pp.IOI-5), is not Dzong-ka-ba's 
view. 232 

Most of those who do not describe a strong relationship 
between reasoning and realization of emptiness do not dispute 
that the reasonings set forth by Nagarjuna are soteriological in 
intent and have, in a religious sense, positive results. What 
seems to be in question is the mechanics of the process, 
specifically whether reasoning can lead directly, or causaUy, to 
wisdom (jfuina), knowledge of the highest reality, and the 
basis of such qualms seems to be twofold: one is the percep
tion of analysis and meditation as two distinct and even 
incompatible activities; the other is the idea that emptiness, or 
reality, or, as some refer to it, the Absolute, is in no way 
whatsoever contactable by discursive thought. 

Neither of these is Dzong-ka-ba's view. For him, reasoning 
and meditation are compatible: meditation is divided into two 
types, analytical and stabilizing, and reasoning can be included 
within analytical meditation. Not all analysis is meditation, 
and Dzong-ka-ba is aware of and warns against analysis being 
mere discursiveness, engaged in only out of love for argument. 
Nonetheless, a major component of meditation is analytical, 
and the analyses used are those such as are set forth in 
Nagarjuna's Treatise. 233 As discussed in chapter one, the 
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highest meditative states are unions of stabilization and analy
sis - of cam abiding and special insight - and thus it is not 
the case that the state of wisdom realizing emptiness is totally 
dissimilar from the analysis that has led to it. Also, although 
the supreme realization of emptiness is non-conceptual and 
non-dualistic in nature, prior to the attainment of such a level, 
emptiness can and, in fact, must be realized in a dualistic 
fashion by a conceptual consciousness. 

Dzong-ka-ba's views on these points are undoubtedly 
heavily influenced by Kamalashila's three Stages of Meditation 
and, even more, by the epistemological treatises of Dignaga 
and Dharmaklrti, and, in fact, in this instance he does not 
have explicit statements from Nagarjuna or Chandraklrti to 
cite in his support. Kamalashila's arguments against the 
Chinese monk Hva-shang Mahayana provide the Indian 
Madhyamika sources for the general framework of the need 
for both stabilizing and analytical meditation and the central 
role of reasoning in the attainment of wisdom. For instance, 
Kamalashila says in the second of his Stages of Meditation: 234 

The conceptuality of one who does not cultivate 
individual analysis on the entityness of things with 
wisdom, but cultivates only just an abandonment of 
mental application will never be reversed. Also, such 
a person will never realize non-entityness due to not 
having the illumination of wisdom. For, the Supra
mundane Victor himself said that when the fire of 
knowing the real just as it is arises from correct 
individual analysis, like the fire of sticks rubbed 
together, the wood of conceptuality is burned. 

However, most of the specifics of how conceptual and non
conceptual realization relate to each other, and of how con
ceptual realization is developed to a level of non-conceptual 
understanding come from the epistemological tradition. The 
justification for the application of this general framework to 
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the question of realization of emptiness is supplied by 
Bhavaviveka's- explanation of different etymologies for the 
tenn "ultimate truth" (don dam bden pa, paramarthasatya) and 
from elaborations on Bhavaviveka's meaning by Kamalashila 
and Shantarak.~hita. 235 

The starting point for Dzong-ka-ba's integration of these is 
that "analysis", or "reasoning", is not, for him, an amorphous 
concept but refers to reasoning consciousnesses. 236 As such, it 
can be included within the systematization for dealing with 
minds, or consciousness. Not primarily for others, not merely, 
as Frederick Streng seems to indicate, "practical means for 
influencing other people who may be forced, by their own 
canons of validity, to analyze the co-dependent nature of their 
bases for knowledge,,,237 reasoning is to enhance the practi
tioner's own mental development. It is used within a fonnal 
process of logic to develop an inferential consciousness (rjes 
dpag, anumiina). Inference is necessarily conceptual, but can 
with repeated meditative familiarization be brought to a level 
of non~onceptual direct perception (mngon sum, pratya/lfa). 238 

This is yogic direct perception (mal 'byor mngon sum, yogi
prazyaJqa), one of the four types of direct perception described 
by Digniga and Dharmakirti,239 and when directed towards 
emptiness is a non-dualistic cognition in which subject and 
object are fused like water poured in water. The content of the 
two types of realization - conceptual and non-conceptual - is 
the same, for their object, emptiness, is the same; also both 
can be called "reasoning consciousnesses". These facts allow 
for the continuity between the two even though they are very 
different in tenns of manner of cognition and in potency as 
antidotes to the misconception of inherent existence, direct 
perception being tremendously more powerful. 

THE STATUS OF EMPTINESS 

What makes it possible for Dzong-ka-ba to include realization 
of emptiness within this schematization of the role of reasoning 
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is the fact that for him emptiness exists. Far from being 
neither existent nor non-existent, or indeterminate, or merely 
a linguistic convention, emptiness is an existent (yod pa, 
bhiiva), an object of knowledge (shes bya, jfieya), an object 
(yul, v4aya), a phenomenon (elws, dhamuz), for all of these 
tenns are synonymous in the Ge-Iuk epistemological schema. 
This position is controversial not only in tenns of Western 
scholarship on Madhyamika (contradicting the opinions of 
Etienne Lamotte, Jacques May, Edward Conze, Frederick 
Streng, Richard Robinson, Douglas Daye, G.C. Nayak, 
Mervyn Sprung, and Fernando Tola and Carmen Dragonetti 
among othersi40 but was, and is, also disputed by other 
Tibetan traditions. 241 

Dzong-ka-ba's case that emptiness exists is based on his 
equating a number of tenns - emptiness (stong pa nyid, 
sunyata), ultimate trUth (don dam bden pa, paramiirthasatya), 
[final] nature (rang bzhin, svabhiiva), reality (ehos nyid, 
dhamuzta), and suchness (de nyid or de klw na nyid, tattva). 
Unlike l.W. de long, who sees these as merely metaphors,242 
for Dzong-ka-ba these are equivalents; whatever is the one is 
the other, and he finds it legitimate to apply a discussion of 
such things as existence and so forth carried out in terms of 
one to another. Hence, in the Great Exposition, he uses 
Nagarjuna's discussion in chapter fifteen of the Treatise on the 
Middle Way of the inherent, or final, nature (rang bzhin, 
svabhiiva) and Chandraklrti's discussion of the 33l1le topic in 
his [AutoJeommentary on the "Supplement to (Nagarjuna's) 
'Treatise on the Middle Way'" as the locus for his proof that 
ultimate trUth, that is, emptiness, exists. 243 

As Dzong-ka-ba sees it, Nagarjuna indicates in chapter 
fifteen, the Analysis of Svabhiiva (rang bzhin), two distinct 
meanings of the tenn svabhiiva: one is inherent existence, the 
object of negation, which does not exist in the least; the other 
is emptiness, the final nature of each and every phenomenon. 244 
Final nature is what Dzong-ka-ba, following Chandraklrti, 
sees as intended by the last two lines of the second stanza of 
chapter fifteen: 245 
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It is not t::easonable that an [inherent, or final] nature 
(svabhiiva) 
Arise from causes and conditions. 
If it did arise from causes and conditions 
That [inherent, or final] nature would be something 
made. 

How could it be suitable 
For an [inherent, or final] nature to be "made"? 
An [inherent, or final] nature is non-fabricated 
And does not depend on another. (XV. I - 2) 

Numerous modern interpreters, not distinguishing in this way 
two separate meanings for svabhiiva, see such passages as 
paradoxical,246 whereas for Dzong-ka-ba, again, paradox and 
even misunderstanding are avoided by a careful delineation of 
terminology . 

Having identified the referent of the svabhiiva in the last 
two lines of the above stanzas as the final nature of phenom
ena, Dzong-ka-ba finds in Chandraltirti's [Autoleommentary 
on the "Supplement. to (Nagiirjuna's) 'Treatise on the Middle 
Way''' a definite statement that this final nature exists. 
Chandraltirti says:247 

Does a nature, as asserted by the master [Niigarjuna], 
that is qualified in such a way [as described in 
XV.2cd, which Chandrakirti has just cited] exist? 
The "reality" (ehos nyid, dhannaUi) extensively set 
forth by the Supramundane Victor - "Whether the 
Tathiigatas appear or not, the reality of phenomena 
just abides" - exists. Also, what is this "reality"? It 
is the nature (rang bzhin, svabhiiva) of these eyes and 
so forth. And, what is the nature of these? It is their 
non-fabricatedness, that which does not depend on 
another, their entity which is realized by knowledge 
free from the dimness of ignorance. Does it exist or 
not? If it did not exist, for what purpose would 
Bodhisattvas cultivate the path of the perfections? 
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Why would Bodhisattvas initiate hundreds of diffi
culties for the sake of realizing reality? 

Mter citing the above passage to show that emptiness 
exists, Dzong-ka-ba immediately makes explicit that he is rwt 
saying that it inherently exists and cites in support of this a 
passage from Chandrakirti's Clear WordS: 248 

That which is the non-fabricated fundamental entity 
[abiding] ineluctably in fire even over the three 
times, that which is not the later arising of some
thing which did not arise before, that which does not 
depend on causes and conditions like the heat of 
water or here and there or long and short, is called 
the "[final] nature". Does such a self-entity (rang gi 
ngo bo, svariipa) of fire exist? By way of its own 
entity it does not exist and also does not not exist. 
Though it is so, in order to dispell the fear of 
listeners it is said upon imputation, "It exists con
ventionally ." 

Dzong-ka-ba concludes, "Thus [Chandrakirti] refutes that the 
nature [of things] is established by way of its own entity and 
says that it exists conventionally.,,249 For Dzong-ka-ba, 
emptiness is not an absolute. He grants it the status of an 
existent, but does not reify it to anything more than that. 
Although emptiness is the final nature of all phenomena, it no 
more inherently exists than does any other phenomenon. 
Thus, he would disagree with statements such as T .R. V. 
Murti's saying, "Tattva or the Real is something in itself, self
evident and self-existent," or Mervyn Sprung's contention, 
" . .. what is real ... is precisely what the everyday world 
lacks ... the real (tauva) which is paramiirtha-satya (Ultimate 
Truth) can be said to be svabhiiva, i.e., real in its own right," 
or B.K. Matilal's belief that "[The Madhyarnika] denies that 
the ultimate truth can be relative or that existence can be 
dependent on anything else.,,2S0 
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Dzong-ka-ba explains that the "non-fabricated" and "not 
depending on another" which are qualities of the final nature 
that is emptiness mean, respectively, not newly produced in 
the sense of something that did not exist before newly arising 
and not depending on causes and conditions. 251 Thus, for 
him, emptiness is not absolute, not real in itself, not self
existent, not independent in the sense of being non-relative. 
This he takes to be the meaning of Nagarjuna's statement 
(XIII.7):252 

If there were anything not empty, 
Then something empty would also exist. 
If there is not anything not empty, 
How could the empty exist? 

In other words, if things other than emptiness inherently 
existed, then emptiness would inherently exist as well; in that 
those things do not inherently exist, how could emptiness do 
so? 

Emptiness is the final nature of phenomena, is, one might 
say, the substratum underlying phenomena, but it is not 
ODtologically distinct from them in the sense of having a 
different status of existence. All - emptinesses and the 
phenomena qualified by emptiness - are equally without 
inherent existence. 

Similar to Venkata Ramanan's statement, " ... the relativity 
of the relative is not its ultimate nature; to cling to sunyatii or 
relativity as itself absolute is the most serious of errors,,,253 
Dzong-ka-ba calls the view that suchness, or emptiness, truly 
exists "an awful view of permanence", 254 and feels that such 
error is the referent of Nagarjuna's verse (which follows 
immediately after the one cited just above), "The Conquerors 
said that emptiness eradicates all views; those who view 
emptiness were said to be incurable." If emptiness, the anti
dote to the misconception of inherent existence, is adhered to 
as inherently existent, then there is no hope. Dzong-ka-ba 
cites Buddhapalita's commentary on Nagarjuna's Treatise: 255 
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Others cannot overcome the conceptions of those 
who conceive that emptiness is an [inherentlyexist-
ent] thing. For example, if you tell someone, "I have 
nothing," and that person then says, "Give me that 
nothing," how could you cause that person to enter 
into conceiving that you have nothing? 

Just as the bhiiva (dngos po) that Nagarjuna refutes with 
respect to things other than emptiness must be understood to 
mean svabhiiva (rang bzhin), inherent existence, and not mere 
existence, so must it also be understood with regard to 
emptiness. The fault is not in viewing emptiness, but in 
viewing it as an inherently existent thing. 

In the context of his refutation of those who negate too 
much and refute the existence of conventional phenomena, 
Dzong-ka-ba cites a verse from Nagfu"juna's Treatise on the 
Middle Way (XXIV.14):256 

For whom emptiness is suitable, 
All is suitable; 
For whom emptiness is not suitable, 
All is not suitable. 

He explains at that point that "suitable" (rung ba, yujyate) 
means "exists", and he demonstrates extensively in the Great 
Exposition how and why conventional phenomena "exist". 
Just as much as "suitable" applied to conventionalities means 
exists, so much so does it in terms of emptiness. The existence 
of emptiness makes possible the existence of everything else, 
for it is because phenomena are empty of inherent existence 
that they can be produced, developed, can function, and so 
forth. Furthermore, religious practice and the religious goal 
are possible and purposeful only if emptiness exists. Dzong
ka-ha quotes a sutra that was cited by Chandrakirti in the 
[AutoJcommentary on the "Supplement to (Nagarjuna's) 'Treatise 
on the Middle Way",:257 

Child of good lineage, if the ultimate did not exist, 
behavior for purity would be senseless, and the 
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arising of Tathagatas would be senseless. Because 
the ultimate exists, Bodhisattvas are said to be skilled 
with respect to the ultimate. 

He concludes that this siitra proves that the ultimate truth 
exists because:258 

1 if the ultimate truth did not exist, performing 
practice for the sake of the purity of the final nirvfu;la 
would be senseless 
2 since realization of the ultimate by trainees would 
not occur, Buddha's coming to the world in order 
that trainees might realize the ultimate would be 
senseless 
3 the great Conqueror Children would not be 
skilled in ultimate truths. 

Emptiness as an object is distinct from the subject realizing 
it, and thus, unlike for many such as T .R. V. Murti, who says 
that the Madhyamika "is convinced of a higher faculty, 
Intuition (prajfiii) with which the Real (tatt'lJa) is identical,,,259 
emptiness and wisdom (shes rab, prajfuj) are different. Dzong
ita-ba acknowledges that a distinction of subject and object is 
not experienced at the time of direct realization of emptiness 
since this is a non-dualistic cognition in which the two are 
fused like water in water and must be posited as different 
from the viewpoint of some other conventional conscious
ness.260 However, he maintains that they are nonetheless 
distinct, and by distinguishing ontological fact from psycho
logical reality, Dzong-ka-ba is able to maintain a usage of 
terminology that unravels many difficult passages. 261 

His main source for this differentiation is Bhavaviveka's ex
planation in his Blaze of Reasoning (rtog ge 'bar ba, tarkajvalii) 
of three different meanings of "ultimate" (don dam, para
miirtha). (Whereas some Western interpreters see Bhavaviveka as 
having made a significant departure from Nagarjuna in laying 
out his different etymologies,262 Dzong-ka-ba does not; this is 
one aspect of Bhavaviveka's commentary that he accepts 
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without criticism.) Paramiirtha can mean "highest object" -
emptiness - or "object of the highest" - object of the highest 
consciousness, that realizing emptiness. In both these cases 
the term refers to the object, emptiness. In Bhavaviveka's 
third meaning, it indicates that which is concordant with the 
ultimate; this refers to the consciousness realizing emptiness, 
and, at another point in the Blaze of Reasoning, Bhavaviveka 
specifies that not only can the term ultimate refer to a 
consciousness, but it can be used for both non-conceptual 
realization of emptiness and for conceptual understandings. 263 

Thus, it is made explicit at this point in the Madhyamika 
commentarial tradition that the object, emptiness, and the 
subject, the wisdom realizing emptiness, are distinct and that 
emptiness can be an object of a mind - not merely of non
conceptual wisdom, but even of conceptual understanding. 
Dzong-ka-ba does not comment on this latter point as being a 
significant departure from Nagarjuna's thought, perhaps 
because he sees it as a natural outflow from Niig3rjuna's 
emphasis on reasoning: if reasoning, a conceptual process, is 
the technique used to attain a non-conceptual realization of 
emptiness, it is only logical that there would be conceptual 
realizations of emptiness prior to attaining the level of non
conceptuality. Of course, conceptual realization of emptiness 
is a far lesser attainment than non-conceptual realization, and 
this is emphasized by those statements in the literature that 
would seem to exclude conceptual realization altogether. 
Nonetheless, for Dzong-ka-ba, it is an integral part of the 
process. 

PATH STRUCTURE 

A final point that warrants discussion is the tendency among 
many modern interpreters to equate "ultimate truth" with 
"ultimate state" and, as a consequence, for there to be no way 
to incorporate into the Madhyamika system the path structure 
descriptive of progress towards the attainment of Buddha
hood. T.R. V. Murti equates realization of emptiness with 
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Buddhahood - he says, "Prajfia is Nirv~ - the state of 
freedom. It is alSo the attainment of Buddhahood,,,264 and he 
sets forth an interpretation that reawakens the sudden versus 
gradual enlightenment controversy:265 

The Madhyamika conception of Philosophy as 
Prajfiiiparamitii (non-dual, contentless intuition) pre
cludes }1rogress and surprise. Progress implies that 
the goal is reached successively by a series of steps in 
an order, and that it could be measured in quantita
tive terms. Prajfiii is knowledge of the entire reality 
once for all, and it does not depend on contingent 
factors as a special faculty, favourable circumstances 
or previous information. A progressive realisation of 
the absolute is thus incompatible. . .. The concept 
of progress is applicable to science, not to philosophy. 
It is however, possible to conceive of the progressive 
falling away of the hindrances that obstruct our 
vision of the real. But there is neither order nor 
addition in the content of our knowledge of the real. 

Karl Potter cites this passage of Murti's and saYS:266 

In this passage Murti seems to waver to a certain 
extent. He says that prajflij is not reached by steps, 
but adds that it is possible to see it as a progressive 
series providing we do not draw the wrong inferences 
from that way of looking at the matter. This wavering 
is symptomatic of the issues which divide Nagiir
juna's Miidhyamika descendants. It would seem that 
what we may call the "pure" Madhyamika position 
holds the no-progress interpretation, but there are 
attempts to construe the gaining of insight, iUnya, 
nirva1jil, freedom - for these are the same, according 
to Niigiirjuna - as a progressive approximation, too. 

Potter seems to be taking the position that Nagiirjuna's system 
was one of "sudden enlightenment" and that the writings of 
subsequent Madhyamika commentators who describe a more 
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gradual development have fallen from Nagftrjuna's initial 
purity. 

This is not Dzong-ka-ba's understanding. Dzong-ka-ba 
never addresses the sudden vs. gradual controversy as such. 
Even though the preponderance of modem scholarship con
siders the famous Sam-yay debate (also called the Council of 
Lhasa and the Council of Tibet by numerous scholars) to have 
been primarily a debate about just that controversy, 267 

Dzong-ka-ba (who mentions it frequently) refers to it only as 
concerning how emptiness is to be meditated on - by a mere 
stopping of conceptuality, which he rejects, or with analysis. 
However, Dzong-ka-ba is very much in the gradualist camp in 
as much as he sees the attainment of enlightenment as a 
gradual process that involves the sequential eradication of 
progressively more subtle levels of obstructions. 

This is not to say that Dzong-ka-ba would describe a 
"partial" realization of emptiness. When emptiness is realized, 
it is realized fully, even by a conceptual consciousness; further, 
it is said that at the time of direct realization of emptiness, 
even though it is realized in tenns of a specific phenomenon, 
that realization is a realization of the emptinesses of all 
phenomena. Nonetheless, there are differences in the potency 
of the wisdom consciousness realizing emptiness; with re
peated familiarization, the wisdom consciousness becomes 
stronger and able to eradicate more subtle afflictions, the 
removal of which demarcate progress towards enlightenment. 
Thus, the ultimate truth, emptiness, is not the ultimate state 
but is the object which, through being taken to mind again 
and again in combination with the practices of method, makes 
possible the attainment of the ultimate state. 

From Dzong-ka-ba's viewpoint, Nagiirjuna, too, pro
pounded gradual progress towards enlightenment, as evi
denced by his lengthy discussion in the Precious Garland of 
the ten Bodhisattva grounds (sa, bhiimi), which dearly indicate 
a progressive development culminating in the attainment of 
Buddhahood, and by his dedication in the Sixty Stanzas of 
Reasoning in which he speaks of beings accumulating the 
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collections of merit and wisdom so that they might attain the 
Truth and Forni Bodies of a Buddha. 268 

However, Nagarjuna does not layout the details, or the 
mechanics, of this process. These the Ge-Iuk-ba tradition 
finds elsewhere, the main siitra source being the Siitra on the 
Ten Grounds (mdo sde sa bcu pa, dasabhiimikasiitra) and the 
main §astra, or treatise, sources being Chandraklrti's Supple
ment to (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" and auto
commentary, Maitreya's Ornament for Clear Realization (mngon 
rtogs rgyan, abhisamayiilarrzkiira) and Haribhadra's comment
ary on it, as well as Asailga's Levels of Yogic Practice (rnal 
'byor spyod pa'i sa, yogiiciiryabhiimi) and Compendium on the 
Mahayiina (theg pa chen po bsdus pa, mahayiinasarrzgraha). 
Dzong-ka-ba's writings on this topic are primarily found in 
his Golden Rosary of Eloquence, his first major work, and in his 
Illumination of the Tlwught, a commentary on Chandrakirti's 
Supplement to (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way". The 
Ge-Iuk-ba tradition has subsequently developed a genre of 
separate works on path structure which are used as adjuncts to 
the swdy of Maitreya's Ornament for Clear Realization. 269 

1be understanding derived from later sources undoubtedly 
colors Dzong-ka-ba's understanding of Nagarjuna. However, 
in the absence of strong evidence to the contrary of Dzong-ka
ba's understanding and given that Maitreya's Ornament for 
Clear Realization is based on the Perfection of Wisdom Siitras 
just as is Nagiirjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way, it is not 
necessarily the case that it has caused Dzong-ka-ba to distort 
Nagiirjuila's meaning. 

A basic assumption Dzong-ka-ba makes about Nagiirjuna's 
meaning that is at variance with the opinion of Mervyn 
Sprung is that enlightenment is achieved by way of the 
realization of emptiness. Sprung writes, "Nagarjuna's truth -
that the way of things is not given in terms of being or 
nonbeing - can be realized only by an enlightened person.'>270 
This is exactly opposite of Dzong-ka-ba's view and would 
from his viewpoint make religious effort pointless. If only an 
enlightened being could realize emptiness, there would be no 
reason to make effort at realizing emptiness and no way for 
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the unenlightened to reach that state. Realization of emptiness 
eradicates ignorance and its latencies; initial direct cognition 
of emptiness is the boundary line between being an ordinary 
being and being a Superior ('phags pa, iirya) and subsequent 
enhancements of that realization with resultant eradication of 
more and more subtle levels of ignorance are the demarcations 
of progress on the Bodhisattva grounds. Liberation, enlight
enment' is attained with the complete removal of ignorance. 

Similarly, Sprung's description of a Bodhisattva as "an 
enlightened being, transcendent and immanent,,,271 confuses 
one who has achieved the result with one who is working to 
achieve it. Only a Buddha is fully enlightened (Foe Destroyers 
can be said to have achieved the enlightenment of their 
respective vehicles but are notfully enlightened). Bodhisattvas 
are those working to achieve enlightenment by way of the 
Mahayana Vehicle. Becoming a Bodhisattva is not determined 
by one's realization of emptiness, but rather by one's motiva
tion, and one is said to become a Bodhisattva, and attain the 
level of the Mahayana path of accumulation, at the time that 
one initially develops non-artificial, or spontaneous, experience 
of a mind that seeks unsurpassed enlightenment for the sake 
of others. 272 

Finally, related with the mixing of ultimate truth with 
ultimate state, many authors equate the ultimate with the 
"silence of the Aryas" spoken of in the writings of Nagarjuna 
and Chandraklrti and then suggest that silence, a non-dual, 
non-conceptual state, is the final goal of the Madhyamika. For 
example G.c. Nayak says, "Candrakirti's answer is simply 
meant to point out that silence is the highest end for a 
philosophically enlightened person. ,,273 This suggests a quiet
ism that Dzong-ka-ba would not accept. The goal of a 
Mahayanist is Buddhahood, and such is said explicitly by 
both Nagarjuna and Chandraklrti. A Buddha has no con
ceptuality it is true, but the special feature of Buddhahood is 
the ability simultaneously to perceive both emptinesses and 
conventional phenomena.274 Without ever rising from non
dualistic meditative equipoise, a Buddha is able to teach living 
beings in the manner most appropriate for each and thus is the 
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supreme source of help and happiness for others. The goal is 
not mere silence, but rather a state of active participation in 
which others can truly and effectively be helped. 

CONCLUSION 

These three chapters have demonstrated at considerable length 
ways in which Dzong-ka-ba's Madhyamika interpretation 
differs significantly from much that can be found in current 
literature on the topic: For Dzong-ka-ba, Madhyamika is not 
a refutation of merely other systems, of language, or of 
reasoning, nor is it a refutation of all conventionalities or all 
conceptuality; it is not a "systemless system" with no views or 
theses of its own, but rather is a positive system directed 
towards realization of the Madhyamika view by means of a 
refutation of inherent existence, inherent existence being 
defined as independence, or an existence of things in their 
own right or from their own side. The Madhyamika view is 
sought as an antidote to ignorance, the innate misconception 
that is the root cause of all the sufferings of cyclic existence, 
for through the removal of ignorance, a state of liberation can 
be attained. 

For the purposes of this discussion, attention has been 
focused primarily on those points where Dzong-ka-ba's in
terpretation differs significantly from current Madhyamika 
interpretations, and it must be emphasized that there are also 
many significant points of agreement between his and those 
interpretations. However, the differences are substantial and 
should not be minimized. 

In some cases Dzong-ka-ba's interpretation may differ be
cause he brings to it perspectives gained from topics of 
Buddhist philosophy, such as epistemology and the structure 
of the path, articulated subsequent to the time of Nag3rjuna. 
However, Dzong-ka-ba was very aware of his sources; he 
understood the need, if he was to succeed in his claim to be 
giving an authentic Madhyamika interpretation, to base it on 
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authentic Madhyamika texts. Thus, he was careful to :support 
each specific point of his Madhyamika interpretation with 
citation of passages from the writings of Indian Madhyamikas 
widely accepted to be valid proponents of the Madhyamika 
tradition. 

Dzong-ka-ba did not base his interpretation only on the 
writings of Nagarjuna, but relied heavily on his later followers, 
Aryadeva, Buddhapalita, and, most of all, Chandrakirti. 
Thus, those who think that a correct understanding of 
Madhyamika must be sought solely from the writings of 
Nagarjuna may not accept Dzong-ka-ba's basic approach. 
However, such an attitude seems unnecessarily limited, first 
because, to borrow a point from Alex Wayman,275 it must be 
pointed out that Western interpreters who, in seeking to 
understand Madhyamika, would disallow interpretations of 
Nagarjuna by later'Madhyamika authors as being too late, too 
far removed from the subject, too likely to introduce their 
own opinions, and so forth, might just as well rule out 
themselves as well, since they are even later. Of course, it is 
important to distinguish between what was actually said by 
Nagarjuna and what Th later commentary; nonetheless to 
refuse the assistance of trained scholars close to Nagarjuna 
and steeped in the same intellectual and cultural milieu seems 
both arrogant and short-sighted, to say nothing of unlikely to 
succeed. Furthermore, Madhyamika is not just Nagarjuna, 
even though he was the founder of the system, but is the 
tradition that evolved and matured based on his writings, 
which includes the works of Aryadeva, Buddhapalita, 
Bhavaviveka, Chandrakirti, Kamalashila, Shan~hita, and 
others. 

In any case, the majority of current scholarly opinion on 
Madhyamika seems theoretically willing (past descriptions of 
Madhyamika based only on Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle 
Way and Refutation of Objections notwithstanding) to include 
all the various writings of Nagarjuna as well as the writings of 
later Madhyamikas in efforts to understand that system. 
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Thus, on the whole, Dzong-ka-ba was relying on much the 
same sources as are modern scholars. That is to say, most of 
the sources accepted by modern scholars (with the exception 
of those texts that have survived only in Chinese) were known 
and used by Dzong-ka-ba. However, the body of texts relied 
on by Dzong-ka-ba goes far beyond that worked on by any 
single contemporary scholar that I know of, simply because 
there is so much ground that has not yet been coverer; in the 
field of Buddhist Studies. 

Dzong-ka-ba used all the works widely accepted as authen
tically by Nagarjuna. He used Aryadeva's Four Hundred 
and Buddhapalita's commentary on Nagarjuna's Treatise on 
the Middle Way as well as Bhavaviveka's Lamp for (N iigiirjuna's) 
"Wisdom" and his Blaze of Reasoning. He relied heavily on 
Chandrakirti's Clear Words, his Supplement to (Niigiirjuna's) 
"Treatise on the Middle Way", Chandrakirti's own commentary 
to the Supplement, his Commentary on (Aryadeva's) "Four 
Hundred", his Commentary on (Niigiirjuna's) "Sixty Stanzas of 
Reasoning", and his Commentary on (Niigiirjuna's) "Seventy 
StanzIIS on Emp~'. 

Of those texts, the writings of Niigirjuna have received 
considerable attention from Western scholars, and a significant 
advance in availability is represented by Christian Lindtner's 
recently published Niigiirjuniana, which brings together in 
one volume all those texts he considers to be authentically 
composed by Nagarjuna - except for Nagarjuna's Treatise 
and his Precious Garland - with edited texts in Tibetan as 
well as Sanskrit where available and including English transla
tions of those works previously not translated into a major 
European language. The Precious Garland is available in 
English translation by Jeffrey Hopkins and Lati Rinbochay. 
However, there is not yet a reliable English translation of 
Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way in spite of several 
attempts. 276 

As far as the writings of Aryadeva, Buddhapalita, and 
Bhavaviveka are concerned, an English translation of 
Aryadeva's Four Hundred by Karen Lang is just now becom
ing available.277 As Christian Lindtner says of Buddhapalita's 
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and Bhavaviveka's commentaries on Nagarjuna's Treatise, 
these works "have not yet received the general recognition to 
which their merits entitle them," and thus far, only two out of 
twenty-seven chapters of Buddhapalita's commentary have 
been published in English translation278 and none of Bhava
viveka's, although three chapters (18, 24, and 25) are available 
in David Eckel's as yet unpublished doctoral dissertation, "A 
Question of Nihilism: Bhavaviveka's Response to the Funda
mental Problems of Madhyamika Philosophy". Of the por
tions that pertain to Madhyamika, all that has been published 
in English of Bhavaviveka's Blaze of Reasoning and the Heart 
of the M iddle Way, on which it is a commentary, is a substan
tial portion of chapter three, translated by Shotaro Iida in his 
Reason and Emptiness. 279 

Concerning Chandrakirti's writings, except for the Clear 
Words, none of these has received thorough attention in the 
West, although in the case of the Supplement and its auto
commentary, the work of young scholars such as Peter Fenner 
and C.W. Huntington, Jr. begins to remedy that situation. 
Even the Clear Words, which is one of the Midhyamika texts 
most studied by modern scholars, is not available in a complete 
one volume translation, but rather one must seek chapters 
from here and there in various European languages, and the 
same is true for Chandrakirti's Supplement and its auto
commentary.280 Of the others, there are as yet no published 
European language translations. 

Thus, Dzong-ka-ba was working from a wider body of texts 
than are modern interpreters, but most would consider them 
all valid sources. This is not to suggest that upon studying 
those sources everyone would - or should - draw the same 
conclusions as did Dzong-ka-ba. However, access to them 
would enrich our understanding as we saw the sources that 
Dzong-ka-ba has chosen to emphasize. Given that Dzong-ka
ba was a rigorously trained scholar who devoted his life to the 
study of these topics, it is evident that his interpretation must 
be considered as we seek to penetrate the meaning of the 
Madhyamika teachings. Further, given the many differences 
even among Madhyamika interpretations current in Buddhist 
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scholarship as well as the differences from the interpretation 
of a great Tibetan Madhyarnika whose works cannot be 
discounted by responsible scholars, it is clear that the topic of 
Madhyarnika studies has not yet been closed. Our present 
understanding of that system is not definitive. 

A basic need is more translations into Western languages of 
the Madhyarnika texts we are seeking to understand. F~r, the 
system will'not be truly and widely understood until more 
reliable translations of the Madhyarnika texts are available. An 
ongoing debate between members of the scholarly community 
working in areas touched on by this discussion is whether the 
best mode of procedure is careful, philological translation, 
neutral in tone and aimed at presenting as clearly as possible 
the thought of the original author, or whether what is needed 
are interpretive and judgmental studies providing access to 
these ideas through vocabularies familiar to the West, often 
through comparisons with Western thinkers or through the 
application of methods such as linguistic analysis, and so 
forth. I would argue that the latter, though worthwhile, can 
only be successful when based upon a more extensive body of 
material than currently exists, made available by the former 
approach, for otherwise such attempts are much too likely to 
be compromised by inaccurate or incomplete understanding 
of the primary source materials. 



7 Summation: Emptiness and Ethics 

In sununation, it is important, in considering Dzong-ka-ba 
and his work, to have in mind the broad perspective of who 
and what Dzong-ka-ba was and what he sought to do. He was 
a philosopher but in a culture in which religion and philosophy 
are intertwined, and his use of philosophy was within a 
religious system. Dzong-ka-ba was not setting forth an abstract 
theoretical system but was making use of rational philosophy 
in the service of a religious goal. Further, within his role as a 
religious figure, Dzong-ka-ba was not formulating a new and 
radically different system, but rather was forging a coherent 
system from an existent body of material. 

One of Dzong-ka-ba's great contributions was that he 
integrated what might be seen as potentially conflicting strands 
of the Buddhist tradition into a consistent system, massive, 
tremendously complex, but rationally ordered and graspable. 
A hallmark of Dzong-ka-ba's style in this endeavor was his 
commitment to common sense. He insisted that the whole 
system should fit together, that it should make sense. For 
him, there are no paradoxes. 

Although a brilliant and innovative thinker, he did not just 
make up a system of his own invention that worked logically. 
Rather, in a sense, Dzong-ka-ba was working from a revealed 
tradition, in that the basic orientation towards reality, the 
assessment of the way things are, of how an individual 
practitioner is to come to realize this, and to what such 
realization leads, all come from the teachings of Buddha -
things taught, according to the tradition, by a fully realized 
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being who then showed his path to others. Further, each of 
Dzong-ka-ba~ major points of interpretation are supported 
from the basic texts of the Buddhist tradition, either of 
Buddha himself or the great Indian commentators. 

However, the tradition also places strong emphasis on 
analysis and reasoning, and thus there is a great deal of leeway 
for individual interpretation, refinement, and so forth. 

Further, that Dzong-ka-ba's system is rationally ordered 
does not mean that all aspects of it are readily graspable by 
ordinary analysis and conceptuality. The heart of the system 
lies in non-verbal, non-dualistic meditative experiences. The 
religious system is structured around these experiences, and 
is, in fact, justified and validated by them; although that 
structuring is rational and logical, the basic thrust of the 
system is that at some point ordinary conceptuality must be 
transcended and a new level of experience achieved. How this 
is to be achieved is a major theme in Dzong-ka-ba's writings, 
since it is his assertion that a careful and correct use of 
reasoning and conceptuality can lead directly to non
conceptual realization. Still, it must be kept in mind that 
Dzong-ka-ba's is a system based upon and only fully realized 
by non<onceptual experiences gained only through prolonged 
religious practice and meditation. 

Thus, Dzong-ka-ba was not writing abstract philosophy, 
but rather was seeking to provide a correct verbal under
standing that could serve as a basis for further thought and 
meditation, as a result of which its truth could and presumably 
would be ascertained in profound meditative experience. His 
text is often personal in tone with frequent bits of direct 
advice, and he emphasizes again and again how very difficult 
it is to gain a correct understanding of the middle way. In 
spite of a great deal of abstraction and technical detail, he was 
not writing out of mere love for scholarly quibble but was 
setting forth an interpretation he hoped would be taken to 
heart and put into practice. 

An important aspect that must be considered is the figure of 
Dzong-ka-ba himself. As quickly becomes apparent from 
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reading the biographies relied on by the Ge-luk-ba tradition,281 
Dzong-ka-ba was more than a scholar. Although he studied 
throughout his life, training under numerous great teachers 
from all the different Tibetan orders that flourished during his 
lifetime, he was, above all, a religious practitioner. He was 
initiated into tantric teachings from a very young age, and 
maintained their practice throughout his life; he spent years in 
meditative retreats and engaged as well in many other religious 
techniques directed towards purification and the accumula
tion of merit, such as prostrations, circumambulation of holy 
places and shrines, ritual offerings, and so forth. 

Many of the fine distinctions that characterize Dzong-ka
ba's Madhyamika interpretation have to do with differences 
between varying levels of experience: for instance, the fact 
that in our ordinary state we cannot distinguish between mere 
existence and inherent existence; the fact that at a time of 
direct realization of emptiness, all conventional phenomena 
vanish, such that one might erroneously come to think that 
they did not exist at all; the fact that subsequent to realization 
of emptiness, a difference between existence and inherent 
existence can be known and one realizes conventional 
phenomena as like illusions, appearing to inherently exist 
whereas they do not in fact; and so forth. Dzong-ka-ba 
describes these different levels, setting forth verbal distinc
tions such as between existence and inherent existence, be
tween not being seen by a consciousness and being seen to be 
non-existent by a consciousness. These cannot now be verified 
in experience, in that they are things whose final verification 
comes only upon the attainment of advanced levels of realiza
tion. Never directly said, but implicit, is the suggestion that 
Dzong-ka-ba had verified them for himself. 

There is a considerable supramundane aspect to the figure 
of Dzong-ka-ba. The traditional biographies report that an 
important aid to Dzong-ka-ba's development of the insights 
that led to his Madhyamika interpretation were meetings with 
Maiijushri, the incarnation of wisdom, that took place initially 
with a yogi, the Lama U-ma-ba, serving as an intermediary, 
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and later in direct conversation.282 It was Maiijushri who 
originally told'him that what Dzong-ka-ba thought was the 
Madhyamika view was no view at all - that is, who told him 
that he was holding just that sort of misunderstanding that 
Dzong-ka-ba expended so much effort in the portion of the 
''Great Exposition" translated here to refute. It was also 
Maiijushri who told him to value conventionalities, thus 
leading to Dzong-ka-ba's emphasis on valid establishment 
which relies so much on the epistemological system of Dignaga 
and Dharmakirti. 

Dzong-ka-ba was considered by his contemporaries to have 
attained very high levels of spiritual realization and his reputa
tion has only increased with the passage of centuries. How
ever, a point worth making is that even though Dzong-ka-ba 
is accorded tremendous personal reverence by the tradition he 
founded, and to a certain extent has been "deified", sometimes 
called "the second Buddha" and often described as an incar
nation of Maiijushri, the embodiment of wisdom, this does 
not mean that his writings are accepted completely uncritically, 
any more than he accepted uncritically the Indian sources 
from which he worked, 

The educational system in the Ge-luk-ba monasteries is 
based on critical analysis as embodied in a structure of formal 
debate. Monks debate each other for hours every day, taking 
all sides of all issues, so that at times they are vigorously 
defending Dzong-ka-ba's positions but at others are just as 
vigorously attacking them, In no way is Dzong-ka-ba's in
terpretation unquestionable just because he said it. To be 
accepted, his points must be able to withstand probing and 
penetrating attack. As a result of such analysis, there has 
developed a large body of commentarial literature that criti
cizes, defends, explains, and elaborates on the interpretations 
set forth by Dzong-ka-ba, portions of which form the basic 
textbooks of the Ge-Iuk-ba monastic universities. 

Dzong-ka-ba's interpretive grid, his hermeneutic of con
sistency and coherence, is not without its price. Much of the 
shock value of the original Madhyamika writings is lost. 
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There is not the spontaneity found in other Madhyamika 
interpretations that focus on the transcendent quality of real
ization of emptiness, the sense of simply shifting perspective 
and turning away from mundane descriptions. 

Even more serious than mere loss of spontaneity is the 
danger that, because Dzong-ka-ba chose to emphasize a verbal 
distinction between existence and inherent existence which 
cannot be realized in ordinary experience, people will miss the 
Madhyamika message altogether. They will not understand 
that Madhyamika is attacking and refuting our very sense of 
existence and, misled by the verbal emphasis on inherent 
existence, will see Madhyamika as refuting something merely 
intellectual, "out there", not immediate. In spite of cautions 
from within the Ge-Iuk.-ba tradition that inherent existence 
should not be seen as like a hat to be put on the head and then 
taken off again, it is almost impossible to read Dzong-ka-ba 
without falling into such error, and Dzong-ka-ba has been 
criticized on this point even from within the Ge-Iuk.-ba 
tradition. 283 

Also, there is a question of emphasis, of whether Dzong-ka
ba truly reflected the intentions of the Indian Madhyamika 
authors. His gridwork of system and consistency assumes 
similar intentions for those authors, even if they did not make 
such clear in their writings. In the absence of detailed and 
clear expositions, Dzong-ka-ba felt justified in basing key 
points of his interpretation on small and often passing com
ments, and at times the evidence is slim.284 Because the 
Indian Madhyamikas did not write detailed systematic exegesis 
of the sort that Dzong-ka-ba's interpretation assumes they 
would have accepted, we have no way to know if he is right or 
wrong in his assumption, if he drew out what was in their 
minds or if he has simply added his own ideas. On the one 
hand, it is certainly true that most writing is not done in the 
encyclopaedic fashion of setting down on paper all that one 
knows, thinks, and assumes; people tend to write thematically, 
addressing a particular question or argument, and much 
about an author's basic assumptions must be inferred from 
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passing comments, argumentative structure, what is not said, 
and so forth. On the other hand, the Indian Madhyamikas 
were brief, often cryptic, and maybe chose to write that way 
in a conscious rejection of excess systematization. It can be 
argued either way. 

What is gained through Dzong-ka-ba's approach is an 
ability to posit validly established conventional truths. This 
then allows for an integrated system in which the earlier 
teachings and practices are supported and validated by the 
higher and, above all, one in which ethical norms are justified 
and maintained. It is essential for the system to preserve 
ethics, a valuing of correct actions based upon the Buddhist 
doctrine of kanna, that virtuous actions lead to good results 
and non-virtuous ones to bad results. Ethics are the basis of 
the religious system as a whole; even more are they the 
religious basis of an individual, for one's deeds determine 
one's future experiences, and it is taught that a loss of belief in 
kanna will lead to unethical actions which will bring about 
great personal suffering in the future. All Buddhist practices 
can be included within the threefold trainings (bslab pa gsum, 
~) - the training in higher ethics, higher meditative 
stabilization, and higher wisdom - and the latter two can only 
be developed upon a foundation of the former. Dzong-ka-ba 
says: 285 

As causes for gaining the view, you should take as a 
basis the pure maintenance of the ethics you have 
promised [to maintain], and thereupon strive by way 
of many approaches to accumulate the collections 
and purify obstructions and, relying on the wise, 
make effort at hearing and thinking. 

The emphasis within the training in wisdom is on philsophical 
understanding that not only leads to release from cyclic exist
ence, but also sustains and validates the training in ethics. 
Expressing concern about the difficulty of this, Dzong-ka-ba 
says: 286 
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Thus, in the system of the masters Buddhapalita and 
Chandrakirti, inherent existence, that is, establish
ment by way of the object's own entity, is refuted 
even conventionally. Hence it appears to be very 
difficult to posit conventional objects. If one does 
not know how to posit these well, without damage 
[by reasoning], one does not gain ascertainment well 
with respect to the class of deeds whereby it appears 
that most fall to a view of deprecation. 

To avoid the nihilism to which emptiness misunderstood 
easily leads, Dzong-ka-ba is cautious in teaching emptiness 
and in his interpretation always emphasizes the valid estab
lishment of conventionalities. The special insight section of 
Dzong-ka-ba's Great Exposition comes only after 364 folios 
describing essential Buddhist practices. Similarly, in the Ge
luk-ba monastic universities, Madhyamika is begun only after 
years of study built on a foundation of what are called "The 
Collected Topics of Valid Cognition" (bsdus grwa), in which 
all the different types and categories of phenomena are ana
lyzed and learned, and also only after study of path structure. 
This suggests the importance of being strongly based in what 
does exist before one commences the Madhyamika negations 
that seek to eradicate adherence to a seeming concreteness of 
phenomena that does not exist, so that subsequent to what 
may in experience seem a total denial of everything, there is 
something to be left as an illusion-like but validly established 
appearance. 

Dzong-ka-ba says again and again that a compatibility of 
emptiness and conventional presentations is the uncommon 
characteristic of Madhyamika:287 

Hence, the allowability of asserting all the presenta
tions of cyclic existence and nirv3.Qa - objects pro
duced, producers, refutation, proof, and so forth -
within the non-existence of even a particle of inher
ent existence, that is to say, establishment by way of 
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[object's] own entities, is a distinguishing feature of 
Madhyamika. 

He also says that as long as realization of emptiness and 
realization of the ineluctable relationship between actions and 
their effects are not realized in such a way that the realization 
of the one assists and enhances the realization of the other, one 
has not yet realized the thought of the Buddha:288 

As long as the two, realization of appearances - the 
inevitability of dependent-arising -

And realization of emptiness - the non-assertion [of 
inherent existence] -

Seem to be separate, there is still no realization 
Of the thought of Shiikyamuni Buddha. 

The two realizations must be seen not only to work together, 
but to facilitate and enhance each other, and it is said that if it 
is not possible to realize both, then it is better to give up 
emptiness than to give up belief in karma, the cause and effect 
of actions. The present Dalai Lama has said:289 

Knowledge of the final mode of subsistence of 
phenomena must be within the context of not losing 
the cause and effect of actions conventionally; if in 
an attempt to understand the final mode of subsist
ence one lost the presentation of conventionally 
existent cause and effect, the purpose would be 
defeated. . .. It is so important to be able to posit 
and have conviction in cause and effect that it is said 
that between giving up belief in the cause and effect 
of actions and giving up belief in emptiness, it is 
better to give up the doctrine of emptiness. 

Dzong-ka-ba would certainly agree. However, the purpose of 
Dzong-ka-ba's lengthy identification of the object of negation 
in the "Great Exposition of Special Insight" is to show that if 
the Madhyamika system is correctly understood, there is no 
need to make that choice. 



Part Two 
Translation of a Portion of 

Dzong-ka-ba's 
Great Exposition of 

the Stages of the Path 

The translation that follows includes Dzong-ka-ba's 
introduction to the topic of special insight and his general 

consideration of over-negation. 



Introduction 

As was explained earlier, 290 you should not be satisfied with a 
mere calm abiding that possesses the features of (I) non
conceptuality, that is, the mind's staying in accordance with 
your wish on the single object of meditation on which it has 
been set, whereby it stays where it is placed, (2) clarity which 
is free from laxity, and (3) benefit, that is, joy and bliss. 
Rather, having generated the wisdom that ascertains non
erroneously the meaning of suchness, you should cultivate 
special insight. 

Otherwise, since such mere meditative stabilization is shared 
even with Forders, no matter how much you cultivate that 
mere [meditative stabilization], you will not be released from 
mundane existence in just the same way as the seeds of the 
afHictions are not abandoned through the paths of [Forders]. 291 
The first of Kamalashila's [three works on the] Stages of 
Meditation (sgom rim, bhiivaniikrama) saYS:292 

Having thus made the mind steady with respect to 
an object of observation, one should analyze with 
wisdom. For, through the arising of the illumina
tion of knowledge, the seeds of obscuration are 
thoroughly abandoned. [365b] If this is not done, 
then just like Forders, one cannot abandon the 
afHictions through mere meditative stabilization. 
[The King of Meditative Stabilizations] S utra (ling nge 
'dzin gyi rgyal po, samiidhiraja, IX.36) saYS:293 

153 
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Although worldly persons cultivate meditative 
stabiliZation, 

They do not destroy the discrimination of self. 
For them the afflictions return and disturb [the 

mind], 
Just as Udraka294 cultivated meditative stabiliza

tion here. 

[In the scripture cited above] the phrase, "although [worldly 
persons] cultivate meditative stabilization" means "although 
[persons] cultivate a meditative stabilization possessing the 
features of non-conceptuality, clarity, and so forth as explained 
before". The phrase, "They do not destroy the discrimination 
of self," means that although they cultivate such, they cannot 
abandon the conception of self. The fact that the afflictions 
will still be generated due to not having abandoned the 
conception of self is indicated by "the afflictions return and 
disturb [the mind]". 

Through what sort of cultivation is liberation attained? 
Immediately following [the above passage], the scripture, as 
was cited earlier, 295 says: 

If selflessness is analyzed with respect to phenomena 
[And if one meditates in accordance with that indivi

dual analysis, 
This is the cause of the fruit, the attainment of 

nirvID)a. 
There is no peace through any other cause]. (IX.37) 

[The first line means], "If, having analyzed individually 
phenomena which are selfless, one generates the wisdom 
understanding the meaning of selflessness ... ". [The second 
line,] "If one meditates [in accordance with] that individual 
analysis," refers to sustaining and meditatively cultivating the 
view of selflessness that has been gained. [The third line,] 
"That is the cause of the fruit, the attainment of nirvID)a" 
means that such is the cause of attaining the fruit which is 
nirvID)a, or liberation. 
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Can liberation be attained through cultivating some other 
path without that [wisdom realizing selflessnessf96 in the way 
in which it is attained through cultivating it? [The fourth line 
of the above scripture] says, "There is no peace through any 
other cause", meaning that although one cultivates a path 
which is other than that [of the wisdom of selflessness], [366a] 
without that [wisdom] there is no pacification of suffering and 
the afflictions. This scripture teaching very clearly that only 
the wisdom of selflessness severs the root of mundane exist
ence was quoted in Kamalashila's Miidhyamika Stages of 
M edilalion297 in order to damage [the assertions of the Chinese 
abbot] Hva-shang. Therefore, you need to gain ascertainment 
with respect to this, for although even the Forder sages have 
many good qualities such as meditative stabilization, the 
clairvoyances, and so forth, since they do not have the view of 
selflessness, they cannot cross beyond cyclic existence even a 
little. In this way, the Scriptural Collection of Bodhisattvas 
(byang chub sems dpa'i sde mod, bodhisattvaP4aka), which was 
cited earlier, says that:298 

One who, without knowing the meaning of suchness 
explained in the scriptures, is satisfied with mere 
meditative stabilization might develop manifest 
pride299 [mistaking] that for the path cultivating the 
profound meaning. Through that, such a person is 
not released from cyclic existence. I, thinking that, 
said that one who hears another will be released from 
aging and death. 

The Teacher himself explains clearly [i.e., interprets] his own 
thought [when he earlier made the statement that one who 
hears another will be released from aging and death. Buddha 
explains that] "hear another" means to hear the explanation of 
selflessness from another. Therefore, it is unquestionable that 
Buddha said, "hears another," in order to stop the conception 
that [the profound view] is generated naturally without the 
hearing and thinking involved in listening to the meaning of 
selflessness from an external holy spiritual guide. 
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In general, pf all the Conqueror's scriptures, some teach 
suchness directly and even those that do not directly teach it 
indirectly only flow to and descend to it. [366b] Since the 
darkness of obscuration is not overcome until the illumination 
of the knowledge of suchness arises, but is overcome when 
that arises, through mere calm abiding which is a one-pointed
ness of mind there is no pure exalted wisdom and the darkness 
of obscuration is also not overcome. Therefore, you should 
unquestionably seek wisdom, thinking, "I will seek the 
wisdom ascertaining the meaning of selflessness - suchness." 
KamalashIla's middle Stages of Meditation says:300 

Then, having achieved calm abiding you should 
cultivate special insight, and should think, "All the 
sayings of the Supramundane Victor were spoken 
well; they all manifestly illuminate suchness directly 
or indirectly and flow to suchness. If one knows 
suchness, one will be separated from all nets of 
views, just as darkness is cleared away through the 
arising of illumination. Through mere calm abiding 
there is no pure exalted wisdom, and also the dark
ness of the obstructions is not cleared away. How
ever, if, with wisdom, one meditates on suchness 
well, there will be very pure exalted wisdom and 
suchness will be realized. Only through wisdom are 
the obstructions thoroughly abandoned. Therefore, 
I, abiding in calm abiding, will, by means of wisdom, 
thoroughly seek suchness. I will not be satisfied with 
mere calm abiding." What is this suchness? Ulti
mately all things are just empty of the two selves -
of persons and phenomena. 

From among the perfections, suchness is realized by the 
perfection of wisdom. Since it cannot be generated by con
centration and so forth [367a], you should, without mistaking 
mere concentration for the perfection of wisdom, generate 
wisdom. The Sutra Unravelling the Thought (mdo sde dgongs 
, grel, sarrulhinirmocana )301 says: 
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"Supramundane Victor, through what perfection 
should a Bodhisattva apprehend just the non-entity
ness of phenomena?" 
"Avalokiteshvara, it should be apprehended 

through the perfection of wisdom." 

Thinking this, the Siitra of Cultivating Faith in the Mahiiyana 
(theg pa chen po la dad pa sgom pa'i rruio, mahiiyanaprasiidapra
bhiivana), quoted earlier, says that: 302 

If they do not abide in wisdom, I do not say that 
those who have faith in the Bodhisattva Mahayana 
are delivered, no matter how much they engage in 
the Mahayana. 



I The Interpretable and the 
Definitive 

Since this is so, [that is, since it is the case that mere cahn 
abiding is not sufficient and special insight is needed], with 
respect to the second,303 how to train in special insight, there 
are four parts: fulfilling the prerequisites for special insight, 
the divisions of special insight, how to cultivate special insight 
in meditation, and the measure of having achieved special 
insight through meditative cultivation. 

FULFILLING THE PREREQUISITES FOR SPECIAL 
INSIGHT 

Relying on scholars who know non-erroneously the essentials 
of the scriptures, you should hear the stainless textual systems. 
The generation of the view realizing suchness by means of the 
wisdoms of hearing and thinking is the indispensible pre
requisite for special insight, for, if you do not have a view de
cisive with respect to the meaning of the mode of being [i.e., 
emptiness], you cannot generate the special insight realizing 
the mode [of being of phenomena, emptiness]. 

Also, such a view must be sought by one who, without 
relying on [scriptures] whose meaning requires interpretation, 
relies on those of definitive meaning. 304 Therefore, you must 
understand the meaning of scriptures of definitive meaning 
through having come to know the difference between that 
requiring interpretation and the definitive. [367b] 

Furthermore, if you do not rely on treatises which are 
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commentaries on [Bu<;ldha's] thought by the great valid 
openers of the chariot-ways, you are like a blind person 
without a guide going in a direction of fright. Hence, you 
must rely on non-erroneous commentaries on [Buddha's] 
thought. On what sort of commentator on [Buddha's] 
thought should you depend? Since the Superior Nagarjuna, 
renowned in the three levels [below, above, and on the earth], 
was very clearly prophesied by Buddha, the Supramundane 
Victor, himself in many siitras and tantras as commenting on 
the profound meaning free from 305 all extremes of existence 
and non-existence, the essence of the teaching, you should 
seek the view realizing emptiness based on his texts. 306 

With respect to these [prerequisites for special insight], there 
are three parts: identifying scriptures requiring interpretation 
and scriptures of definitive meaning, the history of commen
tary on Nagarjuna's thought, and how to settle the view of 
emptiness. 

Identifying Scriptures Requiring Interpretation and Scriptures Of 
Definitive Meaning 

Those who wish to realize suchness must rely on the Con
queror's scriptures. However, due to the various thoughts of 
trainees, the scriptures vary. Hence you might wonder in 
dependence on what sort [of scripture] you should seek the 
meaning of the profound. Suchness should be realized through 
reliance upon scriptures of definitive meaning. 

Should you wonder, "What sort [of scripture] is of defini
tive meaning and what sort requires interpretation?", this is 
posited by way of the subjects discussed. Those teaching the 
ultimate are held to be scriptures of definitive meaning [368a] 
and those teaching conventionalities are held to be scriptures 
whose meaning requires interpretation. In that vein, the 
Teachings of Ak~hayamati Sutra (blo gros mi zad pas bstan pa, 
a~ayamatinirdesa) says: 307 
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What are sutras of definitive meaning? What are 
suttas whose meaning requires interpretation? Those 
which teach [within] establishing conventionalities 
are called sutras of interpretable meaning. 308 Those 
which teach [within] establishing the ultimate are 
called sutras of definitive meaning. Those teaching 
[about various objects by way of] various words and 
letters are called sutras of interpretable meaning. 
Those teaching that which is profound, difficult to 
view, and difficult to realize are called sutras of 
definitive meaning. 

Question: What is the mode of teaching a conventionality, 
through the teaching of which [a sutra] comes to be of 
interpretable meaning, and what is the mode of teaching the 
ultimate, through the teaching of which [a sutta] comes to be of 
definitive meaning? This also is indicated very dearly in that 
sutra. It saYS:309 

Those which teach things that must be expressed by 
way of various words [such as] self, sentient being, 
living being, the nourished, creature, person, born 
from Manu, child of Manu, agent, and feeler, in the 
manner of [there being an inherendy existent] control
ler, for instance, when there is no [inherentlyexist
ent] controller are called sutras of interpretable 
meaning. 

Those which teach the doors of liberation - empti
ness, signlessness, wishlessness, no [ultimate] com
position, no [ultimate] production, not being [ulti
mately] produced, no [ultimate] existence of sentient 
beings, no [ultimate] existence of living beings, no 
[ultimate] existence of persons, and no [ultimate] 
existence of controllers - [368b] are called sutras of 
definitive meaning. 

Since it is said thus that those which teach selflessness, no 
[ultimate] production, and so forth in the manner of elimin
ating elaborations are of definitive meaning and those which 
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teach self and so forth are of interpretable meaning, you should 
know that selflessness, no [ultimate] production, and so forth 
are the ultimate, and production and so forth are conventional. 
The King of Meditative StabilizatWns S utra (VII. 5) also says: 310 

One knows as instances of sutras of definitive mean
ing [those which teach] 

In accordance with the emptiness explained by the 
Sugata. 

One knows as of interpretable meaning all those [ver
bal] doctrines [i.e., sutras] 

In which "sentient being", "person", and "creature" 
are taught. 

KamalashIla's Illumination of the M iddle Way (dbu ma snang ba, 
madhyamakaloka) says:3lJ 

Therefore, it should be understood that, "Only those 
which discuss the ultimate are of definitive meaning 
and the opposite are of interpretable meaning." Also, 
the Ornament Illuminating the Exalted Wisdom 
Operating in the Sphere of All Buddhas (sangs rgyas 
thams cad kyi yul la 'jug pa ye shes snang ba'i 
rgyan, sarvabuddha~ayavatarajfiiindloktifatrUujra) 
says, "That which is a definitive object is the ulti
mate," and also the Teachings of A~hayamati Sutra 
teaches with respect to no [ ultimate] production, and 
so forth, "[they] are definitive objects." Therefore, it 
is definite that only no [ultimate] production and so 
forth are called "ultimates". 

Therefore, [Nagarjuna's] Madhyamaka "Collections of Reas
onings" as well as the commentaries on their thought are to be 
held as teaching the definitive meaning just as it is because they 
extensively settle the ultimate which is free from all the collec
tions of elaborations such as [inherently existent] production, 
cessation, and so forth. 

Why are those two that teach such [369a] called "[sutras] of 
interpretable meaning" and "[ sutras] of definitive meaning"? 
Since [a sutra's] meaning cannot be interpreted otherwise, it is 
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called that of which the meaning is definite or of definitive 
meaning, for since that meaning is the meaning of suchness, it 
is the finality of that which is to be settled. It cannot be 
interpreted beyond that and cannot be interpreted as some
thing other than that by some other person because it posses
ses valid proofs. Thus Kamalashila's Illumination of the Middle 
Way saYS:312 

What is [a sutra] of definitive meaning? That of 
which there is valid cognition and which makes an 
explanation in terms of the ultimate, for it cannot be 
interpreted by another [person] as something aside 
from that. 

Through this statement one can implicitly understand 
[scriptures] of interpretable meaning. Those of which the 
meaning is to be interpreted, or which require interpretation, 
are those which, their meaning being unsuitable to hold just as 
it is, must be interpreted as some other meaning through 
explaining [ their] thought. Or, they are those of which the 
meaning, although all right to hold as literal, is not the final 
suchness, and one must still seek that suchness as something 
other than that [mere appearance]. 

Qualm: Since sutras of definitive meaning are literal, then 
if, "production does not exist," "persons do not exist," and so 
forth appear in those sutras, one must hold that production 
and persons utterly do not exist; otherwise it would absurdly 
follow that since those [ sutras ] would not be literal, they 
would require interpretation. 

[Answer:] This does not appear to be correct, for when the 
teacher [Buddha] who is the speaker refutes production and 
so forth in that way, there are seen to be many sutras of 
definitive meaning in which the qualification "ultimately" is 
affixed; [369b] and, if there occurs one affixing of the qualifi
cation, then since it is a common attribute it must be affixed 
even at points where it does not occur. Further, since [no 
production ultimately] is the suchness of those phenomena, 
how could that which teaches such not be of definitive 
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meaning? Otherwise, through refuting the generality "pro
duction", instances [of production such as] words would also 
have to be refuted whereby there could also be no presenta
tion even of sutras of definitive meaning which teach such. 

Therefore, you should know that the fact that it is not 
suitable to hold as literal what is taught in a few isolated 
words, out of context, not connecting it with what is said 
before or after in the general run of a sutra or treatise, does not 
destroy [that text's] being a scripture of definitive meaning. 
You also should know that even though what is taught on the 
level of the words is suitable to be held as literal, it is not that 
it [necessarily] is not of interpretable meaning [that is, literal 
texts can still require interpretation]. 



2 Reliable Sources 

THE HISTORY OF COMMENTARY ON 
NAGARJUNA'S THOUGHT 

What is the chronology of the stages of commenting on the 
thought of Nagarjuna, who commented non-erroneously on 
the scriptures - the Perfection of Wisdom Siitras and so forth 
- which teach in this way that all phenomena are without any 
inherently existent production, cessation, and so forth? Even 
the great Madhyamikas such as the masters Buddhapalita, 
Bhavaviveka, Chandrakirti, and Shan~hita took Aryadeva 
to be valid like the master [Nagarjuna]. Therefore, since both 
the father [Nigirjuna] and his [spiritual] son [Aryadeva] are 
sources for the other Miidhyamikas, earlier [Tibetan scholars] 
used the verbal convention [370a] "Madhyamikas of the 
model texts" (gzhung phyi 11W'i dbu ma pa)313 for those two and 
used the verbal convention "partisan Miidhyamikas" (phyogs 
'dzin pa'i dbu ma pa) for the others. 

Certain earlier spiritual guides said that when names are 
designated by way of how they posit conventionalities, 
Miidhyamikas are of two types: Sautriintika-Miidhyamikas 
(mdo sde spyod pa'i dbu ma pa), who assert that external objects 
exist conventionally, and Yogachara-Miidhyamikas (mal 'byor 
spyod pa'i dbu ma pa), who assert that external objects do not 
exist conventionally.314 They are also of two types when 
names are designated by way of how they assert the ultimate: 
Reason-Established Illusionists (sgyu ma rigs grub pa, 
miiyopamiidvayavadin), who assert that a composite of the 
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two, appearance and emptiness, is an ultimate truth, and 
Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding (rab tu mi gnas par 
smra ba, sarvadhamulpra~thiinaviidin), who assert that the 
mere elimination of elaborations with respect to appearances 
is an ultimate truth.315 They asserted that the fonner of these 
two are the masters Shan~hita, Kamalashila, and so forth. 

The verbal conventions "illusion-like" and "thoroughly non
abiding" are asserted also by some Indian masters. 

Indeed, in general, some Indian and Tibetan masters who 
claimed to be Madhyamikas did make such assertions, but 
what is to be settled here are just the systems of the great 
Madhyamikas who are followers of the master Nagarjuna. 
Who could t:xplain [all] the subtle [distinctions]? Moreover, 
the statement by the great translator Lo-den-shay-rap (blo 
!dan shes rab, 1059- I1(9) that positing Madhyamikas as 
twofold by way of their mode of asserting the ultimate is a 
presentation generating delight in the obscured is very 
good.316 

For, their assertion appears to be an assertion that [for the 
Reason-Established Illusionists] the mere object that is com
prehended by an inferential reasoning consciousness [370b] is 
an ultimate truth whereas it is said in both Shantarak~hita's 
Ornament for lhe Middle Way (dbu rna rgyan, madhyamaka
larrtkara) and Kamalashila's Illumination of the Middle Way 
(dbu rna snang ba, madhyarnakaloka) that the object com
prehended by a reasoning consciousness is designated "ulti
mate" due to being concordant with an ultimate truth. Also, 
since the other great Madhyamikas do not assert that the mere 
object which is an elimination through reasoning of elabora
tions is an ultimate truth, [these earlier scholars' explanation 
of Thoroughly Non-Abiding Madhyamikas] is not good. 

With respect to this [chronology of the commentaries on 
Nagarjuna's thought], the master Ye-shay-day (ye shes sde) 
explains that the masters, the Superior [Nagarjuna] and his 
[spiritual] son [Aryadeva], did not make clear in their Madh
yamika treatises whether external objects do or do not exist 
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and that after them the master Bhavaviveka, refuting the 
system of ConsCiousness-Only, presented a system in which 
external objects exist conventionally. Then the master Shanta
rak~hita set forth a different Madhyamika system which 
teaches, in dependence on Y ogachara texts, that external 
objects do not exist conventionally and also teaches that 
the mind is. without inherent existence ultimately. Thereby, 
two forms of Madhyamika arose, and the former is de
signated Sautrantika-Madhyamika and the latter Yogachara
Madhyamika. 317 

The chronology is evident as [Ye-shay-day says]. However, 
although the master ChandrakIrti asserts that external objects 
exist conventionally, he does not do so in accordance with 
other proponents of tenets, and thus it is unsuitable to call 
him a "Sautrantika[-Madhyamika]". Similarly, the assertion 
that he accords with the Vaibha~hikas is also very unreason
able. 318 

The usage by scholars of the later dissemination [of the 
Buddhist doctrine] to the land of snowy mountains [Tibet] of 
the two verbal conventions, Pr3sailgika and Sviitantrika, [37Ia] 
for Midhyamikas accords with Chandrakirti's Clear Words. 
Hence, you should not think that it is their own fabrication. 319 

Therefore, [Madhyamikas] are limited to the two, those 
who do and do not assert external objects conventionally, and 
also, if names are designated by way of how the view ascer
taining emptiness, the ultimate, is generated in the continuum, 
they are limited to the two, Prasailgikas and Svatantrikas. 

Following which of those masters should one seek the 
thought of the Superior [Nagarjuna] and his [spiritual] son 
[Aryadeva]? The great elder [Atisha] took the master Chand
rakirti's system as chief, and seeing this, the great earlier 
lamas of these precepts [of the stages of the path to enlighten
ment] who followed him also held that system to be chief. 

The master Chandrakirti [himself] saw the master Bud
dhapalita from among the commentators on Nagarjuna's Treat
ise (Jfl the Middle Way (dbu ma'i bstan bcos, madhyamaka
siistra)320 as elucidating completely the thought of the Superior 
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[Nagarjuna]. Thereupon, he took that system as his basis, and 
also taking many good explanations from the master Bhavavi
veka and refuting those that appeared to be a little incorrect, 
he commented on the thought of the Superior [Nagarjuna]. 
Seeing the commentaries of those two masters [Buddhapalita 
and Chandrakirti] to be most excellent with regard to explain
ing the texts of the Superior [Nagarjuna] and his [spiritual] 
son [Aryadeva], here the thought of the Superior [Nagarjuna] 
will be settled following the master Buddhapalita and the 
glorious Chandrakirti. 



3 The Stages of Entry Into S uchness 

HOW TO SETTLE THE VIEW OF EMPTINESS [371b] 

This has two parts: the stages of entry into suchness and the 
actual settling of suchness. With respect to the first, what is 
the nirvfiQa [i.e., the passing from sorrow], the suchness that 
is here the object of attainment, and by way of what sort of 
entry into suchness, that is, methods for attaining it, does one 
enter? The extinguishment in all forms of the conceptions of 
[inherently existent] I and mine, by means of pacifying all 
appearance of the varieties of internal and external phenom
ena as [ their own] suchness whereas they are not [their own] 
suchness, along with their predispositions, is the suchness that 
is here the object of attainment, the Truth Body. 

The stages of how you enter into that suchness are as 
follows: First, having contemplated the faults and disadvant
ages of cyclic existence and turned the mind [from it], you 
should generate a wish to cast that [cyclic existence] aside. 
Then, seeing that it will not be overcome if its cause is not 
overcome, you research its root, thinking about what the root 
of cyclic existence is. Thereby, upon inducing ascertainment 
from the depths with respect to the way in which the view of 
the transitory, or ignorance, serves as the root of cyclic 
existence, you need to generate a non-artificial wish to aban
don it. 321 

Next, seeing that overcoming the view of the transitory 
depends upon generating the wisdom realizing the non
existence of the self conceived by that [view], you see that it is 
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necessary to refute that self. Gaining ascertairunent in de
pendence on scriptures and reasonings which damage the 
existence and prove the non-existence of that self is the 
indispertsable method for one who is intent upon liberation. 
Having gained the view ascertaining in this way that the self 
and mine do not in the least have inherent existence, [372a] 
through familiarizing with that meaning the Truth Body will 
be attained. 

ChandrakIrti's Clear Words saYS:322 

If all these afflictions, actions, bodies, agents, and 
effects are not [their own] suchness but nonetheless 
- like a city of scent-eaters (dri za, gandharva) and 
so forth - while not being [their own] suchness 
appear to childish [common persons] in the aspect of 
[being their own] suchness, then what is here such
ness and how does one enter to that suchness? 
Answer: Here suchness is the extinguishment in all 

forms of the apprehension of [inherently existent] I 
and the apprehension of [inherently existent] mine 
with respect to the internal and external on account 
of the non-apprehension of internal and external 
things. With respect to entry into suchness, [my 
own] Supplement to (Ndgdrjuna's) "Treatise on the 
Middle Way" (VI.I2o) says: 

Yogis see with their minds that all afflictions 
And faults arise from the view of the transitory 
And having realized that the self is the object of 
That [view], refute self. (VI.120) 

Thus, [a description of how to enter suchness] should 
be sought from such statements there. 

[ChandrakIrti's Clear Words] also saYS:323 

Yogis who wish to enter into suchness and wish 
thoroughly to abandon all afflictions and faults in
vestigate, "What does this cyclic existence have as its 
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root?" When they thoroughly investigate in this 
manner, they see that cyclic existence has as its root 
the view of the transitory collection, and they see 
that the self is the object of observation of that view 
of the transitory collection. They see that the view of 
the transitory is abandoned through non-observation 
of self and that [372b] through abandoning that 
[view], all afflictions and faults are overcome. Hence, 
at the very beginning they investigate with respect to 
just the self - "What is this 'self', the object of the 
conception of self?" 

Although many reasonings refuting inherent existence were set 
forth with respect to immeasurable individual subjects, when 
yogis [initially] engage [in practice], they meditate in an 
abridged way within settling the lack of inherent existence in 
tenns of I and mine. The master Buddhapalita says that this is 
the meaning of the eighteenth chapter of Nagarjuna's Treatise 
on the Middle Way, and in dependence on his statement, the 
master Chandrakirti presents [the stages of entry into suchness 
thus in his Supplement to (Ndgdr'juna's) "Treatise on the Middle 
W~']; the teachings on the selflessness of the person in 
Chandrakirti's Supplement to (NdgQrjuna's) "Treatise on the 
M iddle Way" also are extensive explanations of just the eight
eenth chapter [of Nagarjuna's Treatise]. 

Qualm: Is this not [an occasion of] teaching the mode of 
entry into the suchness of the Mahayana? In that case, the mere 
extinguishment of the conception of [inherently existent] I and 
mine is unsuitable to be the su,:mess that is to be aruU'led. 324 

Also, since within the mere settling of the absence of inherent 
exi~.tence of I and mine, there is no settling of the selflessness of 
phenomena, it is not suitable to posit [just the fonner] as the 
path for entering into suchness. 

Response: There is no fault. For, with respect to the extin
guishment, in all ways, of the conception of I and mine, there 
are two types of which [the first,] the utter abandonment of the 
afH.ictions in the manner of their not being produced again, 
does indeed exist among Hinayanists; however, [the second,] 
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the abandonment by way of utter non-apprehension of all signs 
which are elaborations [even of the appearance of inherent 
existence] with respect to external and internal phenomena, is 
the Truth Body. Furthermore, when you realize that the self 
does not exist inherently, [373a] the conception also that the 
aggregates which are the branches of that [self] exist inherently 
is overcome. It is like the way in which when a chariot is 
burned, the wheels and so forth which are its parts are also 
burned. 325 Chandraldrti's Clear Words saYS:326 

Those wishing liberation analyze whether [the self] 
which is imputed dependently, which serves as a 
basis for the strong adherence to self by those pos
sessing the error of ignorance, and of which the five 
aggregates are seen to be the appropriated, has the 
character of the aggregates or does not have the 
character of the aggregates. When it is analyzed in 
all ways, those wishing liberation do not observe [a 
self having the character of the aggregates] and 
therefore, in those [aggregates, as Nagarjuna's Treat
ise (XVIII.2ab) says:] 

If the self itself does not exist 
How could the mine exist? 

Because the self is not observed, also the mine,327 
the basis of designation as the self, will very much 
not be observed. When a chariot is burned, its parts 
also are burned and thus are not observed; similarly, 
when yogis realize the self as not [inherently] exist
ent, they will realize the selflessness also of the mine, 
the things that are the aggregates. 

Thus [Chandraldrti] says that when you realize lack of inher
ent existence with respect to the self, you realize the lack of 
self, that is, inherent existence, also with respect to the mine, 
the aggregates. 

Also, Chandraldrti's [AutoJcommentary on the "Supplement 
to (Niigtirjuna's) 'Treatise on the Middle Way'" saYS:328 
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Because of error due to apprehending an intrinsic 
entity in forms and so forth, [Hearers and Solitary 
Realizers following Hinayana tenets] do not realize 
even the selflessness of persons. [373b] This is be
cause they are apprehending [as inherently existent] 
the aggregates which are the basis of designation as 
self. [Nagarjuna's Precious Garland (Tin chen phreng 
ba, ratniivali, 35ab)] says: 

As long as one conceives the aggregates [to be 
inherently existent] 

So long does one conceive an [inherently existent] 
I with respect to them. 

Thus it is said that if you do not realize the aggregates to be 
without inherent existence, you do not realize the selflessness 
of the person. 

Qualm: If just that awareness realizing the absence of 
inherent existence with respect to the person realizes that the 
aggregates are without inherent existence, there would be the 
fault that the two awarenesses realizing the two selflessnesses 
would be one. [However] since the two, phenomena and 
persons, are separate, the two awarenesses realizing the lack of 
inherent existence of those two are also separate, like, for 
example, the awarenesses realizing the impermanence of a pot 
and of a pillar. [On the other hand] if just that awareness 
realizing the person to be without inherent existence does not 
realize the aggregates to be without inherent existence, then 
how can you posit [the meaning of Chandraklrti.'s statement] 
that when one realizes the selflessness of the person, one 
realizes the lack of inherent existence of the aggregates? 

[Answer:] Since we do not assert the first of those questions 
[that just that awareness realizing the lack of inherent exist
ence with respect to the person realizes the aggregates as 
without inherent existence], I will explain the latter question. 
Although just that awareness realizing the person as without 
inherent existence does not engage in the thought, "The 
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aggregates do not inherently exist," that awareness is able, 
without relying on another [reasoning or consciousness], to 
induce an ascertaining consciousness which ascertains that the 
aggregates lack inherent existence, whereby it is able to 
eliminate the superimJXlsitions that superimJXlse inherent 
existence on the aggregates. Therefore, [Chandrakirti] says 
that when the person is realized to lack inherent existence, the 
aggregates also are realized to lack inherent existence. This 
should be known in accordance with the statement in the 
Buddhapiilita Commentary on (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the 
M iddle Way" (dbu rna rtsa ba'i ' grel pa buddha pii li ta, 
buddhapiilitamfdamadhyarnakavrtti): 329 

Those which the so called "self" JXlssesses are called 
the "mine". [37~] That self does not [inherently] 
exist, and if it does not [inherently] exist, how would 
these [mine which are the objects of use] of that 
[self] be correct? 

For example, when you ascertain that a son of a barren 
woman does not occur, that awareness does not engage in the 
thought, "The ears of that [son of a barren woman] and so 
forth do not exist," but it is able to eliminate superimpositions 
conceiving the ears of that [son of a barren woman] to exist. 
Similarly, when you ascertain that the self does not exist as [its 
own] suchness, the conception that the eyes and so forth of 
that [self] exist as [their own] suchness is overcome. 

Qualm: Even the ProJXlnents of True Existence330 of our 
own Buddhist schools who assert that the person is imputedly 
existent do not assert that the person is ultimately established. 
Therefore, even they would realize that eyes and so forth are 
without inherent existence. 331 

Response: In that case, since they assert gross objects such 
as eyes, sprouts, and so forth to be imputedly existent, they 
would realize them as without inherent existence. 

[Objector:] That is so. 
Response: If you accept such, it would contradict your own 
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assertion [that Proponents of True Existence do not realize the 
lack of inherent existence of phenomena]. Also, it would not 
be necessary [for Madhyamikas] to prove [to Proponents of 
True Existence] that sprouts and so forth do not truly exist. 
Further, complete paths of virtuous and non-virtuous actions 
are posited as continuums, and if [the Proponents of True 
Existence] asserted continuums to lack inherent existence, 
then there would be no purpose in [the Proponents of True 
Existence] disputing the Madhyamikas' propounding that 
these, like dreams, lack true existence as is set forth in 
Haribhadra's Clear Meaning Cammentary ('grel pa don gsal, 
sphU¢rthii): 332 

[The Proponents of True Existence say to us Madh
yamikas:] If [all phenomena] are like dreams, then 
the ten non-virtues, giving, and so forth would not 
exist, whereby would not even the waking state 
become like the state of sleep? 

Thus, there is a great disparity between ultimate and conven
tional establishment or non-establishment in the Proponents 
of True Existence's own system [374b] and conventional and 
ultimate establishment or non-establishment in the Madhya
mika system. Hence it is not at all contradictory that those 
things asserted by the [Proponents of True Existence] as 
conventionalities would, from the Madhyamika perspective 
[have to be said to] be ultimately established and those things 
asserted by [the Proponents of True Existence] as ultimately 
established would, for the Madhyamikas, come to be conven
tionally established. Therefore, these should be differentiated. 

Furthermore, although the imputedly existent person of 
these [Proponents of True Existence] and the imputedly 
existent person of this master [Chandrakirti] are similar in 
name,333 the meaning is not the same. For, this master 
assserts that these [Proponents of True Existence] do not have 
the view realizing the selflessness of the person. This is 
because he asserts that if one has not realized the selflessness 
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of phenomena, one has not realized the selflessness of the 
person. Therefore, since this master asserts that as long as one 
has not forsaken the tenet that the aggregates are substantially 
existent, one conceives the person also to be substantially 
existent, [he says that] these [Proponents of True Existence] 
do not realize that the person does not ultimately exist. 



4 Misidentifying the Object of 
Negation 

The actual settling of suchness has three parts: identifying the 
object of negation by reasoning, whether that negation is done 
by means of consequences or autonomous syllogisms, and 
how, in dependence on doing that, to generate the view in 
your continuum. 

IDENTIFYING THE OBJECT OF NEGATION BY 
REASONING 

lIDs has three parts: the reason why it is necessary to identify 
well the object of negation, refuting other systems which 
[engage in] refutation without having identified the object of 
negation, and how the object of negation is identified in our 
own system. 

THE REASON WHY IT IS NECESSARY TO IDENTIFY 
WELL THE OBJECT OF NEGATION 

Just as, for example, in order to ascertain that a certain person 
is not here, you must know the person who is not here, [37Sa] 
so in order to ascertain the meaning of "selflessness" , or "non
inherent existence", you also must identify well that self, or 
inherent existence, which does not exist. For, if the [meaning] 
generality of the object of negation does not appear well [to 
the mind], you will also not unerringly ascertain the negative 
of it. For, Shiintideva's Engaging in the Bodhisattva Deeds 
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(byang chub sems dpa'i spyod pa la 'jug pa, bodhisattvacarya
vatara, IX.I4oab) saYS:334 

Without contacting the entity (dngos po, bhava) 
which is imputed 

One will not apprehend the absence of that entity. 

With respect to this, although the different features of the 
objects of negation are limitless, if they are negated from their 
root, which brings together [all of] the objects of negation, all 
the objects of negation will also be refuted. Moreover, if, not 
doing the refutation in terms of the final subtle essential of the 
object of negation, there is some remainder left over, you will 
fall to an extreme of existence and will generate a manifest 
conception of [the true existence of] things whereby you 
cannot be released from cyclic existence. If you engage in 
negation going much too far, without holding to the measure 
of the object of negation, you will lose belief335 in the stages of 
the dependent-arising of cause and effect whereby you will fall 
to an extreme of annihilation and due to just that view will be 
led to a bad transmigration. Therefore, it is important to 
identify well the object of negation, for if it is not identified, 
you will unquestionably generate either a view of permanence 
or a view of annihilation. 

SECOND, REFUTING OTHER SYSTEMS WHICH 
[ENGAGE IN] REFUTATION WITHOUT HAVING 
IDENTIFIED THE OBJECT OF NEGATION 

This has two parts: refuting an overly broad identification of 
the object of negation and refuting a too limited identification 
of the object of negation. 

FIRST, REFUTING AN OVERLY BROAD IDENTIFICATION OF THE 

OBJECT OF NEGATION 

This has two parts: stating [others'] assertions and showing 
their incorrectness. 
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FIRST, STATING [OTHERS'] ASSERTIONS [375b] 

Nowadays, most who claim to propound the meaning of the 
middle way336 say that all phenomena ranging from forms 
through to exalted-knowers-of-all-aspects are refuted by the 
reasoning analyzing whether production and so forth are or 
are not established as [their own] suchness because when 
reasoning analyzes any [phenomenon] which is asserted, there 
does not exist even a particle that is able to bear analysis and 
also because all four alternatives - existence, non-existence, 
and so forth - are refuted and there does not exist any 
phenomenon not included in those. 

Moreover, [they assert that] a Superior's exalted wisdom 
perceiving suchness perceives production, cessation, bondage, 
release, and so forth as not existing in the least, and since 
those must be just as they are comprehended by that [exalted 
wisdom], production and so forth do not exist. 

[They say that] if one asserts production and so forth, are 
these or are these not able to bear analysis by a reasoning 
analyzing suchness with respect to them? If these are able to 
bear [analysis], then there would exist things able to bear 
analysis by reasoning, whereby there would be truly existent 
things. If they are unable to bear analysis, how is it feasible 
that objects which have been negated by reasoning exist? 

Similarly, [these misinterpreters of Madhyamika say that] if 
production and so forth are asserted to exist, are these or are 
these not established by valid cognition? In the former case, 
since an exalted wisdom perceiving suchness perceives pro
duction as non-existent, it is not feasible that [production] be 
established by it. Further, if one asserts that [production] is 
established by conventional eye consciousnesses and so forth, 
because it is refuted [in siitra and by Chandrakirti as cited 
below] that those are valid cognizers, it is not feasible that they 
be valid cognizers establishing [production and so forth]. The 
King of Meditative Stabilizations Siitra (IX.23) saYS:337 

The eye, ear, and nose [consciousnesses] are not 
valid cognizers. 
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The tongue, body, and mental [consciousnesses] are 
also not valid cognizers; 

If these sense [consciousnesses] were valid cognizers, 
[376a] 

Of what use to anyone would the Superiors' path be? 

Also, Chandraldrti's Supplement to (Ntigarjuna's) "Treatise on 
the Middle Way" (VI. 31a) says,338 "In all respects worldly 
[consciousnesses] are not valid cognizers." An assertion that 
[production, and so forth] exist even though they are not 
established by valid cognition is not feasible, for one oneself 
does not assert such and it is also not reasonable. 

[Those proponents also say] that if one were to assert 
production, since it is not asserted ultimately, it would have to 
be asserted conventionally, but that is unreasonable, for 
ChandrakIrti's Supplement to (Nagarjuna's) "Treatise on the 
Middle Way" eVI.36) saYS:339 

Through that reasoning through which [it is seen] on 
the occasion of analyzing suchness 

That production from self and other are not reason
able, 

[It is seen] that [production] is not reasonable even 
conventionally. 

If so, through what [reasoning] would your produc-
tion be [established]? 

Thus, [they feel that Chandraldrti] says that the reasoning 
refuting ultimate production also refutes conventional [pro
duction]. 

Furthermore, [they say that] if one asserts production even 
though there is no production from any of the four - self, 
other, and so forth - then, in the refutation of ultimate 
production, it would not be refuted through refutation upon 
investigating the four alternatives because there would exist a 
production which was not any of those [four]. 

[Also they say that] if production were from one from 
among the four alternatives, then it must be from other since 
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one does not assert the other three [production from self, both 
self and other; or causelessly]. However, that is not reason
able,340 for ChandrakIrti's Supplement to (Nagarjuna's) "Treat
ise on the Middle Way" (VI.32d) says,341 "Production from 
other does not exist even in the world." Because of that [they 
say that] one should not, in the refutation of production, affix 
even the qualification "ultimate", for ChandrakIrti's Clear 
Words refutes the affixing of the qualification "ultimate". 

Among those [who assert such] some say that they do not 
assert production and so forth even conventionally whereas 
some do assert [those] as existing conventionally. However, all 
of them [376b] stretch out their necks and [boldly] explain: 
"A refutation by reasoning of an inherent existence, that is to 
say, an establishment by way of their own entities,342 in 
phenomena is undeniably the system of this master [Chandra
kirtij, for inherent establishment is refuted in terms of both 
truths; if there is thus no inherent existence, then what does 
exist? Therefore, affixing the qualification 'ultimate' to the 
object of negation is the system of only the Svatantrika
Midhyamikas. " 



5 The Uncommon Feature oJ 
Madhyamika 

Second, showing that those [assertions] are incorrect, has two 
parts: showing that those systems refute the uncommon dis
tinguishing feature of Madhyamika and showing that the 
damages expressed do not overwhelm [our position]. 343 

FIRST, SHOWING THAT THOSE SYSTEMS REFUTE 
THE UNCOMMON DISTINGUISHING FEATURE 
OF MADHYAMIKA 

This has three parts: identifying the distinguishing feature of 
Midhyamika, how those systems refute this [distinguishing 
feature], and how a Madhyamika responds to them. 344 

FIRST, IDENTIFYING THE DISTINGUISHING 
FEATURE OF MADHY AMIKA 

With respect to this, Nagarjuna's Sixty Stanzas of Reasoning 
(rigs pa drug cu pa, yukt4~#kO, stanza 60) saYS:345 

Through this virtue may all beings, 
Upon accumulating the collections of merit and 

exalted wisdom, 
Attain the two excellences 
That arise from merit and exalted wisdom. 

In accordance with this statement, the attainment - by 
trainees who progress by way of the supreme vehicle [the 
Mahayana], on the occasion of the fruit - of the two, the 
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excellent Truth Body and the excellent Form Body, depends 
upon accumulating on the occasion of the path, as explained 
earlier [in the discussion of Bodhisattvas' training, not inclu
ded in this translation], the immeasurable collections of merit 
and exalted wisdom, that is, on inseparable method and 
wisdom. This, in turn, definitely relies upon attaining ascer
tainment with respect to the varieties, an ascertainment indu
ced from the depths with respect to the relationship of cause 
and effect, [an understanding] that such and such beneficial 
and harmful effects arise from such and such causes, these 
being conventional causes and effects. [377a] It also definitely 
relies on attaining ascertainment with respect to the mode [of 
existence], an ascertainment gained from the depths that all 
phenomena are without even a particle of inherent existence, 
that is to say, establishment by way of their own entities. For, 
without both of these, a training from the depths of the heart 
in the complete factors of the path of both method and 
wisdom will not occur. 

Not mistaking the essentials of the path causing attainment 
of the two bodies in that way at the time of the effect depends 
upon settling the view of the bases; the mode of settling the 
view upon which this depends is the gaining of ascertainment 
with respect to the two truths as has just been explained. With 
respect to this, except for Madhyamikas, other persons do not 
know how to explain these [two truths as interpreted by 
Madhyamikas] as non-contradictory, seeing them as only a 
collection of contradictions. However, those skillful persons 
possessing subtle, wise, and very vast intelligence, called 
"Madhyamikas", through skill in the techniques for realizing 
the two truths, have settled [them] as without even a scent of 
contradiction, [thereby] finding the finality of the Conqueror's 
thought. In dependence on that, they generate wonderful and 
very great respect for our teacher and his teaching and with 
pure speech and words induced by that respect proclaim again 
and again with great voice, "Knowledgeable Ones, the mean
ing of emptiness, that is to say, the emptiness of inherent 
existence, is the meaning of dependent-arising; it does not 
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mean the non-existence of things, that is to say, an emptiness 
of capacity to perfonn functions."346 

Scholars of our own [i.e., Buddhist] schools, Proponents of 
True Existence, even though they have great training in many 
topics of learning, [377b] do not accept this Madhyamika 
view, and their dispute with the Madhyamikas is just this 
thought: "If all phenomena are empty, without any inherent 
existence, that is to say, establishment by way of their own 
entities, then there is no way to posit all the presentations of 
cyclic existence and nirvfu).a - bondage, release, and so 
forth." For, Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way (XXIV. I), 
[citing an objection by the Proponents of True Existence], 
says: 347 

If all these are empty, 
There would be no arising and no disintegration; 
It would follow that for you [Madhyamikas] 
The four noble truths would not exist. 

Thus they say that if [phenomena] are empty of inherent 
existence, then production, disintegration, and the four truths 
would not be feasible. Also Nagarjuna's Refutation of Objec
tions (rtsod bzlog, vigrahavyavartani, stanza I) [sets forth an 
objection by the Proponents of True Existence]:348 

If an inherent existence of all things 
Does not exist in anything, 
Then your words also are without inherent existence 
And cannot refute inherent existence. 

Saying that if words are without inherent existence, then they 
cannot refute inherent existence nor prove a lack of inherent 
existence, [the Proponents of True Existence] debate [with 
the Madhyamikas] within the thought that if there is no 
inherent existence, then objects produced, producers, as well 
as activities of refutation and proof would not be feasible. 
With this [mode of debate], they debate within understanding 
that the reasonings refuting inherent existence refute all 
activities. 
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Therefore, when Proponents of True Existence and Miidh
yamikas debate with respect to their uncommon tenets, they 
debate only about the suitability or unsuitability of positing all 
the presentations of cyclic existence and nirviiI}.a within an 
emptiness of inherent existence. Hence, the allowability of 
asserting all the presentations of cyclic existence and nirviiI}.a 
- objects produced, producers, refutation, proof, and so 
forth - within the non-existence of even a particle of inherent 
existence, that is to say, establishment by way of [objects'] 
own entities, is a distinguishing feature of Miidhyamika. The 
twenty-fourth chapter of Niigiirjuna's Treatise on the Middle 
Way (XXIV.13-14) says:349 [378a] 

The consequence [expressing] the fallacy [that ac
tions, agents, and so forth are unpositable] 

Is not correct with respect to [the Miidhyamika] 
emptiness; 

Thus, your abandonment of emptiness 
Is not correct with respect to me. 

In that [ system] in which emptiness is 
Suitable, all is suitable; 
In that [system] in which emptiness is not 
Suitable, all is not suitable. 

[Nagiirjuna] says that not only does the fallacy [expressed 
above by the Proponents of True Existence, XXIV. I], "If all 
these are empty, [there would be no arising and no disintegra
tion] ... " and so forth, not arise for those who propound an 
absence of inherent existence, but also production, disintegra
tion, and so forth are suitable within a position of emptiness of 
inherent existence, whereas they are not suitable within a 
position of non-emptiness of inherent existence. Thus, 
Chandrakirti's Clear Words [making the transition between 
XXIV.I3 and 14] also saYS:350 

Not only does the consequence [expressing] fallacy 
set forth [by you Proponents of True Existence] just 
not apply to our position, but also [in our position] 
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all presentations of the truths and so forth are very 
correct. In order to indicate this, [Nagarjuna] said 
[in XXIV. 14], "In that [system] in which emptiness 
is suitable . . .". 

Thus [Chandrakirti] makes an explanation citing that passage 
[from Nagiirjuna's Treatise]. 

The twenty-sixth chapter of Nagarjuna's Treatise on the 
M iddle Way teaches the stages of the production in the 
forward process of the twelve [links] of dependent -arising and 
the stages of their cessation in the reverse process. 3S 1 Twenty
five chapters mainly refute inherent existence. The twenty
fourth chapter, that analyzing the noble truths, extensively 
settles how all presentations of cyclic existence and nirviiQa, 
arising, disintegration, and so forth, are unsuitable within a 
non-emptiness of inherent existence and how all those are 
suitable within the emptiness of inherent existence. Hence, 
one needs to know to carry this [twenty-fourth] chapter over to 
the other chapters. 

Therefore, the present-day proposition [378b] by those who 
claim to propound the meaning of the middle way that causes 
and effects - produced, producers, and so forth - are 
necessarily not suitable within an absence of inherent exist
ence is the system of the Proponents of True Existence. 
Hence, it is the assertion of the protector Nagiirjuna that one 
must seek the emptiness of inherent existence and the middle 
path in dependence on just the presentation of cause and 
effect - the production and cessation of such and such effects 
in dependence on such and such causes and conditions. The 
twenty-fourth chapter [of Nagiirjuna's Treatise on the Middle 
Way, XXIV.I8- I9] saYS:3S2 

That which arises dependently 
We explain as emptiness. 
That [emptiness] is dependent designation; 
Just it is the middle path. 

Because there is no phenomenon 
That is not a dependent-arising, 
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There is no phenomenon 
That is not empty. 

Do not turn around this statement [of Nagarjuna's] that 
dependent-arisings are necessarily empty of inherent existence 
and propound that those things produced in dependence on 
causes and conditions are necessarily inherently established. 
Nagarjuna's Refutation of Objections similarly says (stanza 70 
and concluding homage):3s3 

For whom emptiness is possible 
All objects are possible; 
For whom emptiness is not possible 
Nothing is possible. 

I bow down to the Buddha, 
Unequalled, supreme of speakers, 
[Who taught] emptiness, dependent-arising, 
And the middle path as of one meaning. 

Also, N3girjuna's Seventy Stanzas on Emptiness (stong nyid 
bdun cu po, SUnyatasaptati, stanza 68) saYS:3S4 

The unequalled Tathigata thoroughly taught 
That because all things 
Are empty of inherent existence 
Things are dependent-arisings. 

Also, Nagarjuna's Sixty Stanzas of Reasoning (stanzas 43-5) 
says: 355 

Those who adhere to the self 
Or the world as not dependent 
Are, alas, captivated by views [379a] 
Of permanence and impermanence. 

How could those faults of permanence 
And so forth not accrue also 
To those who assert dependently [arisen] 
Things to be established as [their own] suchness? 
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Those who assert dependently 
[Arisen] things as not real but 
Not unreal, like a moon in water, 
Are not captivated by [such wrong] views. 

Also, Nagarjuna's Praise of the Supramundane [Buddha] ('jig 
rten las 'das par bstod pa, lokatitastava, 21-2) saYS:356 

Suffering is asserted 
By [bad] logicians to be produced 
From itself, other, both, or causelessly; 
You [Buddha] said it arises dependently. 

You asserted that whatever arises 
Dependently is empty; 
That there are no self-powered things 
Is your unequalled lion's roar. 

Thus [Nagarjuna] says that by reason of being dependent
arisings [phenomena] are just empty of inherent existence. 
This dawning of the meaning of dependent -arising as the 
meaning of emptiness, that is to say, no inherent existence, is 
the uncommon system of the protector Nigarjuna. 

Therefore, taking this emptiness which is a lack of inherent 
existence from the Madhyamika's own side, but, uncomfort
able with making in one's own system a presentation of 
dependently arisen cause and effect, relying [for that] on 
others, and so forth, is not the meaning of dependent-arising. 
For [Nagarjuna's statement in the Treatise on the Middle Way 
(XXIV.14, cited above)], "In that [system] in which empti
ness is suitable ... " says that all the dependent-arisings of 
cyclic existence and nirvii.Qa are feasible in the system which is 
a system of an absence of inherent existence. 
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What is the system of the suitability of all of cyclic existence 
and nirvfu:ta within a position assening emptiness? Those who 
propound that all things are just empty of inherent existence 
propound such by reason of [things'] arising in dependence on 
causes and conditions. [379b] This will be explained [later]. 

This being the case, dependent -arising is feasible within 
that [emptiness of inherent existence], and when that [i.e., 
dependent-arising] is feasible, suffering is also feasible, for 
suffering must be posited to that which arises in dependence 
on causes and conditions, and suffering is not suitable in that 
which does not arise dependently. When true sufferings exist, 
then the sources from which those arise, the cessations that 
are the stopping of those sufferings, and the paths proceeding 
to those [cessations] are feasible; thereby, [all] four truths 
exist. When the four truths exist, then [respectively] know
ledge of them, abandonment of them, actualization of them, 
and cultivation of the paths of them are suitable; when those 
exist, then all, the Three Jewels and so forth, are suitable. In 
that way, ChandrakIrti's Clear Words saYS:357 

For that [system] in which this emptiness of inher
ent existence of all things is suitable, all the [above]
mentioned are suitable. How? Because we call 
dependent -arising "emptiness"; 358 therefore, for that 
[system] in which this emptiness is suitable/59 

dependent-arising is suitable, and for that [system] in 
which dependent-arising is suitable, the four noble 
truths are reasonable. 360 How? Because just those 

188 
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which arise dependently are sufferings, not those 
which do not arise dependently. Since those [which 
arise dependently] are without inherent existence, 
they are empty. 

When suffering exists, the sources of suffering, 
the cessation of suffering, and the paths progressing 
to the cessation of suffering are suitable. Therefore, 
thorough knowledge of suffering, abandonment of 
sources, actualization of cessation, [380a] and culti
vation of paths are also suitable. When thorough 
knowledge and so forth of the truths, suffering and 
so forth, exist, the fruits are suitable. When the 
fruits exist, abiders in those fruits are suitable; when 
abiders in the fruits exist, approachers to [those 
fruits] are suitable. When approachers to and abiders 
in the fruits exist, the spiritual community is suit
able. 

When the noble truths exist, the excellent doc
trine is also suitable, and when the excellent doctrine 
and spiritual community exist, then Buddhas are 
also suitable. Therefore, the Three Jewels are also 
suitable. 

All special realizations of all mundane and supra
mundane topics (dngos po, padartha) are also suitable 
as well as the proper and improper, the effects of 
those,361 and all worldly conventions. Therefore, in 
that way, [Nagarjuna says, XXIV.I¥b], "For that 
[system] in which emptiness is suitable, all is suit
able."362 For that [system] in which emptiness is not 
suitable, dependent-arising would not exist, whereby 
all is unsuitable. 

Therefore, [here the meaning of] "suitable" and "unsuitable" 
is to be understood as those things' existing and not existing. 

As cited earlier, (see P.183) an objection [by the Proponents 
of True Existence to the Madhyamika position] was set forth 
in Nagarjuna's Refutation of Objections: 
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[If an inherent existence of all things 
Does not exist in anything, 
Then your words also are without inherent existence 
And cannot refute inherent existence. (stanza I)] 

In answer to that, the master [Nagarjuna] clearly gives the 
answer that activities are feasible within an absence of inher
ent existence. The Refutation of Objections (stanza 22) says:363 

We propound that which is the dependent-arising 
Of things as "emptiness"; 
For, that which is a dependent-arising 
Is just without inherent existence. [38ob] 

Also, his [Nagarjuna's] own commentary on this [the Com
mentary an the "Refutation of Objections" (rtsod pa bzlog pa'i 
'grel pa, vigrahavyiivartanivrtti)] says:364 

You [Proponents of True Existence], not under
standing the meaning of the emptiness of things and 
seeking a point of censure, propound, "BeCause 
your words [that is, the words of you Madhyamikas] 
are without inherent existence, refutation of the 
inherent existence of things is not feasible." Here [in 
Madhyamika] that which is the dependent-arising of 
things is emptiness. Why? Because of being just 
without inherent existence. Those things that arise 
dependently do not have inherent existence because 
of being without inherent existence. Why? Because 
of having reliance on causes and conditions. If things 
had inherent existence, they would exist even with
out causes and conditions; since such is not the case, 
they are without inherent existence. Therefore, we 
speak of them as "empty". 

Similarly, my words also are dependent-arisings 
and therefore are without inherent existence. Be
cause they are just without inherent existence, that 
they are said to be "empty" is correct. Because pots, 
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woolen cloth, and so forth are dependent -arisings, 
they are empty of inherent existence but are able 
[respectively] to hold and receive honey, water, and 
milk soup and to thoroughly protect from cold, 
wind, and sun. 365 Just so, my words also, because of 
being dependent-arisings are without inherent exist
ence but can thoroughly establish that things are 
without inherent existence. Therefore, that which is 
propounded [by you] with respect to this, saying, 
"Because your words are just without inherent exist
ence' it is not feasible that they refute the inherent 
existence of all things," is unsuitable. 366 [38Ia] 

Thus [Nagarjuna] speaks very clearly about the counter
pervasion that whatever is inherently established does not rely 
on causes and conditions and the pervasion that whatever 
relies on causes and conditions is without inherent existence 
and says very clearly that non-inherently existent words can 
perform the activities of refutation and proof. 

What need to speak of the two - dependent-arising, the 
production and cessation of thoroughly afflicted and very pure 
phenomena in dependence on causes and conditions, and 
non-inherent existence - coming together in a common locus. 
This [system] in which just such dependent -arising serves as 
the unsurpassed reason for realizing non-inherent existence 
should be known as the distinguishing feature of only the wise 
Madhyamikas. And, if, holding that dependent production 
and dependent cessation are necessarily established by way of 
their own entities, you refute the dependent-arising of pro
duction and cessation with the reasoning refuting inherent 
existence, then [that reasoning], like a god who has turned 
into a demon, will become a great obstacle to finding the 
meaning of the middle way as it actually is. 

Thus, ifit is the case that I) when you induce ascertainment 
that phenomena do not have even a particle of inherent 
existence, that is to say, establishment by way of their own 
entities, you have no way to induce ascertainment in your own 
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system with r~spect to the relationship of cause and effect and 
must rely on others and so forth [as do the Tibetans who 
negate too much] or 2) when you induce ascertainment well in 
your own system with respect to cause and effect, you have no 
way to induce ascertainment through your own system with 
respect to non-inherent existence and claim that one must 
interpret [in another way] the thought [of Buddha] with 
respect to [his speaking of] the absence of inherent existence 
[as do the Proponents of True Existence], then know that you 
have not yet gained the Madhyamika view. 367 

As causes for gaining the view, you should take as a basis 
the pure maintenance of the ethics you have promised [to 
maintain], [381b] and thereupon strive by way of many 
approaches to accumulate the collections and purify obstruc
tions, and, relying on the wise, make effort at hearing and 
thinking. 

Since this composite of the two, inducing ascertainment 
with respect to such appearance and emptiness, almost does 
not occur, the view of the middle way is very difficult to gain. 
Thinking of this, Nigarjuna says in the twenty-fourth chapter 
of the Treatise on the Middle Way (XXIV.I2):368 

Therefore, knowing that for those of weak mind 
The depths of this doctrine are difficult to realize, 
The mind of the Subduer turned away 
From teaching this doctrine. 

Nagarjuna's Precious Garland (II6-18) saYS:369 

When the body, which is respectively unclean, 
Coarse, an object of direct perception, 
And always appearing, 
Does not remain370 in the mind [as impure], 

Then how could the excellent doctrine, 
Baseless, subtle, not [an object 
Of ordinary beings'] direct perception, 
And profound, easily enter the mind?371 
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Therefore, the Subduer [Buddha], having become 
enlightened 

And realizing that this doctrine, because of its pro
fundity 

Is difficult for beings to understand, 
Turned away from teaching the doctrine. 

Thus, it is said in treatises and scriptures that [the view of the 
middle way] is very difficult to realize. 

Unlike that, some mistake the meaning of statements in 
certain valid texts that settle the lack of inherent existence 
through the reasoning analyzing whether pots and so forth are 
one with or different from their parts; when, upon analyzing 
whether pots and so forth are any of their parts - lip, neck, 
and so forth - they do not find them as any of those, they 
induce the ascertainment, "There are no pots." [382a] Then, 
analyzing similarly also the analyzer, they ascertain, "There is 
also no analyzer." At that time, thinking, "If an analyzer is 
not to be found, who is it that knows, 'Pots and so forth do 
not exist'?", they say, "[Things] do not exist and also do not 
not exist." Were one to posit the inducing of such erroneous 
ascertainment by way of certain counterfeit reasonings as 
having gained the [Madhyamika] view, then this [gaining of 
the view] would appear to be the easiest of things. 

Therefore, those with intelligence should induce ascertain
ment, undivertable by others, with respect to the statements 
in scriptures of definitive meaning and in pure Madhyamika 
texts - treatises commenting on the thought of those [scrip
tures] - that the meaning of emptiness is the meaning of 
dependent -arising, this distinguishing feature of the wise 
Madhyamikas, the subtle topic that is the thought of the 
Superior [Nagiirjuna] and his [spiritual] son [Aryadeva] and 
was commented on in complete fonn in particular by the 
master Buddhapiilita and the glorious ChandrakIrti, this mode 
of bestowing ascertainment of the absence of inherent exist
ence in dependence on dependent-arising, and this way in 
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which things empty of inherent existence dawn as cause and 
effect. . 

SECOND, HOW THOSE SYSTEMS REFUTE THIS 
[DISTINGUISHING FEATURE OF MADHYAMIKA]372 

Thus, the system of the protector Nagarjuna is that: 

Phenomena do not have even a particle of inherent 
existence, that is, establishment by way of their own 
entities. Also, if there were inherent establishment, 
one could not make all the presentations of cyclic 
existence and nirvW)a, and it is not suitable not to 
make those presentations. Hence, all the presenta
tions of bondage, release, and so forth are to be 
posited, whereby one must definitely assert no inhe
rent existence. 

However, [it seems that] you [misinterpreters of Madhya
mika] say: 

When things have no inherent existence, that is, 
establishment by way of their own entities, [382b] 
then what else is there? Therefore, without it being 
necessary to affix a qualification such as "ultimately" 
in the refutation of bondage, release, production, 
cessation, and so forth, [just those] are refuted by 
the reasoning refuting inherent existence. 

If you say this, think about how you could not be refuting 
[Nagiirjuna's system in which] within -no inherent existence it 
is allowable to posit bondage, release, arising, disintegration, 
and so forth. 

You might think: "The assertion of the master [Chandra
kirti] is that the presentations of cyclic existence and nirvill,la 
- bondage, release, and so forth - are [made] conventionally, 
and we also assert those conventionally. Hence, there is no 
fault." This is not reasonable, and the reason is as follows: 
Even you accept that the master Chandrakirti's assertion is 
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that phenomena do not have inherent existence, that is, 
establishment by way of their own entities, even convention
ally. In that case, because the reasoning which refutes inher
ent existence must refute that inherent existence even con
ventionally and because you assert that the reasoning which 
refutes inherent existence refutes also bondage, release, and so 
forth, it is very clear that [in your system] bondage, release, 
and so forth are refuted even conventionally. 

In brief, if you assert that an absence of inherent existence 
[on the one hand] and bondage, release, production, cessa
tion, and so forth [on the other hand] are contradictory, then 
since the feasibility of all the presentations of cyclic existence 
and nirv~a within the emptiness which is an emptiness of 
inherent existence is unsuitable [to be posited] within either of 
the two truths, you have refuted the unique distinguishing 
feature of Madhyamika. 

If you do not assert those as contradictory, then you have 
no correct reason whatsoever for asserting that the reasoning 
refuting inherent existence refutes production, cessation, 
bondage, release, and so forth within [claiming] that it is not 
necessary to affix any qualification at all [such as ''ultimately''] 
to the object of negation. Therefore, [383a] if the reasoning 
refuting inherent existence refutes cause and effect, then you 
are asserting that production, disintegration, and so forth are 
not suitable within an absence of inherent existence. In that 
case, it is very clear that [your position] does not differ in the 
slightest from the objection by a Proponent of True Existence 
set forth in the twenty-fourth chapter [of Nagarjuna's Treatise 
an the Middle Way, (XXIV.I)]:373 

If all these are empty, 
There would be no arising and no disintegration; 
It would follow that for you [Madhyamikas] 
The noble truths would not exist. 

Or from the objection by a Proponent of True Existence set 
forth in Nagarjuna's Refutation of Objections (stanza 1):374 
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If an inherent existence of all things 
Does not' exist in anything, 
Then your words also are without inherent existence 
And cannot refute inherent existence. 

You might think: "Production, disintegration, and so forth 
are not suitable within either an emptiness of inherent exist
ence or a non-emptiness of inherent existence; since we do not 
assert either emptiness of inherent existence or non-emptiness 
of inherent existence, we have no fault." This is not in the 
least suitable to be the meaning of the [Madhyamika] texts. 
For, Chandraklrti's Clear Words establishes: 375 

Not only do we not have the fault that arising, 
disintegration, and so forth are not feasible, but also 
the four truths and so forth are feasible. 

Also, Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way speaks within 
differentiating well the suitability of those within a position of 
an emptiness of inherent existence and their unsuitability 
within a position of non-emptiness. Further, Chandrakirti's 
Supplement to (Nagarjunds) "Treatise on the Middle Way" 
(VI.37-38ab) says:376 

It is not that empty things such as reflections that 
depend 

On a collection [of causes] are not renowned [to the 
world as falsities]. 

Just as here, from those empty reflections and so 
forth, 

There are produced consciousnesses having their 
aspects [i.e., an eye consciousness seeing the re
flection], 

Similarly, even though all things are empty, [383b] 
From those empty [things, effects] are thoroughly 

produced. 

Moreover, if reasoning refutes bondage, release, and so forth, 
then, since [according to your assertion] it is not suitable to 
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refute [those] ultimately [i.e., affixing the qualification "ulti
mately" to the refutation], they must be refuted convention
ally, and at that time, all the presentations of cyclic existence 
and nirvfu:1a would be refuted even conventionally. Such a 
Madhyamika is unprecedented. 



7 Miidhyamika Response 

THIRD, HOW A MADHY AMlKA RESPONDS TO 
THOSE [WHO REFUTE THE DISTINGUISHING 
FEATURE OF MADHYAMlKA]377 

To the objection, "If things were empty of inherent existence, 
the causes and effects of cyclic existence and nirvaI.1a would 
not be positable," the protector Nagarjuna says that since the 
fault which was to be flung [to others] by the Madhyamikas 
has been flung at them, he, turning it around, will fling [back 
at the opponent] that fault [of the unsuitability of positing the 
causes and effects of cyclic existence and nirv3I}.a]. The 
twenty-fourth chapter of Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle 
Way [XXIV.15- 16] says;378 

You tum your own faults 
To us as faults379 

Like someone who, while riding on a horse, 
Forgets that very horse. 

If you view things 
As existing inherently, 
In that case you view 
All things as without causes and conditions. 380 

Also [XXIV.20];381 

If all this is not empty, 
There would be no arising and no disintegration; 
It would follow that for you [Proponents of True 

Existence] 
The four noble truths would not exist. 
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Etc. Therefore, it is clear thar you who propound, "If there is 
no inherent existence, that is to say, establishment by way of 
[objects'] own entities, then what else is there?" have unques
tionably not differentiated the two, the absence of inherent 
existence of a sprout and the non-existence of a sprout. And, 
because of that, you have also not differentiated the two, the 
existence of a sprout and the establishment of a sprout by way 
of its own entity, [38¥] whereby it is clear that you assert that 
whatever exists, exists by way of its own entity, and if 
something is not established by way of its own entity, it does 
not exist. Otherwise, why would you propound that the 
reasoning refuting establishment by way of [an object's] own 
entity refutes mere existence, mere production and cessation, 
and so forth? 

When you propound in this way that as long as sprouts and 
so forth are asserted to exist, they exist in the sense of being 
established by way of their own entities and propound that if 
[sprouts] are utterly without establishment by way of their 
own entities, they are utterly non-existent, you unquestion
ably fall to the two extremes. Therefore, your mode of 
understanding is no different from that of the Proponents of 
True Existence. For, Chandrakirti's Commentary on (Arya
deva's) "Four Hundred" says clearly:382 

According to the Proponents of True Existence, as 
long as there is an existence of things, there is383 also 
an intrinsic entity [of those things]. When devoid of 
an intrinsic entity, then, for them, these things 
would be non-existent in all ways, like the horn of a 
donkey, whereby [these Proponents of True Exist
ence] do not pass beyond propounding the two 
[extremes]. Therefore, all of their manifest [i.e., 
explicit] assertions are difficult to fit together. 

As long as you do not realize this differentiation by the 
glorious Chandrakirti between the four - inherent existence 
and existence [on the one hand] and absence of inherent 
existence and non-existence [on the other hand], you will 
unquestionably fall to the two extremes, whereby you will not 
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realize the meaning of the middle free from the extremes. For, 
when a phenomenon comes to be utterly without establish
ment by way of its own entity, it will [for you] come to be 
utterly non-existent; in that case, since there is utterly no way 
to posit cause and effect within the empti[ness] which is an 
empti[ness] of inherent existence, you fall to an extreme of 
annihilation. Also, once a phenomenon is asserted as existing, 
[384b] it must [for you] be asserted as established by way of its 
own entity; in that case, since there comes to be no way to 
take cause and effect as illusion-like, appearing to exist inher
ently whereas they do not, you fall to an extreme of perma
nence. 384 

Therefore, through realizing that all phenomena are, from 
the beginning, without even a particle that is established by 
way of its own entity, you do not fall to an extreme of 
existence. And, when you induce an ascertaining conscious
ness which ascertains that even so [i.e., even though they lack 
inherent existence], things such as sprouts and so forth, 
without coming to be non_things385 empty of the capacity to 
perform functions, have the power to perform their own 
functions, you abandon the extreme of non-existence. 

A clear differentiation between the absence of inherent 
existence and non-existence also is set forth in Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words: 386 

[A Proponent of True Existence] says: "If you posit 
in this way that things do not exist inherently, 
then through this you eliminate all those things stated 
by the Supramundane Victor [Buddha, such as], 
'The fruition of actions done by oneself are experi
enced by oneself,' and you deprecate actions and 
[their] effects. Therefore, you are the chief of 
Nihilists. " 

Answer: "We are not Nihilists; having refuted the 
propounding of the two [extremes] of existence and 
non-existence, we illuminate the path free from 
those two that leads to the city of nirv~a. We also 
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do not propound, 'Actions, agents, effects, and so 
forth do not exist.' What do we propound? We 
posit, 'These do not inherently exist.' If you think, 
'There is fault because perfonnance of activity is not 
feasible within an absence of inherent existence,' 
[385a] that [fault] also is not existent because activi-
ties are not seen among just those which have inhe-
rent existence and because activities are seen among 
just those without inherent existence. 

The proposition by the Proponents of True Existence that if 
there is no inherent existence,387 that refutation of inherent 
existence eliminates the arising of fruitions from actions does 
not differ in assertion from the assertion [by Tibetans claim
ing to be Madhyamikas] that the reasoning refuting inherent 
existence refutes cause and effect. 

Both the Madhyamikas and the Proponents of True Exist
ence are alike in asserting that if cause and effect are refuted, 
one becomes the chief of those having a view of annihilation. 
However, the Madhyamikas do not assert that cause and 
effect are refuted. Nevertheless, the Proponents of True 
Existence, thinking that if one refutes inherent existence, one 
must also definitely refute cause and effect, call the Madhya
mikas "Nihilists", or "Annihilationists". Most of the Tibetans 
claiming to be Madhyamikas appear to accord with the Pro
ponents of True Existence in asserting that if one refutes 
inherent existence, that reasoning must also refute cause and 
effect; however, [those Tibetans,] taking this reasoned refuta
tion of cause and effect to be the Madhyamika system, appear 
to admire it. 

In answer to the objection [raised by the Proponents of 
True Existence in the above passage, Chandrakirti responds, 
in paraphrase]: "We [Madhyamikas] are not Nihilists; 
avoiding propounding the two [extremes] of existence and 
non-existence, we illuminate the path to liberation." The 
remainder [of the passage] indicates how [Madhyamikas] avoid 
propounding [the extremes of] existence and non-existence. 
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About that, through saying, "We do not propound that 
actions, effectS', and so forth are non-existent," propounding 
[the extreme of] non-existence is avoided [385b] - whereas 
we would be Nihilists if we asserted cause, effect, and so forth 
to be non-existent, we do not assert such. To the question, 
"Well, what do you propound?", [Chandraklrti] says, "We 
posit, or assert, that these - actions, effects, and so forth -
are without inherent existence." Through this he avoids 
propounding [an extreme of] existence. 

[The statement], "Since performance of activity is not 
feasible within an absence of inherent existence, the fault 
remains as before," indicates the objection by the Proponents 
of True Existence - "Even though you [Madhyamikas] say, 
'We do not propound non-existence; we propound an absence 
of inherent existence,' you still cannot abandon the fault 
stated earlier that if there is no inherent existence, cause and 
effect are not feasible." They object thus since in their system 
there is no difference between the two - an absence of 
inherent existence and non-existence. In answer to that, 
[Chandrakirti] says that activities such as causes' producing 
effects and so forth are unsuitable within inherent existence 
and those are suitable within only an absence of inherent 
existence. 

Also, Chandrakirti's Commentary on (Aryadeva's) "Four 
Hundred" saYS:388 

We do not propound things. as non-existent because 
we propound dependent-arising. If you ask, "Are 
you a Proponent of Things [that is, of truly existent 
things]?", we are not because of just being pro
ponents of dependent-arising. If you ask, "What do 
you propound?", we propound dependent-arising. 
Furthermore, if you ask, "What is the meaning of 
dependent-arising?", it has the meaning of non
inherent existence, that is, it has the meaning of non
inherent production, it has the meaning of the arising 
of effects whose nature is similar to a magician's 
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illusions, mirages, reflections, cities of scent -eaters, 
emanations, and dreams, and it has a meaning of 
emptiness and selflessness. 

Thus [ChandrakIrti] indicates how, through asserting [things] 
as dependent-arisings, [386a] the propounding of the two 
extremes of the existence and non-existence of things is 
avoided. Moreover, through explaining that the meaning of 
dependent -arising is no inherently existent production he 
avoids propounding things as existent [i.e., as inherently 
existent], and through indicating the arising of effects that are 
like a magician's illusions and so forth as the meaning of 
dependent -arising, he avoids propounding things as non
existent [that is, as devoid of all capacity to perform functions]. 

Therefore, "thing" (dngos po, bhiiva) can be taken as "inher
ent existence" (rang bzhin, svabhiiva) or can be taken as "the 
capacity to perform a function" (don byed nus pa, arthakriyii
sakti). From among these two, "thing" in "propound things as 
existent" refers to only inherent establishment, and "thing" in 
"propound things as non-existent" refers to things which 
perform functions. For, when [ChandrakIrti] avoids those two 
[extremes, i.e., propounding things as existent or as non
existent] he refutes inherent existence and indicates that 
causes and effects which are like a magician's illusions exist. 

Moreover, ChandrakIrti's Commentary on (Aryadeva's) 
"Four Hundred" says: 389 

If someone asks, "Do you [Madhyamikas propound] 
that a memory consciousness having a past thing as 
its object does not exist?", [we Madhyamikas 
answer:] who would propound that such does not 
exist? We [Madhyamikas] do not eliminate depen
dent-arising. The way in which it exists was posited 
by the master [Aryadeva] himself [XI.2Sbcd]: 

Therefore, the "memory" which arises is only an 
unreal [subject] 

Having an object which is unreal. 
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Therefore, the object of observation of a remember
ing consciousness is a past thing. If [the past thing] 
did exist by way of its own entity, then because the 
memory of it would be observing an object that 
[inherently] exists, [that memory] would be estab
lished by way of its own entity. But, when that past 
thing [is shown to be] without inherent existence, 
then the remembering consciousness observing it 
also is without inherent existence. Therefore, [Arya
deva] has established that [the past object and the 
remembering consciousness] are unreal. 

"Unreal" does not mean something other than 
"without inherent existence" and "dependent
arising"; [386b] the non-existence of things [which 
perform functions] is not the meaning of "unreal". 

A past thing is not non-existent in all ways because 
of being an object of memory and because effects of 
it are seen. It also does not exist by way of its own 
entity because it would [absurdly] follow that it was 
permanent and because it would [absurdly] follow 
that it would be actually apprehended [i.e., the 
remembering consciousness would actUally contact 
the past object]. 

Hence [ChandrakIrti] says that these past objects and so forth 
are not utterly non-existent and are also not established by 
way of their own entities and that the meaning of unreal or 
false is the meaning of dependent-arising and does not mean 
that things are non-existent. 

Therefore, if you assert these phenomena to be established 
by way of their own entities, you are propounding things [i.e., 
inherent existence], or fall to an extreme of [inherent] exist
ence; however, propounding these as merely existent is not a 
propounding of things [i.e., inherent existence], or a pro
pounding of [inherent] existence. Similarly, if you assert that 
internal and external things are non-things, empty of the 
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capacity to perfonn functions, you are propounding the non
existence of things, or fall to an extreme of [utter] non
existence; however, through propounding them as without 
inherent existence, you do not fall to an extreme of [utter] 
non-existence. 

When, not differentiating in this way utter non-existence, 
no inherent existence, establishment by way of [an object's] 
own entity, and mere existence, you [try to] prevent falling to 
the extremes of existence or non-existence through putting 
hope in just propounding, "We do not propound [such and 
such] as non-existent (med pa); we say it is not existent (yod pa 
rna yin pa). We do not propound [such and such] as existent 
(yod pa); we say it is not non-existent (med pa rna yin pa )," you 
are propounding only a collection of contradictions and do not 
set forth even slightly the meaning of the middle way. 390 

For, when you [who claim to be Madhyamikas] refute 
others, since you engage in refutation within having investi
gated the two [possibilities] of inherent existence, no inherent 
existence, and so forth, [387a] you yourself assert that the 
possibilities must be limited to two, and yet, you assert a 
meaning that is neither of those two. This is as follows: Since 
you are investigating with respect to some base [i.e., any 
phenomenon] whether it exists inherently or not, you must 
assert that the possibilities are limited to those two; if there 
were a third possibility not included in those [two], it would 
not be reasonable to investigate, ''Which of these two, inher
ently existent or not inherently existent, is it?" For example, 
it would be like asking when something exists as a color, "Is it 
blue or is it yellow?" 

Also, being limited in this way to the two, inherent exist
ence and no inherent existence, depends upon in general 
being limited to the two, existence and non-existence, with 
regard to objects of knowledge. This is like the way in which, 
for example, being limited to truly existent one or truly 
existent many with respect to true existence depends upon 
being limited in general to the two, one or many. When there 
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is such limitation, this must eliminate any third possibility; 
hence, asserting a phenomenon that is neither of those two is 
senseless babble. For, Nagarjuna's Refutation of Objections 
(stanza 26cd) saYS:391 

If no inherent existence were overturned, 
Inherent existence would be thoroughly established. 

Moreover, those who assert such, since they have no way to 
make a definite enumeration that eliminates any third possi
bility, can only be doubtful. For, eliminating one possibility 
such as "exists" or "does not exist" would not positively 
include [or affirm] the other possibility. 392 

If you assert that with respect to some things such as "is" 
(yin), "is not" (min), and so forth there is no third possibility, 
it is utterly the same also with respect to "exists" (yod) and 
"does not exist" (med).393 Since it appears that such is asserted 
due to mistaking the mere words of Madhyamika texts [387b] 
that say, "is not existent", "is not non-existent", then just as 
[according to you] it is unsuitable to propound "exists" or 
"does not exist", so also it would be unreasonable to pro
pound, "is not existent", "is not non-existent" because such is 
said with respect to all four possibilities. 394 

Therefore, Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way (XV. 10) 
says: 395 

Saying "exists" is a conception of permanence; 
Saying "does not exist" is a view of annihilation. 
Hence the wise should not dwell 
In either existence or non-existence. 

Even this statement is not said with respect to mere existence 
and non-existence; rather, it is said clearly that asserting 
things as inherently established comes to be a view of perma
nence and annihilation. ChandrakIrti's Clear Words, after 
explaining that the conceptions of existence and non-existence 
[spoken of] in the earlier text [i.e., in the passage from 
Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way just cited] refer to the 
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views of inherent existence and inherent non-existence (dngos 
po yod med), saYS:396 

Why is it that when one has views of things and 
non-things [or inherent existence and inherent non
existence] it follows that one has views of penna
nence and of annihilation? As follows: [Nagarjuna's 
Treatise on the Middle Way, XV.II says:] 

Whatever exists inherently is permanent 
Since it does not become non-existent. 
If one says that what arose formerly [as inherently 

existent] is now non-existent, 
Through that [an extreme of] annihilation is en

tailed. 

Since the inherently existent is not overcome, some
thing that is said to be inherently existent does not 
ever become non-existent; in that case it follows that 
through asserting [something] as just inherently 
existent, one has a view of pennanence. 

Also, through asserting an inherent existence of 
things when formerly they were abiding and then 
asserting that now, later, 397 they are destroyed 
whereby they do not exist, it follows that one has a 
view of annihilation. 

Thus [Chandrakirti] calls the assertion of inherent existence a 
view of permanence and says that if one asserts the later 
destruction of what was formerly inherently existent, such is a 
view of nihilism. He does not call mere existence and mere 
disintegration [views of permanence and annihilation]. 

Also the Buddhapalita Commentary on (Nagarjuna's) "Treat-
ise on the Middle Way" [388a] clearly explains that [XV. II]: 

Whatever exists inherently [is permanent 
Since it does not become non-existent. 
If one says that what arose formerly (as inherently 

existent) is now non-existent, 
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Through that (an extreme of) annihilation is en-

tailed.] 

indicates the type of pennanence and annihilation [intended 
when XV.IO, cited above] explains that saying "exists" and 
saying "non-exists" are views of permanence and annihila
tion. 398 

In brief, if you propound that the emptiness which is the 
absence of irlherent existence is not the excellent emptiness 
and refute it, due to abandoning the doctrine, that is, aban
doning the Perfection of Wisdom, you will go to a bad 
transmigration. Further, even if you have interest in the 
absence of inherent existence, but thinking, "If there is no 
inherent existence, what is there?", assert that all phenomena 
do not exist at all, you will still fall into the chasm of a view of 
annihilation. 399 In that way also [Nagarjuna's Treatise on the 
Middle Way, XXIV.llab] saYS:400 

If they wrongly view emptiness, 
Those of small wisdom will be ruined. 

As commentary on this, Chandrakirti's C/.e4r Words says: 40 I 

If, on the one hand, one were to think, "All 
[phenomena] are empty, that is, all do not exist," at 
that time one would be viewing [emptiness] wrongly. 
In this vein [Nagarjuna's Precious Garland] (stanza 
119) says: 

This doctrine apprehended wrongly402 
Ruins the unwise, for 
They sink into the filth 
Of nihilistic views. 

On the other hand, if you do not assert a deprecation 
of all [phenomena, but] at the same time say, "How 
could these things, having been observed, be just 
empty? Therefore, the meaning of an absence of 
inherent existence is not the meaning of emptiness," 
you have definitely abandoned emptiness.403 Having 
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abandoned [emptiness]. in this way, you will defi
nitely go to a bad transmigration due to the action of 
having become bereft of dhanna. As Nagarjuna's 
Precious Garland (stanza 120) says: 

Further, if they hold this [doctrine] wrongly,404 
The stupid who fancy themselves wise [388b] 
Having a nature intractable due to abandoning 

[emptiness] 
Go headdown to the most tortuous hell. 

Some persons might think: If we, having asserted things 
formerly, later viewed them as non-existent, we would have a 
view of annihilation. However, since we from the very begin
ning do not assert them as existing, what is annihilated [so 
that] there would come to be a view of annihilation? For, 
[Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way, XV.lIcd], says: 

If one says that what arose formerly [as inherently 
existent] is now non-existent, 

Through that [an extreme of] annihilation is entailed. 

Thus [Nagru;una] says that such is a view of annihilation. 
Also, Chandrakirti's Clear Words saYS:405 

Yogis, who, having realized conventional truths -
which are produced only by ignorance - as without 
inherent existence, then realize that the emptiness of 
those has the character of the ultimate do not fall to 
the two extremes. Thinking, "When a certain thing 
[such as a seed] becomes non-existent [upon disinte
grating] now [at the time of a sprout], then at the 
time [of the seed], what would have [inherently] 
existed?", since they do not observe an inherent 
existence of things formerly, they do not realize 
them later as non-existent. 

[Answer:] This [argument] is not reasonable because if, in 
order to have a view of annihilation, it were necessary to have 
asserted formerly whatever thing was annihilated, then it 
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would absurdly follow that even the worldly Materialists 
(rgyang phan pa, ayata) would not have a view of annihilation 
since they do not propound former and future lives, actions 
and their effects and so forth, as later non-existent having 
asserted them formerly, but rather do not assert them as 
existing from the very start. 

Therefore, [Nagarjuna's] statement, "If one says that what 
arose formerly [as inherently existent] is now non-existent, 
through that [an extreme of] annihilation is entailed," 
(XV.ncd) means that Proponents of True Existence who 
assert that things have inherent existence, that is, are estab
lished by way of their own entities, unquestionably come to 
have views of permanence or annihilation. [389a] For, if they 
assert that that [which has] inherent existence does not change 
at any time, they come to have a view of permanence, and if 
they assert that what existed [inherently] at a former time is 
later destroyed, they come to have a view of annihilation. 

Therefore, when indicating that [the Madhyamikas] do not 
have a view of annihilation in which an inherent existence that 
existed at a former time is held to be destroyed at a later time, 
their [the Madhyamikas'] non-assertion of even a particle of 
inherent existence, that is, establishment by way of their own 
entities, in things serves as the reason [for this]. All views of 
annihilation are not abandoned through this [assertion]. 

Another mode of [Madhyamikas'] difference from those 
having a view of annihilation, who assert that actions and their 
effects do not exist, is set forth extensively in Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words as follows: 406 Those having a view of annihilation 
assert that actions and their effects as well as other lifetimes do 
not exist, whereas Madhyamikas assert those as without inher
ent existence; hence there is a difference in their theses. 
Madhyamikas propound that actions and their effects and so 
forth are without inherent existence by reason of their being 
dependent-arisings; Annihilationists, since they do not assert 
that actions and their effects and so forth are dependent
arisings, do not take this as their reason; rather, they pro
pound [actions and their effects] as non-existent having taken 
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as their reason the fact that a present sentient being is not seen 
to come to this life from a former one and to go from this to a 
future one. Hence there is a great difference [also] in their 
reasons. Chandraltirti's Clear Words saYS:407 

Some say that Madhyamikas do not differ from 
Nihilists. Why? Because [Madhyamikas] propound 
that virtuous and non-virtuous actions, agents, ef
fects, and all worlds [i.e., fonner and future lives] 
are empty of inherent existence and Nihilists [389b] 
also propound those as non-existent. Hence they 
argue that Madhyamikas do not differ from Nihilists. 

Such is not the case, for Madhyamikas propound 
dependent-arising and propound that everything -
this world, other worlds, and so forth - because of 
being dependent-arisings408 are without inherent 
existence. Nihilists do not realize other worlds [life
times] and so forth as non-things (dngos med, abhava) 
[that is, as without inherent existence] by way of 
their emptiness of inherent existence due to being 
dependent-arisings. What do they [propound]? 
They, observing as inherently existent409 the aspects 
of the things in this world and not seeing them come 
to this world from another world and go from this 
world to another, deprecate those other things [for
mer and future lives] which [in fact] are like the 
things observed in this world. 410 

Someone [else] might think: Even though the reasons cited 
by the two, Madhyamikas and Annihilationists, are not the 
same, nonetheless, because they are similar in realizing that 
actions and their effects and fonner and future worlds are 
without inherent existence, that is, establishment by way of 
their own entities, their views of an absence of inherent 
existence are the same. 

Even with respect to this they differ. For, since [Nihilists] 
assert non-inherent existence to be utter non-existence, they 
do not assert [actions and their effects and former and future 
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lifetimes] as either of the two truths; however, Madhyamikas 
conventionally assert those - actions and their effects and so 
forth - as existing. Chandrakirti's Clear Words saYS:411 

Should someone say: "Even so, they are similar in 
one way, in tenns of the view, because [Nihilists] 
realize the non-existence of an intrinsic entity of 
things as non-existence." [3900] This is not so. Be
cause Madhyamikas assert [those] as existing con
ventionally and these [Nihilists] do not assert them 
at all, they are just not similar. 

This indicates that those claiming to be Madhyamikas who do 
not assert actions, effects, and so forth even conventionally are 
similar in view to the Worldly Materialists ('jig rten rgyang 
phan pa, lokiiyata). 

Here the master [Chandrakirti], as the reason for [Madh
yamikas] being different from those having a view of annihila
tion, did not say [as you who negate too much would], 
"Because they have assertions, whereas we do not." He also 
did not say, "They assert those as non-existent whereas we do 
not propound such as non-existent (med pa) but rather assert 
them as not existent (yod pa 1M yin)." Instead, he spoke of 
[Midhyamikas'] propounding [actions, effects, and so forth] 
as without inherent existence, of their stating dependent
arising as the reason for that, and of their conventionally 
asserting those presentations as existent. 

Someone might think: "That actions, their effects, and so 
forth are without inherent existence, that is, establishment by 
way of their own entities, is correct [from your viewpoint], 
and since when those having a view of annihilation also assert 
them as non-existent, they assert them as without inherent 
existence, therefore from the viewpoint of [asserting] an ab
sence of inherent existence they are similar to Madhyamikas." 

[Answer:] With respect to this also there is a very great 
difference. For example, with respect to a person who stole 
some jewels, one person, whereas he does not [in fact] know 
that a certain [person] committed the robbery, says by way of 
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speaking falsely, "That person committed the robbery." 
Another person, having seen that thief steal the jewels says, 
"That person committed the robbery." In this case, indeed, in 
just the way that both of them said, "That person committed 
the robbery," that thief did steal. [390b] However, since one 
person spoke falsely and the other spoke truly, they are not 
alike. In this vein ChandrakIrti's Clear Words says:412 

Someone might say that they [Madhyamikas and 
Nihilists] are the same in fact. 413 [Answer:] Even if 
they are the same with respect to the fact of non
establishment [by way of objects' own entities], still, 
because the realizers [of that fact] are different, they 
are just not the same. For example, with respect to a 
person who has committed a robbery, one person, 
although not knowing correctly [who did it], mo
tivated by lack of closeness with that [robber] pro
claims falsely, "This person committed the robbery." 
Another person makes the accusation having actu
ally seen that [robbery]. Even though there is no 
difference between those two with respect to the 
fact, still, since there is a difference in the two 
realizers, of the one it is said, "That one spoke 
falsely," and of the other, "That one spoke truly." 
When one investigates correctly with respect to the 
former, this leads to ill-renown and a sense of un
seemliness, but such is not the case with the latter. 

Similarly, here also,414 when the [mode of] under
standing and speaking of Madhyamikas who know 
just as it is the self-entity of things [that is to say, 
non-inherent existence] is put together with that of 
Nihilists, who do not know just as it is the self-entity 
of things, the [modes of] understanding and expres
sion are not alike. 

Some persons, when they understand the absence of inherent 
existence, understand that actions, their effects, and so forth 
have been refuted by reasoning and hence [assert] that cause 
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and effect are unpositable in their own system. This [passage 
by ChandrakIhi] refutes well the proposition [by some 
Tibetans] that although such persons are wrongly perspected 
with respect to the class of appearances - conventionalities -
they have gained an unerring view of the class of emptiness. 

Therefore, without emptiness coming to be an emptiness of 
the r,apacity to perform functions, [39Ia] you must have a way 
of positing the dependent -arising of causes and effects even 
though there is no inherent existence. ChandrakIrti's Com
mentary on (Aryadeva's) "Four Hundred" sayS:4lS 

In that case, regarding any object, [it is said]: 

With respect to production, it does not come [here 
from somewhere] 

And, similarly, with respect to cessation, it does 
not go [from here to somewhere]. (XV.loab) 

[Hence], it definitely does not inherently exist. 
Should someone ask, "If these do not inherently 

exist, then what is there?", the answer is as follows: 
Those [objects] that are dependent-arisings, entities 
produced from the thoroughly afilicted and the very 
pure acting as causes, exist. 

This clearly answers the question, "If there is no inherent 
existence, then what does exist?" 

The master BuddhapaJita also gives an answer differentia
ting clearly between existence and establishment by way of [an 
object's] own entity; the Buddhapalita Commentary on (Niigiir
juna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way", commenting on the 
twentieth chapter [of Nagarjuna's Treatise] saYS:4l6 

Someone might say, "If [as you Madhyamikas say] 
time does not exist, and also causes, effects, and 
collections [of causes and conditions] do not exist, 
then what other thing does exist? Therefore, this 
[proposition by you Madhyamikas] is just a proposi
tion of Nihilism." 
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Answer: It is not so. Time and so forth are not 
feasible in the way in which you thoroughly imagine 
them to exist from [their own] entityness. However, 
those are established as dependent designations. 

Thus [Buddhapalita] engages in refutation, saying, "Estab
lishment [of phenomena] by way of their own entities as the 
Proponents of True Existence assert is not feasible." Also, 
saying, "They are established as dependent designations," he 
says that dependent -arisings exist. 

Thus, if you differentiate between the four - inherent 
existence and existence and no inherent existence and non
existence, you will overcome measureless wrong ideas. 
Further, you will not generate the mistake that the reasonings 
refuting inherent existence refute mere existence. [39Ib] 
Hence, since the main of the answers given by Madhyamikas 
to scholars who are Proponents of True Existence are given by 
way of [differentiating] these four, I have explained this a 
little. 
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Translator's Introduction 

This commentary on Dzong-ka-ba's Great Exposition of the 
Stages of the Path is known as the Four Interwoven Annotations 
to (Dzcmg-ka-ba's) "Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path" 
(lam rim mchan bzhi sbrags ma),417 and in the Delhi edition of 
the text the annotations are identified as having been written 
by: 

1 Ba-so Cho-gyi-gyel-tsen (ba so chas kyi rgyal mtshan, 
1402- 1473) 

2 De-druk-ken-chen Ka-rok Nga-wang-rap-den (sde drug 
mkhan chen kha rog ngag dbang rab brtan, seventeenth century) 
3 Jam-yang-shay-ba Nga-wang-dzOn-drii ('jam dbyangs 

bzhad pa ngag dbang brtson 'grus, 1648- I7I2) 
4 Dra-di Ge-shay Rin-chen-don-drub (bra sti dge bshes rin 

chen don grub, seventeenth century). 

Biographical infonnation on the four annotators is sketchy, 
and there is some disagreement in the source literature as to 
who actually wrote the two earliest sets of annotations. Both 
editions (i.e., Delhi and Berkeley) of the Four Interwoven 
Annotations identify the author of the oldest annotations as Ba
so Cho-gyi-gyel-tsen. Ba-so, who lived from 1402- 1473, was 
the younger brother of one of Dzong-ka-ba's two chief disci
ples, Kay-drup (mkhas grub), and was the sixth "holder of the 
throne of Ganden", a title indicating the head of the Ge-Iuk 
order. However, His Holiness the Dalai Lama as well as a 
number of other scholars whom I consulted in India disagreed 
with this identification, indicating that the author was not that 
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Ba-so but one of his later incarnations. Written confirmation 
of their opinion is supplied by A-gya-yong-dzin (dbyangs can 
dga' ba'i blo gros, a kyayongs 'dzin, eighteenth century), who 
says that the author of the first set of annotations was the fifth 
incarnation of Ba-so Cho-gyi-gyel-tsen, named Ba-so Hla
wang-chO-gyi-gyel-tsen (ba so lha dbang clws kyi rgyal mtshan). 
Further support for this identification is found in a record of 
teachings received (gsan yik) by A-ku-ching Shay-rap-gya-tso 
(a khu ching shes rab rgya mtslw, 1803- 1875) who refers in his 
description of the transmission of the lineage of the annota
tions to Ba-so Hla-wang-cho-gyi-gyel-tsen. 

A final bit of circumstantial evidence suggesting that the 
fonner Ba-so was not the author is the fact that none of three 
lists of his works - one in the Yellow Cat' s Eye Gem (vaidurya 
ser po), a history of the Ge-Iuk-ba monasteries in Tibet by 
Sang-gyay-gya-tso (sangs 'ID'as 'ID'a mtslw, 1653- 1705), another 
in the Biographies of Eminent Gurus in the Transmission Lin
eages of the Teachings of the Graduated Path by Ye-shay-gyel
tsen (ye shes rgyal mtshan, 1713-93), and a third in Long-dpl 
La-rna's (klong rdol bla rna, 1719-1794) Catalogue of the 
Collected Works of Certain Principal Ga-dam-ba and Ge-luk-ba 
Lamas - mentions a commentary on the Great Exposition. 
The Ba-so Annotations are a sufficiently well-known work that 
had he been the author, it would probably have been included 
in a list of his writings. 418 

However, taking the fifth incarnation of Ba-so Cho-gyi
gyel-tsen as the author is also problematic since Sang-gyay- gya
tso says in the Yellow Cat's Eye Gem that the fourth incarna
tion was reputed to be alive at the time of his writing the text 
- in 1693. This would place the fifth Ba-so in the eighteenth 
century, making this set of annotations later than the second 
set and probably even the third, those of Jam-yang-shay-ba; 
this seems unlikely since they are widely reno'Nned as the first 
set of annotations and since, as described below, Ba-so's 
annotations are included in a lineage of oral transmission of 
teachings that commences in the sixteenth century. Thus, the 
authorship and dating of the first set of annotations remains an 
open question. 
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About Nga-wang-rap-den, identified in the Delhi edition as 
the second annotator, almost no information is available. The 
preface to the Delhi edition reports that he wrote down the 
explanation by his teacher, Jam-yang Gon-chok-cho-pel ('jam 
dbyangs dkon mchog chos 'phel), of an oral tradition descended 
from Dak-Iung-drak-ba (stag lung brag pa). Jam-yang Gon
chok-cho-pel was the thirty-fifth holder of the throne of Gan
den; a very famous teacher of his time, he lived from 
1573-1646 and transmitted the lineage of the Great Exposition 
of the Stages of the Path to the fifth Dalai Lama. Dak-Iung
drak-ba himself was the thirtieth holder of the throne of Gan
den and lived from 1546- 1618. Although known as Dak
lung-drak-ba, the name of a place in Western Tibet, his given 
name was Lo-dro-gya-tso (blo gros rgya mtsho). He was a monk 
of the Jang-dzay (byang rtse) College of Gan-den Monastery 
who did a great deal to further that College and one of the 
main details mentioned about him in the Yellow Cars Eye 
Gem is that he was someone who held the lineages of Dzong
ka-ba's Great and Small Expositions of the Stages of the Path. 

The Berkeley edition of the Annotations identifies Dak
lung-drak-ba Lo-drO-gya-tso as the second annotator; how
ever, this is probably a loose identification, referring to the 
tradition of the annotations rather than the actual person who 
wrote them down since other sources support the Delhi text 
identification. A-ku-ching says that Nga-wang-rap-den wrote 
down explanations by GOn-chok-cho-pel of the oral lineages of 
Gung-ru-cho-jung (gung ru chos 'byung) and Dag-Iung-drak
ba. A-gya-yong-dzin says that what is known as the anno
tations of Dak-Iung-drak-ba is a lineage descended from his 
teaching, set down at a later time by either Yar-lung-chO-dzay 
Losang-den-dzin (yar klung chos mdzad blo bzang bstan 'dzin) 
or Ka-rok Nga-wang-rap-den (kha rog nga dbang rab brtan).419 

Jam-yang-shay-ba Nga-wang-dzon-drii, the third anno
tator, lived from 1648-1721, and is the textbook author for 
the Gomang College of Dre-bung Monastic University. He 
was born in Am-do, in eastern Tibet, and studied at the Go
mang College of Dre-bung as well as the Tantric College of 
Lower Hla-sa. From age fifty-three to sixty-two he served as 
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abbot of Go-mang, and then, returning to Am-do, founded a 
monastery at" Dra-shi-kyil (bkra shis 'khyil), where several 
years later he also founded a tantric college. He wrote prolific
ally on the full range of topics of Ge-Iuk-ba studies. According 
to A-gya-yong-dzin, he also served for a time as abbot of Pa
bong-ka (pha bong kha) Monastery, and it was during that 
period that he wrote his annotations to Dzong-ka-ba's Great 
Exposition of the Stages of the Path, entitled The Golden Wheel 
(gser gyi 'khor 10).420 

The dates of the fourth annotator, Dra-di Ge-shay, are 
unknown, but the English preface to the Delhi edition places 
him in the seventeenth century. The biography of Jang-gya 
Rol-bay-dor-jay (lcang kya rol ba'i rdo rye, 1717- 1786) men
tions a Dra-di Ge-shay who was involved in putting forward 
an alternate candidate for recognition as the eighth Dalai 
Lama. This occurred in the period from 1758-65, which 
would place him in the eighteenth rather than the seventeenth 
century if he is the same person as the author of these 
annotations. Also supporting an eighteenth century date is the 
fact that Dra-di Ge-shay is one of the latest authors catalogued 
by Long-dol La-rna, who himself lived from 1719-1794. 
Dra-di Ge-shay was from Am-do, and was associated with the 
Jay (byes) College of Se-ra Monastic University. His annota
tions, entitled Annotations Cumpletely Un~ng All the Difficult 
Points of (Dzong-ka-blfs) Text (gzhung gi dka' gnad thams cad 
lhug par bkrol blfi mchan bu mams) deal only with the special 
insight portion of Dzong-ka-ba's text. 421 

The text developed into its present form over a period of 
centuries. A-ku-ching's record of teachings rec~ived, which 
was written in 1875, describes the lineage of the oral transmis
sion of teaching of the Four Interwoven Annotations that he 
received: The lineage begins in the sixteenth century with the 
twenty-eighth holder of the throne of Gan-den, Gen-dun-gyel
tsen (dge 'dun rgyal mtshan, 1532-1607) with just two sets of 
annotations - those of Ba-so and Nga-wang-rap-den. It then 
becomes a lineage of three, adding in those of Jam-yang-shay
ba, and finally, with the addition of Dra-di Ge-shay's annota
tions, becomes four. Ge-shay Tsul-trim-nam-gyal (dge bshes 
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tshul khrims rnam rgyal), the person who corrected the Tsay
chok-ling blocks and prepared the blocks from which the 
Delhi edition was printed, mentions checking the text against 
versions of the Annotations having one annotation, three anno
tations, and four annotations.422 However, it seems that none 
of the earlier versions have survived to the present. Also, none 
of the annotations seem to exist as independent works; for 
instance, Jam-yang-shay-ba's Annotations do not appear in the 
edition of his collected works printed in New Delhi by 
Ngawang Gelek and are not mentioned in catalogues of his 
writings found in Lokesh Chandra's Materials for a History of 
Tibetan Literature nor are Dra-di Ge-shay's mentioned in 
Long-dol's catalogue of his writings. 

THE RESPECTIVE STYLES OF THE ANNOTATIONS 

The Four Interwoven Annotations is a commentary in the 
interlinear style, meaning that the commentary is woven into 
Dzong-ka-ba's text, with Dzong-ka-ba's words printed in large 
type and the annotators' additions printed smaller. The four 
sets of annotations are interwoven in such a way as to preserve 
the individual integrity of each commentary and yet also make 
it possible, in most cases, to read the four commentaries and 
Dzong-ka-ba's text as a cohesive, albeit somewhat repetitive, 
whole. It is not feasible exactly to mirror in English the 
Tibetan of the Four Interwoven Annotations because, for one, 
the differences between English and Tibetan syntax mean that 
a format which is quite sensible in Tibetan would be incom
prehensible in English. Also, the Tibetan texts use different 
sizes of print to distinguish Dzong-ka-ba's text from the 
annotators' , with the different sets of annotations separated by 
a bit of space and marked, in the Delhi edition of the text, by 
small letters over phrases of commentary to identify the 
author and, in the Berkeley text, by various patterns of dots 
and circles. Although this is a stylistic convention quite 
acceptable to a Tibetan scholar, it has no equivalent in 
English. Thus, I have chosen in translating the text to treat it 
the way that it is read by most Tibetan scholars, as a coherent 
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whole, making note of differences in commentary or pointing 
out who the lluthor of a particular annotation is only when 
such information enhances understanding of the text. 

Following is a sample passage to illustrate how the Four 
Interwoven Commentaries work. It has been chosen not so 
much because it demonstrates particularly interesting or help
ful commentaI)', but because it includes in a brief passage 
annotations from three of the four annotators. First I will cite 
the passage as it appears in the translation below:423 

First, A Question as to Whether the Selflessness of 
Phenomena Is or Is Not Included in the Suchness and 
Selflessness Which Are the Object of Attainment 
Someone, generating the following qualm, might say 
that both the identification of suchness and the mode 
of entering into it are incorrect: Nagarjuna's Treatise 
on the Middle Way is an occasion [of explaining] the 
meaning of the Perfection of Wisdom Siitras, and 
since this is an occasion of teaching the stages of the 
Mahayana path, should one not teach the mode of 
entry into suchness in terms of the Mahayana? 

Next I will distinguish Dzong-ka-ba's text from that of the 
annotators by citing it in all capitalleners and indicate which 
portions of commentary are by which annotator by putting 
the annotators initials in parentheses following his commen
tary. (J) stands for Jam-yang-shay-ba; (B) for Ba-so ChO-gyi
gyel-tsen; and (D) for Dra-di Ge-shay Rin-chen-don-drup: 

First, A Question as to Whether the Selflessness of 
Phenomena Is or Is Not Included in the Suchness and 
Selflessness Which Are the Object of Attainment (J) 
Someone, generating the following qualm, (D) might 
say that both the identification of suchness and the 
mode of entering into it are incorrect (B): Nagar
juna's Treatise on the Middle Way is (]) an occasion 
(D) (of explaining] the meaning of the Perfection of 
Wisdom Siitras 0), and since THIS is an occasion of 
teaching the stages of the Mahayana path (D), 
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SHOULD ONE NOT TEACH THE MODE OF 
ENTRY INTO SUCHNESS in tenus (D) OF THE 
MAHAyANA? 

This comes as close to mirroring the Tibetan as English 
syntax allows, but is not precise because in the Tibetan it is 
possible, and sometimes necessary, to read Dzong-ka-ba alone 
and to read each annotator with Dzong-ka-ba's text separately 
and sequentially and have each be a complete sentence. Done 
this way, Dzong-ka-ba's line reads: 

Is this not [an occasion] of teaching the mode of 
entry into the suchness of the Mahayana? 

With Jam-yang-shay-ba's annotation added, this reads: 

First, A Question as to Whether the Selflessness of 
Phenomena Is or Is Not Included in the Suchness and 
Selflessness Which Are the Object of Attainment 
IS NOT THIS Treatise on the Middle Way [which 
explains] the meaning of the Perfection of Wisdom 
SiItras TEACHING THE MODE OF ENTRY 
INTO SUCHNESS OF THE MAHAyANA? 

Ba-8O's annotation added to Dzong-ka-ba reads: 

Someone might say that both the identification of 
suchness and the mode of entering into it are in
correct for IS NOT THIS TEACHING THE 
MODE OF ENTRY INTO SUCHNESS OF THE 
MAHAyANA? 

And Dra-di Ge-shay plus Dzong-ka-ba reads: 

Another person generates the following quahn: Since 
THIS is an occasion of teaching the stages of the 
Mahayana path, SHOULD ONE NOT TEACH 
THE MODE OF ENTRY INTO SUCHNESS in 
tenus OF THE MAHAyANA? 

In most places, and this is one, the annotations are only 
mutually supportive (sometimes redundant) and do not make 
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points that require separate translation and identification of 
the particulat annotator. Those occasions where such is not 
the case and there is significant variation in meaning between 
the different annotations have been noted. However, the main 
benefit of the annotations, which would be lost in the turgid
ness of marking individually each separate annotation and 
repeating redundant annotations, comes from the fleshing out 
and amplification of Dzong-ka-ba's text that is the combined 
effect of all of the annotations together. Thus I have chosen to 
translate them in such a way as to emphasize this aspect. In a 
sense I have created a new document since it would be 
impossible to reconstruct the Tibetan of the separate annota
tions from my English translation. However, the combined, 
edited translation captures the spirit of the Tibetan better than 
would any other fonn of translation in that a skilled reader of 
the Tibetan would create such a synthetic message, ignoring 
redundancies and using the four annotations to amplify 
Dzong-ka-ba's text in a coherent way. Because the four 
annotations are not read with a primary intention of identifing 
four scholars' separate annotations, an edited combined trans
lation reflects what a competent Tibetan scholar gains from 
the text. 

How well they blend together notwithstanding, the four 
commentaries are distinct in tenns of what is done by each. 
Ba-so's Annotations are quite brief, an explanatory phrase 
added in here and there, and are particularly helpful in 
explicating passages from texts by Indian Madhyamikas such 
as Nagarjuna and ChandrakIrti, which Dzong-ka-ba often 
cites without giving detailed explanation of their meaning. 
Nga-wang-rap-den's Annotations are mostly summaries, a few 
lines to a few paragraphs at the beginning or end of a section, 
making explicit the steps in Dzong-ka-ba's argument and so 
forth. Because his annotations are quite different in character 
from those of the other commentators and, rather than blend
ing into the flow of the text, mostly stop and restate points, in 
the translation I have almost always noted where his annota
tions begin and end since otherwise the text seems unduly 
repetitive. 
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Jam-yang-shay-ba's Annotations are true commentary; he 
explains points that Dzong-ka-ba is making, gives examples, 
and provides more detail - for instance, if Dzong-ka-ba says 
in passing that ignorance is the root of cyclic existence, Jam
yang-shay-ba will add an identification of what that ignorance 
is as well as providing supporting Indian source quotes. Jam
yang-shay-ba has also inserted into the text an elaborate 
structural outline that serves as a guide to and commentary on 
the points Dzong-ka-ba is making. (The compiler of the 
second edition of the Four Interwoven Annotations that I used 
through a Berkeley microfilm, has replaced Jam-yang-shay
ba's outline with his own. He says that he took Jam-yang
shay-ba's as :l basis, and in fact he has used large parts of it 
verbatim, merely changing the wording of some entries and 
altering somewhat the breakdown of different subheadings.) 

Dra-di Ge-shay's Annotations, quantitatively the most ex
tensive, are word commentary, spelling out in detail the 
referents of indefinite particles, making clear the grammatical 
connections between parts of a sentence, identifying who a 
hypothical opponent is, and providing some elaboration as 
well. For instance, the sentence, "Those siitras that teach the 
establishment of the ultimate are said to be of deflnitive 
meaning," expands, with Dra-di's additions to, "Those siitras 
that mainly and explicitly teach the positing and establishment of 
ultimate entities which are the mere elimination of the elaborations 
of tme establishment are said to be suLTas of definitive meaning." 
His addition of every little referent and grammatical expan
sion can be somewhat tedious and repetitive (and, in fact, 
most Tibetan scholars find it excessive), but is helpful to a 
translator in that it becomes almost impossible to misconstrue 
a passage. 

TECHNICAL NOTE 

The chapter breaks are my own, added to facilitate under
standing. Also I have occasionally inserted some explanation 
- both my own and that of contemporary scholars - into the 
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body of the text. These additions are substantially indented 
and easily identifiable. 

Page numbers to the Delhi edition of the Tibetan text have 
been inserted into the translation in square brackets. Only 
brief references to texts cited by Dzong-ka-ba are given here. 
For full references and discussion, including Sanskrit where 
available, see the citations of the passages in the translation of 
Dzong-ka-ba's Great Exposition. 



Introduction 

The explanation of special insight has two parts: the need to 
achieve special insight even though one has a meditative 
stabilization huving the four qualifications, and how to achieve 
special insight. 

THE NEED TO ACHIEVE SPECIAL INSIGHT EVEN 
THOUGH ONE HAS A MEDITATIVE 
STABILIZATION HAVING THE FOUR 
QUALIFICATIONS 

This has two parts: (I) with an example, showing that one is 
not released merely through meditative stabilization, and (2) 
the path of release as well as how it is cultivated. 

WITH AN EXAMPLE, SHOWING THAT ONE IS NOT 
RELEASED MERELY THROUGH MEDITATIVE 
STABILIZATION 

This has five parts. 

EVEN mOUGH ONE HAS A MEDITATIVE STABILIZATION HA VING 

THE FOUR FAC£ORS OF CLARITY, JOY, BLISS, AND 

NON-CONCEPTUALITY, IF ONE WANTS RELEASE, IT IS NECESSARY 

TO CULTIVATE THE SPECIAL INSIGHT REALIZING SUCHNESS 

As was explained earlier, at the point of calm abiding, you 
should not be satisfied with just the achievement of a calm 
abiding that possesses the three features. 

229 
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In his section heading Jam-yang-shay-ba speaks of 
four' factors that qualify meditative stabilization 
whereas Dzong-ka-ba mentions only three. The dif
ference comes because the third of Dzong-ka-ba's 
qualifications, benefit, which he explains to mean 
joy and bliss, can be treated as two separate qualifi
cations - joy and bliss. 

[The first] feature is that of non-conceptuality, the imprint of 
being free from excitement. [It is a non-conceptualizing] of 
any other object on which to set the mind, which stays just 
where it was put, in the way that you want, for as long as you 
intend, on the single object of observation. [139] [The second] 
feature is that of clarity, the imprint of freedom from laxity, 
due to the great intensity of the mode of apprehension. [The 
third] feature is that of effect, or benefit, of those [first] two 
features when you have familiarized with them - the mental 
joy of physical and mental pliancy as well as the bliss of 
physical pliancy. 

A person who has achieved calm abiding should, taking it 
as a basis, initially seek and generate the special wisdom that 
ascertains and realizes the meaning of suchness, that is, 
emptiness, non-erroneously in the sense of not mistaking 
something else for it. 

Ge-shay Wangdrak identifed this as meaning that 
one should ascertain emptiness as posited by the 
Pr3saIigika system, not mistaking the emptinesses 
posited by the lower tenets systems to be the empti
ness to be realized here. 

Then you should cultivate the special insight which is a 
sustaining [of meditation] by means of that wisdom in just the 
way that [the meaning of emptiness] was sought. 

In dependence upon having achieved a meditative stabiliza
tion of calm abiding, you should cultivate special insight. 
Otherwise, if you hold the mere attainment of calm abiding to 
be sufficient, since that mere meditative stabilization of calm 
abiding is also attained by Forders, it is shared with Forders. 
Therefore, no matter how much you familiarized with that 
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mere meditative stabilization, just as through the paths of 
Forders, except for only temporarily abandoning most of the 
manifest afflictions of the levels below the peak of cyclic 
existence, it is not possible to abandon seeds of afflictions 
forever, so you [could] not abandon forever the seeds of the 
afflictions. Hence, you could not be released from mundane, 
that is, cyclic, existence. 

The Buddhist position is that through meditative 
stabilization - advanced levels of concentration - it 
is possible for someone, Buddhist or non-Buddhist, 
to abandon temporarily the manifest gross form of 
the afflictions associated with the first eight of the 
nine levels of cyclic existence: the desire realm, the 
four concentrations, limitless space, limitless con
sciousness, and nothingness. However, one cannot 
get rid of those associated with the ninth level, the 
peak of cyclic existence, at all, and even those 
temporarily abandoned with respect to the lower 
levels will eventually reoccur. Only through realiza
tion and subsequent meditation of emptiness can 
one utterly abandon the afflictions and gain release 
from cyclic existence. 

SECOND~ 1HE EXPLANATION IN KAMALASHiLA 's "STAGES OF 

MEDITATION" 1HAT IF SUCHNESS IS NOT REALIZED~ ONE CANNOT 

BE RELEASED AS IS 1HE C4SE WI11{ 1HE MEDITATIVE 

STABILIZATIONS OF NON-BUDDHISTS 

With respect to such non-release, the first of Kamalashila's 
[three works on the] Stages of Meditation (sgom rim, bhavanii
krama) says that:424 

Having attained, or established, a calm abiding that 
is a steadiness of mind with respect to an object of 
observation in accordance with the mode of training 
in calm abiding as explained earlier, one should then 
meditate within analyzing suchness with wisdom 
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realizing the meaning of selflessness. [140] One 
should mow the way in which through doing this 
the fruit [of such practice] arises: Through repeated 
analysis and meditation by means of that wisdom, a 
special insight endowed with the illumination of 
clear knowledge of suchness arises; in dependence 
on its arising, that is, by means of cultivating special 
insight into selflessness, the seeds of thorough ob
scuration - the conception of self - will be aban
doned thoroughly, from the root, in the manner of 
their never returning again. 

If one does not cultivate such special insight, but 
instead is satisfied merely with calm abiding, since 
such calm abiding also exists among Forders, then, 
just as Forders cannot abandon afflictions from the 
root no matter how much they cultivate calm abiding, 
so one will not be able to abandon afflictions from 
the root merely through the meditative stabilization 
of calm abiding. 

THlRD~ CITATION OF A DEFINITIVE sOTRA WHICH IS A SOURCE 

FOR1HAT 

That such could not be done was also set forth by the 
Supramundane Victor in a siitra [the King of Meditative 
S tabilizations S utra (ting nge 'dzin gyi rgyal po, samadhiraja)] in 
which he said that: 425 

Some worldly common beings cultivate the actual 
meditative stabilizations of calm abiding, or calm 
abiding and [mundane] special insight, of the peak 
of cyclic existence and below, without realizing 
suchness. However, without realizing suchness, 
those cultivators of a meditative stabilization which 
is a concentration or formless absorption utterly do 
not, no matter how much they meditate, destroy and 
abandon through that path the root of cyclic exist
ence - the discrimination apprehending self - due 
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to not possessing the quintessential instructions of 
the Buddha's teaching. Although temporarily they 
can suppress manifest afflictions,426 due to not having 
abandoned the conception of self, the afflictions -
with the conception of self as their basis - [141] 
return and, having increased, thoroughly disturb 
their minds again. Having been caused to lack in
dependence, they accumulate actions whereby they 
circle in cyclic existence. For example, although the 
Forder Udraka cultivated here, in this world, a 
meditative stabilization having the aspect of [viewing 
a lower level as] gross and [a higher level as] peace-
ful, a calm abiding and [mundane] special insight 
that is an actual meditative absorption of the peak of 
cyclic existence, his meditative absorption deteri
orated. 

This siitra is cited in Kama1ashila's Stages of Meditation. 

FOURm~ A WORlDLY MEDITATIVE STABILIZATION IHAT IS A 

CONCENTRATION OR FORMLESS ABSORPTION CANNOT DESTROY 

EVEN mE MANIFEST CONCEPTION OF SELF 

In that scripture, the phrase, "although [worldly beings] 
cultivate meditative stabilization" means, "although [worldly 
beings] cultivate a meditative stabilization possessing the three 
features of non-conceptuality, clarity, and bliss as explained 
before". That the conception of self cannot be abandoned 
even though one cultivates just such a meditative stabilization 
is indicated by "they do not destroy the discrimination of 
self". 

FIFIH, SINCE mE CONCEPTION OF SELF HAS NOT BEEN 

ABANDONED mROUGH IHAT MEDITATIVE STABILIZA TION, 

AFFLICTIONS ARE GENERATED FROM THE CONCEPTION OF SELF, 

DUE TO WHICH ONE IS NOT RELEASED 

The fact that the afflictions will still again, at some future 
time, be generated and increase due to not having abandoned 
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the conception of self is indicated by "the afflictions return 
and disturb [tht: mind]". 

SECOND, THE PATH OF RELEASE AS WELL AS HOW 
IT IS CULTIVATED 

This has three parts: identifying the path of release, how it is 
cultivated in meditation, and proving through scripture and 
reasoning that one cannot be released by anything other than 
realization of suchness. 

FIRST, IDENTIFYING THE PATII OF RELEASE 

If liberation cannot be attained merely through meditative 
stabilization, through cultivating what sort of path is it attain
ed? [142] 

Answer: Just after that passage [from the King of Meditative 
Stabilizations Sutra], one stanza is set forth as was quoted 
earlier on the occasion of [explaining the need to cultivate 
both special insight and] calm abiding: 

If selflessness is analyzed with respect to phenomena 
[And if one meditates in accordance with that indi

vidual analysis, 
This is the cause of the fruit, the attainment of 

nirviiI)a. 
There is no peace through any other cause]. (IX.37) 

The meaning of the first line is, "If one does not set in mere 
calm abiding after one has cultivated it, but in addition to that 
analyzes individually phenomena that are selfless and gener
ates the wisdom understanding the meaning of selflessness 

" 

SECOND, [HOW IT IS CULTIVATED IN MEDITATION}: IF ONE 

MEDITATES BY WAY OF ANALYZING SUCHNESS, ONE WILL BE 

RELEASED 

Not only that, but also the second line says, "If one meditat
ively cultivates and sustains that view again and again in 
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accordance with how ascertainment was gained upon investi
gating individually the meaning of selflessness ... ". This 
refers to sustaining the view of selflessness that has been 
gained and meditatively cultivating special insight. 

As the cause of what does the meditative cultivation of such 
special insight serve? The third line says that such special 
insight is the cause of the attainment of nirvfu)a, which is 
posited as [its] effect. This line means that the cause of 
attaining the fruit of nirvfu)a, or liberation, is just special 
insight into suchness. 

Chandrakirti's Supplement to (NagaTjuna's) "Treatise on the 
Middle Way" (dbu ma la 'jug pa, madhyamakavaliira) says, 
" ... a yogi will be released.,,427 NiigaI"juna's Precious Garland 
(rin chen phreng ba, ratntivali, stanza 365) saYS:428 

Knowing thus truly and correctly 
That all animate beings are not [their own] reality, 
Not being subject [to rebirth] and without grasping, 
One passes from suffering like a fire without its 

cause. 

Dharmakirti.'s Commentary on (Dignaga's) "Compendium on 
Valid Cognition" (tshad ma rnam 'grel, pramaT)ll'lJtirltika) 
says: 429 

Therefore, all you who wish for release 
Should remove from the root the view of the transi

tory collection 
Which arises from seeds of similar type, 
Having its cause from beginningless time. 

Aryadeva's Four Hundred (bzhi brgya pa, calUl#ataka, VIII.2I) 
[143] says:430 

When one sees correctly, one has the supreme of 
situations. 

When one sees a little, one [gains] a good trans
migration. 

Therefore, contemplating the self within 
The wise always generate intelligence. 
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Ge-shay Wangdrak identified the meaning of "con
ten1plating the self within" as identifying selflessness 
in tenns of oneself, looking within. 

Chandrakirti's commentary on this [in his Commentary on 
CAryadeva's) "Four Hundred" (bzhi brgya pa'i 'grei pa, catulJSa
taka(ika)] saYS:431 

When one sees suchness through the knowledge of 
the ultimate, one attains the supreme of situations, 
nirvaJ.la. When one sees it slightly, that is, a litde, 
one has a good transmigration as a god or human. 

THIRD, PROVING THROUGH SCRIP1'URE AND REASONING 11lAT 

ONE IS NOT RELEASED BY ANY METHOD OTHER THAN 

REALIZATION OF SUCHNF.5S 

Gyu-may Ken-sur Jampel Shenphen was careful to 
explain that this heading means, as is spelled out by 
the next subheading, that one must have realization 
of suchness in order to be released from cyclic 
existence; it does not mean that cultivation of atti
tudes of renunciation, compassion, and so forth are 
not methods for release from cyclic existence - for 
in conjunction with wisdom they are - but that 
merely through cultivating them alone one could not 
be released. 

This has six parts. 

WITHOUT THE PROFOUND VIEW, ONE IS NOT RELEASED 

Can liberation be attained through cultivating some other path 
without such special insight in the way in which it is attained 
through cultivation? In answer to this, the fourth line [of the 
above scripture] says that through cultivating something other 
than that special insight as a cause one will not attain peace. 
This means that no matter how much you cultivate a path 
other than that cause [i.e., other than special insight], if you 
do not cultivate such special insight, you will not attain the 
liberation that is a pacification of suffering and afflictions. 
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This scripture teaching very clearly that only the wisdom of 
selflessness severs the root of mundane, that is, cyclic, exist
ence was cited in Kamalashila's Madhyamika Stages of Medita
tion in order to damage the assertion of the Chinese abbot 
Hva-shang that the supreme of meditations takes all concep
tuality such as individual analysis and so forth as the object of 
abandonment, setting aside all mental application. Therefore, 
you need to gain ascertainment with respect to the fact that 
the view of selflessness is indispensible for severing the root of 
cyclic existence; you should know that you cannot be released 
without analytical meditation, in that if you analyze the 
reasons for [selflessness] again and again, your ascertainment 
becomes stronger and stronger, whereby the conception of 
self is badly damaged. Those who want liberation should hold 
this to be important like their own life. [144] 

Although even the Forder [non-Buddhist] sages have many 
good qualities such as meditative stabilizations which are 
concentrations or fonnless absorptions, clairvoyances, the 
immeasurables, and so forth, since they do not have such a 
view of selflessness, they cannot damage at all the root of 
cyclic existence though they strive in hundreds of ways; hence 
they cannot cross beyond [cyclic existence] even a little. 

The entire next section about the root of cyclic 
existence (up to the next subheading) is added by 
Jam-yang-shay-ba; Dzong-ka-ba does not discuss this 
question until much later in the text (not included in 
this translation) and then only relatively briefly. 
However, in his Medium Exposition of Special Insight 
it is the first major topic he addresses. 

Jam-yang-shay-ba is presenting in brief the Indian 
source quotes for the Prasangika position that the 
root of cyclic existence - i.e., the most basic among 
what must be eradicated in order to get out of cyclic 
existence - is ignorance; that this ignorance is of 
two types, the misconception of the nature of the 
person and the misconception of the nature of other 
phenomena such as the aggregates; that these two 
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misconceptions are in a causal relationship - the 
mistonception of the nature of the aggregates lead
ing to the misconception of the nature of the self; 
but that this nonetheless does not entail that there 
are two roots of cyclic existence because the mode of 
apprehension of both misconceptions is exactly the 
same - in both cases there is a conception of 
inherent existence whereas such does not exist. 

Aryadeva's Four Hundred (XII.I3ab) saYS:432 

The door of peace having no second, 
The destroyer of bad views. 

ChandrakIrti's Commentary on (Aryadeva's) "Four Hundred", 
commenting on that, saYS:433 

That which is the door of peace having no second is 
selflessness. That which destroys bad views is self
lessness. 

Hence, because there is no more than one root of cyclic 
existence, there is no more than one door of peace. Since the 
root of cyclic existence does not involve consciousnesses that 
have many discordant modes of apprehension, the root of 
cyclic existence is posited as one. However, the conception of 
the true existence of the aggregates - the conception of a self 
of phenomena - and the view of the transitory collection -
the conception of a self of persons - are both roots of cyclic 
existence. For, with respect to the former, Niigm;una's Pre
cious Garland (stanza 35) saYS:434 

As long as one conceives the aggregates [to be 
inherently existent] 

So long is there conception of the I [as inherently 
existent] with respect to them. 

When this conception of an [inherently existent] I 
exists, there is again action ... 

Niigiirjuna's Seventy Stanzas on Emptiness (stong nyid bdun cu 
pa, mnyatiisaptati, stanza 64) saYS:435 
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That which conceives things produced 
From causes and conditions to be real 
Was said by the Teacher to be ignorance; 
From it the twelve branches arise. 

[With respect to the latter, the view of the transitory,] 
Chandrakirti's Supplement to (Nagiirjuna's) "Treatise on the 
M iddle Way" says that the innate view of the transitory 
collection is the root of cyclic existence.436 Therefore, it is 
clear that one must make a distinction between [ this system] 
and Svatantrika and so forth [that is, Svatantrika, Chitta
matra, Sautrantika, and Vaibha~hika]. 

What the Prasailgikas and the lower schools identify 
as the innate view of the transitory collection is not 
the same.437 In Prasailgika it is the innate concep
tion of the person as inherently existent. In the 
lower schools it is the innate conception of the 
person as substantially established or self-sufficient. 
Thus, though all say that the innate view of the 
transitory collection is the root of cyclic existence, 
what they mean by it is quite different. Further, 
Prasailgikas can say that there are not two roots of 
cyclic existence - even though both the conception 
of a self of persons and the conception of a self of 
phenomena are identified as the root of cyclic exist
ence - because the modes of apprehension of the 
two are the same. In Svatantrika where the modes of 
apprehension are not the same, a distinction is made 
between the root of cyclic existence - the concep
tion of a self of persons - and the final root of cyclic 
existence - the conception of a self of phenomena. 

SECOND, WITIIOUT HEARING MUCH ABOUT SELFLESSNESS, ONE IS 

NOT RELEASED TIIROUGH MEDITATIVE STABILIZATION AND 

ETIIICS 

Like the teachings in siitrz and so forth above, the Scriptural 
Collection of Bodhisattvas (byang chub sems dpa'i sde snod, 
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bodhisattvapi{aka) (which is said to be in the A vatartZSaka 
Siitra) quoted earlier at the point of calm abiding says that: 
[145] 

Dra-di Ge-shay identifies this as the AvatartZSaka 
Siitra (phal po che'i mdo );438 however, in the Tibetan 
Tripitaka, it is found as a chapter of the Heap of 
Jewels Siitra (dkon mchog brtsegs pa, ratnakii{a). 

One who, without knowing the meaning of such
ness as it is explained in the Conqueror's scriptures, 
is satisfied with merely attaining a meditative stabil
ization might mistakenly think that the cultivation 
of only this is the final path for meditating on the 
profound meaning, suchness, and thus the means of 
release from cyclic existence. Developing the pride 
of conceiving himself or herself to be supreme, that 
person might make this known, or manifest, to 
others, saying, "I am cultivating the profound path." 
Through that, [however, this person] will not be 
released. Implicit in what [Buddha] said is that not 
only will one not be liberated from cyclic existence, 
but also due to the increase of afflictions such as 
pride, [such meditation] binds one in cyclic 
existence. 

That siitra also says that I, the Tathagata, think
ing that a person is not released from cyclic exist
ence through mere meditative stabilization without 
knowing the meaning of suchness, propounded to 
my retinue that a person who hears the quintessen
tial instructions taught by another, an excellent 
spiritual guide, will be released from the faults of 
cyclic existence, the frights of aging and death. 

Ge-shay Wangdrak explained that this does not 
indicate that hearing is unnecessary for meditative 
stabilization, but that there is a danger of someone's 
feeling, upon the attainment of meditative stabiliza
tion, that there is no need for further hearing. 
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The teacher Buddha himself clearly .explained his own thought, 
which is that one who does not create pride upon having 
attained a few good qualities, but hears concordant instruc
tions from another, an excellent spiritual guide, will be liber
ated from cyclic existence. One should hear from that excel
lent spiritual guide an unmistaken explanation of the quint
essential instructions on the meaning of the suchness of 
selflessness. Therefore, it says in sutra, "Deterioration of 
ethics is not so bad; deterioration of view is." 

Ge-shay GOnchok Tsering explained this as meaning 
that falling from ethics is, comparatively, a more 
minor infraction, for if one falls from the correct 
view, one falls from the middle way to one of the 
extremes. Particularly if one falls into the extreme of 
nihilism and loses belief in the laws of kanna, one is 
liable to engage in serious infractions which will lead 
to bad rebirths in the future. Ken-sur Denba 
Dendzin added that a falling from ethics could be 
''fixed up" by practices such as confession, and so 
forth, whereas if one has fallen from the view, one is 
likely outside the sphere of such ethical activities 
and hence a falling from the view is a more difficult 
situation. 439 

lHIRD, WIlHOUT SEEKING HEARING ON THE TOPIC OF 

SELFLESSNESS THROUGH RELYING ON ANOTHER, A SKILLED 

SPIRITUAL GUIDE, EMPTINESS CANNOT BE REALIZED [146] 

Therefore, if the meaning of the above is summarized, it is 
unquestionable - that is to say, it is decided and definite -
that Buddha said, "Hear another," in order to stop the wrong 
idea conceiving that the realization of the profound is naturally 
generated from within, through staying with one's eyes closed 
with the mind aimed at certain slight quintessential instruc
tions on meditative stabilization, without doing any hearing or 
thinking by way of hearing about the non-mistaken meaning 
of selflessness from an excellent skillful spiritual guide who 
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has the compassionate wish to help, does not procrastinate, 
and is external, i.e., is not included in your own continuum. 

FOURTH, TIIE NEED FOR LISTENING TO AND THINKING ON THE 

SCRIPTURES SINCE ALL OF TIIE SCRIPTURES DIRECIL Y OR 

INDlRECIL Y TEACH ABOUT EMPTINESS 

In general, all the scriptures of the Conqueror mainly teach 
only methods for release from cyclic existence. Seeing that in 
order to be released from cyclic existence it is definitely 
necessary to realize suchness, [Buddha] taught suchness di
rectly by means of some scriptures. Even those scriptures that 
do not directly teach [suchness], flow toward or are directed 
toward the teaching of suchness indirectly and only descend 
toward the teaching of suchness. For, such is explained in 
many siitras and treatises. Aryadeva['s Four Hundred] 
(XII.23) saYS:440 

[The doctrines spoken by the Tathagatas 
In brief are non-harmfulness] 
And emptiness, nirv~. 
Here there are only these two. 

In his commentary on that, Chandraltirti saYS:441 

These two doctrines teaching about non-harm and 
emptiness are the means for attaining high status 
and pure release. Hence, here there are only these 
two. 

The King of Meditative Stabilizations SiilTa says:442 

The many doctrines taught by the Buddhas [147] 
Are the selflessness of all phenomena. 

Also, the foremost precious one [Dzong-ka-ba] says [in his 
Praise of Dependent-Arising]:443 

All of your teachings stem 
From just dependent-arising. 
They also are for the sake of passing beyond sorrow. 
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You [Buddha] have nothing that is not for the sake 

of peace. 

The reason for this [that is, why all the scriptures either 
directly or indirectly teach emptiness] derives from the fact 
that the root of wandering in cyclic existence is the obscura
tion, like darkness, [which descends] upon mistaking self 
[i.e., making the mistake of conceiving inherent existence]. 
Therefore, it is necessary to clear away the darkness of 
obscuration, and this darkness that is an obscuration with 
respect to self is not overcome until the illumination of the 
wisdom knowing suchness arises. When that illumination 
arises, [the darkness of obscuration] is definitely overcome. 
Hence, [release from cyclic existence] depends upon the 
wisdom knowing suchness. 

Since mere calm abiding that is a one-pointedness of mind 
does not have any capacity to damage the clouded perception 
of obscuration with regard to self [i.e., inherent existence], 
you cannot attain the pure exalted wisdom free from that 
clouded perception [through mere calm abiding], and the 
darkness which is obscuration with respect to self cannot at all 
be overcome. Since, if it is not overcome, you must wander in 
cyclic existence, you must hold such wisdom to be very 
important and definitely seek it, thinking, "I will definitely 
seek the wisdom ascertaining and realizing the meaning of 
suchness - selflessness." That this is needed is stated in 
KamalashTIa's middle Stages of Meditation which says that:444 

When, having trained in calm abiding, it is achieved, 
you should - in dependence on that calm abiding -
definitely cultivate the special insight realizing such
ness. Such meditators who have achieved calm abid
ing should think at the beginning of their meditative 
cultivation [of special insight]: 

Since all the sayings (hka') [148] of the Supra
mundane Victor were set forth only as methods 
for the realization of suchness - the path for 
release from cyclic existence - they were 
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spoken well, that is to say, non-erroneously, 
and oI1ly to help. For, all of his sayings mani
festly, that is to say, directly, or indirectly 
illuminate - that is, purposely set forth mainly 
- the suchness of selflessness or just flow 
toward the teaching of suchness. 

The reason why they illuminate suchness 
and flow toward suchness is that if one knows 
suchness, through the force of that, one attains 
pure exalted wisdom and is liberated from 
cyclic existence, having become free from all 
bonds of wrong views, such as the view of self, 
which are connected one to the other like a net. 
This is like, for example, the clearing away of 
darkness through the arising of illumination. 
Through mere cahn abiding, the pure exalted 
wisdom free from clouded perception with re
spect to self is not attained, and the obscura
tion, like darkness, obscuring the path to liber
ation will also not be cleared away. However, if 
one analytically meditates well - non-errone
ously - again and again on suchness by means 
of the wisdom ascertaining suchness, the very 
pure exalted wisdom free from the clouded 
perception of obscuration will be attained; 
suchness will be realized directly. Only through 
the wisdom realizing suchness will the obstruc
tions of obscuration be thoroughly, that is, 
definitely, abandoned. Therefore, I, the medit
ator, definitely dwelling also in cahn abiding, 
will by means of wisdom thoroughly seek such
ness by way of all techniques and in all forms 
of its meaning. In other words, I will meditat
ively cultivate the special insight realizing such
ness; [ 149] I will not be satisfied with just 
mere cahn abiding without that wisdom. 
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What is the suchness to be sought? Ultimately, all 
things, in terms of their own final mode of subsist
ence' are not established as any of the selves of 
persons or phenomena which are the objects of 
negation and, therefore, are just established as empty 
of those two objects of negation. 

FIFIH, SINCE THE FIRST FIVE PERFECTIONS ARE LIKE BLIND 

PERSONS, FROM AMONG [THE PERFECTIONS], ONLY THE 

PERFECTION OF WISDOM, OR WISDOM, REALIZES SUCHNESS 

From among the six perfections, through what perfection is 
the suchness that is to be sought in this way realized? It is 
realized by the perfection of wisdom. Since it cannot be 
realized by the other five perfections - concentration, and so 
forth - you should not make the mistake of thinking that you 
have found a perfection of wisdom when you have found only 
a concentration such as that of calm abiding; you should 
mainly generate the wisdom ascertaining suchness. The reason 
for this is set forth in the Surra UnraveUing the Thought (mdo 
Ide dgongs 'grel, smruJhinimwcana) which says that: 445 

Avalokiteshvara asked, "Supramundane Victor, a 
Bodhisattva does indeed apprehend the mode of 
subsistence of phenomena through realizing just 
their non-entityness, but from among the six perfec
tions, through which perfection does he or she ap
prehend and realize such?" In answer [Buddha] 
said, "Avalokiteshvara, [150] mainly it is apprehen
ded and realized only through the perfection of 
wisdom." 

SIXTH, IF WISDOM, LIKE AN EYE, IS NOT GENERATED THROUGH 

HEARING AND THINKING, ONE IS NOT RELEASED 

Thinking of that fact, the Siltra of Cultivating Faith in the 
Mahiiyana (theg pa chen po la dad pa sgom pa'i mdo, mahiiyana
prasadaprabhiivana), which was quoted before, says that: 446 
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If the wisdom realizing suchness does not abide, that 
is to say, if one is devoid of it, then not only with 
respect to those of low or middling faculties -
Hearers, Solitary Realizers, and so forth - but also 
with respect to those who have faith in the Bodhi
sattva Mahayana, those of naturally sharp faculties, 
no matter how much they perform giving and so 
forth within the Mahayana, I, the Teacher, do not 
say that they are dwelling in release, deliverance. 



I The Interpretable and the 
Definitive 

Second, how special insight is achieved.447 Since it is the case 
that mere calm abiding is not sufficient and special insight is 
needed, with regard to the second heading from above,448 
how to train in special insight, there are four parts: fulfilling 
the prerequisites for special insight, the divisions of special 
insight, how to cultivate special insight in meditation, and the 
measure of having achieved special insight through meditative 
cultivation. 

FULFIUING THE PREREQUISITES FOR SPECIAL 
INSIGHT 

TIris has two parts: the need to hear and think about the 
stainless scriptures and the need not to mistake the interpret
able and the definitive. 

THE NEED TO HEAR AND THINK ABOUT THE 
STAINLESS SCRIPTURES 

TIris has three parts, the first of which is the need to hear and 
think about the scriptures. With respect to fulfilling the causal 
prerequisites for special insight, you should without error rely 
on excellent scholars - who know non-erroneously the 
essentials of the Conqueror's scriptures teaching suchness -
in a manner pleasing them. Then, you should hear the stain
less, pure textual systems that teach suchness unerringly in 

247 
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accordance with the scriptures of the Conqueror. Further
more, the generation of the view realizing the meaning of 
suchness decisively by means of the wisdom of definitively 
hearing quintessential instructions from those spiritual guides 
[15 I] and the wisdom of thinking until you gain ascertainment 
yourself with respect to the meaning of the quintessential 
instructions as they have been heard is the indispensible 
prerequisite for special insight. For, if you do not have such a 
view realizing decisively the meaning of suchness, the mode of 
being, you can never generate the special insight type of 
realization realizing the mode [of being of phenomena], that is 
to say, suchness. 

(With respect to the meaning of [the term] "decisively" 
[phu thag chod pa, more literally "decisive with respect to the 
full extent", which was used above], if in a particular area one 
lost, for instance, a horse, when one searches through the full 
extent of that area and comes to a decision that the horse is not 
there, one can speak of the search as decisive with respect to 
the full extent of that area. Similarly, in searching out the 
meaning of suchness, one is "decisive" with respect to such
ness when one decides that the self which is the object of 
negation does not exist upon searching [for it] with complete 
forms of reasonings that involve modes of seeking it in all 
ways.) 

SECOND, THE NEED TO FOLLOW ONE OF THE GREAT OPENERS OF 

THE CHARIOT-WAYS 

Such a decisive view must be sought by one who, without 
relying with conviction on just sutras of interpretable mean
ing, relies with conviction on and follows sutras of definitive 
meaning, this [precept] being one from among the four 
reliances. Therefore, in order to follow sutras of definitive 
meaning, you must understand the meaning of the scriptures 
of definitive meaning through having come to know the 
difference between sutras requiring interpretation and of defin
itive meaning. Also, this understanding definitely must rely 
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upon treatises by the great openers of the chariot-ways, who 
are valid in the sense of being incontrovertible, such as 
Nag3.rjuna and Asanga, [152] which comment in accordance 
with the thought of the sutras. If you do not rely on such, you 
are like a blind person who, without a guide, is approaching 
an area that is frightful due to having the fright of being a path 
along an abyss. Since you will thereby be hanned, you most 
definitely must rely on such non-erroneous treatises comment
ing on [Buddha's] thought. Because this [passage] explains 
that it is unsuitable to follow the stupid and unskillful, take 
care. 

THIRD, SINCE CHANDRAKiRTI'S "SUPPLEMENT TO 

(NAGARJUNA'S) 'TREATISE ON THE MIDDLE WAY'" EXPLAINS 

THAT ONE IS NOT RELEASED UNTIL UNDERSTANDING 

NAGARjUNA'S SYSTEM FROM AMONG THOSE [MANY SYSTEMS], IT 

IS NECESSARY TO DEPEND ON THAT 

On what sort of valid commentator on [Buddha's] thought 
should you depend? The special being, the Superior Nagar
juna was prophesied very dearly by Buddha, the Supra
mundane Victor, himself without any obscurity in many 
siitras - such as the Descent into LaMa (lang kar gzhegs pa, 
lahkavatara) and so forth - and tantras - such as the 
Manjushri Root Tantra ('jam dpal rtsa rgyud, manjuSrimula
tantra) and so forth - as properly commenting on the meaning 
of the profound suchness free from all extremes of permanence 
and annihilation, that is to say, true existence and utter non
existence - this profound suchness being the essence of the 
Conqueror's teaching. He is thoroughly renowned in that the 
fame of his name is spread throughout the three levels -
below the earth, on the earth, and above the earth - and is 
valid with respect to this [profound suchness]. Hence, you 
should seek the view realizing emptiness based on his texts -
the "Collections of Reasonings" and so forth. For, Chandra
kirti's Supplement to (Nagiifjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle W~' 
(VI.79ab) saYS:449 
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There is no method of pacification outside 
The path of the honorable master Nagarjuna. 

Furthermore, [153] it is established by scriptures such as the 
ManjushTi Root Tantra, the Descent Into Lankii, the Great 
Drum Sutra (mga bo che, mahiibheTihiirakapariviirta) and so 
forth as well as by reasoning that Nagarjuna realized the 
profound [emptiness] directly. For, Chandraklrti's Supple
ment to (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" (VI.3) 
says: 450 

Since the way that he [Nagarjuna] realized the very 
profound doctrine 

Is [established] by scripture as well as reasoning ... 

The MaiijushTi Root Tantra saYS:451 

Four Hundred years after I, 
The Tathagata, have passed away 
A monk called Naga will arise. 
He will have faith in and help the teaching. 
Attaining the very joyful ground 
He will live for six hundred years ... 
He will know the meaning of no inherent existence 
(dngos po med). 

The Descent Into Lanka saYS:452 

In the south, in the area of Bheda [Vidarbha], 
There will be a widely renowned monk, ShriIniin; 
He, called by the name Naga, 
Will destroy the positions of existence and non

existence. 

Having attained the very joyful ground, 
[He will go to the Joyous Pure Land]. 

Thus, since he attained the very joyful ground, he directly 
realized emptiness. 

This is the establishment by reasoning: since siitra 
says that Nagarjuna attained the first ground and 
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since in order to do so, one must realize emptiness 
directly, one can infer that Nagaquna realized 
emptiness directly. The words of the sutras them
selves are the establishment by scripture. 

The commentary [Avalokitavrata's Commentary on (Bhavavi
veka's) "Lamp for (Nagarjuna's) 'Wisdom'" (shes rab sgron ma'i 
rgya cher 'grel pa, prajfUipradipa{ikii)] explains that [Nagiir
juna], initially a common being, attained the first ground, but 
it accords with sutra [to hold] that he was initially a Mahayana 
Superior who attained the eighth ground in this life. 

Even though the sutra and tantra cited above, as 
well as A valokitavrata, say that Nagarjuna attained 
the first Bodhisattva ground, the Very Joyful, there 
is another sutra source, the Great Drum Sutra which 
says, "Having set him in the seventh ground, I will 
bless him as an ordinary being." Jam-yang-shay-ba 
resolves this apparent conflict by finding special 
significance in the words "as an ordinary being", 
this meaning that Nagarjuna seemed to be an ordinary 
being who attained the first ground during that life, 
but in fact was a seventh grounder who attained the 
eighth. 453 

From among the three great proclamations of doctrine which 
[Nagarjuna] proclaimed, [his] explaining the Perfection of 
Wisdom SUtras and appearing in the south four hundred years 
after [Buddha] had passed are the second [proclamation], and 
[his] explaining the Great Drum Sutra for a hundred years 
when the [average] lifespan was eighty years is the third 
proclamation of doctrine. The Great Cloud Sutra (sprin chen, 
mahamegha) saYS:4S4 

That monk will die after proclaiming thre~ procla
mations of doctrine. . . . He will appear a final time. 

The Great Drum SUtra saYS:4SS 

Such a monk is very difficult to find; 
Gradually the illwnination deteriorated. 
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Then, there was one final 
AppearanCe in the southern area. 

Dzong-ka-ba's Great Commentary on (Niigarjuna's) "Treatise on 
the Middle Way" (rtsa shes rik chen) saYS:456 

It is said that the prophecy of such in the Great Drum 
Sutra is of the final appearance in the south ... [154] 

Therefore, it is as is set forth by both the Great Cloud and the 
Great Drum. 

Here Jam-yang-shay-ba is giving only the briefest 
indication of the controversy over the three procla
mations of doctrine attributed to Nagarjuna by a 
Tibetan tradition and its sources. He deals with this 
in great detail in his Great Exposition of Tenets (grub 
mtha' chen mo) and Great Exposition of the Middle 
Way (dbu rna chen mo); following are the conclusions 
he draws in the latter text:457 

This master [Nagarjuna] appeared three times in the 
southern part of the country of Superiors [India] 
during one lifetime and proclaimed threeproc1ama
tions of doctrine. For, in accordance with the 
Manjushti Root Tantra and the Great Cloud Sutra: 
1 He was born when four hundred years had 
elapsed after the Teacher passed away. 
2 Then he proclaimed the first proclamation of 
doctrine. 
3 Then, having gained adepthood, somewhere be
tween his fiftieth and hundredth years he went to 
the land of dragons and, bringing back the Perfec
tion of Wisdom [Sutra] , appeared in the south a 
second time. 
4 Having composed the Fundamental Text Called 
"Wisdom" [the Treatise on the Middle Way], he pro
claimed the second proclamation of the doctrine of 
emptiness of the Great Vehicle for up to a hundred 
years. 

Then, he went to [the northern continent called] 
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Unpleasant Sound and again appeared in the south 
for a third time. 
6 During this final period, having brought back 
the Great Drum Sutra, the Great Cloud Sutra, and so 
forth, he proclaimed the third proclamation of doc
trine, discourse examining the basic constituent, for 
a hundred years. 
In accordance with the Manjushri Root Tantra and 
the Lankavatiira Sutra, in tenns of how things ap
peared he displayed the mode of an ordinary being's 
attaining the Very Joyful ground in that lifetime, 
but in tenns of actual fact he was a seventh grounder 
because such is established by many scriptures and 
reasomngs. 

Therefore, one should definitely depend on his [Nagarjuna's] 
texts. 

THE NEED NOT TO MISTAKE THE 
INTERPRETABLE AND THE DEFINITIVE 

This has three parts: identifying the mode of requiring in
terpretation and the mode of being definitive from the view
point of which something becomes a scripture of definitive or 
interpretable meaning; the history of commentary on Nagar
juna's thought; and how to settle the view of emptiness. 

IDENTIFYING SCRIPTIJRES REQUIRING INTERPRETATION AND 

SCRIPTURES OF DEFINITIVE MEANING 

This has two parts: the need to rely on siitras of definitive 
meaning [in order to realize] the profound meaning; and the 
meaning of requiring interpretation and being definitive. 

TIlE NEED TO RELY ON sDTRAs OF DEFINITIVE MEANING [IN 

ORDER TO REALIZE] TIlE PROFOUND MEANING 

Those wishing liberation who want to realize suchness should 
hold as chief the Conqueror's scriptures and rely on them. 
However, due to the different thoughts of various trainees, 
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the scriptures - that to be relied on - arose in various fOnTIS 
- requiring irlterpretation and definitive. Hence, you might 
wonder in dependence upon what sort of scripture you should 
seek the meaning of the profound. The answer is that without 
depending upon a scripture of definitive meaning, through 
depending on other scriptures you cannot realize the meaning 
of the profound. However, if you definitely depend on scrip
tures of definitive meaning, you should realize suchness. 

THE MEANING OF REQUIRING INTERPRETATION AND BEING 

DEFINITIVE 

This has four parts: positing the interpretable and definitive 
by way of the subjects discussed, how [the interpretable and 
the definitive] are explained in the Teachings of Ak~hayamali 
Sucra (blo gros mi zoo pas bstan pa, ak~ayamatinirdesa), how 
they are explained in other siitras and treatises, and a refuta
tion of others' mistakes with regard to the interpretable and 
the definitive. 

Posiling 1M interpretable and 1M definitive by way oflM subject 
discwsed 

Question: What sort of scripture is of definitive meaning and 
what sort of scripture is of interpretable meaning? [155] 

Answer: lbat scriptures require interpretation or are defi
nitive is not posited from the viewpoint of the means of 
expression (rjod byed) [that is, the words] but must be posited 
from the viewpoint of the subject discussed (brjod bya). For, 
this is an occasion of investigating interpretable meaning and 
definitive meaning in terms of siitras, and "meaning" refers to 
the meaning expressed. 458 

The system of positing them from this viewpoint is that a 
scripture which mainly teaches explicitly, as its subject of 
discussion, the suchness of selflessness - the ultimate - is 
identified as of definitive meaning and one which mainly 
teaches explicitly, as its subject of discussion, variously 
appearing conventionalities - natures which are falsities - is 
identified as a scripture whose meaning requires interpretation. 
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Second, how [the interpretable and the definitive] are explained in 
the "Teachings of A~hayamati SUtra" 

This has four parts. 

First, a brief indication 

That these are to be held in this way was set forth in the 
Teachings of A~hayamati SUtra which says that: 4S9 

Question: "What are siitras of definitive meaning? 
What are siitras whose meaning requires interpreta
tion?" 

Anwer: Those siitras that mainly and explicitly 
teach conventional truths in that they posit and 
establish mere entities of false natures, convention
alities, are called siitras of interpretable meaning. 
Those siitras that mainly and explicitly teach ulti
mate truths in the sense that they posit and establish 
the ultimate entities, ultimate truths, which are mere 
eliminations of the elaborations of true establish
ment, are called siitras of definitive meaning. 

Second, the extensive explanation of the body [of this text, the 
"Teachings of A~hayamati SUtra"] 

Question: What is the mode of teaching the establish
ment of conventional entities? 

Anwer: Conventionalities, such as persons, 
Buddhas, and so forth, which are different even in 
fact [not just in words] are false natures that appear 
as various objects; therefore, they must be indicated 
by way of various words that are their means of 
expression as well as letters, "a", "b", etc., the bases 
of those words. [156] Since [what is taught in] siitras 
that mainly and explicitly teach those is not suitable 
to be the mode of subsistence of those phenomena, 
[those siitras] are called siitras of interpretable mean
ing. This is like, for example, [using the words] self, 
sentient being, and so forth with respect to persons. 
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Ken-sur Denba Dendzin: Each of these terms used 
with respect to persons conveys a different meaning. 
They are not all getting at the same meaning in the 
way in which the synonyms of emptiness are. 

Question: What is the mode of teaching the estab
lishment and positing of ultimate entities? 

Answer: The teaching of a mere elimination of the 
elaborations of the object of negation is the mode of 
teaching the positing or establishment of the ulti
mate entity. Hence, that which is taught by scrip
tures which mainly and explicitly teach such - i.e., 
teach what is profound because its depth cannot be 
realized in the sense that it is difficult to fathom, 
what is difficult to view by way of methods such as 
examples, reasons, and so forth since it is difficult to 
see, and what is difficult to realize because it must be 
comprehended by the mind alone, and because al
though by way of those [examples and reasons] one 
knows the mere measure of how [the profound] 
exists, it is difficult to understand in the sense of 
being able to think, "The entity itself of this mean
ing is just like this," - is the mode of being of those 
phenomena, whereby those siitras teaching such are 
called siitras of definitive meaning. This is because 
self, sentient being, and so fof!h are undifferentiable 
in the sphere of reality. 

The final nature of all phenomena is equally their 
emptiness of inherent existence. 

Third, the explanation of the branches [that is, in more detail] 

Question: What is an illustration of the mode of teaching a 
conventionality through the teaching of which as its subject of 
discussion [a siitra] comes to be of interpretable meaning and 
what is an illustration of the mode of teaching the ultimate 
through the teaching of which as its subject of discussion [a 
siitra] comes to be of definitive meaning? 
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An answer to this is also indicated very clearly in that siitra. 
It [the Teachings of Ak~hayamati SzUra] says that: [157]460 

Called siitras of interpretable meaning are those 
siitras that explicitly teach as their subject of discus
sion, through the fabrications of words, such things 
as an independent controller, for instance, which 
appears [to exist] whereas there is none in fact, as 
well as objects having a false mode of appearance 
which must be expressed by way of various words, 
such as: 
self (bdag, iitman) - [so-called] due to the sense of 
authority, or due to the mind's being held as owned 
with respect to just the person; 
sentient being (sems can, sauva) - [so-called] due to 
possessing the exertion of intention (sems pa, cetanii), 
or because of possessing the power of heart (snying 
SlObs, sauva) [as in satrva, rajas, and camas]; 
living being (srog,jiva) - because [life] acts as a basis 
of liveliness ('tsho ba, jivikii), or in the sense of 
living; 
the TWUTished (gso ba, po~a) - [a person is called the 
nourished] because of being that which is nourished 
through many causes of liveliness, or because of 
increasing; 
creature (skyes bu, fJUTU¥l) - because of possessing 
capacity in the sense of having power with respect to 
actions; in Sanskrit this is ~a, translated [into 
Tibetan] as skyes bu; 
person (gang zag, pudgala) - because our continuums 
are filled (gang) with the afflictions and we have 
fallen (zag) into cyclic existence (this etymology is 
renowned to many [scholars, i.e., it has no scriptural 
source]); 
born from manu (shed las kyes pa, manuja) - because 
shed (manu) means power, or force, and this is one 
who is established from that nature; 
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child of manu (shed bu, miinava) - because, like the 
preceding, of being a child who is established from a 
nature of power or potency; 
agent (byed pa po, karaka) - because of being the 
accomplisher of resources; 
feeler (tshor ba po, vedaka) - because of being the 
experiencer of feelings with respect to those re
sources; in another way, these last two are explained 
as: agent because of being the agent of actions (las, 
karma) and feeler because of being the experiencer of 
the feelings which are fruitions [of those actions]. 

Realization of the entity which is a mere elimina
tion of all the elaborations of the object of negation, 
inherent existence, is the door of liberation. There
fore, called siitras of definitive meaning are those 
siitras that do not teach about entities appearing as 
various elaborations but mainly and explicitly teach 
as their subject of discussion the doors of liberation, 
those being: 
emptiness (stongpanyid, Sfmyalii) - [so called] because 
phenomena's own entities are empty of inherent 
existence, or because the entities of phenomena do 
not truly exist; [158] 
signlessness (mtshan ma med pa, animitta) - the non
true existence of signs which manifest unmixed with 
other causes of that [phenomenon], or due to the 
non-true existence of causes, means (byed pa), and so 
forth; 
wishlessness (smon pa med pa, apra1J.ihita) - the non
existence of an entity suitable to be an object of 
wishing by way of hoping to attain its fruits ulti
mately; this is due to the fact that fruits and actions 
(bya ba) do not truly exist; 
non-composition (mngon par 'du byed pa med pa, an
abhi.sal!askara) - something cannot be produced from 
the point of view of being able to be composed, or 
put together, ultimately by other causes and condi
tiODS; 
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rum-production (skye ba med pa, anutpiida) - the 
non-existence of the occurrence of the ultimate pro
duction of an effect since ultimately cauSt''' -h not 
have that capacity; 
not being produced (ma skyes pa, ajiita) - the non
production of effects from their own side since such 
[the ultimate production of an effect] does not occur; 
rum-existence of sentient beings (sems can med pa, nilJ 
sattva) who are under their own power; 
rum-existence of living beings (STOg med pa, nirfiva) who 
are under their own power; 
rum-existence of persons (gang zag med pa, nilJpudgala) 
who are 'mder their own power; 
rum-existence of controllers (bdag po med pa, asviimika) 
who are under their own power. 

[In summary,] with respect to those two modes of teaching, 
those which teach in the manner of "does not exist, does not 
exist" are [instances of] the mode of teaching the ultimate. 
Those which teach in the manner of "exists, exists" are 
[instances of] the mode of teaching conventionalities. Fur
thennore, not existing in "does not exist" refers to [not 
existing] ultimately and existence in "exists" refers to conven
tional [ existence]. 

Moreover, those [tenns listed above] from "self" to "feeler" 
are synonyms of "sentient being". 461 

Fourth, the meaning established [by the above sUtra] 

This says that those siitras that mainly and explicitly teach 
selflessness, no [ultimate] production, and so forth in the 
manner of eliminating elaborations are siitras of definitive 
meaning; those siitras that mainly and explicitly teach conven
tionalities which appear as various elaborations, such as a self, 
are siitras of interpretable meaning. Therefore, you should 
know that the non-existence of a self that is under its own 
power, no [ultimate] existence of production, and so forth, are 
ultimate objects, and production and so forth are conventional 
objects. 
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Third, how [the interpretable and the definitiveJ are explained in 
other siitras and treatises [I 59J 

This has seven parts. 

First, the explanation in the "King of Meditative Stabilizations 
Siitra" that the interpretable and the definitive are posited by 
way of the subjects discussed 

Not only that, the King of Meditative Stabilizations Siitra also 
says that: 462 

Those [sutras] that explicitly teach a subject of dis
cussion in accordance with the ultimate - the empti
ness that is an emptiness of true establishment -
explained in sutra by the Sugata are sutras of defi
nitive meaning. Also, one knows those that teach 
signIessness, wishlessness, and so forth as particulars, 
or instances, of sutras of definitive meaning. All the 
sutras, or verbal doctrines, that mainly and explicitly 
teach as their subject of discussion conventional 
phenomena, that is to say, conventional truths such 
18 sentient beings, persons, beings, and so forth, are 
to be known as particulars of sutras whose meaning 
requires interpretation. 

Since the sutras teaching those subjects of discussion are 
explained as sutras of interpretable and definitive meaning 
[respectively], those things taught are established also as being 
interpretable objects and definitive objects. Based on that, the 
teachings, "does not exist, does not exist," in most of the texts 
of the protector Nagar;una are definitive, and the teachings, 
"exists, exists," in most of the Superior Asailga's texts are 
established as texts of the transmission of vast deeds and as 
texts of interpretable meaning. 

Second, the explanation in Kamalashila's treatise, the 
"Illumination of the M iddle Way" 
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Not only that, Kamalashila's Illumination of the Middle Way 
(dbu ma snang ba, madhyamakiiloka) says that:463 

Therefore, the intelligent should understand that 
only siitras that mainly and explicitly discuss the 
ultimate are siitras of definitive meaning, and the 
opposite of those, siitras that mainly and explicitly 
discuss conventional truths, are siitras of interpret-
able meaning. 

Third, the explanation by another sUtra that no ultimate 
production and so forth are definitive objects [160] 

The siitra on the Ornament Illuminating the Exalted 
Wisdom Operating in the Sphere of All Buddhas (sangs 
rgyas thams cad kyi yul la 'jug pa'i ye shes snang 
ba'i rgyan, sarvabuddhavifayiivatiirajiiiiniilokiilarrz
kiira) says,464 "That which is a definitive object is 
the ultimate." Also, no ultimate production is a 
definitive object, the ultimate; for, the Teachings of 
A~hayamati Swa teaches with respect to no ulti
mate production, and so forth, "[They] are definitive 
bbjects." Therefore, it is definite from those pass
ages that only eliminations of the elaborations of the 
object of negation - no ultimate production and so 
forth - are ultimates, and objects appearing as 
various elaborations are just not ultimates. 

Fourth, therefore [N iigiirjuna' s] "Collections of Reasonings", 
the root texts and commentaries, are definitive texts 

Because the difference between the interpretable and the 
definitive is such, the Madhyamaka "Collections of Reason
ings" composed by Nagarjuna as well as the valid treatises that 
serve as commentaries on their thought are to be held as 
treatises teaching the definitive meaning just as it is. This is 
because they extensively settle the ultimate free from all the 
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collections of elaborations such as inherently existent produc
tion, cessation; and so forth. 

Fifth, the meaning established and an etymology 

Question: Why are these two, sutras teaching ultimate truths 
and sutras teaching conventional truths, respectively, called 
sutras of definitive meaning and sutras of interpretable 
meaning? 

Answer: In that the ultimate truth which is the subject 
discussed in a sutra of definitive meaning [161] cannot be 
interpreted as other than that meaning [i.e., as other than 
what is said there], it is definite and final as just that meaning. 
Hence, it is called that of which the meaning is definite or a 
definitive meaning. The meaning which is the subject being 
discussed abides as just that and is a meaning which does not 
pass beyond that. Therefore, it is the ultimate of what is to be 
settled and when decided as that meaning, there is no place 
other than that to which it could go. That meaning cannot be 
interpreted as some other meaning beyond that and cannot be 
interpreted by another person as something else because it 
possesses valid proofs according with the nature of things 
which detennine and decide that meaning as being just 
that.46S 

Sixth, this definitive meaning must be true, [though} not in the 
sense of "true" [when the tenn "true" refers to} the object of 
negation, and must be established by valid cognition 

Jam-yang-shay-ba is making a careful qualification 
that even though definitive meanings must be true, 
this does not mean that Prasailgikas would say that 
they are truly existent, or truly established. To go 
that far would be an over-reification and would fall 
within the sphere of what Prasailgikas refute. 

Thus KamalashIla's Illumination of the Middle Way says 
that: 466 
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[Question:] What is a sutra of definitive meaning? 
Answer: A sutra of definitive meaning is one that has 
valid cognition in the sense that there are proofs that 
detennine the meaning which is taught in the sutra 
as just that and it will not turn into something else. 
Also, it not being sufficient just to have such proofs, 
[it must be a sutra] that makes an explanation in 
tenns of mainly and explicitly settling ultimate 
truths, meanings proved [by that valid cognition]. 

That a sutra of definitive meaning must have validity 
means that it must be literal - one must be able to 
accept the words spoken. Kamalashila's second 
qualification is that it also must teach emptiness. 

For, the meaning taught by that sutra is definite as 
just that, it not being interpretable as something 
aside from that by another person, and the mode of 
subsistence of the object is not interpretable in any 
other way. 467 

Seventh, therefore, not only the non-literal but also the liural 
[162] the [final] mode of subsistence of which must be 
interpreted otherwise are of interpretable meaning 

From the description of siitras of definitive meaning in Kamala
shila's IllumiTUltion of the Middle Way, one can implicitly 
understand what sutras of interpretable meaning are. They 
are sutras in which, seeing damage to the meaning as it is 
taught, it is unsuitable to believingly hold it just as it is, it 
needing to be changed and interpreted to another meaning, 
explaining, "The aim of [Buddha's] thought in the explana
tion by this sutra is such and such other meaning." 

This is referring to non-literal sutras, such as 
Buddha's saying that one should kill one's father 
and mother - meaning that one should eradicate 
existence (srid pa, bhava) and attachment (sred pa, 
tmra), the tenth and eighth links, respectively, in 
the twelve-fold cycle of dependent-arising. Buddha 
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did not in the least mean that one should kill one's 
physical father and mother, and hence the sutra is 
non-literal. 

Or, in a case in which one can believe what is literally taught 
just as it is, such as the statement, "From giving, resources; 
from ethics, a happy [transmigration]," it is permissible to 
hold it as being literal, but because merely such is taught 
mainly in terms of conventional truths, it is not the final mode 
of subsistence, that is to say, suchness; one must still seek the 
suchness that is the final status of that object as something 
other than this falsity which is a mere appearance of an object. 
Therefore, [these two types of sutras] are those the meaning 
of which is to be interpreted, or those which require 
interpretation. 

Fourth, removing others' lfalse] superimpositions with respect to 
the interpretable and the definitive 

This has four parts: refuting the assertion that it is not 
necessary to affix "ultimately" to the object of negation; that 
otherwise it would [absurdly] follow that even the sut;raS that 
refute [the object of negation] would be refuted; though a 
portion of a text is interpretable, this does not stop the treatise 
from being definitive; and that it is not contradictory for [a 
text] to be both literal and require interpretation. 

First, refuting the assertion that it is not necessary to affix 
"ultimately" to the object of negation 

This does not mean that if a passage says "does not 
inherently exist", then it is necessary to say "ulti
mately does not inherently exist". Such would be 
Bhiivaviveka's viewpoint but is not asserted by 
Dzong-ka-ba. What is meant here is that if a passage 
says "does not exist", this means, "does not inhe
rently exist". 

Someone might raise the following qualm: Since sutras of 
definitive meaning are literal, one must assert just what is 
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explained in those sutras; therefore, no matter what appears -
such as that production does not exist, persons do not exist, 
and so forth - one must hold in accordance with the literal 
meaning that production, persons, and so forth utterly and 
totally do not exist. [163] Otherwise - if it did not have to be 
held that way - since it would not be suitable to assert those 
topics as literally taught, those texts would become non-literal 
whereby it would [absurdly] follow that they would become 
sutras of interpretable meaning. 

This [qualm] does not appear to be correct. When the 
Buddha, the Teacher who in sutras is the speaker of "produc
tion does not exist" and so forth, refutes production and so 
forth, there are seen to be many sutras of definitive meaning 
in which the qualification "ultimately" is affixed, as in, "There 
is no production ultimately." If, in a sutra, the affixing of the 
qualification "ultimately" appears once at the beginning, end, 
or anywhere, then even at the points in the sutra where that 
qualification is not [physically] affixed, it must definitely be 
affixed [that is, understood,] since it is a common attribute of 
all refutations of production and so forth. 

No production ultimately and so forth - the attribute 
[''ultimately''] being affixed - is the mode of subsistence that 
is the suchness of phenomena such as production. Hence, it 
[no production ultimately] is established as the ultimate, the 
definitive object. How could a sutra that mainly and explicitly 
teaches such a definitive object not be a sutra of definitive 
meaning? It is only a sutra of definitive meaning. 

The following paragraphs, through to the next sec
tion heading, are a summary by Nga-wang-rap-den 
of this section as well as a brief introduction to the 
remaining three sections. 

With respect to the statement that sutras of definitive 
meaning are necessarily literal, someone might raise the qualm, 
"If the statements in sutras that production, cessation, and so 
forth do not exist are literal, then those [production and 
cessation] must not exist." 

[Answer:] There is no such fault. When the Teacher refuted 
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production, cessation, and so forth, he set forth many sutras 
in which the qualification "ultimately" is affixed, and since 
[this qualification] is common to all sutras of similar type, the 
qualification "ultimately" must be affixed [or understood] 
even in those in which it is not explicitly [that is, physically] 
affixed. 

Since the negative of inherent existence in a phenomenon is 
the suchness of that phenomenon, through teaching such [a 
negative of inherent existence] the definitive object is taught. 
[164] Otherwise, if you assert that an utter non-existence of 
production, cessation, and so forth is the meaning of those 
sutras, then those sutras themselves would also become non
existent. This is because if, in general, production, cessation, 
and so forth do not exist, instances [of production] such as 
words possessing production and cessation must also not 
exist. 

Sutras themselves are made up of words and are 
produced; so, if there is no production, then there 
could not be any sUtras. 

Therefore, in either sutras or treatises, the affixing of the 
qualification ''ultimately'' at any p1ace in it is to be carried 
over to the general part [where it is not affixed]; it is not the 
case that since isoJated words to which the· qualification 
[''ultimately''] has not been affixed are not suitable to be held 
as literal, [that sutra] is not of definitive meaning. Nor is it the 
case [conversely] that due to [the words at a particular spot] 
being suitable to be held as literal, [a sutra] is of definitive 
meaning. With respect to the latter, for example, although the 
words, "Forms are impermanent," appearing in a Mind-Only 
text are suitable to be held as literal with respect to just their 
teaching that forms are impermanent, if you fit that passage 
together with the general body of the text, since it is qualified 
by true establishment, those words are not suitable to be held 
as of definitive meaning. 

Second, otherwise [that is, if it were not necessary to affu: 
"ultimately" to the object of negation] it would [absurdly] 
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follow that even the siitras refuting the object of negation 
would be refuted 

If, without such a mode of affixing the qualification ["ulti
mately"], mere production were refuted, then since the gener
ality "production" (production taken as a generality since it is 
both production and is a generality)468 would be refuted, 
instances of production such as words which are its particulars 
would also be refuted. This is because the generality "produc
tion" pervades words, which are instances of it. If words are 
refuted, then sutras of definitive meaning teaching such topics 
of discussion would also corne to be refuted, whereby one 
could not make a presentation of sutras of definitive meaning 
either. 

Third, though a portion of a text is interpretable, this does not 
stop the treatise from being definitive 

Therefore, the mere fact that it is not suitable to hold as literal 
what is taught in a few isolated words taken out of context, 
not connecting it with a qualification that is mentioned before 
or afterwards in that sutra or treatise and is to be affixed in the 
general run of the sutra or treatise does not destroy that sutra 
or treatise's being a scripture of definitive meaning - [165] 
that is, it does not become not a scripture of definitive 
meaning. 

Fourth, it is not contradictory for something to be both literal 
and require interpretation 

You also should know that merely the fact that what is taught 
on the level of the words is suitable to be taken literally does 
not make the [sutra or treatise necessarily] not a scripture of 
interpretable meaning. 



2 Reliable Sources 

THE HISTORY OF COMMENTARY ON 
NAGAR]UNA'S THOUGHT 

This has six parts: transition [between what has been said and 
what will follow]; identifying the model Madhyamikas; ana
lyzing the names designated by earlier scholars; analyzing the 
chronology [of the arising of the Madhyamika schools]; the 
correctness of the verbal conventions [used] by scholars of the 
later dissemination; and which masters are to be followed. 

TRANSITION 

Thus, the scriptures that mainly teach the final view realizing 
that all phenomena are without any inherent establishment 
whatsoever, that is, are without inherently existent produc
tion, inherently existent cessation, and so forth, are the 
Mahayana scriptures of definitive meaning - the Perfection of 
Wisdom Siitras and so forth. Since the supreme valid being 
prophesied and praised by the Conqueror himself as com
menting non-erroneously on the thought of those scriptures is 
the master, the Superior Nagarjuna, what is the chronology of 
the commentators who commented on that master's [i.e., 
Nagarjuna's] thought? 

IDENTIFYING THE MODEL MADHY AMIKAS 

Answer: With respect to this chronology, the chief of the 
Superior Nagarjuna's actual students was Aryadeva. He, held 

268 
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to be valid like the master, the Superior Nagarjuna, was taken 
as a believable source even by innumerable thoroughly re
nowned great upholders of the Prasailgika-Madhyamika and 
Svatantrika-Madhyamika systems such as the masters Buddha
palita, the great founder of Prasailgika; Bhavaviveka, the 
great founder of Svatantrika; [166] Chandrakirti, the chief 
upholder of the Prasailgika system; and Shantarak~hita, the 
great founder of the Y ogachara-Svatantrika system, and so 
forth. Therefore, by reason of the fact that both the father, the 
Superior Nagarjuna, and his [spiritual] son, Aryadeva, are 
sources for the other Madhyamikas - Prasailgikas, Svatant
rikas, and non-partisans - earlier scholars of Tibet called these 
two, father and son, the Madhyamikas of the "model", 
"root", or "basic" texts - the "straight" texts of the Madhya
mika system that do not lean to one side or the other - and 
they used the verbal convention "partisan Madhyamikas" for 
the others - Buddhapalita, Bhavaviveka, and so forth. 

ANALYZING THE NAMES DESIGNATED BY 
EARLIER SCHOLARS 

This has two parts: their assertions and an analysis [of the 
second of those assertions]. 

ASSERTIONS 

This has three parts. 

FIRST, A DESIGNATION OF NAMES [TO MADHY AMIKAS] BY WAY OF 

HOW THEY POSIT CONVENTIONALITIES 

Certain earlier great spiritual guides in Tibet said that there 
are two [divisions of] Madhyamikas when names are desig
nated by way of their having different ways of positing the 
presentations of conventional objects. What are the two? 
Sautrantika-Madhyamikas, (mdo sde spyod pa'i dbu rna pa) [so
called] because of according with the Sautrantikas from the 
viewpoint of asserting that external objects that are separate 
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entities from the internal mind exist conventionally, and 
Yogachara-Madhyamikas, (mal 'byor spyod pa'i dbu rna pa) 
[so-called] since they accord with the Chittamatrins from the 
viewpoint of asserting that such external objects do not exist 
conventionally. [167] 

SECOND, A DESIGNATION OF NAMES [TO MADHYAMIKAS] BY WAY 

OF HOW THEY ASSERT THE ULTIMATE 

Also, [certain earlier scholars said that] there are also two 
[divisions of] Madhyamikas when names are designated by 
way of different ways of asserting the ultimate object: Madh
yamikas who are Reason-Established Illusionists, who assert 
that the illusion-like object that is a composite of the two -
appearance and emptiness - about which reasoning has 
refuted true establishment with respect to the appearance of a 
subject is an ultimate truth; and Thoroughly Non-Abiding 
Madhyamikas who assert that not such a composite of two 
factors, but a non-affirming negative that is a mere elimination 
of the elaborations of true existence with respect to appearances 
is an ultimate truth.469 [Those earlier scholars] asserted that 
illustrations of the former of these two Madhyamikas [when 
divided] by way of how they assert the ultimate, that is, those 
who assert that a composite of appearance and emptiness is an 
ultimate truth, are the masters Shantarak~hita, Kamalashila, 
and so forth. 

The verbal conventions of Illusion-Like Madhyamikas and 
Thoroughly Non-Abiding Madhyamikas are asserted not only 
by Tibetan scholars, but also by some Indian masters - the 
master Shiira, the KashmIri Lak~hmi, and so forth. 470 

THIRD, THERE ARE ALSO INDIANS WHO ACCORD WITH THE 

SECOND [MODE OF] DESIGNATION 

If this is left in general without taking it as appropriate in this 
context [of presenting the important divisions of Madhyamika], 
indeed, some Indian and Tibetan masters who asserted, or 
claimed, that they upheld the Madhyamika system did make 
assertions in accordance with the above modes of designation. 
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In other words, the terms "illusion-like" and "thor
oughly non-abiding" do appear as names for divi
sions of Madhyamika, but not in important works 
and not necessarily indicating different modes of 
asserting the tUtimate. 

SECOND, ANALYSIS OF [mE SECOND OF] THOSE [ASSERTIONS] 

This has three parts. 

FIRST, A LACK OF ENTHUSIASM DUE TO ITS BEING OF LITTLE 

IMPORT 

To be settled here are just the systems of the great upholders 
of Miidhyamika, who are renowned and established as the 
supreme of scholars, those followers of the master Niigarjuna 
who are important for the settling of the view. [168] Who 
cOtUd explain all of the subtle differences in the modes of 
positing tenets in India and Tibet, the subtle distinctions of 
the five SViitantrikas, and so forth? 

SECOND, TIIE WAY IN WHICH TIIE NAMES AND MEANINGS OF 

THIS [DESIGNATION FROM TIIE POINT OF VIEW OF] TIIE MODE OF 

ASSERTING THE ULTIMATE ARE [PRODUCTS OF] OBSCURATION 

The great translator Lo-den-shay-rap (blo /dan shes rab, 
1059- I 10<)) in his Epistolary Essay, Drop of Ambrosia, said 
that such an assertion by earlier Tibetans who posited Miidh
yamikas as of two types - Reason-Established Illusionists and 
Thoroughly Non-Abiding - by way of how they assert the 
tUtimate is not a presentation pleasing excellent. scholars, but 
rather is just a presentation generating delight in the obscured. 
What the great translator Lo-den-shay-rap said is very good 
and correct, for this occasion is one of explaining the tUtimate 
of the Madhyamikas that has five attributes. A siitra [the 
Extensive Sport (rgya cher rol pa, lalitavistara)] says, "Pro
found, peaceful, free from elaborations, luminous, and un
compounded.,,47I 
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Ge-shay Wangdrak: Jam-yang-shay-ba introduces 
this topic of the five attributes of the ultimate in 
order to indicate that a composite of appearance and 
emptiness could not be an ultimate truth since a 
composite lacks these five qualities which an ulti
mate truth must have. 

Also, Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way (XVIII. 9) 
says: 472 

Not known from others, peaceful, 
Not elaborated by elaborations, 
Without conceptuality, without plurality -
These are asserted as the characteristics of the 

ultimate. 

Earlier Tibetan scholars asserted that for the Reason
Established Illusionists a composite of appearance and empti
ness is the ultimate truth. This appears to be an assertion that 
for the Reason-Established Illusionists the mere illusion-like 
object that is a composite of the attribute, non-true existence, 
with a subject such as a pot, which is comprehended by an 
inferential reasoning consciousness is an ultimate truth. How
ever, in both Shintarak~ta's Ornament for the Middle Way 
(dbu ma rgyan, madhyamaka/a7rrkilra) and Kamalashila's Il
lumination of the Middle Way (dbu ma snang ba, madhyamaka
Ioka), it is said that the illusion-like explicit object of com
prehension of a reasoning consciousness is designated with the 
name ''ultimate'' due to being concordant with the actual 
ultimate truth and "non-metaphoric ultimate" from the point 
of view of [its involving] a negative of the object of negation, 
true existence. [170] 

The following paragraph of commentary from 
Jam-yang-shay-ba has to be read as distinct from the 
above paragraphs. The above two paragraphs are 
annotations, mainly by Dra-di Ge-shay, on a line of 
Dzong-ka-ba's which, without interpolated com
mentary reads: "Their assertion appears to be an 
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assertion that [for the Reason-Established Illusion
ists] the mere object which is comprehended by an 
inferential reasoning consciousness is an ultimate 
truth whereas it is said in both Shantarak~hita's 
Ornament for the Middle Way and Kamalasrula's 
Illumination of the Middle Way that the object com
prehended by a reasoning consciousness is desig
nated 'ultimate' due to being concordant with an 
ultimate truth." Jam-yang-shay-ba's explanation is 
based on a very different interpretation of that line. 
Whereas Dra-di took "the mere object of compre
hension of an inferential reasoning consciousness" to 
refer to the illusion-like composite of appearance 
and emptiness, which is clearly not an ultimate truth 
since it is an affirming negative rather than a non
affirming negative, Jam-yang-shay-ba takes the 
passage as referring to the non-affirming negative 
comprehended by an inferential reasoning con
sciousness. This, as he explains, can be said to be 
concordant with an actual ultimate, in that it is not 
realized in the same way as emptiness is realized by a 
non-conceptual wisdom consciousness, but it still is 
an actual ultimate truth. Interpreted in this way the 
passage hardly supports the point that Dzongka-ba 
is making, in that he is refuting the Reason
Established Illusionists' misidentification as an ulti
mate truth of what they consider to be the object 
comprehended by an inferential reasoning con
sciousness. See appendix one, PP.429-38, for a full 
discussion of this point. 

Because an inferential consciousness is a conceptual con
sciousness, it is not free from the elaborations of conceptuality 
or from the elaborations of dualism; therefore, the non
affirming negative that is the object of comprehension of an 
inferential reasoning consciousness is an ultimate truth and is 
concordant with the ultimate which is free from elaborations. 
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For, Dzong-ka-ba's Medium Exposition of the Stages of the 
Path saYS:473' 

Because [the object emptiness] is free from just a 
portion of the elaborations for a conceptual reason
ing consciousness, it is not the actual ultimate that is 
free from both elaborations. However, this is not to 
say that in general [the emptiness comprehended by 
an inferential reasoning consciousness] is not an 
actual ultimate truth. 

THIRD, A SUMMARY 

Not only that, but also for the appearance factor of both a 
non-conceptual reasoning consciousness and a conceptual reas
oning consciousness, there is no true establishment. Hence, 
great Madhyamikas other than Shantaralqihita also do not 
assert that for the appearance factor of either a conceptual or 
non-conceptual reasoning consciousness the mere composite 
of the two, appearance and emptiness, the object with respect 
to which the elaborations of the object of negation, that is to 
say, true establishment, are eliminated by reasoning with 
respect to an appearing subject - an affinning negative which 
is a positive inclusion from among the two, the [mere] elimin
ation and the positive inclusion - is an ultimate truth. 

For, Dzong-ka-ba's Medium Exposition of the Stages of the 
Path saYS:474 

Also there is no great Madhyamika who asserts that 
the mere object comprehended by an inference -
the latter from among the two, the [mere] elimina
tion and the positive inclusion, with respect to the 
elimination of the elaborations of the object of nega
tion with respect to appearances - is an ultimate 
truth. 

This [positive inclusion], the illusion-like emptiness of true 
existence, is a conventional truth. 475 

Therefore, the propounding that there are Thoroughly 
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Non-Abiding Madhyamikas who assert that a mere elimination 
of elaborations with respect to appearances is an ultimate 
truth is not good [and] such a positing by earlier [Tibetan 
scholars] of verbal conventions for Madhyamikas by way of 
how they assert the ultimate is not good. 

All that follows until the next section heading is a 
summary by Nga-wang-rap-den of the above discus
sion that he has supplemented with background 
material identifying the major source for the preva
lent commentarial tradition that justifies some use of 
the terms "Reason-Established Illusionists" and 
"Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding". It con
cludes with his own opinion that the terms are not 
acceptable in any context. 476 

Da-nak-nor-sang (rta nag nor bzang) [wrote] an Answer to the 
Questions of Lay-chen-gun-gyal-ba (las chen kun rgyal ba). 
[Lay-chen-gun-gyal-wa] asked in his sixth question whether if, 
when sustaining the view, the aspect of a positive phenom
enon other than the non-affirming negative which is a mere 
negative of establishment by way of [an object's] own entity 
appears, one would be engaging in signs [i.e., in the concep
tion of true existence]. His seventh question was how, if the 
subject does not appear to an inferential cognizer realizing the 
aggregates to be without inherent existence, could one take 
the composite of the subject [the aggregates] and their quality 
[emptiness] as one's object; if [the SUbject] does appear, then 
how could [this inferential consciousness] be one which has a 
mode of apprehension of a non-affirming negative? The fol
lowing explanation was made by Da-nak-nor-sang in the 
course of giving an extensive answer to those questions: 

The great translator [Lo-den-shay-rap] said with 
respect to certain earlier scholars' assertion that 
Madhyamikas [are divided into] Reason-Established 
Illusionists who assert that a composite of the two -
appearance and emptiness - is an ultimate truth, 
and [Proponents of] Thorough Non-Abiding who 
assert that a mere elimination of elaborations with 
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respect to appearances is an ultimate truth, that such 
presentations generate delight in the obscured. Fur
thermore, the foremost lama, [Dzong-ka-ba] said 
that the great translator's saying such was good. 

However, in general Madhyamikas are divided 
into the two - Reason-Established Illusionists and 
[Proponents of] Thorough Non-Abiding - and, 
since the master Shiira [Ashvagho~ha] explained in 
his Precious Lamp, Essay on the Ultimate Mind of 
Enlightenment that the former is Svatantrika and the 
latter Prasailgika, the division is correct [but with a 
different meaning]. 

The earlier [Tibetan scholars'] saying that the 
Reason-Established Illusionists, or Svatantrikas, 
assert a composite of appearance and emptiness as an 
ultimate truth is said within making the mistake that 
the Reason-Established Illusionists assert that a com
posite of appearance and emptiness is the object 
(yul) as well as the object of comprehension (gzhal 
bya) of an inferential reasoning consciousness. For 
all Madhyamikas - Prasailgikas and Svatantrikas -
assert similarly that a composite of appearance and 
emptiness [169] is not an ultimate truth and that the 
non-affirming negative which is a mere negative of 
true establishment in terms of the appearance of a 
subject is an ultimate truth. 

Concerning the reason for the total incorrectness of the verbal 
convention, "Reason-Established Illusionist" [those who assert 
an establishment of illusion by a reasoning consciousness], it is 
clear at length below whether or not the object of comprehen
sion by an inferential reasoning consciousness realizing a 
sprout as without true existence [174] is an ultimate, and so 
forth. Concerning calling those who assert that the mere 
elimination of elaborations with respect to appearances is an 
ultimate truth "Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding", there 
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does exist, in general, the verbal convention, "Thoroughly 
Non-Abiding Madhyamikas". However, to consider that the 
holding of a chariot, for instance, as non-existent at the end of 
analysis with reasoning is a mere elimination of elaborations is 
incorrect. 477 

The position of those who negate too much (to be 
discussed in chapter four) is that when a chariot is 
analyzed with reasoning, it is found to be non
existent, and they call this non-existence an elimina
tion of elaborations. However, in this system, not 
finding a chariot under such analysis does not mean 
that it has been found to be non-existent and is not 
at all the meaning of the elimination of elaborations. 
Rather, one has found the absence of inherent exist
ence of the chariot, and this is its freedom from 
elaborations. 

FOURTH, ANALYSIS OF THE CHRONOLOGY [OF 
THE ARISING OF THE MADHY AMIKA SCHOOLS] 

This has five parts. 
The following subdivisions are a case of Jam
yang-shay-ba's adding in commentary mainly by way 
of topical headings, even introducing a topic that 
Dzong-ka-ba himself does not mention at all, namely 
the question of whether or not Nagarjuna refuted 
Chittamatra. Here Dzong-ka-ba merely cites Ye
shay-day's opinion that Nagarjuna and Aryadeva 
did not make a clear statement in their Madhyamika 
treatises as to whether or not external objects exist, 
not indicating agreement of disagreement with that 
opinion. Although Dzong-ka-ba does not pursue the 
issue here in the Great Exposition, he mentions it 
briefly in his Essence of the Good Explanations and 
Jam-yang-shay-ba has taken that as the source for 
his interpretation. 478 
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FIRST~ 11IE INCORRECTNESS [OF mE ASSERTION} THAT THE 

SUPERIOR FATllER [NAGARJUNA} AND HIS [SPIRITUAL} SON 

[ARYADEVA} DID NOT REFUTE cmrrAMATRA 

With respect to the chronology of the commentaries on 
Nagat'juna's thought~ the master Ye-shay-day (ye shes sde) 
[171] said that 'the Superior father Nagarjuna and his [spiri
tual] son Aryadeva did not, in the treatises settling the Madh
yamika system that they composed, such as the "Collections 
of Reasonings", the Four Hundred, and so forth, make clear 
whether external objects that are a different substantial entity 
from the internal mind exist or not. 479 His statement is 
incorrect because such was already refuted elsewhere480 and 
because it contradicts Nagarjuna's statement in the Precious 
Garland:481 

Just as a grammarian [first] makes 
[His students read the alphabet, 
So Buddha taught his trainees 
The Doctrines which they could bear. 

To some he taught doctrines 
To discourage sinning, 
To some, doctrines for achieving merit,] 
To others, doctrines based on duality. 

To some he taught doctrines based on non-duality, 
To some he taught what is profound and frightening 

to the fearful, 
Having an essence of emptiness and compassion, 
The means of achieving [the highest] enlightenment. 

(394-6) 

SECOND~ 11IE ASSERTION THAT 11IE INITIAL REFUTER OF 

CHIrrAMATRA WAS ONLY BHAVAVIVEKA IS INCORRECT 

[Ye-shay-day further said that] after the composition of 
Madhyamika treatises by the father [Nagarjuna] and his 
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[spiritual] son [Aryadeva], the master Bhavaviveka refuted the 
system of Mind-Only, or Consciousness-Only, by way of 
eradicating it through reasoning. He established, newly open
ing the way, a Madhyamik.a system in which external objects, 
that is, [objects] that are substantial entities other than the 
mind, exist conventionally. 

THIRD, HOW SHANTARAK~HITA OPENED THE WAY OF 

YOG.4CHARA-SV.4TANTRIKA 

After Bhavaviveka had made such a presentation, the master 
Shantarak~hita, in dependence on the textual system of Y oga
chara, or Mind-Only, newly set forth a different system 
establishing Madhyamik.a texts that teach the non-existence of 
external objects conventionally and the non-inherent existence 
of the internal mind ultimately. Thereby, two forms of Madh
yamika arose, one earlier and one later. [Ye-shay-dayexplains 
that] the verbal convention "Sautrantika-Madhyamika" (mdo 
sde spyod pa'i dbu ma pa) was designated to the former, that is, 
to Bhavaviveka and his followers, [172] and the verbal con
vention "Yogacbara-Madhyamika" (rnal 'byor spyod pa'i dbu 
ma pa) was designated to the latter, that is, to Shantarak~hita 
and his followers. This is the description of the chronology of 
the opening of the chariot ways of those two Madhyamika 
[systems]. 

The chronology of the masters who are the authors of the 
treatises and the founders of the systems is evident to have 
occurred in accordance with the above explanation by Ye
shay-day. However, because Shiira, a Madhyamika who as
serted external objects, and Aryavimuktisena, who asserted 
that external objects did not exist, appeared before those two 
[before Bhavaviveka and Shantarak~hita, respectively, 
Dzong-ka-ba] indicates [implicitly in the Medium Exposition of 
Special Insight] that this [presentation] is unsuitable as a mere 
chronology. 482 
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FOURTH, TIlE NEED TO KNOW IN ACCORDANCE WIm KA Y-

DR UP'S "mOUSAND DOSAGES" TIlAT ALmOUGH mESE NAMES 

ARE SUITABLE, THE [DIVISIONS OF MADHYAMIKA} ARE NOT mus 

IN FACT483 

Although the chronology is thus, with respect to the affixing 
of verbal conventions, Madhyamikas are not limited to the 
two - Sautriintika and Y ogachara; for although the master 
Chandrakirti does assert that external objects exist conven
tionally, since this is not done in accordance with another 
system of tenets, Vaibha~hika, Sautrantika, Chittamatra, and 
so forth, it is not suitable to designate this master with the 
verbal convention "Sautrantika". 

FIFlli, A [FUR111ER} UNSUITABILITY OF mOSE VERBAL 

CONVENTIONS FOR CHANDRAKiRTI 

Similarly, the assertion by some Tibetan scholars that since 
the master Chandrakirti asserts external objects convention
ally and does not assert self-knowers, he accords in tenet with 
the Vaib~s is also very unreasonable. This is because 
the root of that master [Chandrakirti's] asserting that external 
objects are not established substantially and his not asserting 
self-knowers derives from his non-assertion of the establish
ment [of phenomena] by way of their own character. 

FIFfH, THE CORRECTNESS OF THE VERBAL 
CONVENTIONS "pRASANGIKA" AND 
"sv AT ANTRIKA" [USED BY SCHOLARS] OF THE 
LATER DISSEMINATION 

This has three parts. 

FIRST, AN INDICATION TIlAT mIS IS mE mOUGHT OF 

CHANDRAKiRTI'S "CLEAR WORDS" 

With respect to the position that is the correct way of desig
nating Ma.dhyamikas, scholars at the time of the later dissem
ination of the doctrine to the land of snowy mountains, Tibet, 
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[173] used for Madhyamikas the verbal conventions "Prasan
gild' - because [that group] asserts that an inferential cognizer 
realizing a probandum can directly be generated merely 
though a consequence (prasanga) - and "Svatantrika" -
because [this group] asserts that such cannot be done merely 
through a consequence, but rather, autonomous (svatantra) 
reasons are definitely needed. This accords with the explana
tion in Chandrakirti's commentary [on Nagarjuna's Treatise on 
the Middle Way], the Clear Words (tshig gsal, prasannapada). 
Thus, you should not think that [these verbal conventions] 
were fabricated by those Tibetan scholars themselves. 

SECOND, mE DIVISION INTO mE lWO, THOSE WHO 00 AND 00 

NOT ASSERT EXTERNAL OBJECTS 

For that reason, our own factually based system is as follows: 
Although Madhyamikas are not limited to the two above 
modes of designating verbal conventions in comparison with 
the tenets of Sautrantikas and Chittamatrins, they are in 
general limited to the two, those who do and do not assert 
external objects. Therefore, by way of their mode of asserting 
conventionalities, they are limited to two - Madhyamikas 
who do assert external objects conventionally and Madhya
mikas who do not assert external objects conventionally. 

THIRD, mE DIVISION [OF MADHYAMIKASj INTO lWO, 

PRAsANGIKAS AND SVATANTRIKAS, BY WAY OF HOW THE VIEW IS 

GENERATED IN mE CONTINUUM 

Also, if names are designated by way of how the view 
ascertaining the ultimate, emptiness, is generated in the con
tinuum, [Madhyamikas] are limited to the two, Prasangikas -
due to asserting that the view can be directly generated 
through merely a consequence (prasailga) - and Svatantrikas 
- due to asserting that [the view] cannot [be generated] 
through merely that, but rather, in order to directly generate 
the [view], autonomous (svatantra) reasons are definitely ne
cessary. 
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With regard to the chronology of the commentaries on 
Nagarjuna's thought, the verbal conventions "Sautrantika
Madhyamika" and "Yogachara-Madhyamika" are in general 
correct, but because the glorious Chandraklrti is neither of 
those, in general Madhyamikas are not limited to those two. 

The assertion of external objects by the master Bhavaviveka 
is essentially the same as Sautrantika. However, the glorious 
Chandraklrti's saying that there are external objects is not of 
the same meaning as any Sautrantika or Vaibha~hika even 
though the mere words are similar. 484 

SIXTH, WHICH MASTERS ARE TO BE FOLLOWED 

This has three parts. 

FIRST, AN INDICATION THAT THE EARLIER GA-DAM-BAS' (BKA' 

GDAMS PA) SEEKING THE VIEW FOLLOWING CHANDRAKiRTI IS 

THE THOUGHT OF ATISHA 

One might think: Since, as explained above, there are many 
masters who commented on the thought of the Superior 
Nigirjuna and his spiritual son, with respect to how to settle 
the view of the Superior Nagarjuna and his spiritual son, 
following which among those masters should one non
erroneously seek [Nagarjuna's] thought? 

[Answer:] The great elder, the glorious Atisha, held the 
system of the master ChandrakIrti, that is to say, his quint
essential instructions for settling the view, to be reliable and 
took them to be chief. For, Atisha's [Introduction to the} Two 
Truths (bden gnyis la 'jug pa, satyadvayavatara, I5d- I6ab) 
saYS:485 

Through the quintessential instructions transmitted 
from Chandraklrti, student of Nagarjuna ... 

Reality, the truth, will be realized. 

Since this was seen to be correct, following the great elder 
[Atisha], earlier great lamas who transmitted these instruc
tions on the stages of the path to enlightenment, Bo-do-wa 
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(po-to-ba) and so forth, took the system of ChandrakIrti to be 
reliable and held it as chief. [175] 

SECOND, DZONG-KA-BA'S OWN ASSERTION THAT THE 1WO 

SYSTEMS OF BUDDlMPMITA AND CHANDRAKiRTI ARE CHIEF AND 

IHAT AFTER THEM BHAVAVIVEKA IS NEXT IN IMPORTANCE 

Among the commentators on Nagarjuna's Treatise on the 
Middle Way (dbu ma'i bstan bcos, madhyamakasiistra), whose 
did the master ChandrakIrti, who has been taken to be reliable 
and held as chief, see as elucidating completely and just as it is 
the thought of Nagarjuna? He saw that the master Buddha
palita elucidated completely and without error the thought of 
the honorable Superior Nagarjuna. Having seen that, the 
glorious ChandrakIrti took the system of the master Buddha
palita as his basis and held it to be chief. Not only that, but 
also the honorable ChandrakIrti took many portions of good 
explanation even from the commentaries of the master 
Bhavaviveka, and having uprooted by way of refuting well 
with reasoning those things in Bhavaviveka's commentaries 
that appeared to be a little incorrect, he commented on the 
thought of the Superior Nagarjuna just as it is. 

lliIRD, TIlE IMPORTANCE OF THESE 1WO MASTERS AT ALL TIMES 

WIlli REGARD TO EXPLAINING TIlE PROFOUND MEANING [OF 

EMPTINESS] 

Therefore, because the commentaries by these two masters, 
the honorable Buddhapalita and Chandrakirti, are seen to be 
most excellent with regard to explaining the texts of the 
Superior father, Nagarjuna, and his [spiritual] son [Aryadeva], 
such as the Treatise on the Middle Way and so forth, here on 
the occasion of settling the view, the thought of the honorable 
Superior Nagarjuna will be non-erroneously settled following 
the master Buddhapalita and the glorious ChandrakIrti. [176] 



3 The Stages of Entry Into Suchness 

Now, the actual explanation of how to settle the view of 
emptiness, the third heading from above [see chapter one, 
P.253] and the topic of this discussion, is to be known by way 
of two topics: initially, the stages of entry into suchness and, 
after that, the actual settling of suchness. The first of these has 
two parts: (I) explanation of the suchness that is the object of 
attainment and the stages of entry [into it], and (2) explana
tion that although [even in this system, Prasangika, practi
tioners of] the two vehicles meditate on the two selflessnesses 
individually [first the selflessness of persons and then of 
phenomena], the mode of realization [in Miidhyamika] is 
different from that among the Proponents of True Existence. 

FIRST, EXPLANATION OF THE SUCHNESS THAT 
IS THE OB]ECTOF ATTAINMENT AND THE 
STAGES OF ENTRY [INTO IT] 

This has two parts: the actual [explanation] and an elimination 
of quahns. 

FIRST, THE ACTUAL [EXPLANATION] 

This has two parts, a question and an answer. 

QUESTION 

With regard to this point of the stages of entry [into suchness], 
there are two factors, the object of attainment into which one 
is entering and the stages that are the means of entering into 
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it. From among those two, what is the nirvfu).a, the passing 
very much beyond suffering as well as its root, that is the 
suchness that is the object of attainment? Also, by way of just 
what sort of stages of entry into realizing suchness, the 
methods of attaining that nirvfu).a, must one enter into it? 

ANSWER 

This has two parts: an explanation of the suchness that is the 
object of attainment and of the stages of entry into it. 

FIRST, EXPLANATION OF THE SUCHNESS THAT IS THE OBJECT OF 

ATTAINMENT 

Answer: The object of attainment is as follows: The suchness 
that is the fruit to be attained here, in the Mahayana, is the 
non-abiding nirvfu).a that is a state of the utter extinguishment, 
in all forms and in all places and times, of all the mistakes of 
the conception of I and mine as established right with their 
own bases. [This is achieved] through pacifying, by way of 
abandoning them, all factors of erroneous dualistic appearance, 
the manifest obstructions to omniscience, obscurers of the 
mind - that is to say, erroneous appearances that are the 
various appearances of those things of conventional natures, 
external phenomena such as forms, sounds and so forth, and 
internal phenomena, eyes, and so forth, as [their own] such
ness whereas they are not the suchness that is the basic mode 
of subsistence of those bases - along with their predisposi
tions, the obstructions to omniscience. [177] That suchness is 
a Buddha's Truth Body. 

SECOND, EXPLANATION OF THE STAGES OF ENTERING INTO THAT 

SUCHNESS 

This has seven parts. 

First, the need to see the faults of cyclic existence 

The second question [asked above] is, "What are the stages 
that are the means of entry to, that is, that are how one enters 
into realizing, suchness?" 
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Answer: Having first contemplated in detail the sufferings 
of cyclic existence, its faults - causes such as attachment and 
so forth - and its disadvantages - effects such as birth, aging, 
and so forth - your mind becomes averse to those faults and 
disadvantages due to discouragement with and fear of them. 
Then you should generate a strong mind wishing to cast aside, 
or abandon, that cyclic existence. 

Second, the need to identify the root that is the source 

When such [a mind wishing to abandon cyclic existence] 
arises, then you need to see that if you do not overcome the 
causes of cyclic existence through abandoning [contaminated] 
actions and afflictions, cyclic existence will not be overcome. 
Upon seeing such, you [come to] wonder what the root of 
cyclic existence is. You need to research what that root is and, 
through researching it, to induce ascertainment from the 
depths with respect to a decided analysis of how the view of 
the transitory, or ignorance, serves as the root of cyclic 
existence, being able to ascertain that you experience limitless 
suffering in cyclic existence due to error through just that 
view of the transitory, or ignorance. You must then generate a 
non-artificial wish to abandon that ignorance, or view of the 
transitory, the root of cyclic existence. [178] 

Third, the need for those of sharp faculties to realize that one can 
abandon the view of the transitory, the root source 

Then you must see that overcoming that view of the transi
tory, the cause of cyclic existence, definitely depends upon 
generating the wisdom realizing well the way in which self 
[i.e., inherent existence] as it is conceived by the view of the 
transitory is utterly non-existent. Further, having seen such, 
since that self cannot be known to be non-existent through 
just staying as you are, you should see that it must be refuted 
by means of correct reasoning. Further, it not being sufficient 
just to see that [reasoning is necessary], you need to gain 
definite ascertainment, deciding in dependence on stainless 
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scriptures and reasonings that damage its existence and prove 
its non-existence that such a self does not exist. Such ascer
tainment is an indispensible method for one who is intent on 
liberation. 

Fourth, the truth body is attained through cultivating the view 
realizing selflessness by means of the path 

Having, in the manner explained above, gained the view 
ascertaining that the self and the mine do not in the least have 
inherent establishment, you should not just leave the view 
that has been found but should familiarize again and again 
with the meaning found. Thereby, finally as its imprint you 
will attain a Buddha's Truth Body, the effect. 

The following paragraph is a summary by Nga
wang-rap-den intended to show that Dzong-ka-ba's 
identification of the suchness that is the object of 
attainment and of the stages of entry to it is also the 
thought of Nagarjuna and his spiritual sons. 

Just as "the pacification of elaborations" [mentioned in the 
opening verse of] the Treatise on the Middle Way486 is the final 
nirviiQa without remainder and [Nagarjuna] paid homage to 
the teacher who taught just that as the chief object of medita
tion by trainees, so the final suchness that is the abandonment 
of the elaborations of dualistic appearances as well as their 
predispositions is both the object of attainment and the object 
of meditation. With respect to how you engage in the methods 
for attaining it, [179] you initially generate a wish for libera
tion through contemplating the faults of cyclic existence, true 
sufferings. Then having contemplated true sources, the stages 
of entering into cyclic existence, you see through the example 
of a stake to which a calf is bound that the root of the suffering 
of cyclic existence meets back to the view of the transitory, 
whereupon you refute the self as it is conceived by that [view]. 
This has the same meaning as the statement in Maitreya's 
Sublime Continuum of the Great Vehicle (rgyud bla rna, uuara
tantra) that the error is baseless and rootless. Such is also set 
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forth in Chandraklrti's Clear Words in the transition to the 
next chapter' [that is, at the beginning of the eighteenth 
chapter, commenting on] the end [the last verse] of the 
[seventeenth] chapter in which [Nagarjuna] had said:487 

Afflictions, actions, and the body, 
[Agents, and effects 
Are like a city of scent-eaters, 
Like mirages, and like dreams. 

The passage from Chandrakirti is cited by Dzong-ka-ba im
mediately below.] 

Fifth, the explanation in Chandrak'irti's "Clear Words" 

That it is attained in that way is set forth in Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words which says that:488 

Certain people wonder the following: The afflictions 
that are the initial cause, the actions motivated by 
those [afllictions], the body that is the fruition im
pelled by those actions, the person who is the agent 
of those actions, and the sufferings that are the 
effects to be experienced by that person in depend
ence on the body depend one upon the other and 
appear variously. Are all these [their own] suchness 
in the sense that they are established as their own 
mode of subsistence? 

They are not; they are not established by way of 
their own entities. Rather, they are false, like the 
example of a city of scent-eaters (dri za, gandharva) 
which appears to be an actual city though it is not 
and to possess obstructiveness though it does not. 
Similarly, whereas the above-mentioned afflictions, 
actions, agents, and so forth are not [their own] 
suchness in the sense of being established by way of 
their own mode of subsistence, they appear in the 
aspect of being [their own] suchness to the childish, 
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that is, to common beings. [180] In this sense they 
are only deceptive falsities. 

If, here on this occasion of researching the object
ive suchness of things, the above explained afflic
tions, actions, body, and so forth are not the such
ness of objects, then what is the suchness of objects 
that is to be sought or attained here in the Mahayana? 
Also, what are the stages of entering into that such
ness, that is, the methods for attaining that [such
ness]? 

Answer: The non-abiding nirvfu;la that is a pacifi
cation in the sense of utterly extinguishing in all 
forms - in all times and places - all error with 
respect to internal and external things of the manifest 
determination, or conception, of [inherently exist
ent] I and mine together with its seeds by means of 
becoming accustomed to the unobservability of 
things internal and external as inherently existent, 
that is to say, by way of having utterly abandoned 
and pacified all mistaken appearances - the appear
ance of things internal, such as eyes, and external, 
such as forms, sounds and so forth, as if they were 
[their own] suchness in the sense of being their own 
mode of subsistence whereas they are not - is the 
suchness that is the final object of attainment and the 
object of meditation, that to be sought on this 
occasion of researching the suchness of objects. It is 
just the Truth Body of a Buddha. 

Sixth, how the stages of entering [into suchness] are explained in 
Chandrakirn's "Supplement to (Niigarjuna's) 'Treatise on the 
Middk Way''' 

Question: What are the stages, or mode, of entering 
into suchness, that is, what are the methods for 
achieving that? In answer to this, [Chandrakirti] 
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makes reference to his Supplement to (N agarjuna's) 
"Treatise on the Middle Way" (VI.I2o) which says 
that: 

Yogis see through having researched with their 
own minds that not just part, but all of the faults, 
the afflictions of desire and so forth, and the 
disadvantages, birth, aging, sickness, and death, 
and so forth, of cyclic existence [181] arise from a 
root that is the view of the transitory, that is to 
say, the conception of the inherent establishment 
of I and mine, in that through abandoning the 
view of the transitory, one removes all those faults 
like the branches of a tree whose root is cut. 

There is a way to abandon the view of the 
transitory, for [yogis] do not just leave it at only 
seeing that [all the afflictions arise in dependence 
on the view of the transitory]. Rather, since they 
need to know that object which is the basis from 
which error arises, they then realize that the self or 
I, erroneously adhered to by that [view] in the 
conception, "This is the self which exists by way 
of its own entity," is the object of observation 
mistaken by the view of the transitory. Then, 
through seeing that the self does not exist objec
tively as it is conceived to by the view of the 
transitory, [that view of the transitory] is aban
doned. 

Thereby, after that, the yogi, that is, one who 
has the yoga of a union of calm abiding and special 
insight and is seeking liberation, refutes with 
correct reasoning by means of the five reasons and 
so forth, such inherent establishment, the self that 
is the object of negation, which is such that 
although the referent object [of the conception of 
inherent existence] lacks an objective mode of 
subsistence, it appears to have such .... 
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Since through such [statements], Chandrakirti ex
plained in detail the stages of entering into suchness 
in his Supplement to (Niigarjuna's) "Treatise on the 
Middle Way", he makes reference to it, saying that 
one should seek [this explanation] there. 

[Chandrakirti's Clear Words] also says that:489 

Yogis intent on liberation, who wish to enter into 
suchness by way of such stages as explained above 
and who wish by way of that thoroughly to abandon 
all of the true sufferings and true sources, the afflic
tions, such as attachment, and the faults of cyclic 
existence such as birth, aging, and so forth, [182] 
investigate and analyze the final basic root that 
serves as a cause of cycling in cyclic existence, 
initially researching, "What sort of root does this 
wandering in cyclic existence have as its cause? 
From what does it arise?" 

When yogis thoroughly investigate and analyze in 
this manner with such a reasoned mode of research
ing, they see through the power of this analysis that 
cyclic existence has as its root, that is to say, arises 
from, the view of the transitory collection - the 
conception of I and mine [as inherently existent]. 
When they analyze whether or not the view of the 
transitory can be abandoned and what sort of object 
that view of the transitory is observing, they see that 
the I or self which appears to be established as [its 
own] suchness is the object of observation of the 
view of the transitory collection. When they investi
gate with reasoning the appearance of that object of 
observation, the self, as if [its own] suchness, they 
see with wisdom that the self apprehended thus by 
that view of the transitory as established objectively 
- its referent object - is just not observed [by valid 
cognition] to be its own suchness as it appears, that 
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is, is non-existent. Then, they see that through 
meditation in accordance with this perception, the 
wrong consciousness that is the view of the transi
tory can be abandoned. 

[Finally] they see that through abandoning the 
view of the transitory, all afflictions and faults also 
will definitely be overcome since the root of all the 
afflictions, attachment and so forth, and the faults of 
cyclic existence such as birth, aging, and so forth 
derives from just the view of the transitory. [183] 

If one does not want all the faults and disadvant
ages as explained above, then since the root of all of 
them meets back to the view of the transitory collec
tion, and since the generation of them by the view of 
the transitory meets back to conceiving self, yogis 
who are the analyzers see the great importance of 
analyzing just that self. They investigate and analyze 
in the following way: What is this self that is the 
object of the view of the transitory conceiving self 
like? Is it established by way of its own entity or not? 
From among all possible objects of analysis, at the 
very beginning they investigate and analyze by way 
of reasoned individual investigation just the self. 
[184] 

Seventh, these stages of entry [into suchness] are the thought of 
both these masters [Chandrakirti and Buddhapalita] and also of 
N agarjuna' s "Treatise on the M iddle Way" 

Although in general, in Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle 
Way, and so forth, many reasonings refuting inherent estab
lishment with respect to an immeasurable number of individ
ual subjects in terms of persons and phenomena are set forth, 
when yogis initially enter into practice, abridging all these 
limitless subjects, they settle the lack of inherent establish
ment in terms of only the two, I and mine, familiarizing with 
just this mode of meditation. Since all the essentials are 
complete there, the master Buddhapalita says that this mode 
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of meditation is the meaning of the eighteenth chapter of 
Nagiirjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way. 

In dependence on his having said that, the master Chandra
ltirti here in this commentary presents the mode of settling 
[the view] in that way. Even the sections in his Supplement to 
(Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" that teach the 
selflessness of persons are just extensive explanations of just 
the eighteenth chapter of Nagiirjuna's Treatise on the Middle 
Way. 

The following sentence is a summary commentary 
from Nga-wang-rap-den.490 

Although in Nagiirjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way many 
reasonings refuting self in relation to individual subjects were 
set forth, when yogis initially engage [in refuting self], they 
meditate in an abridged way within settling the lack of 
inherent existence of the I and the mine. 

SECOND, AN ELIMINATION OF QUALMS 

This has three parts: a question as to whether the selflessness 
of phenomena is or is not included in the suchness and 
selflessness that are the object of attainment; in answer to that, 
an explanation individually of the objects of attainment; and 
that the mode of realizing the two selflessnesses differs from 
that of the Proponents of True Existence. 

FIRST, A QUESTION AS TO WHETHER THE SELFLESSNESS OF 

PHENOMENA IS OR IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE SUCHNESS AND 

SELFLESSNESS TIlAT ARE THE OBjECI' OF ATTAINMENT 

Someone, generating the following qualm~ might say that 
both the identification of suchness and the mode of entering 
into it are incorrect: [185] Nagiirjuna's Treatise on the Middle 
Way is an occasion [of explaining] the meaning of the Perfec
tion of Wisdom Siitras, and since this is an occasion of 
teaching the stages of the Mahayana path, should one not 
teach the mode of entry into suchness in terms of the Maha
yana? Indeed one should, and therefore, the nirviiI).a that is a 
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mere extinguishment of the view of the transitory conceiving 
[an inherently'existent] I and mine as [explained] above is not 
suitable to be posited as the suchness that is the object of 
attainment by Mahayanists, the Truth' Body, [because this 
explanation] did not indicate the selflessness of phenomena. 
Since the meaning of settling the selflessness of phenomena 
does not exist within the mere settling of the absence of 
inherent establishment of the objects I and mine, it is not 
suitable to posit that for a Mahayanist the mere realization 
that I and mine do not inherently exist is the path of entering 
into suchness. 

That qualm will be cleared away with the following. 

SECOND, INDIVIDUAL EXPLANATIONS OF TIlE 1WO [TYPES OF] 

SUCHNESS, OR NIRV~A, IHAT ARE TIlE OBJECTS OF 

ATTAINMENT 

There is no fault such as that put forth in the first qualm 
[namely, that the identification of suchness is incorrect]; the 
reason there is no fault is that with regard to the extinguish
ment by way of abandoning in all ways the conception of I and 
mine, there are two different modes of extinguishment. Al
though utter abandonment of the afHictions - the conception 
of I and mine - in the manner of their not being produced 
again does exist even among Hinayanists, the nirv3r)a that is 
the abandonment exhaustively in the manner of unappre
hendability in all ways by way of pacifying completely all 
predispositions of the afHictions as well as the signs, that is, 
the elaborations of mistaken dualistic appearance, with regard 
to all phenomena external and internal that are produced by 
those [afHictions] along with their predispositions is just the 
Truth Body. [186] 

lHIRD, TIlE MODE OF REALIZING TIlE 1WO SELFLESSNESSES 

DIffERS FROM IHAT OF TIlE LOWER SYSTEMS [mE PROPONENTS 

OF TRULY EXISTENT mINGS] 

This has two parts: the actual explanation and an elimination 
of qualms. 
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FIRST, THE ACTUAL EXPLANATION 

This has four parts. 

First, when the self is realized as not existing inherently, the 
aggregates that are the basis of designation of the self are realized 
as not existing inherently 

There does not exist the second fallacy of incorrectness of the 
mode of entry [into suchness] because491 when you realize that 
the self is not established inherently, through the force of that, 
the conception also of the aggregates, the mine, that are the 
branches, or basis of designation, of that self as inherently 
existent is overcome - that is, becomes non-existent. It is like 
the way in which, for example, when a chariot - that which 
has parts - is burned by fire, the parts of that chariot, the 
chariot wheels and so forth, are also definitely burned. 

The following is a summary from Nga-wang
rap-den. 492 

Someone might say that both this mode of identifying 
suchness and the mode of entering into it are incorrect. For 
here one is setting forth the Mahayana mode of entering into 
suchness, whereby the mere extinguishing of the conception 
of I and mine is not suitable to be the suchness that is the 
object of attainment. Also, since the mere settling of the lack 
of inherent existence of I and mine does not involve settling 
the selflessness of phenomena, it is not feasible as a path for 
entering into suchness [i.e., that suchness which is the final 
object of attainment]. 

[Response:] There is no fault of incorrectness with respect to 
the first, [the identification of suchness], for, with regard to 
extinguishing all fOnTIS of the conception of I and mine, there 
are two varieties, and although [the first], the abandonment of 
the afllictions in the manner of their never being generated 
again exists even among Hinayanists, here it is an exhaustive 
abandonment of all signs, that is to say, elaborations of 
dualistic appearance, as well as their predispositions with 
regard to all external and internal phenomena, and just that is 
the Truth Body. 
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There is no fault of incorrectness with regard to the mode of 
entering into ~uchness because the sign [the reason advanced 
above by the opponent to prove his assertion of fault] - that 
at the time of realizing the I and mine to be without inherent 
existence, the selflessness of phenomena has not been settled 
- is not established. [In other words, in the Prasailgika 
system, you have settled the selflessness of phenomena when 
you realize the lack of inherent existence of I and mine.] For, 
when you realize that the self does not inherently exist, the 
conception that the five aggregates that are the basis of 
designation of the self inherently exist is overcome. It is like 
the way in which, for example, when a chariot is burned its 
parts are also burned. 

Second, with regard to the mode of investigating the lack of 
inherent existence of the self, one needs to analyze, in accordance 
with how the innate view of the transitory conceives it, whether or 
not the self has all the characteristics of the aggregates 

Moreover, Chandrakirti's Clear Words says that:493 

[The self] is merely imputed in dependence upon its 
basis of designation, the five aggregates, and serves 
as a basis for the strong adherence to self by childish 
common beings who have come under the influence 
of error due to the force of their minds being 
affected by the dimness of ignorance. [187] The five 
aggregates are that which is appropriated by the self 
and the self is that which appropriates, and thus 
these five aggregates are seen to be that which is 
appropriated by [the self], the appropriator. 

Just what is this triply qualifed self like? [The 
three qualifications are that it is just imputed in 
dependence on the five aggregates, that it is the basis 
of the strong conception of self, and that the five 
aggregates appear to be and indeed are its appropria
tion.] Does [the self] have the character of the 
aggregates, i.e, is it of one nature with them? Or, is 
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it without the character, or other than the nature of, 
the aggregates?494 Analytical persons who wish liber
ation initially engage in such analysis. 

Third, when sought in this way, it is not found by a reasoning 
conscwusness 

When analyzed in all ways with this mode of analy
sis, those who want liberation do not find, or ob
serve, such a so-called self having the nature of the 
aggregates that are its basis of designation, and 
therefore, due to the self's not being established by 
way of its own mode of subsistence, [Nagarjuna's 
Treatise says that]: 

In that the self, the designated phenomenon which 
is designated [in dependence] upon the aggregates 
that are its basis of designation, does not exist by 
way of its own mode of subsistence, how could the 
mine, that is, the aggregates and so forth that are 
its basis of designation, exist from the viewpoint 
of being established by way of their own mode of 
subsistence? They cannot. 

Therefore, because the self is not observed [as] 
inherently existent in them, [188] then also the 
aggregates which are the mine, the basis of designa
tion of the self, would very much not be observed 
[as] inherently existent. This is because the two 
selves are not posited by way of [one being] coarse 
and [the other being more] subtle. For example, 
when a chariot, the parts-possessor [the whole], is 
burned by fire, the parts of the chariot, its wheels 
and so forth, are also burned and thus do not exist 
and are not observed. Similarly, when yogis realize 
that the self does not inherently exist, they will 
realize the selflessness, or lack of inherent existence, 
or lack of establishment by way of their own entity, 
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also of the mine, the things that are the aggregates 
which are'the bases of designation of the self, 

Thus, that passage says that when through having analyzed 
whether the self is of one character with the aggregates or not 
one character with the aggregates, an inferential cognizer 
explicitly realizes the self as without inherent existence, that 
is, as not established from its own side, the mine - the 
aggregates - also are realized through its force as without 
inherent existence, that is, as not established from their own 
side, 

Not only is there the above [statement in Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words], but also Chandrakirti's [AutoJcommentary on the 
"Supplement to (Niigiirjuna's) 'Treatise on the Middle Way'" 
says that:495 

If, because of the great mistake of the mental error 
by way of apprehending that forms and so forth -
the bases of designation of that [self] - entities 
which are not established as [their own] suchness are 
established as [their own] suchness, that is, as inher
ently existent, Hearers and Solitary Realizers did 
not realize the selflessness of phenomena, then it 
would follow that they would not realize the selfless
ness of the person, that is, the absence of inherent 
existence of the self that is designated with respect to 
the aggregates. Why? [189] Because they apprehend 
the aggregates that serve as the basis of designation 
of the self within the superimposition of inherent 
establishment. 

Fourth, this is not only explained in Chandrak'irti's "Supplement 
to (N iigiirjuna' s) 'Treatise on the M iddle Way''', but is the 
thought of N iigiirjuna' s "Precious Garland" 

As a source for this [Chandrakirti cites] Nagarjuna's Precious 
Garland C35ab) which says that: 

As long as, without coming to disbelieve in the 
referent object of the conception of true existence, 
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one has conception - through the force of tenets -
of the aggregates as inherently established, or true, 
for so long does the one apprehending such have a 
conception of the I, which is designated [in depend
ence] upon the aggregates, as inherently estab
lished, not having come to disbelieve in the referent 
object of that conception. This must be so because 
the modes of apprehension of those two [the concep
tions of a self of persons and of phenomena] are the 
same and because the basis of designation [the ag
gregates] is being conceived to truly be the phenom
enon designated [the self]. 

Thus, it is said that if you do not realize the aggregates to be 
without inherent existence, that is, if you have not turned 
your mind to tenets that settle the absence of inherent estab
lishment of the aggregates, then you do not at all realize the 
selflessness of the person. 

SECOND, AN ELIMINATION OF QUALMS 

This has three parts: a question, the actual answer, and 
dispelling an objection [with respect to that answer]. 

First, a questUm 

There are two questions, the first of which is as follows: If just 
that awareness realizing the person as without inherent exist
ence' that is, as not established by way of its own entity, 
realizes the aggregates also as without inherent existence, that 
is, as not established by way of their own entities, there would 
be the fault that the two awarenesses realizing the two selfless
nesses would be one. 

We do not assert such, and the damage [to that assertion] is 
that if the two [awarenesses] were one, then there would be 
the fault that the subjects - phenomena and persons - that 
are the bases of the two selflessnesses would also be one. [190] 
Therefore, the two, phenomena and persons, are separate, 
and since that is the case, the two awarenesses realizing those 
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two as without inherent existence are also established as 
separate, just as, for example, an awareness realizing a pot as 
impermanent and an awareness realizing a pillar as imperma
nent are separate. 

The second question is that if just that awareness realizing 
the person as without inherent existence does not realize the 
aggregates as without inherent existence, then how can one 
posit the meaning of ChandrakIrti's statement in the Clear 
Words that when one realizes the selflessness of the person, 
one realizes the absence of inherent existence of the aggregates? 
One cannot. 

Second, the actual answer 

This has two parts, a [brief] indication and an [extensive] 
explanation. 

First, a [brief] indication 

Since we do not assert the first of those two questions - that 
just that awareness realizing the person as without inherent 
existence realizes the aggregates as without inherent existence 
- I will explain the laner question, the meaning of asserting 
that just that awareness realizing the person as without inhe
rent existence does not realize that the aggregates are without 
inherent existence. 

Second, the extensive explanation 

This has three parts. 

First, although that awareness [realizing the selflessness of the 
person] does not realize the absence of inherent existence of the 
aggregates, [the absence of inherent existence of the aggregates] is 
realized through its force. Since just that awareness realizing the 
person as without inherent existence does not engage in the 
thought, "The aggregates do not inherently exist," just that 
awareness itself does not realize [the absence of inherent 
existence of the aggregates]; however, by way of that mind, 
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without relying on some other mode of realization, another 
awareness that is an ascertaining consciousness ascertaining 
that the aggregates are without inherent existence can be 
induced. [191] Therefore, by way of just that awareness 
realizing the absence of inherent existence of the person, 
superimpositions that superimpose inherent existence on the 
aggregates also can be eliminated without depending on any 
other [mind]. Hence, [Chandraklrti] speaks of realization 
through the force of that [mind] as realization by it. For, 
Dzong-ka-ba's Ocean of Reasoning, Explanation of (Nagar
juna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" saYS:496 

This is like the way in which when a valid cognizer 
ascertaining the three modes in the proof of sound as 
impermanent is generated, [in dependence on its 
force, without relying on a succession of other inter
vening valid cognizers, there is a capacity to generate 
an awareness that is explicitly contradictory with the 
superimposition and mode of apprehension of the 
conception of sound as pennanent. However,] it is 
not that the former valid cognizer implicitly estab
lishes sound as impennanent or that it eliminates the 
superimposition apprehending sound as pennanent. 

Second, it is asserted that the mind realizes it when it eliminates 
superimpositions. This does not mean that just that former 
functioning of the reasoning settling [the selflessness of the 
person] and just the former functioning of that awareness's 
mode of realization [of the selflessness of the person] can 
induce ascertainment [of the selflessness of phenomena] with
out depending on another [mind]. Rather, it means that, in 
general, in dependence upon the former reasoning and the 
mind's former mode of realization, ascertainment [of the 
selflessness of phenomena] can be induced without relying on 
another mode of reasoning or realization. If it were otherwise, 
then just that awareness realizing the absence of inherent 
existence of the person would realize the absence of inherent 
existence of the aggregates whereby it would not be necessary 
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to settle again the absence of inherent existence in terms of the 
aggregates. . 

Therefore, because there is this capacity [for the selflessness 
of the aggregates to be realized through the force of the 
realization of the selflessness of the person without depending 
on another reasoning], thinking of that, [Chandrakirti] said 
that when one realizes that the person does not inherently 
exist, due to the fact that one has eliminated the superimposi
tions of the conception of true existence with respect to the 
aggregates, one reaIizes that the aggregates also are without 
inherent existence. Dzong-ka-ba's Ocean of Reasoning, Expla
nation of (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" saYS:497 

This is like the way in which in Dharmakirti's 
Commentary on (Digniiga's) "Compendium on Valid 
Cognition", [in the passage] "Through its import that 
becomes an awareness [realizing] disintegration," 
"through Its import" (don gyis) is explained as "imp
licitly" (shugs kyis) but this is not implicit realization 
(shugs rtogs). 

Dzong-ka-ba's interpretation of Chandrakirti's state
ment that when one reaIizes the selflessness of the 
person, one reaIizes the selflessness of phenomena is 
that this means not that the awareness realizing the 
selflessness of the person itself either explicitly or 
implicitly reaIizes the selflessness of the aggregates, 
but that through it one has gained a capaci~ for 
realizing such, and thus it can be said that the 
selflessness of phenomena is reaIized through its force. 
In dependence on just the functioning of the aware
ness realizing the selflessness of the person, the 
selflessness of phenomena can be realized sub
sequently without having to rely on any other reas
oning or consciousness. Dzong-ka-ba supports this 
interpretation of Chandrakirti by citing a passage 
from Dharmakirti where just the same sort of in
terpretation is required. Even though Dharmakirti 
says "implicitly", this does not mean actual implicit 
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realization by that very consciousness but indicates 
that something can be realized through the force of 
that consciousness. 

It is very clear in Dzong-ka-ba's writings and some of my own 
lamas explained with particular emphasis that although right 
after realizing the absence of inherent existence of the person, 
you do not realize the absence of inherent existence of the 
aggregates, you have attained a capacity to do so. [192] 

Following is summary commentary from Nga
wang-rap-den. 

Moreover, if you ascertain that the aggregates, the basis of 
designation, do not inherently exist, because you have refuted 
the object of negation in terms of [those] objects, good 
ascertainment also of the absence of inherent existence of the 
person who is designated to those [aggregates] will come. 
However, while conceiving the inherent establishment of the 
aggregates, the basis of designation, though you might claim 
that the person, the phenomenon designated to those, does 
not inherently exist, the object of negation would have become 
[something additional to the appearance of the object] like a 
hat peeled off. 

Since the awareness realizing the absence of inherent exist
ence of the person is able, without relying on any other 
[reasoning or mode of realization], to induce a consciousness 
ascertaining the absence of inherent existence of the aggregates, 
it is also able to eliminate through its own force the super
imposition of an inherent establishment of the aggregates, 
whereby it is said that when the person is realized as without 
inherent existence, the aggregates also are realized as without 
inherent existence. This point is made in accordance with the 
statement, "One who sees the suchness of one phenomenon 
[sees the suchness of all phenomena]". 

The earlier statement in Chandraklrti's Clear Words that 
right from the beginning of seeking the view one should 
engage in analysis as to whether or not [the self] is imputed 
within the situation of the aggregates that are the basis of 
designation of the self being inherently existent498 is also said 
to establish that when the person is realized as non-inherently 
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existent, the .aggregates also are realized as non-inherently 
existent. 

Third, in this system, due to the absence of true existence of the 
substratum, the conceptUm of the true existence of its attributes is 
refuted. Also, this should be known in accordance with Bud
dhapalita's statement in the Buddhapalita Commentary on 
(Nagarjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" (dbu ma rtsa ba'i 
, grel pa buddha pa Ii ta, buddhapalitamulamadhyamakavrtti) 
that: 499 

Just those that are the objects of use by the so-called 
"self" are called the "mine". Therefore, in that the 
self which is the basis in dependence upon which the 
mine are apprehended does not exist by way of its 
own entity, that is, inherently, if it does not exist 
[thus], how could it be correct that these mine 
which, depending upon that self, are its objects of 
use be inherently existent? That is, the mine would 
not be established by way of its own entity. [193] 

For example, when you ascertain that a son of a barren 
woman, the substratum, does not occur, although that very 
awareness ascertaining such does not engage in the thought, 
"The ears and so forth which are attributes of that son of a 
barren woman do not exist," in dependence upon just that 
awareness, superimpositions conceiving the ears and so forth 
of that son of a barren woman to exist can be explicitly 
eliminated. Similarly, when you ascertain that the self, the 
substratum, does not exist as [its own] suchness, in depend
ence on just that mind of ascertainment, the conception that 
the eyes and so forth which are attributes of that self exist as 
[their own] suchness is overcome. 

Third, dispelling an objectUm 

This has four parts: the objection, an answer, an assertion, 
and a refutation of that [assertion]. 
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First, the objection 

Someone might say: Even the Proponents of True Existence 
who assert that the person is imputedly existent, that is, 
Buddhist schools with the exception of the Vatsiputriyas and 
so forth, do not assert that the person is ultimately established. 
Therefore, even those Proponents of True Existence would 
realize that eyes and so forth are without inherent existence. 

Second, the answer: it would [absurdly] folluw that they would 
realize also the absence of true existence of gross objects 

If it were as you have reasoned, then since those Proponents 
of True Existence assert that gross objects - eyes, sprouts, 
and so forth - which are aggregations and composites of 
minute [particles] are imputedly existent, then those Pro
ponents of True Existence would realize eyes, sprouts, and so 
forth as without inherent existence. 5OO [194] 

Third, an assertion 

That person might say that he accepts that the Proponents of 
True Existence realize the absence of inherent existence of 
eyes, and so forth. 

F ounh, the refutation of that [assertion] 

This has four parts. 

First, not only would this contradict your own assertion [that 
Proponents of True Existence do not realize the absence of inherent 
existence of pherwmena] but also as a reason [why such cannot be 
accepted], it would [absurdly] folluw that Haribhadra's explana
tion in his "Small Commentary" [his "Clear Meaning Cammentary 
on (Maitreya's) 'Ornament for Clear Realization"'] of the absence 
of true existence to Buddhist Proponents of True Existence would 
not be correct [because it would be absurd to prove the absence of 
true existence to them if they already realized it]. If you accept 
such, then it contradicts your own assertion; previously you 
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flung to the opponent the unwanted consequence that [the 
Proponents of True Existence] would realize the absence of 
inherent existence of eyes and so forth; thus it is your own 
assertion that Proponents of True Existence do not realize that 
eyes and so forth do not inherently exist, and you are contra
dicting that. 

Not only that, it would not be necessary for Madhyamikas 
to prove to Proponents of True Existence that sprouts and so 
forth do not truly exist. Further, complete paths of virtuous 
or non-virtuous actions are posited as continuums of moments; 
since a continuum is similar to a gross object, which is a 
composite of minute particles, the Proponents of True Exist
ence would have to assert virtues and so forth to be without 
inherent existence by reason of their being continuums. If the 
Proponents of True Existence did assert such, then there 
would be no purpose in the Proponents of True Existence 
objecting to and disputing the propounding by Svatantrika
Madhyamikas such as Haribhadra and so forth that all phenom
ena, virtues, non-virtues, and so forth, are like dreams, 
without true existence, refuting that these are posited through 
the force of appearing to a non-defective awareness. [195] The 
objection by the Proponents of True Existence is set forth in 
Haribhadra's CleaT Meaning Commentary ('grel pa don gsal, 
spu(iirthii) as follows: so1 

If all such phenomena were like dreams, then just as 
when elephants and so forth appear in a dream, the 
elephants and so forth do not exist, so the ten non
virtues as well as giving and so forth would not exist 
even conventionally, whereby would not even the 
waking state become like the state of sleep with no 
difference of error or non-error? 

The following paragraphs are a summary commen
tary by Nga-wang-rap-den. so2 

Someone might say: It [absurdly] follows that since all 
Buddhist Proponents of True Existence assert that the person 
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is imputedly existent, the Proponents of True Existence 
would realize that phenomena such as eyes and so forth do not 
inherently exist. [197] For, they do not assert that the person 
is ultimately established, or, [in other words] they realize that 
the person is not ultimately established. This is because they 
assert it [the person] to be imputedly existent. 

Response: In that case, it [absurdly] follows that the Pro
ponents of True Existence realize that gross phenomena such 
as eyes, sprouts, and so forth do not inherently exist because 
they assert those as imputedly existent. You have asserted the 
entailment [that if the Proponents of True Existence assert 
something as imputedly existent, they necessarily realize it as 
without inherent existence]. That the reason [that is, that they 
assert gross phenomena such as eyes, sprouts, and so forth as 
imputedly existent] is so follows because they assert that gross 
things are imputedly existent and that partless minute particles 
and so forth are substantially existent. If you accept the basic 
consequence [that the Proponents of True Existence do realize 
the absence of inherent existence of gross things such as eyes, 
sprouts, and so forth], then that would contradict your own 
flinging to me earlier [the unwanted consequence that the 
Proponents of True Existence would realize that phenomena 
such as eyes and so forth do not inherently exist] as a means of 
clearing away my conviction [that when the absence of in
herent existence of the person is realized, one has the capacity 
to induce realization of the absence of inherent existence of 
the aggregates] and would contradict your own assertion [that 
they do not]. 

Not only that, but also it would not be necessary to prove to 
Proponents of True Existence that sprouts and so forth do not 
truly exist. Furthermore, it would [absurdly] follow that the 
[Proponents of True Existence] would realize that complete 
paths of virtuous and non-virtuous actions do not inherently 
exist because they assert that those imputedly exist. You have 
asserted the entailment [that if they assert those to be imput
edly existent, then they necessarily realize them to be without 
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inherent existence]. It follows that [the Proponents of True 
Existence do 'assert complete paths of virtuous and non
virtuous actions to be imputedly existent] because they posit 
that [a complete path of virtuous or non-virtuous actions] is a 
continuum and they assert that collections and continuums 
are imputedly existent. If you accept the basic consequence 
[that the Proponents of True Existence realize a complete path 
of virtuous or non-virtuous actions to be without inherent 
existence], then it would [absurdly] follow that the explana
tion in Haribhadra's Clear Meaning Commentary of how the 
Proponents of True Existence dispute the Madhyamikas' asser
tion that virtuous and non-virtuous actions are without in
herent existence, like dreams, would be incorrect. 

Second, not only are the measures of being ultimately and 
conventionally established not the same in the higher and lower 
tenet systems, it is necessary to distinguish that there are many forms 
even within one system. Therefore, although establishment or 
non-establishment ultimately and conventionally in the 
systems of the Proponents of True Existence and establish
ment or non-establishment ultimately and conventionally in 
the Midhyamika system are similar in name, there is a great 
difference of meaning in the mode of being or not being 
established conventionally and in the mode of being or not 
being established ultimately. 
Hence, from the Madhyamika perspective, those things, 

gross objects, continuums, and so forth, which are asserted by 
the Proponents of True Existence as conventionally existent, 503 

come to be what in the Madhyamika system would be ulti
mately established. For instance, although the Sautrantikas 
assert generally characterized phenomena as conventionalities, 
since they assert them to be established from their own sides, 
from the Madhyamika perspective these generally charac
terized phenomena would be truly established. Also, those 
things that the Proponents of True Existence assert to be 
ultimately established504 are for the Madhyamikas conven-
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tionally established. For instance, although the Sautrantikas 
assert that specifically characterized phenomena are truly 
established, according to the Madhyamikas, specifically char
acterized phenomena are not truly established. Therefore, 
there is no contradiction at all in the need for the Madhya
mikas to prove the absence of true existence of those things 
that are asserted by the Proponents of True Existence to be 
conventionalities. Hence, a detailed differentiation of those 
differences should be known from Kamalashila's Illumination 
of the Middle Way and so forth. [196] 

Third, the difference that for those [Proponents of True Exist
ence} the person is not merely nominally imputed whereas for this 
master [Chandrakirti} it is. Furthermore, although the imput
edly existent person in the systems of the Proponents of True 
Existence and the imputedly existent person in the system of 
this master [Chandrakirti] are similar in mere name, they are 
completely dissimilar in meaning. For, this master [Chandra
kirti] asserts that since the Proponents of True Existence 
assert that the person is truly established in the sense of being 
inherently established, they do not have the view realizing the 
selflessness of the person. That is so because this master 
asserts that if one has not realized the selflessness of phenom
ena either explicitily, implicitly, or through the force [of 
another realization], or, if one's mind is not directed toward 
tenets for realizing that selflessness [of phenomena], one has 
not at all realized the selflessness of the person. 

Fourth, therefore, as long as one has not forsaken the tenet that 
the aggregates are substantially existent, that is, are not just 
nominally imputed, one has a conception of the person as substanti
ally existent. Therefore, this master [Chandrakirti] asserts that 
as long as one has not forsaken the tenets of a system asserting 
that the aggregates are substantially existent, one conceives 
the person also to be substantially existent in the sense of 
being established inherently. 
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SECOND, ALTHOUGH [EVEN IN THIS SYSTEM, 
pRASANGIKA, PRACTITIONERS OF] THE 1WO 
VEHICLES MEDITATE ON THE 1WO 
SELFLESSNESSES INDIVIDUALLY [FIRST THE 
SELFLESSNESS OF PERSONS AND THEN OF 
PHENOMENA], THE MODE OF REALIZATION [IN 
MADHYAMIKA] IS DIFFERENT FROM THAT 
AMONG THE PROPONENTS OF TRUE EXISTENCE 

Therefore, until those [Proponents of True Existence] forsake 
tenets asserting true establishment, that is to say, the substan
tial existence, of the aggregates, there is no occurrence of their 
realizing that the person does not ultimately exist. 



4 Misidentifying the Object of 
Negation 

The actual settling of suchness has three parts: identifying the 
object of negation by reasoning, whether that negation is done 
by means of consequences or autonomous syllogisms, and 
how, in dependence on doing that, to generate the view in 
your continuum. 

IDENTIFYING THE OB]ECTOF NEGATION BY 
REASONING 

This also has three parts: the reason why it is necessary to 
identify well the object of negation, [198] refuting other 
systems that [engage in] refutation without having identified 
the object of negation, and how the object of negation is 
identified in our own system. 

THE REASON WHY IT IS NECESSARY TO IDENTIFY 
WELL THE OBJECT OF NEGATION 

This has five parts. 

FIRST, WITHOUT IDENTIFYING THE OBJECT OF NEGATION, THE 

NON-AFFIRMING NEGATIVE WHICH IS THE NEGATIVE OF THAT 

[OBJECT OF NEGATION 1 WILL NOT APPEAR 

For example, in order to ascertain that a certain person is not 
here, you must first know the person who is not here. Just so, 
in order to ascertain the meaning of "selflessness" or "absence 

3II 
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of inherent existence", you must identify well the self or 
inherent existence that does not exist - you need to think, "If 
it did exist, it would be like this." The reason for this is that if 
the meaning-generality, or aspect, of that object of negation 
does not appear as an object of the mind by way of having 
been identified well, then you will also not unerringly ascertain 
and realize selflessness and so forth, the non-affirming nega
tive which is the negative of that object of negation. For, 
Shantideva's Engaging in the Bodhisattva Deeds (bodhisattva
caryiivatilra, IX.14oab) says that: S05 

Without contacting and ascertaining, by way of its 
aspect appearing to the mind, the entity (dngos po, 
bhiiva) that is the object of negation, true establish
ment, which is erroneously superimposed by the 
conception of true existence, one cannot apprehend 
the absence of that entity, that is, the non-existence 
of that true establishment, by way of realizing the 
absence of true existence with the mind. 

SECOND, IT IS EASIER TO REFUTE THE OBJECTS OF NEGATION IF 

THEY ARE CONDENSED INTO THE lWO, THE COARSE AND SUBTLE, 

OR INTO THE lWO, A SELF OF PERSONS AND A SELF OF 

PHENOMENA 

With respect to this need to identify the object of negation, 
the different features - the divisions in terms of type - of the 
objects of negation are limitless. However, if they are negated 
from their root, which contains all of the objects of negation 
without being merely partial, all the objects of negation will 
also be well refuted. [199] 

THIRD, ONE WILL NOT BE RELEASED IF ONE DOES NOT REFUTE 

THE SUBTLE OBJECT OF NEGATION 

With regard to this which is to be refuted, if you do not do the 
refutation by way of the subtlest form that is the finality of all 
of the essentials of the object of negation and there is some 
remainder of an object of negation left over, you will fall to an 
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extreme of existence, or permanence, that is to say, you will 
conceive of true existence. Due to that, a manifest conception 
of the true existence of things will be generated, whereby you 
cannot be released from cyclic existence. 

FOURTH~ IF ONE'S NEGATION GOES TOO FAR, ONE WILL FALL TO 

AN EXTREME OF ANNIHILATION 

If you engage in negation without holding to the measure 
of the object of negation, going far beyond negating the object 
of negation, then due to losing belief in the stages of the 
dependent -arising of causes and effects you will not know how 
to posit those [dependent-arisings of causes and effects] even 
conventionally, whereby you will fall to an extreme of annihila
tion. Due to that view of annihilation, you will definitely be 
led, or impelled, into a bad transmigration. 

FIFIH~ THE MEANING IHAT HAS BEEN ESTABliSHED IS IHAT IF 

THE OBJECT OF NEGATION IS NOT IDENTIFIED, ONE WILL FALL 

ro [AN EXTREME OF] EITHER PERMANENCE OR ANNIHILATION 

Therefore, it is important to identify well the object of 
negation, for if this object of negation is not identified, you 
will unquestionably generate either a view of permanence or a 
view of annihilation. 

SECOND, REFUTING OTHER SYSTEMS THAT 
[ENGAGE IN] REFUTATION WITHOUT HAVING 
IDENTIFIED THE OBJECT OF NEGATION 

This has two parts: refuting an overly broad identification of 
the object of negation and refuting a too limited identification 
of the object of negation. 

FIRST~ REFUTING AN OVERLY BROAD IDENTIFICATION OF THE 

OBJECT OF NEGATION 

This has two parts: stating others' assertions [200] and showing 
that those assertions are incorrect. 
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FIRSf, STATING OTIIERS' ASSERTIONS . 
This has eleven attributes. 

First, {others' assertion that] all phenomena are included in the 
four extremes 

Nowadays most Tibetans who claim to propound the meaning 
of the middle way say that the existence of all phenomena 
ranging from fonns through to exalted-knowers-of-all-aspects 
is refuted by the reasoning analyzing whether the bases of 
analysis, production and so forth, are or are not established as 
[their own] suchness. Their reason for this is that when 
reasoning analyzes any phenomenon which is asserted, there 
does not exist even a particle able to withstand, that is, bear 
the burden of, investigation. Also, [this reasoning refutes the 
existence of all phenomena, they say,] because in many sutras 
and treatises all four alternatives, or extremes - existence, 
non-existence, both existence and non-existence, and neither 
existence nor non-existence - are refuted and there does not 
in the least exist any phenomenon not included in those four 
alternatives. 

Second, {others'] assertion that the meditative equipoise of a 
Superior perceives production, cessation, bondage, release, and so 
forth, as non-existent 

Not only that, they also have another reasoning: [They say 
that] a Superior's exalted wisdom of meditative equipoise 
directly perceiving suchness perceives the phenomena of pro
duction, cessation, bondage, release, and so forth as not 
existing in the least. [202] And, since the status of phenomena 
must be just as they are comprehended by the meditative 
equipoise of Superiors, production and so forth are just non
existent. 

Third, {others'] assertion that an object found by {a consciousness] 
analyzing the ultimate and {an object] able to bear analysis {by 
that consciousness] are S}'1Wt{YtnOUS 
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They say: "If you assert that production and so forth exist, 
then are those or are those not able to bear analysis by the 
reasoning analyzing suchness with respect to them [that is, 
investigating whether or not production and so forth exist as 
their own suchness]? If they are able to bear analysis by that 
reasoning, then you have to assert that there exist things able 
to bear analysis by reasoning, whereby they would be estab
lished as truly existent things. If they are not able to bear 
analysis by that reasoning [analyzing suchness], then since, 
having been refuted by reasoning, they would be negated, 
how is it feasible that objects negated by reasoning exist? It is 
not." 

Fourth, [others'} assertion that production, cessation, and so forth 
are trot established by valid cognition 

[They also say that] just as by way of analyzing whether they 
can or cannot bear analysis by reasoning, production and so 
forth are not feasible [to exist], so there is another reasoning: 
If production and so forth are asserted to exist, they do not 
pass beyond being either established or not established by 
valid cognition; thus, between these two, which are they? If it 
is the former [case, that is, that production and so forth] are 
established by valid cognition, then they must definitely be 
established by the supreme of valid cognizers, a Superior's 
exalted wisdom of meditative equipoise directly perceiving 
suchness. Since that exalted wisdom perceives production and 
so forth as non-existent, it is not feasible that it establish 
production and so forth. 

Further, if you assert that forms and so forth are established 
by conventional eye consciousnesses, ear consciousnesses, and 
so forth, because it was refuted by the Slnras and so forth to be 
cited below that those eye consciousnesses and so forth are 
valid cognizers, it is not feasible to assert that those eye 
consciousnesses and so forth are valid cognizers establishing 
forms and so forth. [203] With regard to the reason for that, 
the King of Meditative Stabilizations Sutra (IX.23) says that: S06 
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The eye consciousness, the ear consciousness, and 
also the bose consciousness are not valid cognizers; 
the tongue consciousness, the body consciousness, 
and mental consciousness are also not valid cognizers. 
If these sense consciousnesses were valid cognizers, 
of what use to any meditator would the effort of 
cultivating the Superior path be? There would be no 
purpose at all. 

Not only that, Chandrakirti's Supplement to (Nagarjuna's) 
"Treatise on the Middle Way" (VI.3Ia) says that: S07 

In all respects worldly conventional consciousnesses, 
such as eye consciousnesses, that do not realize 
emptiness are not valid cognizers. 

Thus, [they say] a Superior's meditative equipoise perceives 
production and so forth as non-existent, and worldly conven
tional eye consciousnesses and so forth are in all respects not 
valid cognizers; since there is no other valid cognizer estab
lishing production and so forth, it is not feasible that produc
tion and so forth are established by valid cognition. 

[They say to us,] you yourself do not assert that production 
and so forth are not established by valid cognition and yet 
exist, and such is also not reasonable. Therefore, such is not at 
all feasible. 

Fifth, [others'} assertion that production, and so forth, do not exist 
even conventionally 

[They say that] if you assert that production and so forth exist, 
then since you do not assert that they exist ultimately, you 
must assert that they exist conventionally. [However], to 
assert such is also very unreasonable, for Chandrakirti's Sup
plement to (Nagarjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" eV1.36) 
says that;S08 

If one analyzes by means of the reasoning [used] on 
the occasion of analyzing suchness from what agent 
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of production, self or other, things are produced, 
[204] one sees that production from either of those 
two is not reasonable. Through the reasoning ana
lyzing suchness which sees thus, [one sees that] the 
production of things even conventionally is not re
asonable. If that is not reasonable, by what reasoning 
would there be production in your system? That is 
to say, it is not feasible that production exists by way 
of any reasoning. 

Thus, [Chandraklrti] says that the reasoning refuting produc
tion from the four extremes that refutes ultimate production 
also refutes conventional production. 

Sixth, [others'] assertion that if [production and so forth] are not 
included in the four alternatives, such analysis is not feasible 

[They set forth] another reasoning: If you assert that things 
are produced even though they are not produced from any of 
the four - self, other, both self and other, or causelessly, 
then, on the occasion of refuting ultimate production, ulti
mate production would not be refuted by the refutation upon 
investigating the four alternatives - [production from] self, 
other, and so forth. For, there would exist a production that 
was not any of the four alternatives, or extremes, that is to say, 
[not from] self, other, [both, or causelessly]. 

Seventh, [others'] assertion that because,from among the four 
alternatives, production from other does not exist, production does 
not exist 

Since production is limited to these four extremes, if it is said 
that production is one from among the four alternatives, then 
since you do not assert production from the other three causes 
of production - self, both [self and other], or causelessly -
things must be produced from other. If [you say that] they are 
produced from other, this is not reasonable. For, Chandra
ldrti's Supplement to (Nagarjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle 
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Way" (VI. 32d) says, "Production from other does not exist 
even in the world."so9 

Eighth, [others'] assertion that it is rwt necessary to affix the 
qualification "ultimate" in the refutation of production [205] 

Because of those previous reasons, it is all right to refute mere 
production, and in the refutation of production one should 
not affix even the qualification "ultimate" as in the statement, 
"Production does not exist ultimately." For, Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words refutes the affixing of the qualification "ultimate". 

The following paragraph is commentary from Nga
wang-rap-den that summarizes the three sections to 
follow. 

Therefore, [these misinterpreters of Madhyamika] say 
[correctly] that it is undeniably the system of the glorious 
Chandrakirti that all phenomena are without inherent exist
ence' that is, are not established by way of their own 
entities. [They then mistakenly conclude:] In that they are 
thus without inherent existence, what does exist? Therefore, 
nothing - production, cessation, and so forth - exists~ 

Amongst those who assert such, some assert that production, 
cessation, and so forth do not exist even conventionally. 
Others assert that they exist conventionally, but this does not 
serve as existing. In either case, they say that the reasoning 
analyzing the ultimate refutes production, cessation, and so 
forth. 

Ninth, among those, there are two types, those who do and do rwt 
assert production conventionally 

Those who claimed to be Madhyamikas at that time [i.e., 
Dzong-ka-ba's time] mostly propounded such [that produc
tion and so forth are refuted by the Madhyamika reasoning 
and hence do not exist], and among those who did so, two 
different types are seen, some saying that they do not assert 
production and so forth even conventionally and some assert
ing that production and so forth exist conventionally. 
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Tenth, all accord in refuting inherent existence 

Except for that [difference - some saying that production 
exists conventionally and some saying that it does not], all of 
those systems accord in propounding the following: It is 
undeniable by anyone that it is the system of this master 
[Chandrakirti] that an inherent existence, that is, an establish
ment by way of their own entities, of phenomena such as 
production and so forth is refuted by reasoning engaged in 
ultimate analysis; for, the inherent establishment of phenom
ena is refuted in terms of both truths. 

Eleventh, the assertion that whatever does not inherently exist 
necessarily does not exist [206] 

[Then these misinterpreters of Madhyamika say that] thus, if 
phenomena do not inherently exist, what else is there beyond 
this absence of inherent existence? Because phenomena do not 
exist, an affixing of the qualification "ultimate" in the refuta
tion of the object of negation - production and so forth - is 
not the system of the PrasaIigika-Madhyamikas but is the 
system of only the Svatantrika-Madhyamikas. Stretching out 
their necks and raising themselves up high, they explain it 
thus. 

The remainder of the chapter is a summary explana
tion from Nga-wang-rap-den. SlO 

Let us set forth in one place [all] the modes of refuting too 
broad an object of negation: Someone might say that all 
phenomena ranging from forms through to exalted-knowers
of-all-aspects are the object of negation of a reasoning con
sciousness analyzing the ultimate. For, none of those has even 
a particle that is established as able to bear analysis by that 
reasoning consciousness. Also, [all phenomena are the object 
of negation by a reasoning consciousness analyzing the ulti
mate] because if those [phenomena] were not refuted by that 
reasoning and did exist, then they would have to exist as one 
of the four alternatives, whereas in sutta all four alternatives 
were refuted in the statement, "If one is engaged in 'existence', 
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then one is engaged in signs," [i.e., misapprehension of 
reality] and st> forth. Also, [all phenomena are the object of 
negation by reasoning] because a Superior's meditative equi
poise perceiving suchness sees production, cessation, and so 
forth as not in the least existent. 

Therefore, production, cessation, bondage, release, and so 
forth do not exist at all. Otherwise, if they do exist, can they 
or can they not bear analysis by reasoning? In the former case 
[if they were able to bear analysis by reasoning], then they 
would be truly existent things; in the latter case, if they cannot 
bear analysis by reasoning, then it must be that they are not 
found by that [reasoning consciousness]. In that case they 
must be refuted by that reasoning, whereby they must not 
exist. 

Further, if those [phenomena] exist, are they or are they 
not established by valid cognition? The former is not feasible 
because a Superior's meditative equipoise does not establish 
them since it sees them as non-existent and it is refuted that 
conventional eye consciousnesses and so forth are valid 
cognizers. 

Furthermore, if production did exist, it would have to exist 
conventionally, and that is not feasible because Chandrakirti's 
Supplement to (Niigarjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" says 
that the reasoning that refutes production ultimately refutes 
production even conventionally. 

Further, if production does exist, are [things] produced 
from one among the four alternatives [that is, from self, other, 
both self and other, or causelessly] or not? In the former case 
[that is, if they are produced from one of the four alternatives], 
they would have to be produced from other since the other 
three [ alternatives] are not feasible, but that is refuted in 
Chandrakirti's Supplement to (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the 
Middle Way". [201] In the latter case [that is, if they are not 
produced from any of the four alternatives, but are produced], 
then when ultimately existent production is refuted, it would 
not be refuted through a refutation within analyzing the four 
alternatives because there would exist a production that was 
not included in any of the four alternatives. 
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Moreover, if a reasoning analyzing the ultimate does not 
find the production of things and so forth, those are refuted; 
this is like the way in which, for example, if you fear that there 
might be a robber in one of the rooms [of a house] and search 
but do not find a robber, then the existence of a robber there 
is refuted. 

I have put together in order the systems of those who assert 
too broad an object of negation; I offer them for you to 
consider. 



5 The·UncommonFeatureoJ 
Miidhyamika 

The second division from above, showing the incorrectness of 
those systems' assertions, has two parts: initially showing that 
those systems [described] above refute the most important un
common distinguishing feature of Madhyamika; and then 
showing that the damages expressed above do not damage and 
overwhelm the party to whom they are expressed [i.e., do not 
damage the correct Madhyamika interpretation]. 

This is part two of a heading that occurred in the 
previous chapter and was entitled "refuting an overly 
broad identification of the object of negation". Part 
one was a statement of others' assertions, and part 
two, begun here, is the demonstration that those 
assertions are incorrect. 

FIRST, SHOWING THAT THEY REFUTE THE 
DISTINGUISHING FEATURE OF MADHY AMIKA 

This has three parts: identifying the distinguishing feature of 
Madhyamika; how the above systems refute this distinguishing 
feature; and how a Madhyamika responds to such a mode of 
refutation. 

FIRST, IDENTIFYING THE DISTINGUISHING 
FEATURE OF MADHY AMIKA 

This has four parts: the Madhyamikas' mode of assertion; the 
mode of objection by the Proponents of True Existence; the 
feasibility of cyclic existence and nirviiQa even though there is 

322 
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no inherent existence; and the way in which emptiness and 
dependent-arising are of one meaning. 

FIRST, TIlE MADHYAMIKAS' MODE OF ASSERTION 

This has three parts, the first of which is the need to assert 
that the fruits, the two bodies [a Buddha's Form Body and 
Truth Body], arise from the two collections [of merit and 
wisdom]. 

The following three paragraphs are a summary by 
Nga-wang-rap-den of the explanation that is to come. 

Even though it is easy to understand how these [assertions 
of the misinkrpreters of Madhyamika] are to be refuted, let 
me state it briefly in one place in accordance with my lama's 
words: In order to achieve the fruit, the two bodies, you must 
[at the time of] the path, accumulate the two collections. For 
that, you must know the view of how to posit the bases, the 
two truths. And, for that, not only must two factors - I) 
ascertainment induced from the depths with respect to the 
relationship of cause and effect in the sense of [knowing] that 
such and such an effect arises from such and such a cause, 
[207] and 2) [understanding] that all phenomena are without 
even a particle of inherent establishment - be non-contra
dictory for your mind, but also [understanding of] the one 
must serve to assist [understanding of] the other. Since this is 
a distinguishing feature of only the wise Madhyamikas, it is 
difficult for others to realize it. 

Furthermore, Madhyamikas assert that emptiness is the 
meaning of dependent-arising: because of being dependent
arisings, [things] depend on causes, conditions, and so forth 
and thus, since they do not exist as self-powered entities, they 
are empty of existing from their own sides or of being 
established inherently. 

Such an uncommon Madhyamika system is refuted by the 
earlier faction [of misinterpreters] because they refute the 
system of the non-contradiction of the two factors: the non
existence of even a particle that inherently exists and the 
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feasibility of production, cessation, and so forth. This is 
because they; saying, "If there is no inherent existence, what 
does exist?" propound that if there is no inherent existence, 
then production, cessation, and so forth must not exist. 
Furthermore, they propound in a manner opposite to the 
statement in Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way that 
dependent-arisings are necessarily empty of inherent existence. 
For, their proposition that if there is no inherent existence, 
one must then assert that production, cessation, and so forth 
do not exist, amounts to propounding that if production and 
so forth exist, they must inherently exist. 

Nagarjuna's Sixty Stanzas of Reasoning (rigs pa drug cu pa, 
yukt4a~tikii, stanza 60) says that: 511 

Through the power of this virtue, the cause of 
attainment, may all sentient beings without excep
tion come to accumulate the two vast collections of 
merit and exalted wisdom and attain the fruit, the 
two supreme excellences - the Truth Body, which 
arises from exalted wisdom, and the Form Body, 
which arises from merit accumulated thus. [208] 

As [Nagiirjuna] says, those fortunate trainees - who progress 
by way of the supreme vehicle, the vehicle to Buddhahood, 
and who engage [in practice] through the force of wanting and 
aspiring to only that vehicle - finally attain, on the occasion of 
the fruit, the two, the excellent Truth Body and the excellent 
Form Body. On what does the attainment of these depend? It 
depends on accumulating, on the occasion of the path, the 
immeasurable collections of merit and exalted wisdom in a 
non-partial manner, that is, through the non-separation of the 
two, method realizing the conventional varieties and wisdom 
realizing the ultimate mode, as explained earlier. 

On what root does this accumulation of the two collections 
by way of method and wisdom rely? One [ needs to] induce 
ascertainment from the depths of the heart, without its being 
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merely verbal, with respect to the relationship of cause and 
effect - [an understanding that] such and such beneficial 
effects such as happy transmigrations, liberation, omniscience, 
and so forth arise from such and such virtuous causes, and 
such and such harmful effects such as bad transmigrations 
and so forth arise from such and such non-virtuous causes, 
these being conventional causes such as virtues and non
virtues and conventional effects such as happy transmigra
tions, bad transmigrations, liberation, and so forth. This 
attainment of ascertainment with respect to the conventional 
varieties is a factor of method and therefore is method. 

One also [needs to] gain wisdom that is an ascertainment 
from the dep~s of the heart seeing that all phenomena, when 
analyzed well with reasoning, do not have even a particle of 
inherent existence, that is to say, establishment by way of 
their own entities. This attainment of ascertainment with 
respect to the ultimate mode is 'Wisdom. [209] Therefore, [the 
attainment of the two bodies] definitely depends upon those 
roots - method and wisdom. The reason for this is that 
training involving generation of a wish to train from the 
depths of the heart in the complete factors containing the 
entire corpus of the path, a union of both method and 
wisdom, will utterly not occur if these two, method and 
wisdom, are incomplete and do not exist in union. 

SECOND, HOW THE POSITING OF SUCH CAUSE AND EFFECT [I.E., 

THE ATTAINMENT OF THE TWO BODIES IN DEPENDENCE ON THE 

ACCUMULATION OF THE TWO COLLECTIONS] DEPENDS ON THE 

TWO TRUTHS 

What is the root of not mistaking the essentials of the causal 
path, the union of method and wisdom, in reliance on which 
the two bodies are attained on the occasion of the effect? It 
depends on just the mode of settling the view realizing the 
bases, the two truths. What is the mode of settling the view on 
which such [non-mistaking of the essentials of the causal path] 
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relies? It is this mode of gaining ascertainment with respect to 
the two truths that was just explained. 

lHIRD, HOW THE NON-CONTRADICTION OF ULTIMATE TRUlHS -

ABSENCE OF INHERENT EXISTENCE - AND CONVENTIONAL 

TRUlHS - NOMINAL POSITING - IS ASSERTED ONLY BY 

MADHY AMIKAS 

With respect to such a gaining of ascertainment concerning 
the two truths, the root of the essentials of the bases, paths, 
and fruits, no one else except for Madhyamikas, persons of 
profound broad intelligence, knows how to explain the two 
truths [as interpreted by Madhyamikas] as non-contradictory, 
seeing them as only a collection of contradictions in that when 
they make a presentation of conventional causes and effects, 
the ultimate - the class of emptiness - becomes unsuitable, 
and when they make a presentation of the ultimate - the class 
of emptiness - they become unable to posit cause and effect, 
and so forth. On the other hand, those skillful persons 
possessing subtle, wise, and very vast intelligence, those 
renowned as Madhyamikas, knowing how to do such, [210] 
settle through their skill in the techniques for realizing the two 
truths such a presentation of the two truths without even a 
scent of contradiction, never mind actually having contradic
tion. They have found the finality, the root, of the Conqueror's 
thought, the meaning of the two truths exactly as it is. In 
dependence on that, they generate wonderful respect viewing 
the teacher who teaches such and that teaching as very 
amazing; with pure speech and words without flattery or 
falseness, powerlessly induced from having generated [that 
wonderful respect] they raise up their necks and proclaim again 
and again with great voice to other fortunate persons, "Listen, 
o Knowledgeable Ones, the meaning of emptiness, that is to 
say, of things' emptiness of inherent existence, is a meaning 
manifesting in the context of dependent-arising, the relation
ship of cause and effect. It does not mean that things do not 
exist at all in the sense of things being empty of, devoid of, all 
capacity to perform the functions of cause and effect." 
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SECOND, THE MODE OF OBJECTION BY PROPONENTS OF TRUE 

EXISTENCE 

Although scholars of our own [i.e., Buddhist] schools, Pro
ponents of True Existence, who are not such Madhyamikas -
that is, Vaibha~hikas, Sautrmtikas, and so forth who possess 
the discrimination of having great familiarity and training 
with many, limitless, topics of learning - have such discri
mination, they do not assert this Madhyamika view. Not only 
do they not assert it, [211] they also debate with the Madhya
mikas who assert such a special view. 
The root reason for this is, in sum, as follows: In the 

estimation of these scholars who are Proponents of True 
Existence, since Madhyamikas assert that all phenomena are 
utterly without inherent existence, that is, establishment by 
way of their own entities, and since [these scholars feel that] if 
[phenomena] were empty in the sense of being utterly without 
inherent existence, there would be no basis for positing all the 
presentations of cyclic existence and nirviiI;la, bondage, release, 
and so forth, they think that there is absolutely no way [for the 
Madhyamikas] to posit such presentations. [Their objection] 
stems from just this thought. For, Niigiirjuna's Treatise on the 
Middle Way (XXIV. I), on the occasion of setting forth the way 
in which Proponents of True Existence debate with Madhya
mikas, says that: 512 

[The Proponents of True Existence say that] if you 
Madhyamikas assert that all these [phenomena] are 
empty of being established by way of their own enti
ties, then in your system there would be no way at all 
to posit the activities of dependent-arising - arising, 
or production, and disintegration, or cessation. Also, 
it would absurdly follow that in the system of you 
Madhyamikas there would be no way at all to posit 
the four noble truths - suffering, sources, cessations, 
and paths. 

Thus [Nagarjuna] states [the Proponents of True Existence's] 
mode of debate, which is to say that if all things are empty of 
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inherent existence, then production, disintegration, and pre
sentations of the four truths would be utterly unfeasible. 

Also, the way in which Proponents of True Existence 
debate with Madhyamikas is set forth in Nagarjuna's Refuta
tion of Objections (stanza I). This says that: 5I3 

If in your Madhyamika system an inherent exist
ence' that is to say, an establishment by way of their 
own entities, of all things is asserted not to exist in 
any thing, then since your words refuting inherent 
existence, that is to say, establishment by way of [an 
object's] own entity, are only without inherent exist
ence, [212] such non-inherently existent words can
not at all overcome inherent establishment. 

Thus, they say that if words do not have inherent existence, 
that is, an establishment by way of their own entities, then 
those words cannot perform activities of refutation and proof 
- refutation of inherent existence, i.e., of establishment by 
way of [an object's] own entity, or proof of such non-inherent 
existence. In this way, thinking that if there is no inherent 
existence, that is to say, establishment from [an object's] own 
side, then all objects produced and producers, as well as all 
activities of refutation and proof would not be feasible, Pro
ponents of True Existence debate with Madhyamikas. 
Through this mode of debate, it can be surmised that they 
dispute with Madhyamikas within understanding that the 
reasonings refuting inherent existence totally refute all activity 
and functioning in all things. 

THIRD, TIlE FEASIBILITY OF CYCLIC EXISTENCE AND NIRVAlyA 

EVEN THOUGH TIlERE IS NO INHERENT EXISTENCE 

This has seven parts. 

FIRST, ALlHOUGH THERE IS NO INHERENT EXISTENCE, CYCLIC 

EXISTENCE AND NIRV~A ARE SUITABLE 

Therefore, when Proponents of True Existence and Madh
yamikas debate with respect to their respective uncommon 
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tenets, they debate disagreeing only about the suitability or 
unsuitability of positing all the presentations of cyclic exist
ence and nirviiI)a within a position of the emptiness of inher
ent existence. Hence, the allowability of asserting the feasi
bility of all the presentations of cyclic existence and nirviiI)a -
objects produced, producers, refutation, proof, and so forth 
- within taking as one's basis the non-existence of even a 
particle of inherent existence, that is to say, establishment by 
way of their own entities, in all things is only a distinguishing 
feature of the wise Madhyamikas. 

Furthennore, the twenty-fourth chapter of Nagarjuna's 
Treatise on the Middle Way (XXIV.13-14) sets forth an 
answer to the objection raised above by the Proponents of 
True Existence; Nagarjuna says that: 514 

The flinging of many consequences by you Pro
ponents of True Existence with the fallacies of all 
activities not being feasible, there being no arising, 
disintegration, and so forth, is done within your not 
knowing the meaning and purpose of emptiness. 
The flinging of such a consequence - that activities 
cannot be posited in the system of us Madhyamikas 
who propound an emptiness that is an emptiness of 
inherent existence - [213] is not correct. Not only 
that, but also, within the emptiness of inherent 
existence, all activities are very correct. Therefore, 
you Proponents of True Existence have a wrong 
perspective on the meaning of emptiness. This fault 
of abandoning emptiness by way of propounding 
these many fallacies is very incorrect in my Madhya
mika system. 

Not only does the fallacy of the incorrectness of 
activities not apply to us Madhyamikas, but also, all 
activities are very correct, for in just that Madhya
mika system in which emptiness, that is to say, the 
emptiness of inherent existence, is positable, all the 
presentations of the truths, dependent-arising, and 
so forth are positable. However, in the system of the 
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Proponents of True Existence, in which such an 
emptiness is not positable, all the presentations of 
activities - the truths, and so forth - are not 
positable. 

SECOND, NOT ONLY ARE CYCLIC EXISTENCE AND NIRV~A 

SUITABLE WITHIN NON-INHERENT EXISTENCE, BUT ALSO, IF 

TIIERE WERE INHERENT EXISTENCE, CYCLIC EXISTENCE AND 

NIRV~A WOULD NOT BE SUITABLE 

[Nagarjuna] says that not only do the fallacies expressed 
earlier when setting forth the objection by Proponents of True 
Existence to Madhyamikas (XXIV. I), "If all of these were 
empty, [there would be no arising and no disintegration] 
.... " (see p.327) not occur in the Madhyamika system, which 
propounds the absence of inherent existence, but also, in the 
system of Madhyamikas, who assert a position of an empti
ness of inherent existence, all activities such as production, 
disintegration, and so forth are positable, whereas in other 
systems, which assert a position of a non-emptiness of inher
ent existence, all activities are not positable. 

Furthermore, the way such [activities] are suitable is stated 
in Chandrakirti's Clear Words [making the transition between 
XXIV.I3 and 14]:515 

The consequence [expressing] fallacy that you Pro
ponents of True Existence set forth, saying that all 
activities are not positable, does not apply to our 
Madhyamika position, or thesis, which is an asser
tion of the emptiness of inherent existence. [214] 
Not only does it just not apply, but also due to the 
very assertion of an emptiness of inherent existence, 
all the presentations of conventionalities, the [four 
noble] truths and so forth, are established as just 
very correct. In order to indicate that meaning, 
Nagarjuna says in the Treatise on the Middle Way, 
"In that system in which the emptiness that is an 
emptiness of inherent existence is positable ... ". 
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Thus Chandraklrti makes an explanation within citing that 
passage [in Nagarjuna's Treatise]. 

THIRD, THE SUITABILITY OF THE TWELVE LINKS OF 

DEPENDENT-ARISING AND SO FORTH WITHIN TIIAT [EMPTINESS 

OF INHERENT EXISTENCE] 

Moreover, from among the twenty-seven chapters of Nagar
juna's Treatise on the Middle Way, the twenty-sixth teaches the 
stages of production by way of the forward process of the 
twelve links of dependent-arising, ignorance, and so forth, 
and teaches the stages of the cessation [of those twelve links] 
through the reverse process. 

The forward process is that from ignorance comes 
actions and so forth; the reverse process is that 
through stopping ignorance, actions are stopped, 
and so forth. 

The twenty-fifth chapter mainly refutes inherent establish
ment with respect to those dependent-arisings.516 

FOURTH, THE SUITABILITY OF EVERYTIlING, THE FOUR TRUTHS, 

AND SO FORTH 

The twenty-fourth chapter [of Nagarjuna's Treatise on the 
Middle Way], that analyzing the noble truths, extensively 
settles how all presentations of cyclic existence and nirviiI)a 
such as arising, disintegration, and so forth, are not positable 
within the system of those who assert a non-emptiness of 
inherent existence and how all those activities are positable 
within the system of those who assert things that are empty of 
inherent existence. Therefore, it is important to know to carry 
this twenty-fourth chapter over to all the others. 

FIFTH, IN THE SUPERIOR [NAGARJUNA'S] SYSTEM EVERYTHING IS 

SUITABLE WITHIN DEPENDENT-ARISING 

For the above reasons, the present-day proposition by those 
here in Tibet who claim to propound the meaning of the 
middle way that presentations of cause and effect, produced, 
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producer, and so forth are necessarily not suitable within an 
absence of inherent existence is not the Madhyamika system, 
[215] but rather is the system of the Proponents of True 
Existence. 

Hence, it is the assertion of the protector Nagarjuna, great 
opener of the middle way, that one needs to seek the empti
ness of inherent existence and the middle path in dependence 
on just the positing of the presentations of cause and effect -
the production of such and such effects in dependence on 
such and such causes 'and conditions and the cessation [of 
those] due to the incompleteness of causes and conditions -
that is to say, [one needs to seek the emptiness of inherent 
existence and the middle path] through just the force of the 
correctness of such presentations of cause and effect. This is 
the final essential that is the root of [his] tenet system. 

From what sources is it known that this is so? One can 
know this from Nagru;una's Treatise on the Middle Way; the 
twenty-fourth chapter (XXIV.18-19) says that: 517 

Because those things that arise only mutually de
pendent on causes and conditions coming together 
are not established by way of their own power or 
through their own force, the perfect Buddha ex
plained that they are empty* of being established by 
way of their own entities. (One must understand this 
as meaning "empty" of inherent existence; how 
could you understand it as being "emptiness"!) That 
which is empty, as explained above, is posited as 
only dependently designated without the subject's 
being established by way of its own power. This 
dependent -designation with respect to things that 
are only mere aggregations and collections of other 
causes and conditions - appearing as the meaning of 
the emptiness of inherent existence - is the middle 

* translated thus in accordance with following com
mentary. The text says "emptiness". 
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way beyond the two extremes of permanence, or 
establishment by [an object's] own power, and an
nihilation, or the non-existence of dependent-arising. 
Because that meaning is the object for progress by 
Madhyamikas, it is the path, and therefore, it is the 
middle path. 

This emptiness of inherent existence, the final 
meaning to be realized, is not trifling, but applies to 
all phenomena. For, because there does not exist any 
phenomenon that is not a dependent-arising, [216] 
there also does not exist any phenomenon that is not 
empty of inherent existence. This is because 
dependent -arising is established as just the meaning 
of emptiness of inherent existence. 

Thus, with respect to this very clear statement [by Nagarjuna] 
that whatever is a dependent -arising is necessarily empty of 
inherent existence, you who claim to be proponents of the 
meaning of the middle way should not propound something 
opposite from what the master Nagarjuna said, saying that 
whatever is produced in dependence on causes and conditions 
is necessarily inherently established. 

SIXTH, THE SUPERIOR MASTER [NAGAR-JUNA] SPOKE AGAIN AND 

AGAIN ABOUT SUCH SUITABILITY 

In accordance with that statement [cited] above that depend
ent-arising is the meaning of emptiness, Nagarjuna's Refuta
tion of Objections says that: 518 

For a system in which the emptiness of inherent 
existence is possible, in the sense of being po.sitable, 
all objects - the [four noble] truths, dependent
arising, and so forth - are possible and positable. 
For a system in which an emptiness of inherent 
existence is not positable and not possible, no pre
sentations of objects are positable or possible. 

Homage to the Buddha, the unequalled teacher, 
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renowned as the Supramundane Victor, for whom 
nothing' else can serve as an equivalent example, 
supreme speaker who taught as of one meaning 
I) the emptiness of inherent existence, 2) dependent
arising, and 3) the path - [so called] since that 
meaning of the middle way that has abandoned the 
two ettremes is what is travelled by Madhyamikas. 
These three - the meaning of emptiness of inherent 
existence, the meaning of dependent-arising, and the 
meaning of the middle way - except for being 
different names - have the same meaning as the 
path entered by Madhyamikas. 

Not only that, but also Nagarjuna's Seventy Stanzas on Empti
ness (stong nyid bdun cu pa, sunyatasaptati, verse 68), in accord
ance with the above statements, says that: 519 

The Tathagata, unequalled by any, thoroughly 
taught transmigrating beings by means of various 
marvellous doctrines for the sake of settling just this 
mode of the dependent -arising of things by the 
reason of their being posited as empty, that is, by 
reason of the fact that all things - all bases - are 
empty of inherent establishment. (It is said that a 
more felicitous translation of Nagarjuna's middle two 
lines [from Sanskrit into Tibetan] would be, [217] 
"The unequalled Tathagata [taught that] because 
things are empty, they are dependent-arisings.") 

Also, Nagarjuna's Sixty Stanzas on Reasoning (stanzas 43-5) 
says that:520 

Those outside of this doctrine, Outsiders, or Ford
ers, having destroyed the mode of dependent-arising 
through the force of great obscuration with respect 
to the mode of dependent -arising - [the fact that] 
the entities of things have definite causes and condi
tions, which turn into them, and definitely arise 
from unconfused [i.e., specific sets of] causes and 
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conditions - adhere to things as not dependent, that 
is, as not dependent-arisings, and adhere to a self, 
that is, to a pennanent self who is the creator of 
everything, or to the world as created by the prior 
motivation of that [pennanent self] and likewise 
adhere to the self or the world as pennanent or 
impennanent, or having an end or not having an 
end, and so forth. They, alas, due to being obscured, 
that is, pressed down by the weight of such great 
misconception, have had their independence stolen 
away by views - the sixty-four bad views and so 
forth, viewing [self and the world] as pennanent, 
i.e., a thing without production or disintegration, or 
as impennanent, i.e., as something the continuation 
of which is completely severed upon its destruction, 
and so forth. [Captivated by such views], they wreck 
their own opportunity for liberation and are led into 
bad transmigrations. [218] 

Not only that, but also how could those faults of 
falling to the extremes - the view of true establish
ment, i.e., pennanence, or the view of the severing 
and uner non-existence of a continuum upon de
struction, i.e., annihilation - not accrue to those 
Buddhist Proponents of True Existence who assert 
that things, due to being dependent-arisings that 
rely on definite, non-confused causes and conditions, 
are established inherently, that is, exist as [their 
own] suchness? They do accrue to them; once one 
asserts the above, then those faults only accrue. 

Madhyamikas of superior intelligence see and 
assert that just due to dependently arising from 
definite and unconfused causes and conditions, 
things are not real in the sense of being established as 
their own mode of subsistenrf! as they appear to be, 
that is, are not inherently established, yet also are 
not non-existent conventionally, and despite being 
established as unreal falsities are not unreal (log pa) 
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in the sense of being unable to perform functions. 
[They see and assert this] as like, for example, the 
reflection of a moon in the water which due to the 
aggregation of the three causes and conditions -
water, the moon, and illumination - appears to be a 
moon but is not established as having the nature of 
the moon. [Hence] their independence is not ever 
stolen away by bad views, and they eliminate all bad 
VIews. 

Also, Nagarjuna's Praise of the Supramundane [Buddha] ('jig 
rten las 'das par bstod pa, lokatitastava, stanzas 21 and 22) says 
that: 521 

Most of those whose disposition is to impute (rtog) 
and discriminate (dpyod) the extremes of things, 
those logicians ranging from non-Buddhists to our 
own Pro-ponents of True Existence, assert that 
suffering is produced either from its own essence -
for instance, the StiIpkhyas [who assert that suffering 
is produced from causes that are of the same nature 
as itself] - or that it is created by causes that are 
established as inherently other than itself - as is 
asserted by most Buddhist and non-Buddhist schools 
which propound that things are inherently estab
lished - or that [suffering] is created by both self 
and other [i.e., causes that are both the same entity 
as the effect and different entities from the effect] -
like the lainas - or that suffering is produced 
causelessly - as is asserted by the Materialists (rgyang 
phen pa, ayata). [219] You, the Supramundane 
Victor, unequalled teacher, said that [suffering] is a 
dependent-arising in the sense of depending on 
definite and unconfused causes and conditions, 
[this position] having passed beyond all those ex
tremes. 

Also, you, the Supramundane Victor, unequalled 
teacher, asserted that those things that arise in de-
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pendence on, relative to, upon the meeting of, causes 
and conditions are empty of inherent existence. 
Since things are dependent -arisings, they depend on 
causes and conditions; hence, there are no self
powered things, whereby there is no establishment 
from [objects'] own side. This is the roar of the 
fearless lion, you, unequalled teacher, king of 
subduers, possessing the unendurable roar of the 
supreme profound causing the wild animal Forders 
to quiver. 

Thus, [Nagarjuna] says that by reason of being dependent
arisings, [phenomena] are only empty of inherent existence. 
Thereby, this system in which the meaning of dependent
arising dawns as the meaning of emptiness, that is to say, of 
no inherent existence, is the uncommon system of the pro
tector Nagarjuna. 

SEVENTII, THE SUITABILITY OF ALL THE ACfMTIES OF CYCLIC 

EXISTENCE AND NIRV~A WITHIN A SYSTEM OF NO INHERENT 

EXISTENCE 

Others, [who claim to be Madhyamikas but] do not know 
this, take this emptiness which is an absence of inherent 
existence as a system posited from the Madhyamikas' own 
side, [220] but they are uncomfortable with, that is to say, 
cannot posit, the presentations of dependently-arisen causes 
and effects in their own [so-called] Madhyamika system 
through the force of not knowing the essential of the empti
ness of inherent existence. These persons whose thesis is that 
the Madhyamikas have no system of their own but rely merely 
on the assertions of other persons [for a presentation of the 
dependent-arising of cause and effect] have the error of 
propounding that dependent-arising and emptiness are con
tradictory; they have not arrived at even a mere portion of the 
Oleaning of dependent-arising. For, such is completely con
tradictory with [Nagarjuna's] statement in the Treatise an the 
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Middle Way CXXIV.I4, cited above), "In that [system] in 
which emptiriess is suitable, ... " in which he says that all the 
dependent-arisings of cyclic existence and nirvfu}a are feasible 
in whosoever's system propounds an absence of inherent 
existence. 



6 Dependent-Arising and Emptiness 

FOURTH, THE WAY IN WHICH EMPTINESS AND DEPENDENT

ARISING ARE OF ONE MEANING522 

This has two parts: the dawning of the absence of inherent 
existence as dependent-arising and the dawning of dependent
arising as the absence of inherent existence. 

FIRST, THE DAWNING OF THE ABSENCE OF INHERENT EXISTENCE 

AS DEPENDENT -ARISING 

This has two parts: a brief indication by way of reasoning and 
individual explanations through scripture. 

First, a brief indication by way of reasoning 

Question: What is the system of the suitability of all [the 
phenomena] of cyclic existence and nirvfu}a within a position 
asserting the emptiness of inherent existence? 
[Answer:] The Madhyamikas, who propound that all things 
are just empty of inherent existence, propound such a suitabil
ity of all [the phenomena] of cyclic existence and nirvfu.la 
within a position of the emptiness of inherent existence by 
reason of [things'] arising in dependence on causes and condi
tions. This will be explained in detail below. 

Because [things] do arise in dependence on causes and 
conditions in this manner, all the presentations of dependent
arising are feasible within the emptiness of inherent existence. 
[22 I] When the presentations of dependent -arising are feas
ible, suffering also is feasible. The reason for this is that 

339 
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suffering must be posited with respect to that which arises in 
dependence on causes and conditions; suffering is not suitable 
in that which does not arise in dependence on causes and 
conditions. This is because suffering does not arise without 
causes and conditions. 

Ge-shay Wangdrak: In other words, the arising of 
suffering involves change; thus it cannot occur in 
the permanent, but can only arise when there are 
causes and conditions. 

The following paragraph is a summary by Nga-
wang-rap-den. 

Suffering is under the other-influence of [contaminated] ac
tions and afflictions. When dependent-arising is feasible, re
liance on causes and conditions is feasible, whereby it [suffer
ing] is feasible. If dependent-arising were not feasible, [suffer
ing] would be under its own power, not relying on causes and 
conditions, in which case it would not be feasible for it to be 
under the other-influence of [contaminated] actions and afflic
tions. Therefore, when dependent-arising is feasible, the 
sources [of suffering] and so forth are feasible. 

When the existence of such true sufferings that arise in 
dependence on causes and conditions is feasible, then the 
sources from which those sufferings arise, the cessations that 
are the stopping of those sufferings, and the paths proceeding 
to those cessations are feasible, whereby the presentations of 
the four truths definitely exist. When the four truths exist, 
then, respectively, the knowledge of suffering, the abandon
ment of its sources, the actualization of cessation, and the 
cultivation of the paths are suitable and feasible. When those 
- knowledge [of suffering], abandonment [of sources], and so 
forth - exist, then all, the Three Jewels and so forth, are very 
feasible and suitable. 

Second, individual explanations through scripture 

This has six parts. 
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First, indicating that all is suitable within an absence of 
inherent existence 

Stating the way in which such is the case, Chandraklrti's Clear 
Words says that: 523 

For that system in which the emptiness of inherent 
existence of all things is suitable, all the above 
mentioned presentations are suitable. [222] How are 
they suitable? As follows: Because we Mlldhyamikas 
propound the emptiness of inherent existence within 
just this meaning of dependent-arising - that is, 
propound that emptiness and dependent-arising are 
of one meaning - therefore, for that system in 
which the meaning of the emptiness of inherent 
existence is positable, all presentations of dependent
arising are positable. For that system in which the 
presentations of dependent-arisings are positable, the 
four noble truths are reasonable to be posited. 

Secorui, the suitabilit)! of asserting the four truths within that 
[emptiness of inherent existence] 

How is such reasonable? As follows: There comes to 
be suffering in dependence upon just dependently
arisen causes and conditions. It does not arise with
out dependence; without dependently-arisen causes 
and conditions, the establishment of suffering does 
not at all occur. Since that which is established in 
dependence on causes and conditions does not have 
inherent existence, that is, is not established under 
its own power, it is empty of inherent existence. 
When such suffering exists, then the sources that are 
the causes from which that suffering arises, the 
cessations that are the stopping of that suffering, and 
the paths that are the methods for proceeding to the 
cessations that are the stopping of suffering are also 
positable. Because those are positable, the fruits -
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thorough knowledge of suffering, abandonment of 
the source; that are the causes of suffering, actualiza
tion of the cessations that are the stopping of suffer
ing, and [223] cultivation of the paths that are the 
methods for actualizing those cessations - are also 
feasible and suitable. 

Third, the suitability of Approachers to [and Abiders in] the 
fruit within this [emptiness of inherent existence] 

When thorough knowledge, abandonment, and so 
forth with respect to the truths - suffering, sources, 
and so forth - exist, the four fruits, such as entering 
the stream, returning once, and so forth are suitable. 
When those fruits, such as entering the stream and 
so forth exist, then the persons who abide in those 
fruits are also suitable. When the persons who abide 
in those fruits exist, then those approachers who are 
approaching for the sake of attaining those fruits also 
are suitable. 

Fourth, the suitability of the Three Jewels 

When abiders in and approachers to the fruits exist, 
then the spiritual community of Superiors is suit
able. When the four noble truths exist, then the 
excellent doctrine of the methods for turning away 
from cyclic existence and entering into nirval).a is 
also suitable. When the excellent doctrine and spiri
tual community exist, then Buddhas who have 
brought such to completion are also suitable. There
fore - because such spiritual community, doctrine, 
and Buddhas are suitable - the Three Jewels are 
also suitable. 

Fifth, within this [emptiness of inherent existence] everything, 
the proper and the improper is suitable 
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In brief, because dePendent-arising is suitable, 
through training in all the categories of the thor
oughly afflicted and the very pure that are the topics 
of mundane common beings and supramundane 
Superiors, these are specially realized, or understood, 
better and better. [224] [Hence] all the presentations 
of increase [of the very pure] and decrease [of the 
thoroughly afflicted] are also positable. Not only 
that, but also all, such as the proper, i.e., virtues, 
the improper, i.e., non-virtues, the effects of virtues 
and non-virtues, as well as all worldly conventions, 
that is, the happiness, unhappiness, and so forth that 
are renowned to conventional consciousnesses, are 
also suitable. 

Because dependent -arising is suitable within an 
emptiness of inherent existence, for that system in 
which emptiness, that is to say, the emptiness of 
inherent existence, is positable, all the presentations 
of conventionalities are suitable. For a system in 
which the emptiness of inherent existence is not 
positable, the presentation of dependent-arising does 
not exist, whereby all the presentations of conven
tionalities are not suitable to be posited. 

Sixth, the meaning of suitable and unsuitable on this occasion 

Here "suitable" and "unsuitable" are to be understood as 
referring to those presentations' existing or not existing. 

SECOND, THE DAWNING OF DEPENDENT-ARISING AS TIlE ABSENCE 

OF INHERENT EXISTENCE 

This has eight parts. 

First, the mode of objection by the Proponents of True Existence 
for whom the meaning of dependent-arising does not dawn as 
emptiness 
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As cited earlier, an objection [by Proponents of True Exist
ence to the Madhyamika position] was set forth in Nagar
juna's Refutation of Objections: 

If an inherent existence of all things 
[Does not exist in anything, 
Then your words also are without inherent existence 
And cannot refute inherent existence. (stanza I)] 

Nagiirjuna's answer is clearly given by way of the reason that 
activities are feasible within an absence of inherent existence. 
The Refutation of Objections (stanza 22) says that: S24 

We Madhyamikas propound that that which is 
things' arising in dependence on causes and condi
tions is called the emptiness of inherent existence, or 
[own] entityness, due to their not being established 
under their own power. [225] And, those things that 
arise in dependence on causes and conditions are just 
without inherent establishment. 

To clarify the meaning, his [Nagiirjuna's] own commentary 
on this [the Commentary on the "Refutation of Objections" (rtsod 
po, bz/og po,'i 'grel pa, vigra~avartanivrtti)] says that:525 

You Proponents of True Existence, not understand
ing and not knowing the meaning of the mode of 
emptiness, which is the emptiness, the reality, the 
so-called "absence of inherent existence" of things -
subjects - say the following to us: "If there is no 
inherent establishment, then the words of you 
Madhyamikas also do not inherently exist; hence the 
refutation of the inherent existence of things - their 
establishment by way of their own entities - is not 
feasible since words that do not inherently exist 
cannot refute anything." You propound such, seek
ing a point of censure, to argue. 

Second, how, due to being dependent-arisings, {phenomena] are 
empty of being able to set themselves up, or of substantial existence 
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Here, within Madhyamika, the meaning of the aris-
ing of things in dependence on causes and conditions 
is the meaning of the emptiness of inherent exist
ence. For what reason is this said? Because things 
are just without inherent existence. Let me explain 
this clearly. Those things that arise in dependence 
on causes and conditions do not have inherent estab
lishment. This is because of [their] being established 
as without inherent existence due to only arising 
from causes and conditions. Why is such pro
pounded? [226] Because these things that are with-
out inherent existence rely on causes and conditions 
and are not under their own power. 

Third, proving the concomitance and non-concomitance of the 
incorrectness of substantial existence in that which arises 
dependently 

If, in accordance with the assertions of you Pro
ponents of True Existence, things did inherently exist, 
then you would have to assert the existence of things 
established even without causes and conditions. 
However, such is not asserted, since the establish
ment of things needs causes and conditions, and 
therefore things are established as without inherent 
existence. Thus, we speak of them as "empty" -
empty of inherent existence. In accordance with the 
above explanation of how things are empty of inher
ent existence, my words also, [that is, the words of] 
the master N3g3rjuna, are dependent -arisings that 
rely on causes and conditions, whereby, because of 
being such dependently established dependent
arisings, my words do not inherently exist. Because 
my words are just without such inherent existence, 
that they are said to be "empty" - empty of inher
ent existence - is very reasonable and correct. 

What is an example of this? Because pots, woolen 
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cloth, houses, and so forth are just dependent
arisings thilt rely on causes and conditions, those 
pots and so forth are just empty of inherent exist
ence. However, pots can perform the function of 
holding honey, water, and milk soup that have been 
poured inside them and can perform the function of 
receiving those from something else. Also, by wear
ing woolen cloth, it can perform the function of 
thoroughly protecting the wearer from cold, wind, 
and sun. 

Just so, my words, [that is, the words of] the 
master Nagarjuna, also are without inherent exist
ence because of being dependent -arisings that depend 
on causes and conditions. However the functioning 
of those words can thoroughly establish that things 
are without inherent existence. Therefore, the pro
position by you Proponents of True Existence, "Be
cause the words of you Madhyamikas are just with
out inherent existence, it is not feasible that those 
non-inherently existent words are able to refute the 
inherent existence, that is to say, establishment by 
way of their own entities, of all things," does not 
accord with the fact. Hence it is not suitable to 
propound such. 

Thus, [Nagarjuna] speaks very clearly about the counter
pervasion that if [things] are inherently established, then they 
must not rely on causes and conditions and the pervasion that 
if [things] rely on causes and conditions, they are necessarily 
without inherent existence and says very clearly that non
inherently existent words can perform the activities of refuta
tion and proof. 

The following paragraph is a summary of the above 
points by Nga-wang-rap-den. 526 

Therefore, here in our system, [227] dependent-arising and 
emptiness are of the same meaning. For, if things inherently 
existed, they would have to exist without relying on causes, 
conditions, and so forth; however, since they do not exist 
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without relying on causes, conditions, and so forth, therefore, 
by reason of their being dependent-arisings that rely on causes 
and conditions, they do not exist under their own power or 
able to set themselves up. Hence, they do not inherently exist, 
or exist from their own sides. Therefore, although my words 
also do not inherently exist, they can perform the activities of 
refutation and proof. For instance, although pots and woolen 
cloth are imputedly existent and not substantially established, 
they can hold water and protect from the sun, the wind, and 
so forth. 

Faurth, therefore, holding that dependent-arising and emptiness 
are contradictory is like a god who has fallen to being a demon 

Ge-shay Palden Drakpa explained this as meaning 
that the supreme reasoning has become an obstacle. 
According to Ge-shay Wangdrak, the suggestion is 
that if a god who is supposed to help you harms you, 
then what recourse is left? 

Therefore, [228] the meaning established by the above expla
nation is as follows: What need is there to speak of the definite 
need for the coming together in a common locus - a correct
ness within one base - of the two, that posited as dependent
arising, the production and cessation of thoroughly afflicted 
and very pure phenomena in dependence on causes and 
conditions, and an absence of inherent existence. This system 
in which just such dependent establishment serves as the 
unsurpassed and indispensible reason, or means, for realizing 
the absence of inherent existence should be known as the 
distinguishing feature of only the wise Madhyamikas, those 
whose discrimination is excellent and broad. 

But, you Tibetans who claim to propound the meaning of 
the middle way understand the opposite of this. If, holding 
that dependent production and dependent cessation are 
necessarily established by way of their own entities, you assert 
that the reasoning refuting inherent establishment refutes the 
dependent-arising of production and cessation, then, like the 
example of a god who has turned into a demon, although you 
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are relying on a good system, it has turned into a great error 
that causes iuin in this and future [lives]. Hence, it has 
become a great obstacle to finding, as it actually is, the 
meaning of the middle way. 

This is similar to the statement in Dzong-ka-ba's Answers to 
the Questions ofJang-chup-La-ma (byang chub bla ma'i dris Lan): 

Many of this snowy land [i.e., Tibetans], without 
having come to decisions about the modes of refuta
tion and proof with the subtle reasonings of the 
Madhyamikas and PramiiQ.akas, make bold procla
mations with respect to these subtle points: They 
agree that whatever is without inherent existence, 
that is, establishment by way of its own character, 
does not exist, and for that reason, whatever exists 
must truly exist. . . . They are outside of the system 
of Nag.u;lUla in which emptiness dawns as depend
ent-arising. [229] 

Fifth, as lung as dependent-arising and emptiness appear to be 
separate [that is, contradictory1, one has not realized the profound 
meamng 

According to your assertions, when one induces the ascertain
ment that phenomena do not have even a particle of inherent 
existence, that is, establishment by way of their own entities, 
there is no way to induce ascertainment in one's own system 
with respect to the dependent relation of cause and effect, and 
it comes to be necessary to rely on others' perspective and so 
forth, saying, "The conventions of cause and effect are as
serted from the perspective of others." 

Ge-shay Wangdrak: "And so forth" includes the 
position that things exist but this does not serve as 
existing. 

Also, when ascertainment is induced well in one's own system 
with respect to the dependent relation of cause and effect -
that from such and such causes, such and such effects arise -
there is no way to induce ascertainment in one's own system 
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with respect to the meaning of the absence of inherent exist
ence, and once such is the case, not being comfortable with 
positing the absence of inherent existence in one's own system, 
one claims that the thought of that teaching must be inter
preted otherwise. If [this is the situation], definitely know that 
the need to do such is a correct sign [that is, a reason proving] 
that you have not yet properly gained the Madhyamika view. 

[Dzong-ka-ba] advises, "As causes, or methods, for gaining 
the Madhyamika view, you should take as a very important 
basis the pure maintenance of the ethics that you have prom
ised [to maintain]. Also you should strive by way of not just 
one, but many, approaches to accumulate the collections and 
purify obstructions, and, relying properly on excellent 
scholars, you should make effort in all ways at pure hearing 
and thinking - at hearing the vast quintessential instructions 
and thinking on the meaning of the quintessential instructions 
that have been heard." [230] 

Sixth, when dependent-arising and emptiness dawn with the one 
assisting the other, that is the measure of having realized the view, 
and such is di/ficul1527 

The following paragraph is an aside from Jam
yang-shay-ba. Its relationship to the rest of the text is 
not obvious. 528 

Some of our own excellent lamas say that if a chariot is 
established from the chariot's own side, that is the meaning of 
its being established from its own side; they do not take the 
chariot's merely being established as able to set itself up as the 
meaning of being established from its own side. They say that 
it is necessary to examine whether a chariot's being estab
lished under its own power is the measure of its being 
established from its own side. 

Such a composite of the two modes of inducing ascertain
ment with respect to appearance - dependent-arising - and 
with respect to the emptiness of inherent existence as non
contradictory in one base almost does not occur. Hence, it is 
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very difficult. to gain such a middle way view. Thinking of 
this, Nagarjuna says in the twenty-fourth chapter of the 
Treatise on the Middle Way that: S29 

If those of little intelligence misapprehend this doc
trine which is profound and difficult to realize, they 
are brought to great injury and harm. Therefore, 
knowing tAat it is very difficult to realize since low 
persons who have low and weak strength of intelli
gence temporarily cannot realize the depths of such a 
profound doctrine, the meaning of suchness, the 
mind of the Subduer, Buddha, for a short period of 
time temporarily turned away from teaching this 
profound doctrine as if not enthusiastic to do so, 
saying, "[I have found that which is] profound, 
peaceful, free of the elaborations, ... " [see below, 
p. 35 I, for a full citation of this verse] and displayed a 
manner of not teaching the doctrine. 

Nagarjuna's Precious Garland (stanzas 116-18) says that:S30 

Never mind realizing such a very subtle and pro
found doctrine, beings' own bodies are always with 
them and are filled and dripping with a collection of 
filth, [231] coarse in that they are physical, an object 
of direct perception viewable by an eye conscious
ness whereby it is easy to realize, and not hidden to 
oneself but always appearing to be filthy. When 
[even though the bodies of beings are like that], due 
to being obstructed by great obscuration, ascertain
ment of them as having a nature of filth does not 
remain in the sense that the impennanence, miser
ableness, and so forth [of the body] appear to the 
mind, and rather one conceives [the body] to be 
pure, blissful, and so forth, would not one find 
emptiness similarly difficult to understand? This is 
definitely a case of its being very difficult for those 
who are not vessels to realize it. 

If, for the time being, even the coarse cannot be 
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realized, what need is there to mention the difficulty 
of realizing the subtle [emptiness]. If one is unable to 
realize such a gross thing that is easy to realize and 
always accompanies oneself, how could the pro
found doctrine - which offers no support in the 
sense of not being a base that is the target of the 
conception of signs [inherent existence], that is, 
which lacks being a base for an apprehension think-
ing, "The mode of subsistence of dependent-arising 
is such and such a sign of appearance", that is subtle 
and profound in that it is difficult to realize, not 
suitable to appear directly to ordinary beings be
cause ordinary beings must realize it in dependence 
on a sign, a profundity the depths of which are 
supremely difficult to realize - easily enter into the 
mind by way of ascertainment being generated easily, 
without difficulty? It does not. Ascertainment of the 
meaning of this does not easily appear to the mind. 
[232] 

You the unequalled Subduer, having displayed 
the mode of becoming enlightened, by reason of 
seeing and realizing that, because of the profundity 
of this doctrine of emptiness that is free from all 
extremes of elaborations, it is difficult for beings 
who are trainees to understand since they cannot 
penetrate such profundity, said [in the Extensive 
Sport Sutra, XXV.I]:531 

I have found a doctrine profound, peaceful, free 
from 

Elaborations, luminous, uncompounded, like 
ambrosia. 

No matter whom I taught it to, they would not 
understand; 

Hence I will stay without speaking in the forest. 

Thus, to the sight of some trainees, for a not very 
long time - forty-nine days - [Buddha] was averse 
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to, in the sense of not being enthusiastic for, teach
ing such a doctrine to trainees and displayed a 
manner of not teaching it. 

Hence treatises, as exemplified by this [Precious Garland], and 
scriptures of the Conqueror say that [the view] is very difficult 
to realize. 

Seventh, it is unsuitable to hold that things utterly do not exist due 
to not finding them upon analyzing with a facsimile of [the 
reasoning ofl the lack of being one or many 

Unlike the mode of inducing ascertainment explained above, 
in which there is a composite [of the ascertainments] of 
appearance and emptiness, some see the statements in certain 
valid texts such as Niigarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way that 
it is necessary to settle the meaning of the absence of inherent 
existence through the reasoning, or reason, analyzing whether 
phenomena such as pots and so forth are one with or different 
from their own branches, or parts; and, although thinking 
they have settled this in accordance with its meaning, they are 
obscured, or mistaken, with respect to that mode. They see 
that when one analyzes initially what those phenomena such 
as pots, woolen cloth, and so forth are from among their 
branches, or parts - the lip or the neck [with respect to a 
pot], the thread [with respect to woolen cloth] - [233] pots 
and so forth cannot be found as any of those branches. Not 
finding [what they seek] in this way, they think the following: 
"If pots and so forth did exist, they would definitely have to 
be findable through such searching. However, there is not at 
all anything to be found; therefore, they do not exist." Thus, 
they induce an ascertainment that pots and so forth do not 
exist. Then they analyze in that same way the analyzer 
himlherself, thinking, "What is [the analyzer] amongst its 
own parts, head, and so forth?" whereupon they induce 
ascertainment thinking that they themselves - the analyzer -
also do not exist. 
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When such ascertainment of non-existence has been in
duced with respect to the analyzer as the object, then the 
person thinks, "If the analyzer is not to be found and does not 
exist, then what knower could know and think, 'Pots and so 
forth do not exist?' Therefore, without an analyzer, from 
whose point of view are pots and so forth posited as existing or 
not existing? Thus, pots and so forth cannot be posited as 
anything - existent or non-existent." Hence, these persons' 
mode of assertion is to say, "Pots and so forth are not existent 
and also are not non-existent." 

If such an erroneous mode of inducing ascertainment by 
way of certain counterfeit reasonings in which the mode of 
analysis is not proper were to be posited as gaining the 
[Madhyamika] view, then since this [erroneous] mode of 
gaining ascertainment is not difficult, [gaining the Madhya
mika view] would appear to be the very easiest thing. 

Eighth, advice to value greatly the dawning of dependent-arising 
as the meaning of emptiness, the meaning established by those 
(former points] 

Because through such one is not even in the direction of 
gaining the Madhyamika view, those intelligent ones seeking 
the view who are capable of analyzing the meaning should 
abandon afar such counterfeit [reasonings]; they should strive 
at techniques for inducing firm ascertainment that cannot be 
diverted - that is to say, led somewhere else and changed -
through some other means by another person with respect to 
the essential meaning. What is the essential meaning that is [a 
common locus of being] (I) the union of appearance and 
emptiness, which is that the meaning of the emptiness of 
inherent existence dwells as the meaning of dependent
arising, this being stated in the scriptures of definitive mean
ing spoken by the Conqueror and in the pure, that is, 
unpolluted, Madhyamika texts, [234] such as the Treatise on 
the Middle Way, valid treatises commenting on the thought of 
those scriptures, (2) the final essential that is the uncommon 
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distinguishing feature of the system of the wise Madhyamikas, 
and (3) in particular, the final subtle topic that is the thought 
of the two, the Superior father, Niigarjuna, and his [spiritual] 
son, the Superior Aryadeva, commented on in complete form 
in particular just as it is by the master Buddhapiilita and the 
glorious Chandrakirti, the marvelous commentators on the 
Superior Niigarjuna? It is just this mode of bestowing ascer
tainment of the absence of inherent existence in dependence 
on dependent -arising and the way in which things empty of 
inherent existence dawn as cause and effect. 532 

SECOND, HOW THOSE SYSTEMS OF EARLIER 
TIBETANS [EXPLAINED] ABOVE REFUTE THIS 
DISTINGUISHING FEATURE OF MADHY AMIKA 

This has seven parts. 

HOW THEY REFUTE [THE MADHYAMIKASJ EXPLANATION 11lAT 

BONDAGE AND RELEASE ARE FEASIBLE WlTIllN AN ABSENCE OF 

INHERENT EXISTENCE 

As explained above, it is the system of the protector Nagar
juna that phenomena do not have even a particle of inherent 
existence, that is, establishment by way of their own entities; 
that if [phenomena] were established inherently, one could 
not make all the presentations of cyclic existence and nirviiQa; 
and that it is unsuitable not to make the presentations of cyclic 
existence and nirviiQa. Hence, since they should be made, 
[235] one must posit all the presentations of bondage, release, 
and so forth, in which case one must definitely assert that all 
things are only without inherent existence. 

However, you Tibetans, understanding the opposite of 
this, say, "If things do not inherently exist, that is, are not 
established by way of their own entities, then what else is left 
- that is, as a remainder of this, there are no things left. Due 
to things not existing, no matter what is refuted - bondage, 
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release, production, cessation, and so forth - in that refuta
tion there is no need to affix a qualification such as 'ulti
mately'; that very reasoning refuting inherent establishment 
refutes everything." 

When such is propounded, how could it be that you have 
not refuted this good system in which it is possible to posit 
with respect to non-inherently existent things all activities -
bondage, release, arising, disintegration, and so forth. Having 
put the textual system of the Superior Nagarjuna and his 
followers as the judge, think on this in detail! 

Ge-shay Wangdrak took "textual system" as mean
ing the great books of Nagarjuna and his followers. 

SECOND, mus [IN THIS WRONG SYSTEM} BONDAGE, RELEASE, 

AND SO FORTH ARE REFUTED EVEN CONVENTIONALLY 

You might think, "The master Chandrakirti's assertion is that 
the presentations of cyclic existence and nirvfu:1a - bondage, 
release, and so forth - are made conventionally, and we also 
assert the making of those presentations conventionally. 
Therefore, we do not have that previously adduced fault of 
refuting [Nagarjuna's system]." 

If you think this, the meaning of what you are thinking is 
not reasonable. In what way? As follows: The assertion of the 
master Chandrakirti is that phenomena do not have inherent 
existence, that is, establishment by way of their own entities, 
even conventionally. [236] You yourself assert that this is so. 
Thus - since the master's assertion is thus and you also assert 
it - it is very dear, without needing to investigate with other 
reasons, that you have refuted all the presentations of bondage, 
release, and so forth even conventionally because (I) that very 
reasoning that refutes inherent existence, that is to say, estab
lishment from [the object's] own side, must definitely refute 
such inherent existence, that is to say, establishment from [the 
object's] own side, even conventionally and (2) because you 
assert that due to the refutation of inherent existence by 
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means of the reasoning refuting such, there is no way to posit 
anything, whereby that very reasoning refutes bondage, re
lease, and so forth. 533 

THIRD, ONE WHO ASSERTS BONDAGE AND RELEASE TO BE 

CONTRADICTORY WI11l AN ABSENCE OF INHERENT EXISTENCE 

HAS REFUTED 1HE UNIQUE DISTINGUISHING fFATURE OF 

MADHYAMlKA 

To abbreviate the above modes of refutation, if you assert that 
the two presentations - (I) of the absence of inherent exist
ence' that is, existence from [the object's] own side, and (2) of 
bondage, release, production, cessation, and so forth - are 
contradictory in that they cannot be posited with respect to 
one basis, then the feasibility of all the presentations of cyclic 
existence and nirviiQa within the fact that all the phenomena 
that are being presented are entities empty of inherent exist
ence is not positable within either of the two truths, conven
tional or ultimate. Hence you have only definitely refuted the 
unique marvellous distinguishing feature of Madhyamika, 
praised in the scriptures and in the commentaries on [Bud
dha's] thought - the non-contradictory union of dependent
arising and emptiness. 

FOUR11l, IF ONE DOES NOT ASSERT SUCH, THERE IS NO REASON 

NOT TO AFFIX A QUALIFICATION TO THE OBJECT OF NEGATION 

Should you say, [237] "I do not assert the emptiness of 
inherent existence and the presentations of bondage, release, 
and so forth to be contradictory," then you cannot demon
strate any correct reason that fits together with what you 
yourself propound for asserting that, without needing to affix 
any qualification such as "ultimately" to the object of negation 
- production, cessation, bondage, release, and so forth - the 
reasoning refuting inherent establishment refutes production, 
cessation, bondage, release, and so forth themselves. Thus 
you have said this without any thought. 
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FIFIH, YOUR MODE OF ASSERTION DOES NOT DIFFER FROM mE 

MODE OF OB]ECnON BY 1HE PROPONENTS OF TRUE EXISTENCE 

Therefore - because you do not have reasons for such an 
assertion - your assertion is only an assertion that the reason
ing refuting inherent establishment refutes all phenomena, 
cause, effect, and so forth, and that when those are refuted,534 
arising, disintegration, and so forth are not positable within an 
absence of inherent existence. The twenty-fourth chapter of 
Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way (XXIV. I), when 
setting forth an objection by Proponents of True Existence, 
says that: 

Proponents of True Existence say: If you Madhya
mikas assert that all these phenomena are empty of 
inherent existence, there is great fault: there would 
not be any arising - production - or disintegration 
- cessation - positable of any things. Without 
arising or disintegration, it would follow that in your 
Madhyamika system, the presentations of the four 
noble truths - the effects, true suffering; the causes, 
true sources; the true cessations that are the stop
page of sufferings and sources; and the true paths 
that are the techniques for stopping those - could 
not be posited. 

Etc. Also, Nagarjuna's Refutation of Objections (stanza I) says 
that: 

Proponents of True Existence say: If [238] you 
Madhyamikas propound that an inherent existence 
of all things - that is to say, an establishment by 
way of their own entities - does not exist in any
thing, then the words of you Madhyamikas would 
also not have such inherent existence, whereby words 
without inherent existence could not refute inherent 
existence by way of overcoming it. 
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It is very clear from just the words of these root texts that 
there is no difference at all between your assertions and the 
assertions set forth as objections by Proponents of True 
Existence; hence your assertions are just those of opponents 
who debate against Madhyamikas. 

The following paragraph is a summary of the pre
ceding points by Nga-wang-rap-den. 

Someone who asserts that the existence of bondage, release, 
and so forth conventionally does not serve as existence and 
that the reasoning analyzing the ultimate refutes production, 
cessation, and so forth says, "Since I assert those convention
ally, I do not have the fault of refuting the uncommon 
Madhyamika system." That is incorrect. For, you assert that 
the reasoning analyzing the ultimate refutes production, cessa
tion, and so forth, and, since it is not suitable that those be 
refuted ultimately by that [reasoning], you must assert that 
they are refuted conventionally. Therefore, between your 
system and that of a Proponent of True Existence who is 
flinging the consequence, "It [absurdly] follows that arising, 
disintegration, and so forth do not exist because those do not 
inherently exist," except that the latter [the Proponent of 
True Existence] is taking the predicate of that consequence 
[i.e., that arising and disintegration do not exist] to be elimin
ated by valid cognition whereas you are giving the answer, "I 
accept that," there is no other difference. 

SIXTH~ THE UNREASONABLENESS OF THE ASSERTION THAT ONE 

HAS NO SYSTEM DUE TO THERE BEING FAULTS WITH BOTH 

INHERENT EXISTENCE AND AN ABSENCE OF INHERENT 

EXISTENCE 

You might think: "Since the reasoning refuting inherent 
establishment refutes all phenomena, it is not suitable to posit 
arising, disintegration, and so forth within either an emptiness 
of inherent existence or a non-emptiness of inherent existence; 
we, in accordance with that, [239] do not assert either an 
emptiness or a non-emptiness of inherent existence. There-
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fore, we do not have faults such as those [adduced] above in 
the objection raised by Proponents of True Existence to 
Madhyamikas. " 

Such propounding is utterly lmsuitable to be posited as the 
meaning of texts such as Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle 
Way. The reason for that unsuitability is established in 
Chandraklni's Clear Words; setting forth an answer to that 
objection by the Proponents of True Existence, Chandraklrti 
says that: 

Not only do we Madhyamikas not have the fault that 
arising, disintegration, and so forth are not feasible 
within a position of asserting an emptiness of inher
ent existence, but also, by reason of their being 
empty of inherent existence, the four truths and so 
forth are very feasible. 

Also, Nagfu"juna's Treatise on the Middle Way speaks within 
differentiating well the individual modes of the suitability of 
those presentations in a position asserting an emptiness of 
inherent existence and their unsuitability in a position assert
ing a non-emptiness of inherent existence. 

Not only that, Chandraklrti's Supplement to (Nagm;una's) 
"Treatise on the Middle Way" says that: 

Empty things, that is to say, false things, such as 
reflections and so forth (the term "and so forth" 
including echoes, mirages, and so forth) arise in 
dependence upon a collection of causes and condi
tions, for, a reflection is established from the collec
tion of three factors - a mirror, a face, and illumina
tion - echoes in dependence on a cave and sound, 
and so forth. Those false things that depend on such 
a collection are not not renowned in the world as 
falsities, that is, they are renowned in the world as 
false objects. [240] 

For instance, in terms of conventions renowned in 
the world, from causes that are false things such as 
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reflections that appear to be a face and so forth but 
are empty of such, eye consciousnesses and so forth 
are produced as their fruits, having the aspects of 
those falsities - the reflection, and so forth. Like
wise, although all things are empty of inherent 
existence, from those causal things empty of inher
ent existence acting as causes, effects that are empty 
of inherent existence are thoroughly produced. 

SEVENTIl, THERE IS NO MADHYAMIKA WHO REFUTES ALL OF 

CYCLIC EXISTENCE AND NIRVAlyA EVEN CONVENTIONALLY 

THROUGH ULTIMATE ANALYSIS 

Moreover - another reason - if reasoning refuted bondage, 
release, and so forth, since object of negation, negator, and so 
forth are not feasible ultimately, it is unsuitable to engage in 
negation ultimately. Since such is not suitable, bondage, 
release, and so forth must be refuted by that reasoning 
conventionally. When they are refuted thus, then even con
ventionally all presentations of cyclic existence and nirv3.Qa 
would not be positable in one's own system and must be 
refuted. Therefore, Midhyamikas who assert such a negation 
as their own system are new Midhyamikas who did not occur 
before. 
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THIRD, HOW AN ACTUAL MADHY AMIKA 
RESPONDS TO THE REASONINGS OF THOSE 
TIBETAN SYSTEMS THAT REFUTE THE 
DISTINGUISHING FEATURE OF MADHY AMIKA 
[241]535 

This has six parts: flinging back to them [the consequence] 
that cyclic existence and nirvfu.1a would not be suitable; how 
they faU to extremes in that they do not differentiate the four 
- inherent existence and existence, no inherent existence and 
non-existence; the way in which realization of the meaning of 
the middle way depends upon refuting the two extremes; the 
unsuitability of refutation and proof without explicit con
tradictories that are contradictories in the sense of mutual 
exclusion; though those who do not know how to posit cause, 
effect, and so forth, hold, "There is no inherent existence," 
they have not found emptiness; and how to differentiate the 
four - inherent existence, no inherent existence, [existence, 
and non-existence]. 

FIRST, FLINGING BACK TO THEM [THE 
CONSEQUENCE] THAT CYCLIC EXISTENCE AND 
NIRVANA WOULD NOT BE SUITABLE 

This has three parts. 
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FIRST~ STATING BACK TO THEM [THE CONSEQUENCE] THAT 

CYCLIC EXISTENCE AND NIRVAIyA WOULD NOT BE SUITABLE 

To the objection raised to the Madhyamikas, "If all things 
were empty of inherent existence, then the causes and effects 
of cyclic existence and nirvfu).a would not be positable," the 
protector Nagarjuna made the answer, "That very fault that 
the Madhyamikas were to fling there [to you] has been flung 
at us Madhyamikas by you objectors; therefore, turning that 
back to you, I fling the fault spoken by you - that if there is 
no inherent existence, all would be unsuitable - back to you. 
In this manner, the twenty-fourth chapter of Nagarjuna's 
Treatise on the Middle Way [XXlV.I5-16] says that: S36 

You objectors, Proponents of True Existence, are 
speaking just erroneously; not seeing yourselves as 
having the fallacies that apply to your own system, 
you have turned them to my faultless Madhyamika 
system as faults, for you, having asserted dependent
arising, are stating damage to it. This is like, for 
example, while being manifestly mounted on a horse, 
[242] having forgotten that horse on which one is 
mounted and searching where there is no horse. 

In other words, someone is mounted on a horse, but 
forgetting that fact, goes looking elsewhere for that 
very horse - which cannot be found elsewhere since 
it is right with the seeker. Nagarjuna is saying to the 
opponent, "Just so, you have fault yourself, but 
unaware of this, look to impute fault elsewhere 
where there is none." 

For, if you objectors, Proponents of True Existence, are 
viewing and conceiving things as existing from the point 
of view of their own inherent establishment - and indeed 
you are - then if things are established inherently as you 
conceive them, you [should] hold and view all things as 
produced without causes and conditions since they would 
not be dependent-arisings and since it would be contra
dictory for whatever was not dependent to rely on causes 
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and conditions. It would be reasonable for ypu to view 
such. 

Also, [Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way, XXIV.2o] says 
that: 537 

I will speak turning back to you, the objector, your 
own statement [set forth in XXIV. I as an objection 
by Proponents of True Existence] that if all things 
are empty [then the four truths and so forth would 
not be feasible]: If one asserts in accordance with the 
assertions of you objectors, Proponents of True 
Existence, that all these things are not empty of 
inherent existence, then by the very reason of their 
being established inherently, there would be no 
arising or disintegration; without those, it would 
[absurdly] follow that the four noble truths would 
not be positable in the system of you objectors. 

Thus [Nagarjuna] indicates how to turn this fault back to 
them. 

SECOND, NOT AFFIXING A QUALIFICATION TO TIlE OBJECI OF 

NEGATION IS A CASE OF NOT DIFFERENTIATING AN ABSENCE OF 

INHERENT EXISTENCE AND NON-EXISTENCE 

Therefore, your propounding, "If there is no inherent exist
ence, that is, establishment by way of [objects'] own entities, 
then what else is there," clearly and unquestionably, that is, 
definitely, indicates that you have not at all differentiated the 
two, the absence of inherent existence of a sprout and the non
existence of a sprout. [243] Because of not making that 
differentiation, you have also utterly not differentiated the 
two, the mere existence of a sprout and the establishment by 
way of its own entity of a sprout, whereby it is clear that you 
must assert that whatever phenomenon exists, necessarily 
exists by way of its own entity, and if something is not 
established by way of its own entity, then it does not exist at 
all. 
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If you do not assert the above, then think on why you 

propound that the reasoning refuting establishment by way of 
[objects'] own entities refutes all presentations of mere exist
ence, mere production, mere cessation, and so forth! 

1HIRD~ SUCH DOES NOT PASS BEYOND PROPOUNDING 1HE lWO 

[EXTREMES] 

If, in accordance with your assertions explained above, you 
propound that as long as it is asserted that things such as 
sprouts and so forth exist, then those things only exist in the 
sense of being established by way of their own entities and 
propound that if there is utterly no establishment by way of 
[objects'] own entities, then no things exist at all, then you 
unquestionably, that is, only definitely, fall to the two ex
tremes - [falling to] the extreme of pennanence through pro
pounding existence by way of [objects'] own entities, and 
[falling to] the extreme of annihilation through propounding 
that things do not exist at all. Therefore, the mode of under
standing of the Proponents of True Existence and your mode 
of understanding do not differ, whereby you are not suitable 
to be Midhyamikas. For, Chandrakirti's Commentary on 
(Aryadeva's) cCFour HundrelF' clearly says that:S38 

According to the assertions, or the system, of Pro
ponents of Things as inherently existent, [244] as 
long as there is an existence of things, establishment 
by way of their intrinsic entities also just exists. 
When [things] are devoid of establishment by way of 
their intrinsic entities, that is, when they are posited 
as not established by way of their intrinsic entities, 
those things that appear conventionally with respect 
to those bases are posited as not existing at all, as 
unobservable in all ways. Therefore, they would 
become utterly non-existent, like the hom of a don
key, and thus those who propound such do not pass 
beyond propounding the two extremes -- penna
nence and annihilation. Therefore, all the manifest 
assertions of these Proponents of True Existence are 
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mutually contradictory, former and latter not ac
cording, whereby they are difficult to fit together. 

The following paragraph is a summary from Nga
wang-rap-den. 539 

The meaning of Chandrakirti's Commentary on (Aryadeva's) 
"Four Hundred" is as follows: Until a Proponent of True 
Existence gives up the tenets of a Proponent of True Exist
ence, for the mind of that person, the two - the existence of a 
thing and its existing from its own side - are not differen
tiated as separate and appear as if mixed. Also, as long as that 
Proponent of True Existence does not give lip hislher own 
tenets, when a thing appears in the aspect of not being 
established from its own side, it is as if mixed with appearance 
of an aspect of not existing at all. The meaning of this is 
similar to the thought [of the statement in Dzong-ka-ba's 
Essence of the Good Explanations], "The two Proponents of 
[Truly Existent External] Objects ... do not know how to 
posit [things] as existing if their being established by way of 
their own character . . . is negated,,,54o in which [Dzong-ka
ba's] reference is to the two Proponents of [Truly Existent 
External] Objects as long as they do not give up their tenets. 

SECOND, HOW YOU FALL TO EXTREMES IF YOU 
DO NOT DIFFERENTIATE THE FOUR - INHERENT 
EXISTENCE, EXISTENCE, NO INHERENT 
EXISTENCE, AND NON-EXISTENCE 

This has three parts: an explanation by way of reasoning, an 
explanation by way of scripture, and the meaning established 
[by these explanations]. 541 

FIRST, AN EXPLANATION BY WAY OF REASONING 

This has two parts. 

FIRST, HOW ONE FALLS TO EXTREMES 

As long as you do not realize this differentiation by the 
glorious Chandrakirti between the four - the two, inherent 
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existence and existence in general, [245] and the two, no 
inherent existence and non-existence in general, you will 
unquestionably fall to the two extremes - of permanence and 
annihilation. Hence, through such you will never realize the 
meaning of the middle way free from such extremes. For, 
when any phenomenon comes to be [understood as] utterly 
without establishment by way of its own entity, then that 
phenomenon will [for you] come to be utterly non-existent; in 
that case, there is utterly no way to posit the phenomena of 
cause and effect within those that are posited as empty, that is, 
as empty of inherent existence. Hence you fall to an extreme 
of annihilation. 

Also, once a phenomenon is asserted as existing, then you 
will definitely have to assert it to be established by way of its 
own entity; in that case, there comes to be utterly no way for 
cause and effect to be taken as illusion-like, a composite of the 
two, emptiness and appearance - that is to say, appearing to 
inherently exist whereas they do not. Hence, you definitely 
only fall to an extreme of permanence. 

SECOND, HOW THE 1WO EXTREMES ARE AVOIDED 

Therefore, through realizing that all phenomena are from the 
beginning - from their very basis - without even a particle 
that is established by way of its own entity, one does not fall to 
an extreme of existence. Also, when an ascertaining con
sciousness is induced that is able to ascertain the great cor
rectness that although things, such as sprouts, are from their 
very basis without establishment by way of their own entities, 
they nonetheless do not come to be non-things, nothings, 
empty of or lacking the capacity to perform functions such as 
producing effects and so forth, but have the power to perform 
their own functions - [246] producing effects, and so forth, 
one abandons and avoids falling to the extreme of non
existence. 

SECOND~ AN EXPLANATION BY WAY OF SCRIPTURE 

This has two parts: stating a scripture and explaining its 
mearung. 
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FIRST, STATING A SCRIPTURE 

This has two parts: an objection [raised] within the scripture 
and the answer. 

First, an objection to this mode of falling to extremes 

A clear statement of the difference between the absence of 
inherent existence and non-existence was made in Chandra
klrti's Clear Word\- which says that: 542 

A Proponent of True Existence says, "If in that way 
explained earlier, you Madhyamikas posit that things 
do not exist inherently, then you Madhyamikas, 
through this mode of propounding that all do not 
inherently exist, refute and eliminate all the modes 
of actions and their definite effects, these being the 
meanings set forth by the Supramundane Victor 
when he said, 'The fruitions of actions done by 
oneself - the agent - are definitely experienced by 
oneself - the agent.' Through refuting that, you 
deprecate as just non-existent the definiteness of 
actions and their effects; therefore, you Madhya
mikas are the chief of Nihilists, Annihilationists." 

Second, the [Miidhyamikas'} answer 

This has two parts: a brief indication by way of the fact that 
[Madhyamikas] avoid the two extremes and lead [trainees] to 
the non-abiding nirviiQa; and an extensive explanation of how 
this is done. 

First, a brief indication by way of the fact that [Miidhyamikas} 
avoid the two extremes and lead [trainees} to the rUm-abiding 
nirvii1Ja 

Answer: We Madhyamikas are not Nihilists, or 
Annihilationists. We refute the likes of you who 
propound the two extremes of inherent, or ultimate, 
existence and non-existence even conventionally 
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[247] and illuminate and show the path that defi
nitely leads to the city of nirviiI.ta, the supreme 
goodness, by going on the straight Madhyamika 
path of non-dualism free from those extremes. 

Second, the extensive explanatwn of how this is done 

This has two parts. 

First, although actions and so forth are not refuted, their inherent 
existence is. 

Not only do we Madhyamikas illuminate those 
[paths to nirvfu:1a], we also do not at all propound 
the non-existence of the definiteness of actions that 
are causes [of effects], agents of those actions, the 
effects of those actions, and so forth. What do we pro
pound? We propound and posit that these phenom
ena, actions and so forth, do not exist inherently. 

Second, if there is inherent existence, activities are not suitable; 
without such, they are suitable. 

You Proponents of True Existence think that be
cause performance of activity, such as a cause's 
producing an effect, production, cessation, and so 
forth, are not feasible among phenomena that do not 
inherently exist, we cannot avoid that fault expressed 
earlier and thus it remains without any degeneration. 
However, there is no such fault that cannot be 
avoided, for activities such as cause and effect, pro
duction, cessation, and so forth are not feasible 
among things that have inherent existence, that is, 
things that are established by way of their own 
entities, and presentations of such are not seen. 
Activities such as cause and effect, production, ces
sation, and so forth are feasible only among things 
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that do not exist inherently, that is, are not estab
lished by way of their own entities, [248] and such 
presentations are seen. 

SECOND, EXPLAINING THE MEANING OF TIIAT [PASSAGE FROM 

THE "CLEAR WORDS"] 

This has eight parts. 

First, the thought of Proponents of True Existence 

The meaning of the [above] passage is as follows: Proponents 
of True Existence propound: "If, as you Madhyamikas assert, 
all things are without inherent existence, then the reasoning 
refuting inherent establishment refutes and eliminates the 
arising of fruitions, or effects, from actions that are causes." 
Such a statement by Proponents of True Existence does not 
differ from the mode of assertion by you Tibetans claiming to 
be Midhyamikas that the reasoning refuting inherent estab
lishment refutes all cause and effect. 

Second, huw [Miidhyamikas and Proponents of True Existence} 
agree that without cause and effect, one falls to an extreme 

With respect to the statement, "If one refutes cause and 
effect, one becomes the chief of Annihilationists," in general 
both Madhyamikas and Proponents of True Existence assert 
similarly that if cause and effect are refuted, one passes to a 
view of annihilation. However, the way they disagree in this 
context is as follows: Madhyamikas do not refute cause and 
effect and assert them to be non-existent. Nonetheless, Pro
ponents of True Existence say, "You Madhyamikas refute 
the inherent establishment of all phenomena, in which case 
through just such refutation you must definitely also refute 
cause and effect. When they are refuted, you are asserting that 
cause and effect do not exist, and through deprecating them, 
you come to have a view of annihilation." lbinking this, 
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[249] they express fault, calling the Madhyamikas "Nihilists", 
or "Annihilationists". 

Third, although Tibetans admire Mtidhyamika, their assertions 
are like those of Proponents ofTrne Existence 

Thus, most Tibetans who claim to be Madhyamikas assert 
that when inherent establishment is refuted with reasoning, 
the reasoning refuting such must also utterly refute cause and 
effect. In asserting this, they appear to accord with the 
assertions of Proponents of True Existence. However, the 
difference between Proponents of True Existence and these 
Tibetans is that [the latter], having taken this reasoned refuta
tion of cause and effect to be the actual Madhyamika system, 
are seen to admire an emptiness negating cause and effect. 

Fourth, Miidhyamikas answer that they avoid the two extremes 
and propound the middle way 

The answer [Chandrakirti] gives above to the objection raised 
to Madhyamikas by Proponents of True Existence - that if 
inherent establishment is refuted, cause and effect are refuted 
whereby one becomes an Annihilationist - is: "We Madhya
mikas are not Nihilists; we refute and eliminate the propound
ing of the two extremes of existence and non-existence and 
illuminate the mode of progress on the straight path to 
liberation." Having said that, the remaining words [of the 
passage cited] indicate how [Madhyamikas] avoid being a 
system propounding the extremes of existence and non
existence. 

Fifth, if actions and so forth did rwt exist, there would be that 
fault, but we assert actions and effects 

With respect to the indication, by the remaining words, of 
how [the extremes] are avoided, through [Chandraklrti's] 
saying, "We Madhyamikas do not propound that actions, 
their effects, and so forth do not exist," he indicates how 
propounding the extreme of non-existence is avoided: 
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Whereas we would, as you Proponents of True Existence say, 
become Nihilists having a vie\y'of an extreme of annihilation if 
we did assert actions, ~ects, and so forth as non-existent, 
[250] we Madhyamikasdo not assert that actions and so forth 
do not exist. That is his answer. 

Sixth, how the extreme of permanence is avoided 

This answer having been given, Proponents of True Existence 
then ask, "What do you propound?" A Madhyamika responds, 
''We posit, or assert, that these things, actions, effects, and so 
forth, are not utterly non-existent but are without inherent 
existence." Through propounding such, (Madhyamikas] 
avoid propounding an extreme of existence. 

Seventh, the objection [by Proponents ofT1Ue Existence] that 
cause and effect are not suitable 'Within an absence of inherent 
existence 

Proponents of True Existence answer back that since the 
performance of activities of production, cessation, and so 
forth are not feasible within an absence of inherent existence, 
the fault of refuting cause and effect has not deteriorated and 
remains as it was. They say: "Although you Madhyamikas 
give the answer, 'We do not propound that those do not exist; 
we propound that they do not inherently exist,' you still 
cannot abandon the fault that we stated earlier - that if there 
is no inherent existence, cause and effect are not feasible. 
Hence the fault remains." Proponents of True Existence raise 
this objection to Madhyamikas because in the systems of 
Proponents of True Existence there is no difference between 
the two - an absence of inherent existence and utter non
existence. 

Eighth, the answer that if there is no inherent existence, then cause 
and effect are feasible, and if there is inherent existence, then they 
are not, as well as the meaning established [by all this] 543 

As an answer to [Proponents of True Existence's] saying that 
the fault remains as before, Madhyamikas say that activities 
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such as causes' producing effects are not at all positable within 
inherent existence whereas those activities are positable within 
only an absence of inherent existence. [251] 

THIRD, THE WAY IN WHICH REALIZATION OF 
THE MEANING OF THE MIDDLE WAY DEPENDS 
UPON REFUTING THE TWO EXTREMES 

This has two parts: realizing dependent-arising and how one 
comes to realize falsity. 

FIRST, REALIZING DEPENDENT-ARISING 

This has three parts. 

FIRSf, HOW 1HE TWO EXTREMES ARE AVOIDED BY WAY OF 

DEPENDENT -ARISING 

In accord with this, Chandrakirti's Commentary on (Arya
deva's) "Four Hundred" says that: 544 

To Proponents of True Existence saying to Midhya
mikas, "Since you propound that things do not 
inherently exist, you propound that things do not 
exist at all," the Midhyamikas answer as follows: 
''We Madhyamikas do not propound that things 
utterly do not exist in the sense of an annihilatory 
view of an emptiness of capacity to perfonn func
tions. For, we propound - just as it is - the way in 
which things are dependent-arisings that depend 
and rely on causes and conditions." 

Proponents of True Existence then ask, "Are you 
Madhyamikas proponents of the extreme of things, 
that is, true establishment?" Madhyamikas answer, 
"We are not proponents of existence in the sense of 
true establishment; we do not propound the extreme 
of things [i.e., inherent existence]. Why? Because 
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we propound - Just as it is - the way in which 
things are dependent-arisings that depend and rely 
on causes and conditions." 

SECOND, NO INHERENT EXISTENCE, DEPENDENT-ARISING, 

FALSITY, AND SO FORTH HAVE THE SAME IMPORT 

Proponents of True Existence ask, "If you Miidhya
mikas do not propound that things do not exist and 
you also do not propound that things inherently 
exist, then what do you propound?" To that Madh
yamikas answer, "We propound - just as it is - the 
way in which things are dependent -arisings that 
depend and rely on causes and conditions." 

Then Proponents of True Existence ask further, 
"What is the meaning of this 'dependent-arising'?" 
[252] 

Answer: There are two meanings. With respect to 
avoiding the extreme of existence, "dependent
arising" has the meaning of an absence of inherent 
existence; it means no inherently existent production 
due to [things] depending and relying on causes and 
conditions. With regard to avoiding the extreme of 
annihilation, because [things] are not under their 
own power due to just that reason [i.e., because they 
are not produced inherently], it has the meaning of 
the arising of various false effects that appear, 
through the force of causes and conditions, to exist 
by way of their own entities although they do not, 
having natures similar to falsities that appear to be 
something whereas they are not such, examples 
being such things as illusory horses, elephants, and 
so forth, the water of a mirage, a reflected face, a city 
of scent -eaters, an emanated human, the elephants of 
dreams, and so forth; it has the meaning of an 
emptiness of inherent existence even though [things] 
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produce such effects and the meaning of the non
existence of a self that is an independent agent. 

Thus [Chandrakirti] indicates how, through asserting depend
ent-arising, the propounding of the two extremes of the 
existence and the non-existence of things is avoided. 

With respect to the meaning indicated thus, through ex
pJaining that tht meaning of dependent-arising is no inher
ently existent production, [Chandrakirti] avoids propound
ing the extreme of the existence of things. Through indicating 
the way in which the arising of effects that are not inherently 
produced but are like a magician's illusions and so forth is the 
meaning of dependent-arising, he avoids propounding the 
extreme of the non-existence of things [i.e., the non-existence 
of a capacity to perfonn functions]. 

THIRD, HAVING AVOIDED THE 1WO EXTREMES, INDICATING 

TIlAT ILLUSORY-LIKE CAUSE AND EFFECT EXIST 

Therefore, the Sanskrit for "thing" (dngos po) - bhiiva - is 
used for many meanings. Hence, with respect to "thing" here 
in the context of the existence of things and the non-existence 
of things, [253] between taking it as inherent existence (rang 
bshin) - svabhiiva - and the capacity to perfonn functions 
(don byed nus pa, arthakriytiSakti), "thing" in the statement 
"propound things as existiDg" must be taken as only inherent 
establishment, and "thing" in the statement "propound things 
as non-existent" must be taken as the thing that means 
capacity to perfonn functions. For, when those two extremes 
of the existence of things [inherent establishment] and the 
non-existence of things [the capacity to perfonn a function] 
are avoided, at the point of avoiding the extreme of the 
existence of things, [Chandrakirti] refutes inherent establish
ment and at the point of avoiding the extreme of the non
existence of things, he indicates the existence of illusion-like 
cause and effect. 

SECOND, HOW ONE COMES TO REALIZE FALSITY 

This has six parts. 
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FIRST, CLEARING AWAY THE EXTREME OF NON-EXISTENCE, HOW 

DEPENDENT-ARISINGS ARE ASSERTED AS ILLUSION-LIKE 

Furthennore, Chandrakirti's Commentary on (Aryadeva's) 
"Foor Hundred" says that: 545 

To the Madhyamikas' refutation of a consciousness 
that has no external object and is inherently estab
lished, a Chittamatrin might say the following: "Even 
if it were the case that for a subject to exist an object 
must exist, do you Madhyamikas assert that a re
membering consciousness, a subject that takes as its 
object a past thing, does not exist?" In answer to 
that, [the Madhyamika] says: "Who would propound 
that such a memory consciousness does not exist? 
Because we Madhyamikas do not refute and elimin
ate dependent-arising, we do not propound such. If 
the entity of that remembering consciousness is 
definite as abiding in accordance with how it 
exists,546 then this "memory" which is a subject 
possessing as its object a past thing is an unreal 
subject, that is to say, it is only without inherent 
existence. [254] This is because its object or mean
ing, a past thing, is unreal, that is to say, without 
inherent existence; and there arises only a subject 
that is unreal, that is, without inherent existence, 
and having a nature of falsity, in that it observes that 
unreal, that is to say, falsely established or non
inherently existent, object. The master [Aryadeva] 
himself posits it this way. Therefore, the object of 
observation of a remembering consciousness is a past 
thing with which one became familiar earlier. 

SECOND, SINCE TIlE OBJECT IS NOT ESTABLISHED FROM ITS OWN 

SIDE, TIlE SUBJECT IS ESTABLISHED AS AN UNREALIIT, OR 

FALSIIT, mAT IS NOT ESTABLISHED FROM ITS OWN SIDE 

If the object, the past thing, did exist by way of its 
own entity, then because the remembering con
sciousness which remembers that thing would be 
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observing an object that inherently existed, the re
membering consciousness observing such would 
have to be established by way of its own entity. 
However, when through reasoning that past thing is 
shown to be without inherent existence, then also 
the remembering consciousness observing that past 
thing is established as just not inherently existent. 
Therefore - because the two, the remembering 
consciousness and the object of observation are es
tablished as without inherent existence - [Aryadeva] 
has established that those two are unreal, that is, just 
have a nature of falsity. 

THIRD, FALSE ESTABLISHMENT, NO INHERENT EXISTENCE, AND 

DEPENDENT -ARISING HAVE SIMILAR IMPORT AND 00 NOT MEAN 

UTIER NON-EXISTENCE 

The meaning of "unreal" is not some meaning other 
than the two - an absence of inherent existence and 
dependent-arising - that is, it is established as just 
meaning an absence of inherent existence and de
pendent-arising. [255] Moreover, that things which 
perform functions do not· at all exist is not the 
meaning of "unreal" or ''false''. 

FOUR1H, HOW 1HE TWO EXTREMES ARE AVOIDED 

Thus, a past thing is not utterly, in all ways, non
existent, this being an extreme of annihilation. Why? 
Because of being an object remembered by a present 
remembering consciousness and because effects of 
those [past] things such as the generation of a re
membering consciousness, fall harvests, and so foItl;1 
are seen. That past thing also does not exist by way 
of its own entity, this being an extreme of perma
nence. This is because if it did exist thus, then since 
it would have to exist at this time of a present 
memory [of it], it would [absurdly] follow that it 
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would be pennanent in the sense that it would not 
be affected by anything; also it would exist even in 
the present; and since it would not be feasible for an 
object that exists by way of its own entity not to exist 
at the time of a subject's remembering [it], it would 
[absurdly] follow that the remembering conscious
ness would be a consciousness able to apprehend 
that thing upon actually contacting it. Therefore, 
"unreal" in this context is to be taken as without 
inherent existence and not as the mere non-existence 
of a thing. 

FIFfH, THEREFORE, THE ASSERTION OF FALSITY AVOIDS THE lWO 

EXTREMES 

Hence [Chandraklrti] says that these things, past objects and 
so forth, are not utterly non-existent and also are not estab
lished by way of their own entities, and that the meaning of 
unreal or false is the meaning of dependent-arising and does 
not mean that things are utterly non-existent. 

SIXTH, THE PROPOUNDING OF THE lWO EXTREMES IS NOT THE 

SAME AS PROPOUNDING AN ABSENCE OF INHERENT EXISTENCE 

AND so FORTH 

Therefore, if you assert these phenomena to be establiShed by 
way of their own entities, you are propounding an extreme of 
things, or have fallen to an extreme of existence; propounding 
these phenomena as merely existent is not a propounding of 
an extreme of things, or an extreme of existence [i.e., true 
establishment]. [256] Similarly, if you assert external and 
internal things to be non-things empty of all capacity to 
perform functions, you are propounding an extreme of the 
non-existence of things, or have fallen to an extreme of [utter] 
non-existence; however, through propounding that these 
things are not inherently existent, that is, are not established 
by way of their own entities, you do not fall to an extreme of 
non-existence. 
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FOURTH, THE UNSUITABILITY OF REFUTATION 
AND PROOF WITHOUT EXPLICIT 
CONTRADICTORIES THAT ARE 
CONTRADICTORIES IN THE SENSE OF MUTUAL 
EXCLUSION 

This has twelve parts. 

FIRST~ THE ASSERTION 1HAT [THINGS] ARE NOT EXISTENT AND 

NOT NON-EXISTENT IS AN EXPLICIT CONTRADICTION 

You [who negate too much], not differentiating in this way 
the two, utter non-existence and no inherent existence, and 
the two, existence by way of [an object's] own entity and mere 
existence, [try to] avoid and stop falling to the extremes of 
existence and non-existence, saying the following: "We do not 
say [such and such] does not exist (med pa); we say it is not 
existent (yod pa mayin)." Also you say, deceptively, without 
other proof, "We do not say exists (yod pa); we say is not non
existent (med pa mayin)." Those who take refuge in just such 
words and hope to overcome the words of their opponent do 
not know the two types of contradictories in the sense of 
mutual exclusion - implicit contradictories such as penna
nent phenomenon and [functioning] thing and explicit con
tradictories such as pennanent phenomenon and impenna
nent phenomenon - and in their own former and later words 
are propounding only a mass of explicit contradictions. With 
such words one is not setting forth in the least the meaning of 
the middle way that is beyond the two extremes. 

Furthermore, when you [who claim to be Madhyamikas] 
refute other persons, you state limits such as the two, inher
ently existent or not inherently existent, and so forth, and 
analyzing those, refute other systems. Therefore, you yourself 
assert that the possibilities must be limited to those two, 
inherent existence and no inherent existence. [257] However, 
within asserting that, you then assert a third category, some
thing that is neither of those two, i.e., the two to which you 
are limiting [your opponent]. 
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SECOND~ IF THERE ARE NO CONTRADICTORIES AND IHE OPTIONS 

ARE NOT LIMITED~ IHEN REFUTATION AND PROOF ARE NOT 

SUITABLE 

This is as follows: When analyzing any basis, since you are 
investigating whether it inherently exists or not, you must 
assert that the possibilities to be investigated are limited to 
those two. If there were a third possibility not included in the 
two to be investigated, there would be no purpose in having 
investigated with respect to that base, "Which of the two is it 
- inherently existent or not inherently existent?" Also, it 
would not be reasonable to analyze in that way. For instance, 
it would be like, when something is a color, asking the 
senseless question, "Is it blue or yellow?", senseless in that 
many colors other than blue and yellow are seen. 

mIRD~ IF IN GENERAL IHE POSSIBILITIES ARE NOT liMITED TO 

IHE 1WO~ EXISTENT AND NON-EXISTENT~ IT IS NOT SUITABLE 

[ro BE liMITED ro]IHE 1WO~ INHERENTLY EXISTENT AND NOT 

INHERENTLY EXISTENT 

Therefore, as explained before, the possibilities must be 
limited. Being limited to the two, inherent existence and no 
inherent existence - particulars - depends upon in general 
being limited to the two, existence and non-existence, with 
regard to objects of knowledge. For example, it is like the way 
in which the limiting of the truly established to one of the two 
possibilities, being either a truly established one or a truly 
established many, definitely relies upon a limiting of the 
existent in general to being either one or many. 

FOURm~ [THESE TIBETANS] DO NOT UNDERSTAND EVEN AN 

IMAGE OF IHE FACT TIlAT SUCH liMITING OF IHE POSSIBILITIES 

IS CALLED EXPliCIT CONTRADICTION 

When there is in this way a limiting to two of the possibilities 
to be investigated, [258] a third possibility that is not either of 
those two must definitely be eliminated - must not exist -
whereby if you assert that a phenomenon that is neither of 
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those two - inherently existent or not inherently existent -
exists, you are propounding confused talk, senseless babble, 
with no thought at all. 

The reason why it is unsuitable to propound such is stated 
in Nagarjuna's Refutation of Objections (stanza 26cd) which 
says that: 547 

If you do not stay with no inherent existence and 
discard it, then [the thing in question] abides as and 
is thoroughly established as inherently existent. 

Hence, [Nagarjuna] says that if an absence of inherent exist
ence is refuted in tenns of a specific phenomenon, then [that 
phenomenon] becomes inherently existent. Since it appears 
that there are many nowadays among our own and others' 
[schools] to whom an image of this does not dawn, identify 
this! 

FIFIH~ IF THERE WERE NO EXPLICIT CONTRADICTORIES 

[DICHOTOMIES} 11lAT ELIMINATE A 1HIRD CATEGORY~ THEN DUli 

TO DOUBT [NOTHING} COUW BE ESTABUSUED 

Moreover, those who assert phenomena that are not either of 
those two can only be doubtful and can only be in a situation 
in which ascertainment -:annot be gained when they analyze 
anything, since they have no way of making a limited enu
meration in which a third possibility with respect to a particu
lar phenomenon such as being botft or being neither is 
eliminated and they can say, "It does not pass beyond this 
enumeration." The reason for this is because when analyzing 
whether something is either of the two possibilities such as 
existing or not existing, the refutation of one possibility upon 
eliminating it would not positively include the other possibil
ity by way of its being affinned. 

SIxm~ EXPLICIT CONTRADICTORIES [DICHOTOMIES} APPLY TO 

ALL 

If you [the opponent] say, "We assert that some things such as 
s' (yin) and 'is not' (min) do not have third possibilities such 
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as both and neither (gnyis yin dang gnyis min)," it is the same in 
all respects also for existence (yod) and non-existence (med), 
and hence there is no third possibility. 

SEVENTH, SHOWING THAT THOSE ARE CASES OF BEING MISTAKEN 

WITH REGARD TO THE MERE WORDS, NOT KNOWING HOW TO 

DISCRIMINATE THE MEANING OF THE TEXTS WITH REASONING 

Therefore, [259] it appears that such systems are propounding 
"is not existent, is also not non-existent" from having mistaken 
the mere words of Madhyamika texts such as the Treatise on 
the Middle Way that say, "not existent and not non-existent". 
[However,] if such is asserted, then just as it is unsuitable to 
propound [that something is] existent or non-existent, so it 
would be unreasonable to propound [that it] "is not existent 
and is not non-existent" because such is said with respect to all 
four possibilities, that is, it is said, "is not existent, is not non
existent, is not both of those, is not not both of those." 

ElGHrH, HOW OTHERS DO NOT IDENTIFY PERMANENCE AND 

ANNIHILATION [PROPERLY] 

Therefore, Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way (XV.IO) 
says that:548 

If one conceives of inherent existence, then one is 
conceiving of permanence; if one conceives of non
existence even conventionally, one has a view of 
annihilation. Therefore, with respect to both ex
tremes, of inherent existence and of utter non-exist
ence, one should not be satisfied with just the words 
of the text without analyzing the meaning. Hence, 
the intelligent wise ones do not conceive and abide in 
such. 

The existence and non-existence mentioned here do not refer 
tp mere existence and non-existence in general; rather it is said 
clearly that those who assert that things are inherently estab
lished come to have views of permanence and annihilation. 
Chandrakirti's Clear Words explains that the two conceptions 
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- of existen~e and non-existence - as set forth in the earlier 
passage [from Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way] where 
it says "saying exists ... " and "saying does not exist ... ", are 
the two views of things' inherent existence and inherent non
existence. Then, after those words [in ChandrakIrti's text] on 
the meaning of things' existing and not existing, [ChandrakIrti] 
asks: 549 

Why does it follow that when one has a view of 
things as existing and of things as non-existent [that 
is, of inherent existence and inherent non-existence], 
one has [respectively] views of permanence and of 
annihilation?" The answer is as follows: [260] 
[Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way, XV.II] 
says that: 

Because a phenomenon that inherently exists does 
not depend on anything and is unstoppable, it 
does not ever become non-existent whereby there 
comes to be an extreme of permanence. When it is 
asserted that something formerly arose that was 
inherently existent and now having ceased is non
existent, since something that does not depend on 
anything has become non-existent, it follows that 
through this there is an extreme of annihilation. 

The explanation [by ChandrakIrti] of the meaning of 
this statement [by Nagarjuna] is as follows: A thing 
that is expressed and asserted as inherently existent 
does not ever become non-existent since the inher
ently existent does not change and is not overcome. 
Since it is the case that it does not ever become non
existent, due to asserting it as inherently existent, 
that is, as established by way of its own entity, it 
follows that one has a view of permanence. Also, 
having asserted an inherent existence, that is to say, 
an establishment by way of its own entity, of a thing 
in a prior state, through asserting that now, later, 
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that thing is destroyed whereby it does not exist, it 
follows that one has a view of annihilation. 

Thus [Chandrakirti] calls the assertion of inherent existence a 
view of pennanence and calls the viewing and assertion of the 
later destruction of a thing that was fonnerly inherently 
existent, that is, established by way of its own entity, a view of 
nihilism. He does not call viewing mere existence and mere 
disintegration views of pennanence and annihilation. 

Through this [mode of] explanation, the thought also of 
Buddhapalita is explained. The Buddhapalita Commentary on 
(Nagarjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" clearly explains 
that the statement in Nagilrjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way 
[XV. II]: 

Whatever exists inherently [is pennanent 
Since it does not become non-existent. 
If one says that what arose fonnerly (as inherently 

existent) is now non-existent, 
Through that, (an extreme of) annihilation is en-

tailed]. 

indicates the way in which, as was explained in [the previous 
verse of] the Treatise on the M iddle Way [XV. IO], those saying 
"exists" and "does not exist" come to have views of perma
nence and annihilation. 

NIN1H~ HOW~ IF THE TWO EXTREMES ARE NOT REFUTED, ONE IS 

RUINED THROUGH WRONGLY VIEWING EMPTINESS [261] 

In brief, if you propound that the emptiness, that is, the 
absence of inherent existence, spoken of in the Perfection of 
Wisdom Sutras and the commentaries on their thought is not 
the excellent emptiness and you refute this emptiness, you 
will accumulate a powerful action of abandoning the doctrine, 
that is, of abandoning the Perfection of Wisdom. And, when 
that is accumulated, you will, through the force of that, go to a 
bad transmigration. Further, even if you have some interest in 
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the meaning of the absence of inherent existence, if [without 
correctly understanding it] you understand, "If there is no 
inherent existence, then what else is there?", and assert that 
all phenomena do not exist at all, then you will still fall into 
the chasm of the frightful view of annihilation. In that way, 
Niigarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way (XXIV.llab) also 
says that: sso 

If, wrongly viewing the emptiness of inherent exist
ence, one holds that all phenomona are empty in the 
sense of being utterly non-existent, persons of small 
intelligence who apprehend such are ruined through 
going to bad transmigrations and so forth. 

As commentary on this Chandraklrti's Clear Words says 
that: 551 

On the one hand - that is, between the two ex
tremes of ruin - first the extreme of deprecation is to 
be explained: When some, due to obscuration, think 
and hold, "All phenomena are empty, that is to say, 
all phenomena utterly do not exist," at the time of 
conceiving such, those who conceive it come to view 
emptiness wrongly. 

When emptiness is taught, some understand it as 
meaning that nothing exists. Niigarjuna's Precious 
Garland (stanza 119) says that: 

If they hold this doctrine of emptiness wrongly, 
understanding that nothing exists due to there 
being no inherent existence, such unskilled stupid 
persons are wrecked and ruined by way of falling 
from both high status [i.e., lives as humans and 
gods] and definite goodness [i.e., liberation and 
omniscience]. [262] The way in which they are 
wrecked is as follows: Through understanding 
such [i.e., that the meaning of emptiness is that 
nothing exists], they go to a bad transmigration, 
having entered and sunk deep into the filthy mud 
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filled with various bad views that are bad and 
unpleasant from all points of view, through the 
force of this view of non-existence, or annihila
tion. (There is also an interpretation that one sinks 
into filth and bad transmigrations.) 

Most of you do such deprecation. 
However, on the other hand, if it is the case that 

you do not deprecate all [phenomena}, not saying, 
"All phenomena do not exist," [still] at the time of 
asserting that you are not engaged in deprecation, 
you say, "How could these things, having already 
been observed, that is, while being observed and 
seen to exist, be empty of inherent existence?! Being 
seen, they would not be without inherent existence. 
Because they could not be such, the meaning of an 
absence of inherent existence is not the meaning of 
emptiness." Superimposing inherent existence on all 
phenomena, these proponents definitely abandon 
emptiness. Having abandoned emptiness in this way, 
they accumulate the action of being bereft of dharma, 
due to which they will definitely - undoubtedly -
go to a bad transmigration. Nigarjuna's Precious 
Garland (stanza 120) says that: 

Not only for the former reason, but also if one 
wrongly apprehends this profound doctrine, the 
meaning of emptiness, one who conceives such 
has a nature such that he/she has an intractable 
mind due to abandoning the profound emptiness, 
saying, "If there is no inherent existence, then 
what does exist? Therefore, the emptiness that is 
an emptiness of inherent existence is an extreme 
of annihilation." Having the pride of claiming to 
be wise - to know the mode of what is interpret
able and definitive - although being a fool who 
does not know, [263] one goes headdown to the 
most tortuous hell. 
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TENTIl, AN OBJECTION BY OTHERS DUE TO THEIR NOT 

UNDERSTANDING THE TWO EXTREMES 

Someone might think the following: You say that we assert 
that things formerly exist and then assert that they later 
become non-existent; if we did view such, then we would come 
to have a view of non-existence. However, since we, from the 
very start, do not assert those things as existing, how do we 
come to have a view of annihilation in which anything is 
annihilated? The meaning of a view of annihilation is stated in 
Nagarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way (XV.II) which says: 

If one says that what arose formerly [as inherently 
existent] is now non-existent, 

Through that [an extreme of] annihilation is entailed. 

Thus [Nagru;una] says that such an assertion - that a thing 
that earlier arose is now non-existent - is a view of annihila
tion. Also, Chandrakirti's Clear Words says that: 552 

Yogis, having realized the meaning of conventional 
truths, i.e., that false things that are produced into 
having an appearance of truth despite being untrue 
and that are deceptive in the sense of only existing 
for, or being true for, ignorance - a concealer, or 
non-knowledge553 - are without inherent existence, 
realize that the emptiness of those conventional 
truths has the character of the ultimate. They do not 
fall to the extremes of permanence and annihilation. 
They think, "Some thing, having now been de
stroyed, has become non-existent; then at the [pre
vious] time when it did exist, what would have existed 
[inherently]?" Thus, due to not observing an inher
ent existence of things formerly, they do not realize 
[i.e. view] them as later [becoming] non-existent. 554 

ELEVENTIl, REFUTATION OF THAT 

[Answer:] That [position stated above] is not reasonable, and 
the reason is as follows: If it were the case that, in order to 
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posit [something] as a view of annihilation, one definitely had 
to assert that whatever thing was annihilated formerly existed, 
then even the worldly Materialists (rgyang phan pa, lokayata), 
who have a view of annihilation, would have to propound 
former and future lives, the effects of actions, and so forth as 
later non-existent, having asserted them as existing formerly. 
Whereas they would have to do so, they do not. Rather, the 
Materialists, from the very beginning, do not assert former 
and future lives and so forth as existent, and since they do not 
assert such, it would absurdly follow that for you the Material
ists would not have a view of annihilation. 

IWELFIH, THAT [PASSAGE IN NAGAR-lUNA'S ''TREATISE ON 11IE 

MIDDLE WAY''] ooES NOT INDICATE WHAT 11IE VIEWS OF THE 

TWO EXTREMES ARE IN GENERAL, BUT HOW 11IEY ARE FOR 

PROPONENTS OF TRUE EXISTENCE 

Therefore, [NiigBrjuna's] saying that due to propounding the 
present non-existence of some inherently existent thing that 
arose formerly, it follows that one has a view of annihilation 
means that Proponents of True Existence who assert that 
things are inherently existent, that is, established by way of 
their own entities, unquestionably come to have either a view 
of permanence or of annihilation. The reason for this is that if 
you Proponents of True Existence assert things having inher
ent existence, that is, establishment by way of their own 
entities, as not changing at any time, you come to have a view 
of permanence. If you assert things having such inherent 
existence as existing at a former time and, having been 
destroyed, becoming non-existent at a later time, then you 
come to have a view of annihilation. 

Therefore, it is indicated to an opponent that Madhyamikas 
themselves do not have such a view of annihilation in which 
inherently existent things, established by way of their own 
entities, that existed formerly are held to be destroyed at a 
later time. [265] When such is indicated, the non-assertion of 
even a particle of inherent existence, that is to say, establish
ment by way of their own entities, in things serves as the 
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reason. However, that reason does not explicitly abandon all 
views of aruiihilation such as viewing fonner and future 
lifetimes as non-existent. sss 

The following paragraph is a swnmary of the above 
point by Nga-wang-rap-den. 556 

The non-assertion in the least of inherent establishment is 
stated by these ~[texts] as the reason [the Madhyamikas] 
abandon the view of annihilation that is the destruction in the 
second moment of a thing that fonnerly was inherently 
existent. [264] It is not [the reason refuting] all views of 
annihilation. 

FIFTH, THROUGH NOT KNOWING [THE 
EXISTENCE OF THE] CAUSE AND EFFECT [OF 
ACTIONS] AND SO FORTH, ONE DOES NOT 
REALIZE THE ABSENCE OF INHERENT EXISTENCE 

This has two parts: [Nihilists'] non-realization [of the absence 
of inherent existence] due to the fact that the thesis and the 
sign differ; and, although the mere [words of the] theses are 
similar, they have not realized [the absence of inherent exist
ence] and the great fault in this. 

FIRST, [NIHILISTS'] NON-REALIZATION [OF THE ABSENCE OF 

INHERENT EXISTENCE} DUE TO THE FACT 1HAT THE THESIS AND 

THE SIGN DIFFER 

This has ten parts. 

FIRSf, THE MEANING OF MADHYAMIKAS' AND MATERIALISTS' 

ASSERTION mAT FORMER LIVES DO NOT INHERENTLY EXIST IS 

NOT THE SAME [WITH RESPECf TO WHAT THEY MEAN BY] 

EXISTENCE AND NON-EXISTENCE 

Some might propound, "We have no assertions at all," think
ing, "According to you, because Materialists treat fonner and 
future lifetimes, the effects of actions, and so forth as non
existent, they come to have a view of annihilation. Also, if one 
takes what arose fonnerly as later non-existent, one similarly 
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comes to have a view of annihilation, and one will fall to 
[extremes of] permanence and annihilation through merely 
propounding existence and nonexistence in general. There
fore, if one propounds that one has no assertions, it accords 
with those passages [from Nagarjuna's and Chandrakirti's 
texts]." However, this is very incorrect, and the reasons for 
this can be understood by the above [explanation of the need 
for explicit contradictories]. 

Furthermore, another way in which Madhyamikas who 
assert that [actions and their effects] do not inherently exist 
differ from Annihilationists who assert that actions and their 
effects do not exist is set forth extensively in Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words. The mode of statement is as follows: There is a 
great difference between the theses and reasons of these two, 
[Annihilationists and Madhyamikas]: Annihilationists assert 
that actions and their effects as well as other lifetimes are 
utterly non-existent; Madhyamikas assert those - actions and 
so forth - not as utterly non-existent, but as without inherent 
existence. Hence there is a very great difference between their 
theses. 

SECOND, THEY 00 NOT MEAN THE SAME TIlING SINCE THERE IS A 

GREAT DIFFERENCE ALSO WITH RESPECf TO THE REASON, OR 

SIGN, [SET FORTH] BY THOSE 1WO 

Also, Madhyamikas propound that those - actions, effects, 
and so forth - do not inherently exist, that is, are not 
established by way of their own entities, by reason of being 
dependent-arisings. [266] However, since Nihilists, or Anni
hilationists, do not assert that actions and their effects and so 
forth are dependent-arisings; when they propound those as 
non-existent, they do not take their being dependent-arisings 
as the reason. What do they take as a reason? Since they do 
not assert any valid cognition other than direct perception, 
they propound that [actions and their effects] are non-existent 
through taking as a reason their not seeing that such and such 
a present sentient being came here to this life from a former 
life and goes from this life to a future life. Therefore, there is 
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also a great difference with respect to the reasons [used by 
Madhyamikas and Nihilists respectively]. 

TIIIRD, HOW PROPONENTS OF TRUE EXISTENCE OBJECT THAT 

[ANNIHILATIONISTS AND MADHY AMIKAS] ARE TIlE SAME 

ChandrakIrti's Clear Words says that: SS7 

Here someone - a Proponent of True Existence -
disputes and objects: "You Madhyamikas are not 
different from Nihilists, those having a view of 
annihilation. Why? You Madhyamikas propound 
everything - virtuous and non-virtuous actions, the 
agents of those actions, the fruitions that are the 
effects of those actions, former and future worlds 
[i.e., lives] and so forth - as just empty of inherent 
existence; Nihilists, those having a view of annihila
tion, also propound that those - virtues, non
virtues, and so forth - do not exist. Therefore, you 
Madhyamikas do not differ from Nihilists, those 
having a view of annihilation." 

FOURm, CHANDRAKlRTI'S EXPLANATION mAT THE TWO THESES 

ARE NOT THE SAME FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF THEIR REASONS 

The Madhyamikas' answer to that - that it is not 
the case that they do not differ from Nihilists - is as 
follows: "We Madhyamikas propound dependent
arising, and because of their being dependent
arisings, we do not propound all - this world, other 
worlds, and so forth - as utterly non-existent, but 
rather propound them as without inherent existence. 
Nihilists [267] do not know and realize other worlds 
[lifetimes] and so forth as non-things (dngos med, 
abhiiva) [i.e., without inherent existence], that is, as 
not established by way of their own entities, due to 
the way in which they are established within an 
emptiness of inherent existence by reason of their 
being dependent-arisings in the way explained above. 
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What do [the Nihilists] propound? Those having a 
view of annihilation, imagining that the aspects of 
things in this life that are presently being seen in 
direct perception are observed inherently without 
being caused, and not seeing that the aspect of a 
thing observed in that way comes here from another 
world [lifetime] and goes to another world [lifetime] 
from this one, deprecate the other things, the other 
worlds, which are like the things observed now in 
this world, saying that they do not exist. 

With respect to the meaning of this, [their thought is as 
follows]: Former lifetimes and so forth are not seen at the time 
of one's own former and future lifetimes as the present life is 
seen. Although [this lifetime] is seen at its own time, Material
ists, due to their not seeing former and future lifetimes as they 
see this lifetime, make a deprecation saying, "These do not 
exist." 

FIFI'H, TIlE OBJECTION THAT ALTIIOUGH lHE SIGNS [REASONS] 

ARE NOT TIlE SAME, TIlE lHESES ARE lHE SAME 

Someone [else] might think: Although it is the case that the 
reasons cited by Madhyamikas and Annihilationists are not 
the same, nonetheless, the two, Nihilists and Madhyamikas, 
are the same with regard to this view realizing the absence of 
inherent existence because both Annihilationists and Madhya
mikas realize actions and their effects and former and future 
worlds as without inherent existence, that is, establishment by 
way of their own entities, whereby their realizations are 
similar. [268] 

SIXTII, TIlE ANSWER THAT ALTIIOUGH TIlE WORDS OF THEIR 

lHESES ARE SIMILAR, lHE MEANINGS ARE NOT THE SAME 

Their views realizing the absence of inherent existence are 
very different. Since the absence of inherent existence of the 
Annihilationists is asserted as utter non-existence, they do not 
assert [former and future lifetimes as] either of the two truths. 
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However, Miidhyamikas conventionally assert those - ac
tions, effects: and so forth - as existing. Hence they differ 
greatly. 

SEVENfH, A SOURCE FOR THE OBJECTION [BY THE OPPONENT] 

THAT THE THESES ARE THE SAME 

Chandrakirti's Clear Words says that: SS8 

Someone says, "Even though there is such a differ
ence with respect to the reasons, because the Annihi
lationists realize things' non-existence by way of 
their own entityness as non-existence, from among 
these [many] features, in one way, by way of this 
view, the two - Annihilationists and Madhyamikas 
- are similar. 

EIGHTII, A SOURCE THAT THE THESES ALSO ARE NOT THE SAME 

They are not similar by way of this view, for Miidh
yamikas assert other lifetimes and so forth as existing 
conventionally whereas Annihilationists do not assert 
those at all. Hence they are not similar. 

Following is Nga-wang-rap-den's summary of the 
above point. 

If one says that the two, Miidhy~s and Annihila
tionists, are similar because they are the skne in asserting 
cause and effect as without inherent existence~ there is no such 
fault. For, the former [Madhyamikas] assert tause, effect, and 
so forth as existing conventionally due to not being inherently 
existent, whereas the latter [Annihilationists] assert cause, 
effect, and so forth as utterly non-existent. 

NINfH, THEREFORE, IT IS ESTABLISHED BY THIS THAT 

CHANDRAKIRTI IS INDICATING THAT IF [MADHYAMIKAS] DID NOT 

ASSERT CAUSE AND EFFECT, THEY WOULD BE SIMILAR TO 

MATERIALISfS 

These words of [Chandrakirti's] commentary indicate that 
those claiming to be Miidhyamikas who do not assert actions, 
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their effects, and so forth, even conventionally [269] are 
similar in view to Worldly Materialists. 

TENTH, THEREFORE, IT IS ESTABLISHED THAT CHANDRAKIRTI 

ASSERTS THESE CONVENTIONALLY 

Therefore, according to you, the master ChandrakIrti would 
have to have stated here, as a reason for Madhyamikas being 
different from Annihilationists, "Because Annihilationists 
have assertions and we do not." However, he did not. Also, 
according to you, ChandrakIrti should have said, "Annihila
tionists assert actions, their effects, and so forth as non
existent; we do not propound them as non-existent (med par) 
but assert [them as] not existent (yod pa rna yin par)." 
However, instead of saying such, he spoke of [Madhyamikas'] 
(I) propounding an absence of inherent existence as the reason 
for the difference between those two, (2) stating dependent
arising as the reason for non-inherent existence, and (3) 
conventionally asserting the presentations of actions, their 
effects, and so forth as existent. You should think about this 
in detail and analyze what is correct. 

SECOND, IF ONE DOES NOT ACCEPT CAUSE, EFFECT, AND SO 

FORm, ALmOUGH THE THESIS 1HAT THESE DO NOT 

INHERENTLY EXIST WOULD BE SIMILAR [TO THE MADHYAMlKA 's 

THESIS}, ONE DOES NOT REALIZE EMPTINESS AND THERE IS 

GREAT FAULT 

1bis has seven parts. 

FIRST, THE OB}ECfION THAT THE VERBAL THESES ARE THE SAME 

Someone thinks: "According to you, it is correct that actions, 
effects, and so forth do not have inherent existence, that is, 
are not established by way of their own entities, and also, 
when Annihilationists assert that those actions, effects, and so 
forth do not exist, they assert that those actions, effects, and 
so forth are without inherent existence, that is, are not 
established from their own sides. Therefore, by way of their 
asserting an absence of inherent existence, of establishment 
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from their own sides, Madhyamikas and Annihilationists are 
similar." . 

SECOND, IN ANSWER, AN EXPLANATION OF AN EXAMPLE AND 

TIlE MEANING EXEMPLIFIED, 11IIS BEING TIlE WAY IN WHICH 

TIlEY HAVE NOT REALIZED [EMPTINESS] DUE TO NOT HAVING 

IDENTIFIED TIlE OBJECT OF NEGATION 

Even in terms of asserting an absence of inherent existence, 
they differ greatly. Should someone think that the two -
Madhyamikas and Annihilationists [270] - are similar in the 
mere assertion that cause and effect do not inherently exist, 
whereby in that respect those two are similar, it is not so. For, 
the former [the Madhyamikas] propound such within under
standing the meaning of an absence of inherent existence, 
whereas the latter [the Annihilationists] propound such within 
not understanding the meaning. 

With respect to how they differ, for example, when it is 
said, "That person stole the jewels," with respect to a person 
who did [in fact] steal the jewels, one person, whereas he does 
not know himself that the thief stole the jewels, says by way of 
a lie, ''lbis thief stole [the jewels]." Another person, having 
himself seen the thief steal the jewels says, "This thief stole 
[ the jewels]." 

Indeed, in just the way that those two said, "This person, the 
thief, stole the jewels," that thief did steal. However, the 
former person who called that one a thief, whereas he did not 
see it, spoke within changing his discrimination - though he 
did not know that the person stole it, he pretended as if he did 
know - and spoke a lie. The latter speaker, since he did see 
it; spoke truly in accordance with what he himself saw. Hence 
there is a great difference between those two. 

11IIRD, A SOURCE FOR 11IIS MODE OF OBJECTION [THAT TIlE 

THESES ARE TIlE SAME] 

In this vein, Chandrakirti's Clear Words says that: 559 
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Someone might say that the meaning of what the 
two, Madhyamikas and Annihilationists, say, this 
non-inherent existence, is the same in fact. 

FOURTH, A SOURCE FOR THE FACf THAT ALTHOUGH WHAT WAS 

SAID IS THE SAME, THE REALIZERS ARE NOT AT ALL THE SAME 

Unlike that former dissimilarity, even so there is a 
similarity - as you say - in terms of the thing being 
expressed - just the non-establishment [of objects] 
by way of their own entities. However, even if there 
is similarity with respect to the mere non-establish
ment by way of their own entities of things, due to a 
difference in the minds of the realizers of the meaning 
of "absence of inherent existence" , [271] [Madhyami
kas and Nihilists] are just not the same. 

FIFrH, A SOURCE FOR THE EXAMPLE 

To indicate an example of this, when two people 
say with respect to one human who committed a 
robbery, "You stole the jewels," one of them, 
whereas he did not see and does not know correctly 
that that [person] committed the robbery, pretends 
to know and due to a mind that is not friendly with 
or close to that robber, he changes, or fixes up, his 
mind [i.e., adjusts his discrimination of the events] 
and speaks falsely about that robber saying, "He 
stole the jewels." Another person, having actually 
seen the theft of the jewels himself, makes the 
[same] accusation - that is, speaks accusing words. 
Even if there is no difference in the meaning spoken 
by those two due to the thing being expressed 
being the same - just the robbery - with regard to 
the ascertainment by the minds of the realizers, 
there is the difference of the one [pretending to] 
know without having seen the robbery himself and 
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the other knowing it from having actually seen it 
himself. Thus, it is said with respect to the one 
speaker that he spoke falsely and with respect to 
the other that he spoke truly. 

SIXTH, A SOURCE FOR THE EXAMPLE THAT NOT ONLY OOES THE 

MATERIALIST NOT REALIZE [EMPTINESS] BUT ALSO THIS IS VERY 

BAD 

Since there is such a difference in the minds [of the 
two accusers], when other persons investigate pro
perly the words of the first speaker, non-renown -
ill-fame - and a sense of unseemliness, or fault, is 
generated. However, the other person does not have 
ill-fame and faultiness. Just so, here on the occasion 
of Nihilists' and Madhyamikas' propounding no 
inherent existence, [272] although they are not 
different with regard to the absence of inherent 
existence, that is, the self-entity of things, when one 
puts the mode of understanding and speaking of 
Madhyamikas - at a time when they, knowing just 
as it is the mode of the meaning of no inherent 
existence, the self-entity of things, propound their 
mode of understanding this meaning in words that 
accord with that understanding - together with that 
of the Nihilists, those having a view of annihilation, 
who do not know and understand as it is the meaning 
of no inherent existence, the self-entity of things, 
thc:!re is a very great difference between their modes 
of unde(Standing and modes of speaking. Therefore, 
such modes--~f understanding and speaking are not 
the same. 

SEVENTII, THEREFORE, THE ASSERTION BY SOME THAT 

ALTHOUGH THEY 00 NOT ASSERT CAUSE AND EFFECT, THEY HAVE 

REALIZED EMPTINESS IS MISTAKEN 

There are some people who, when they understand that 
things do not inherently exist, understand that actions, their 
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effects, and so forth have been refuted by the reasoning 
analyzing the ultimate, whereby they assert that in their own 
system cause and effect are not positable. These words of 
[Chandraklrti's] commentary refute well the proposition by 
some Tibetans that although such a system is a deprecation 
that is wrongly perspected with respect to the class of appear
ances - conventionalities - [its adherents] have gained un
erringly the view of the empty class. 

SIXTH, ADVICE TO VALUE DIFFERENTIATING 
EXISTENCE AND INHERENT EXISTENCE, 
NON-EXISTENCE AND NO INHERENT EXISTENCE 

This has three parts: how ChandrakIrti differentiates between 
inherent existence and existence and between no inherent 
existence and non-existence; how Buddhapiilita differentiates 
those; and advice therefore to work hard at differentiating the 
four - inherent existence and existence, no inherent existence 
and non-existence. 

FIRST, HOW CHANDRAKiRTI DIFFERENTIATES BE1WEEN 

INHERENT EXISTENCE AND EXISTENCE AND BElWEEN NO 

INHERENT EXISTENCE AND NON-EXISTENCE 

Therefore, not letung emptiness become an emptiness of the 
capacity to perfonn functions, in which case there wouid be a 
contradiction between appearances and emptiness, you must 
dependent-arising of causes and effects even though there is 
no inherent existence. [273] With respect to the reason for 
this, Chandraklrti's Commentary on (Aryadeva's) "Four 
Hundred" says that: S60 

Thus, regarding any object, the meaning of its [inher
ent] production is its coming, its transferring from 
another place. And likewise, the meaning of the 
[inherent] cessation of an object is its going, transfer
ring to another place. [In both cases] there is no such 
thing. [Hence] that object definitely does not exist 
inherently, that is, it is not established from its own 
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side. Tl?-at is, things do not inherently exist because 
if they did, when a thing was produced, it would 
have to be demonstrated that it came from such and 
such place, and similarly when it ceased one would 
have to demonstrate that it went to such and such 
place, but such is not the case. 

If it is asked, "If objects do not exist inherently, 
that is, are not established from their own sides, then 
what is there?", the answer is as follows: Those 
objects that are dependently arisen entities, entities 
produced from the thoroughly afflicted and the very 
pure acting as causes, exist since they do not utterly 
not exist. (The term "entities" [in the phrase above, 
"entities produced from ... "] is said to indicate the 
two conventional valid cognitions, [one] in the con
tinuum of sentient beings and [the other] in~ the 
continuum of Buddha Superiors, with respect to 
which those two [the thoroughly afHicted and the 
very pure, respectively] act as causes.) 

In answer to the question, "If there is no inherent existence, 
that is, establislunent [of phenomena] from their own sides, 
then what is there?", these words of [Chandraklrti's] com
mentary clearly speak of existent objects - "[These phenom
ena] exist as dependently-arisen entities." 

SECOND, HOW BUDDHAPALITA DIFFERENTIATES BETWEEN mOSE 

This has two parts: an objection and the answer. 

FIRSf, AN OBjECfION 

Not only that, but also the master Buddhapalita gives an 
answer differentiating clearly between mere existence and 
establishment by way of [an object's] own entity. [274] The 
Buddhapiilita Commentary on (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the 
Middle Way", commenting on the twentieth chapter says 
that: 561 
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Proponents of True Existence say to Madhyamikas: 
According to you, time does not exist, causes, effects, 
the collections of causes and conditions also do not 
exist; if those do not exist, what other thing is there 
left over that does exist? Therefore, this proposition 
by Madhyamikas is just a proposition of Nihilism. 

SECOND, AN ANSWER DIFFERENTIATING THOSE lWO 

The Madhyamika answers: It is not as you say. 
Those things - time and so forth - are not feasible 
to be established in the way in which you Proponents 
of True Existence mentally imagine and propound 
that those things, time and so forth, are established 
and exist from their own entityness. Rather, time 
and so forth are established as mere entities that are 
mutually dependent designations, conventions of 
this and that with respect to individual appearances 
of things. 

Thus [Buddhapiilita] says that Madhyamikas engage in refuta
tion saying, "Establishment by way of [an object's] own entity 
as Proponents of True Existence assert is not feasible." Also, 
saying, "They are established as dependent designations," 
[Buddhapiilita] says that there exist only dependent-arisings 
that are dependent designations. 

THIRD, ADVICE TO WORK HARD AT DIFFERENTIATING THESE 

FOUR 

Thus, if you differentiate between these four, inherent exist
ence and existence in general, and no inherent existence and 
non-existence in general, you will overcome measureless 
wrong ideas that are wrong perspectives on the limits of 
things. Also, you will not at all generate the mistake that the 
reasonings refuting inherent existence are reasonings refuting 
mere existence in general. [275] Therefore, when the unskilled 
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Proponents of True Existence who are mistaken with regard 
to these differences debate against [Madhyamikas], the main 
context for Madhyamikas giving their answer is just this 
individual differentiation of these four; therefore, this is very 
important. Hence, I have explained it here a little. 
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I The Division of Madhyamikas 
Into Reason-Established Illusionists 
and Proponents of Thorough 
Non-Abiding 

Dzong-ka-ba, in describing the development of the commen
tarial traditions following Niigarjuna, identifies the subdivi
sions of the Miidhyamika school as those who do or do not 
assert external objects conventionally or, from another view
point, SViitantrika-Miidhyamika and PriisaIigika-Miidhyamika. 
As part of his discusssion he briefly sets forth some opinions 
by earlier scholars as to divisions of Miidhyamika and indi
cates them to be erroneous. One of those positions is that 
Madhyamikas, when differentiated by way of how they assert 
the ultimate, are of two types: Reason-Established lliusionists 
(sgyu rna rigs gmb pa, mayopamadvayavadin) and Proponents 
of Thorough Non-Abiding (rab tu mi gnas par smra ba, 
sarvadharmiiprat4thanavadin).562 

Dzong-ka-ba's brevity in rejecting this division leaves room 
for varying assessments of his meaning, and over the centuries 
conflicting interpretations have arisen. The basic controversy 
concerns whether Dzong-ka-ba is rejecting merely the misinter
pretation of these two by earlier scholars and, when interpreted 
correctly, they are acceptable as alternate names for Sviitantrika 
and PriisaIigika, or whether he is rejecting these two entirely, 
in both name and interpretation, saying that not only are the 
interpretations of earlier scholars incorrect but also the actual 
assertions of the Reason-Established lliusionists and the Pro
ponents of Thorough Non-Abiding are unacceptable, so that 
there is no way they can be taken as synonyms for Sviitantrika 
and PriisaIigika respectively. For the contemporary student, 
the problem is compounded by the fact that Dzong-ka-ba 

40 3 
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never identifies who held the positions he rejects, merely 
referring to them as "earlier ones", "earlier scholars", or 
"someone", and thus it is difficult to develop a context for the 
positions he is refuting. 

Later commentators are basically divided into two camps: 
the first, represented by Jam-yang-shay-ba, Jang-gya, A-gya
yong-dzin, Pa-bong-ka, and Dra-di Ge-shay, holds that the 
problem is merely that earlier Tibetan scholars misunderstood 
and hence misrepresented the assertions of the Reason-Estab
lished Illusionists and Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding; 
when understood correctly, the term "Reason-Established 
Illusionists" indicates Svatantrika and "Proponents of 
Thorough Non-Abiding" indicates Prasarigika. The second 
group, represented by Nga-wang-bel-den, Sha-mar-den-dzin, 
and Nga-wang-rap-den, holds that Dzong-ka-ba found 
unacceptable not just earlier scholars' explanations of Reason
Established Illusionists and Proponents of Thorough 
Non-Abiding, but those very assertions themselves. Thus, the 
two cannot be equated with Svatantrika and Prasarigika. 

In the end, the answer is of little import, given that, whether 
accepted or not, the terms play no appreciable role in the 
history or philosophy of Madhyamika. However, the issues 
around which the argument must be settled - what appears 
to an inferential consciousness realizing emptiness, what the 
boundaries of ultimate truths are, what certifies the illusion
like composite of appearance and emptiness that appears to 
someone who has realized emptiness, whether emptiness is 
in fact an object of the mind - are very important. Thus the 
controversy is of interest for what the arguments reveal about 
these issues, about the use of various terminology in 
Madhyamika, and as a display of the penetrating analysis 
Dzong-ka-ba's followers brought to bear on his writings. 
One learns much about Madhyamika assertions in general as 
the various commentators set forth their views as to whether 
any interpretation of the Reason-Established Illusionists and 
Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding can fit within these 
complex assertions. 563 
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STATEMENT OF SOURCES 

Following is what Dzong-ka-ba says on this topic. In the 
Great Exposition he writes: 564 

[Certain earlier spiritual guides said that Madhyami
kas] are also of two types when names are designated 
by way of how they assert the ultimate: (I) Reason
Established Illusionists, who assert that a composite 
of the two, appearance and emptiness, is an ultimate 
truth, and (2) Proponents of Thorough Non
Abiding, who assert that the mere elimination of 
elaborations with respect to appearances is an ulti
mate truth. They asserted that the former of these 
two are the masters Shantarak~hita, Kamalashila, 
and so forth. 

The verbal conventions "illusion-like" and "thor
oughly non-abiding" are also asserted by some Indian 
masters. 

Indeed, in general, some Indian and Tibetan 
masters who claimed to be Madhyamikas did make 
such assertions, but what is to be settled here are just 
the systems of the great Madhyamikas who are 
followers of the master Nagarjuna. Who could ex
plain [all] the subtle [distinctions]? Moreover, the 
statement by the great translator Lo-den-shay-rap 
(blo /dan shes rab, 1059-11(9) that positing Madh
yamikas as twofold by way of their mode of asserting 
the ultimate is a presentation generating delight in 
the obscured is very good. 

For, their assertion appears to be an assertion that 
[for the Reason-Established Illusionists] the mere 
object that is comprehended by an inferential reas
oning consciousness is an ultimate truth whereas it is 
said in both Shantarak~hita's Ornamentfor the Middle 
Way (dbu ma rgyan, miidhyamakalarrzkiira) and 
Kamalashila's Illumination of the Middle Way (dbu 
rna snang ba, madhyamakaloka) that the object com-
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prehended by a reasoning consciousness is designated 
"ultimate" due to being concordant with an ultimate 
truth. Also, since the other great Madhyamikas do 
not assert that the mere object which is an elimina
tion through reasoning of elaborations is an ultimate 
truth, [these earlier scholars' explanation of Thor
oughly Non-Abiding Madhyamikas] is not good. 

In his Medium Exposition of Special Insight, written several 
years after the Great Exposition, Dzong-ka-ba says:S65 

[Earlier spiritual guides said that Madhyamikas] are 
also of two types when names are designated by way 
of how they assert the ultimate: (I) Reason-Estab
lished Illusionists, who assert that a composite of the 
appearance of a subject, such as a sprout, and its 
absence of true existence is an ultimate truth, and (2) 
Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding, who assert 
that the positive inclusion (yongs gcod) in terms of 
the elimination of elaborations with respect to ap
pearances is an ultimate truth. They assert that the 
former of these two are the masters Shantarak~hita, 
Kamalashlla, and so forth. 

The verbal conventions "illusion-like" and "thor
oughly non-abiding" are asserted also by some 
Indians. 

The great translator [Lo-den-shay-rap] said that 
positing [Madhyamikas] as twofold by way of how 
they assert the ultimate is a presentation generating 
delight in the obscured. 

Much later in the Medium Exposition Dzong-ka-ba saYS:566 

Therefore, the Reason-Established Illusionists assert 
that a composite of the two, the appearance of a base 
such as the aggregates and its emptiness of true exist
ence - [this composite] being the mere object 
established by an inferential reasoning consciousness 
- is an ultimate truth. It is a concordant ultimate, 
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not an ultimate truth.... Also there is no great 
Madhyamika who asserts that the mere object com
prehended by an inference - the latter from among the 
two, the [mere] exclusion and the positive inclusion 
with respect to the elimination of the elaborations of 
the object of negation with respect to appearances -
is an ultimate truth. Through this mode you should 
understand in detail also my explanation of the pre
sentation of these in the extensive Stages of the Path. 

ONE INTERPRETATION 

Most of the scholars of the Ge-Iuk-ba tradition who have 
written on this point - Jam-yang-shay-ba, Jang-gya, A-gya
yong-dzin, and Pa-bong-ka (as well as implicitly the Annotation 
author Dra-di Ge-shay since he did not disagree with J am
yang-shay-ba's interpretation) - have come down on the side 
of the interpretation initially advanced by Kay-drup Nor
sang-gya-tso (mkhas grub nor bzang rgya mtsho): (I) that 
Dzong-ka-ba is refuting merely misinterpretations of the Reason
Established lliusionists and Proponents of Thorough Non
Abiding by earlier Tibetan scholars who posit that they 
represent a way of dividing Madhyamikas into two groups 
differentiated by way of how they assert the ultimate; and (2) 
that Dzong-ka-ba is not objecting to a correct interpretation of 
these two in which the Reason-Established lliusionists are the 
Svatantrikas and the Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding 
are the Prasangikas.567 This position is summarized succinctly 
by A-gya-yong-dzin: 568 

[Dzong-ka-ba's] statement that the great translator 
[Lo-den-shay-rap's] refutation of earlier spiritual 
guides' positing the designation of names to Madhya
mikas as twofold by way of their mode of positing 
conventionalities and twofold by way of their mode 
of asserting the ultimate was very good does not 
mean that he [Dzong-ka-ba] asserted that in general 
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such verbal conventions for Madhyamikas are incor
rect. For, ... with respect to the latter, the master 
Shiira, in his Precious Lamp, Essay on [the Stages of} 
Cultivating the Ultimate Mind of Enlightenment (don 
dam pa byang chub kyi sems bsgom pa'i yi ge rin po 
ehe'i sgron ma, ratnapradipa-paramiirthabodhicittabJui
varui), called the Svatantrikas "Reason-Established 
Illusionists" and the Prasatigikas "Proponents of 
Thorough Non-Abiding". Hence, [Dzong-ka-ba] is 
not asserting that merely such verbal conventions are 
incorrect .... 

Nonetheless, the interpretation [by earlier schol
ars] of the mode of assertion of the Reason-Estab
lished Illusionists and the Proponents of Thorough 
Non-Abiding is very incorrect. For, [in fact] the 
Reason-Established Illusionists assert that the illu
sion-like object that is a composite of the two, 
appearance and emptiness - the appearance of the 
quality (coos), an absence of true existence, in terms 
of a subject (coos can) such as a sprout - is an object 
of comprehension of an inferential reasoning con
sciousness, whereby that composite of appearance 
and emptiness is asserted to be an actual conventional 
truth and an imputed ultimate truth. There is no 
Madhyamika at all who asserts it to be an actual 
ultimate truth. 

[Dzong-ka-ba] in his Medium Exposition of Special 
Insight speaks of the two, [mere] elimination and 
positive inclusion, with respect to the mere elimina
tion of elaborations regarding appearances. Hence, 
since the Thoroughly Non-Abiding Madhyamikas 
assert that the [mere] elimination, a non-affirming 
negative, is an ultimate truth but do not assert that 
the positive inclusion, the affirming negative which 
is the composite of the two, appearance and empti
ness, is an ultimate truth, the [earlier scholars'] 
mode of positing the Proponents of Thorough Non-
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Abiding is also incorrect. 

Therefore, in the system of the Svatantrikas, or 
Reason-Established Illusionists, since an inferential 
reasoning consciousness that realizes a sprout to be 
without true existence takes as its object (yul) an 
object (don) that is a composite of a sprout and non
true existence, it is asserted that the subject, the 
sprout, also appears [to it]. And, even though that is 
the case, this does not contradict that this inferential 
consciousness has a mode of apprehension of a non
affinning negative; for, it apprehends [its object] 
within the thought, "The sprout is without true 
existence" and the non-true existence of the sprout is 
a non-affinning negative. 

Since in the system of the PrasaIigikas, or Thor
oughly Non-Abiding [Madhyamikas], an inferential 
reasoning consciousness does not take such a com
posite object as its object, it has a mode of apprehen
sion of only a non-affinning negative. 

The root of there arising such a difference between 
the two, Svatantrika and PriisaiJ.gika, is said to meet 
back to whether they do or do not assert that 
phenomena are established from their own sides. 
Therefore, it appears to be subtle. 

This presentation of the position of those who accept the 
terms "Reason-Established Illusionist" and "Proponent of 
Thorough Non-Abiding" as alternate names for Svatantrika and 
PrasaIigika can serve as a basis for analyzing the issues in
volved in the controversy and from which to explain the reasons 
advanced by other scholars for rejecting any correct usage of 
the terms, an interpretation favored by Jam-yang-shay-ba's 
annotator, Nga-wang-bel-den, and by Sha-mar-den-dzin as 
well as by the Great Exposition annotator Nga-wang-rap-den. 
The main advantage of the above position is that it is straight
forward and relatively simple; the main disadvantage is that it 
does not hold up well when subjected to detailed scrutiny. 
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REASON-ESTABLISHED ILLUSIONISTS 

Because most of the argument focuses on the Reason-Estab
lished Illusionists, we will begin there. Two main questions 
are involved: (I) Is this tenn used by any valid Madhyamika, 
and, in particular, is it used as a mode of subdividing Madh
yamika followers? (2) What do the Reason-Established Illu
sionists assert? In seeking to answer these questions, one 
immediately encounters the major reason for the controversy: 
lack of sufficient infonnation. A secondary reason is undoubt
edly the fact that Dzong-ka-ba himself is not merely brief, he 
is also not particularly clear in setting forth his position, 
dismissing it as minor. As will be discussed below, some of his 
statements might even be considered misleading. 

WHO USES THE TERM "REASON-ESTABLISHED 
ILLUSIONIST"? 

References to Reason-Established Illusionists and Proponents 
of Thorough Non-Abiding are few in the Indian texts that 
were translated into Tibetan, and even where the tenns are 
used, there is no clear explanation of their meaning. There 
does not seem to be an unequivocal statement by an Indian 
scholar that Madhyamikas, when divided by way of their 
mode of asserting the ultimate, are twofold, Reason-Estab
lished Illusionists and Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding. 
Dzong-ka-ba's statement in the Great Exposition with respect 
to this is: 

The verbal conventions "illusion-like" and "thor
oughly non-abiding" are also asserted by some Indian 
masters. 

Indeed, in general, some Indian and Tibetan 
masters who asserted that they upheld the Madhya
mika system did make such assertions, but what is to 
be settled here are just the systems of the great Madh
yamikas who are followers of the master Nagiirjuna. 
Who could explain [all] the subtle [distinctions]? 
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The main Indian commentator known in the Tibetan tradi
tion who makes use of these terms is the master Shiira, 
considered in some Tibetan traditions to be another name for 
Ashvagho~ha, who was roughly contemporaneous with Nagar
juna, his use of the terms occurring in his Cultivation of the 
Ultimate Mind of Enlightenment. 569 

This brings us to the first point of difficulty with what 
Dzong-ka-ba has said: No one in the Ge-luk-ba tradition 
questions that Shiira was a great Madhyamika author; how is 
this to be be reconciled with Dzong-ka-ba's statement, "What 
is to be settled here are just the systems of the great Madhya
mikas who are followers of the master Nagarjuna," which 
implies clearly that in his opinion those Indians who did use 
the terms in question were minor figures? 

Nor-sang-gya-tso's answer to this is that Shiira's text, the 
Cultivation of the Ultimate Mind of Enlightenment, which he 
says can be found in Atisha's Hundred Short Doctrines (jo bo'i 
chos chung brgya rtsa)570 was not seen by Dzong-ka-ba. The 
passage in question from Shiira's text reads: 571 

Mere illusions are deceptive due to being imputa-
tions. 

The mind is an illusory aspect. 
Enlightenment also is like an illusion. 
They do not see that great gloriousness 
Free from elaborations, abandoning verbal expres

sions. 
Illusory [phenomena] are not mere illusions 
Because if they were, they would not be established 

[objectively] . 
If they were established [objectively], then it would 

[absurdly] follow 
That even in the textual systems of others 
Illusion-like phenomena [would be taught] .... 
Through synonyms such as emptiness, and so forth, 
Limitless examples such as being like a magician's 

illusions, and so forth, 
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And the skillful means of a variety of vehicles, 
[Buddha] made known the meaning of the middle 

way not abiding [in any extremes]. 

Based on these passages, Nor-sang-gya-tso, Jam-yang-shay
ba, and Jang-gya all conclude that Madhyamikas can be 
divided into the two, Reason-Established Illusionists and 
Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding. Nor-sang-gya-tso 
explains that had Dzong-ka-ba seen this text, he would also 
have been willing to accept such a division since there is no 
way that he would not hold Shiira's text to be valid. 572 

Sha-mar-den-dzin attacks this position in a number of 
ways.573 First he says, quite cogently, that except for men
tions of "illusory" and so forth, what Shiira is setting forth is 
not particularly clear and that to take the passage, as do the 
above scholars, as (I) setting forth the Svatantrika position, 
(2) then refuting it through showing inner contradictions in 
the Svatantrika assertions, and (3) then setting forth the 
correct Prasailgika position, requires so much interpolation 
that it is barely admissible as an interpretation and certainly 
cannot be posited as a clear statement of a twofold division of 
Midhyamikas into Reason-Established Illusionists and Pro
ponents of Thorough Non-Abiding. 

Sha-mar-den-dzin also attacks the attribution of the Cul
tivation of the Ultimate Mind of Enlightenment to the great 
Madhyamika Shiira who was roughly contemporaneous with 
Nagarjuna and Aryadeva. For Sha-mar, it is fanciful to think 
that Dzong-ka-ba might not have seen Atisha's Hundred Short 
Doctrines, in which the text is found. Saying that if Shiira did 
compose the text and one even allowed that it uses the verbal 
conventions of the two Madhyamikas, it is very difficult to 
explain the meaning of Dzong-ka-ba's statement, "What is to 
be settled here are the systems of the great Madhyamikas," 
Sha-mar-den-dzin concludes that the text was composed by 
another Shiira who lived much later. He cites as his source the 
Dak-den History of the Doctrine (rtag brtan chos 'byung) which 
says that the author of the Stages of Cultivating the Ultimate 
Mind of Enlightenment lived at roughly the same time as the 
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Tibetan lord Tri-rel-wa-jen (khri ral ba can) and the master of 
yoga, Anandagarbha - which would place him in the ninth 
century. 574 . 

Nga-wang-bel-den advances a similar view in his Annota
tions to Jam-yang-shay-ba's Great Exposition of Tenets, re
porting that some scholars say that the author of the Stages of 
Cultivating the Ultimate Mind of Enlightenment was not the 
master Shiira who lived at the time of Nagarjuna but just 
someone having the same name. 575 

(This is not the only context in which the Stages of Cultivat
ing the Ultimate Mind of Enlightenment is problematic. In his 
Essence of the Good Explanations Dzong-ka-ba says that it does 
not appear that Madhyamika treatises by the master Shl1ra 
were translated into Tibetan. In that case, what is one to do 
with the Stages of Cultivating the Ultimate Mind of Enlighten
ment? One solution is that suggested above - to deny that the 
text is by this master Shfua. Another, chosen by Jam-yang
shay-ba, is to say that even though it is a Madhyamika 
treatise, from within the threefold division into view, medita
tion, and behavior, this is a text on meditation, not on the 
view, and what Dzong-ka-ba meant to say was that none of 
the master Shfua's treatises on the Madhyamika view had 
been translated. )576 

In this way, Sha-mar rejects the position that the Stages of 
Cultivating the Ultimate Mind of Enlightenment is by the great 
Madhyamika Shfua and thus clears Dzong-ka-ba of any fault 
in his statement that what is to be settled are just the systems 
of the great Madhyamikas. He then offers up other passages 
by figures not so well renowned that might have been Dzong
ka-ba's referent when he said that the terms were used, but 
not by great Madhyamikas. Jiianavajra's Two Staged Path 
(lam rim pa gnyis pa) says: 

Mantra does not have a view beyond 
That of thorough non-abiding; if it did, 
The view would come to have elaborations; the 

master would be obscured. 
However, it is surpassing through method. 
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Also, the Precious Garland (rin po che'i phreng ba, ratnamiilii) 
composed by Chandrahari saYS:S77 

If illusory [phenomena] were established by reason
ing, 

It would follow that they would not be illusory but 
would be correct, 

But they are not. If you say they are established as 
illusions 

The meaning of established by reasoning would not 
be correct. 

Also: 

Entities which thoroughly do not abide 
Do not exist, do not not exist, are not both [existent 

and non-existent] ... 

To summarize, the main source used by those holding the 
position that the terms "Reason-Established Illusionist" and 
"Proponent of Thorough Non-Abiding" are valid when inter
preted correctly and are to be taken as alternate names for 
Svitantrika and Prasailgika is the passage from the Stages of 
Cultivating the Ultimate Mind of Enlightenment which they 
attribute to the great Madhyamika master Shiira, or Ashva
gh~ha, the greatness of the author requiring that one accept 
his use of the terms. Sha-mar-den-dzin has rejected their 
position on two grounds: he denies that the great master 
Shdra is the author, and he says that even if he were, the 
terms are used only vaguely and not in the manner of a clear 
expression of the divisions of Madhyamika. In fact, the term 
"Reason-Established Illusionist" never appears, only the words 
illusion (sgyu ma) and illusion-like (sgyu ma Ita bu). Doing 
away with even the reference, Sha-mar-den-dzin does not 
address the major issue in the discussion of whether or not 
"Reason-Established Illusionist" can be interpreted in such a 
way that its meaning is correct. 
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WHAT ARE THE ASSERTIONS OF THE REASON
ESTABLISHED ILLUSIONISTS? 

This brings us to the next question to be considered: Is there a 
meaning of the term "Reason-Established Illusionist" that 
would fit the Svatantrika system? Or, is it the case that any 
interpretation would be completely unacceptable in Dzong
ka-ba's interpretation of Svatantrika? Or, is what is unaccept
able merely the misinterpretation of the Reason-Established 
Illusionists set forth by other earlier Tibetans? 

The undisputed aspect of the question is that earlier Tibetan 
scholars said Reason-Established Illusionists (Svatantrikas) (I) 
assert that an illusion-like object that is a composite of two 
factors, the appearance of a subject, such as a sprout, and the 
emptiness, the absence of true existence, with which that 
sprout is qualified, appears to an inferential reasoning con
sciousness realizing emptiness and (2) further assert that the 
illusion-like object is an ultimate truth. Given as examples of 
those who make such assertions are Shantarak~hita and 
KamalashIla. 

The basic error of this interpretation by earlier Tibetan 
scholars, according to all these Ge-Iuk-ba scholars, is the claim 
that, for Svatantrika, such an illusion-like object, which is a 
composite of a conventional truth and an ultimate truth, is an 
ultimate truth. It is not. Being a mixture of a conventional 
phenomenon, such as a sprout, and an ultimate one, the 
emptiness of the sprout, it itself is a conventional truth. It is 
an affirming negative - a positive phenomenon qualified by 
an absence, or negative, of true existence - whereas in the 
Ge-Iuk-ba system an ultimate truth must be a non-affirming 
negative, a mere absence of true existence. Only emptiness is 
an ultimate truth, not the myriad phenomena qualified by 
emptiness. As Kay-drup and Pa-bong-ka point out,S78 what
ever exists is necessarily an illusion-like composite of appear
ance and emptiness, and certainly Shantarak~hita and Kama
lashIla do not assert that whatever exists is an ultimate truth. 

The difficulty comes in deciding whether the above inter
pretation of the Reason-Established Illusionists is just a 
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misunderstanding of earlier Tibetan scholars or is in fact the 
Reason-Established Illusionists' assertion. Lacking a clear 
statement by anyone who claims to be a Reason-Established 
Illusionist, the Ge-luk-bas are forced to search for the answer 
among Dzong-ka-ba's writings. 

The majority of references are found in Dzong-ka-ba's first 
major work, his Golden Rosary of Eloquence (legs bshad gser 
phreng), which is a commentary on Maitreya's Ornament for 
Clear Realization (mngon rtogs rgyan, abhisamayalarrtkara). In 
that text there is a discussion of whether a consciousness of 
meditative equipoise has appearance of an object (snang bcas) 
or does not (snang med), and, according to Nga-wang-bel-den, 
in that discussion the Reason-Established Illusionists are those 
propounding the former position - that an illusion-like object 
appears - and the Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding the 
latter - that nothing at all appears. The Golden Rosary is not 
primarily concerned with Madhyamika philosophy, and as 
Sha-mar-den-dzin puts it, was written "prior to [Dzong-ka
ba's] showing the mode of having completed the analysis of 
the view". 579 Thus, according to both Sha-mar-den-dzin and 
Nga-wang-bel-den, when Dzong-ka-ba wrote concerning the 
view in that text, he merely wrote in accordance with the 
system of earlier Tibetan scholars, and what he wrote there 
was not necessarily his own later final position. 

Specifically, as Sha-mar-den-dzin explains, in the discussion 
of whether a consciousness of meditative equipoise has appear
ance or not, Dzong-ka-ba in the Golden Rosary presented the 
Svatantrika assertions in accordance with the interpretation of 
those who say that it does - the Reason-Established Illusion
ists - this being the less objectionable of the two positions, 
and concentrated on refuting the position that it has no 
appearance of anything at all. However, in later works he 
rejected both positions for both Svatantrika and Prasailgika. 
This is to be understood through Gyel-tsap's Ornament for the 
Essence, Explanation [of Maitreya's "Ornament for Clear Reali
zation" and Its Commentaries] (rnam bshad snying po rgyan), a 
commentary on the same topic as the Golden Rosary by one of 
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Dzong-ka-ba's two chief disciples; it is considered to incor
porate Dzong-ka-ba's final teachings on the subject and, in 
points where it disagrees with the Golden Rosary, to supercede 
it. 

The earlier scholars whose interpretations of the Reason
Established Illusionists and Proponents of Thorough Non
Abiding are being refuted in the Great Exposition said that 
Shantarak~hita and KamalashIla are illustrations of Reason
Established Illusionists; Dzong-ka-ba himself says in the 
Golden Rosary:580 

Arya Vimuktisena and the two masters [Shanta
rak~hita and KamalashIla] ... explain that the affirm
ing negative, the illusion-like dependent arising that, 
without true existence, is the object of observation of 
[an exalted wisdom of] meditative equipoise .... 

However in Gyel-tsap's Ornament for the Essence, Explanation 
[of Maitreya's "Ornament for Clear Realization" and Its Com
mentaries] it is explained that the above statement cannot be 
taken as Vimuktisena, Shantarak~hita, and Kamalashila's own 
position, but rather should be considered as Dzong-ka-ba's 
reporting a misinterpretation of their position by earlier 
scholars. Gyel-tsap says:581 

Whoever asserts that it is the assertion of these 
masters that a Superior's meditative equipoise 
directly realizes an illusion-like falsity which is a 
dependent -arising has not trained well in the systems 
of either Madhyamika - Prasarigika or Svatantrika 
- and is describing erroneously the assertions of 
these masters. 

Also: 

Since the assertion that an illusion-like dependent
arising appears to the appearance factor of a learner 
Superior's meditative equipoise directly comprehen
ding an ultimate truth does not have even the scent 
of Madhyamika, one should know that [one who 
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says such] is propounding erroneously within not 
having realized the thought of those masters. 

Thus Gyel-tsap makes it very clear that it is wrong to say that 
highly respected Svatantrika scholars like Vimuktisena, Shan
tarak~hita, and Kamalashila propound that an illusion-like 
composite is the object of a Superior's meditative equipoise, a 
position unacceptable because it would entail that that illusion
like composite is an ultimate truth. 

There is a further statement that provides a link for con
cluding that, from Gyel-tsap's viewpoint (and hence presum
ably also from Dzong-ka-ba's), it is in fact the position of the 
Reason-Established Illusionists that an illusion-like composite 
is the object of a Superior's meditative equipoise and hence 
these great Svatantrikas are not Reason-Established Illusion
ists: Gyel-tsap says, again in his Ornament for the Essence, 
Explanation [of Maitreya's "Ornament for Clear Realization" 
and Its Commentaries], that it is a deprecation if one asserts 
that the master Haribhadra is a Reason-Established Illusion
ist. 582 Haribhadra, Vimuktisena, Shantarak~hita, and Kama
lashila are all proponents of the same basic tenets; thus if 
Haribhadra were a Reason-Established Illusionist, they all 
would be, and if it is a deprecation to call Haribhadra a 
Reason-Established Illusionist, then it would also be a depre
cation of Shan~hita and Kamalashila to call them such. 

This final statement by Gyel-tsap is one of three reasons 
given by Nga-wang-bel-den for why the Svatantrikas cannot 
be considered Reason-Established Illusionists. 583 He gives as 
his second reason the fact that Dzong-ka-ba, in his Medium 
Exposition of Special Insight says that the Reason-Established 
Illusionists themselves assert that a composite of the two, 
appearance and emptiness, is an ultimate truth, and we know 
that the Svatantrikas do not assert this. The passage in the 
Medium Exposition reads: 584 

Therefore, the Reason-Established Illusionists assert 
that a composite of the two, the appearance of a base 
such as the aggregates and its emptiness of true exist
ence - [this composite] being the mere object 
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established by an inferential reasoning conscious
ness - is an ultimate truth. 

Nga-wang-bel-den's point is well taken in that in this context 
Dzong-ka-ba is clearly stating what the assertions of the 
Reason-Established Illusionists are and not a misinterpreta
tion of their assertions by former Tibetans. In his earlier Great 
Exposition he had said: 585 

[Earlier spiritual guides said that Madhyamikas] are 
also of two types when names are designated by way 
of how they assert the ultimate: Reason-Established 
Illusionists, who assert that a composite of the two, 
appearance and emptiness, is an ultimate truth ... 

In that passage the Tibetan syntax makes it impossible to 
decide definitely whether the speaker saying "Reason-Estab
lished Illusionists who assert ..." is the earlier spiritual 
guides who are being refuted or is Dzong-ka-ba himself, and 
thus one cannot be sure whether Dzong-ka-ba is setting forth 
their misinterpretation of the Reason-Established Illusionists 
or his own reporting of their assertions. However, in the 
passage from Dzong-ka-ba's later work, the Medium Exposi
tion, cited above by Nga-wang-bel-den, it is quite clear that 
Dzong-ka-ba is stating his opinion as to what the Reason
Established Illusionists assert. 

Nga-wang-bel-den's third reason is also cogent: the fact that 
in no valid Indian or Tibetan text - such as those by 
Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, Dzong-ka-ba, Gyel-tsap, or Kay-drup 
- is it explicitly set forth that Svatantrikas are Reason-Estab
lished Illusionists. 

WHAT COULD THE TERM REASON-ESTABLISHED 
ILLUSIONIST MEAN? 

Most problematic is the term "Reason-Established Illusionist" 
(sgyu rna rigs grub pa) itself. The literal meaning of the Tibetan 
term is "one who propounds an establishment by reasoning of 
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an illusion-like composite of appearance and emptiness" (sgyu 
rna Ita bu'i srtang stong gnyis tshogs rigs pas grub par' dod pa po). 
(The Tibetan tenn, sgyu rna gnyis med, and corresponding 
Sanskrit tenn, mayopamadvayavadin, "proponent of illusion
like non-dualism," found in early references is a more general 
one and thus does not incur the same technical fault. It lends 
itself more readily to the loose interpretation of the tenn 
described below, see PP.422-4, whereby it might possibly 
be accepted as applying to Svatantrika.) 

In Dzong-ka-ba's system, phenomena are established, or 
certified, by the consciousnesses apprehending them, that is, 
by the consciousnesses that realize them. Thus ultimate phe
nomena - emptinesses - are established by ultimate cognizers 
- inferential or directly perceiving "reasoning" conscious
nesses of meditative equipoise, and conventional phenomena 
are established by conventional valid cognizers, direct or 
inferential. To say that an illusion-like composite of appear
ance and emptiness - a conventional truth - is certified by a 
reasoning consciousness - an ultimate cognizer - would 
contradict this basic system. 

Further, for a consciousness to certify an object, it is not 
sufficient for that object merely to appear to it, but rather that 
object must be the object of its mode of apprehension, must 
be ascertained by it. Thus, were it the case that the illusion
like composite of appearance and emptiness was certified by 
the reasoning consciousness realizing emptiness, this would 
entail that the illusion-like composite was the object of the 
mode of apprehension of that consciousness. This, in tum, 
would entail that the consciousness did not have a mode of 
apprehension of merely a non-affinning negative, contradict
ing another fundamental Ge-Iuk-ba tenet. 

Thus, from the viewpoint of Ge-Iuk-ba exegesis, there 
seems to be no way to justify the tenn "Reason-Established 
Illusionist" itself. There is a consciousness that certifies the 
illusion-like composite of appearance and emptiness, but it is 
not a reasoning consciousness but rather a conventional valid 
cognizer, most probably a Superior's exalted wisdom of sub
sequent attainment, which occurs after meditative equipoise 
on emptiness. 
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How could one interpret "Reason-Established Illusionist" 
in such a way that it might be considered a name for Svatan
trika? A possible answer necessitates a brief discussion of the 
perceptual process involved in meditating on emptiness. The 
basic Ge-luk-ba position, that is, a position held not only by 
Dzong-ka-ba but by all the textbook authors of the major Ge
luk-ba monastic universities, is that when emptiness is real
ized by means of an inferential cognition generated as the 
result of a lengthy and very precise process of reasoning, just 
emptiness - a non-affirming negative that is the mere absence 
of true existence and is an ultimate truth - is realized. 
Emptiness is the object of the mode of apprehension of that 
consciousness, and many scholars take the position that only 
emptiness appears to that consciousness. Emptiness, how
ever, is realized in relation to particular phenomena, and 
subsequent to that realization, phenomena are again taken to 
mind but now appear differently than they did prior to 
realization of emptiness, appearing as illusion-like in that they 
appear to exist truly whereas in fact they are qualified by their 
emptiness of true existence. Such an illusion-like appearance, 
a composite of an appearing subject and that subject's empti
ness of true existence, is an affirming negative rather than a 
non-affirming negative as is emptiness alone. 

According to Dzong-ka-ba's system, both Svatantrika and 
PrasaIigika accept that an inferential consciousness realizing 
emptiness realizes just emptiness and that the realization of the 
illusion-like subject qualified by emptiness is subsequent. The 
debate centers 011 whether or not the illusion-like composite of 
appearance and emptiness appears to the inference realizing 
emptiness. 

Those among Dzong-ka-ba's followers who hold that the 
term "Reason-Established Illusionist" can be used as another 
name for Svatantrika make a distinction between the two 
systems - Svatantrika and PrasaIigika - on this basis. They 
say that for the Svatantrikas, an inferential reasoning con
sciousness realizing a sprout as without true existence takes as 
its object an illusion-like subject that is a composite of the sub
ject and its attribute emptiness, and hence the subject, the 
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sprout, appears, although that reasoning consciousness is 
nonetheless Posited as having a mode of apprehension of a non
affirming negative. In contrast, they say that for the Prasail
gikas, such an inferential reasoning consciousness does not 
take as its object an object which is a composite of the subject 
and the emptiness that qualifies it, but rather takes as its 
object a mere non-affirming negative, emptiness. 

There is some question whether making a distinction as to 
whether the subject does or does not appear to an inferential 
consciousness realizing emptiness on a strict Svatantrikal 
Prasailgika basis can be supported. Again the Indian literature 
does not provide a definitive answer. 

(In general, it is a much debated topic among Ge-Iuk-ba 
scholars as to whether in Prasailgika the subject appears or 
not. The general siitra system position as delineated in the 
major monastic colleges is to say that the subject does not 
appear - that only the non-affirming negative emptiness 
appears. However in the tantric system, it is posited that the 
subject - the appearance as a deity - appears to the appear
ance factor of the consciousness while the ascertainment factor 
of that same consciousness ascertains its emptiness. The 
consciousness is still considered to have a mode of apprehen
sion of a non-affirming negative since it is ascertaining only 
emptiness even if a divine form, etc., is appearing to it. Such is 
said to occur in tantra due to the force of special training. 
However, some scholars, such as Nga-wang-bel-den,s86 have 
posited that even in the siitra system the subject such as a 
sprout appears to an inferential consciousness realizing empti
ness, even though the consciousness ascertains only emptiness. 
Dzong-ka-ba's position on this is not totally clear; it is generally 
held to be his view that the subject does not appear in the 
Prasailgika system, but there are a few passages in his Grel!t 
Exposition which seem to suggest that the subject does 
appear.)S87 

A further problem with taking the term "Reason-Estab
lished Illusionist" as a name for Svatantrika is that one has to 
gloss over the words of Dzong-ka-ba's statement that for the 
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Reason-Established Illusionists an illusion-like composite is 
the object of cum prehension of an inferential reasoning con
sciousness. That something is the object of comprehension of 
a consciousness generally conveys that it is the object of the 
mode of apprehension of that consciousness, i.e., that it is 
what that consciousness realizes. In the case of a reasoning 
consciousness, this should be only emptiness. To equate 
Reason-Established Illusionists with Svatantrika, one weakly 
has to interpret the term "object of comprehension of a 
reasoning consciousness" vaguely, saying that it refers only to 
the illusion-like composite of appearance and emptiness 
appearing to the consciousness. 

The contemporary scholar Ge-shay Palden Drakpa of Dre
bung Lo-sel-ling was willing to accept "Reason-Established 
Illusionists" and "Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding" as 
alternate names for Svatantrika and Pr3saIigika based, not on 
a strict delineation in terms of what appears to an inference 
realizing emptiness, but rather on just a difference of emphasis 
within the two systems. According to him, the technical 
descriptions of the perceptual processes involved in realization 
of emptiness are basically the same in the two systems. 
However, in Svatantrika, the topic of illusion is a major focus 
of discussion, in that in Svatantrika literature the example of a 
magician's illusion and how it appears differently (I) to ordin
ary persons, (2) to those who have realized emptiness, and (3) 
to Buddhas is most extensively developed; thus there is in 
Svatantrika literature a greater focus on the states subsequent 
to realization of emptiness when one is taking to mind the 
illusion-like composite of appearance and emptiness. In Pra
sailgika, on the other hand, the emphasis tends to be upon just 
the emptiness that is the object ascertained in the cognition of 
emptiness, the non-affirming negative that thoroughly does 
not abide in either extreme - of permanence or annihilation. 

Ge-shay Palden Drakpa's interpretation of the terms makes 
a somewhat defensible case for taking "Reason-Established 
Illusionists" as an alternate name for Svatantrika. However, 
such can be done only through using the term in a vague way, 
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accepting neither its literal import as "one who propounds an 
establishment by reasoning of an illusion-like composite of 
appearance and emptiness" nor giving a technical explanation 
of its meaning. It has the fault of peripheral significance since 
none of the great formulators of the Madhyarnika systems 
discussed it or used it as another name for Svatantrika. His 
point perhaps i~ merely that "Reason-Established Illusionists" 
can be used as a name for Svatantrika. 

PROPONENTS OF THOROUGH NON-ABIDING 

The next topic to be considered is the meaning and usage of 
the term "Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding". In this 
case the term itself is not controversial nor is it particularly 
evocative as a term only for PmsaIigika. It merely means those 
who propound that which thoroughly does not abide in the 
extremes of either permanence or annihilation. As Sha-mar
den-dzin points out, in that all Madhyamikas (Proponents of 
the Middle Way) are said to abide in the middle way free from 
those two extremes, there is nothing in the term itself to limit 
it to Pr3saIigika rather than Svatantrika. However, there is 
also no reason why it could not be another name for Pm
saIigika, given that in the Ge-Iuk-ba interpretation, only the 
Prasangikas actually adhere to the middle way free from all 
extremes. 

For the Ge-Iuk-ba commentarial tradition, the problem 
with this term comes in piecing together exactly what wrong 
interpretation of "Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding" 
Dzong-ka-ba is refuting. In the Great Exposition Dzong-ka-ba 
says: 588 

. .. Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding, who 
assert that the mere elimination of elaborations with 
respect to appearances is an ultimate truth .... Also, 
since the other great Madhyamikas do not assert that 
the mere object which is an the elimination through 
reasoning of elaborations is an ultimate truth [these 
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earlier scholars' explanation of Thoroughly Non
Abiding Madhyamikas] is not good. 

The simple statement that "the mere elimination of elabora
tions with respect to appearances is an ultimate truth" need 
not be unacceptable in the Ge-Iuk-ba interpretation of the 
Prasailgika system if what one understands by it is that the 
non-affirming negative - emptiness - that is the mere elim
ination of the elaborations of inherent existence with respect 
to appearances is the ultimate truth. 

What Sha-mar-den-dzin posits as the interpretation of earlier 
Tibetan scholars which Dzong-ka-ba found unacceptable is 
that propounded by those who from Dzong-ka-ba's viewpoint 
negate too much in their Madhyamika interpretation. In such 
an interpretation, when phenomena are subjected to ultimate 
analysis, they are not found and hence do not exist. Rather 
than saying, as do the Ge-Iuk-bas, that the non-affirming 
negative emptiness is found, that is to say, realized, these 
scholars say that there is nothing established as an ultimate 
phenomenon nor apprehendable by the mind and that the 
non-finding of anything at all is merely designated for others 
as an ultimate truth. In their system, therefore, "elaborations", 
rather than referring to the object of negation, inherent 
existence, refers to the non-establishment of any phenomenon as 
any of the conceptual elaborations of things, non-things, nei
ther, and so forth. They further say that the verbal convention 
of "realizing freedom from elaborations" is merely designated 
with respect to an awareness that is in fact not apprehending 
anything at all since reality is beyond being an object of an 
awareness, and thus they posit that even a Superior's medita
tive equipoise is without an object. 

Nga-wang-bel-den gives a similar explanation, taking as his 
source Dzong-ka-ba's Golden Rosary. He saYS:589 

Dzong-ka-ba's statement in the Great Exposition of 
the Stages of the Path, "Since the other great Madh
yamikas do not assert that the mere object which is 
the elimination of elaborations through reasoning is 
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an ultimate truth, [those earlier scholars' explanation 
of the 'froponents of Thorough Non-Abiding'] is 
not good," does not entail that the mere elimination 
of the object of negation, true existence, is not an 
ultimate truth. For, this [statement of disapproval] 
refers to "freedom from elaborations" in a system 
which [wrongly] asserts that [the term] "ultimate" is 
nominally imputed for others with respect to that 
freedom from all elaborations of all phenomena in 
terms of appearing or not appearing, being produced 
or not produced, having or not having self, and so 
forth, when one investigates and analyzes. [In their 
wrong system, the term "ultimate"] does not refer to 
emptiness, the mode of subsistence, free from all 
elaborations, or nets of conceptuality, for a non
conceptual exalted wisdom of meditative equipoise 
[as it does] in our own system. 

For, in the system of these earlier scholars, many 
different characters such as production, cessation, 
thorough arising, refutation, and proof appear to a 
consciousness which is not investigating or ana
lyzing, and all those factors of appearance which, in 
terms of that consciousness, are without damage by 
reasoning are conventional truths. They assert that 
the non-establishment of anything - production, 
cessation, and so forth - upon investigation and 
analysis is merely nominally designated for others as 
an ultimate truth; there is nothing established as an 
ultimate phenomenon or apprehendable by the 
mind .... 

For them, "freedom from elaborations" refers to 
not being apprehendable by the mind as, "This 
exists, this does not exist, this is, this is not." Thus it 
is completely dissimilar to the explanation [of "free
dom from elaborations"] in our own system as free
dom from all elaborations of dualistic appearance for 
a particular mind. 
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That system [of the earlier scholars] asserts that 
even a Superior's non-conceptual exalted wisdom of 
meditative equipoise is without an object and with
out appearance. Also, they assert that just as when 
one analyzes, no object at all is established, so also an 
awareness does not apprehend as an ultimate any 
extreme at all - existence, non-existence, and so 
forth; and, when all apprehensions are pacified, 
there is the mere designation of the verbal conven
tion "seeing freedom from elaborations, or the mode 
of subsistence", but there does not exist an object, 
"reality", that is to be realized upon being taken as 
the [object of] the mode of apprehension of a reason
ing consciousness. 

This explanation of what Proponents of Thorough Non
Abiding intend when they assert that the mere object which is 
the elimination of elaborations through reasoning is an ulti
mate truth makes excellent sense: they are describing merely a 
nominal imputation of the term "ultimate truth" to the non
finding of anything at all, a ''freedom from elaborations" in 
terms of phenomena's appearing or not appearing, when one 
analyzes, such that there is nothing at all taken as the object of 
a reasoning consciousness. This provides an explanation of the 
Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding that is clearly unac
ceptable in Dzong-ka-ba's system and also differs substan
tially from the assertions of the Reason-Established Illusionists. 

The difficulty with this interpretation comes when one 
takes into account Dzong-ka-ba's own later rephrasing in his 
Medium Exposition of Special Insight of his comments with 
regard to the Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding. There 
he saYS:590 

... Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding, who 
assert that the positive inclusion (yongs gcod) in 
terms of the elimination of elaborations with respect 
to appearances is an ultimate truth .... 
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And, he says at a point much later in the Medium Exposition: 

Also there is no great Madhyamika who asserts that 
the mere object comprehended by an inferential 
consciousness - the latter from among the two, the 
[mere] elimination and the positive inclusion with 
respect to the elimination of the elaborations of the 
object of negation regarding appearances - is an 
ultimate truth. Through this mode you should 
understand in detail also my explanation of the 
presentation of these in the extensive Stages of the 
Path. 

The most common usage of the tenns "[mere] elimination" 
(mom bead) and "positive inclusion" (yongs geod) is in the 
context of dichotomies. For example, pennanent phenom
enon and impennanent phenomenon are a dichotomy -
whatever exists is either one or the other. With respect to an 
impennanent phenomenon, such as a sprout, that it is per
manent is merely eliminated; its being impennanent is posi
tively included. However, Dzong-ka-ba uses the tenns a bit 
differently here; Jam-yang-shay-ba's interpretation of his 
meaning is that when one considers whether a sprout is empty 
of inherent existence or not, the emptiness of the sprout is the 
mere elimination and the sprout qualified by that emptiness is 
the positive inclusion. 

Thus, Jam-yang-shay-ba, and following him, A-gya-yong
d.zin and Pa-bong-ka, have interpreted Dzong-ka-ba to be say
ing that earlier scholars said that the Proponents of Thorough 
Non-Abiding assert that the object qualified by emptiness -
the illusion-like composite of appearance and emptiness - is 
an ultimate truth. This would dearly be unacceptable in 
Dzong-ka-ba's own system since such an object is an affinning 
negative rather than a non-affirming negative and, as such, 
could not be an ultimate truth. However, Nga-wang-bel-den 
and Sha-mar-den-dzin take exception to this interpretation, 
lucidly pointing out that in that case the assertions of the 
Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding would be no different 
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from those of the Reason-Established Illusionists - since 
asserting such is exactly their error - and could hardly 
constitute two different sets of Madhyamika assertions. 

Nga-wang-bel-den and Sha-mar-den-dzin offer alternate 
interpretations which avoid such a fault. According to Nga
wang-bel-den, Dzong-ka-ba set forth his passage in the con
text of the opponents' assertions: Even though for them, the 
ultimate is in fact not suitable to be an object of any mind, 
having imputed as an ultimate the aspect of freedom from 
elaborations which is the non-establishment of anything at all, 
they assert that it is the object of comprehension of an 
inferential consciousness. Sha-mar-den-dzin supplies the fur
ther explanation that this imputed, or superimpositional, 
aspect is also asserted as a positive inclusion. Thus, in this 
case, the mere elimination refers to not being established as 
anything, and the positive inclusion is the superimposition of 
that as something that can be taken as the object of an 
inferential consciousness. To say that such a positive inclusion 
is an ultimate truth would be erroneous, and this is the 
meaning of Dzong-ka-ba's statement. This explanation by 
Nga-wang-bel-den and Sha-mar-den-dzin creatively avoids 
the fault of redundancy they find in Jam-yang-sbay-ba et al. 

It is Dzong-ka-ba himself who made the meaning of the 
passage difficult to explain due to the tantalizingly brief bit of 
explanation he added in the Medium Exposition of Special 
Insight. 

ACTUAL AND IMPUTED ULTIMATES 

There is one final topic requiring discussion with regard to 
Dzong-ka-ba's statements about the Reason-Established Illu
sionists. Dzong-ka-ba's lack of clarity suggests a questionable 
interpretation put forth by Jam-yang-shay-ba. Whereas most 
of the later commentators have allowed Jam-yang-shay-ba's 
explanation to pass without comment, Sha-mar-den-dzin ob
jects to it and gives in its stead a somewhat convoluted but in 
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the end more satisfying explanation. Quite aside from the 
point under. discussion, his analysis is fascinating for what it 
reveals about the various uses of the term "ultimate". Dzong
ka-ba says in the Great Exposition:s91 

The assertion of these [earlier scholars] appears to be 
an assertion that [for the Reason-Established Illu
sionists] the mere object that is comprehended by an 
inferential reasoning consciousness is an ultimate 
truth whereas it is said in both Shan~ta's 
Ornamentfor the Middle Way (dbu rna rgyan, madhya
rnakiila'flkiira) and Kamalashlla's Illumination of the 
Middle Way (dbu rna snang ba, rnadhyarnakiiloka) 
that the object comprehended by a reasoning con
sciousness is designated "ultimate" due to being 
concordant with an ultimate truth. 

In the Medium Exposition of Special Insight Dzong-ka-ba 
says: 592 

Therefore, the Reason-Established Illusionists assert 
that a composite of the two, the appearance of a base 
such as the aggregates and its emptiness of true 
existence - [this composite] being the mere object 
established by an inferential reasoning consciousness 
- is an ultimate truth. It is a concordant ultimate, 
not an ultimate truth. 

The above statement in the Medium Exposition of Special 
Insight was made immediately following citation and discus
sion of the meaning of the passages by Shantarak:jhita and 
Kamalashlla to which Dzong-ka-ba only alluded in the Great 
Exposition as sources for its being the position of Shantarak~hita 
and Kamalashlla that the object comprehended by a reasoning 
consciousness is only a concordant and not an actual ultimate. 
Those passages are as follows. Shiintarak!jhita's Ornament for 
the Middle Way saYS:S93 

Because of according with the ultimate, 
This is called an "ultimate". 
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Actually [the ultimate] is free from all 
The collections of elaborations. 

Kamalashila's Illumination of the Middle Way says: 

Because this non-production accords with the ulti
mate, it is called an "ultimate" but it is not so in fact 
because actually the ultimate is beyond all elabora
tions. 

To explain the meaning of these passages, Dzong-ka-ba gives 
in the Medium Exposition an extensive explanation of different 
ways the tenn ultimate is used, explaining that whereas in fact 
just the object emptiness - the nature of phenomena - is to 
be taken as the ultimate, there are many cases of using the 
tenn "ultimate" also to describe the subject, the consciousness 
realizing emptiness. He cites as a source for this Kamalashila's 
Illumination of the Middle Way which says, "All conscious
nesses arising from correct hearing, thinking, and meditating, 
because they are non-erroneous subjects, are called 'ultimates'; 
for, they are the ultimate among them [that is, among con
sciousnesses]. ,,594 

Once the tenn "ultimate" is being used for the conscious
nesses realizing emptiness, one then needs to make a differen
tiation between different types of "ultimate" consciousnesses. 
There are two types of reasoning consciousnesses: (I) the 
non-conceptual exalted wisdom of meditative equipoise of 
Superiors directly perceiving reality and (2) conceptual rea
soning consciousnesses realizing suchness in dependence upon 
a sign. In this context the fonner of these are called actual 
ultimates and the latter concordant ultimates. The reason 
justifying this differentiation is that although both conscious
nesses realize emptiness and hence have removed the elabora
tions of the conception of true existence, the exalted wisdom 
of Superiors, in that it is a direct perception in which cogniz
ing subject and cognized object are fused undifferentiably, has 
also removed the elaborations of dualistic appearance .. Con
ceptual reasoning consciousnesses, realizing emptiness only 
by means of a conceptual image, have not removed the 
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elaborations. of dualistic appearance and hence are considered 
merely to be concordant with directly perceiving ultimate 
consciousnesses. Thus, here the terms "actual" and "concord
ant" ultimate are used for directly perceiving and inferential 
consciousnesses realizing emptiness, although in fact neither 
consciousness is an actual ultimate, that status being reserved 
for the object, emptiness. 

To further complicate matters, based on the usage of the 
terms "actual" and "concordant ultimate" for the conscious
nesses realizing emptiness, there is a parallel application of 
those terms to the object, emptiness, as realized by those two 
consciousnesses. For a Superior's non-conceptual exalted 
knower, emptiness is an actual ultimate free from both elabor
ations; for a conceptual reasoning consciousness, emptiness is 
not an actual ultimate free from both elaborations since it is 
only free from one class of elaborations - those of true 
existence. However, even though in this context the empti
ness realized by a conceptual reasoning consciousness is called 
a "concordant ultimate" and said not to be an actual ultimate, 
this does not mean that in fact it is not an actual ultimate 
truth. Emptiness is an ultimate truth, and hence, no matter 
what type of mind takes it as an object, it is in fact free from 
all elaborations. 

In the Medium Exposition Dzong-ka-ba uses this explana
tion of the usage of the terms "actual" and "concordant 
ultimate" for the object, emptiness, based on the type of 
subject that is realizing it to explain the meaning of the 
passages from Shantarak~hita and Kamalashila cited above 
(PP.430-I), and Jam-yang-shay-ba then uses it to explain the 
meaning of this passage from the Great Exposition. Dzong-ka
ba had said: 595 

The assertion of these [earlier scholars] appears to be 
an assertion that [for the Reason-Established Illu
sionists] the mere object which is comprehended by 
an inferential reasoning consciousness is an ultimate 
truth, whereas it is said in both Shantarak~hita's 
Ornament for the Middle Way (madhyamakalarrzkiira) 
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and Kamalashila's Illumination of the Middle Way 
(madhyamakiiloka) that the object comprehended by 
a reasoning consciousness is designated "ultimate" 
due to being concordant with an ultimate truth. 

Jam-yang-shay-ba gives the following commentary:596 

Because an inferential consciousness is a thought 
consciousness, it is not free from the elaborations of 
conceptuality or from the elaborations of dualism; 
therefore, the non-affirming negative that is the 
object of comprehension of an inferential reasoning 
consciousness is an ultimate truth and is concordant 
with the ultimate that is free from elaborations. For, 
Dzong-ka-ba's Medium Exposition of the Stages of the 
Path says, "Because [the object emptiness] is free 
from just a portion of elaborations for a conceptual 
reasoning consciousness, it is not the actual ultimate 
that is free from both elaborations. However, this is 
not to say that in general [the emptiness compre
hended by an inferential reasoning consciousness] is 
not an actual ultimate truth." 

There are two problems with Jam-yang-shay-ba's explanation. 
The first is that when one uses an interpretation that takes the 
referent of Shantarak~hita's and Kamalashila's statements to 
be the object, emptiness, then it is no longer valid to posit 
Shantarak~hita and Kamalashila's statements as in substantive 
disagreement with the assertion of the Reason-Established 
Illusionists that the object comprehended by an inferential 
reasoning consciousness is an ultimate truth. For, the only 
difference would be in the use of terminology, not a disagree
ment as to the ontological status of the object, since the mere 
emptiness that is the object of an inferential reasoning conscious
ness is in fact an actual ultimate truth, even for Shantarak~hita 
and Kamalashila, even if the tenn "concordant ultimate" is 
used for it to take into account the type of consciousness by 
which it is being realized. 
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The secQnd problem is that Jam-yang-shay-ba, in inter
preting Dzong-ka-ba's mention of "the mere object that is 
comprehended by an inferential reasoning consciousness" as 
referring to "the non-affirming negative that is the object of 
comprehension of an inferential reasoning consciousness", is 
contradicting Dzong-ka-ba's own indication of his referent as 
found in the Medium Exposition of Special Insight just follow
ing his explanation of the above way to interpret the passages 
from Shantarak~hita and KamalashUa. He said there: S97 

Therefore, the Reason-Established Illusionists assert 
that a composite of the two, the appearance of a base 
such as the aggregates and its emptiness of true 
existence - [this composite] being the mere object 
established by an inferential reasoning consciousness 
- is an ultimate truth. It is a concordant ultimate, 
not an ultimate truth. 

Thus, Dzong-ka-ba himself indicates that what the Reason
Established illusionists posit as the object of comprehension 
of an inferential reasoning consciousness is not mere empti
ness - a non-aflinning negative and actual ultimate truth -
but is the illusion-like composite of appearance and emptiness 
- an affinning negative which is merely concordant with an 
ultimate truth. If one puts this identification of what is meant 
by "mere object established by an inferential consciousness" 
from the Medium Exposition together with Dzong-ka-ba's 
statement in the Great Exposition that the passages from 
Shantarak~hita and KamalashUa indicate clearly that for them 
such an object is only a concordant and not an actual ultimate, 
then it becomes evident that one cannot use the interpretation 
of the meaning of those passages by Shantarak~hita and 
Kamalashila given by Dzong-ka-ba in the Medium Exposition. 
For, there those passages were taken as referring to the object, 
emptiness, called a concordant ultimate merely because it is 
being realized by a conceptual rather than a non-conceptual 
reasoning consciousness; as explained above, interpreted in 
that way they would not constitute a substantial disagreement 
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with the assertions of the Reason-Established Illusionists since 
the object, emptiness, is in fact an actual ultimate even when 
it is designated a concordant ultimate due to the type of 
consciousness perceiving it. What is needed in this context is 
that the referent of those passages from Shantarak~hita and 
KamalashIla be the illusion-like composite of appearance and 
emptiness. 

Sha-mar-den-dzin's resolution of this dilemma is to make 
the case, which he says is corroborated in Kay-drup's Thou
sand Dosages, that Dzong-ka-ba gave in his writings two 
different interpretations of those passages - one in his Ocean 
of Reasoning, Explanation of (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the 
Middle Way" and the other in the Medium Exposition of 
Special Insight - and that the one to be followed here is the 
former. Sha-mar-den-dzin cites the Ocean of Reasoning where 
Dzong-ka-ba, just after citation of the passage in question 
from KamalashIla, says:S98 

That emptiness which is an affirming negative, a 
negative of ultimate production and so forth in terms 
of the aggregates and persons . . . appears dualistic
ally to an awareness seeing it directly. Further, since 
it does not appear free from dualistic appearance, it 
is an imputed ultimate but a fully qualified conven
tionality. 

Thus, Sha-mar-den-dzin concludes: s99 

Therefore, with respect to the meaning of the pas
sages from the Ornament for the M iddle Way and the 
Illumination of the Middle Way, one needs to know 
that there are two modes of explanation: 

(I) the following, namely that the emptiness that 
is an illusion-like affirming negative - forms and so 
forth which are empty of true existence - is con
cordant with the ultimate in terms of the factor of being 
a negative of true establishment. However, it is not 
an actual ultimate because it appears to an awareness 
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directly realizing it accompanied by dualistic appear
ance. Art actual ultimate has passed beyond all elab
orations; it is the object found by a non-contaminated 
exalted wisdom, which seeing it directly, has pacified 
all elaborations of dualistic appearance. 

(2) a mode of explanation as [is found] in the 
Medium Exposition of the Stages of the Path. 

Thus, it is possible to interpret the passages from Shantarak~hita 
and Kamalashila, when they say that the object compre
hended by a reasoning consciousness is designated "ultimate" 
due to being concordant with an ultimate truth, as intending 
the illusion-like composite of appearance and emptiness, and 
such an interpretation is set forth by Dzong-ka-ba in his 
Ocean of Reasoning. If one uses this interpretation and disre
gards the interpretation given by Dzong-ka-ba in the Medium 
Exposition in which the referent was taken as just the object, 
emptiness, then it is possible to make sense of Dzong-ka-ba's 
statement in the Great Exposition: 

The assertion of these [ earlier scholars] appears to be 
an assertion that [for the Reason-Established Illu
sionists] the mere object which is comprehended by 
an inferential reasoning consciousness is an ultimate 
truth whereas it is said in both Shantarak~hita's 

Ornament for the Middle Way (dbu rna rgyan, madh
yarnakalaT{lkiira) and KamalashIla's Illumination of 
the M iddle Way (dbu rna snang ba, madhyarnakaloka) 
that the object comprehended by a reasoning con
sciousness is designated "ultimate" due to being 
concordant with an ultimate truth. 

Dzong-ka-ba is saying that the Reason-Established Illusionists 
assert that the illusion-like composite of appearance and emp
tiness is an ultimate truth whereas Shantarak~hita and Kama
lashila said that it was merely a concordant ultimate; thus, it 
would be incorrect to call Shantarak~hita and Kamalashila 
Reason-Established Illusionists. A coherent interpretation of 
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Dzong-ka-ba's meaning can be pieced together, but one would 
have to conclude that Dzong-ka-ba did not make it easy. 

Nga-wang-bel-den, in the Svatantrika chapter of his Pre
sentation of the Two Truths, provides a very helpful key to 
unravelling the terminology of actual, imputed, concordant, 
metaphoric, non-metaphoric and so forth used with respect to 
the ultimate. 6OO His explanation can be summarized by the 
charts on the following two pages. 

SUMMARY 

To summarize the main points of the above presentation, 
Dzong-ka-ba, in discussing the subdivisions of the Madhya
mika tenet system, briefly indicated and rejected an assertion 
by earlier Tibetan scholars that Madhyamikas, when divided 
by way of their assertions about the ultimate, are of two types: 
Reason-Established Illusionists and Proponents of Thorough 
Non-Abiding. Among Dzong-ka-ba's Ge-Iuk-ba followers 
there is disagreement as to whether Dzong-ka-ba's intention 
was merely to reject those terms as misinterpreted by the 
earlier Tibetan scholars or whether he rejected them entirely 
on the grounds that the actual assertions of Reason-Estab
lished Illusionists and Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding 
are such that they cannot be accepted as true Madhyamikas. 

Nga-wang-bel-den and Sha-mar-den-dzin p~nt a very 
convincing case for the latter position. They say that Reason
Established Illusionists are those who assert (I) that an illu
sion-like composite of an appearing subject and its emptiness 
of true existence appears to an inferential consciousness realiz
ing emptiness and (2) that such a composite is an ultimate 
truth. They say that Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding 
are those who (I) assert that a consciousness realizing empti
ness apprehends no object at all, since for them emptiness 
cannot be taken as an object of the mind, and (2) therefore 
assert that the term "realizing an ultimate truth" is merely 
designated for others with respect to a consciousness that in 
fact is apprehending nothing at all. 
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Chart 1. 

*ultimate truth 
I 

subjective ultimate 
I 

actual concordant 
subjective subjective 
ultimate ultimate 

ar ar 

non-meta- metaphoric 
phoric subjec- subjective 
tive ultimate ultimate 

(non-concep- (conceptual 
tual wisdom reasoning 
of meditative consciousness 
equipoise) realizing 

emptiness) 

*objective ultimate 
I 

*actual concordant 
objective objective 
ultimate ultimate 

ar ar 

*non-meta- metaphoric 
phoric objec- objective 
tive ultimate ultimate 

(*emptiness (illusion-like 
ar composite of 

*lackof an object and 
inherent its emptiness 
existence) ar 

*emptiness 
that is the 
object of an 
inference) 

All items marked with an * are ultimate truths in fact. 

Also, it is important to note that in actual usage the 
qualifiers "subjective" and "objective" are often omitted; 
thus, for example, the term "actual ultimate" could be refer
ring either to the SUbjective ultimate - not an actual ultimate 
truth - or to an objective ultimate truth - an actual ultimate 
truth. The same is true for "metaphoric" and "non-metaphoric" 
ultimates. The referent must be determined from context. 

An actual subjective ultimate, a concordant subjective ulti
mate, and a concordant objective ultimate can all be called 
"imputed ultimates". 
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Chart 2. The Tibetan terms of Chart 1. 

*don dam bden pa 
I 

\ 

yul can don dam 

I 
\ \ 

*yuldondam 

I 
I 

yulcandon yul can mthun *yul don dam yul mthun pa'i 
damdngos pa'i don dam dngos don dam 

or or or or 
yulcan yul can yulrnam yulrnam 
rnamgrangs rnamgrangs grangsma grangs pa'i 
mayinpa'i pa'idon yin pa'i don dam 
don dam dam don dam 

(mnyam (stongnyid (*stong nyid (snang stong 
bzhagrnam rtogs pa'i or gnyis tshogs 
par mi rtog rigs shes *rangbzhin sgyumalta 
pa'i ye shes) rtogbcas) medpa) bu 

or 
*rjedpaggi 
yuldugyur 
pa'i stong 
nyid) 

All items marked with an * are don dam dngos. 

yul can don dam dngos, yul can mthun pa'i don dam, and yul 
mthun pa'i don dam can all be called don dam btags pa ba. 
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Neither of these positions is acceptable in Dzong-ka-ba's 
Madhyamika interpretation. For him, an ultimate truth is 
necessarily an emptiness. It is an object, it is something that 
can be realized by the mind. Nevertheless, it is a negative 
phenomenon, and, from within the two types of negatives, 
affirming and non-affirming, an ultimate truth is necessarily a 
non-affirming negative - a mere elimination that implies 
nothing else in its place. An affirming negative, such as a 
sprout qualified by its lack of true existence, cannot be an 
ultimate truth. Also, even though an emptiness exists and is a 
phenomenon, when one realizes it, one is not thinking, "This 
is emptiness," or "Emptiness is this phenomenon.,,601 

Thus, when interpreted in the above manner, Dzong-ka-ba 
would indeed reject all uses of the terms Reason-Established 
Illusionist and Proponent of Thorough Non-Abiding, finding 
them unacceptable not merely as a basis for an inclusive 
division of Madhyamikas, but also fallacious as even merely 
descriptive of correct Madhyamika tenets. 

In the end, the basic controversy as to whether there is or is 
not an interpretation of the Reason-Established Illusionists 
and Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding that Dzong-ka-ba 
would accept is of minor import. Further, the lack of detail in 
Dzong-ka-ba's writings, which led to the controversy, may in 
fact be seen, not as a fault, but as indicative of the way in 
which he concentrated on what was important rather than 
dwelling on minutia. 

Nonetheless, there is a great deal of value in the care and 
attention given by Dzong-ka-ba's Ge-luk-ba followers to pur
suing the secondary issues. The analysis used is of the same 
type as that brought to bear on the larger topics; it is based on 
the principles revealed by Dzong-ka-ba's presentation, using 
those principles to understand areas on which Dzong-ka-ba 
did not explicitly touch. This process serves to deepen under
standing of the larger topics. 



2 Alex Wayman's Translation 
Considered 

The portion of Dzong-ka-ba's "Great Exposition of Special 
Insight" translated here has previously been translated by 
Alex Wayman in his Calming the Mind and Discerning the Real 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1978, and reprint 
New Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1979). Thus it is necessary 
here to explain why, in this writer's opinion, a new translation 
is warranted. 

Professor Wayman, in an article, "Observations on Trans
lation from the Classical Tibetan Language into European 
Languages", published in 1972 in the Indb-Iranian Journal 
sets forth his views on how translation from Tibetan should be 
done.602 To summarize some of the main points that Professor 
Wayman makes in his article, the first is that mere knowledge 
of grammar, though essential, is insufficient for making com
petent translations from classical Tibetan. He also makes a 
strong case for literal translation, saying: 

In short, the attempt to render intelligible in another 
language what is difficult and obscure in the original 
can sometimes introduce elements quite at variance 
with the intentions of the original work. As Ruegg 
points out, clarifying remarks should be added (say 
in brackets) to, rather than replace the basic term. 
(p.I66) 

Wayman amplifies further: 

The translator who insists on making the entire sutra 

441 
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intelligible even at the cost of departing from the 
words, introducing new material that does not cor
respond to the original text, and so on, is palming off 
his supposed "insight consisting of pondering" upon 
the unsuspecting reader. (p.168) 

Also he emphasizes the importance of consistent translation 
of Tibetan technical terminology by non-interpretive transla
tion equivalents that can be used in English in the same way as 
they are used in Tibetan. (For instance, in a well taken point, 
he criticizes Stcherbatsky's translation of Siinyatii (emptiness, 
or voidness) as "relativity" and sunya (empty, or void) as 
"relative" since these translation equivalents are unworkable 
in a sentence such as "All dharmas are sfmya of svabhava" 
(P.189). Finally, Wayman says that it is important not to skip 
over any part of the text, but to translate everything, even if 
the translation of some portions is tentative. 

Wayman's translation of Dzong-ka-ba's Great Exposition is 
faithful to the principles he has articulated. It is very literal 
and reflects Dzong-ka-ba's text phrase by phrase, neither 
adding new material, except as indicated by parentheses, nor 
omitting difficult portions. The closeness with which it ad
heres to the Tibetan original, in fact, makes it particularly 
easy to check for accuracy, and such a check reveals that in 
terms of accuracy, Wayman's translation is severely flawed. 

A number of problems with Wayman's translation have 
already been discussed by Geshe Sopa in a lengthy review. 603 
However, a subsequent review by Robert Kritzer seems 
unaware of the seriousness of the problems with the transla
tion, and, although the language is carefully couched, on the 
whole it is highly laudatory, calling Wayman's translation "a 
meticulous piece of scholarship". 604 Also Paul Williams re
marks, in an article setting forth Dzong-ka-ba's views on 
conventional truths, on Wayman's ''fine translation".60s Thus, 
it seems appropriate to adduce further evidence of how flawed 
that translation is. 
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The major source of error in Wayman's translation is his 
misunderstandings of Tibetan grammar; other causes of diffi
culty are misconceptions about the meanings and uses of 
specific terms and a willingness to attempt translation that 
includes all the words of the Tibetan original but does not 
make sense of them in English. These will be discussed 
individually with representative samples of each. 

GRAMMATICAL ERRORS 

To show how quickly meaning can be distorted by a few 
simple errors in grammar and to give an idea of the sheer 
number of errors that can be found throughout Wayman's 
translation, let me cite the following passage. It is one that is 
fairly straightforward, difficult in neither syntax or meaning. 
Dzong-ka-ba is making the point that because both Nagarjuna 
and Aryadeva were considered valid and used as sources by 
the Indian Madhyamikas who came after them, earlier Tibetan 
scholars called those two "Madhyamikas of the model texts" 
(gzhung phyi mo'i dbu rna pa) whereas they called the others 
"partisan Madhyamikas" (phyogs 'dzin pa'i dbu rna pa). He 
says (see P.164):606 

Even the great Madhyamikas such as the masters 
Buddhapalita, Bhavaviveka, Chandrakirti, and Shiin
tarak~hita took Aryadeva to be valid like the master 
[Nagarjuna]. Therefore, since both the father [Nagar
juna] and [his spiritual] son [Aryadeva] are sources 
for the other Madhyamikas, earlier [Tibetan schol
ars] used the verbal convention "Madhyamikas of 
the model texts" for those two and used the verbal 
convention "partisan Madhyamikas" for the others. 

Wayman (p.181) translates this passage as follows: 

In this regard, the great Madhyamikas Aryadeva, 
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acarya BUddhapalita, Bhavaviveka, Candrakirti, 
Santarak~ita, and others became authoritative like 
the acarya (Nagarjuna); but the Master and his 
disciples (Nagarjuna and Aryadeva) are the source 
for the other Madhyamikas, so the early teachers of 
Tibet called the texts of these two the "grandmother 
Madhyamika" and applied the term "partisan 
Madhyamika" to the others. 

In this short passage Wayman has made five separate errors: 

I) Not seeing that Dzong-ka-ba is saying that Buddhapalita, 
Bhavaviveka, Chandrakirti, Shantarak1jhita, and so forth took 
Aryadeva to be just as authoritative as Nagarjuna, Wayman 
has Dzong-ka-ba saying that Aryadeva, Buddhapalita, Bhava
viveka, and so forth all became authoritative. He misidentifies 
"Buddhapalita, Bhavaviveka, Candrakirti, Santarak~ita, and 
others" as the object of the verb "to hold" or "to take" (mdzad 
pa, Wayman's "became") rather than as the agents. Accord
ing to Wayman, these became authoritative for someone else, 
whereas Dzong-ka-ba is saying that they took Aryadeva to be 
authoritative. 

Wayman makes this error first by ignoring a separative 
particle (ni) which sets Aryadeva off from the other names in 
the list as the object of the verb "hold" (the "logical" subject) 
and by then ignoring an instrumental (kyis) which establishes 
the others in the list as the agents who take Aryadeva to be 
authoritative. Thus, it is not that Aryadeva, Buddhapalita, 
Bhavaviveka, Chandrakirti, Shiintarak1jhita, and others be
came authoritative; rather, Buddhapalita, Bhavaviveka, Chan
drakirti, Shantarak~hita, and so forth took Aryadeva to be 
authoritative. 
2) Wayman does not take the term "acarya" or "master" 
(slob dpon) as modifying "Buddhapalita, Bhavaviveka, Chan
drakirti, Shantarak~hita, and so forth", but as referring only 
to BUddhapalita, whereas it is better understood as referring 
to all of them. Since the term appears only once at the head of 
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the list that begins with Buddhapalita, it is by context that one 
should understand that it applies to all members of the list. 
Additional support for applying it to all members of the list is 
the fact that Dzong-ka-ba uses the term in the pages immedi
ately following the passage in question in reference to each of 
the individuals named in the list. 
3) Because those masters took Aryadeva to be authoritative 
just as they took Nagarjuna to be authoritative, earlier Tibetan 
scholars called Nagarjuna and Aryadeva "Madhyamikas of the 
model texts". Thus the first sentence or clause (whatever way 
one translates it) serves as the reason for the second one. 
Wayman, however, has not seen this, but has taken them to 
be in opposition, using the word "but". This reading is 
entirely unjustified because the Tibetan instrumental (mdzad 
PAS) is clearly an instrumental of reason. 
4) Perhaps Wayman's phrase, "the Master and his disciples 
(Nagarjuna and Aryadeva)," is a misprint for "the Master and 
his disciple (Nagarjuna and Aryadeva)". If not, Wayman's 
parenthetical addition, "(Nagarjuna and Aryadeva)", would 
be glossing "disciples", in which case Dzong-ka-ba would be 
referring, with the word "Master", to a third person who was 
a teacher of both Nagarjuna and Aryadeva. It is clear, how
ever, by its frequent use throughout the text, that yab (''father'' 
or "Master") refers to Nagarjuna and sras ("son" or "disciple") 
refers to Aryadeva. Any ambiguity might have been avoided 
had Wayman translated the term gnyis ka ("both") which 
modifies the term yab sras ("father and son", or "master and 
disciple"), making it unmistakably clear that only two individ
uals are the referents - "both the father [Nagarjuna] and his 
[spiritual] son [Aryadeva] ... " . 
5) In the last clause Dzong-ka-ba is saying that earlier 
Tibetans therefore called Nagarjuna and Aryadeva "Madhya
mikas of the model texts" since they were accepted as valid by 
all the other Madhyamikas - Buddhapalita, Bhavaviveka, 
Chandrakirti, Shantarak~hita, and so forth - whereas those 
scholars were called "partisan Madhyamikas". Thus, persons 
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are the referents of the verb "called", being called "Madhya
mikas of the model texts" or "partisan Madhyamikas". 

Wayman, however, sees Dzong-ka-ba as saying that the 
term is applied to the texts of Nagarjuna and Aryadeva rather 
than to the scholars themselves. He does this by mistransla
ting the grammatical particle la, which indicates those for 
whom the term was used ("earlier [Tibetan scholars] used the 
verbal convention 'Madhyamikas of the model texts' for those 
two"). In his translation, Wayman inappropriately treats the 
particle la as if it were a genitive particle ("the early teachers of 
Tibet called the texts of these two the 'grandmother Madhya
mika'''). It should also be pointed out that here Wayman is 
inconsistent since in the final phrase of the passage ("and used 
the verbal convention 'partisan Madhyamikas' for the others"), 
a parallel construction to the one under discussion here, he 
does translate the particle correctly ("and applied the term 
'partisan Madhyamika' to the others"). 

(I also disagree with Wayman's literalness in using the 
translation equivalent "grandmother" (in "grandmother 
Madhyamika") for the tenn phyi mo. Although "grand
mother" is found in the dictionary, the tenn is also used to 
translate the Sanskrit miitrkO, as in Nagirjuna's Precious 
Garland, verse 394, where it refers to a model of the alphabet 
which a grammarian uses in first teaching his students. Its 
usage thus as a basis, or model, or guide is more appropriate 
to the present context; these are "Madhyamikas of the model 
texts" because they are taken to be valid, authoritative, by all 
the other Madhyamikas. (See note 313.) 

The net effect of all these errors is to obscure the basic point 
that all Madhyamikas, whether Svatantrikas (Bhavaviveka 
and Shantarak~hita) or Prasailgikas (Buddhapalita and Chan
drakIrti), accept Aryadeva to be as valid as Nagarjuna and use 
both as sources. Almost all the later Madhyamikas are differ
entiated into partisan camps as Svatantrika-Madhyamikas or 
Prasailgika-Madhyamikas, and members of one camp would 
not necessarily accept the works of members of the other as 
reliable. 
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This passage is indicative of general types of errors found in 
Wayman's translation - misidentification of the subjects and 
objects and misuse or ignoring of the grammatical particles 
that determine the syntax of a sentence. I would like now to 
cite examples of classes of specific grammatical errors that 
Wayman makes on mUltiple occasions. 

1 . Wayman frequently misses the non-case usage of the particle 
"la" and the genitive particles "kyi, gyi, gi, 'i, yi", where their 
meaning is "but", "and", or "whereas". 
Following is an example where Wayman mistranslates both. 
In a section where Dzong-ka-ba is showing how Madhya
mikas differ greatly from Nihilists, Dzong-ka-ba points out 
that when Chandrakirti himself explicitly addresses this issue, 
he states as the reason why Mftdhyamikas differ from Nihilists 
the fact that Madhyamikas assert actions and so forth as 
existing conventionally. Dzong-ka-ba then uses Chandrakirti 
as evidence for his position that Madhyamika interpretations 
widespread in Tibet at his time were wrong, pointing out that 
Chandrakirti did not say that Madhyamikas differ from Nihil
ists because (1) Nihilists have assertions whereas Madhya
mikas do not or (2) because Nihilists say that actions and their 
effects do not exist (med pa) whereas Madhyamikas merely say 
they are not existent (yod pa rna yin). In his translation of this 
passage, Wayman misses the non-case usage of the particle 
"la" twice and of the genitive particle 'Yi" once. Dzong-ka-ba 
says, (see p.212):607 

Here the master [Chandrakirti], as the reason for 
[the Madhyamikas] being different from those 
having a view of annihilation, did not say, "Because 
they have assertions, whereas we do not." He also 
did not say, "They assert those as non-existent 
whereas we do not propound such as non-existent 
(med pa) but rather assert them as not existent (yod pa 
rna yin pa)." 
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Wayman (p.2I2) translates this: 

Still, the iiciirya (Candrakirti), when differing from 
the nihilist in terms of the reason, does not say, 
"That's your thesis because it is not ours" [i.e., does 
not try to pin the Lokayata doctrine on the opponent 
the way the latter tries to pin nihilism on the Madh
yamika]. He does not say, "We have nothing like 
your claim that those things do not exist" [since the 
PrajfuipiiramiUi scriptures have such teachings in the 
paramartha sense]. Nor does he say, "We claim that 
an existent does not exist." 

In the phrase, "Because they [the Nihilists] have assertions, 
whereas we [Madhyamikas] do not," (Wayman's "That's your 
thesis because it is not ours"), Wayman ignores the disjunc
tive sense of the particle La ("whereas"), treating it merely as a 
phrase breaker and then applies the reason instrumental pas 
("because") only to the second half of the phrase rather than 
the whole phrase. Wayman has not understood that Dzong
ka-ba is only giving a (hypothetical) reason clause showing 
how Chandrakirti did not distinguish Madhyamikas and 
Nihilists. In other words, Dzong-ka-ba is saying that Chan
drakirti did not say, "Madhyamikas differ from Nihilists 
because the Nihilists have assertions whereas we Madhya
mikas do not." This basic error has then forced Wayman to 
misconstrue the demonstrative pronoun de, which means in 
this case "those [Nihilists]" or "they", as "your" and to 
misconstrue the first person plural particle kho bo cag "we", as 
"our", th~reby adding an erroneous possessive sense. 

The second part of the passage sets forth a second statement 
of what Chandrakirti did not say when differentiating Madh
yamikas from Nihilists. He did not say that Madhyamikas are 
different from Nihilists because the Nihilists assert actions 
and their effects as non-existent (med pa) whereas the Madh
yamikas assert them as not existent (yod pa rna yin pa). 
Dzong-ka-ba is refuting an interpretation of Madhyamika in 
which negations of existence (yod pa) and non-existence (med 
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pa) are taken without qualification and an unfounded differ
ence is made between saying that something is non-existent 
(med pa) and that it is not existent (yod pa mayin pa). Dzong
ka-ba's point is that although the Tibetan language allows one 
to differentiate these linguistically and some Madhyamika 
interpretations are based on such a distinction, in terms of 
meaning there is no difference. Such a distinction is not a 
valid way of explaining Madhyamika. 

Wayman, based on not understanding the use of the non
case particles, fails to see that the remainder of the passage is 
one statement of what Chandrakirti does not say, with its end 
indicated by the "quotation marker" ces - "He [Chandrakirti] 
also did not say, 'They assert those as non-existent whereas we 
do not propound such as non-existent (med pa) but rather 
assert them as not existent (yod pa mayin pa).'" (Wayman has 
handled the non-case particle la that separates the two state
ments of what Chandrakirti did not say relatively correctly, 
treating it merely as a period. It would have been better to 
give an indication of its conjunctive sense, "and", indicated in 
my translation above by "also" - "He also did not say ... ") 
Wayman treats what is one statement of what Chandrakirti 
did not say as two separate statements: 

He does not say, "We have nothing like your claim 
that those things do not exist" [since the Prajfuipara
mira scriptures have such teachings in the para
martha sense]. Nor does he say, "We claim that an 
existent does not exist. 

It is not two separate statements, but rather one phrase, 
composed of two equal clauses separated by the particle la 
("whereas"), with the second clause itself being composed of 
two equal clauses separated by the particle yi ("but rather"). 
Wayman has run the first clause and the first part of the 
second together as one phrase ("We have nothing like your 
claim that those things do not exist"), ignoring the disjunctive 
la and adding in a "your" not in the Tibetan. Wayman then 
treats the third clause of the sentence (my "but rather assert 
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them as not existent", Wayman's "Nor does he say, "We 
claim that att existent does not exist") as a separate independ
ent clause, which it is not. 

Wayman's inappropriate treatment of the clauses in this 
passage indicate another of his frequent tendencies - to take 
the shad, a textual mark used in Tibetan (which lacks punctu
ation such as commas, semicolons, periods, and so forth) to 
break up sections of text, as if it were the primary indicator of 
significant breaks in meaning. In fact, the shad often has less 
significance than Wayman assigns to it, and sometimes import
ant meaning breaks are not marked by a shad at all. 

Wayman's incorrect treatment of the clauses described 
above accords with how the sections of text are separated by 
the shad. The passage has two shad separating three sections of 
text, and Wayman took them as separating three equal clauses. 
This is not so, the grammatical units of the passage being 
detennined by the grammatical particles of the sentence, not 
primarily by the shad. The first shad does indeed separate two 
equal clauses - the two statements of what ChandrakIrti did 
not say, but the second shad merely serves to separate the two 
clauses that make up the second part of the statement of what 
ChandrakIrti did not say. The break between the first and 
second clauses of the second statement of what ChandrakIrti 
did not say is marked only by the non-case particle lao 
Wayman, by mistranslating this particle and relying on the 
shad to indicate a break in meaning, has completely missed 
the point of the passage. 

In mistranslating the passage, Wayman has obscured an 
important aspect of Dzong-ka-ba's Madhyamika interpretation 
- namely, that Dzong-ka-ba does not feel that Madhyamikas 
have no theses. Dzong-ka-ba suggests that if Chandrakirti had 
held that Madhyamikas have no theses, Chandrakirti would 
have used this as a reason why Madhyamikas differ from 
Nihilists. Also, Dzong-ka-ba does not believe that the Madh
yamika negations of both existence and non-existence can be 
taken without qualification since, as far as he is concerned, a 
denial of existence is the same as a statement of non-existence. 
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Further, Dzong-ka-ba does not believe that such was the 
intention of Nagar;una or ChandrakIrti, for again he feels 
Chandraklrti would have used such as a reason if that were his 
opinion. These points could not possibly be understood from 
Wayman's translation. 

Having missed Dzong-ka-ba's meaning, Wayman has 
sought to make his translation sensible by adding explanation 
in parentheses. The explanations, however, make the passage 
even more obscure. 

In a second example where Wayman misunderstands the 
noncase usage of the particle la, Dzong-ka-ba is setting forth 
two different ways that Madhyamikas can be divided: (I) into 
those who assert external objects and those who do not, or (2) 
into Svatantrikas and PrasaIigikas. He says (see p.I66):608 

Therefore, [Madhyamikas] are limited to the two, 
those who do and do not assert external objects 
conventionally, and also, if names are designated by 
way of how the view ascertaining emptiness, the 
ultimate, is generated in the continuWll, they are 
limited to the two, Prasangikas and Svatantrikas. 

Wayman (p.182) translates this as: 

There is certainty as to the Prasailgika (thaI) and the 
Svatantrika (ran) when one applies those names by 
way of the means of generating in the lineage of 
views certainty about whether they do or do not hold 
an external in conventional terms and [emphasis 
mine] certainty about paramiirtha-voidness. 

Wayman's basic error in this passage is that although he has 
treated the particle la as "and" (italicized above), he has not 
understood that it separates two independent clauses, each of 
which ends in "are limited to the two" (gnyis su nges). Dzong
ka-ba is setting forth two different ways in which a twofold 
division of Madhyamika can be made. Wayman has run the 
two clauses together as one, and this leads him to make the 
incorrect statement that the division of Madhyamikas into 
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Svatantrikas and PrasaIigikas has something to do with 
whether they do or do not assert external objects. This is not 
so because, as Dzong-ka-ba has just explained (see p.166), 
some Svatantrikas, those following Bhavaviveka, do assert 
external objects and some, those following Kamalashila and 
Shantarak~hita, do not. The division into PrasaIigika and 
Svatantrika is made purely on the basis of how the view is 
generated in the [mental] continuum (not "lineage" as Wayman 
translates it). Madhyamikas who assert external objects include 
both PrasaIigika and Sautrantika-Svatantrika; those who do 
not are the Y ogachara-Svatantrikas. 

Another problem with Wayman's translation that this pas
sage reveals is his failure to differentiate between two distinct 
meanings of the Tibetan term nges pa. It can mean either 
"definite", or "liInited", or it can mean "ascertain". Wayman 
makes the case that a Tibetan term should always be trans
lated by the same English equivalent, and, in situations where 
the Tibetan original has only one meaning, I agree with him. 
However, in cases where a term has more than one distinct 
meaning, it is highly unlikely that one English equivalent can 
be found that will adequately serve those multiple meanings, 
and in those cases it seems, in the interest of a translation 
intelligible in English, more appropriate to employ different 
translation equivalents. Wayman's translation here of nges pa 
in all situations as "certainty" is a case in point, for it obscures 
the meaning of the passage cited above. Of the three times the 
term is used in this passage, in two cases it means "definite" or 
"liInited" - "Madhyamikas are definite as, or are limited to, 
the two ... " - and in the third it means "ascertain" - "how 
the view ascertaining emptiness, the ultimate, is generated 

" 

2. Wayman frequently misses the instrumental used to indicate 
the agent of an action, particularly when affixed to a tenn like 
wisdom (ye shes) or reasoning (rigs pa) which he tends to translate 
only in a passive sense. Sometimes this is harmless as in the 
passage (see P.178):609 
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... a Superior's exalted wisdom perceiving suchness 
perceives production, cessation, bondage, release, 
and so forth as not existing in the least, " 

Wayman translates this (PP.I89-90): 

when with the noble knowledge that sees reality one 
sees that there is no (dharma) whatever of birth and 
decease, bondage and liberation, etc ... 

His adding in a "one" as a seer distinct from the "knowledge" 
that is the true agent of the passage, alters the meaning 
slightly but is not critical. 

However, in other cases, such a practice leads to outright 
mistranslation. For instance, Dzong-ka-ba says (see p.I96):61O 

Moreover, if reasoning refutes bondage, release, and 
so forth ... 

Wayman's translation (p.20I) is: 

Furthennore, if one opposes with the principle of 
bondage and liberation, etc .... 

Having missed the fact that reasoning (Wayman's "principle") 
is the agent, and bondage and liberation are its object, he joins 
the two with an unjustified "of" and ends up with a "principle 
of bondage"! Wayman fabricates an unstated agent, "one", 
thereby causing him to ignore the true agent and introduce 
serious distortion of meaning. 

To give a final example of misunderstanding of the agentive 
instrumental leading to serious error: Dzong-ka-ba makes the 
point that those who negate too much have not differentiated 
between inherent existence and existence and erroneously 
hold that a refutation of inherent existence is a refutation of 
existence. He says that such must be the case, for why else 
would they say that the reasoning refuting inherent existence 
refutes mere existence (see P.I99):611 

Otherwise, why would you propound that the reas
oning refuting establishment by way of [an object's] 
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own entity refutes mere existence, mere production 
and cesSlltion, and so forth? 

Wayman translates this passage (p.202): 

(On the other hand), if this is not what (you believe), 
why do you interpose an objection saying there is 
only an existent thing and only arising and ceasing, 
etc. with your principle of cessation of accomplish
ment by own nature? 

Wayman has taken 'gegs pa, "refute", not as a verbal but as a 
noun, "objection" (even were it a noun, it would not mean 
"objection", but "refutation" or "negation"). Then, he has 
not seen that "mere existence" and "mere arising and cessa
tion" are its object and that the agent of all this is the reasoning 
refuting establishment by way of [an object's] own entity 
(Wayman's "principle of cessation of accomplishment by own 
nature"). 

Wayman's translation results in Dzong-ka-ba's opponent 
saying that those things (my "mere existence, mere produc
tion and cessation"; Wayman's "only an existent thing and 
only arising and ceasing") exist, whereas Dzong-ka-ba's point 
is that they have erroneously been refuted by those who 
negate too much. Again, Wayman's mistranslation obscures 
one of the important points of Dzong-ka-ba's argument -
that those who negate too much say that the reasoning 
refuting inherent existence also refutes arising, ceasing, bond
age, liberation, and so forth, and that, from Dzong-ka-ba's 
viewpoint, such constitutes an extreme of Nihilism. 

3. Wayman seems not to understand either the participial or the 
agentive uses of the Tibetan genitive. An example of the former 
can be found in the passage cited just above; in Wayman's 
"principle of cessation of accomplishment by own nature," 
(rang gi ngo bos grub pa 'gog pa'i rigs pa) "principle", or, if it 
were more accurately translated, "reasoning", is the agent of 
the participle, 'gog pa, "refute", (Wayman's "cessation"), to 
which it is attached by the genitive particle 'i. Hence it would 
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be better translated "reasoning refuting establishment by way 
of [an object's] own entity". 

In an example of the latter, which leads to distortion of the 
meaning, Wayman speaks in his introductory chapters to the 
translation (p.6I) of the "refutable of the path" (lam gyi dgag 
bya) and the "refutable of the principle" (rigs pa'i dgag bya). 
Here, his use of the non-committal "of" leaves open the 
possibility that the path and principle are in some fashion 
refuted. It is the opposite; the path and reasoning are the 
agents accomplishing the refutation - the afflictive obstruc
tions and obstructions to omniscience are the objects to be 
refuted by the path, and inherent existence, or self, is the 
object to be refuted by reasoning. 

4. Wayman frequently ignores or mistakes the particle "ni", 
particularly when it is used to indicate the subject of a sentence. 
For example, Dzong-ka-ba says (see p.2IO):612 

Another mode of [Madhyamikas'] difference from 
those having a view of annihilation, who assert that 
actions and their effects do not exist, is set forth 
extensively in Chandrakirti's Clear Words as follows: 

Wayman (P.2I I) translates this as: 

The nihilistic view which holds that there is no 
kamuz and fruit as well as other different methods, 
are stated in the Prasannapadii, this way: 

The particle ni is not usually translatable but does function 
within sentences. Wayman, by ignoring it, has in this case 
missed the subject of the sentence ("Another mode of the 
[Madhyamikas'] difference from those having a view of an
nihilation who assert that actions and their effects do not 
exist"), which is set off by ni. Thus, he has completely missed 
the point of the sentence, which is to introduce a section 
setting forth yet another way that Chandraklrti himself differ
entiates Madhyamikas from Nihilists. 

In taking as his subject "the nihilistic view ... as well as 
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other different methods", Wayman has misunderstood a com
mon meaning of the particle dang. Although it often means 
"and" or "as well as", as Wayman has taken it here ("as well as 
other different methods), another very common meaning is as 
"from", which is what it means here, "difference from those 
having a view of annihilation". The ni indicating the subject is 
the real clue to which meaning is intended in this situation. 

Finally, this passage reveals another error that Wayman 
makes on numerous occasions, a seeming lack of awareness of 
what is called in Tibetan the "term of ownership" (bdag po'i 
sgra), which adds a possessive sense to a term. What Wayman 
has translated as "the nihilistic view" in fact means "those 
having a nihilistic view", with the difference in Tibetan being 
between chad Ita and chad Ita ba. Wayman has ignored the ba 
particle. 

5. Wayman frequendy misunderstands or does not make clear in 
his translation when passages are explanation of material cited 
previqus~ rather than independent new material. This mistake 
often distorts the meaning of what is being said, introducing 
new elements not intended by Dzong-ka-ba. For instance, 
Dzong-ka-ba, having just cited a passage from Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words in which Chandrakirti refers to Nagarjuna's 
Treatise on the Middle Way (XXIV.ab), "For whom emptiness 
is suitable, all is suitable," and concludes "For whom empti
ness is not suitable, dependent-arising would not exist [empha
sis added], whereby all is unsuitable," (see P. I89) saYS:613 

Therefore, "suitable" and "unsuitable" are to be 
understood as those things' existing and not existing. 

Wayman (P.I97) translates this as: 

One may understand from that passage when the 
valid and the invalid are present or absent. 

Wayman has again misunderstood the usage of the particle ni, 
here also used to set off the subject of the sentence ("suitable" 
and "unsuitable"). He has taken it as "when", a meaning 
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never justified by ni but an error which Wayman makes on 
more than one occasion.614 Wayman's translation of yod and 
med ("existing and not existing") as "present" and "absent", 
although possible in some situations, is inappropriate here, 
where those terms mean simply "exists" and "does not exist". 

Through mistranslating and misinterpreting the passage, 
Wayman has obscured another of Dzong-ka-ba's radical, but 
carefully made points - that emptiness can be said to exist, 
(not just be "suitable" as Nagarjuna said literally), with the 
justification being Chandrakrrti's shift from "suitable" to 
"exists" in his concluding line of commentary. 615 

6. Wayman frequently obscures the structure of Dzong-ka-ba's 
argument through mistaking when Dzong-ka-ba is setting forth his 
own opinion and when he is summarizing those of opponents. It 
admittedly is not always easy to distinguish these, but usually 
there are clear grammatical clues, and these Wayman often 
ignores. For example, Wayman (P.2IO) translates a lengthy 
passage as follows: 616 

(You say,) granted that we hold that prior entities 
did not exist later on, and in that sense do not exist; 
and we have not claimed that these (entities) exist 
primordially, so how does that amount to a nihilism 
view? (In reply) this is the way it has been said to be 
the nihilism view (MUlaprajfui, XV, II, c-d): 

Saying that something does not exist now but 
existed formerly - reduces to nihilism. 

Your argument is discussed in the Prasannapadii (in 
XXIV, II): 

The yogin who is moved only by his deception 
about conventional truth (sa1!Wrli-satya) and who 
has understood it to be without self-existence, 
when he discovers the voidness of it (= sartzvrti
satya) to have the character of paramiirtha, does 
not fall into the two extremes. (But:) when you 
think, "What is that thing which used to be and is 
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not now?" you cannot thus perceptively reach the 
self-existence of the former entity, and so, also, 
you cannot discover its later non-existence. 

Since that was said, you think it over and say, "That 
. .gh " IS not n t, ... 

With this example I will, in the interests of space, ignore 
Wayman's errors of translation and concentrate only on his 
errors in identifying the flow of the argument. Wayman has 
the passage begin with an opponent's view - from "(You 
say)" through to "nihilism view?". Then, he returns to 
Dzong-ka-ba's viewpoint - beginning with "(In reply)" and 
continuing through the two quotations. Then he returns again 
to the opponent - "you think it over and say, "That is not 
.gh " n t, .... 
In fact, everything from the beginning of the passage 

through the end of the second quotation is the opponent's 
position. However, the line, "that is not right" , which Wayman 
indicates as spoken by the opponent, is not the opponent's 
line at all, but is the beginning of Dzong-ka-ba's response 
refuting the opponent. That this is so is unmistakably clear 
from the Tibetan, in which the unit of the opponent's position 
is clearly demarcated at the beginning by the term gal te, "if", 
and at the end by snyam na ''you were to think", from which 
Dzong-ka-ba's response follows naturally, "that is not reason
able" (de ni rigs pa rna yin te). Within the section that is the 
opponent's position, it is further made clear that the citation 
of the two quotes are by the opponent in support of his 
argument, for they are introduced by the particle te and are 
concluded by the indication that a reason has just been given, 
"because it is said" [i.e., in those passages cited] (zhes gsungs 
pa'i phyir), which, in logical discourse, are indicative of a 
reason clause. 

Wayman's misinterpretation of who is speaking makes it 
impossible to follow the flow of Dzong-ka-ba's argument. 
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7 . Wayman frequently ignores the adverbial accusative (in 
Tibetan, "de nyul"). Dzong-ka-ba says (see p.I78):617 

. .. since an exalted wisdom perceiving suchness 
perceives production as non-existent, it is not feas
ible that [production] be established by it. 

Wayman (P.I90) translates this as: 

. .. since it is proved by that knowledge (= iirya
samiipalli) which sees reality (directly), it is not valid 
that it sees the non-existence of birth. 

Wayman has made three major errors in this sentence: 

I) He has ignored the adverbial accusative within the reason 
clause, "since an exalted wisdom perceiving suchness per
ceives production as non-existent." Instead he has translated 
that part of the phrase as "it sees the non-existence of birth," 
treating non-existence as the object of the verb and creating a 
genitive relationship between it and "birth", that is not found 
in the Tibetan. 
2) He has ignored the basic rule that the entire clause 
governed by an instrumental of reason must precede that 
instrumental particle ("since an exalted wisdom perceiving 
suchness perceives production as non-existent") and has taken 
his verb "proved" ("since it is proved by that knowledge (= 
iirya-samiipatti) which sees reality (directly)"), from after it, 
again ignoring another adverbial accusative particle ra that is 
attached to the verb as he does so. He has also not included in 
the reason clause some material that should be there, ("per
ceives production as non-existent") which he puts in his main 
clause ("it sees the non-existence of birth"), again against the 
rules of Tibetan syntax. 
3) By ignoring the second adverbial accusative particle ra 
just mentioned, he has failed to see that the verb to which it is 
attached, "proved", or "established", must be the referent of 
the term "valid", or "feasible" which follows it ("it is not 
feasible that [production] be established by it"). In fact, the 
two adverbial accusatives are in a parallel relationship and a 
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very literal translation of the passage would be, "Because 
production is perceived as (or to be) non-existent by an exalted 
wisdom perceiving suchness, [production] is not feasible as 
(or to be) established by that [exalted wisdom]." Wayman has 
taken "see" as what is not feasible ("it is not valid that it sees 
the non-existence of birth"), again jumping over the reason 
instrumental against the rules of Tibetan syntax. 

Wayman's errors cause him to contradict directly the sense 
of Dzong-ka-ba sentence: whereas the point of the sentence is 
that, according to the opponent whose opinion is being cited, 
production and so forth are 7Wt "proved" or "established" by a 
Superior's exalted wisdom because it sees them to be non
existent, Wayman has that opponent saying that they are. 
Further, Wayman's mistranslation has obscured a passage 
that sets up another of Dzong-ka-ba's fine distinctions (which 
is drawn out in detail later, Wayman's translation, p.217) -
the fact that a consciousness' not seeing something is not the 
same as its seeing that thing as non-existent, as is claimed by 
those who negate too much. 

8. W' ayman consistently ignores basic rules of Tibetan ~. 
Errors two and three in the example just cited above are cases 
of this. To give another example, Dzong-ka-ba says in a 
section heading (see p.I8r):618 

Showing that those systems refute the uncommon 
distinguishing feature of Madhyamika. 

Wayman (P.I9I) translates this as: 

Showing that the special refutation of dhaTrfUl by that 
school is not common to the Madhyamika. 

In this passage Wayman makes two major errors, both be
cause of ignoring syntax. First he misunderstands what the 
adjective "uncommon" modifies, placing it with Madhyamika 
rather than with "distinguishing feature". If it were as Wayman 
has interpreted it, there would not be a genitive particle 
between "Madhyamika" and "uncommon", as there is (dbu 
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ma'i thun mong ma yin pa), but instead there would be the 
particle dang, "with" (dbu ma pa dang thun mong ma yin pa). 

Secondly, to arrive at the phrase "special refutation of 
dharma", Wayman has completely ignored word order and 
surrounding grammatical particles. The Tibetan word order 
here is khyad ehos bkag pa, with khyad ehos (feature) modified 
by the adjective "uncommon" (thun mong ma yin pa) that 
precedes it joined by a genitive particle 'i. There is no way that 
Wayman's "special" (khyad) could be an adjective modifying 
"refutation" when it is separated from it by the term ehos, 
especially not when it is bound to the term "uncommon" that 
precedes it by a genitive particle. 

In addition, Wayman has further obscured the meaning by 
his choice not to translate the Tibetan ehos, but instead to 
substitute its Sanskrit equivalent, dharma. Dharma and, cor
respondingly, ehos, have at least ten different meanings.619 No 
one English word can handle all those meanings, a fact which 
Wayman tacitly acknowledges by not attempting a translation 
but instead falling back to the Sanskrit. However, as a general 
practice this leads to potentially obscure translation, and in 
this case to outright error, since ehos in connection with khyad 
is, in Tibetan, a technical term meaning ''feature'' or "attri
bute", being an abbreviation of khyad par gyi eMS, and if one 
wants to be very literal, giving weight to both the syllables 
that make it up, it can be translated as "distinguishing 
feature" or "special attribute". Wayman, by trying to make 
the adjective "special" modify "refutation" has thus missed 
the technical term. 

Wayman does on subsequent occasions translate the term 
more correctly as "special dharma" (PP.191 and 199), so he can 
be accused, not of not knowing at all that it is a technical term, 
but merely of error on this occasion and inconsistency in 
translation. I would still disagree with the translation "special 
dharma" as being unnecessarily obscure, particularly in a later 
situation where it is used in conjunction with another technical 
term, khyad gzhi. There khyad gzhi and khyad ehos mean 
"substratum" and "attribute" and Wayman's translation of 
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these (P.258) as "special basis" and "special dhanna" make a 
passage that is already difficult unintelligible. 

MISUNDERSTANDINGS OF TERMS 

Often passages of Wayman's translation are obscured due to 
his not understanding the meaning of particular terms. 
Wayman mistranslates a number of such terms, frequently 
based on a very literal rendition of the parts of the term in 
situations where such literalness not only does not convey the 
sense of the term but introduces elements of error. 

Wayman translates srid mtha' which means "almost not 
occuring" and might very literally be rendered as "an extreme 
of existence", as "The one who proceeded to the summit of 
the world" (P.I98). Thus a sentence which should read, (see 
P.I92) "Since this composite of the two, inducing ascertain
ment with respect to such appearance and emptiness, almost 
does not occur, the view of the middle way is very difficult to 
gain," comes out as, "The one who proceeded to the summit of 
tire world with the double collection of certainty guidance in 
that sort of appearance and the void recalled the extraordinary 
difficulty of attaining the Madhyamika view." Wayman per
haps is mixing the term srid mtha' with another, srid rtse, "the 
peak of cyclic existence" which refers to the highest realm 
within cyclic existence, the fourth of the four fonnless absorp
tions. 

Wayman translatesgtan med, "completely non-existent", as 
"not continuous" (P.203). Thus a passage which should read, 
(see P.I99), ''you ... propound that if [sprouts] are utterly 
without establishment by way of their own entities, they are 
utterly non-existent," is translated as, " ... and you are asserting 
that if the accomplishment by own nature is not continuous, it 
is not continuous." 

Wayman translates med rgyu, which is the Tibetan way of 
mirroring the Sanskrit gerundive and means "to be non
existent" or in English often simply "non-existent", as ''with 
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his cause for absence" (p.I88) Thus a passage which should 
read (see p.n6): 

Just as, for example, in order to ascertain that a 
certain person is not here, you must know the 
person who is wt here, so in order to ascertain the 
meaning of "selflessness", or "non-inherent exist
ence", you also must identify well that self, or 
inherent existence, which does wt exist. 

is translated by Wayman as: 

For example, to be certain about thinking that a 
(certain) person is not present, it is necessary to 
know this person 'With his cause for absence. In the 
same way, to be certain about the meaning of nonself 
and nonself-existence, it is also necessary to deter
mine that "self" and "self-existence" with cause for 
their absence. 

Wayman similarly translates chad rgyu, "annihilated" as "cause 
of annihilation" (P.2IO). Thus, the phrase, "if, in order to 
have a view of annihilation, it were necessary to have asserted 
fonnerly whatever thing was annihilated . .. " (see P.2(9) be
comes, in Wayman's translation, "if it is necessary to accept a 
prior entity as a cause of nihilism for the nihilism view, ... ". 

Wayman translates the phrase "med bzhin du" which means 
''whereas [such and such] does not exist" or ''while [such and 
such] does not exist" as "in that way it does not happen that". 
Thus the phrase, "in that case, since there comes to be no way 
to take cause and effect as illusion-like, appearing to exist 
inherently whereas they do wt, you fall to an extreme of 
pennanence," (see p.200) becomes, in Wayman's translation, 
(P.203), "in that way it does wt happen that one regards as 
illusory-like the appearance there, which in fact is the cause 
and fruit without self-existence, and so one falls into the 
extreme of eternalism." 

Also, Wayman seems not to understand that the tenn rang 
gi sde pa, or, in abbreviated fonn, rang sde, literally means 
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"our schools" and hence "Buddhist schools". He sometimes 
ignores it aitogether, as on P.I87 where he translates the 
phrase "Even the Proponents of True Existence of our own 
[Buddhist] schools" (see p. 173) as "the Sautriintika realists"; 
(also, limiting the term dngos smra ba, Proponents of True 
Existence to just Sautriintika does not accord with Dzong-ka
ba's intentions as discussed previously, PP.50-I). Another 
mistranslation of this term occurs on P.I92 where he trans
lates the phrase "Scholars of our own [i.e. Buddhist] schools, 
Proponents of True Existence," (see P.I83) as "The learned 
realists with their own position." 

Finally, as mentioned above, the term nges pa can mean 
"definite" or it can mean "to ascertain"; Wayman does not 
distinguish these two and thus mistranslates the phrase "gain 
ascertainment of the two truths" (see p.I82) as "achieve the 
(two) certainties", (p. 192). 

NON-EVOCATIVE TRANSLATION 

A final criticism of Wayman's translation is his willingness to 
translate the words of the Tibetan without making a decision 
as to their meaning, so that one is left with a string of phrases 
in English from which it is difficult to gain any understanding 
at all. To cite an example, in what is admittedly a very difficult 
passage, Dzong-ka-ba saYS:620 

Therefore, you should know that the fact that it is 
not suitable to hold as literal what is taught in a few 
isolated words, out of context, not connecting it with 
what is said before or after in the general run of a 
siitra or treatise, does not destroy [that text's] being 
a scripture of definitive meaning. You also should 
know that even though what is taught on the level of 
the words is suitable to be held as literal, it is not that 
it [necessarily] is not [a passage of] interpretable 
meaning [that is, literal texts can still require in
terpretation] . 
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Dzong-ka-ba's point is that the mere fact that a few words of a 
text out of context cannot be taken literally does mean that the 
text as whole is not of definitive meaning. Nor does mere 
literalness guarantee that a text is of definitive meaning; there 
are other criteria which must be met and some literal texts 
require interpretation. 

Although Wayman's translation includes all of the words, I 
find it completely noncommunicative (p.I80): 

Hence, one should know that for a preaching text of 
final meaning it is not proper to be "according to the 
words" with only the denotation at face value of each 
trivial word, not connecting what is said before and 
after of the general layout of the sutra or sastra -
and there is no loss (of these final-meaning texts); 
and know that for a (preaching text of) provisional 
meaning, it is proper to be "according to the words" 
with denotation of the words - and there are still 
(these provisional meaning texts). 

CONCEPTUAL ERRORS 
Finally, in addition to errors of translation and understanding 
of particular tenns, it appears, from his translation, that 
Wayman has not always grasped points that are central to 
Dzong-ka-ba's presentation and argument. Some have already 
been mentioned. Another, most basic, and one that has already 
been discussed by Geshe Sopa in his review of Wayman's 
translation (see PP.70-2), is Wayman's misidentification of 
who and what are intended by Dzong-ka-ba's refutation of 
those who negate too much or not enough. Given that Way
man, in his response to Geshe Sopa's review,621 flatly denied 
that his identification of these was in error, it is appropriate to 
pursue the subject further. 

Wayman says in the introduction to his translation of 
Dzong-ka-ba's text, (p.6I) "He [Dzong-ka-ba] first treats the 
overpervasion in lengthy fashion (40 folios), then the non
pervasion rather briefly (4 folios), where the first of these 
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fallacious positions, the overpervasion, affirms svabhiiva (self
existence); and the second, the nonpervasion, denies svabhii
va." As specific identifications of who is included within the 
scope of these refutations, Wayman says (p.6I), "The op
ponents thus judged to be guilty of overpervasion are espe
cially the realists, called the vastu-satpadiirthaviidin ... Other 
opponents are the mind-only (cittamiitra) persons of the Yoga
cara school of Buddhism as well as the Madhyamika-Svatan
trika of which Bhavaviveka is the most famous exponent," 
and he says (p.63), "Under the nonpervasion, TSOli-kha-pa 
places the insider of the Madhyamika, Prasangika school who 
has quite properly denied svabhiiva as a principle and then 
falsely denies svabhiiva in the Buddhist path, i.e., takes it as 
the refutable of the path." 

The starting point for Wayman's error in this section is the 
fact that he takes the terms "overpervasion" (khyab ches pa) 
and "under pervasion" (khyab chung ba) as technical logical 
terms. Geshe Sopa in his review (PP.70-I) correctly points 
out that while these terms do have technical meaning in 
Buddhist logic, they are also used in a non-technical way to 
mean "too broad" and "too narrow", and that this is how they 
are used by Dzong-ka-ba. Wayman, in his response to Geshe 
Sopa (Pp.95-6), refuses to accept this, citing in his own 
support the fact that Dzong-ka-ba in the "Great Exposition of 
Special Insight" frequently uses other technical terms of logic 
in their technical sense. Except for pointing out that Wayman's 
argument is logically inconclusive since the mere fact that 
Dzong-ka-ba uses technical terms elsewhere in no way neces
sitates that that is his intention here, and that, furthermore, the 
whole weight of the Geluk-ba scholarly tradition is on the side 
of the more general usage, I will not pursue this line of 
discussion. 

Rather, I will address the dispute from the viewpoint of the 
content of those sections of Dzong-ka-ba's discussion that 
proceed under the headings in question. For surely what 
Dzong-ka-ba talks about in those sections is the key to under
standing what he means by his section headings. 
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Dzong-ka-ba divides his section refuting an overly broad 
identification of the object of negation - which Wayman calls 
"refutation of overpervasion in detennining the refutable" -
into two parts, (I) stating the assertions of such persons and 
then (2) indicating their incorrectness. His introductory sen
tence to the first part is, "Nowadays, most who claim to 
propound the meaning of the middle way say that all phenom
ena ranging from forms through to exalted-knowers-of-all
aspects [omniscient consciousnesses] are refuted by the rea
soning analyzing whether production and so forth are or are 
not established as [their own] suchness ... " (see P.I78). This 
certainly suggests that Dzong-ka-ba saw as those he was 
refuting his contemporaries, by implication, Tibetans, who 
considered themselves to be Madhyamikas and not Propo
nents of True Existence, especially since, in this section 
setting forth the assertions of the opponents who are to be 
refuted, the term Proponents of True Existence (which Way
man translates as "realists" and whom he takes to be the 
opponents herein) is never once mentioned. 

Dzong-ka-ba divides the second section, indicating the 
incorrectness [of those assertions], into two parts, (I) showing 
that those systems refute the uncommon distinguishing fea
ture of Madhyamika and (2) showing that the damages ex
pressed do not overwhelm [our position]. He identifies the 
distinguishing feature of Madhyamika as the ability both 
utterly to refute inherent existence and at the same time to 
make all the presentations of conventional phenomena and 
says that his contemporaries in Tibet who claim to be Madh
yamikas and yet find these two incompatible are no different 
from Proponents of True Existence. 

In this portion of the "Great Exposition" Dzong-ka-ba 
makes far more mention of Proponents of True Existence 
than he does of Tibetan erstwhile Madhyamikas, which per
haps explains Wayman's misconception that the Proponents 
of True Existence are the intended objects of Dzong-ka-ba's 
refutation. I think it could fairly be admitted that Dzong-ka
ba has a secondary purpose, in that having equated those 
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Tibetans who negate too much with the Proponents of True 
Existence, he is in fact negating both. Furthennore, since the 
ammunition for his argument is provided by the writings of 
Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, and Chandraltirti, who were negating 
Proponents of True Existence - who in fact negate too little 
- and were not negating those who negate too much, it could 
appear that the Proponents of True Existence were his pri
mary referent and that Wayman's technical interpretation of 
the tenn khyab ehes pa was justified. 

However, to take it thus is to ignore the structure of Dzong
ka-ba's argument, which initially sets up as the assertions to 
be refuted those of Madhyamikas in Tibet who claimed that 
all phenomena were refuted by the reasonings refuting inherent 
existence and then in the refutation of those assertions, pro
ceeds one by one through a rebuttal of reasons advanced by 
Madhyamika interpreters, not by Proponents of True Existence, 
to show why all phenomena are negated by the Madhyamika 
reasonings. Dzong-ka-ba's primary purpose is to negate mis
interpretations of Miidhyamiko by Madhyamikas, not the views 
of other schools of Buddhism. 

Wayman has correctly translated numerous occasions where 
Dmng-ka-ba equates "erroneous" Midhyamikas with Pr0po
nents of True Existence, so that a refutation of the one is a 
refutation of the other, and thus it seems that his error is 
basically in the identification of the primary referent of 
Dzong-ka-ba's refutation, perhaps because of his initial mis
conception that the tenn khyab ehes pa is being used as a 
technical logical tenn. Wayman's statement, "the first of these 
fallacious positions, the overpervasion, affirms svabhava (self
existence)" would be true were the primary and not the 
secondary object of Dzong-ka-ba's refutation the Proponents 
of True Existence. However, the true primary referent of 
Dzong-ka-ba's argument is those who claim not only to refute 
svabhava but along with it would refute all conventional 
phenomena as well. 

Wayman says of the second aspect of Dzong-ka-ba's refuta
tion of those who misidentify the correct measure of the object 
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of negation, "Under the nonpervasion, TSOli-kha-pa places 
the insider of the Madhyamika, Prasailgika school who has 
quite properly denied svabhiiva as a principle and then falsely 
denies svabhiiva in the Buddhist path, i.e., takes it as the 
refutable of the path." (p.63) Again, Wayman seems to be 
confusing what Dzong-ka-ba discusses within the section 
refuting those who negate too little, (or as Wayman labels it, 
"nonpervasion"), with the basic structure of that argument. 
He also shifts Dzong-ka-ba's terminology with the result that 
he makes statements which, while understandable, do not, I 
believe, correctly reflect Dzong-ka-ba's intentions. 

What Wayman sees as a two-staged progression in the 
opponent being refuted by Dzong-ka-ba, from proper denial 
of svabhiiva as a principle and then false denial of svabhiiva in 
the Buddhist path, describes the two major topics that Dzong
ka-ba addresses in this section. However it is clear that 
Wayman has not correctly understood Dzong-ka-ba's argu
ment. First, what Wayman calls a "proper" denial of sva
bhiiva is not so for Dzong-ka-ba. For, Dzong-ka-ba argues that 
these particular opponents have defined svabhiiva in too nar
row a fashion. They do deny the svabhiiva they have so 
defined, but it is inconsequential. Not having gone far enough 
in their negation, they have not succeeded in refuting any
thing that would overcome innate afilictions. Hence their 
negation will not lead to release from cyclic existence and is 
hardly a "proper" denial. Wayman, in speaking of it as 
"proper", ignores Dzong-ka-ba's criticism of such a position. 

Wayman is correct in pointing out that Dzong-ka-ba em
phasizes the existence of a svabhiiva that is realized on the 
Buddhist path, this svabhiiva being reality, the final nature of 
each and every phenomenon. His mistake, as I see it, is to 
think that Dzong-ka-ba is refuting opponents who deny this 
svabhiiva. This second aspect of Dzong-ka-ba's discussion, 
rather than being part of his argument against those guilty of 
under, or non, pervasion, is, I believe, in essence a digression, 
albeit one that flows naturally out of the material which 
preceded it. Let us look into this point in detail. 
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Those who negate too little take svabhiiva as the object of 
negation, bur they define it, based on two verses of Niigar
juna's Treatise an the Middle Way, as that which has the 
threefold qualities of not being produced by causes and 
conditions, not changing into something else, and not depend
ing on something else. Dzong-ka-ba refutes that svabhiiva 
identified thus - rather than as inherent existence, or estab
lishment by way of an object's own entity - is the Miidhyamika 
object of negation, on the grounds that it is inconsequential. 

However, having concluded his refutation, further explana
tion of what those verses from Niigiirjuna's Treatise mean, as 
he understands them, is necessary, and this is the subject 
matter of the rest of the section. In explaining those verses, 
Dzong-ka-ba is able to elaborate his view that emptiness 
exists. He explains that the two verses do not concern merely 
the object of negation, but also indicate, with the last two lines 
of stanza two, the final nature, svabhiiva, that does exist, 
realization of it being the purpose of the Miidhyamika path. 
This final nature is unchangeable, permanent, and not depend
ent on another consciousness as its positer. 

This difference between the two parts of Dzong-ka-ba's 
explanation, the first, in which he is setting forth a wrong view 
and refuting it, and the second, in which he is raising hypo
thetical qualms and answering them, can be seen in the 
Tibetan, where the former is set forth by the standard "Some
one says" (kha cig na re) construction622 and the latter are 
phrased simply as questions, "Does such a nature exist?" ('0 
na ... she na) and "Did you not earlier refute an inherent 
establishment with respect to all phenomena?" ('0 na . . . rna 
bkag gam snyam na).623 Wayman's error comes because he 
runs these two sections together. 624 

His description of this section as a whole as involving 
proper denial of svabhiiva as a principle and then false denial 
of svabhiiva in the Buddhist path additionally confuses things 
because he is mixing terminology. Dzong-ka-ba does speak of 
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two types of object of negation, one by reasoning and one by 
the path. These Wayman translates (misleadingly, as discussed 
above) as "the refutable of the principle" and the "refutable 
of the path". Presumably because svabhiiva when understood 
as inherent existence is the object of negation, or refutable, 
Wayman has supposed a parallel situation and, substituting 
svabhiiva for "refutable", come up with "svabhiiva as a prin
ciple" and "svabhiiva in the Buddhist path". (These terms are 
entirely Wayman's; Dzong-ka-ba does not use them.) Wayman 
then sees the argument in Dzong-ka-ba's refutation of those 
who negate too little as concerning whether svabhiiva is 
refuted as a principle or in the path. He has obscured the 
whole verbal point that, of the two meanings of svabhiiva -
inherent existence and the final nature of phenomena - only 
one, the former, is the object of negation. Svabhiiva as 
meaning inherent existence is the object of negation by reas
oning, and adherence to it is the object of negation by the 
path. Svabhiiva in its second meaning, as the final nature of 
phenomena, is not an object of negation at all, but the reality 
that is to be realized. 

The fact that only the first meaning of svabhiiva can be 
called the object of negation is further evidence of why only 
the first part of Dzong-ka-ba's discussion in this section 
involves his basic argument, which is a refutation of those who 
assert too narrow an object of negation. Having dealt with that 
question, Dzong-ka-ba moves on to another important issue 
that evolves out of the same passages in the Indian texts as 
does the first question: whether svabhiiva, when taken in its 
meaning of the final nature of phenomena, can be said to 
"exist" or not, given Madhyamika refutations that seem on 
the surface to deny "existence" altogether. Proving that it 
does exist is the purpose of the second part of Dzong-ka-ba's 
exposition here and, although a very important argument, is 
in terms of the structural outline of the "Great Exposition of 
Special Insight" essentially a digression. 
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CONCLUSION 

As should be evident from the preceding, lengthy discussion 
of errors to be found in Wayman's translation, I find it to be 
severely flawed and feel that one seeking to understand 
Dzong-ka-ba's "Great Exposition of Special Insight" could 
not rely on it with confidence. There are too many cases of key 
distinctions of Dzong-ka-ba's finely woven argument being 
distorted by mistranslation, as well too little clarity in reveal
ing the structure of Dzong-ka-ba's argument due to misidenti
fication of which passages set forth Dzong-ka-ba's own system 
and which indicate the opinions of others. 

Among the introductory materials Wayman includes with 
his translation, the section entitled "Uses of Buddhist Logic", 
in which he discusses his ideas of who and what Dzong-ka-ba 
was refuting, is erroneous as was discussed above. However, 
other sections of the introduction are good and useful, such as 
Wayman's discussion of the lam rim lineage, his biography of 
Dzong-ka-ba, and his section, "Discursive Thought and the 
bSam-yas Debate". 

One has to admire Wayman's courage and perseverance in 
tackling such a momentous task as the translation of the entire 
"calm abiding" and "special insight" sections of the Great 
Exposition of the Stages of the Path, for it is no small under
taking. Having myself begun with the intention of translating 
the whole "special insight" portion of the Great Exposition and 
having been forced to draw a line, for purposes of this 
volume, at something more like one-sixth of it, I am aware of 
the magnitude of Wayman's accomplishment. However, had 
Wayman attempted less, he might have been more successful 
in the final result. 

I agree with much of Wayman's philosophy about transla
tion. I, too, feel that translations 'should be quite literal, 
translating just what is in the Tibetan original with any 
clarifying material that is added clearly demarcated by par
entheses or brackets. I also agree with Wayman that consistent 
translation of technical terminology is extremely important, 
although I take this point less literally than he does since I 
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think it is important to translate the meaning of a term, and if a 
term has more than one meaning, then multiple translation 
equivalents will be required. 

Professor Wayman is an important figure in the field of 
Buddhist Studies, particularly that of Tibetan Buddhism, 
where he has been a pioneer. He was one of the first to work 
with indigenous Tibetan texts, particularly those of the Ge
luk-ba school and has been an effective and articulate voice 
speaking for the inclusion of the viewpoint of the Tibetan 
tradition in contemporary efforts to understand Buddhism. 
As such, his contributions should not be minimized. He has 
done much to lay a foundation for later scholars to build on. 



3 J am-yang-shay-ba' s Topical 
Outline 

(The first set of page numbers refer to the location in the 
translation of the Annotations; the numbers in parentheses 
refer to the Delhi edition of the Tibetan.) 

II The Explanation of Special Insight 
A The need to achieve special insight even though one has 

a meditative stabilization having the four qualifications 
- p.229 (138.4) 

1 With an example, showing that one is not released 
merely through meditative stabilization - p.229 
(138.5) 

a Even though one has a meditative stabilization 
having the four factors of clarity, joy, bliss, and 
non-conceptuality, if one wants release, it is neces
sary to cultivate the special insight realizing such
ness - p.229 (138.5) 

b The explanation in Kamalashila's Stages of Medita
tion that if suchness is not realized, one cannot be 
released as is the case with the meditative stabiliza
tions of non-Buddhists - P.231 (139.5) 

c Citation of a definitive sutra which is a source for 
that - P.232 (140.4) 

d A worldly meditative stabilization that is a concen
tration or fonnless absorption cannot destroy even 
the manifest conception of self - P.233 (141.2) 

e Since the conception of self has not been aban-

474 
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doned through that meditative stabilization, afflic
tions are generated from the conception of self, due 
to which one is not released - P.233 (141.4) 

2 The path of release as well as how it is cultivated -
P·234 (141.6) 

a Identifying the path of release - P.234 (141.6) 
b How it is cultivated in meditation - P.234 (142.2) 
c Proving through scripture and reasoning that one 

is not released by any method other than realiza
tion of suchness - P.236 (143.2) 

I Without the profound view, one is not released -
P·236 (143.2) 

2 Without hearing much about selflessness, one is 
not released through meditative stabilization and 
ethics - P.239 (144.6) 

3 Without seeking hearing on the topic of selfless
ness through relying on another, that is, a skilled 
spiritual guide, emptiness cannot be realized -
P·241 (145·6) 

4 The need for listening to and thinking on the 
scriptures since all of the scriptures directly or 
indirectly teach about emptiness - P.242 (146.3) 

5 Since the first five perfections are like blind per
sons, from among [the perfections], only the per
fection of wisdom, or wisdom, realizes suchness 
- P·245 (149.2) 

6 If wisdom, like an eye, is not generated through 
hearing and thinking, one is not released - P.24S 
(15°·1) 

B How special insight is achieved/How to train in special 
insight - P.247 (ISO·3) 

I Fulfilling the prerequisites for special insight - P.247 
(ISO·4) 

a The need to hear and think about the stainless 
scriptures - P.247 (ISO·4) 

I The need to hear and think about the scriptures 
- P·247 (ISO·S) 
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2 The need to follow one of the great openers of the 
chariot-ways - P.248 (151.4) 

3 Since Chandrakirti's Supplement to (Nagarjuna's) 
"Treatise on the Middle Way" explains that one is 
not released until understanding Nagarjuna's sys
tem from among those [many systems], it is neces
sary to depend on that - P.249 (152.2) 

b The need not to mistake the interpretable and the 
definitive - P.253 (154. 1) 

I Identifying the mode of requiring interpretation 
and the mode of being definitive from the view
point of which something becomes a scripture of 
definitive or interpretable meaninglIdentifying 
scriptures requiring interpretation and scriptures 
of definitive meaning - P.253 (154.2) 

A' The need to rely on sutras of definitive meaning 
[in order to realize] the profound meaning -
P·253 (154·3) 

B' The meaning of requiring interpretation and 
being definitive - P.254 (154.5) 

I' Positing the interpretable and definitive by 
way of the subjects discussed - P.254 (154.5) 

2' How [the interpretable and the definitive] are 
explained in the Teachings of Ak~hayamati 
SiUra - P.255 (155.3) 

a' A brief indication - P.255 (155.3) 
b' The extensive explanation of the body [of 

this text, the Teachings of A~hayamati Sutra] 
- P·255 (155·5) 

c' Explanation of the branches [that is, in more 
detail] - P.256 (156.4) 

d' The meaning established [by the above sutra] 
- P·259 (158.4) 

3' How [the interpretable and the definitive] are 
explained in other sutras and treatises - p.260 
(158.6) 

a' The explanation in the King of Meditative 
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Stabilizations Sutra that the interpretable and 
the definitive are posited by way of the sub
jects discussed - p.260 (158.6) 

b' The explanation in Kamalashila's treatise, 
the Illumination of the Middle Way - p.260 
(159·5) 

c' The explanation by another siitra that no 
ultimate production and so forth are defini
tive objects - p.261 (159.6) 

d' Therefore [Nagarjuna's] "Collections of 
Reasonings", the root texts and comment
aries, are definitive texts - p.261 (160.3) 

e' The meaning established and an etymology 
- p.262 (160.5) 

f' 1bis definitive meaning must be true, 
[though] not in the sense of "true" [when the 
term "true" refers to] the object of negation, 
and must be established by valid cognition -
p.262 (161.3) 

g' Therefore, not only the non-literal but also 
the literal in which the [final] mode of sub
sistence must be interpreted otherwise are of 
interpretable meaning - p.263 (161.6) 

4' A refutation of others' mistakes with regard to 
the interpretable and the definitivelRemoving 
others' [false] superimpositions with respect to 
the interpretable and the definitive - P.264 
(162·4) 

a' Refuting the assertion that it is not necessary 
to affix "ultimately" to the object of negation 
- P.264 (162.5) 

b' Otherwise it would [absurdly] follow that 
even the siitras that refute [the object of 
negation] would be refuted - p.266 (164.3) 

c' Though a portion of a text is interpretable, 
this does not stop the treatise from being 
definitive - P.267 (164.5) 
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d ' It is not contradictory for [a text] to be both 
literal and require interpretation - P.267 
(165.1) 

2 The history of commentary on Nagarjuna's 
thought - p.268 (165.2) 

A' Transition [between what has been said and 
what will follow] - p.268 (165.2) 

B' Identifying the model Madhyamikas - p.268 
(165.5) 

C' Analyzing the names designated by earlier 
scholars - p.26<) (166.4) 

I' Their assertions - p.26<) (166.4) 
a' A designation of names [to Madhyamikas] by 

way of how they posit conventionalities -
p.26<) (166·4) 

b' A designation of names [to Madhyamikas] by 
way of how they assert the ultimate - P.270 
(167. 1) 

c' There are also Indians who accord with the 
second [mode of] designation - P.270 (167.4) 

2' An analysis [of the second of those assertions] 
- P.271 (167.6) 

a' A lack of enthusiasm due to its being of little 
import - P.271 (167.6) 

b' The way in which the names and meanings 
of this [designation from the point of view 
of] the mode of asserting the ultimate are 
(products of] obscuration - P.271 (168.1) 

c' Summary - P.274 (170.2) 
D' Analyzing the chronology [of the arising of the 

Madhyamika schools] - P.277 (170.6) 
I I The incorrectness [of the assertion] that the 

Superior father [Nagarjuna] and his [spiritual] 
son [Aryadeva] did not refute Chittamatra -
P.278 (170.6) 

2 I The assertion that the initial refuter of Chitta
matra was only Bhavaviveka is incorrect 
P·278 (171.3) 
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3' How Shantarak~hita opened the way of Yoga
chara-Svatantrika - P.279 (171.5) 

4' The need to know in accordance with Kay
drup's Tlwusand Dosages that although these 
names are suitable, the [divisions of Madhya
mika] are not thus in fact - p.280 (172.3) 

5' A [further] unsuitability of those verbal con
ventions for Chandrakirti - p.280 (172.4) 

E' The correctness of the verbal conventions "Pra
saIigika" and "Svatantrika" [used] by scholars 
of the later dissemination - p.280 (172.6) 

I' An indication that this is the thought of Chan
drakirti's Clear Words - p.280 (172.6) 

2' The division into the two, those who do and 
do not assert external objects - p.281 (173.2) 

3' The division [of Madhyamikas] into two, Pra
saIigikas and Svatantrikas, by way of how the 
view is generated in the continuum - p.281 
(173·4) 

F' Which masters are to be followed - p.282 
(174·3) 

I' An indication that the earlier Ga-dam-bas' 
seeking the view following Chandrakirti is the 
thought of Atisha - p.282 (174.3) 

2' Dzong-ka-ba's own assertion that the two sys
tems of Buddhap3lita and Chandrakirti are 
chief and that after them Bhavaviveka is next 
in importance - P.283 (175.1) 

3' The importance of these two masters at all 
times with regard to explaining the profound 
meaning [of emptiness] - P.283 (175.4) 

3 How to settle the view of emptiness - P.284 
(176.1) 

A' The stages of entry into suchness - P.284 
(176.1) 

I' Explanation of the suchness that is the object 
of attainment and the stages of entry [into it] 
- p.284 (176.2) 
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a' The actual [explanation] - P.284 (176.2) 
I' Question - P.284 (176.3) 
2' Answer - P.285 (176.5) 

A" An explanation of the suchness that is the 
object of attainment - P.285 (176.5) 

B" An explanation of the stages of entering 
into that suchness - P.285 (177.2) 

I" The need to see the faults of cyclic exist
ence - P.285 (177.2) 

Z' The need to identify the root that is the 
source - p.286 (177.4) 

3" The need for those of sharp faculties to 
realize that one can abandon the view of 
the transitory, the root source - p.286 
(178.1) 

4" The Truth Body is attained through 
cultivating the view realizing selflessness 
by means of the path - P.287 (178.4) 

5" The explanation in Chandrakirti's Clear 
Words - p.288 (179.3) 

6" How the stageS of entering. [into suchness] 
are explained in Chandrakirti's Supple
ment to (Ndgdrjuna's) "Treatise on the 
Middle Way" - P.289 (180.5) 

l' These stages of entry [into suchness] are 
the thought of both these masters [Chan
drakirti and BUddhapalita] and also of 
Nagarjuna's Treatise on the M iddle Way -
P.292 (184.2) 

b' An elimination of qualms - P.293 (184.6) 
I' A question as to whether the selflessness of 

phenomena is or is not included in the 
suchness and selflessness that are the object 
of attainment - P.293 (184.6) 

2' In answer to that, an explanation individu
ally of the objects of attainmentllndividual 
explanations of the two [types of] suchness, 
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or nirvfu).a, that are the objects of attainment 
- P·294 (185.5) 

3' The mode of realizing the two selflessnesses 
differs from that of the Proponents of True 
Existence - P.294 (186.2) 

A" The actual explanation - P.295 (186.3) 
I" When the self is realized as not existing 

inherently, the aggregates that are the 
basis of designation of the self are realized 
as not existing inherently - P.295 (186.3) 

2" With regard to the mode of investigating 
the lack of inherent existence of the self, 
one needs to analyze, in accordance with 
how the innate view of the transitory con
ceives it, whether or not the self has all 
the characteristics of the aggregates -
p.296 (186·5) 

3" When sought in this way, it is not found 
by a reasoning consciousness - P.297 
(187.4) 

4" This is not only explained in Chandra
kirti's Supplement to (Nagiirjunds) "Treat
ise on the Middle Way", but is the thought 
of Nagar;una's Precious Garland - p.298 
(189·1) 

B" An elimination of qualms - P.299 (189.4) 
I" A question - P.299 (189.5) 
a" Initial question - P.299 (189.5) 
b" Second question - P.300 (190.2) 

2" The actual answer - P.300 (190.3) 
a" A [brief] indication - P.300 (190.3) 
b" The extensive explanation - P.300 

(190·4) 
I" Although that awareness [realizing the 

selflessness of the person] does not 
realize the absence of inherent 
existence of the aggregates, [the 
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absence of inherent existence of the 
aggregates] is realized through its force 
- P·300 (190·5) 

2" It is asserted that the mind realizes it 
when it eliminates superimpositions -
P·301 (191.3) 

j' In this system, due to the absence of 
true existence of the substratum, the 
conception of the true existence of its 
attributes is refuted - P.304 (192.5) 

3" Dispelling an objection - P·304 (193.3) 
a" The objection - P.305 (193.4) 
b" The answer - P.305 (193.5) 
c" An assertion - P.305 (194.1) 
d" A refutation of that [assertion] - P.305 

(194.1) 
I' Not only would this contradict your 

own assertion [that Proponents of True 
Existence do not realize the absence of 
inherent existence of phenomena] but 
also as a reason [why such cannot be 
accepted], it would [absurdly] follow 
that Haribhadra's explanation in his 
Small Commentary [his Clear Meaning 
Commentary on (Maitreya's) "Ornament 
for Clear Realization"] of the absence 
of true existence to Buddhist Propo
nents of True Existence would not be 
correct [because it would be absurd to 
prove the absence of true existence to 
them if they already realized it] -
P·305 (194. 1) 

2" Not only are the measures of being 
ultimately and conventionally estab
lished not the same in the higher and 
lower tenet systems, it is necessary to 
distinguish that there are many forms 
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even within one system - P.308 
(195. 1) 

l' The difference that for those [Propo
nents of True Existence] the person is 
not merely nominally imputed whereas 
for this master [Chandrakirti] it is -
P.309 (195.6) 

4" Therefore, as long as one has not for
saken the tenet that the aggregates are 
substantially existent, that is, are not 
just nominally imputed, one has a con
ception of the person as substantially 
existent - P.309 (196.3) 

2' Explanation that although [practitioners of] 
the two vehicles meditate on the two selfless
nesses individually [even in this system, Pra
saIigika - first the selflessness of persons and 
then of phenomena], the mode of realization 
[in Madhyamika] is different from that among 
the Proponents of True Existence - P.31o 
(196·5) 

B' The actual settling of suchness - p. 3 II (197.5) 
I' Identifying the object of negation by reasoning 

- P·3 I1 (197·5) 
a' The reason why it is necessary to identify 

well the object of negation - P.3I1 (197.6) 
I' Without identifying the object of negation, 

the non-affirming negative which is the ne
gative of that [object of negation] will not 
appear - P.3I1 (198.1) 

2' It is easier to refute the objects of negation if 
they are condensed into the two, the coarse 
and subtle, or into the two, a self of persons 
and a self of phenomena - p.312 (198.5) 

3' One will not be released if one does not 
refute the subtle object of negation - p.312 
(199. 1) 
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4' If one's negation goes too far, one will fall to 
an extreme of annihilation - P.313 (199.3) 

5' The meaning that has been established is 
that if the object of negation is not identified, 
one will fall to [an extreme of] either per
manence or annihilation - P.313 (199.4) 

b' Refuting other systems that [engage in] refu
tation without having identified the object of 
negation - P.313 (199·5) 

I' Refuting an overly broad identification of 
the object of negation - P.313 (199.6) 

A" Stating others' assertions - P.314 (199.6) 
I" [Others' assertion that] all phenomena 

are included in the four extremes -
P.314 (200.1) 

2" [Others'] assertion that the meditative 
equipoise of a Superior perceives pro
duction, cessation, bondage, release, and 
so forth, as non-existent - P.314 (201.5) 

3" [Others'] assertion that an object found 
by [a consciousness] analyzing the ulti
mate and [an object] able to bear anal
ysis [by that consciousness] are 
synonymous - P.314 (202.1) 

4" [Others'] assertion that production, 
cessation, and so forth are not estab
lished by valid cognition - P.315 
(202·3) 

5" [Others'] assertion that production, and 
so forth, do not exist even convention
ally - P.316 (203.5) 

6" [Others'] assertion that if [production 
and so forth] are not included in the four 
alternatives, such analysis is not feasible 
- P·317 (204.3) 

i' [Others'] assertion that because, from 
among the four alternatives, production 
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from other does not exist, production 
does not exist - P.317 (204.5) 

8" [Others'] assertion that it is not neces
sary to affix the qualification "ultimate" 
in the refutation of production - P.318 
(204.6) 

9" Among those, there are two types, those 
who do and do not assert production 
conventionally - P.318 (205.3) 

lO" All accord in refuting inherent existence 
- P·319 (205·5) 

nil The assertion that whatever does not 
inherently exist necessarily does not exist 
- P.319 (205.6) 

B" Showing that those assertions are incorrect 
- p.322 (206.2) 

I" Showing that those systems [described] 
above refute the most important un
common distinguishing feature of Midh
yamika - P.322 (206.2) 

a" Identifying the distinguishing feature of 
Midhyamika - p.322 (206.4) 

I' The Midhyamikas' mode of assertion 
- P.323 (206·5) 

A * The need to assert that the fruits, the 
two bodies [a Buddha's Form Body 
and Truth Body], arise from the two 
collections [of merit and wisdom] -
P.323 (206·5) 

B* How the positing of such cause and 
effect [i.e., the attainment of the two 
bodies in dependence on the ac
cumulation of the two collections] 
depends on the two truths - P.325 
(209·2) 

C* How the non-contradiction of ulti
mate truths - absence of inherent 
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existence - and conventional truths 
- nominal positing - is asserted only 
by Madhyamikas - p.326 (209.4) 

Z' The mode of objection by Proponents 
of True Existence - P.327 (210.5) 

3" The feasibility of cyclic existence and 
nirv3I.Ia even though there is no inher
ent existence - p.328 (212.3) 

A* Although there is no inherent exist
ence, cyclic existence and nirv3I.Ia are 
suitable - p.328 (212.3) 

B* Not only are cyclic existence and nir
vfu.la suitable within non-inherent 
existence, but also, if there were in
herent existence, cyclic existence and 
nirv3I.Ia would not be suitable -
P·330 (213-4) 

C* The suitability of the twelve links of 
dependent -arising and so forth within 
that [emptiness of inherent exist
ence] - P.331 (214.2) 

D* The suitability of everything, the 
four truths, and so forth - P.331 
(214.4) 

E* In the Superior [Nagarjuna's] system 
everything is suitable within depend
ent-arising - P.331 (214.5) 

F* The Superior master [Nagarjuna] 
spoke again and again about such 
suitability - P.333 (216.2) 

G* The suitability of all the activities of 
cyclic existence and nirv3I.Ia within a 
system of no inherent existence -
P.337 (219.6) 

4" The way in which emptiness and de
pendent -arising are of one meaning -
P·339 (220·3) 
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A * The dawning of the absence of inher
ent existence as dependent-arising 
- P.339 (220·3) 

1* A brief indication by way of reason
ing - P.339 (220·4) 

2* Individual explanations through 
scripture - P.340 (221.5) 

a* Indicating that all is suitable within 
an absence of inherent existence -
P.341 (221.5) 

b* The suitability of asserting the 
four truths within that [emptiness 
of inherent existence] - P.341 
(222·3) 

c* The suitability of Approachers to 
[and Abiders in] the Fruit within 
this [emptiness of inherent exist
ence] - p.W (223·1) 

d* The suitability of the Three Jewels 
- P·342 (223·3) 

e* Within this [emptiness of inherent 
existence] everything, the proper 
and the improper, is suitable -
P·342 (223·5) 

f* The meaning of suitable and un
suitable on this occasion - P.343 
(224·4) 

B* The dawning of dependent-arising as 
the absence of inherent existence -
P·343 (224·4) 

1 * The mode of objection by the Pro
ponents of True Existence for 
whom the meaning of dependent
arising does not dawn as emptiness 
- P·343 (224·5) 

2* How, due to being dependent
arisings, [phenomena] are empty of 
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being able to set themselves up, or 
of substantial existence - P.344 
(225·4) 

3* Proving the concomitance and non
concomitance of the incorrectness of 
substantial existence in that which 
arises dependently - P.345 (226.1) 

4* Therefore, holding that dependent
arising and emptiness are contra
dictory is like a god who has fallen 
to being a demon - P.347 (227.6) 

5* As long as dependent-arising and 
emptiness appear to be separate [that 
is, contradictory], one has not real
ized the profound meaning - P.348 
(229.1) 

6* When dependent-arising and empti
ness dawn with the one assisting the 
other, that is the measure of having 
realized the view, and such is diffi
cult - P.349 (229·6) 

7* It is unsuitable to hold that things 
unerly do not exist due to not find
ing them upon analyzing with a fac
simile of [the reasoning of] the lack 
of being one or many - P.352 
(232·4) 

8* Advice to value greatly the dawning 
of dependent-arising as the meaning 
of emptiness, the meaning estab
lished by those [former points] -

P·353 (233·5) 
b" How those systems of earlier Tibetans 

[explained] above refute this distin
guishing feature of Midhyamika -
P·354 (234·4) 

I' How they refute [the Midhyamikas'] 
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explanation that bondage and release 
are feasible within an absence of inher
ent existence - P.354 (234.5) 

2" Thus [in this wrong system] bondage, 
release, and so forth are refuted even 
conventionally - P.355 (235·4) 

j' One who asserts bondage and release 
to be contradictory with an absence 
of inherent existence has refuted the 
unique distinguishing feature of 
Madhyamika - P.356 (236.3) 

4' If one does not assert such, there is no 
reason not to affix a qualification to the 
object of negation - P.356 (236.6) 

5" Your mode of assertion does not differ 
from the mode of objection by the Pro
ponents of True Existence - P.357 
(237·3) 

6" The unreasonableness of the assertion 
that one has no system due to there 
being faults with both inherent exist
ence and an absence of inherent exist
ence - P.358 (238.5) 

7" There is no Madhyamika who refutes 
all of cyclic existence and nirvaI}a even 
conventionally through ultimate analy
sis - P.360 (240.4) 

c" How a Madhyamika responds to such a 
mode of refutationIHow an actual 
Madhyamika responds to the reasonings 
of those Tibetan systems that refute the 
distinguishing feature of Madhyamika 
- P.361 (240.6) 

1" Flinging back to them [the conse
quence] that cyclic existence and nir
VaI}a would not be suitable - P.361 
(241.1) 
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A * Stating back to them [the conse
quence] that cyclic existence and nir
V3.I)a would not be suitable - P.362 
(241.3) 

B* Not affixing a qualification to the 
object of negation is a case of not 
differentiating an absence of inherent 
existence and non-existence - P.363 
(242·5) 

C* Such does not pass beyond pro
pounding the two [extremes] -
P·364 (243·3) 

Z' How they fall to extremes in that they 
do not differentiate the four - inherent 
existence and existence, no inherent 
existence and non-existence - P.365 
(244·6) 

A * An explanation by way of reasoning 
- P·365 (244.6) 

1* How one falls to extremes - P.365 
(244.6) 

2* How the two extremes are avoided 
- P·366 (245·5) 

B* An explanation by way of scripture 
- P.366 (246. I) 

1* Stating a scripture - P.367 (246.1) 
a* An objection [raised] within the 

scripture/An objection to this mode 
of falling to extremes - P.367 
(246.2) 

b* The answer - P.367 (246.5) 
1* A brief indication by way of the 

fact that [Madhyamikas] avoid 
the two extremes and lead [train
ees] to the non-abiding nirvfu.la 
- P·367 (246.5) 

2* An extensive explanation of how 
this is done - P.368 (247.2) 
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A# Although actions and so forth 
are not refuted, their inherent 
existence is - P.368 (247.2) 

B# If there is inherent existence, 
activities are not suitable; with
out such, they are suitable -
P·368 (247.4) 

2* Explaining the meaning of that 
[passage from the Clear Words] 
p.369 (248.1) 

a* The thought of Proponents of 
True Existence - P.369 (248.1) 

b* How [Madhyamikas and Propo
nents of True Existence] agree that 
without cause and effect, one falls 
to an extreme - p.369 (248.4) 

c* Although Tibetans admire Madh
yamika, their assertions are like 
those of Proponents of True Exist
ence - P.370 (249.1) 

d* Madhyamikas answer that they 
avoid the two extremes and pro
pound the middle way - P.370 
(249·3) 

e* If actions and so forth did not exist, 
there would be that fault, but we 
assert actions and effects - P.370 
(249·5) 

f* How the extreme of permanence is 
avoided - P.371 (250.1) 

g* The objection [by Proponents of 
True Existence] that cause and ef
fect are not suitable within an ab
sence of inherent existence -
P.371 (250.2) 

h* The answer that if there is no inher
ent existence, then cause and ef
fect are feasible, and if there is 
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inherent existence, then they are 
not - P.371 (250·5) 

C* The meaning established [by these 
explanations] - P.37I (250.6) 

j' The way in which realization of the 
meaning of the middle way depends 
upon refuting the two extremes -
P.372 (251.1) 

A* Realizing dependent-arising - P.372 
(251.1) 

1* How the two extremes are avoided 
byway of dependent-arising - P.372 
(251.1) 

2* No inherent existence, dependent
arising, falsity, and so forth have the 
same import - P.373 (251.5) 

3* Having avoided the two extremes, 
indicating that illusion-like cause 
and effect exist - P.374 (252.6) 

B* How one comes to realize falsity -
P·374 (253·3) 

1* Qearing away the extreme of non
existence, how dependent-arisings 
are asserted as illusion-like - P.375 
(253·3) 

2* Since the object is not established 
from its own side, the subject is 
established as an unreality, or fals
ity, that is not established from its 
own side - P.375 (254.2) 

3* False establishment, no inherent 
existence, and dependent-arising 
have similar import and do not mean 
utter non-existence - P.376 (254.5) 

4* How the two extremes are avoided 
- P·376 (255·1) 

5* Therefore, the assertion of falsity 
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avoids the two extremes - P.377 
(255·4) 

6* The propounding of the two ex
tremes is not the same as propound
ing an absence of inherent existence 
and so forth - P.377 (255.5) 

'(' The unsuitability of refutation and 
proof without explicit contradictories 
that are contradictories in the sense of 
mutual exclusion - P.378 (256.2) 

A * The assertion that [things) are not 
existent and not non-existent is an 
explicit contradiction P.378 
(256.2) 

B* If there are no contradictories and 
the options are not limited, then re
futation and proof are not suitable -
P·379 (257.1) 

C* If in general the possibilities are not 
limited to the two, existent and non
existent, it is not suitable [to be lim
ited to) the two, inherently existent 
and not inherently existent - P.379 
(257·4) 

D* [These Tibetans) do not understand 
even an image of the fact that such 
limiting of the possibilities is called 
explicit contradiction - P·379 (257·6) 

E* If there were no explicit contradic
tories [dichotomies) that eliminate a 
third category, then due to doubt 
[nothing) could be established -
P·380 (258.3) 

F* Explicit contradictories [dichot-
0mies) apply to all - P.380 (258.5) 

G* Showing that those are cases of being 
mistaken with regard to the mere 
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words, not knowing how to discrimi
nate the meaning of the texts with 
reasoning - P.381 (258.6) 

H* How others do not identify penna
nence and annihilation [properly] -
P·381 (259·3) 

1* If the two extremes are not refuted, 
one is ruined through wrongly view
ing emptiness - P.383 (260.6) 

J* An objection by others due to their 
not understanding the two extremes 
- P.386 (263. 1) 

K* Refutation of that - P.386 (263.6) 
L* That [passage in Nag3I'juna's Treatise 

on the Middle Way] does not indicate 
what the views of the two extremes 
are in general, but how they are for 
Proponents of True Existence -
P·387 (264·3) 

5" Though those who do not know how to 
posit cause, effect, and so forth, hold, 
''There is no inherent existence," they 
have not found emptinessffhrough not 
knowing [the existence of the] cause 
and effect [of actions] and so forth, one 
does not realize the absence of inherent 
existence - P.388 (265.1) 

A * [Nihilists'] non-realization [of the ab
sence of inherent existence] due to 
the fact that the thesis and the sign 
differ - P.388 (265.2) 

1* The meaning of Madhyamikas' 
and Materialists' assertion that 
fonner lives do not inherently exist 
is not the same [with respect to 
what they mean by] existence and 
non-existence - P.388 (265.2) 
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2 * They do not mean the same thing 
since there is a great difference also 
with respect to the reason, or sign, 
[set forth] by those two - P.389 
(265·6) 

3* How Proponents of True Exist
ence object that [Annihilationists 
and Madhyamikas] are the same
P.390 (266.2) 

4* ChandrakIrti's explanation that the 
two theses are not the same from 
the viewpoint of their reasons -
P.390 (266·5) 

5* The objection that although the 
signs [reasons] are not the same, 
the theses are the same - P.391 
(267·5) 

6* The answer that although the 
words of their theses are similar, 
the meanings are not the same -
P.391 (268.1) 

7* A source for the objection [by the 
opponent] that the theses are the 
same - P.392 (268.2) 

8* A source that the theses also are 
not the same - P.392 (268.4) 

9* Therefore, it is established by this 
that ChandrakIrti is indicating that 
if [Madhyamikas] did not assert 
cause and effect, they would be 
similar to Materialists - P.392 
(268.6) 

10* Therefore, it is established that 
Chandrakirti asserts [these] con
ventionally - P.393 (269·1) 

B* Although the mere [words of the] 
theses are similar, they have not real
ized [no inherent existence] and the 
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great fault in this/If one does not 
accept cause, effect, and so forth, 
although the thesis that these do not 
inherently exist would be similar [to 
the Madhyamika's thesis], one does 
not realize emptiness and there is 
great fault - P.393 (269·4) 

1* The objection that the verbal theses 
are the same - P.393 (269·4) 

2* In answer, an explanation of an ex
ample and the meaning exemplified, 
this being the way in which they 
have not realized [emptiness] due to 
not having identified the object of 
negation - P.394 (269·6) 

3* A source for this mode of objection 
[that the theses are the same] -
P.394 (270·4) 

4* A source for the fact that although 
what was said is the same, the real
izers are not at all the same - P.395 
(27°·5) 

5* A source for the example - P.395 
(271.1) 

6* A source for the example that not 
only does the Materialist not realize 
[emptiness] but also this is very bad 
- p·396 (271.5) 

7* Therefore, the assertion by some 
that although they do not assert 
cause and effect, they have realized 
emptiness is mistaken - p.396 
(272.3) 

6" How to differentiate the four - inher
ent existence, no inherent existence, 
[existence, and non-existence]/ Advice 
to value differentiating existence and 
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inherent existence, non-existence and 
no inherent existence - P.397 (272.5) 

A* How Chandraklrti differentiates be
tween inherent existence and exist
ence and between no inherent exist
ence and non-existence - P.397 
(272.5) 

B* How Buddhapalita differentiates 
those - P.398 (273.6) 

1* An objection - P.398 (273.6) 
2* An answer differentiating those two 

- P·399 (274.2) 
C* Advice therefore to work hard at dif

ferentiating the four - inherent 
existence and existence, no inherent 
existence and non-existence - P.399 
(274·5) 

2" Showing that the damages expressed 
above do not damage and overwhelm the 
party to whom they are expressed [i.e., 
do not damage the correct Midhyamika 
interpretation] - Vol II (275.2) 

2' Refuting a too limited identification of the 
object of negation - Vol II (386.6) 

c' How the object of negation is identified in 
our own system - Vol II (408.1) 

2' Whether that negation is done by means of 
consequences or autonomous syllogisms -
Vol III (466.3) 

3' How, in dependence on doing that, to gener
ate the view in your continuum - Vol IV 
(594.2) 

2 The divisions of special insight - Vol IV (728.6) 
3 How to cultivate special insight in meditation - Vol 

IV (742.3) 
4 The measure of having achieved special insight 

through meditative cultivation - Vol IV (808.1) 



4 Em~ndations to the Delhi Edition 
of the" F our I ntenvoven Annotations" 

Two texts were used. The first is that published in New Delhi 
in 1972 by Chos-'phel-Iegs-Idan, which states in the prefatory 
matter that it was reproduced from a print of the corrected 
Tshe-mchog-gling blocks of 1842. It is referred to in abbrevi
ated form as "Delhi". 

The other is a text held at the University of California, 
Berkeley, of which I was able to obtain a microfilm. It has no 
pUblication data, but appears to have been printed for use in 
China as the pages are numbered on the right side in Chinese 
characters. It is referred to in abbreviated form as "Berkeley". 

1be following emendations are a list of all corrections made 
to the Delhi edition - the text from which the translation was 
made - plus indication of points where the Berkeley text 
differs in a significant way from the Delhi edition, but the 
Delhi edition was determined to be either the correct reading 
or an acceptable alternate reading. Numerous minor differ
ences that have no effect on the meaning or translation are not 
noted. 

Also, the outline headings in the Berkeley text are totally 
different from those in the Delhi edition in that the latter are 
by Jam-yang-shay-ba, whereas the compiler of the Berkeley 
edition says that he used Jam-yang-shay-ba's as a basis to 
write his own; accordingly no attempt has been made to note 
differences in the outlines. 

In cases where the point of an emendation is to distinguish 
between Dzong-ka-ba's text and an added annotation, Dzong
ka-ba's text is transliterated in all capital letters md the 
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annotation in small letters. In all other cases the transliteration 
is in small letters. 

Introduction (Delhi, 138.4-150.3; Berkeley, 1-7a.2) 

138.6 bzhags corrected to bzhag pa in accordance with Berke
ley, la.5 (not actually translated here). 

140.3 mu slegs can mams kyi corrected to mu slegs can mams 
kyis in accordance with Berkeley, 2b.6. 

140.6 mngon 'gyur ba mang corrected to mgrwn 'gyur ba yang 
in accordance with Berkeley, 3a.2. 

140.6 re zhig nyon mongs mngon gyur mgo non kyang. Berkeley, 
3a.4, reads re zhig mngon gyur mgo gnon kyang. 

141.6 tsam gyi corrected to tsam gyis in accordance with 
Berkeley, 3b.2. 

142.6 'gro ba'i don byed corrected to 'gro ba'i don med in 
accordance with P5658, Vol. 129, 180.4.4 (Peking 
bstan 'gyur edition of Niigarjuna's Precious Garland). 

142.6 de bzhin du corrected to me bzhin du in accordance 
with Berkeley, 3b.6, and P5658, Vol. 129, 180.4.5. 

142.6 gnas med Ian med corrected to gnas med len med in 
accordance with Berkeley, 3b.6, and P5658, Vol. 129, 
180·4·5· 

142.6 thams cad pa'i corrected to thog med pa'i in accordance 
with Berkeley, 3b.6, and the Pleasure of Elegant 
Sayings Printing Press, Sarnath, 1974 edition of Dhar
makirti's PramiitJaviirttika, 68.20 - 69.2. 

143.1 bsams pa La corrected to bsam pa La in accordance with 
Berkeley, 43.1, and Tokyo sde dge Vo1.8, 142b.2 (Toh 
3865, Chandrakirti's Commentary on (Aryadeva's) 
"Four Hundred"). 

143.2 'das pa 'thob la corrected to 'das pa thob la in accord
ance with Berkeley, 43.2, and Tokyo sde dge Vo1.8, 
142b·3· 

143.5 sgom rim du'ang. Berkeley, 43.5, reads sgom rim du 
yang. However, both the Dhannsala and Dra-shi
hlun-bo editions of Dzong-ka-ba's text read 'ang. 
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144.1 tshad med pa. Berkeley, ¥.7, reads tshad med bzhi. 
144.4 phungjJor 'dzin. Berkeley, 4b.3, reads phung po 'dzin. 

Reading in Delhi is supported by PS6S8, Vol.129, 
174.3.6. 

144.6 zhes pa phal po che'i mdo yin gsungs, identified in Delhi 
as by Dra-di Ge-shay, is identified as commentary by 
Ba-so in Berkeley, 4b.6. Delhi reading preferred. 

145.5 cung zad thob pa'i nga rgyal corrected to cung zas thob 
pas nga rgyal in accordance with Berkeley, 5a.3. 

145.6 bsten corrected to brten. 
147.6 gang zag de corrected to gang zag des in accordance 

with Berkeley, 6a.2. 
148.4 'dra ba de 'ang. Berkeley, 6a.5, reads 'dra ba de yang, 

and yang occurs in Toh 3916, Tokyo sde dge Vol.15, 
48a.6 (Kamalashlla's Middle Stages of Meditation). 
However, both editions of Dzong-ka-ba read 'ang 
(366b.4 and 116.S, respectively). 

148.6 ste bdag med rtogs pa'i lhag mehong sgom par bya'o. 
Berkeley, 6b.2, identifies this commentary as being 
by Ba-so. 

149.1 shes rab de med par. Berkeley, 6b.l, identifies this 
commentary as by Dra-di Ge-shay. 

149.2 Delhi reads gnyis kyis stongs pa. Berkeley, 6b.2, reads 
nyid kyis stong pa, as does Kamalashila, Toh 3916, 
Vol.IS, 48a.7. However, the Dhannsala edition of 
Dzong-ka-ba's text, 366b.6, reads gnyis kyis stong pa, 
and the Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition, 117.1, reads gnyis 
kyis stongs pa. 

149.2-3 Berkeley, 6b.2-3, treats Jam-yang-shay-ba's out
line heading as though it were commentary by Dra-di 
Ge-shay. 

150.3 ston pa ste gnas par. In the Delhi text this appears to be 
all commentary by Ba-so. Berkeley, 7a.2 and 7a.3, 
identifies these as two different commentaries, ston pa, 
by Jam-yang-shay-ba, and ste gnas par by Ba-so. Read 
as two commentaries, the passage is far more sensible. 
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Chapter One (Delhi, 150.3-165.2; Berkeley, 73.2-13b.2) 

150.6 Delhi reads mnyan; Berkeley corrects this to nyan. 
However, both editions of Dzong-ka-ba read mnyan. 

151.2 thag chod pa'i phu thag chod par corrected to thag chod 
pa'i tshe phu thag chod par in accordance with Berkeley, 
7b.1. This accords with the explanation of the term 
given in A-gya Y ong-dzin's A Brief Explanation of 
Terminology Occurring in (Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Ex
position of the Stages of the Path", 163.3-4, lung pa de'i 
phu' am phugs thams cad du btsal nas rna myed par thag 
chod pa'i tshelphu thag chod par btsal ba zhes bya lal. 

151.4 Delhi reads 'ang. Berkeley reads yang. 'ang is sup
ported by both editions of Dzong-ka-ba (Dharmsala, 
367a.6, Dra-shi-hlun-bo, 117.6). 

152.2 Delhi identifies the line 'dis ni blun po dang mi mkhas 
pa'i ryes su 'brang na mi rung bar bshad pas gces par gyis 
as conunentary by Dra-di. Berkeley, 7b.6, identifies it 
as by Jam-yang-shay-ba. This seems correct as it is 
more his sort of conunentary than Dra-di's. 

152.4 lung bstan pa fa corrected to lung bstan pa in accord
ance with Berkeley, 8a.2. 

153.2 de 'das nas corrected to nga 'das nas in accordance with 
Berkeley, 8a.5 and the Peking edition of the tantra, 
P162, Vo1.6, 259.3.8. 

153.3 zhes sogs dang. Berkeley, 8a.6, reads sogs dang. Delhi 
reading preferred. 

153.3 bhai ta tentatively changed to be da in accordance with 
the slitra, P775, Vo1.29, 74.3.7. 

153.3 de'i ming klu zhes 'bod corrected to de ming klu zhes 
'bod in accordance with Berkeley, 8a.7 and the slitra, 
P775, Vo1.29, 74.3.8. 

153.4 so so skye bos. Berkeley, 8a.7, reads so so skye. Delhi 
reading preferred. 

153.4 thegs chen pa tshe der corrected to theg chen 'phags pa 
tshe der in accordance with Berkeley, 8b. I. 

153.5 rnga bo che'i mdor. Alternate reading in Berkeley, 
8b.l, rnga bo che'i mdo. 
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153.6 rtsa she'i {ik chen nas corrected to rtsa shes {ik chen las in 
accordance with Berkeley, 8b.3. 

154.1 gnyis ka nas gsungslzhes pa ltar ro corrected to gnyis kas 
gsungs pa ltar to in accordance with Berkeley, 8b.3. 

155.1 mdo'i drang don nges don dpyad skabs spyi'i don la zhes 
pa'i rjod don byed pa'i phyir te corrected to mdo'i drang 
don nges don dpyad skabs yin cing don zhes pa brjod don 
la byed pa'i phyir te accordance with Berkeley, 9a.2-3. 
Also, in accordance with Berkeley, that commentary 
is to be identified as by Jam-yang-shay-ba. 

155.4 brdzun pa'i rang bzhin corrected to rdzun pa'i rang 
bzhin in accordance with Berkeley, 9a. 5. 

155.4 ste grub byed added in between ste kun rdzob bden pal 
and gtso bor dngos su as commentary by Jam-yang
shay-ba in accordance with Berkeley, 9a.5-6. 

156.1 BA'! sgo nas should be all small letters. 
156.2 yin zhe na. Berkeley text, 9b.2, reads yin ce na. 
156.2 gtan tshig sogs thabs kyi SGO NAS corrected to gtan 

tshig sogs kyi thabs kyi sgo nas in accordance with 
BerkeleY,9b·3· 

156.4 bdag dang sems can sogs eMS kyi dbyings fa dbyer med. 
Berkeley, 9b.5, reads bdag sems ean sogs eMS kyi 
dbyings su dbyer med. 

156.6 Commentary by Nga-wang-rap-den located in Delhi 
following de nyid las is located later in Berkeley (loa.5) 
which would correspond to Delhi, 157.6, following 
zhes bya ba' o. 

157.1 ston pa rnams. Berkeley, loa.5, reads stong pa; Delhi 
reading preferred. 

157.1 don dam dang. Berkeley, loa.5, reads don dam pa 
dang. 

157.2 sems pa'i rtsol ba dang !dan pa to be identified as 
commentary by Dra-di rather than Jam-yang-shay-ba 
in accordance with Berkeley, loa.I. 

157.2 'tsM bas na to be identified as commentary by Jam
yang-shay-ba rather than Ba-so in accordance with 
Berkeley, loa.I. 
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157.4 sgrnb pa po yin las corrected to sgrnb pa po yin pas in 
accordance with Berkeley, loa.3 (Berkeley mistakenly 
reads sgrnb po yin pas). 

159.2 par bya dgos so, identified in Dellii as all conunentary 
by Ba-so, is to be identified as two distinct conunent
aries par bya by Ba-so and dgos so by Dra-di in 
accordance with Berkeley, Iob.7. 

159.4 Conunentary beginning with brjod bya de dag to be 
identified as by Nga-wang-rap-den in accordance with 
Berkeley, IIa.2. 

159.4 de dag dang don corrected to de dag drang don in 
accordance with Berkeley, Ila.2. 

160.2 don dam par nges pa'i don corrected to don dam pa nges 
pa'i don in accordance with Berkeley, IIa.6. 

160.4 rnams no corrected to rnams ni in accordance with 
Berkeley, 1 lb. 1 and the Dharrnsala edition of Dzong
ka-ba's text, 368b.6. 

161.3 Mter /dan pa'i phyirro Berkeley, IIb.6-7, adds in the 
following commentary: 'di'i don gzhan du drang dgos 
mi dgos kyi dbang du byas nos drang nges 'jog po no 
gsung rab nyid drang nges kyi mtshan gzhir gzung la 
gzhan du drang dgos mi dgos kyi don la drang nges su 'jog 
pa no kun rdzob dang don dam la drang nges su bya ba' o. 

161.6 After zhes gsungs so Berkeley, 12a.3, adds in the 
following commentary: ji ltar bstan pa ltar gyi don yod 
med fa drang nges su byed no tshad rna dang beas pas 
ehog kyang des mi ehog pas don dam pa'i dbang du 
mdzad ba zhes gsungs so. 

162.2 dgongs pa'i gtang sa corrected to dgongs pa'i gtad sa in 
accordance with Berkeley, I2a.5. 

163.2 mdor skye ba med sogs corrected to mdor skye ba med pa 
sogs in accordance with Berkeley, I2b.3. 

163.5 Commentary beginning de ltar nges don to be ident
ified as by Nga-wang-rap-den in accordance with 
Berkeley, I2b.6. 

163.6 bkag pa ni ehos de yi de kho no nyid yin pas de ltar bstan 
pas; Berkeley, 13a.l, reads: bkag pa ni de kho no yid 
yin pas de bstan pas. Dellii reading preferred. 
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164.2 don dam pa'i khyad par sbyar ba de rna sbyar ba spyi La 
'khyer Ogos pa la khyad ehos de mi sbyor bar tshig re re'i 
ngo gdong sgra ji bzhin du bzung du mi rung bas nges don 
min pa dang bzung du rung bas kyang nges don yin par 
mi 'gyur ro; Berkeley, 13a.2-3, reads: don dam pa'i 
khyad bar sbyar ba'i spyi la 'khyer dgos pa'i khyad ehos 
rna sbyor bar tshig re re'i ngo gdong sgra ji bzhin du bzung 
du rhi rung bas nges don min pa dang/rung bas kyang 
drang don min parmi'gyur roo Delhi reading preferred. 

164.3 grub pa'i khyad par corrected to grub pas khyad par in 
accordance with Berkeley, 13a.4. 

164.6 khoL'don byas nas DE corrected to khol 'don byas nas 
de in accordance with Berkeley, I 3a. 7, and the Dharm
sala edition of Dzong-ka-ba's text, 369b.3. 

165.1 mi 'jog corrected to mi 'jig in accordance with Berke
ley, 13b.l, and the Dharmsala edition of Dzong-ka
ba's text, 369b.3. 

Chapter Two (Delhi, 165.2-176.1; Berkeley, 13b.2-18a.5) 

165.3 mthar thug par gtso bor corrected to mthar thug pa gtso 
bor in accordance with Berkeley, 13b.3. 

165.4 'GREL PAR rgyal ba nyid kyis lung bstan cing bsngags 
pa'i corrected to 'GREL PAr rgyal ba nyid kyis lung 
bstan cing bsngags pa'I in accordance with Dharmsala, 
369b.5, and Berkeley, 13b.4. 

167.4 Delhi omits commentary by Ba-so, slob dpon dpa' po, 
located in Berkeley on 14b.3 between slob dpon kha eig 
and kyang 'dod do. 

168.1 PHRA MO YOD PA RNAMS corrected to PHRA 
MO yod pa RNAMS in accordance with Dharmsala, 
370a.5, and Berkeley, 14b.5. 

168.2 Berkeley, 14b.7, indicates the annotation 10 chen gyi 
springs yig bdud rtsi'i thigs pa las to be by Ba-so and 
places it a bit later, following bod snga rabs pa'i 'dod pa 
de 'dra ba ni (end of 168.2 in Delhi text). 

168.3 Berkeley, 15.3, indicates the annotation from 168.3-
169.3 to be by Nga-wang-rap-den and places it later in 
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the text - 170.4 in the Delhi edition, following kun 
rdzob bden pa yin no. Berkeley placement has been 
followed in the translation. 

168.4 'dod pa la 10 chen. Berkeley, ISb.3, reads 'dod pa 10 
chen. Delhi reading preferred. 

168.S rang rgyud pa dang gnyis pa. Berkeley, ISbA, reads 
rang rgyud pa gnyis pa. Delhi reading preferred. 

168.6 rjes dpag gis yul corrected to rjes dpag gi yul in accord
ance with Berkeley, ISb.5. 

168.6 gzhal byar 'dod pa. Berkeley, 15b.S, reads gzhal bya 
'dod pa. Delhi reading preferred. 

169.1 bden grub bkag tsam. Berkeley, ISb.6, reads bden grub 
bkag pa tsam. Delhi reading preferred. 

169.2 rnam par shar na corrected to rnam pa shar na in 
accordance with Berkeley, ISb.7. 

169.2 mi snang na coos dang coos can omitted from Berkeley, 
15b.7. Delhi reading seems correct. 

169.4 de 'dir. Berkeley, Isa.2, has same reading for this 
verse from Niigarjuna's Treatise on the Middle Way; 
however, it should be corrected to de ni in accordance 
with the Pleasure of Elegant Sayings edition of Nagar
juna's text, 47.6 and the Sanskrit, La Vallee Poussin's 
edition, 372.13. 

169.s Berkeley, Isa.3, adds in sna rabs pa'i at beginning of 
Baso commentary sgyu rna rigs grub pa des. 

170.2 gcig tsam dang bral dang corrected to gcig tsam dang 
bral bas in accordance with Berkeley, 1 5a. S. 

170.3 rtog bral dang bcas. Berkeley, Isa.6, reads rtog bral 
dang rtog bcas. 

170.3-4 La ni rnam corrected to La rnam in accordance with 
Berkeley, Isa.7. 

170.4 yin de corrected to yin pas de in accordance with 
Berkeley, Isa.7. 

170.4 Commentary from snang ba La through to dbu rna par 
smra ba to be identified as commentary by Ba-so 
rather than Nga-wang-rap-den in accordance with 
Berkeley, ISb.2. 
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170.4 snga rabs pas don dam. Berkeley, ISb.I, mistakenly 
omits·pas. 

170.5 rnam bead yongs geod. Berkeley, ISb.l, reads rnam 
bead dang yongs geod. 

170.5 don tsam don dam. Berkeley, ISb.2, reads don de tsam 
ni don dam. 

171.2 gnyis bstan pa and gnyis mi bstan corrected to gnyis 
brten pa and gnyis mi brten, respectively, in accordance 
with Berkeley, 16a.5. This spelling also found in 
Hahn, ed. Niigiirjuna's Ratniivali, PP.129-31. 

171.2 'khu 'phrig. Berkeley, 16a.s, reads khu 'khrig; Hahn, 
131, shows readings of khu 'phrigs and khu 'khrig. 

171 .5 legs /dan 'byed kyis de ltar rnam par bzhag pa'i rjes 
omitted from Berkeley, 16b.I. 

172.2 Commentary from Uz phyi don' dod pa'i dbu rna through 
to mi rung bar bstan to be taken as commentary by 
Jam-yang-shay-ba rather than by Nga-wang-rap-den 
in accordance with Berkeley, 16b.4. 

172.2 grol sde gnyis corrected to grol sde de gnyis in accord
ance with Berkeley, 16b.4. 

172.6 Prior to the outline heading snga pa, Berkeley, 
17a.I-2, adds the following commentary, identified 
as being by Nga-wang-rap-den: slob dpon legs ldan 
'byed phyi don bzhed pa mdo sde pa dang gnad gcig tu 

yod kyang dpalldan zUz ba ni phyi don yod ees pa'i tshig 
tsam ' dra yang mdo sde pa dang bye brag smra ba su dang 
yang don mi geig go. 

173.5 Commentary from dgongs 'grel ... through to nges pa 
min no to be identified as by Nga-wang-rap-den in 
accordance with Berkeley, 17b.I. 

173.6 Commentary from sgyu rna rigs ... to mi 'thad do on 
174.2 to be placed, in accordance with Berkeley, 
16a.l, at 169.3 and identified as by Nga-wang-rap
den. 

174.1 bead tsam don dam bden par 'dod. Berkeley, 16a.2, 
reads bead tsam du 'dod. Delhi reading preferred. 

174.1 mi gnas par smra ba'o zhes. Berkeley, 16a.2, reads mi 
gnas pa zhes. Delhi reading preferred. 
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174.2 med par bzung ba spros pa. Berkeley, 16a.2, reads med 
par bzung bas spros pa. Delhi reading preferred. 

174.2 byed la mi 'thad corrected to byed pa mi 'thad in 
accordance with Berkeley, 16a.2. 

Chapler Three (Delhi: 176.1-197.5; Berkeley: 18a.5-28a.7) 

176.6 shes sgrib yin pa corrected to shes sgrib yin pas in 
accordance with Berkeley, 18b.4. 

177.2 theg chen skabs to be identified as commentary by 
J am-yang-shay-ba in accordance with Berkeley, I 8b. 5. 

177.2 'bras bu de kho na nyid corrected to 'bras bu'i de kho na 
nyid in accordance with Berkeley, 18b.6. 

177.3 rgyu chags sogs skyon corrected to rgyu chags sogs dang 
skyon in accordance with Berkeley, 18b.7. 

177.4 nyes skyon de layid corrected to nyes skyon de lasyid in 
accordance with Berkeley, 193.1. 

177.6 'khor ba sdug bsngal corrected to 'khor bar sdug bsngal 
in accordance with Berkeley, 19a.3. 

178.6 yin pa de nyid corrected to yin la de nyid in accordance 
with Berkeley, 19b.4. 

179.1 be'u 'dogs pa'i phur pa'i rtsa dpes. Berkeley, 19b.5, 
reads ba 'das phur pa'i rtsa'i dpes. 

179.4 snang ba 'di dag corrected to 'di dag in accordance with 
Berkeley, 200. I . 

179.6 la sogs dngos par. Berkeley, 20a.2, reads la sogs pa'i 
dngos par. 

180.2 'i tshul de to be identified as commentary by Ba-so in 
accordance with Berkeley, 20b.6. 

180.5 thob bya mthar thug dang bsgom bya'i. Berkeley, 20b.l, 
identifies this as commentary by Jam-yang-shay-ba; 
Delhi identification as commentary by Ba-so is prob
ably correct. 

181.2 des bdag corrected to des rang gi ngo bo nyid kyi bdag in 
accordance with Berkeley, 20b4 

181.3 RTOGS pa BYAS corrected to RTOGS par BYAS, 
commentary by both Ba-so and Nga-wang-rap-den, in 
accordance with Berkeley, 20b.5 and .6. 
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181.4 zhi lhag zung 'breI gyi to be identified as commentary 
by '}am-yang-shay-ba in accordance with Berkeley, 
2ob·5· 

182.1 'dra ba Ita bu to be identified as separate commen
taries, 'dra ba and Ita bu, by Ba-so and Dra-di respect
ively in accordance with Berkeley, 21a.2. 

182.2 'khor ba de na corrected to 'khor ba de ni in accordance 
with Berkeley, 2 Ia-4-

182.2 las byung ba de to be identified as commentary by Dra
di rather than by Ba-so in accordance with Berkeley, 
21b·4· 

182.3 su la ji Ita bu corrected to yul ji Ita bu in accordance 
with Berkeley, 2Ia-4. 

183.2 ngo bo nyid kyis grub rna grub ci 'dra ba to be identified 
as commentary by Ba-so rather than by Jam-yang
shay-ba in accordance with Berkeley, 2Ib.4. 

183.3 Commentary by Nga-wang-rap-den through 183.4 to 
be placed later, at 184.6, in accordance with Berkeley, 
2Ib·7· 

183.4 Commentary by Nga-wang-rap-den through 184.2 to 
be placed later, at 186.5, in accordance with Berkeley, 
22b.6. 

184.1 phyirlbdag corrected to phyir telbdag in accordance 
with Berkeley, 23a.2. 

184.2 'gyur tel corrected to 'gyur pa'i phyir in accordance with 
Berkeley, 23a.3. 

184.2 Commentary ending with bzhin no to be identified as 
by Nga-wang-rap-den rather than by Ba-so in accord
ance with Berkeley, 23a.3. 

185.2 tkeg chen las corrected to tkeg chen pas in accordance 
with Berkeley, 22a.4. 

185.4 tkeg chen gyi gang zag ni bdag dang bdag gi ba rang 
bzhin gyis med par rtogs pa de tsam yang to be identified 
as two separate commentaries - tkeg chen gyi gang zag 
ni by Jam-yang-shay-ba, and bdag dang bdag gi ba rang 
bzhin gyis med par rtogs pa de tsam yang by Dra-di, in 
accordance with Berkeley, 22a.5-6. 
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185.5 dang po mi 'thad pa'i de 'dra'i dogs pa de'i to be 
identified as two separate conunentaries-dang po mi 
'thad pa'i by Ba-so, and de 'dra'i dogs pa de'i by Dra
di, in accordance with Berkeley, 22a.7. 

186.2 Conunentary from bdag dang bdag through to mi 'grub 
pa'i phyir should be deleted. It is not found in Berke
ley, 22b.2, and repeats conunentary by Nga-wang
rap-den found on 184.1. 

186.2 gnyis pa 'jug tshul mi 'thad pa'i skyon med de placed on 
186.3, after the outline headings, in accordance with 
Berkeley, 22b.4. 

186.3 bdag gi ba'i gdags gzhi corrected to bdag gi bdag bzhi in 
accordance with sense and the material in the section 
it heads. 

187.1 ~e ba La blang bya corrected to ~e bar blang bya in 
accordance with Berkeley, 2 3a. 7. 

187.2 ~e bar byed pa corrected to ~e bar bya ba in accord
ance with Berkeley, 23a.7. 

187.2 Mer phung po'i mtshan nyid and before ste phung po, 
the Berkeley compiler, 23a.7, adds the commentary 
de rang bzhin gcig tu. 

187.3 Mter mtshan nyid med and before pa zhig, the Berkeley 
compiler, 23b.l, adds in the conunentary dam rang 
bzhin las gzhan pa. 

189.2 bden par grub mtha'i dbang gi bden which was identi
fied as all commentary by Ba-so in Delhi corrected to 
three separate commentaries in accordance with Berke
ley, 24 a.6-7: bden par by Ba-so, grub mtha'i dbang 
gis by Nga-wang-rap-den, and bden par by Jam-yang
shay-ba. 

190. I skyon yod pa nges na corrected to skyon yod pa des na in 
accordance with Berkeley, 24b.4. 

190.6 phung por rang bzhin corrected to phung po rang bzhin 
in accordance with Berkeley, 25a.3, and the Dharm
sala and Dra-shi-blun-bo editions of Dzong-ka-ba, 
373b.5 and 129.6 respectively. 

191.2 sgra mi rtag par bsgrub changed to sgra mi rtag pa sgrub 
which accords with Berkeley, 25a.5, and follows the 
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way Dzong-ka-ba himself wrote it in his Ocean of 
Reasrming, ExpLaniltion of (Niigiirjunil's) "Treatise on 
the M iddle Way" (the rje gsung dbu Trul'i Ita ba'i skor 
edition, 5°4.1). However, it should be noted that the 
Delhi reading is preferable in tenus of meaning. 

191.2 tshad Trul snga TrulS shugs changed to tshad Trul snga Trul'i 
shugs which accords with Berkeley, 25a.5, and follows 
the way Dzong-ka-ba himself wrote it in his Ocean of 
Reasoning, ExpLaniltion of (Niigiirjunil's) 'Treatise on 
the M iddle Way" (the rje gsung dbu Trul'i Ita ba'i skor 
edition, 504.4). However, it should be noted that the 
Delhi reading is preferable. 

191.5 sgro 'dog bead corrected to sgro 'dogs bead in accord
ance with Berkeley, 25b.I. 

191.6 don gyi sde shugs kyi corrected to don gyis de shugs kyis 
in accordance with Berkeley, 25b.2. 

192.1 rtsal du ston nilS to be corrected to rtsal du bton nilS in 
accordance with Berkeley, 25b.3. In accordance with 
Berkeley, 25b.3-25b.7, the commentary only to this 
point is to be identified as by Jam-yang-shay-ba; the 
following commentary up to 192.5 to be identified as 
by Nga-wang-rap-den. 

192.1 des pa to be corrected to nges pa in accordance with 
Berkeley, 25b.3. 

192.3 gang gi dngos to be corrected to gang gis dngos in 
accordance with Berkeley, 25b.6. 

192.5 ngag rab kyi mchan las to be deleted and entire passage 
taken as commentary by Nga-wang-rap-den rather 
than by Jam-yang-shay-ba in accordance with Berke
ley, 25b.7. 

193.5 Outline heading to be placed before de La Ian 'di skad 
brjod par bya sde in accordance with Berkeley, 26a.7. 

194. I Between 'gyur ro and gsum pa ni the Berkeley compiler 
adds his own commentary: nyan thos sde pas rdul phra 
rab du Trul bsags pa'i tshogs spyi yin pas rdzas su med par 
'dod pa dang rten gcig la yod pa' am rigs gcig pa'i rdul 
Trulms bsags pa'i bum pa Ita bu rdzas yod dang rigs tha 
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dad pa' am rten tha dad pa'i tshogs 'dus pa nags tshallta 
bu btags yod du slob dpon legs Idan bzhed don gzhan la 
rna ltos par rang nyid bzullg du yod pa tshugs thub pa kun 
gzhi sogs dang yul can sgra rtog la rna llos par rang nyid 
mngon sum du rtogs byar yod pa'i tshugs thub bzugs sgra 
sogs don gzhan la rna lloS par rang gi ngo bo bzung du 
med pas tshugs mi thub pa gang zag Ita bu dang yul can 
sgra rtog gang la rna brten par mngon sum du rtogs byar 
med pa' am mi thub pa gang rung gis bsdus pa'i chos de 
btags yod kyi mtshan nyid Ita bu'o. 

194.5 dngos smra ba corrected to dngos smra bas in accord
ance with Berkeley, 27a.2. 

195.1 bzhag pa na yin pa bkag gil Berkeley, 27a.5, reads 
bzhag pa rna yin pa bkag pa'i. Delhi reading preferred. 

195.1 Commentary by Nga-wang-rap-den from 1<)6.6 to 
197.5 - kho na re through to mi 'thad par thai 10 -
placed between bden med dol and gnyis pa grub mtha' in 
accordance with Berkeley, 27a.5. 

195.4 rigs pa dang rgyun corrected to rags pa dang rgyun in 
accordance with Berkeley, 27b.5. 

195.4 Between de rnams and dbu rna pas gzhal na the Berke
ley compiler adds his own commentary, 27b.5: yul 
steng nas 'jog pas de. 

195.5 Between de dag gis and don dam par grub the Berkeley 
compiler adds his own commentary, 27b.6: gzhan 
dbang sogs. 

195.6 Instead of pa la nges par dbu rna snang ba sogs las shes 
par bya' 0 Berkeley, 28a. I, reads: pa la der dbu rna 
snang ba dgos pas shes par bya'o. Delhi reading 
preferred. 

196.1 Between slob dpon and 'di'i Berkeley, 28a.2, adds as 
commentary by Dra-di sangsrgyas bskyangs. 

196.3 dngos shugs dang Slobs shugs gang rung lao Berkeley, 
28a.4, reads dngos shugs gang rung lao Delhi reading 
preferred. 

196.4 rna bor corrected to rna dor in accordance with Berke
ley, 28a.5. 
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196.4 mdor ,ba'i bar corrected to rna dor ba'i bar in accord
ance with Berkeley, 28a.5 and the Dharmsala edition 
of Dzong-ka-ba, 374b.4. 

196.6 Text from kho na re through to mi 'thad par thaI 10, 
197.5, placed earlier, at 195.1, in accordance with 
Berkeley, 27a.5. 

197.1 grub par 'dod corrected to grub pa mi 'dod in accord
ance with Berkeley, 27a.6. 

197.1 - 2 rang bzhin med pas rtogs corrected to rang bzhin med 
par rtogs in accordance with Berkeley, 27a.7. 

197.2 des de dag btagsyod corrected to des rags pa btagsyod in 
accordance with Berkeley, 27a. 7. 

197.4 de'i tshogs pa dang corrected to des tshogs pa dang in 
accordance with Berkeley, 27b.2. 

Chapter Four (Delhi: 197.5-206.2; Berkeley: 28a.7-32a.5) 

199.2 nges dngos po corrected to des dngos po in accordance 
with Berkeley, 293.3. Also des is to be identified as 
commentary by Dra-di rather than Jam-yang-shay-ba. 

200.1 - 201.2 moved to 206.2 after byed do and before gong gi 
sa bead in accordance with Berkeley, 3oa.1 and 3Ib.5. 
Also this is to be identified as commentary by Nga
wang-rap-den, not Jam-yang-shay-ba and Ba-so. 

200.2 rigs pa des corrected to rigs shes kyis in accordance with 
Berkeley, 3Ib.6. 

204.1 and twice on 204.2 rang bzhin gyis skye ba corrected to 
skye ba in accordance with Berkeley, 30b.5 and 30b.6; 
qualified by rang bzhin gyis, it would be stating the 
"correct" PrasaIigika position but at this juncture the 
assertions of the opponent are being set forth. 

204.3 'dus pa ni corrected to 'dus pa na in accordance with 
Berkeley, 30b.7. 

205.2-3 To be identified as commentary by Nga-wang
rap-den rather than by Jam-yang-shay-ba and Ba-so. 

206.2 mgrin pa gsal corrected to mgrin pa bsal in accordance 
with both editions of Dzong-ka-ba (Dharmsala, 
376b.2; Dra-shi-hlun-bo, 135.1) and Berkeley, 3Ib.4. 
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Chapter Five (Delhi: 206.2-220.3; Berkeley: 328.5-398.1) 

206.5-207.5 Commentary from de 'gog pa'i through to yang 
song ba'i phyir to be identified as all by Nga-wang
rap-den in accordance with Berkeley, 33b.7 and 45b. 7. 
Also it should be noted that Berkeley places this 
commentary much later; the first portion, from de 'gog 
pa'i through to dka' ba yin no, 207.2, is placed in 
Berkeley at 33b.7; corresponding in Delhi to 210.5, 
just before the outline heading gnyis pa. The second 
portion, from 207.2 through to 207.5 is placed in the 
Berkeley text at 45b. 7, corresponding in the Delhi text 
to 235.4, just before the outline heading gnyis pa. 

207.3 tha dad pa gnyis corrected to 'thad pa gnyis in accord
ance with Berkeley, 46a.2. 

207.3 lugs gnyis bkag corrected to lugs bkag in accordance 
with Berkeley, 46a.2. 

207.4 med par'dod dgos corrected to med dgos in accordance 
with Berkeley, 46a.3. 

207.4 smras pa skye corrected to smras pas skye in accordance 
with Berkeley, 46a· 3. 

208.1 ehos sku dam pa gzugs sku corrected to ehos sku dam pa 
dang gzugs sku in accordance with Berkeley, 32b.5, 
and the Dharmsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba's text, 
376b·5· 

208.5 'dren lhub pa'i 'drongs corrected to 'dren thub pa'am 
, drongs in accordance with Berkeley, 33a.2. 

211.1 de mams kyis bsams tshod corrected to de mams kyi 
bsams tshod in accordance with Berkeley, 343· 5. 

211.4 bzhags med (end of line) corrected to bhzag sa med in 
accordance with Berkeley, 34b.2. 

212.2 go ehod corrected to go tshod based on sense. 
212.6-213.1 nyid smra ba'i lugs to be identified as commen

tary by Ba-so in accordance with Berkeley, 35a.6. 
214.6 gzhin byas pa corrected to gzhir byas pa in accordance 

with Berkeley, 36a.5. 
215.4 rang bzhin gyis stong pa go dgos kyi stong nyid yin par ga 

la go. Berkeley, 36b.3, reads: rang bzhin gyis stong pa 
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go dgos kyi stong pa min par ga fa go. Delhi reading 
preferred. 

215.4 go fa de ltar. The break between commentary by Ba-so 
and by Dra-di Ge-shay comes after go rather than after 
fa in accordance with Berkeley, 36b.2. 

216.5 gsum na corrected to gsum ni in accordance with 
Berkeley, 37a.4. 

217.5 zhi gnas corrected to zhig nas ill accordance with 
Berkeley, 37b.4. 

218.2 zhi gnas corrected to zhig nas ill accordance with 
Berkeley, 37b.6. 

218.2 te 'gyur fa/ to be identified as commentary by Ba-so in 
accordance with Berkeley 37b. 7. 

218.3 rna tshol ba corrected to rna 'ehol ba in accordance with 
Berkeley, 38a.l. 

218.4 ste rang bzhin yod pa kyang. Rather than all being 
commentary by Ba-so as identified in Berkeley, ste 
rang bhzin yod pa is to be identified as commentary by 
Ba-so and kyang as commentary by Dra-di in accord
ance with Berkeley, 38a.2. 

218.6 Add in gcer pa pas before de Ita bu'i bdag gzhan in 
accordance with Berkeley, 38a.5. 

219.3 dngos pas rgyu corrected to dngos po rgyu in accordance 
with Berkeley, 38b.l. 

219.4 mi zad pa dang !dan pa'i corrected to mi bzod pa dang 
!dan pa'i in accordance with Berkeley, 38b. I. 

Chapter Six (Delhi: 220.3-240.6; Berkeley: 39a.r-48b.5) 

220.6 rgyu mtshan des omitted by Berkeley, 39a.4; the Delhi 
reading is preferred. 

221.3 rten 'brei 'thad na kun 'byung sogs 'thad ees so to be 
identified as commentary by Nga-wang-rap-den rather 
than by Ba-so in accordance with Berkeley, 39a.5. 

221.3 rgyu rkyen fa brten nas 'byung ba omitted by Berkeley, 
39a.6; the Delhi reading is preferred. 

221.4 'gag corrected to 'gog in accordance with Berkeley, 

39a·7· 
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225.4 nged dbu rna pa'i skabs; Berkeley, 4Ia.6, reads nged 
dbu rna pas skabs. The Delhi reading is preferred. 

226.6 Commentary from des rul nged kyi through to pa bzhin 
ruJ, 227.3, to be placed on 227.6 just before bzhi pa in 
accordance with Berkeley, 42a.5. 

227.1 des rgyu corrected to des rul rgyu in accordance with 
Berkeley, 42a.5. 

229.6 Berkeley, 43a.5, adds the following commentary, 
identified as by Jam-yang-shay-ba, after brtson par 
bya' 0 and before zhes ' doms so: don 'di ni tsha kho dpon 
pOT gdams pa las/ srwng ba rten 'brei bslu ba med pa 
dang/ stong pa khas len 'brei pa'i go ba gnyis/ ji srid so SOT 
srwng ba de srid du/ da dung thub pa'i dgongs pa rtogs pa 
med/ ces gsungs so/. 

229.6-230.1 Berkeley, 43a.6-7, places the commentary 
from rang re'i bla rna through to dpyad gsung before the 
outline heading drug pa and identifies the commentary 
as being by Nga-wang-rap-den rather than by Jam
yang-shay-ba. Stylistically it could be by either. 

230.2 rna 'gal bar corrected to mi 'gal bar in accordance with 
Berkeley, 43a. 7. 

230.6-231.1 Commentary kyis gang zhing mi gtsang ba rgyun 
du 'dzag pa gzugs can yin pas to be identified as by Ba
so in accordance with Berkeley, W.2. 

231.1 rtogs sla ba; Berkeley, W.2, reads rtogs par sla ba. 
231.2 shin tu nnongs pas bsgribs te mi gtsang ba'i rang bzhin du 

nges pa'i nges pa to be identified as commentary by 
Dra-di Ge-shay and mi rtag sdug bsngal sogs as commen
tary by Ba-so in accordance with Berkeley, 43b.4-5 
and W.2. Also, Berkeley adds the syllable su to the 
Ba-so commentary, so that the commentary reads: mi 
rtag sdug bsngal sogs suo 

231.2-3 In Berkeley, W.3, the commentary stong pa nyid 
de ltar go dka' 'am zhe rul shes bya chos canl snod min gyis 
ches rtogs par dga' ba nges par lags pa'i gnas comes after 
the commentary ste de'i phyir re zhig rags pa'ang rtogs 
par mi nus rul phra ba rtogs par dka' ba Ita ci smos zhes 
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pa'o. Either reading is acceptable; the translation fol
lows Delhi. 

231.6 ste mi 'gyur lao Berkeley, W.4, reads ste mi 'gyur bar 
thai. Either reading is acceptable. 

232.3 pha'i tshul corrected to pa'i tshul in accordance with 
Berkeley, W· 7· 

233.4 rigs pa s dpyod lugs. Berkeley, 45a.I, reads rigs pa 'i 
dpyod lugs. The Delhi reading is preferred. 

233.5 de 'dra ba ni corrected to de 'dra bas ni in accordance 
with Berkeley, 45a.2. 

233.4 rigs pas dpyod lugs. Berkeley, 45a. I, reads rigs pa'i 
Berkeley, 45a.7-45b.2 adds the following commen
tary, identified as by Dra-di Ge-shay: 
tsha kho dpon po ngag dbang grags pa la gdams pa las/ 
nam zhig res 'jog med par cig car du! /rten 'brei mi blsur 
mtkong ba tsam nyid nasi /nges shes yul gyi 'dzin stangs 
kun 'jig nal /de'i tshe Ita ba'i dpyad pa rdzogs pa lags/ 
/zhes gsungs pa'i phyir dang/ tshig gsal dang bu ddha po, Ii 
ta bnyis lasl rgyang phan gyis skye ba snga phyi rang 
bzmn mea par 'dzin pa stong nyid ma rtogs par bshad pa 
Ita bu yin tel tha myad 'jog mi shes na chad mtha' las mi 
'grol ba'i phyir dangl mtha' gnyis ma khegs bar du dbu 
ma'i Ita ba'i lam mi myed pa'i phyir dangllta ba de'i 
ngor tha snyad mea kyang ming tsam Ia tha snyad 'thad 
tshul rtogs dgos par sngar yang bshad pa'i phyir/ byang 
chub bla ma'i dris Ian lasl rten 'byung rgyu 'bras mi bslu 
ba la nges pa myed pas chad Ita 'gog cing mtshan mar 
'dzin pa'i dmigs grad rdul tsam yang ma grub pa'i rang 
bzhin med pa'i stong nyid la nges pa myed pas rtag mtha' 
las grol ba'i phyir ro/ des na ngo bo nyid kyis stong bzhin 
du rgyu 'bras mi bslu ba'i nges pa myed pa'i Ita ba ni rtag 
chad gnyis ka'i gol sa chod pa yin pas rmad du byung ba'i 
go ba yin no/ zhes gsungs sol 
Based on stylistic considerations, this is probably 
commentary by Jam-yang-shay-ba. 

235.4 The Berkeley text, 45b.7-46a.3, places here, before 
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the outline heading gnyis pa, material which the Delhi 
text placed much earlier, from 207.2 - 5 - from de 
yang dbu rna pas ni through to yang song ba'i phyir. 

236.2 gang yang bzhag pa med pas. Berkeley, 46b.I, 
reads gang yang bzhag sa med pas. Either reading is 
acceptable although the latter mirrors such statements 
by Dzong-ka-ba. 

236.3 Before the outline heading gsum pa the Berkeley 
compiler, 46b.2-3, adds the following commentary: 
tha snyad du being grol sogs bkag pa yin tel tha snyad du 
rang mtshan 'gag pa gang zhig rang mtshan 'gog pa'i rigs 
pas beings grol sogs 'gog par 'dod pa'i phyirl. 

236.5 'thad pa ni tha snyad. Berkeley, 46b.5, reads 'thad pa'i 
tha snyad. The Delhi reading is preferred. 

237.3 Mter de 'gog na and before ni rang the Berkeley 
compiler, 47a.3-4, adds the following commentary: 
rang bzhin dang rgyu 'bras bnyis med mnyam du 'dod 
pas. 

237.5 'di ltar dngos sogs gang. Berkeley, 47a.5, reads 'di har 
dngos po gang. Either reading is acceptable. 

237.6 THAL BAR 'GYUR RO corrected to THAL BAR 
'GYUR in accordance with the Dharmsala edition of 
Dzong-ka-ba's text, 383a.2, and the Berkeley text, 
47a.6. 

239. I GANG YANG corrected to GANG DU YANG in 
accordance with the Dharmsala edition of Dzong-ka
ba's text, 383a.4, and the Berkeley text, 47b.6. 

239.4 ste brdzun pa ni dngos po brdzun pa'o. ste brdzun pa is to 
be identified as commentary by Ba-so, the remainder 
as by Dra-di in accordance with Berkeley, 48a.3. 

239.5 brag phug las sgra 'byung corrected to brag phug dang 
sgra 'byung in accordance with Berkeley, 48a.5. 

240. I yang nges stong corrected to yang des stong in accord
ance with Berkeley, 48a. 7. 

240.2 gzugs brnyan las brdzun. Berkeley, 48b.2, reads: gzugs 
brnyan la rdzun. The Delhi reading is preferred. 
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Chapter Seven (Delhi: 240. 6-275.2; Berkeley: 48b.5-64a.I) 

241.1 dbu nul pa dun La gnas pas Ian. Berkeley, 48b.6, reads 
dbu nul pas don la gnas pa'i Lan. Either reading 
acceptable. 

241.6 'i lugs dbu nul pa. In accordance with Berkeley, 4911.3, 
to be read as two separate commentaries, 'i lugs, by 
Dra-di Ge-shay, and dbu nul ba by Ba-so rather than 
as all one commentary by Ba-so. 

241.6 bsgyur corrected to sgyur in accordance with La Vallee 
Poussin's citation of the Tibetan, 502, note 2, and the 
Berkeley text, 49a.3. 

242.2 RKYEN MED skyes pa nyid du mod PAR po cor
rected to RKYEN MED PAR skyes pa nyid du rtsod 
pa po in accordance with Berkeley, 49a.6. 

242.3 rigs par 'gyur. Berkeley text, 49a.7, reads: rig par 'gyur. 
Delhi reading preferred. 

242.3 dngos smra ba khyod. Berkeley text, 49a.7, reads: yang 
dngos smra ba khod kyis and identifies the commentary 
as by Ba-so rather than by Jam-yang-shay-ba as identi
fied in the Delhi text. Either reading acceptable. 

242.3 rtsod par khyod corrected to mod pa po khyod in 
accordance with Berkeley, 4~· 7. 

243.1 de nul byed pa corrected to de nul phyed pa in accord
ance with Berkeley, 49b.4. 

243.3 'gogs corrected to 'gegs in accordance with Berkeley, 
49b.6, and the Dharmsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba's 
text, 38~.2. 

243.6 des na dbu nul par mi rung ba'i phyir TE corrected to 
TEl des na dbu nul par mi rung ba'i phyir in accordance 
with Berkeley, 50a.2. 

244.3-244.5 Commentary from bzhi brgya pa'i 'grel pa'i don 
ni through to dgongs pa dang 'dra' 0 identified by Berke
ley, 50a.6, as commentary by Nga-wang-rap-den rather 
than by Ba-so as identified in the Delhi text. It could 
be by either but seems more in the style of Nga-wang
rap-den. Also Berkeley places the commentary after 
the phrase by Dzong-ka-ba ZHES GSAL BAR 
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GSUNGS PA'I PHYIR (Delhi, 244.4) rather than 
just before it as located in the Delhi text; the Berkeley 
placement is better. 

244.6 rigs pa'i bshad pa corrected to rigs pas bshad pa based 
on sense. 

245-4 BYAS corrected to BYA SA in accordance with 
Berkeley, 50b.5 and the Dra-shi-lbun-bo edition of 
Dzong-ka-ba's text, 15 I. I. 

246.2 rtsod pa no corrected to rtsod pa ni. 
246.6 zhe na deyi Ian omitted from Berkeley, 5Ia.5. It seems 

completely redundant. 
247.3 zhes smra zhing ZHES corrected to ZHES smra zhing 

in accordance with Berkeley, 51 b. I. 
247.4 Berkeley, 51b.1 and 5Ib.2, omits both bits of com

mentary by Ba-so: kho na re and rgyus 'bras bu skyed pa 
sogs. Delhi reading preferred. 

247.4 skye 'gag sogs kyis bya corrected to skye 'gag sogs kyi bya 
in accordance with Berkeley, 5Ib.2. 

247.5 rna nus par corrected to mi nus par in accordance with 
Berkeley, 5Ib.2. 

248.1 MTHOD PA'I PHYIR corrected to MTHONG 
PA'I PHYIR in accordance with both editions of 
Dzong-ka-ba's text, the Berkeley Annotations and the 
Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's text. 

249.1 bod kyi corrected to bod kyis in accordance with sense. 
252.1 The commentary by Jam-yang-shay-ba, de'i don gnyis 

las yod mtha' sel ba, is omitted in the Berkeley text, 
53b.l, and occurs in somewhat altered form a bit 
below, Berkeley, 53b.2, which would still fall on 
252.1 of the Delhi text, after DON can DANG and 
before chad mtha' sel. The Berkeley text reads: zhes 
pas yod mtha' sella. Either reading acceptable. 

252. I chad mtha' sel ba to be identified as commentary by 
Jam-yang-shay-ba rather than by Dra-di Ge-shay in 
accordance with Berkeley, 53b.2. Also, Berkeley reads 
chad mtha' sel ba ni. 

252.6 Berkeley, 53b.6-7, makes clear that the commentary 
dngos po'i skad dod bhii va don du rna Ia 'jug pas 'di'i is 
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by Jam-yang-shay-ba and the commentary 'di dag gi 
skabs'su dngos po yod pa dang dngos po med par bshad 
pa'i is by Dra-di Ge-shay. 

253. I BZHIN LA BYED DE corrected to BZHIN LA 
BYED PA in accordance with Berkeley, 53b.7, and 
the Dharrnsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba's text, 38b.2. 

253.4 The Berkeley text, 5~.4, identifies the commentary 
from dbu rna pas through to de yod dgos na as by Ba-so 
rather than by Jam-yang-shay-ba as identified in the 
Delhi edition. Berkeley identification seems more 
plausible since most of the remaining commentary on 
the passage is by Ba-so and there is none by Jam-yang
shay-ba. 

253.4 rang bzhin gyis grub par bkag. The Berkeley text, 
5~.4, reads: rang bzhin gyis grub pa bkag. Delhi 
reading preferred. 

254. I khyod kyis corrected to khyod kyi in accordance with 
Berkeley, 5~· 7· 

254. I don dam corrected to don nam in accordance with 
Berkeley, 5~· 7· 

254. I te yul. Berkeley, 5~. 7, places this commentary after 
nyid LA and before yul can yang. Delhi reading 
preferred. 

255.2 da lar gyi. This commentary by Ba-so omitted in the 
Berkeley text, 54b.6. Delhi reading preferred. 

255.2 stan gyi to thog corrected to stun gyi to thog in accord
ance with Berkeley, 54b. 7. 

255.2 rtag mtha'. Berkeley, 54b.7, identifies this as commen
tary by Ba-so rather than by Jam-yang-shay-ba as 
identified in the Delhi text. Delhi reading preferred 
given that earlier in the line there is the commentary 
chad mtha' attributed to Jam-yang-shay-ba. 

255.3 da ltar gyi dran pa'i dus su yod dgos pas. In the Delhi 
text this is identified at the beginning of the passage as 
by Nga-wang-rap-den and at the end as by Jam-yang
shay-ba. Berkeley, 54b.7, identifies it as by Ba-so; 
Berkeley identification probably correct. 
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255.3 da lta'ang de yod pa'i phyir. The Berkeley text, 55a.2, 
reads: de lta'ang de yod par. Delhi reading preferred. 

256.2 gtan nas YE MED corrected to YE gtan nas MED in 
accordance with Berkeley, 55a.6. 

257.6 don spyi mgo ba corrected to don spyi ma go ba in 
accordance with Berkeley, 56a.4. 

258.1 gnyis pa gang yang corrected to gnyis po gang yang in 
accordance with Berkeley, 56a.5. 

258.1 'dod pa na corrected to 'dod pa ni in accordance with 
Berkeley, 56a.5 and the Dhannsala edition of Dzong
ka-ba's text, 387a.4. 

258.3 da Ita rang gzhan gnyis la don spyi ma shar ba mang du 
snang bas ngo shes bar gyis to be identified as commen
tary by Jam-yang-shay-ba in accordance with Berke
ley, 56a. 7, rather than as by Nga-wang-rap-den and 
Dra-di Ge-shay as identified by the Delhi text. 

258.4 BZOS MED corrected to BZO SA MED in accord
ance with Berkeley, 56b.1, and the Dra-shi-lhun-bo 
edition of Dzong-ka-ba's text, 156.4. 

259.4 mi bya ste dper na corrected to mi bya ste des na in 
accordance with Berkeley, 57a. I. 

259.4 don la mi dpyod par gzhung gi tshig £Sam gyis tshim par 
mi bya ste des na to be identified as commentary by 
Dra-di Ge-shay in accordance with Berkeley, 57a. 1, 

rather than Ba-so as identified in the Delhi text. 
259.6 dngos po yod med kyi don. Berkeley text, 57a.3, reads: 

dngos med kyi don. Delhi reading preferred. 
260.1 dus nam gyi tshe yang. Berkeley text, 57a.4, reads: dus 

nam du yang. Either reading acceptable. 
260.2 des ni rang bzhin corrected to de ni rang bzhin in 

accordance with the Dhannsala edition of Dzong-ka
ba's text, 387b.4, and the Dhannsala edition of Chan
drakirti's Clear Words, 235.17. 

260.2 yod pa de LA 'gyur. Berkeley text, 57a.6, reads:yod pa 
de LAs 'gyur. Delhi reading preferred. 

261.5 stong pa nyid bstan pa na ciyang med par bstan pa'i don. 
Berkeley text, 58a.3, reads: stong pa nyid bstan pa na ci 
yang med pa'i don. Delhi reading preferred. 
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263.4 after yod pa and before TSAM GYIS the Berkeley 
compiler, 58b. 7, adds the following commentary: 
bden ' dzin gyi ngor bden pa. 

263.6 after GSUNG PA'I and before PHYIR RO the 
Berkeley compiler, 59a.2, adds the following com
mentary: tshig gsal gyi chad lta'i don med pa'i phyir dang 
rang bzhin med par khas blangs pas chad Ita sel ba'i. 

263.6-264.1 Commentary by Nga-wang-rap-den from 'di 
dag through to min no is located later in the Berkeley 
text, 59b.4, which would be 265.1 in the Delhi text, 
just before the outline heading lnga pa. Berkeley place
ment preferred. 

263.6 'di dag gis ni. Berkeley text, 59b.4, reads: 'di dag ni. 
Delhi reading preferred. 

263.6 slar dngos po corrected to sngar dngos po in accordance 
with Berkeley, 59b.4. 

264.6 rang bzhin can gyis dngos po corrected to rang bzhin can 
gyi dngos po in accordance with Berkeley, 59b.2. 

265.1 Mter MIN NO the Berkeley compiler, 59b.3, adds 
the following commentary: des na rangs lugs rang bzhin 
pa'i sems sngar rang bzhin du yod pa chad pa'i chad Ita 
'gog nus kyang gcig shos 'gog mi nus pa bzhin gtan med du 
'dzin pa la chad Ita snga rna med kyang phyi rna 'byung 
ba' 0/. This added commentary immediately precedes 
the commentary by Nga-wang-rap-den which the 
Berkeley commentary locates here rather than at 
263.6 as noted above. 

265.3 lugs de dag corrected to lung de dag in accordance with 
Berkeley, 59b.6. 

266.2 kho rang gi corrected to kho rang gis in accordance with 
Berkeley, 600.4. 

266.4 'JIG RTEN sogs corrected to 'JIG RTEN snga phyi 
sogs in accordance with Berkeley, 6oa. 7. 

266.4 chad Ita DAG KY ANG corrected to chad Ita ba DAG 
KYANG in accordance with Berkeley, 600.7. 

267.4 Commentary by Nga-wang-rap-den from zhes pa'i don 
through to zhes skur ba'o placed after ZHES 
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GSUNGS SO, 267.5, rather than before it in accord
ance with Berkeley, 6ob.5. 

268.5 Commentary by Nga-wang-rap-den from dbu rna pa 
through to zhes pa' 0 should be placed after ZH ES 
GSUNGS SO, 268.6, rather than before it in accord
ance with Berkeley, 6Ia.5. 

268.6 'brei ba'i tshig corrected to 'grel ba'i tshig in accordance 
with Berkeley, 6Ia.7. 

269. I SLOB DPON ZLA GRAGS KYIS corrected to 
SLOB DPON zla grags KYIS in accordance with 
Berkeley, 6Ib.I, and the Dharmsala edition of 
Dzong-ka-ba's text, 390a.2. 

269.3 MED PAS SMRAS corrected toMED PAR SMRAS 
in accordance with Berkeley, 6Ib.3, and the Dharm
sala edition of Dzong-ka-ba's text, 390a.3. 

269.4 bdun pas corrected to bdun las in accordance with 
sense. 

269.5 NGANG GI NGO BO corrected to RANG GI NGO 
BO in accordance with Berkeley, 6Ib.5. 

270.3 mi 'di la corrected to mi 'dis in accordance with 
Berkeley, 62a.3. 

270.4 gsum pa rtsod tshul gyi shes byed ni to be identified as by 
Jam-yang-shay-ba rather than by Nga-wang-rap-den 
in accordance with Berkeley, 62a.4. 

270.5 de nyid MTSHUNGS SO. Berkeley text, 62a.4, 
reads: de gnyis MTSHUNGS SO. Delhi reading 
preferred. 

270.6 te rna grub pa. Berkeley text, 62a.4, reads: te grub pa. 
Delhi reading preferred. 

271.5 Mter rang bzhin gyis the Berkeley text, 62b.3, adds in 
the commentary tshul bzhin gyis. Either reading ac
ceptable. 

272.2 MED PA PO corrected to MED PA BA in accord
ance with Berkeley, 62b.6, and the Dharmsala edition 
of Chandrakirti's text, 303.12. 

274.1 khyed de itar na corrected to khyed itar na in accord
ance with Berkeley, 63b.2. 
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Note 

This glossary includes most of the technical tenninology 
found in Dzong-ka-ba's Great Exposition of the Stages of the 
Path to Enlightenment, in the Four Interwoven Annotations, and 
in my discussion of those texts. Sanskrit tenus that were not 
actually seen but are probable reconstructions are indicated 
with an asterisk. 
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abandonment spongba prahiiI).a 
abider in the fruit 'bras bu la gnas pa phalasthita 
absence of inherent rang bzhin gyis med asvabhava 

existence pa 
accumulate the tshogs bsags pa sambhara/saiicaya 

collections 
actions las karma 
activities bya ba/bya byed vyapara/vyapara-

karaJ:ta 
actual dngos rnaula 
actual objective yul don dam dngos 

ultimate 
actual subjective yul can don dam 

ultimate dngos 
actual ultimate don dam dngos 
actualization rnngon du bya ba siik~tkarru;ta 
affirming negative rna yin dgag paryudasaprati~a 
affix a qualification khyad par sbyar ba 
affliction nyonmongs kleSa 
afflictive ignorance nyon mongs can gyi *kli~tavidya 

ma rig pa 
agent byedpapo karaka/kan:r 
aggregates phung po skandha 
aggregation 'duspa sailghata 
aging and death rga shi jariirnarru;ta 
allowability chogpa 
almost does not occur sridmtha' bhavanta 
alternative mulmtha' kotiJanta 
altruistic intention to byang chub kyi sems bodhicitta 

become a Buddha 

527 
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analysis dpyodpa vicara 
analytical meditation dpyadsgom 
animal dud 'gro tiryak 
annihilationist chad Ita ba ucchedadarSika 
annotations mchanbu 
antidote gnyenpo pratipak~ 
appearancdapperuITng snangba pratibhasa 
apprehension of signs mtshan mar 'dzin pa nimittagraha 
approacher to the 'bras bu la zhugs pa phalapratipannaka 

fruit 
appropriated nye bar len pa/nye upadana 

bar blang bya 
appropriator nye bar len pa po upadatr 
arbitrarily 'dod rgyal yadrcchika 
argue rgol par byed pa codya 
ansmg 'byungba udaya 
anWficialignorance kun btags pa'i rna rig *parikalpiravidya 

pa 
ascertain ngespa nis-cilni-yam 
ascertaining ngesshes *ni§cayajiiana 

conscIOusness 
assert 'dod pa/khas blangs i~yatdabhyupagama 
assertion 'dodpa abhimata/abhila~ 

iccha 
attachment chags pa/sred pa sneha/~I).a 
attribute khyadchos 
autonomous rang rgyud kyi sbyor svatantraprayoga 

syllogism ba 
awareness blo buddhi 

bad transmigration ngan'gro durgati 
baseless gnasmedpa analaya 
basis gzhiIgzhi rna adhikaraI).a/adhara 
basis of designation gdagsgzhi 
bear analysis by rigs pas dpyad bzod 

reasoning pa 
behavior spyodpa carita/carya 
being of great skyes bu chen po mahapuru~ 
capacity 

being of middling skyes bu 'bring madhyamapuru~ 
capacity 
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being of small skyes bu chung ngu adharnapuru~ 
capacity 

beings of the three skyes bu gsum 
capacities 

benefit phan yon anuSarpsa 
birth skye ba jati 
bliss bde ba sukha 
bodhisattva byang chub sems bodhisattva 

dpa' 
body Ius kaya 
bondage beings pa bandha 
born from manu shed las skyes pa manuJa 
boundary sa mtsharns 
buddha sangs rgyas buddha 
buddhahood sangs rgyas kyi go buddhapada 

'phang 

calm abiding zhi gnas Samatha 
cannot withstand dpyad mi bzod pa 
analysis 

capacity nus pa Sakti 
capacity to perform a don byed nus pa arthakriyasakti 

function 
cause rgyu hetu 
causes and conditions rgyu rkyen hetupratyaya 
cessation 'gag pa!'gog pa nirodha 
character of the phung po'i mtshan skandhalak~a 

aggregates nyid 
characteristic mtshan nyid lak~a 
child of a barren mo gsharn gyi bu vandhyaputra 
woman 

child of manu shed bu manava 
chronology byung ba'i rim pa 
city of scent -eaters dri za'i grong khyer gandharvanagara 
claim khas 'che ba pratijiia 
clairvoyance mngon par shes pa abhijiia 
clarity gsal ba saqlprakhyana 
class of deeds spyod pa'i phyogs *caryapak~ 
clear gsal ba vyakta!sphu!a 
coarse rags pa sthiila/ sata taIp. 

Collected Topics of bsdus grwa 
Valid Cognition 
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collected writings gsung 'bum 
collection . tshogs pa samagri/saI!lgati 
collections of merit bsod nams dang ye pllI.lyajiianasambhiira 

and wisdom shes kyi tshogs 
Collections of rigs tshogs 

Reasoning 
common being so so'i skye bo priliagjana 
common locus gzhi mthun samanadhikaraJ.la 
commonly appearing chos can mthun 

subject snang 
compassion snying rje kann:ta 
completely non- gtan med atyantabhava 

existent 
composite tshogs pa/bsags pa saI!lgatilupacaya 
composite of snang stong gnyis 

appearance and tshogs 
emptiness 

compositional factor 'du byed saI!lskara 
concealer kun rdzob saI!lvrU 
concentration bsam gtan dhyana 
conception of self bdag'dzin ahaIpkara 
conception of mine bdag gir 'dzin pa mama.kara 
conception of rtag par , dzin pa sasvatagraha 

pennanence 
conceptual rtog pa'i spros pa *kalpanaprapanca 

elaborations 
conceptual reasoning rtog pa rigs shes 

consciousness 
conceptuality rtog pa vikalpa 
concordant mthun pa anukUla 
concordant objective yul mthun pa'i don 

ultimate dam 
concordant subjective yul can mthun pa'i 

ultimate don dam 
concordant ultimate mthun pa'i don dam 
conSCIOusness shes pa/mam par shes jiiana/vijiiana 

pa 
consequencel thal ba/thal 'gyur/mi prasailga 

contradictory 'dod pa'i thal 'gyur 
consequence 

contact reg pa sparSa 
contaminated thing zag bcas sasrava 
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continuum rgyudJrgyun santanalprabandha 
contradiction 'gal ba virodha 
contradictories in the phan tshun spang anyonyaparihara-

sense of mutual 'gal/phan tshun 'gal virodhalparaspara-
exclusion ba viruddha 

contradictory 'gal ba virodha 
conventional tha snyad pa'i shes pa *vyavaharavijiiana 

consciousness 
conventional tha snyad pa'i chos *vyavaharadharma 

phenomena 
conventional truth kun rdzob bden pa saI11vrtisatya 
conventional valid tha snyad pa'i tshad *vyavaharapramfu)a 

cognition rna 
conventionality tha snyad/kun rdzob vyavahiiralsaqlVrti 
conventionally tha snyad du/kun vyavahiirataslsaI11-

rdzob tu vrtya 
correct 'thad pa upapadyate 
counter-pervasion Idog khyab vyatirekavyapti 
counterfeit reasoning rigs pa ltar snang *nyayabhasa 
creature skyes bu puru~ 

cultivation bsgom pa bhavana 
cyclic existence 'khor ba saI11sara 

damaged gnod pa badhana 
damaged by rigs pas gnod pa 

reasoning 
damages expressed gnod byed brjod pa 

roams 
debate rtsod pa byed vipravadati 
definite nges pa niyamainiyata 
definiteness of death 'chi ba nges pa 
definitive object! nges don nitiirtha 

definitive meaning 
delusion gti mug moha 
dependent-arising rten 'byunglrten 'brel pratityasamutpada 
dependent brten nas gdags pal prajiiaptir upadayal 

designation brten nas gdags par upadaya prajiiap-
bya ba yate 

deprecation skur pa 'debs pa apavada 
designated gdags chos 

phenomenon 
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designation gdags palbtags pa prajiiapti 
desire realm 'dod khams kamadhiitu 
destroy 'jig viniiSa 
deterioration nyams pa upahata 
dichotomy dngos 'gal 
different/difference tha dad niiniilniiniitva 
different isolates ldog pa tha dad 
different substantial rdzas tha dad 

entity 
differentiate/ phye bal'byed pa racayatilbhinna 

differentiation 
Digambara phyogs kyi gos can digambara 
direct antidote dngos gnyen 
direct cause dngos rgyu siik~tkiiraI).a 
direct perception! mngon sum pratyak~ 
direct perceiver 

disadvantage skyon do~ 
disbelieve sun 'byin pa dii~a 
discordant mode of ' dzin stangs mi 

apprehension mthun pa 
discrimination 'du shes sazp.jiiii 
disintegration 'jig pa vyaya 
dispute rtsod pa viviida 
distinguishing feature khyad chos 
doctrine chos dhanna 
dream rmi lam svapna 

ear rna ba srotra 
effect 'bras bu phala 
effort brtson ' grus virya 
elaborations spros pa prapaiica 
elimination roam par bead pa apiilqta 
emanation sprul pa nirmiil)3 
emptiness stong pa nyid siioyatii 
emptiness of inherent rang bzhin gyis stong svabhiivaSiioyatii 

existence pa nyid 
empty of capacity to don byed pa'i nus pas 

perform functions stong pa 
enlightenment byang chub bodhi 
entity dngos po/ngo bo bhiivalvastu 
entityness of mtshan nyid ngo bo 

character nyid 
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skye ba ngo bo nyid 
[self-]production 

entry into suchness de kho na nyid la 'jug tattvavatiira 
pa 

error/erroneous phyin ci log viparyasa 
establish sgrub par byed pa prasadhayati 
established base gzhi grub *asrayasiddhi 
established by way of rang gi ngo bos grub svariipasiddhi 

pa its own entity 
establishment as [its 

own] reality 
establishment as its 
own suchness 

establishment by way 
of own entity 

yang dag par grub pa samyaksiddhi 

de kho na nyid du 
grub pa 

rang gi ngo bo nyid 
kyis grub pa 

establishment by way rang gi mtshan nyid 
of [the object's] own kyis grub pa 
character 

establishment from rang ngos nas grub pa 
the object's] own side 

ethics tshul khrims 
even a particle rdul tsam yang 
exaIted-knower-of- rnam mkhyen 

all-aspects 
exalted wisdom! 
exalted wisdom 
consciousness 

ye shes 

exalted wisdom of mnyam bzhag ye shes 
meditative equipoise 

excellent doctrine dam pa'i chos 
exist by way of its rang gi mtshan nyid 
own character kyis yod pa 

existence yod palsrid pa 
existence by way of rang gi ngo bos yod 
its own entity pa 

tattvasiddhi 

svabhavata siddhi/ 
svariipa siddhi/ 
svabhavikl siddhi 
svalak~siddhi 

svariipasiddhi 

jiiana 

samarutajiiana 

saddhanna 
sval~asat 

bhavalsattvalbhava 
svariipeQa vidyamana 

existence in its own 
right 

rang ngos nas yod pa svariipasiddhi 

existent 
explicit contradic

tories 
explicit teaching 
explicidy 

yod pa 
dngos 'gal 

dngos bstan 
dngos su 

bhava 
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explicitly affixed dngos su sbyar ba 
explicitly teaches dngos su bstan pa 
external object phyi don bahirdharthal 

bahyartha 
extreme of annihila- chad pa'i mtha' ucchediinta 

tion 
extreme of existence yod pa'i mtha' 
extreme of non- med pa'i mtha' 

existence 
extreme of rtag pa'i mtha' sasvatiinta 

pennanence/ 
extreme of 
reification 

eye mig cak~us 

falsity rdzun pa ~ 
familiarization goms pa bhavitalabhyasa 
fault nyes pa d~ 
feasible/feasibility 'thad pa upapadyate 
feature khyad par/khyad ~ 

chos 
feeler tshor ba po vedaki 
feding tshor ba vedani 
[final] nature rang bzhin svabhiva 
final nature rang bzhin mthar *svabhivaparyanta 

thug 
final subtle essential gnad mthar gtugs pa'i 

phra ba 
finality mthar thug pa paryanta 
Foe Destroyer dgra bcom pa arhat 
follow rjes su 'brangs pa anUSl1I'aQ3 
Forder mu stegs pa tirthika 
form/visible fonn gzugs rOpa 
Fonn Body gzugs sku rOpakiiya 
formless absorption gzugs med kyi iirOpyasamiipatti 

snyoms 'jug 
forsaken the tenet grub mtha' dor ba 
forward pervasion rjes khyab anvayavyapti 
forward process lugs 'byung anuloma 
found to be non- rigs shes kyis med 

existent by a par rnyed pa 
reasoning 
consciousness 
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founder (lit. opener srol 'byed 
of the way) 

four alternatives mu bzhi catu!!koti 
four concentrations bsam gtan bzhi catvari dhyaniini 
four noble truths 'phags pa'i bden pa catvari aryasatyiini 

bzhi 
four possibilities mu bzhi catu!!koti 
four reliances rton pa bzhi catvari pratisarru;tiini 
four seals phyag rgya bzhi caturmudra 
free from dust rdul bral viraja 
free from e1abora- spros bral aprapaiica 

tions 
frighten 'jigs bhayaI!lkarllQl 
fruit 'bras bu phala 
fulfilling the tshogs bsten pa 

prerequisites 
functioning thing! dngos po bhava 

thing 

ge-Iuk-ba dge lugs pa 
ge-shay dge bshes kalyiinamitra 
generality spyi samanya 
generally spyi mtshan - - aIaksana samany .. 

characterized 
phenomenon 

giving sbyin pa dana 
good quality yon tan guI}3 

grasping len pa upadana 
Great Vehicle theg pa chen po mahayana 
gross/gross objects rags pa/rags pa rnams audarika 
ground sa bhfuni 
grounds and paths sa lam 

have conviction yid ches pa 
m nyan thos srnvaka 

Hearer thos pa sruta 
hearing dmyal ba pa n3raka 
hell-being lkog gyur parok!!3 
hiddenlhidden 

phenomenon lhag pa'i tshul khrims adhiSiia 
higher ethics 
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higher meditative lhag pa'i ting nge adhisamadhi 
stabilization 'dzin 

higher wisdom lhag pa'i shes rab adhiprajiia 
Highest Yoga Tantra mal 'byor bla med anuttarayogatantra 

kyi rgyud 
Hmayana theg dman hlnayana 
holder of the throne dga' Idan khri pa 
of Gan-den 

hungry ghost yi dwags preta 

I nga aharp. 
identifying ngos 'dzin byed paJ 

ngos bzung ba 
identifying the object dgag bya ngos bzung 
of negation ba 

ignorance rna rig pa avidya 
illusion-like sgyu rna Ita bu mayopama 
immeasurable dpag tu med paltshad aprameyaJapa~a 

med 
impermanence! mi nag pa anityaJanityam 

impermanentl 
impermanent 
phenomenon 

implicit contradic- brgyud 'gal 
tories 

implicit realization shugs rtogs 
implicitly don gyislshugs kyis arthatltarasa 
imprint lag rjes 
improper chos ma yin pa adharrna 
imputation btags pa/kun brtags parikalpita 
impute rtog pre~te 
imputed btags pa ba 
imputed dependently brten nas brtags pa upadaya prajiiapya-

mana 
imputed existent btags yod prajiiaptisat 
imputed ultimate don dam btags pa ba 
incontrovertible mi slu ba avisarp.vadin 
incorrect mi'thad anupapannaJayukta 
incorrectness mi 'thad pa anupapatti 
indispensible med du mi rung ba 
individual analysis so sor rtog pa pratisarp.khyana 
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inferential cognition rjes dpag amunana 
inferential reasoning rigs shes rjes dpag 

conSCIOusness 
inferential valid rjes dpag tshad rna anumanapramiiI).a 

cognizer 
inherent establish- rang bzhin gyis grub svabhavasiddhi 

rnent pa 
inherent existence rang bzhin svabhavalsvariipa 
inherent existence of dngos po'i rang bzhin bhavasvariipa 

things 
innate than skyes sahaja 
instance bye braglkhyad par viSe~ 
Instructions on the dbu ma'i Ita khrid 

view of the Middle 
Way 

intention sems pa cetana 
interpretable object! drang don neyartha 

interpretable 
meaning 

intrinsic entity rang gi ngo bo svariipa 
investigation brtags pa/rtog pa vitarka 
isolate ldog pa vyatireka 

joy dga' ba priyalpritilrati 

Kalachakra dus 'khor kalacakra 
knowledge chos mngon pa abhidharma 
knowledge, thorough yongs su shes pa parijiiana 

lama bla rna guru 
later dissemination phyi dar 
laxity bying ba nimagnaiJaya 
liberation thar pa vimok~ 
limited nges palkha tshon niyamalniyata 

chod pa 
limitless mtha' yas pa ananta 
limitless mam shes mtha' yas vijiiananantya 

conscIOusness 
limitless space nam mkha' mtha' yas akasanantya 
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literal sgra ji bzhin pa yathiiruta 
literal reading . sgras zin 
liveliness 'tsho ba jlvika 
living being srog jlva 
logician rtog ge pa wkika 

rnadeup bcos rna lqtrima 
Madhyamika dbu rna pa madhyamika 
magical power rdzu 'phrul rddhi 
magician's illusion sgyu rna maY8 
Mahayana/Great theg pa chen po mahayana 

Vehicle 
Maiijugho~ha 'jam dbyangs maiijugho~ 
Maiijushri 'jam dpal maiijU8ri 
manifest/manifest mngon gyur abhimuklU 

phenomenon 
manifest conception mngon par zhen pa abhiniveSa 
manifest pride/pride mngon pa'i nga rgyal abhimiina 
of conceit 

master slob dpon acarya 
Materialist rgyang phan pa ayatalcarviika 
matter bempo kanthii 
meaning don artha 
means of expression rjod byed vacaka/abhidhana 
measure tshad pramiiI)a 
meditating! sgom pa bhavana 

meditation 
meditative equipoise mnyam bzhag samahlta 
meditative ting nge ' dzin samadhi 

stabilization 
memory dran pa/dran shes smrti 

consciousness 
[mere] elimination mam bead viccheda 
mere elimination of spros pa mam par 

elaborations bead tsam 
mere production skye ba tsam 
merely nominal ming tsam namamatraka 
merely posited by ming dang rtog pas 

names and thought btags tsam 
metaphoric mam grangs pa'i paryaya 
metaphoric objective yul mam grangs pa'i 

ultimate don dam 
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metaphoric yul can mam grangs 
sUbjective ultimate pa'i don dam 

method thabs upaya 
middle path dbu ma'i lam madhyamapratipat 
middle way dbuma madhyama 
mind sems citta 
mind-basis-of-all kun gzhi mam shes ruayavijfiana 
mind of byang chub kyi sems bodhicitta 
enlighterunent 

mind-only sems tsam cittamatra 
mind-training blo sbyong 
mindfulness dranpa sm¢ 
mme bdag gilbdag gir/bdag atmJyalmama 

gi balnga yi ba 
minute phra rab paramiiJ)u 
mirage smig rgyu marici 
miserable sdug bsngal ba du1}kha 
mode tshul naya 
mode of abiding gnas lugs 
mode of 'dzin stangs m~tibandha 
apprehension 

mode of being yin lugs 
mode [of existence] ji Ita ba yathi 
mode of subsistence gnas lugslsdod lugs 
model phyi mo maq-ka 
model text gzhung phyi mo *granthamaq-ka 
mundane 'jig rten pa laukika 
mundane existence sridpa bhava 
mutually inclusive don gcig ekartha 

name and form minggzugs namartipa 
negative of the object dgag bya bkag pa 
of negation 

nihilism/nihilist med par smra ba nasnvadalnastivadin 
Nihilist med pa pa nastika 
Nirgrantha gcer bu pa nirgrantha 
nirviiJ)a [i.e., passing my a ngan las 'das pa nirviiJ)a 

from sorrow] 
no composition mngon par 'du byed anabhisatpskara 

pa med pa 
no inherent existence rang bzhin med pa niQsvabhava 
no production skye ba med pa anutpada 
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nominal positing ming gis bzhag pa 
nominally imputed ming gis btags pa saI1ljilakar~a 
non-abiding nirvana mi gnas pa'i my a aprati~putanirv~ 

ngan las 'das pa 
non-affirming med dgag prasajyaprati~a 

negative 
non-artificial bcos rna rna yin pa'i alqtrimanubhava 

expenence myong ba 
non-conceptual rtog med ye shes nirvikalpajilana 

exalted wisdom 
non-conceptuality mi rtog pa avikalpa 
non-contradictory mi 'gal ba aviruddha 
non-defective blo gnod med *nirvyathabuddhi 

awareness 
non-dualistic gnyis su med pa'i *advayavijilana 
cognition shes pa 

non-entityness ngo bo nyid rna mchi asvabhavalsvabha-
pa nyid/ngo bo nyid vato nastikarp 
med pa 

non-entityness of mtshan nyid ngo bo 
character nyid med pa 

non-entityness of skye ba ngo bo nyid utpat~svabhavata 
[self-]production med pa 

non-erroneously phyin ci rna log par aviparyayafaviparyasa 
non-existencel med pa abhavalasatinasti 

non-existent 
non-fabricated bcos rna rna yin pa alqtrima 
non-metaphoric rnam grangs rna yin aparyaya 
non-metaphoric yuI mam grangs rna 

objective ultimate yin pa'i don dam 
non-metaphoric yuI can mam grangs 

subjective ultimate rna yin pa'i don dam 
non-mistaken mi 'khrul ba avyabhiciirin 
non-thing dngos med abhava 
non-virtuous mi dge ba akuSaIa 
not able to bear rigs pas dpyad mi 

analysis by bzod pa 
reasoning 

not being produced rna skyes pa ajata 
not existent yod pa rna yin 
not found by a rigs shes kyis rna 

reasoning myed pa 
consciousness 
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not non-existent med pa rna yin 
not unable mi !cogs med anagamya 
nothingness ci yang med iikiqlcanya 
nourished gso ba po~a 

object yuJ/don vi~yalartha 

object of attainment thob par bya ba pratilambha 
object of gzhal bya prameya 

comprehension 
object of knowledge shes bya jneya 
object of negation dgag bya prati::;edhya 
object of negation by rigs pa'i dgag bya *nyayaprati::;edhya 

reasorung 
object of negation by lam gyi dgag bya *margaprati~dhya 

the path 
object of observation dmigs paldmigs yul ruambana 
object of touch reg bya sp~!avya 

objection rtsod pa vivada 
objective mode of don gyi sdod lugs 

subsistence 
objective object of yul gyi dgag bya 

negation 
objective ultimate yul don dam 
objectively yul steng nas 
obscuration, kun tu nnongs pa saItuniiQha 

thorough 
observed by valid tshad mas dmigs pa *pramfu}.ruabdha 

cognition 
obstruction sgrib pa avaraI).a 
obstructions to nyon mongs pa'i klesavaraI).a 

liberation sgrib palnyon sgrib 
obstructions to shes bya'i sgrib pal jneyavaraI).a 

omniscience shes sgrib 
occurs srid pa prabhavati 
odor dri gandha 
omniscient mam mkhyen sarvakarajnana 

consciousness 
one/oneness gClg ekalekatva 
one entity ngo bo gcig *ekariipata 
one-pointed rtse gcig pa ekagra 
opener of the chariot- shing rta'i srol 'byed 

way 
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ordinary being so sor skyes bu pf1:hagjana 
[ordinary] rnam shes vijiiana 

conSCIOusness 
other-powered gzhan dbang paratantra 

phenomenon 
our own system rang lugs svamata 
overly broad khyab ches pa 
overturned bzlog pa viparita 
own-character rang mtshan svalak~a 

part yan lag angaJavayava 
partisan phyogs 'dzin pa'i dbu 

Madhyamika rna pa 
parts-possessor [the yan lag can!cha can avayavinl3J!lSaka 

whole] 
passing from sorrow my a ngan las 'das pa nirvfu:.J.a 
path/path lam marga 
consciousness 

path of accumulation tshogs lam sarnbharamarga 
path of actions las lam 
path of meditation sgom lam bhavanamarga 
path of no more mi slob lam a~arga 

learning 
path of preparation sbyor lam prayogarnarga 
path of release rnam grol lam vimuktimarga 
path of seeing mthong lam darSanamarga 
patience bzod pa k~ti 
peaceful zhi ba santa 
peak of cyclic srid rtse bhavagra 

existence 
perfection of wisdom shes rab kyi pha rol prajiiapararnita 

tu phyin pa 
perfection phar phyin pararnita 
permanent! rtag pa nitya 

permanent 
phenomenon 

person gang zag pudgala 
pervaSIon khyab pa vyapti 
phenomenon chos dharma 
pliancy shin tu sbyangs pa prasrabdhilpra-

srabdhi 
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position phyogs pak~ 
positive inclusion yongs gcod pariccheda 
positive phenomenon sgrub pa vidhi 
possibility phung gsumlmu ko1i 
pot bum pa gha!a 
power of heart snying stobs sattva 
Pr3sailgika thai 'gyur ba pr3sailgika 
predispositions bag chags vasana 
prerequisite tshogsJrgyu'i tshogs 
presentation mam bzhag vyavasthapita 
pride of conceit mngon pa'i nga rgyal abhimana 
pride of greatness che ba'i nga rgyal 
principal gtso bo pradhana 
produced thing! byas pa lq1a 

product 
production skye ba utpatti 
profound zab pa gambhira 
promised khas blangs pa abhyupagata 
proof sgrub pa pratipad/sadhana 
proper chos yin pa dharma 
Proponent of Illu- sgyu rna Ita bu gnyis mayopamadvaya-

sion-Like Non- su med par smra ba viidin 
Dualism 

Proponent of rab tu mi gnas par sarvadhannapra-
Thorough Non- smra ba ~th3navadin 
Abiding 

Proponent of True dngos por smra bal vastusatpadartha-
Existence dngos po yod par vadin 

smra ba 
propound smra ba vart}. 
proven/thesis bsgrub bya sadhya 
pure rdul bral viraja 
purify sbyang ba viSodhana 
purify obstructions sgrib pa sbyang ba 
purpose don artha 

qualification khyad par vi~ 
quality chos dharma 
quintessential man ngag upadcia 

instruction 
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real yang dag samyak 
reality chos nyid dharmata 
realize rtogs pa pratipadladhigama 
reason gtan tshigs!rgyu hetu 

mtshan 
Reason-Established sgyu rna rigs grub pa mayopamadvaya-

Illusionist vadin 
reasoning ngs pa nyayalyukti 
reasoning rigs shes 
consciousness 

reasoning of ultimate don dam dpyod byed 
analysis kyi rigs pa 

reflection gzugs brnyan pratibimba 
refuge skyabs ~a 
refutation dgag pa prati~dha 
refuted khegs pa ityamya? 
refuted by reasoning rigs pas khegs 
reification sgro'dogs samaropa 
release grol ba vimukti 
rely rton pratisar3l).a 
remainder left over lhag rna Ius pa si~yata/av~ 
renunciation nges 'byung nil}.S3l"3l).3 
research rtsad bead pa 
reverse process lugs ldog paryaya 
root rtsa ba mwa 
root of cyclic 'khor ba'i rtsa ba 

existence 

sage drang srong ~i 
same entity ngo bo gcig pa *ekariipatii 
satisfaction!be chog shes pa t:n>taJS3Ip.tu~ta 

satisfied 
Sautrantika- mdo sde spyod pa'i sautrantika-madhya-

Madhyamika dbu rna pa mika 
saying/word bka' vacana 
scripture gsung rab pravacana 
seed sa bon bija 
seeds of obscuration kun tu rmongs pa'i sa S3J!UIlohabija 

bon 
seeing emptiness! stong nyid kyi Ita ba siinyatadaciana 

view of emptiness 
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self bdag iitrnan 
self-character rang mtshan svalak~a 
self-instituting tshugs thub 
self-powered things dngos po rang dbang bhaviil). svatantriil). 

ba 
self-sufficient rang rkya ba 
selflessness bdag med nairiitrnya 
selflessness of persons gang zag gi bdag med pudgalanairiitrnya 
selflessness of chos kyi bdag med dharmanairatrnya 

phenomena 
sense consciousness dbang shes indriyajiiiina 
sense power/sense dbang po indriya 

faculty 
senseless babble bab col 
sentient being sems can sattva 
setde gtan la 'babs pa niscayaiviniScaya 
settling of suchness de kho na gtan la *tattvaviniScaya 

dbab pa 
shared thun mong ba sadharaI).a 
sign mtshan rna nimitta 
sign/reason rtags liitga 
signlessness mtshan rna med pa animitta 
Solitary Realizer rang rgyal pratyekabuddha 
son of a barren mo gsham gyi bu vandhyiiputra 
woman 

sound sgra Sabda 
source skye mched iiyatana 
sources kun 'byung samudaya 
space nam mkha' iikiiSa 
special insight lhag mthong vipasyana 
special realization khyad par du rtogs pa viSe~dhigama 
specifically rang mtshan svalak~a 
characterized 
phenomenon 

sphere of reality chos kyi dbyings dharmadhatu 
spiritual community dge 'dun sangha 
spiritual guide dge ba'i bshes gnyen kalyiinamitra 
stabilizing meditation 'jog sgom 
stages of entry 'jug pa'i rim pa 
stages of the path lam rim 
state of sleep gnyid log pa'i gnas * supta-adhikiira 

skabs 
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stopping 'gags pa niruddha 
strong adherence mngon par zhen pa abhiniveSa 
subject chos can dhannin 
subject discussed! brjod bya vacya/abhidheya 

subject matter 
sUbjective/subject yulcan 
subjective ultimate yul can don dam 
substantially existent rdzas su yod pa dravyasat 
substratum khyad gzhi 
subtle phra rab atisiilq;ma 
suchness de nyidJde kho na tat tva 

nyid 
suffering sdug bsngal dul,tkha 
suitability rung ba yuktatva 
suitable rung ba yujyate 
suitable for firmness yid brtan rung ba 

of mind 
sung-bum gsung 'bum 
superimposition sgro'dogs samaropa 
superior 'phags pa iirya 
supramundane 'jig rten las 'das pa lokottara 
Supramundane boom ldan 'das bhagavat 
Victor 

sUtra of definitive nges don gyi mdo niWthaslitra 
meaning 

sUtra of interpretable drang don gyi mdo neyarthaslitra 
meaning 

Sviitantrika rang rgyud pa sviitantrika 
syllogism sbyor ba prayoga 
synonymous! don gcig ekartha 

mutually inclusive 
system lugs naya/mata 

timgible object reg bya sprlllHavya 
tantra rgyud tantra 
tenet/tenet system grub mtha' siddhiinta 
tetralemma mu bzhi catu~koJ:i 
that which nye bar len pa po upiidiiq-

appropriates 
that which is nye bar blang bya upiidiina 

appropriated 
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that which is to be dgag bya prati~dhya 
negated 

that which is to be bsgrub bya sadhya 
proven 

thesis dam bca' pratijiia 
thing dngos po vastulbhiiva 
thinking bsarn pa cinta 
thoroughly afflicted kun nas nyon rnongs satpkleSa 

pa 
thoroughly yongs grub parini~panna 
established 

thought rtog pa kalpana 
Three Jewels dkon rnchog gsum triratna 
threefold training bslab pa gsum trisik~a 
Trrthika Nirgrantha rnu stegs gcer bu pa tirthika nirgrantha 
too broad khyab ches pa 
too limited/too khyab chung ba 

narrow 
topic dngos po padiirtha 
trainee gdul bya vineya 
training bslab pa sik~ 
transmigration 'gro ba gati 
treatise bstan bcos Siistra 
trifling nyi tshe ba priideSika 
true cessation 'gog bden nirodhasatya 
true establishment bden par grub pa satyasiddha 
true path lam bden margasatya 
true source of kun 'byung bden pa sarnudayasatya 
suffering 

true suffering sdug bsngal bden pa duJ.tkhasatya 
truth bden pa satya 
Truth Body chos kyi sku dharmakaya 

Udraka lhag dpyod udraka 
ultimate don dam paramiirtha 
ultimate don dam par grub pa paramiirthasiddhi 
establishment 

ultimate truth don dam bden pa paramiirthasatya 
ultimate valid don dam pa'i tshad *paramarthapramii1).a 
cognition rna 

ultimately exist don dam par yod pa paramiirthasat 
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uncertainty of the nam 'chi mi nges pa 
time of death' 

uncommon thun mong rna yin pa asadharat)a 
uncommon thun mong rna yin 
distinguishing pa'i khyad chos 
feature 

uncommon mode of thun mong rna yin 
subsistence pa'i sdod lugs 

undeniably bsnyon du med 
understand khong du chud pa avasaya/avagacchati 

lavabodha 
unequalled mnyam med/ atula/apratima 

mtshungs pa med 
pa 

unfeasible mi'thad anupapanna/ayukta 
union of caIrn abiding zhi Ihag zung 'breI 

and special insight 
unique distinguishing khyad chos gcig bu 

feature 
unprecedented sngon med pa apiirva 
unquestionably gdon mi za bar aVaSya 
unreaI log pa niVftti/mithya 
unreasonable mi rigs pa ayukta/anupapatti 
unsuitable mi rung ba na yujyate 
unsurpassed bla na med pa anuttara 
upholder of the srol'dzin 

system 
utter non-existence ye med pa 

valid/valid cognition! tshad rna pramfu).a 
valid cognizer 

varieties ji snyed pa 
Vatslputrlya gnas rna bu pa vatslputrlya 
verbal convention tha snyad vyavahiira 
very hidden shin tu Ikog gyur atyarthaparok~ 

phenomenon 
very pure phenomena mam par byang ba'i vaiyavadiinika-

chos dharma 
VIew Ita ba ~!i 
view of annihilation! chad par Ita ba ucchedadariana 
deprecation 
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view of nihilism med par Ita ba nastitvadarSana 
view of permanence rtag Ita sasvatadarSana 
view of selflessness bdag med pa'i Ita ba nairatmyadarSana 
view of the transitory 'jig tshogs la Ita ba satkaya~!i 
viewing emptiness! stong nyid Ita ba siinyata~!i 

view of emptiness 
virtuous dge ba kuSala 

waking state gnyid rna log pa'i 
gnas skabs 

whole yan lag can avayavin 
wisdom shes rab prajiia 
wisdom realizing stong nyid rtogs pa'i 

emptiness shes rab 
wise mkhas pa vicak~a 
wishlessness smon pa med pa apraQihita 
without entityness ngo bo nyid med pa asvabhiiva 
without remainder lhag rna rna Ius pa nirav~ 
withstand analysis by rigs pas dpyad bzod 

reasoning pa 
woolen cloth snambu pata 
words tshig 'bru vyaiijana 
worldly conventions 'jig rten pa'i tha laukikasaIpvyavahiira 

snyad 
Worldly Materialists 'jig rten rgyang phan lokayata 

pa 
wrong consciousness log shes mithyajnana 
wrong view log Ita mithyadr~!i 
wrongful pride log pa'i nga rgyal mithyamana 

Yogachara-Madhya- mal 'byor spyod pa'i yogacara-madhya-
mika dbumapa mika 

yogic direct mal 'byor rongon yogipratyak~ 
perceiver/yogic sum 
direct perception 
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kun tu rmongs pa saqunii4ha thorough obscuration 
kun tu rmongs pa'i sa saqunohabija seeds of obscuration 

bon 
kun btags pa'i rna rig *parikalpiravidya artificial ignorance 

pa 
kun brtags parikalpita imputation 
kun nas nyon mongs saxpkleSa/sfupklciika thoroughly afflicted 
pa 

kun'byung samudaya source 
kun 'byung bden pa samudayasatya true source of 

suffering 
kunrdzob satp.vrU conventionality/ 

concealer 
kunrdzobtu satp.v:rtya conventionally 
kun rdzob bden pa satp.vrtisatya conventional truth 
kun gzhi maID shes alayavijnana mind-basis-of-all 
dkon mchog gsum triratna Three Jewels 
bka' vacana saying/word 
rkyen pratyaya condition 
lkoggyur paro~ hiddenlhidden 

phenomenon 
skur pa 'debs pa apavada deprecation 
skyabs SaraI.lll refuge 
skyemched ayatana source 
skye ba jatilutpatti birth/production 
skye ba ngo bo nyid entityness of 

[self-]production 
skye ba ngo bo nyid utpatti.ni1:lsvabhavata non-entityness of 

rna mchis pa nyid/ [ self-]production 
skye ba ngo bo nyid 
medpa 

550 
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skye ba med pa anutpada no production 
skye ba tsam mere production 
skyes bu puru~ creature 
skyes bu chung ngu adhamap~ being of small 

capacity 
skyes bu chen po mahapuru~ being of great 

capacity 
skyes bu 'bring madhyamapuru~ being of middling 

capacity 
skyes bu gsum beings of the three 

capacities 
skyon do~a disadvantage!fault 

kha tshon chod pa limited 
khas 'che ba pratijfia claim 
khas blangs i~yate!abhyupagama assert/promise 
khegs pa ityamya refuted (?) 
khong du chud pa avasaya/avagacchati understand 

lavabodha 
khyad chos attribute!feature! 

distinguishing 
feature 

khyad chos gcig bu unique distinguishing 
feature 

khyad par vi~ feature!instance! 
qualification 

khyad par du rtogs pa vi~dhigama special realization 
khyad par sbyar ba affix a qualification 
khyad gzhi substratum 
khyab chung ba too limited/too 

narrow 
khyab ches pa overly broad/too 

broad 
khyab pa vyapti pervaSion 
mkhas pa vicak~paI.1<#ta wise/skilled 
'khor ba salllsara cyclic existence 
'khor ba'i rtsa ba root of cyclic 

existence 

gang zag pudgala person 
gang zag gi bdag med pudgalanairatmya selflessness of persons 
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goms pa 
grangs can pa 
grub mtha' 
grub mtha' dor ba 
grub pa 
grol ba 
dgag pa 
dgag bya 

dgag bya bkag pa 

dgag bya ngos bzung 
ba 

dga' Idan khri pa 

dga' ba 
dge 'dun 
dge ba 
dge ba'i bshes gnyen/ 

dge bshes 
dge lugs pa 

bhavitaiabhyasa 
s3q1khya 
siddhanta 

siddhalapatti 
vimukti 

familiarization 
S~ya 
tenet/tenet system 
forsaken the tenet 
prove/establish 
release 

pratil?Cdha refutation 
prati~yalnil?Cdhya that wmch is to be 

negated/object of 
negation 

priyalpritilrati 
sangha 
kuSala 
kalyanamitra 

negative of the object 
of negation 

identifying the object 
of negation 

holder of the throne 
of Gan-den 

JOY 
spiritual conununity 
virtuous 
spiritual guide/ge-

shay 
ge-Iuk-ba 

dgra ocom pa arhat Foe Destroyer 
cessation/stopping 'gag paI'gog pal'gags . nirodhalniruddha 

pa 
'gal ba 

'gog bden 
'gro ba 
rga sm 
rgol par byed pa 
rgyang phan pa 
rgyu 
rgyu dang rkyen 
rgyu mtshan 
rgyu'i tshogs 
rgyud 
rgyun/rgyud 
sgom pa 

sgom lam 
sgyu rna 

virodha 

nirodhasatya 
gati 
jaramaraI)a 
codya 
ayatalcarvaka 
hetulkaraI)a 
hetupratyaya 
hetulnimitta 

tantra 
prabandhalsantana 
bhavana 

bhavanamarga 
maya 

contradictory/ 
contradiction 

true cessation 
transmigration 
aging and death 
argue 
Materialist 
cause 
causes and conditions 
reason 
prerequisite 
tantra 
continuum 
meditating! 

meditation 
path of meditation 
magician's illusion 
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sgyu rna Ita bu mayopama illusion-like 
sgyu rna Ita bu gnyis mayopamadvaya- Proponent of Illu-

su med par smra ba vadin sion-Like Non-
Dualism 

sgyu rna rigs grub pa Reason-Established 
Illusionist 

sgra Sabda sound 
sgra ji bzhin pa yatharuta literal 
sgras zin literal reading 
sgrib pa avarat).a obstruction 
sgrib pa sbyang ba purify obstructions 
sgrub pa vidhi positive phenomenon 
sgrub pa pratipad/sadhana proof 
sgrub par byed pa prasadhayati establish 
sgro'dogs samaropa reificationl 

superimposition 
brgyud 'gal implicit 

contradictories 
bsgom pa bhavana cultivation! 

meditation 
bsgrub bya sadhya proven!that which is 

to be proven 

nga ahatp I 
nga yi ba mama mine 
ngan 'gro durgati bad transmigration 
nges don nitartha definitive object! 

definitive meaning 
nges don gyi mdo nitarthasOtra sOtra of definitive 

meanmg 
nges pa niS-cilniyatalniyama ascertain/definite! 

limited 
nges 'byung ni\lsanqta renunciation 
nges shes *niScayajiiana ascertaining 

consciousness 
ngo bo gcig *ekarOpata one entity/same 

entity 
ngo bo nyid rna mchi asvabhavalsvabha- non-entityness! 

pa nyid/ngo bo nyid vato nastikaql without entityness 
medpa 

ngos 'dzin byed pal identify 
ngos bzung ba 
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dngos 
dngos 'gal 

dngosrgyu 
dngos gnyen 
dngos bstan 
dngos po 

dngos po rang dbang 
ba 

dngos po'i rang bzhin 

dngos por smra bal 
dngos po yod par 
smra ba 

dngos med 
dngossu 
dngos su bstan pa 
dngos su sbyar ba 
mngon gyur 

mngon du bya ba 
mngon pa'i nga rgyal 

mngon par 'du byed 
pamedpa 

mngon par zhen pa 

mngon par shes pa 
mngon sum 
sngon med pa 

ciyangmed 
gcig 
gcer bu pa 
beings pa 
beomldan'das 

beos rna 
beos rna rna yin pa 

rnaula 

sak~t.kanu)a 

bhiivalvastu/padartha 

bhiival). svatantral). 

bhavasvarupa 

vastusatpadartha-
vadin 

abhiiva 
vastutas/sak~t 

abhimukhi 

~~ 
abhimina 

anabhisaIpskara 

abhiniveSa 

abhijfia 
praty~ 
apiirva 

akiJpcanya 
ekalekatva 
nirgrantha 
bandha 
bhagavat 

actual 
dichotomy/explicit 

contradictories 
direct cause 
direct antidote 
explicit teaching 
entity/functioning 

thing/thing/topic 
self-powered things 

inherent existence of 
things 

Proponent of True 
Existence 

non-thing 
explicitly 
explicitly teaches 
explicitly affixed 
manifest/manifest 

phenomenon 
actualization 
manifest pride/pride 
of conceit 

no composition 

manifest conception! 
strong adherence 

clairvoyance 
direct perception 
unprecedented 

nothingness 
one/oneness 
Nirgrantha 
bondage 
Supramundane 
Victor 

made up 
non-fabricated 
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bcos rna rna yin pa'i alqtrimanubhava non-artificial 
myong ba experience 

cha can 3J!lSaka parts-possessor [the 
whole] 

chags pa sncha/4"~1.1a attachment 
chad pa'i mtha' ucchedanta extreme of 

annihilation 
chad par Ita ba ucchedadarsana view of annihilation 
che ba'i nga rgyal pride of greatness 
chog pa paryapti allowability 
chog shes pa 4"Ptii/saqltu~ta satisfaction!be 

satisfied 
chos dharma doctrine! 

phenomenon! 
quality 

chos kyi sku dharmakaya Truth Body 
chos kyi bdag med dharmanairiitmya selflessness of 

phenomena 
chos kyi dbyings dharmadhatu sphere of reality 
chos mngon pa abhidharma knowledge 
chos can dhannin subject 
chos can mthun commonly appearing 

snang subject 
chos nyid dharmata reality 
chos rna yin pa adharma improper 
chos yin pa dharma proper 
mchan bu annotations 
'chi ba nges pa definiteness of death 

ji snyed pa varieties 
ji Ita ba yathii mode [of existence] 
'jam dpal mafijusri Maiijushri 
'jam dbyangs mafijugho~ Maiijugho~ha 
'jig vinaSa destroy 
'jig rten rgyang phan lokiiyata Worldly Materialists 

pa 
'jig rten pa laukika mundane 
'jig rten pa'i tha laukikasarp.vyavahara worldly conventions 
snyad 

'jig rten las 'das pa lokottara supramundane 
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'jig pa vyayaivinaSa disintegration 
'jig tshogs la Ita ba satkaya~ti view of the transitory 
'jigs bhayaJ!1karaJ!1 frighten 
'jug pa'i rim pa stages of entry 
'jog sgom stabilizing meditation 
rjes khyab anvayavyapti forward pervasion 
rjes dpag anumana inferential cognition 
rjes dpag tshad rna anumanapramfu).a inferential valid 

cognizer 
rjes su 'brangs pa anusaraJ).a follow 
rjod byed vacakalabhidhana means of expression 
brjod bya vacyalabhidheya subject discussed! 

subject matter 

nyan thos sravaka Hearer 
nyams pa upahata deterioration 
nyi tshe ba pradeSika trifling 
nye bar blang byal upadana that which is 

nye bar len pa appropriated 
nye bar len pa po upadaq- that which 

appropriates 
nyes pa d~ fault 
nyon sgrib kleSavafaJ).a obstruction to 

liberation 
nyon mongs kleSa affliction 
nyon mongs can gyi *kli!.'!avidya afflictive ignorance 

rna rig pa 
nyon mongs pa'i kleSavaraJ).a obstruction to 

sgrib pa liberation 
gnyid rna log pa'i waking state 

gnas skabs 
gnyid log pa'i gnas *supta-adhikara state of sleep 

skabs 
gnyis su med pa'i * advayavijfulna non-dualistic 

shes pa cognition 
gnyen po pratipak!ja antidote 
mnyam med atula unequalled 
mnyam bzhag samahita meditative equipoise 
mnyam bzhag ye shes samahitajiiana exalted wisdom of 

meditative equipoise 
snying rje karw).a compassion 
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snying stobs sattva power of heart 
bsnyon du med undeniably 

ring nge 'dzin samadhi meditative 
stabilization 

gtan med atyantabhiiva completely non-
existent 

gtan tshigs hetu reason 
gtan la 'babs pa niScaya/viniScaya settle 
gti mug moha delusion! 

bewilderment 
btags chos designated 

phenomenon 
btags pa/kun brtags prajiiaptilparikalpita designation! 

imputation 
btags pa ba imputed 
btags yod prajiiaptisat imputed existent! 

imputedly existent 
rtag Ita sasvatadarSana view of permanence 
rtag pa nitya permanent! 

permanent 
phenomenon 

rtag pa'i mtha' sasvatiinta extreme of 
permanence! 
extreme of 
reification 

rtag par 'dzin pa sasvatagr3ha conception of 
permanence 

rtags liilga sign/reason 
rten iidhiira basis 
rten 'brelJrten 'byung pratityasamutpada dependent-arising 
rtog pre~te impute 
rtog ge pa tiirkika logician 
rtog pa vikalpa/kalpana/ conceptuality/ 

vitarka thought! 
investigation 

rtog pa rigs shes conceptual reasoning 
consciousness 

rtog pa'i spros pa *kalpanaprapaiica conceptual 
elaborations 

rtog med ye shes nirvikalpajiiiina non-conceptual 
exalted wisdom 
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rtogs pa pratipadJadhigama realize 
rton pratisaraJ)a rely 
rton pa bzhi catviiri pratisaraI).iini four reliances 
Ita ba ~tildarSana vlew 
stong nyid rtogs pa'i view realizing 

Ita ba emptiness 
stong nyid rtogs pa'i wisdom realizing 

shes rab emptiness 
stong pa nyid siinyatii emptiness 
brtags pa vitarka investigation 
brten nas brtags pal upiidiiya prajilaptil imputed 

brten nas gdags pa prajilaptir upiidiiya dependently/ 
dependent 
designation 

bstan beos Siistra treatise 

tha snyad vyavahiira conventionality/ 
verbal convention 

tha snyad du SlUp.vrtyii conventionally 
tha snyad pa'i chos *vyavahiiradhanna conventional 

phenomena 
tha snyad pa'i tshad *vyavahiirapl"lUD8Qa conventional valid 
rna cognition 

tha snyad pa'i shes pa *vyavahiiravijiliina conventional 
consciousness 

tha dad niiniilniiniitva different/difference 
thabs upaya method 
thams cad mkhyen sarvajila all-knowing! 

pa omniscient 
tharpa vimo~ liberation 
thai 'gyur/thaI balmi prasailga consequence! 

'dod pa'i thal 'gyur contradictory 
consequence 

thal 'gyur pa priisailgika Priisal'lgika 
thun mong ba siidhiiraI).a shared 
thun mong rna yin pa asiidhiiraI}.a uncommon 
thun mong rna yin uncommon 

pa'i kbyad chos distinguishing 
feature 

thun mong rna yin uncommon mode of 
pa'i sdod lugs subsistence 



theg pa chen po 

theg dman 

thob par bya ba 

thos pa 
mtha' 

mtha' yas pa 
mthar thug pa 
mthun pa 
mthun pa'i don dam 
mthong lam 
'thad pa 

dam bca' 
dam pa'i chos 
dud 'gro 
dus 'khor 

de kho na nyidlde 
nyid 

de kho na nyid du 
grub pa 

de kho na nyid la 'jug 
pa 

de kho na gtan la 
dbab pa 

don 

don gyi sdod lugs 

don gyis 
don gcig 

don dam 
don dam dngos 
don dam btags pa ba 
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mahayana MahayanaiGreat 
Vehicle 

hlnayana IDnayanaiLesser 

pratilambhalprapa
ljiya 

sruta 
koJ:ilanta 

ananta 
paryanta 
anukUla 

darianamarga 
upapadyate/upapatti 

pratijiia 
saddharma 
tiryak 
kalacak.ra 

tattvaltathata 

tattvasiddhi 

tattvavamra 

*tattvaviniScaya 

artha 

arthat 
ekartha 

paramartha 

Vehicle 
object of attainment 

hearing 
alternative/extreme/ 

possibility 
limitless 
finality 
concordant 
concordant ultimate 
path of seeing 
feasible/feasibility/ 
correct 

thesis 
excellent doctrine 
animal 
Kalachakralwheel of 
time 

suchnesslreality 

establishment as its 
own suchness 

entry into suchness 

settling of suchness 

object/meaning! 
purpose 

objective mode of 
subsistence 

implicitly 
synonymous! 
mutually 
inclusive 

ultimate 
actual ultimate 
imputed ultimate 
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don dam bden pa param3rthasatya ultimate truth 
don dam pa'i'tshad *pararnarthapramiiJ:1a ultimate valid 

rna cognition 
don dam par grub pa pararnarthasiddhi ultimate 

establishment 
don dam par yod pa paramarthasat ultimately exist 
don dam dpyod byed reasoning of ultimate 

kyi rigs pa analysis 
don byed nus pa arthakriyasakti capacity to perform a 

function 
don byed pa'i nus pas empty of capacity to 

stong pa perform functions 
drang don neyartha interpretable object! 

interpretable 
meaning 

drang don gyi mdo neyarthasfitra sfitra of interpretable 
meaning 

drang srong ~ sage 
dran pa/dran shes smrti mindfulness/memory 

consciousness 
dri gandha odor 
dri za'i grong khyer gandharvanagara city of scent -eaters 
gdags pa prajiiapti designation 
gdags gzhi basis of designation 
gdul bya vineya trainee 
gdon mi za bar avaSya unquestionably/ 

undeniably 
bdag iitman self 
bdag gi/bdag gir/bdag iitmIya mme 
giba 

bdag gir 'dzin pa mamakiira conception of mine 
bdagmed nairiitmya selflessness 
bdag med pa'i Ita ba nairiitmyadarSana view of selflessness 
bdag'dzin ahaIpkiira/iitmagraha conception of self 
bde ba sukha bliss 
bden pa satya truth 
bden par grub pa satyasiddhi true establishment 
mdo sde spyod pa'i sautriintika-miidhya- Sautriintika-
dbu rna pa mika Miidhyamika 

'du byed sarpskiira compositional factors 
'du shes sarpjft3 discrimination 
'dus pa saiJ.ghiita aggregation 
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'dod khams karnadhatu desire realm 
'dod rgyal yad{cchika arbitrarily 
'dod pa i~yate/abhyupagama/ assert/assertion 

abhimata/abhila~ 

iccha 
rdul bral viraja pure/free from dust 
rdul tsam yang even a particle 
ldog khyab vyatirekavyapti counter-pervasion 
ldog pa vyatirekaivyavrrti isolate/reverse 
ldog pa tha dad different isolates 
sdug bsngal dul}kha suffering 
sdug bsngal bden pa dul}khasatya true suffering 
sdug bsngal ba dulP<ha/dul}khita miserable 
sdod lugs mode of subsistence 
bsdus grwa Collected Topics of 

Valid Cognition 

nam mkha' wSa space 
nam mkha' mtha' yas akaSanantya limitless space 
nam 'chi mi nges pa uncertainty of the 

time of death 
nus pa Sakti capacity 
gnad mthar gtugs pa'i final subtle essential 

phra ba 
gnas rna bu pa vatslputrlya Vatslputrlya 
gnas med pa anaIaya baseless 
gnas lugs mode of abiding! 

mode of subsistence 
gnod pa upakara/badhana/ damage 

upaghata 
gnod byed brjod pa damages expressed 

mams 
rna ba srotra ear 
mam mkhyenlmam sarvakarajiiiina exalted-knower-of-

pa thams cad all-aspects/ 
mkhyen pa omniscient 

consciousness 
mam grangs pa paryaya metaphoric 
mam grangs rna ym aparyaya non-metaphoric 
pa 

mam grollam virnuktimarga path of release 
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rnam bead/rnam par viccheda/apalqta [mere] elimination! 
bead pa elimination 

mam par byang ba'i vaiyavadanika- very pure 
chos dharma phenomenon 

rnam par shes pa vijfulna conSCiousness 
mam bzhag vyavasthiipita presentation 
mam shes vijiiana [ordinary] 

consciousness 
rnam shes mtha' yas vijiiiiniinantya limidess 

conSCiousness 
mal 'byor nmgon yogipraty~ yogic direct 

sum perceiver/yogic 
direct perception 

mal 'byor spyod pa'i yogiicara-miidhya- Yogachara-Madhya-
dbu rna pa mika mika 

mal 'byor bla med anuttarayogatantra Highest Yoga Tantra 
kyi rgyud 

snang stong gnyis composite of 
tshogs appearance and 

emptiness 
snang ba pratibhiisa appearancdapperucing 
snambu pata woolen cloth 

dpag tu med pa aprameya/aparimaQa immeasurable 
dpyad sgom analytical meditation 
dpyad mi bzod pa cannot withstand 

analysis 
dpyod pa viciira analysis 
spangs pa/spong ba rahiina p . abandonment 
spyi siimanya generality 
spyi mtshan siimanyalak~a generally 

characterized 
phenomenon 

spyod pa caritalcarya behavior 
spyod pa'i phyogs *caryapak~ class of deeds 
sprul pa nirtnat}.a emanation 
spros pa prapaiica elaborations 
spros pa rnam par mere elimination of 

bead tsam elaborations 
spros bral aprapaiica free from 

elaboration 
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phan tshun spang anyonyaparihara- contradictories in the 
gaVphan tshun 'gal virodha!paraspara- sense of mutual 
ba viruddha exclusion 

phan yon anuSaijlsa benefit 
phar phyin piiramita perfection 
phung po skandha aggregate 
phung po'i mtshan skandhalak~a character of the 

nyid aggregates 
phung gsum possibility 
phyag rgya bzhi caturmudra four seals 
phyi dar later dissemination 
phyi don bahirdhartha!ba- external object 

hyartha 
phyi mo matrka model 
phyin ci rna log par aviparyaya!aviparyasa non-erroneously 
phyin ci log viparyasa error/erroneous 
phye ba bbinna!racayati differentiation! 

differentiate 
phyogs p~ position 
phyogs kyi gos can digambara Digambara 
phyogs 'dzin pa'i dbu partisan Madhya-
mapa mika 

phra rab paranW)ulatis~ma minute/subtle 
'phags pa arya Superior 
'phags pa'i bden pa catvari aryasatyani four noble truths 

bzhi 

bag chags vasan3 predispositions 
bab col senseless babble 
bumpa gha!a pot 
bern po kantha matter 
bya ba/bya byed vyapara!vyapara- activities 

karaQa 
byang chub bodhi enlightenment 
byang chub kyi sems bodhicitta altruistic intention to 

become a Buddha! 
mind of 
enlightenment 

byang chub sems bodhisattva bodhisattva 
dpa' 

byas pa lqta produced thing! 
product 
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bying ba niroagna/laya laxity 
byung ba'i rim 'pa chronology 
bye brag viSe~ instance 
byed pa karaQa action 
byed pa po karakalkartr agent 
bla na med pa anuttara unsurpassed 
bla rna guru lama 
blo buddhi awareness 
blo gnod med *nirvyathabuddhi non-defective 

awareness 
blo sbyong mind-training 
dbang po indriya sense power/sense 

faculty 
dbang shes indriyajilana sense consciousness 
dbuma madhyama middle way 
dbu ma pa madhyamika Madhyamika 
dbu ma'i Ita khrid Instructions on the 

View of the Middle 
Way 

dbu ma'i lam madhyamapratipat middle path 
'byung ba udaya arising 
'byed pa racayati differentiate 
'bras bu phala fruit/effect 
'bras bu la gnas pa phalasthita abider in the fruit 
'bras bu Ia mugs pa phalapratipannaka approacher to the 

fruit 
sbyang ba viSodhana purify 
sbyin pa dana giving 
sbyor ba prayoga syllogism 
sbyor lam prayogamarga path of preparation 

rna skyes pa ajata not produced 
ma yin dgag paryudiisaprati~ aflInnWng negative 
ma rig pa avidya ignorance 
man ngag upadeSa quintessential 

instructions 
mi 'khrul ba avyabhicarin non-mistaken 
mi dge ba akuSala non-virtuous 
mi 'gal ba aviruddha non-contradictory 
mi lcogs med anagamya not unable 
mi rtag pa anityatiilanitya impermanence! 
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impermanent/ 
impermanent 
phenomenon 

mi rtog pa avikalpa non-conceptuaL' 
non-conceptuality 

mi'thad anupapanna/ayukta incorrect/unfeasible 
mi 'thad pa anupapatti incorrectness 
mi gnas pa'i my a aprati~lhitanirvfu:1a non-abiding nirvfu:1a 

ngan las 'das pa 
mi rigs pa ayukta/anupapatti unreasonable 
mi rung ba na yujyate unsuitable 
mi slu ba avisatp.vadin incontrovertible! 

ineluctable 
mi slob lam aSaik~arga path of no more 

learning 
mig ~s eye 
ming gis btags pa saJ!ljiiakaraQa nominally imputed 
ming gis bzhag pa nominal positing 
ming dang rtog pas merely posited by 

btagstsam names and thought 
ming tsam namamatraka merely nominal 
ming gzugs n3man1pa name and form 
mu koti/anta alternative!possibility 
mu stegs gcer bu pa tirthika nirgrantha rrrthika Nirgrantha 
mu stegs pa tirthika Forder 
mu bzhi catu~koti four alternativeslfour 

possibilitiesl 
tetralemma 

med dgag prasajyaprati~a non-affirming 
negative 

med du mi rung ba indispensible 
med pa abhava/asat/nasti non-existence! 

non-existent 
med pa pa nastika Nihilist 
med pa rna yin not non-existent 
med pa'i mtha' extreme of non-

existence 
med par Ita ba nastitvadarSana view of nihilism 
med par smra ba nastivada/nastivadin nihilism/nihilist 
mo gsham gyi bu vandhyaputra child of a barren 

woman 
my a ngan las 'das pa nirvfu:1a nirvfu:1aJpassing from 

sorrow 
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dmigs pa/dmigs yu1 upalabdhilaIambana observed/object of 
observation 

drnyal ba pa naraka hell-being 
nni lam svapna dream 
nnugs pa styana obscuration 
smig rgyu marici mirage 
smon pa med pa aprru.llhita wishlessness 
smra ba vanYvadin propound/proponent 

gtso bo pradhana principal 
rtsa ba mula root 
rtsad bead pa research 
rtse gcig pa ekagra one-pointed 
rtsod pa vivada dispute/objection 
rtsod pa byed vipravadati debate/dispute 
brtson 'grus vrrya effort 

tshad pramfu:la measure 
tshad rna pramfu:la valid/valid cognition! 

valid cognizer 
tshad rna rna yin pa apram8Qa not valid 
tsbad mas dmigs pa * ramanalabdha p . observed by valid 

cognition 
tshad med aprameya immeasurable 
tshig 'bru vyailjana words/syllables 
tshugs thub self-instituting 
tshul naya mode 
tshul khrims sila ethics 
tshogs bsten pa fulfilling the 

prerequisites 
tshogs pa siimagrVsatpgati collections/composite 
tshogs lam sambharamarga path of accumulation 
tshogs bsags pa sambhara/sailcaya accumulate the 

collections 
tshor ba vedana feeling 
tshor ba po vedaka feeler 
mtshan nyid lak~a character/ 

characteristic 
mtshan nyid ngo bo lak~anil:lsvabhavata non entityness of 

nyid med pa character 
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mtshan ma nimitta SIgn 
mtshan ma med pa animitta signlessness 
mtshan mar 'dzin pa nimittodgrahaQa apprehension of signs 
mtshung rulya similar/alike 
mtshungs pa med pa apratima unequalled 
'tsho ba jivika liveliness 

, dzin stangs mu~tibandha mode of 
apprehension 

, dzin stangs mi discordant modes of 
mthun pa apprehension 

'dzin pa graha grasp/apprehend 
rdzas tha dad different substantial 

entity 
rdzas su yod pa dravyasat substantially existent 
rdzu 'phrul rddhi magical power 
rdzun pa ~ falsity 

zhi gnas Samatha calm abiding 
zhiba santa peaceful 
zhi lhag zung 'breI union of calm abiding 

and special insight 
gzhan dbang paratantra other-powered 

phenomena 
gzhal bya prameya object of 

comprehension 
gzhi adhikaraJ:taladhara basis 
gzhi grub *asrayasiddhi established base 
gzhi mthun pa samanadhikar3Q3 common locus 
gzhi ma adhikanu:aaladhara basis 
gzhung phyi mo *granthamatrka model text 

zagbcas sasrava contaminated thing 
zabpa gambhira profound 
gzugs rOpa fonn/visible form 
gzugs sku rOpakaya Form Body 
gzugs bmyan pratibimba reflection 
gzugs med kyi arupyasamapatti formless absorption 

snyoms 'jug 
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bzod pa k~ti patience 
bzlog pa viparltalnirvrtta ove~rnedJreversed 

yang dag samyak real/correct 
yang dag par grub pa samyaksiddhi establishment as [its 

own) reality 
yan lag angalavayava part 
yan lag can avayavin parts-possessor/whole 
yi dwags preta hungry ghost 
yid ches pa adhimukti have conviction in 
yid brtan rung ba suitable for finnness 

of mind 
yin lugs mode of being 
yul vi~ya object 
yul gyi dgag bya objective object of 

negation 
yulcan subjective 
yul can mthWl pa'i concordant subjective 

don dam ultimate 
yul can don dam subjective ultimate 
yul can don dam actual subjective 
dngos ultimate 

yul am roam grangs metaphoric 
pa'i don dam subjective ultimate 

yul can roam grangs non-metaphoric 
rna yin pa'i don dam subjective ultimate 

yul steng nas objectively 
yul mthWl pa'i don concordant objective 
dam ultimate 

yul don dam objective ultimate 
yul don dam dngos actual objective 

ultimate 
yul mam grangs pa'i metaphoric objective 
don dam ultimate 

yul mam grangs rna non-metaphoric 
yin pa'i don dam objective ultimate 

ye med pa utter non-existence 
ye shes joana exalted wisdom! 

exalted wisdom 
consciousness 



yongs grub 

yongs gcod 
yongs su shes pa 

yod palsrid pa 
yod pa rna yin 
yod pa'i mtha' 
yon tan 

rags palrags pa mams 

rang rkya ba 
rang gi ngo bo 

rang gi ngo bo nyid 
kyis grub palrang gi 
ngo bos grub pa 

rang gi ngo bos yod 
pa 

rang gi mtshan nyid 
kyis grub pa 

rang gi mtshan nyid 
kyis yod pa 

rang rgyaJ 
rang rgyud kyi sbyor 

ba 
rang rgyud pa 
rang ngos nas grub pa 

rang ngos nas yod pa 

rang mtshan 
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parini~panna thoroughly 

pariccheda 
parijflana 

bhavalsattvalbhava 
na astilabhava 

guI).a 

sthulalsatatarnlaud-
arika 

svariipalsvabhava 

svabhavata siddhiJ 
svariipasiddhiJ 
svabhavikI siddhi 

svariipel)a vidyarnana 

svaJak~siddhi 

svaJak~sat 

pratyekabuddha 
svatantraprayoga 

svatantrika 
svariipasiddhi 

svariipasat 

svaJ~a 

established 
phenomenon 

positive inclusion 
knowledge/thorough 
knowledge 

existence/existent 
not existent 
extreme of existence 
good quality 

coarse/gross/gross 
object 

self-sufficient 
intrinsic entity/own 
entity 

establishment by way 
of its own entity 

existence by way of 
its own entity 

establishment by way 
of [the object's] own 
character 

existence by way of 
its own character 

Solitary Realizer 
autonomous 

syllogism 
Svatantrika 
establishment from 

[the object's] own 
side 

existence in its own 
right 

own-character/self-
character/ 
specificaJJy 
characterized 
phenomena 
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rang bzhin svabhavalsvariipa [final] nature! 
inherent existence 

rang bzhin gyis grub svabhavasiddhi inherent 
pa establishment 

rang bzhin gyis stong svabhavaSUnyata emptiness of inherent 
pa nyid existence 

rang bzhin gyis med asvabhavalnil).sva- absence of inherent 
pa bhava existence!no 

inherent existence 
rang bzhin mthar *svabhavaparyanta final nature 

thug 
rang lugs svamata own system 
rab tu mi gnas par sarvadhannapra- Proponent of 
smra ba ti~thanavadin Thorough Non-

Abiding 
rigs pa nyayalyukti reasoning 
rigs pa ltar snang *nyayabhasa counterfeit reasoning 
rigs pa'i dgag bya *nyayaprati~ya object of negation by 

reasoning 
rigs pas khegs refuted by reasoning 
rigs pas gnod pa damaged by 

reasoning 
rip pas dpyad mi unable to bear 

bzod pa analysis by 
reasoning 

rigs pas dpyad bzod able to bear analysis 
pa by reasoning 

rigs tshogs Collections of 
Reasoning 

rigs shes reasoning 
consciousness 

rigs shes kyis rna not found by a 
myedpa reasoning 

consciousness 
rigs shes kyis med found to be non-
par myed pa existent by a 

reasoning 
consciousness 

rigs shes rjes dpag inferential reasoning 
consciousness 

rung ba yuktatvalyujyate suitability/suitable 
reg pa sparSa contact 
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reg bya spra~tavya object of touch! 
tangible object 

lag rjes imprint 
lam marga path/path 

consciousness 
lam gyi dgag bya *margaprati~ya object of negation by 

the path 
lam bden margasatya true path 
lam rim stages of the path 
las karma action 
las lam path of actions 
lugs naya/mata system 
lugs Idog paryaya reverse process 
lugs 'byung anuloma forward process 
Ius kaya body 
len pa upadana grasping 
log Ita mithyadr~ti wrong VIew 
log pa nivrttilmithya unreal 
log pa'i nga rgyal mithyamana wrongful pride 
log shes mithyajiiiina wrong consciousness 

shing rta'i srol 'byed opener of the chariot-
way 

shin tu lkog gyur atyarthaparok~ very hidden 
phenomenon 

shin tu sbyangs pa prasrabdhi/pra- pliancy 
srabdhi 

shugs kyis tarasa implicitly 
shugs rtogs implicit realization 
shed bu miinava child of manu 
shed las kyes pa manuja born from manu 
shes sgrib/shes bya'i jiieyavaraJ.la obstruction to 

sgrib pa omniscience 
shes pa jiiana consciousness 
shes bya jiieya object of knowledge 
shes rab prajiiii wisdom 
shes rab kyi pha rol prajiiiiparamita perfection of wisdom 

tu phyin pa 
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sa bhiimi ground 
sa bon bija seed 
sa mtshams sima boundary 
sa lam grounds and paths 
sangs rgyas buddha Buddha 
sangs rgyas kyi go buddhapada buddhahood 

'phang 
sun 'byin pa dii~ disbelieve /eradicate 
sems citta mind 
sems can sattva sentient being 
sems pa cetana intention 
sems tsam cittamatra mind-only 
so so'i skye bo/so sor p{thagjana common being / 

skyes bu ordinary being 
so sor rtog pa pratisarpkhyana individual analysis 
srid mtha' bhavanta almost does not occur 
srid pa bhava/sattvalbhava/ existence/mundane 

prabhavati existence /occurs 
srid rtse/srid pa'i rtse bhavagra peak of cyclic 

mo existence 
sred pa sneha/~Qa attachment 
srog jiva living being 
srol 'byed founder 
srol'dzin upholder of the 

system 
slob dpon adirya master 
gsal ba saIpprakhyana/ clarity/clear 

vyakta/sphuta 
gsung 'bum sung-bum/collected 

works 
gsung rab pravacana scripture 
gso ba po~ nourished 
bsags pa upacaya composite 
bsam gtan dhyana concentration 
bsam gtan bzhi catvari dhyaniini four concentrations 
bsam pa cinta thinking 
bsod nams dang ye pUl).yajflanasambhara collections of merit 
shes kyi tshogs and wisdom 

bslab pa gsum trisik~ threefold training 

lhag mthong vipaSyana special insight 
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lhag pa'i tshul khrims adhisUa higher ethics 
lhag pa'i ring nge adhisamadhi higher meditative 

'dzin stabilization 
lhag pa'i shes rab adhiprajiJ.a higher wisdom 
lhag dpyod udraka Udraka 
lhag rna rna Ius pa nirava~ without remainder/ 

completely 
lhag rna Ius pa si~yata/ava~ remainder left over 
lhan skyes sahaja innate 
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aqtSaka cha can parts-possessor/whole 
akuSala mi dge ba non-virtuous 
alqtrima beos rna rna yin pa non-fabricated 
alqtrimanubhava beos rna rna yin pa'i non-artificial 

myong ba experience 
anga yan lag part 
ajata rna skyes pa not produced 
atis~rna phra rab subtle 
atula mnyammed unequalled 
atyantabhava gran med completely non-

existent 
atyarthaparo~ shin tu lkog gyur very hidden 

phenomenon 
advayajiiana gnyis su med pa'i ye non-dualistic exalted 

shes wisdom 
*advayavijfiiina gnyis su med pa'i non-dualistic 

shes pa cognition 
adhamapuru~ skyes bu chung ngu being of small 

capacity 
adharma chos rna yin pa improper 
adhikaraQa gzhi rna/gzhi basis 
adhigama rtogs pa realize 
adhiprajfia lhag pa'i shes rab higher wisdom 
adhimukti yid ches pa have conviction in 
adhisna lhag pa'i tshul khrims higher ethics 
adhisamadhi lhag pa'i ting nge higher meditative 

'dzin stabilization 
ananta mtha' yas pa limitless 
anabhiSaJ!lskara mngon par ' du byed no composition 

pa med pa 

574 
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anav~ lhag moo without remainder 
anagamya mi lcogs moo not unable 
anaIaya gnas med pa baseless 
anitya/anityatl mi rtag pa impermanent/ 

impermanent 
phenomenon/ 
impermanence 

animitta mtshan rna med pa signlessness 
anukflla mthun pa concordant 
anuttara bla na med pa unsurpassed 
anuttarayogatantra mal 'byor bla med Highest Yoga Tantra 

kyi rgyud 
anutpada skye ba med pa no production 
anupapatti/ mi rigs palmi 'thad unreasonable! 

anupapanna pa/mi'thad incorrectness! 
incorrect 

anumana rjes dpag inferential cognition 
anumanap~ rjes dpag tshad rna inferential valid 

cognizer 
anulorna lugs 'byung forward process 
anuSaJpsa phan yon benefit 
1IlusaraI)3 rjes su 'brangs pa follow 
IOta mtha' alternative/extreme 
lIlyonyaparihara- phan tshun spang 'gal contradictories in the 
virodha sense of mutual 

exclusion 
anvayavyapti rjes khyab forward pervasion 
aparimaI.la dpag tu med pa immeasurable 
aparyaya rnam grangs rna yin non-metaphoric 

pa 
apavada skur pa 'debs pa deprecation 
apalqta rnam par bead pa elimination 
apOrva sngon med pa unprecedented 
apraJ}ihita smon pa med pa wishlessness 
apratima mtshungs pa med pa unequalled 
aprati~putanirviiQa mi gnas pa'i my a non-abiding nirviiQa 

ngan las ' das pa 
aprapaftca spros bral free from 

elaborations 
apramiiQa tshad rna rna yin pa not valid 
aprameya dpag tu med paltshad immeasurable 

med 
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abhava med palmi srid pal non-existence/ 
dngos med non-existent / 

non-thing 
abhijna mngon par shes pa clairvoyance 
abhidharma chos mngon pa knowledge 
abhidhana rjod byed means of expression 
abhidheya brjod bya subject discussed/ 

subject matter 
abhiniveSa mngon par zhen pa manifest conception/ 

strong adherence 
abhimata 'dod pa assert /assertion 
abhimana mngon pa'i nga rgyal manifest pride/pride 

of conceit 
abhimukhI mngon gyur manifest /manifest 

phenomenon 
abhil~ 'dod pa assert /assertion 
abhyasa goms pa familiarization 
abhyupagata/ khas blangs bal'dod promise/assert / 

abhyupagama pa assertion 
ayukta mi 'thad /mi rigs pal unfeasible! 

mi rung ba unreasonable! 
incorrect/unsuitable 

anha don object /meaning/ 
purpose 

arthakriyiSakti don byed nus pa capacity to perform a 
function 

arthit don gyis implicitly 
arhat dgra beom pa Foe Destroyer 
avagacchati khong du chud pal understand /realize 

nogs pa 
avabodha khong du chud pal understand! 

nogs pa realization 
avayava yan laglcha shas part 
avayavin yan lag can parts-possessor/whole 
ava~ lhag ma Ius pa remainder left over 
avasya gdon mi za bar/nges unquestionably/ 

par definitely 
avasaya khong du chud pa understand 
avikala ma tshang ba med complete 

pa/tsang ba 
avikalpa mi rtog pa non-conceptuality 
avidya ma rig pa ignorance 
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aviparyaya/avipar- phyin ci rna log par non-erroneously 

yasa 
aviruddha mi 'gal ba non-contradictory 
avisarpvadin mi slu ba incontrovertible 
avyabhiciirin mi 'khrul ba non-mistaken 
aSaik~iirga mi slob lam path of no more 

learning 
asat rned pa/yod pa rna non-existence/non-

yinlbden pa rna yin existent/not true 
asadhiiraJ)a thun rnong rna yin pa uncommon 
asvabhava rang bzhin gyis rned absence of inherent 

pa /ngo bo nyid rned existencelnon-
pa/ngo bo nyid rna entityness/without 
rnchi pa nyid/ entityness 

ahaq1 nga I 
ahatpkara ngar 'dzin/bdag 'dzin conception of self 

wSa nam rnkha' space 
iikaSanantya nam mkha' rntha' yas limitless space 
akiIpcanya ci yang rned nothingness 
ic8rya slob dpon master 
itmagraha bdag'dzin conception of self 
itman bdag self 
itmanIna bdaggi mine 
itmiya bdag gi/bdag girl mine 

bdag gi ba 
idhara gzhi/rten basis 
apatti grub pa establish 
ayata rgyang phan pa Materialist 
ayatana skye mched source 
arupyasamapatti gzugs rned kyi fonnless absorption 

snyorns 'jug 
iirya 'phags pa Superior 
alambana dmigs pa/dmigs yul object of observation 
alayavijiiana kun gzhi mam shes mind-basis-of-all 
avaraJ)a sgrib pa obstruction 

iccha 'dod pa assert /assertion 
indriya dbang po sense power/sense 

faculty 
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indriyavijfiana dbang po'i mam par sense consciousness 
shes pa 

~yate 'dod pa/khas blangs assert 

ucchedadarSana chad par Ita ba view of annihilation I 
view of deprecation 

ucchedanta chad pa'i mtha' extreme of 
annihilation 

utpatti skye ba production 
udaya 'byung ba/skye ba arising/production 
udraka lhag dpyod Udraka 
upaghata gnod pa byas pal to damagelis 

gnod par gyur pa damaged 
upacaya bsags pa composite 
upadeSa man ngag quintessential 

instruction 
upapadyatelupapatti 'thad pa correct Ifeasiblel 

feasibility 
upahata nyams pa deterioration 
upiidaq- nye bar len pa po that which 

appropriates / 
appropriator 

upidana nye bar len pa/nye appropriated/ 
bar blang bya/len grasping 
pa 

upidaya prajiiapyatel brten nas gdags par dependent-
upidaya prajiiapya- bya balbrten nas designation I 
mana brtags pa imputed 

dependently 
upaya thabs method 

rddhi rdzu 'phrul magical power 
~i drang srong sage 

eka/ekatva gcig oneloneness 
*ekariipatii ngo bo gcig pa one entity/same 

entity 
ekiigra rtse gcig pa one-pointed 
ekartha don gcig same meaning/ 

synonymous 
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audarika rags pa/rags pa mams gross/gross objects 

kantha bern po matter 
karut)a snying rje compaSSlOn 

kart:r byed pa po agent 
karma las action 
kalpana rtog pa thought/ 

conceptuality 
*kalpanaprapaiica rtog pa'i spros pa conceptual 

elaboration 
kalyiinamitra dge ba'i bshes gnyen spiritual guide 
kiimadhiitu 'dod khams desire realm 
kiiya Ius body 
kii.raka byed pa po agent 
kiilacakra dus 'khor Kiilachakra/wheelof 

time 
kuSala dge ba virtue/virtuous 
lqta/lqtaka byas pa produced thing! 

product 
lqtrima beos ma made up/fabricated 
koli mu/mtha' possibility/ 

alternative/extreme 
*~tavidya nyon mongs can gyi afilictive ignorance 

marigpa 
kleSa nyon mongs afiliction 
kleSiivaraJ.la nyon mongs pa'i obstruction to 

sgrib pa liberation 
k~ti bzod pa patience 

gati 'gro ba transmigration 
gandha dri odor 
gandharvanagara dri za'i grong khyer city of scent-eaters 
gambhlra zab pa profound 
gut}ll yon tan [good] quality 
guru bla ma lama/teacher 
*granthamaq-kii gzhung phyi mo model text 
griiha 'dzin pa apprehension 

ghata bumpa pot 
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cak~us Illig eye 
catunnudra phyag rgya bzhi four seals 
catu~koJ:i mu bzhi/mtha' bzhi four alternatives/four 

possibilities! 
tetralemma 

catvari aryasatyaru 'phags pa'i bden pa four noble truths 
bzhi 

catvari dhyanaru bsam gtan bzhi four concentrations 
catvari pratisaraI)ani rton pa bzhi four reliances 
caritalcarya spyod pa behavior 
*caryapak~ spyod pa'i phyogs class of deeds 
carvaka rgyang phan pa Materialist 
citta sems mind 
cittamatra sems tsam mind-only 
cinta bsam pa thinking 
cetana sems pa intention 
codya rgol par byed pa argue/dispute 

jaramaraI)a rga shi aging and death 
jati skye ba birth 
jiva srog living being 
jiviki 'tsho ba liveliness 
jiiina shes pa/ye shes consciousness/exalted 

wisdom/exalted wis-
dom consciousness 

jfieya shes bya object of knowledge 
jfieyavaraI)a shes bya'i sgrib pal obstruction to 

shes sgrib omniscience 

tattva de nyid/de kho na suchness/reality 
nyid 

*tattvaviniscaya de kho na gtan la settling of suchness 
dbab pa 

tattvasiddhi de kho na nyid du establishment as its 
grub pa own suchness 

tattvavatara de kho na nyid la 'jug entry into suchness 
pa 

tathata de bzhin nyid suchness/reality 
tantra rgyud tantra 
tarasil shugs kyis implicitly 
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tiirkika rtog ge pa logician 
tiryak dud 'gro animal 
tirthika mu stegs pa Forder 
tirthika nirgrantha mu stegs gcer bu pa llrthika Nirgrantha 
tulya mtshungs similar/same 

twta chog shes pa satisfactionlbe 
satisfied 

~Qa sred pa attachment 
triratna dkon mchog gsum Three Jewels 
trisik~ bslab pa gsum threefold training 

dacianamarga mthong lam path of seeing 
dana sbyin pa giving 
digambara phyogs kyi gos can Digambara 
dul.Ikha /du1)khita sdug bsngal/sdug suffering/miserable 

bsngal ba 
du~asatya sdug bsngal bden pa true suffering 
durgati ngan 'gro bad transmigration 
dii~a sun 'byin pa disbelieve!eradicate 

~ti Ita ba VIew 
d~ skyon/nyes pa disadvantage!fault 
dravyasat rdzas su yod pa substantially existent 

dharma choslchos yin pa doctrine! 
phenomenon 
quality/proper 

dharmakaya chos kyi sku Truth Body 
dharmata chos nyid reality 
dharmadhatu chos kyi dbyings sphere of reality 
dharmanairatmya chos kyi bdag med selflessness of 

phenomena 
dharrnin chos can subject 
dhyana bsam gtan concentration 

na yujyate mi rung ba /mi rigs pa unsuitable/ 
unreasonable 

naya lugs/tshul system/mode 
nana/nanatva tha dad different/difference 
namamatraka ming tsam merely nominal 
namariipa ming dang gzugs name and form 
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naraka dmyal ba/dmyal ba hell !hell-being 
pa 

nasti med pa non-existence/ 
non-existent 

nastika med pa pa nihilist 
nastitvadarSana med par Ita ba view of nihilism 
nastivada/nastivadin med par smra ba nihilism /nihilist 
niQsaraI)a nges 'byung renunciation 
niQsvabhiiva rang bzhin gyis med no inherent existence 

pa 
nitya rtag pa permanent 

phenomenon 
nimagna bying ba laxity 
nimitta mtshan rna SIgn 
nimittagraha mtshan mar 'dzin pa apprehension of signs 
niyata/niyama nges pa/nges par limited/definite/ 

definitely 
nirava~ lhag rna rna Ius pa without remainder / 

completely 
niruddha 'gags pa stopping /cessation 
nirodha 'gag pa/'gog pa cessation 
nirodhasatya • 'gog bden true cessation 
nirgrantha gcer bu pa Nirgrantha 

nirmaJ.la sprul pa emanation 
nirviiQa my a ngan las 'das pa nirviiQa /passing from 

sorrow 
nirvikalpajiiiina rtog med ye shes non-conceptual 

exalted wisdom 
nivrtti log pa unreal/wrong/ 

opposite 
nis-ci nges pa/gtan la 'babs ascertain /settle 

pa 
*niscayajiiana nges shes ascertaining 

consciousness 
nitartha nges don definitive object/ 

definitive meaning 
nitiirthasutra nges don gyi mdo sutra of definitive 

meaning 
neyartha drang don interpretable object/ 

interpretable 
meaning 

neyarthasutra drang don gyi mdo sutra of interpretable 
meaning 
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nairatmya bdag med selflessness 
nairatmyadarSana bdag med pa'i Ita ba view of selflessness 
nyaya rigs pa reasoning 
*nyayabhiisa rigs pa ltar snang counterfeit reasoning 
*nyayaprati~edhya rigs pa'i dgag bya object of negation by 

reasoning 

pak~ phyogs position/direction 
pa!a snam bu woolen cloth 
padiirtha dngos po/don topic/thing 
paratantra gzhan dbang other-powered 

phenomenon 
paramiiI}'u phra rab/rdul phra minute/minute 

rab particle 
paramartha don dam ultimate 
*paramiirthapramiiI}.a don dam pa'i tshad ultimate valid 

rna cognition 
paramiirthasat don dam par yod pa ultimately exist 
paramiirthasatya don dam bden pa ultimate truth 
paramarthasiddhi don dam par grub pa ultimate 

~tablishment 
parasparaviruddha phan tshun 'gal ba/ contradictory in the 

phan tshun spang sense of mutual 
'gal exclusion 

parikalpita btags pa/kun brtags imputation 
*parikalpiravidya kun btags pa'i rna rig artificial ignorance 

pa 
pariccheda yongs gcod positive inclusion 
parijiiiina yongs su shes pa knowledge/thorough 

knowledge 
parini~panna yongs grub thoroughly 

established 
phenomenon 

parok~ lkog gyur hiddenlhidden 
phenomenon 

paryanta mthar thug pa finality 
paryaya rnam grangs pa metaphoric 
paryudasaprati~a rna yin dgag affirming negative 
piiramira phar phyin perfection 
pUJ.lyajiiiinasambhiira bsod nams dang ye collections of merit 

shes kyi tshogs and wisdom 
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pudgala gang zag person 
pudgalanairatmya gang zag gi bdag med selflessness of persons 
puru~ skyes bu being/creature 
pflhagjana so so'i skye bo/so sor common being / 

skyes bu ordinary being 
po~a gso ba nourished 
pralqti rang bzhin nature 
prajiiapti btags pa/gdags pa designation 
prajftaptir upadaya brten nas gdags pa dependent 

designation 
prajiiaptisat btags yod imputed existent/ 

imputedly existent 
prajfta shes rab wisdom 
prajiiapiiramita shes rab kyi pha rol perfection of wisdom 

tu phyin pa 
pratijfta khas 'che ba/dam claim/thesis 

bca' 
pratipak~ gnyen po/mi mthun antidote /discordant 

phyogs class 
pratipad rtogs pa/sgrub pa realize/proof 
pratibimba gzugs brnyan reflection 
pratibbasa snangba appearance/ 

appearing 
pratilambha thob par bya ba object of attainment 
pratisaraI}8 rton rely/reliance 
pra~ dgag pa refutation 
prati~ya dgag bya object of negation 
pratisarpkhyana so sor rtog pa individual analysis 
pratityasamutpada rten 'brellrten 'byung dependent-arising 
pratyak~ mngon sum direct perception 
pratyekabuddha rang rgyal /rang sangs Solitary Realizer 

rgyas 
pradhana gtso bo Principal 
prapanca spros pa elaborations 
prabandha rgyun continuum 
prabhavati srid pa occurs 
pramiiI;la tshad ma/tshad valid/valid cognition/ 

valid cognizer / 
measure 

*pramfu.talabdha tshad mas dmigs pa observed by valid 
cognition 

prameya gzhal bya object of 
comprehension 
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prayoga sbyor ba syllogism 
prayogamarga sbyor lam path of preparation 
pravacana gsung rab scripture 
prasanga thal ba/thal 'gyur/mi consequence/ 

'dod pa'i thal 'gyur contradictory 
consequence 

prasajyaprati~a med dgag non-affirming 
negative 

prasrabdhi /prasrab- shin tu sbyangs pa pliancy 
dhi 

prasadhayati sgrub par byed pa establish/prove 
prahfu)a spong ba abandon/ 

abandonment 
pradeSika nyi tshe ba trifling 
priipaQiya thob par bya ba object of attainment 
priisangika thaI 'gyur ba Prasangika 
priya /priti dga' ba JOY 
pre~te rtog impute 
preta yi dwags hungry ghost 

phala 'bras bu effect/fruit 
phalapratipannaka 'bras bu 1a zhugs pa approacher to the 

fruit 
phalasthita 'bras bu la gnas pa abider in the fruit 

bandha/bandhana beings pa bondage 
bahirdha-artha/ phyi don external object 

bahya-artha 
badha/badhana gnod pa damage 
blja sa bon seed 
buddha sangs rgyas Buddha 
buddhapada sangs rgyas kyi go buddhahood 

'phang 
buddhi blo awareness 
bodhi byang chub enlightenment 
bodhicitta byang chub kyi sems mind of 

enlightenment / 
altruistic intention 
to become a Buddha 

bodhisattva byang chub sems bodhisattva 
dpa' 
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bhagavat bcom ldan 'das Supramundane 
Victor 

bhayatpkanup 'jigs frighten 
bhava srid pa mundane existence 
bhavagra srid rtse peak of cyclic 

existence 
bhavanta srid mtha' almost does not occur 
bhava /sattva Ibhava yod pa/srid pa existence /existent 
bhava/vastu dngos po entity /functioning 

thing/thing 
bhavana bsgom pa/sgom pa cultivation/ 

meditation 
bhavanamarga sgom lam path of meditation 
bhavasvarftpa dngos po'i rang bzhin inherent existence of 

things 
bhavaQ svatantraQ dngos po rang dbang self-powered thing 

ba 
bhavita goms pa familiarization 
bhinna phye ba/so so ba/tha differentiate / 

dadpa individual/different 
bhiimi sa ground 

maiijugh~ 'jam dbyangs Maiijugho~ 
maiijuSri 'jam dpal Maiijushri 
mata lugs system 
madhyama dbuma middle way 
madhyamapuru~ skyes bu 'bring being of middling 

capacity 
madhyamapratipad dbu ma'i lam middle path 
manuja shed las kyes pa born from manu 
mama nga yi ba mine 
mamakara bdag gir 'dzin pa conception of mine 
marici smig rgyu mirage 
mahayana theg pa chen po Mahayana/Great 

Vehicle 
mahapuru~ skyes bu chen po being of great 

capacity 
mat{ka phyi mo model 
madhyamika dbu ma pa Madhyamika 
manava shed bu child of manu 
maya sgyu rna magician's illusion 
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mayopama sgyu rna Ita bu illusion-like 
mayopamadvaya- sgyu rna Ita bu gnyis Proponent of Illu-

vadin su med par smra ba sion-Like Non-
Dualism 

marga lam path/path 
consciousness 

*miirgaprati~ya lam gyi dgag bya object of negation by 
the path 

miirgasatya lam bden true path 
mithya log pa/phyin ci log unreal/wrong/ 

erroneous 
mithyajiiiina log shes wrong consciousness 
mithyadmi log Ita wrong view 
mithyamiina log pa'i nga rgyal wrongful pride 
mu~tibandha 'dzin stangs mode of 

apprehension 
milia rtsa ba root 
~ rdzun pa false/falsity 
moha gti mug/nnongs pa delusion/ 

bewildennent/ 
obscuration 

rnaula dngos actual 

yatha ji Ita ba mode [of existence] 
yathiiruta sgra ji bzhin pa literal 
yad.{cchika 'dod rgyal arbitrarily 
yukta /yuktatva rung ba suitable /suitability 
yukti rigs pa/'thad pa reasoning 
yujyate rung ba suitable 
yogaciiramadhyamika mal 'byor spyod pa'i Yogachiira-Madhya-

dbu rna pa mika 
yogipratyak~ mal 'byor mngon yogic direct 

sum perceiver /yogic 
direct perception 

racayati 'byed pa differentiate 
rupa gzugs fonn/visible fonn 
rupal<aya gzugs sku Fonn Body 
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lak~a mtshan nyid characteristic 
lak~svabhavata mtshan nyid ngo bo non entityness of 

nyid med pa character 
laya bying ba laxity 
fuiga rtags sign/reason 
lokayata 'jig rten rgyang phan Worldly Materialist 

pa 
lokottara 'jig rten las 'das pa supramundane 
laukika 'jig rten pa mundane 
laukikavyavahara 'jig rten pa'i tha worldly convention 

snyad 

vacana bka'/gsung saying /word /speech 
vatslputriya gnas ma bu pa Vatslputriya 
vandhyaputra mo gsham gyi bu child of a barren 

woman 
vartpiyati smra ba/'chad pal propound /explain / 

brjod pa express 
vastulbhava dngos po/rdzas thing /entity / 

substantial entity 
vastutas dngos su explicitly 
vastusatpadartha- dngos por SIDra ha/ Proponent of True 
vidin dngos po yod par Existence 

SIDra ha 
vacaka rjod byed means of expression 
vacya brjod bya subject discussed/ 

subject matter 
V3sana bag chags predisposition 
vikalpa rtog pa/rnam rtog conceptuality 
vi~ mkhas pa wise 
viciira dpyod pa/rnam par analysis 

dpyod pa 
viccheda rnam bead [mere] elimination 
vijfiana rnam par shes pa [ordinary] 

conSCIOusness 
vijiiananantya rnam shes mtha' yas limitless 

consciousness 
vitarka rtog pa /brtags pa investigation 
vidhi sgrub pa positive phenomenon 
vma§a 'jig pa destroy/destruction 
viniScaya gtan la 'babs pa settle 
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vineya gdul bya trainee 
viparita bzlog pa/phyin ci log overturned/ 

erroneous 
viparyasa phyin ci log error /erroneous 
vipasyana !hag mthong special insight 
vipravadati rtsod pa byed debate/argue 
vimukti grol ba release 
vimuktimarga rnam grol lam path of release 
vimok~ thar pa liberation 
viraja rdul bra! pure/free from dust 
virodha 'gal ba contradictory / 

contradiction 
vivada rtsod pa dispute /objection 
vi~ bye brag/khyad par / instance Ifeature I 

khyad chos qualification 
viSe~adhigama khyad par du rtogs pa special realization 
viSodhana sbyang ba purify 
vi~ya yul object 
virya brtson 'gros effort 
vedaka tshor ba po feeler 
vedana tshor ba feeling 
vaiyavadanika- rnam par byang ba'i very pure 
dharma chos phenomenon 

vyakta gsa! ba clear 
vyafijana tshig 'bru word Isyllable 
vyatireka ldog pa isolate 
vyatirekavyapti ldog khyab counter-pervasion 
vyaya 'jig pa disintegration 
vyavasthapita rnam bzhag presentation 
vyavahara tha snyad conventionality I 

verbal convention 
*vyavaharavijiiiina tha snyad pa'i shes pa conventional 

consciousness 
*vyavaharadharma tha snyad pa'i chos conventional 

phenomena 
*vyavaharapr~a tha snyad pa'i tshad conventional valid 

rna cognition 
vyavahiirasatya tha snyad kyi bden pa conventional truth 
vyapara Ivyapara- bya balbya byed activities 

karaI).a 
vyapti khyab pa pervasion 
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Sakti nus pa capacity /potency 
Sabda sgra sound 
Samatha zhi gnas calm abiding 
Saflu).a skyabs refuge 
santa zhi ba peaceful 
sasvatagriiha nag par 'dzin pa conception of 

pennanence 
sasvatadarSana nag Ita view of pennanence 
sasvatanta nag pa'i mtha' extreme of 

pennanence / 
extreme of 
reification 

sastra bstan bcos treatise 
si~yata lbag rna Ius pa remainder left over 
sila tshul khrims ethics 
sfmyata stong pa nyid emptiness 
sfmyatadarSana stong nyid Ita ba seeing emptiness 
sfmyata~ti stong nyid Ita ba viewing emptiness 
sravaka nyan thos Hearer 
sruta thos pa hearing 
srotra maba ear 

saIpvrti kun rdzoblkun rdzob concealer/ 
tu conventionality/ 

conventionally 
saIpvrtisatya kun rdzob bden pa conventional truth 
saIpVftya tha snyad dulkun conventionally 

rdzob tu 
saIpsara 'khor ba cyclic existence 
s:up.skara 'du byed compositional factor 
s:up.klcia/s:up.kleSika kun nas nyon mongs thoroughly afflicted 

pa 
sangati tshogs pa composite/collection 
sangha dge 'dun spiritual community 
sangMta 'dus pa aggregation 
s:up.jfta 'du shes discrimination 
s:up.jiiakaraJ}a ming gis btags pa nominally imputed 
satataIp rags pa coarse 
satkayad~ti 'jig tshogs la Ita ba view of the transitory 

collection 
sattva serns can/snying sentient being/power 

stobs of heart 
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satya bden pa truth 
satyasiddha bden par grub pa true establishment 
saddharma dam pa'i chos excellent doctrine 
santana rgyud/rgyun continuum 
saIptu!jta chog shes pa satisfaction /be 

satisfied 
samadhi ting nge 'dzin meditative 

stabilization 
samanadhikaraJ:ta gzhi mthun pa common locus 
samiiropa sgro'dogs superimposition/ 

reification 
samahita mnyam bzhag meditative equipoise 
samahitajiiana mnyam bzhag ye shes exalted wisdom of 

meditative equipoise 
samudaya kun 'byung source 
samudayasatya kun 'byung bden pa true source of 

suffering 
saIpprakhyana gsalba clarity 
saIpbharamarga tshogs lam path of accumulation 
saqunflQ.ha kun tu rmongs pa thorough obscuration 
saqunohabija kun tu rmongs pa'i sa seed of obscuration 

bon 
samyak yang dag real/correct 
samyaksiddhi yang dag par grub pa establishment as [its 

own) reality 
sarvadharmapra- rab tu mi gnas par Proponent of 

ti!jthiinavadin smra ba Thorough Non-
Abiding 

sarvakarajnana rnam mkhyen omniscient 
consciousness/ 
exalted-knower-of-
aU-aspects 

sahaja than skyes innate 
sak!jat dngossu explicidy 
sak!jiitkaraJ}a mngon du bya bal acnualization/direct 

dngosrgyu cause 
sadhana sgrubpa proof 
sadhiiraJ.lll thun mong ba shared 
sadhya bsgrub bya proven/to be proven 
siimagri tshogs pa collection 
samanya spyi generality 
saman alaksana y .. spyi mtshan generally character-

ized phenomenon 
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sasrava zag bcas contaminated 
siddha grub pa proved /established 
siddhanta grub mtha' tenets/tenet system 
sima sa mtshams boundary 
sukha bde ba bliss 
supta gnyid log sleep 
*supta-adhikara gnyid log pa'i gnas state of sleep 

skabs 
sautrantika-madhya- mdo sde spyod pa'i Sautrantika-
mika dbu rna pa Madhyamika 

skandha phung po aggregate 
skandhalak~ phung po'i mtshan character of the 

nyid aggregates 
styana nnugs pa obscuration 
sthiila rags pa coarse 
sneha sred pa/chags pa attachment 
sparSa reg pa contact 
spra~tavya reg bya tangible object/object 

of touch 
sphuta gsa} ba clear 
snqti dran pa/dran shes mindfulness/ 

memory/memory 
consciousness 

svatanb'aprayoga rang rgyud kyi sbyor autonomous 
ba syllogism 

svapna nni lam dream 
svabhiva rang bzhin [final] nature 

inherent existence 
svabhivata siddhi/ rang gi ngo bo nyid establishment by way 

sVariipasiddhi/sva- kyis grub pa of its own entity 
bhivikl siddhi 

*svabhavaparyanta rang bzhin mthar final nature 
thug 

svabhivasUnyata rang bzhin gyis stong emptiness of inherent 
pa nyid existence 

svabhavasiddha rang bzhin gyis grub inherent 
pa/ranggi ngo bos establishment 
grub pa 

svamata rang lugs own system 
svariipa rang gi ngo bo intrinsic entity / 

own-entity 
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svarupasiddhi rang gi ngo bos grub established by way of 
pa/rang ngos nas its own entity / 
grub pa establishment from 

[the object's] own 
side/existence in its 
own right 

svarupel).a vidyamana rang gi ngo bos yod existence by way of 
pa its own entity 

svalak~a rang mtshan own-character/self-
character/ 
specifically 
characterized 
phenomena 

sv~t rang gi mtshan nyid existence by way of 
kyis yod pa its own character 

sv~iddhi rang gi mtshan nyid establishment by way 
kyis grub pa of [the object's] own 

character 
svatantrika rang rgyud pa Svatantrika 

hinayana theg dman HinayanalLesser 
Vehicle 

hetu rgyu/rgyu mtshan/ cause/reason 
gtan tshigs 

hetupratyaya rgyu dang rkyen causes and conditions 
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sDe dge Tibetan Tripiraka-bsTan IJgyur preserved at the Faculty 
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References to the Peking edition of the Tibetan canon are 
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Heap of Jewels Sutra 
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Notes 

The notes are numbered consecutively throughout the entire 
text. For easier reference, within the notes the part and 
chapter of the text to which they refer are identified. 



Notes 

PART ONE: ANALYSIS 
INTRODUCTION 

1 A standard medium-length Tibetan biography of 
Dzong-ka-ba is that written by his chief disciple Kay
drup (mkhas grub, 1385-1438), Wonderful, Amazing 
Biography of the Great Foremost Venerable Lama, Dzong
ka-ba, Entrance Way of the Faithful (rje btsun bla ma 
tsong kha pa chen po'i ngo mtshar nnad du byung ba'i mam 
par thar pa dad pa'i 'jug ngogs, Varanasi: Lhundup and 
Samdup, 1<)66). A biography by the contemporary Ge-Iuk 
scholar, Geshe Ngawang Dhargey, that closely follows 
this one has been translated into English by Khamlung 
and Sherpa Tulkus in The Life and Teachings of Tsong 
Khapa, Robert Thurman, ed., Dharamsa1a: Library of 
Tibetan Works and Archives, 1982, PP.4-39. For a 
short and eloquent description of Dzong-ka-ba's life, see 
Robert A.F. Thurman's Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold 
in the Essence of True Eloquence (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1984), pp.65-89. 

There is also a biography available in Gennan that is 
based on a translation of a work by Char-har Ge-shay 
(char har dge bshes, 1740-1810): Rudolf Kachewsky, 
Das Leben des Lamaistischen Heiligen Tsongkhapa Bio 
Bzan Grags Pa (1357-1419), dargestellt und erliiutert 
anhand seiner Biographie "Quellenore allen Glikks" (Wies
baden: Harrassowitz, 1971), as well as a brief biography 
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in French by E. Obenniller: "Tson-kha-pa Ie Pandit", 
Melanges chirwis et bouddhiques 3 (1935), PP·319-38. 

2 See Thurman's Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold in the 
Essence of True Eloquence, pp.84-85, for a description 
of Dzong-ka-ba's visionary experience. 

3 Leonard van der Kuijp in his Contributions to the Deve
lopment of Tibetan Buddhist Epistemology (Wiesbaden: 
Franz Steiner Verlag, 1983), PP.24-5, questions 
whether, in the absence of "cogent and convincing 
analyses of pre-Tsong-kha-pa Buddhist thought", 
Dzong-ka-ba's Madhyamika interpretation can be called 
a "refonn". While there is undoubtedly a great need for 
such analyses, it is nonetheless clear from Dzong-ka
ba's tone in the Great Exposition (see particularly chapter 
four of the translation, PP.176-8o) that he considered 
himself to be engaged in a "refonn" of Madhyamika 
interpretation. That he was also perceived as a refonner 
(to be disagreed with) by subsequent Tibetan scholars is 
shown by the criticisms of his writings by figures such 
as the Sa-gya scholar Dak-tsang (stag tshang 10 tsa ba shes 
rab Tin chen, b.1405) and the Ga-gyu hierarch Mi-gyO
dor-jay (mi bskyod rdo rje, 1507-54, the eighth 
Kannapa). See, for example, Paul Williams "A Note on 
Some Aspects of Mi Bskyod Rdo Rje's Critique of Dge 
Lugs Pa Madhyamaka", Journal of Indian Philosophy II 
(1983), PP.I25-45. Thus, I find van der Kuijp's point 
unfounded. 

4 The date and Dzong-ka-ba's age are taken from A
gya-yong-dzin's (dbyangs can dga' ba'i blo gros, a kya 
yongs 'dzin, eighteenth century) A Brief Explanation of 
Terminology Occuning in (Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposi
tion of the Stages of the Path" (byang chub lam gyi rim pa 
chen mo las byung ba'i brda bkrol nyer mkho bsdus pa, The 
Collected Works of A-kya YOIis-l}.dzin, Vol. I, New 
Delhi: Lama Guru Deva, 1971), 82.3, and have been 
converted to the Western system. A-gya-yong-dzin ac
tually says that Dzong-ka-ba was 46 years of age and 
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wrote The Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path in 
the water-male-horse year; however, the Tibetan way of 
detennining age is that one is said to be the age of the 
number of years in which one has lived. Thus, children 
from the time of their birth until the new year are said to 
be one year; at the time of the new year, they are then 
said to be two. 

The ''water-male-horse year" refers to a 60 year cycle 
in which twelve animals, five elements, and the two 
polarities of male and female are combined such that 
they repeat themselves only every 60 years. This con
verts to the Western date 1402. Dzong-ka-ba's dates are 
1357-1419; if one converts Dzong-ka-ba's age of 46 at 
the time of writing the text to the 45 it would be by our 
system of calculation and adds that to 1357 it yields 
1402. Thus A-gya-yong-dzin's figure is both internally 
consistent and fits in with the generally accepted dates 
for Dzong-ka-ba's life. 

5 It has been translated into English in Geshe Wangyal's 
Door of Liberation (New York: Girodias, 1973; rpt. New 
York: Lotsawa, 1978), reprint edition, pp.162-71. An
other English translation can be found in Thunnan, 
ed., The Life and Teachings ofTsong Khapa, PP.59-66. 

6 The full title of this text is the Stages of the Path to 

Enlightenment Practiced by Beings of the Three Capacities 
(skyes bu gsum gyi 1'{Yams su blang ba'i byang chub lam gyi 
rim pa, P6002, Vol. 152-3). The special insight portion 
of it has been translated into English by Robert Thunnan 
in The Life and Teachings ofTsong Khapa, pp.108-85, 
and by Jeffrey Hopkins: "Special Insight: From Dzong
ka-ba's Middling Exposition of the Stages of the Path to 

Enlightenment Practiced by Persons of Three Capacities 
with supplementary headings by Trijang Rinbochay", 
unpublished manuscript. 

The abbreviated names for this text can be somewhat 
confusing; it is often referred to as the "Small Exposition 
of the Stages of the Path" (lam rim chung ba), even 
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though it is more fonnally known as the Medium Exp~ 
sition of the Stages of the Path (lam rim 'bring) and as 
which it is also frequently cited. The special insight 
portion, however, when discussed apart from the rest of 
the text, is almost always called the "Medium Exposition 
of Special Insight" (Ihag mthong 'bring). To avoid confu
sion, I refer to it in the translation as the Medium 
Exposition even when it is cited as the Small Exposition. 

The date of the text's composition is from A-gya
yong-dzin, 82.3. He describes the Medium Exposition as 
differing from the Great Exposition in that Dzong-ka-ba 
has omitted extensive citation of sources and detailed 
refutation of others' positions and proof of his own, and 
instead gives a brief presentation of essential points 
(82·4)· 

7 Essence of the Good Explanations, Treatise Discriminating 
the Interpretable and the Definitive (drang ba dang nges 
pa'i don mom par phye ba'i bstan bcos legs bshad snying po) 
P6142, Vol.153. Also: Sarnath: Pleasure of Elegant 
Sayings Printing Press, 1973 and in rje tsong kha pa'i 
gsungdbu rna'i Ita ba'iskor, Vol.l, pp.262-458 (Sarnath, 
India: Pleasure of Elegant Sayings Press, 1975). There 
is available an English translation by Robert Thurman, 
Tsung Khapa's Speech of Gold in the Essence of True 
Eloquence (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984). 

Thurman (p.88) identifies the text as having been 
written during the winter of 1407-8. K. Mimaki, in 
his "The blo gsal grub mtha', and the Madhyamika 
Classification in Tibetan grub mtha' literature," in Con
tributions on Tibetan and Buddhist Religion and Philosophy, 
Steinkellner and Tauscher, ed., (Wien: Universitiit Wien, 
1983), P.164, identifies it as having been written in 
1406. 

8 Ocean of Reasoning, Explanation of (Nagarjuna's) "Fun
damental Treatise on the Middle Way, Called 'Wisdom"', 
(dbu ma rtsa ba'i tshig le'ur byas pa shes rab ces bya ba'i 
mom bshad rigs pa'i rgya mtsho) P6153, Vo1.I56. Also: 
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Samath, India: Pleasure of Elegant Sayings Printing 
Press, no date, and in rje tsong'kha pa'i gsung dbu ma'i Ita 
ba'i skor, Vol.l, PP.459-755, and Vol.2, pp.I-187 
(Sarnath, India: Pleasure of Elegant Sayings Press, 
1975). One chapter of this has been translated into 
English by Jeffrey Hopkins, "Chapter Two of Ocean of 
Reasoning by Tsong-ka-pa", Dharamsaia, Library of 
Tibetan Works and Archives, 1974. 

Concerning the order of composition of the above two 
texts, Kay-drup's biography, 96.12-14, says only that 
Dzong-ka-ba quickly composed the Essence of the Good 
Explaruztions and the Ocean of Reasoning; Kay-drup lists 
them in that order without explicitly saying that they 
were composed in this order. Geshe Ngawang Dhargey's 
biography (The Life and Teachings of Tsong Khapa, pp. 
25-6) says that Dzong-ka-ba first wrote the Ocean of 
Reasoning and then wrote the Essence of the Good Ex
plaruztions. However, in the Essence of the Good Expla
ruztions (rje £Song kha pa'i gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i skor, 
Vol.!, 346.4-5), Dzong-ka-ba says, " ... because I 
wish to compose a commentary on [Nag3rjuna's] Treatise 
on the Middle Way, here I will not write more than this," 
thus appearing to confirm that the Essence of the Good 
Explaruztions was written first. Robert Thurman in the 
introduction to his Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold in the 
Essence of True Eloquence, p. II, resolves this seeming 
conflict with the information that the Essence of the Good 
Explaruztions was written in its entirety while Dzong-ka
ba was in the midst of writing the first chapter of his 
Ocean of Reasoning. 

9 Illumiruztion of the Thought, Extensive Explaruztion of 
(Chandrakirti's) "Supplement to (Niigiirjuruz's) 'Treatise on 
the Middle Way'" (dbu ma la 'jug pa'i rgya cher bshad pa 
dgongs pa rab gsal, P6143, Vol. 154. Also: Sarnath, 
India: Pleasure of Elegant Sayings Press, 1973) and in 
rje tsong kha pa'i gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i skor, Vol. 2 , 
pp.188-667 (Sarnath, India: Pleasure of Elegant Say
ings Press, 1975). The first five chapters have been 
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translated into English by Jeffrey Hopkins in Tsong-ka
pa, Kensur Lekden, and Jeffrey Hopkins, Compassion 
in Tibetan Buddhism (Valois, New York: Gabriel Snow 
Lion, 1980). Translation of the sixth chapter by Jeffrey 
Hopkins and Anne Klein is in progress. 

The date of composition comes from Kay-drup, 
120.9-120.20. He says that Dzong-ka-ba completed 
the text in the year of the dog, which converts to 1418. 

10 An example of the first type of situation can be found in 
the "Mediwn Exposition of Special Insight" (rje tsong 
kha pa'i gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i skor, Vo1.2, 733.1-2) 
where Dzong-ka-ba describes a questionable division of 
Madhyamikas into Reason-Established Illusionists and 
Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding and concludes, 
"Through this mode you should understand in detail 
also my explanation of the presentation of these in the 
extensive Stages of the Path". (See appendix one where 
this question is discussed extensively.) An example of 
the second type of situation is Dzong-ka-ba's treatment 
of the topic of commonly appearing subjects where the 
discussion in his Essence of the Good Explanations seems 
to supercede that in the Great Exposition. See Jeffrey 
Hopkins'Meditation on Emptiness (London: Wisdom, 
1983) n·346, P·815 and n.424, p.830. 

II See Tsong-ka-pa, Tantra in Tibet, (London: Allen and 
Unwin, 1977) pp. 1 10-16. See also the present Dalai 
Lama's discussion of this point in his Kindness, Clarity, 
and Insight (Ithaca, N.Y.: Snow Lion, 1984), pp.200-
24· 

12 For instance, Guy Welbon in his The Buddhist Nirvana 
and Its Western Interpreters (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1968), P.290, says, "From the time of 
Bournouf through the most famous writings of Louis de 
La Vallee POllssin, Europeans had been generally agreed 
that ... there could be no doubt that the sunyata ... 
theory of the Madhyamika stamped that school as com
pletely nihilistic ... ". Richard Robinson advanced the 
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view that Madhyamika was agnostic in his article, "Did 
Nagarjuna Really Refute All Philosophical Views?" in 
Philosophy East and West 22 (1971). Both Fritz Staal and 
Douglas Daye advance the position that the Madhya
mikas are merely seeking to demonstrate the inadequacy 
oflanguage in, respectively, Exploring Mysticism (Berke
ley: University of California Press, 1973), P.45 and 
"Major Schools of the Mahayana: Madhyamika" in 
Buddhism: A Modern Perspective, Charles S. Prebish, 
ed. (University Park: Penn. State University Press, 
1965), PP·94-5. T.R.V. Murti in his seminal work, 
The Central Philosophy of Buddhism: A Study of the 
Miidhyamika System (London: George Allen & Unwin, 
1980), see pages 239 and 329, concludes that the Madh
yamikas were merely seeking to remove all conceptuality 
and that they have no position or view of their own at 
all. Such assessments of Madhyamika are considered in 
detail in chapters four through six. 

13 Praise of Dependent-Arising/Praise of the Supramundatl£ 
Victor Buddha from the Approach of His Teaching the 
Profound Dependent-Arising, Essence of the Good Expla
nations (rten 'brei bstod pa/sangs rgyas bcam /dan 'das la 
zab mo rten cing 'brei bar 'byung ba gsung ba'i sgo nas bstod 
pa legs par bshad pa'i snying po) P6016, Vol.153. Trans
lation by Geshe Wangyal in The Door of LiberatWn (New 
York: Lotsawa, 1978), PP.II7-25, and by Robert 
Thurman in The Life and Teachings of Tsong Khapa, 
(Dharamsala, Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, 
1982), PP.99-lo7. The following translation is taken 
from The Door of LiberatWn, P.123. 

14 Dzong-ka-ba uses this same metaphor in the closing 
stanzas of his Essence of the Good Explanations. He says 
there: 

One respects from the heart all the good explanations 
Of those like adornments among the wise of the 

world. 
Still, the eye of intelligence, a garden of jasmine, is 

opened fully 
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By the white rays of good explanations come from the 
moon [Chandrakirti] ... 

P6142, Vol.I53, 208.5.5. Quoted in Jeffrey Hopkins' 
Meditation on Emptiness, P.583, from which the above 
translation is taken. See Thurman's, Tsang Khapa's 
Speech of Gold in the Essence of True Eloquence, 

PP·38I - 2. 
15 The dates for Nagarjuna are a subject of much scholarly 

controversy. According to the Tibetan tradition he lived 
for 600 years commencing 400 years after Buddha's 
death, which would place him from about 80 B.C.E. to 
520 A.D., taking c.560 B.C.E. to c.480 B.C.E. as the 
dates for Shakyamuni Buddha. Western scholars place 
Nagarjuna anywhere from the fIrst to the third centuries 
A.D. See Ruegg's The Literature of the Madhyamaka 
School of Philosophy in India, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 
1981, PP.4-6, for a discussion of when Nagarjuna lived 
as well as an extensive bibliography of Western scholar
ship on the issue. 

16 These dates follow Ruegg, The Literature of the Madh
yamaka School of Philosophy in India, who dates Bud
dhapalita c.470-540? and Bhavaviveka c.5OO-570?, 
(p.S8) and dates Chandrakirti c.600-6so? (P.71). See 
also Ruegg's "Towards a chronology of the Madhyamaka 
School" in L.A. Hercus et al., ed., Indological and 
Buddhist Studies (Canberra: Faculty of Asian Studies, 
1982), PP.505-30. A Tibetan tradition, as reported by 
Hopkins in Meditation on Emptiness, P.364, places Nagar
juna as living for six hundred years beginning from 
four hundred years after Buddha's death. This would 
mean from approximately 80 B.C.E. to 520 A.D. Chan
drakirti is said to have lived for three hundred years 
(i.e., from about 495 to 795 A.D.), overlapping Nagar
juna for twenty five years, and is said to have been 
Nagarjuna's direct disciple. Bhavaviveka is placed a 
little before Chandrakirti, and Buddhapalita a little 
before Bhavaviveka. 
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17 Nagarjuna's most famous work, the Treatise on the 
Middle Way (rtsa ba shes rab, prajiiii-mula, or madhya
maka-sastra) was translated into Chinese (Taisho 1564); 
his other major Madhyamika works were not. Also, the 
Chinese tradition attributes to Nagarjuna works that are 
not found outside of China, a prime example being the 
Ta chih tu lung (mahiiprajiiii-piiramitii-siistra, Taisho 
15(9). Western scholars disagree as to whether or not 
this work was actually by Nagarjuna, the majority 
saying it was not. See E. Lamotte's Le traiti de la grande 
vertu de sagesse, 5 vols. (Louvain: Museon, 1949-80). 
There is also a commentary on the Sutra on the Ten 
Grounds attributed to Nagarjuna, the Che tchou p'i p'o 
cha louen (dasabhumikavibhii~a, Taisho 1521) that exists 
only in Chinese. 

Aryadeva's most famous work, the Four Hundred 
(bzhi brgya pa, catulJ,Sataka), is not found per se in 
Chinese: it has rough analogues in a text translated by 
Kumarajiva, entitled the Po louen (sata or sataka sastra, 
Taisho 1569); also, the last half of it was translated into 
Chinese by Hsiian tsang (Taisho 1570) and has been 
translated into Italian by Giuseppe Tucci, "La versione 
cinese del Catu1}.Sataka di Aryadeva, confronta col testo 
sanscrito et la traduzione tibetana," Rivista degli Studi 
Orientalia 10 (1925), PP.521-67. 

Nothing by Buddhapalita or by ChandrakIrti was 
translated into Chinese, and of Bhavaviveka's texts, 
only the Lamp for Wisdom (shes rab sgron me, prajiiiiprad
ipa), Bhavaviveka's commentary on Nagarjuna's Treatise 
on the Middle Way, was translated into Chinese (Taisho 
1566), and this not until the mid 7th century, by which 
time the Madhyamika tradition in China was already 
fully formed. See Richard Robinson's Early Miidhya
mika in India and China (Madison, Milwaukee, and 
London: University of Wisconsin Press, 19<>7), pp.26 
- 39, for a discussion of Madhyamika literature in 
Chinese. 
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18 See Ruegg's Literature of the Madhyarruzka School of 
Philosophy in India, PP.124-8, for a listing of modem 
editions of Madhyamika Sanskrit texts. 

19 The edition I primarily used is that published by 
Chophel Lekden, New Delhi, 1972. The full title, as 
printed on the title page, is, translated, Clear Lamp of 
the Mahayana Path, Good Explanation by Way of the 
Four Annotations on the Difficult Points of the "Great 
Exposition of the Stages of the Path to Enlightenment" 
Composed by the Unequalled Foremost Venerable Dzong
ka-ba (mnyam med rje btsun tsong kha pa chen pos mdzad 
pa'i byang chub lam rim chen mo'i dka' ba'i gnad mams 
mchan bu bzhi'i sgo nas legs par bshad pa theg chen lam gyi 
gsal sgron). This edition is a tracing of a copy made from 
the corrected blocks of Tsay-chok-ling (tshe mchog gling). 
The correcting of the blocks was completed in 1842; the 
original blocks were carved in 1802. 

Through the assistance of E. Gene Smith of the 
Library of Congress in New Delhi I was able to procure 
a microfilm of another edition of the text held in the 
library of the University of California at Berkeley, enti
tled The Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path to 
Enlightenment Along With Annotations,Jewelled Source of 
Good Explanation (byang chub lam gyi rim pa chen mo 
mchan 'grel dang bcas pa legs par bshad pa nor bu'i'byung 
gnas). The text includes no publication data; however, it 
does have Chinese page numbering on the right hand 
side of the pages, indicating that it was probably used in 
China. A brief description by the compiler of the text of 
how the different annotators are to be identified con
cludes with the statement ''written by the monk Ye-dar, 
who is called wang kya hu thog thu", and the compiler 
also says that he has added to the four Annotations a bit 
more commentary from the oral lineages of Pru;t-chen 
Rin-bo-chay (parJ chen rin bo che) and Jam-ba Rin-be
chay (byams pa rin bo che) as well as explanations of his 
own. 
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It is clear that the two editions are printed from 
different sets of blocks, as even the style of identifying 
the annotators differs. They have been closely compared, 
and an extensive list of emendations to the Delhi edition 
is included as appendix four of this volume. 

20 Sha-mar Gen-dun-den-dzin-gya-tso (zhwa dmar dge bdun 
bstan 'dzin rgya mtsho, 1852-1910) Lamp Illuminating 
the Profound Thought, Set Forth to Purify Forgetfulness of 
the Difficult Points of (Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposition 
of Special Insight" (lhag mthong chen mo'i dka' gnad mams 
brjed byang du bkod pa dgongs zab snang ba'i sgron me, 
Delhi: Mongolian Lama Guru Deva, 1972). 

21 This is the special insight section, PP.551-713 of Lo
sang-dor-jay's (blo bzang rdo rje, twentieth century) Ship 
for Entering Into the Ocean of Textual Systems, Decisive 
Anarysis of (Dzong-ka-ba's) "[Great Exposition of] the 
Stages of the Path to Enlightenment" (byang chub lam gyi 
rim pa'i mtha' dpyod gzhung lugs rgya mtshor 'jug pa'i gru 
gzings zhes bya ba las lhag mtJwng gi mtha' dpyod, New 
Delhi: Mongolian Lama Gurudeva, 1980). 

22 A-gya-yong-dzin Yang-chen-ga-way-lo-drO (dbyangs can 
dga' ba'i blo gros, a kya yongs 'dzin, eighteenth century, 
A Brief Explanation of Terminology Occurring in (Dzong
ka-ba's) "Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path" 
(byang chub lam gyi rim pa chen mo las byung ba'i brda 
bkrol1O'er mkho bsdus pa, The Collected Works of A-kya 
Yoils-1}.dzin, Vol. 1, New Delhi: Lama Guru Deva, 
1971). 

23 Pa-bong-ka-ba Jam-ba-den-dzin-trin-Iay-gya-tso (pha 
bon kha pa byams pa bstan 'dzin 'phrin las rgya mtsho, 
1878-1941), About the Four Interwoven Annotations on 
(Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposition of the Stages of the 
Path to Enlightenment", Set Forth In Very Brief Form to 
Purify Forgetfulness and Nourish the Memory, (byang chub 
lam rim chen mo mchan bu bzhi sbrags kyi skor dran gso'i 
bsnyel byang mgo smos tsam du mdzad pa, The Collected 
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Works of Pha-bOIi-kha-pa Byams-pa-bstan-' dzin-phrin
las-rgya-mtsho, Vol.S, 4-190, New Delhi: Chophel 
Legdan, 1973). 

24 Limitations of space and the fact that this concluded a 
significant meaning unit of the text determined the 
stopping point for this volume. I am continuing to 
translate the entire Great Exposition and hope to have 
another volume ready for publication soon. 

The edition I primarily worked from is one published 
in Dharmsala, India, by the Shes rig par khang, which 
is based on the Hla-sa (lha sa) blocks. I checked it 
closely against the Dra-shi-hlun-bo (bkra shis lhun po) 
edition published by Ngawang Gelek Demo and the 
versions contained within the two editions of the Four 
Interwoven Annotations (see above note 19). Any sub
stantive variations or corrections (and there were rela
tively few) have been noted. 

The whole of the special insight section of the Great 
Exposition of the Stages of the Path along with a fairly 
brief section on calm abiding (zhi gna5, iamatha) that 
precedes it has been translated into English by Professor 
Alex Wayman of Columbia University in his Calming 
the Mind and Discerning the Real (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1978; rpt. New Delhi: Motilal Banar
sidass, 1979). As is discussed in appendix two below, 
Wayman's translation is highly problematic both in 
terms of accuracy and of interpretation; also it is ac
companied by only the briefest discussion of Dzong-ka
ba's treatment of issues in Madhyamika philosophy. 
Thus it is appropriate to retranslate here a portion of the 
text. See the Journal of the International Association of 
Buddhist Studies 3 (1980), pp.68-92, for an extensive 
review of Wayman's work by Geshe Sopa of the Uni
versity of Wisconsin that points out numerous problems 
in terms of accuracy of translation, clarity of presentation, 
and understanding of the philosophical issues. 
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CHAPTER ONE: AN OVERVIEW OF THE GREAT 
EXPOSITION 

25 This work with its autocommentary has been translated 
into English by Richard Sherbourne, A Lamp for the 
Path and Commentary (London: George Allen & Unwin, 
1983). An English translation of Atisha's Lamp for the 
Path alone can be found in Alex Wayman's Calming the 
Mind and Discerning the Real, PP.9- 14. 

26 Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, P.30¥.5. 
27 Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, p. 307b.6-308a. I. 

28 Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, P.304b.5-6. See 
Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness, pp.67-9Q, for a 
detailed discussion of calm abiding and the steps in its 
development. See also Lati Rinbochay, Locho Rinbo
chay, Zahler, and Hopkins' Meditative States in Tibetan 
Buddhism: The Concentrations and Formless Absorptions, 
(London: Wisdom Publications, 1983), PP.52-91. 

29 See Meditative States, pp.92-133, for a presentation of 
the concentrations and formless absorptions. 

30 Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness, p.87. 
31 Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, P.308a.I. 
32 Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness, p. 92. See pages 91-

109 for a detailed presentation of special insight. 
33 GOn-chok-jik-may-wang-bo (dkon mchog 'jigs med dbang 

po, 1728-91), Presentation of the Grounds and Paths, 
Ornament Beautifying the Three Vehicles (sa lam gyi rnam 
bzhag theg gsum mdzes rgyan), The Collected Works of 
dkon-mchog'jigs-med-dbang-po, (New Delhi: Nga
wang Gelek Demo, 1972) Vo1.7, 444.1. The rest of this 
paragraph is based on GOn-chok-jik-may-wang-bo's 
Presentation of the Grounds and Paths. 

34 In Hopkins' Yoga of Tibet (London: George Allen & 
Unwin, 1981), PP.33-4, the Dalai Lama includes only 
the paths of accumulation and preparation in the first 
period of countless aeons. Denma Locho Rinbochay in 
the "Grounds and Paths", an unpublished transcript of 
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his explanation of GOn-chok-jik-may-wang-bo's Presen
tatUm of the Grounds and Paths (cited in the previous 
note), includes the path of seeing, the first Bodhisattva 
ground, in the first period of countless aeons and then 
has the second period extend from the second through 
the seventh grounds (see P.I44). 

35 This is PP.3043.1-3143.4 in the Dhannsala edition of 
the Great Exposition. 

36 This is a traditional Tibetan account of the outcome. 
The historical facts have been much argued by Western 
scholars. For a lengthy discussion of this debate, see 
Paul Demieville, Le concik de Lhasa: une cuntroverse sur 
k quiitisme entre bouddhiste de [,Irule et de la Chine au 
VIlle sieck de ['ere chretienne, Bibliotheque de l'Institut 
des Hautes Etudes Chinoises, VII (Paris: Imprimerie 
Nationale de France, 1952); Giuseppe Tucci, First Bhii
vanakrama of KamalaSila, Minor Buddhist texts, II, 
Serie Orientale Roma IX, 2 (Rome: IS.M.E.O., 1958; 
G.W. Huston, Sources for a History of the bSam yas 
Debate (Sankt Augustin: VGH Wissenschaftsverlag, 
1980); Yanagida Seizan's "The Li-tai fa-pao chi and the 
Ch'an Doctrine of Sudden Awakening" in Lai and 
Lancaster, ed., Early Ch' an in China and Tibet, Berkeley 
Buddhist Studies Series 5 (Berkeley: 1983); and Luis 
Gomez' "Indian Materials on the Doctrine of Sudden 
Enlightenment" in Early Ch'an in China and Tibet, op. 
cit., as well as his "The Direct and the Gradual Ap
proaches of Zen Master Mahayana: Fragments of the 
Teachings of Mo-ho-yen" in Gimello and Gregory, ed., 
Studies in Ch'an and Hoo-yen (Honolulu: University of 
Hawaii Press, 1983). See also Wayman's chapter, "Dis
cursive Thought and the bSam-yas Debate", PP.44 - 58, 
in his Calming the Mind and Discerning the Real for 
interesting disagreements with opinions set forth by 
Demieville and Tucci. The Sam-yay debate is discussed 
further in chapter six, see P.135. 

37 Great ExpositUm, Dharmsala edition, 306a.5. 
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38 Dzong-ka-ba does not at this juncture of his text directly 
address the qualms of those who feel that Madhyamika 
is a systemless system without views, theses, and so 
forth. He goes into this at length later in the text, 
Dhannsala edition, PP.433a.6-447b. I, not included 
within the portion of the Great Exposition translated 
here. This is discussed further in chapter five, see 
pp.III-22. 

39 This position also runs counter to the main thrust of 
Western opinion (as well as considerable opinion within 
the Buddhist tradition). See chapter six, pp.I26-33, for 
further discussion. 

40 Oral teachings of Ken-sur Yeshe Thupten. 
41 Thunnan, "Buddhist Henneneutics", Journal of the 

American AcademY of Religion, XLVI (1978), P.38, 
supplies Sanskrit for this verse as cited in Shan~hi
ta's Compendium of Principles (Tattvasamgraha, D. 
Shastri, ed., Varanasi: Bauddha Bharati, 1968): 

t3pacchedacca nikaSat suvaq,wn iva pao4itaib. 
~a b~vo gr8hyup madvaco na tu gauravitll 

v·3587. 
The Sanskrit differs a little from the Tibetan and would 
best be translated as follows: 

Monks, my words are to be accepted by scholars 
Not [merely] out of respect, 
But upon having analyzed them, like the way 
Gold is accepted after scorching, cutting, and rubbing. 

Gung-tang (gung chang dkon mchog bstan pa'i sgron me, 
1762-1823), in his Beginnings of a Commentary on the 
Difficult Points of (Dzong-ka-ba's) "Differentiation of the 
Interpretable and the Definitive", the Quintessence of the 
"Essence of the Good Explanations" .. (drang nges mam 
'byed kyi dka' 'grel mom 'phro legs bshad snying po'i yang 
snying, Sarnath: Guru Deva, 1965), P.29, points out 
that there is more than one translation of this verse into 
Tibetan. That translated above, the most frequendy 
cited in the Tibetan materials I have seen, is by Ra (ra). 
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Gung-tang cites another by Dro ('bro) which more 
closely parallels the Sanskrit: 

sregs bead brdar ba'i gser bzhin dul 
mkhas pa mams kyis yongs brtags nasi 
bdag gsung blang bya dge slong dag/ 
gus pa'i phyir ni rna yin nol 

42 Grlat Exposition, Dharmsala edition, 367a.l. 
43 I follow Jeffrey Hopkins in translating the title of 

ChandrakIrti's Madhyarnakiivatara (dbu rna la 'jug pa) 
thus, taking avaUira ('jug) as "supplement" rather than 
"introduction". For an explanation of the reasons behind 
this translation, see Hopkins' Meditation on Emptiness, 
n.545, pp.868-7I. Translation of the following passage 
is taken from Hopkins' and Klein's unpublished manu
script, "Introduction to the Profound Emptiness", Part 
One, p.6. It is commentary leading into V1.4. 

44 See pp.8b.3-14b.2 of the Great Exposition, Dharmsala 
edition. 

45 Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, 9b.5-6. 

CHAPTER TWO: INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE 

46 See Etienne Lamotte, "La critique d'interpn!tation dans 
Ie bouddhisme," Annuaire de I'Institut de philologie et 
d'histoire orientales et slaves, Vol. IX (Brussels: Universite 
Librede Bruxelles, 1949), PP.341 -61, for a discussion 
of this sl1tra as well as other sl1tra and sastra references 
to the four reliances. Lamotte, P.342, provides a citation 
of this sl1tra as found in Yashomitra's Abhidharmakosa
vyiikhyii (Spu(iirthii abhidharmakosavyiikhyii, the work 
ojYasomilTa, U. Wogihara, ed. (Tokyo: The Publishing 
Association of Abhidharma-koSa-vyakhya, 1932-36), 
P·704: 

catvarImam bhik~ava!). pratisaraI).am. katamani catvari. 
dharma!). pratisaraI).aIp na pudgala!)., artha!). prati
saraI).arp na vyafijanam, nitartharp sl1trarp pratisara
Q.arp na neyartham, jiianarp pratisaraI).arp na vijiianam. 
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For further discussion, see below, note 304. 
47 See Robert A.F. Thunnan's "Buddhist Hermeneutics" 

Journal of the American Academy of Religion XLVI 
(1978), PP.19-40, for a short description of Dzong-ka
ba's system of hermeneutics, or interpretation, as set 
forth in the Essence of Good ExplanatUms. See also 
Thurman's translation of the Essence of Good Explana
tUms in his Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold in the Essence of 
True Eloquence. 

48 This criterion is also used by some Hinayana systems, 
and Thurman's "Buddhist Hermeneutics", p.26, sup
plies a reference in La Vallee Poussin's translation of the 
Abhidharmakosa, Vol.V, P.246, n.2 for this in the Hlna
yana abhidharma tradition: 

"'definitive meaning' (nitartha) is defined as 'meaning 
acceptable as literally expressed' (yatha1U{avaSena jfla
tavyartham), and 'interpretable meaning' (neyartha) as 
'meaning acceptable after interpretation' (niddharetva 
grahitavyartham), ' . 

Although these are the meanings of "definitive" and 
"interpretable" most often reported in the Ge-Iuk-ba 
tradition as the assertions of the Hinayanists, they are 
by no means a monolithic assertion of all Hinayana 
schools. See John Buescher's "The Buddhist Doctrine 
of Two Truths in the Vaibha~and Theravada Schools" 
(Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1982), pp.85-92, 
for a discussion of other meanings of those terms in 
Hinayana. 

The Chittamatra system, based on the Sutra Unravel
ling the Thought (mdo sde dgongs ' grel, sarrulhinimwcanasU
tra), relies on an extremely complex systematization to 
determine which scriptures are interpretable and which 
definitive; see Jeffrey Hopkins forthcoming book, Re
jlectUms on Reality for an in-depth discussion of this. 
However, the principle on which it is based is a deter
mination of which scriptures can be accepted as literal. 

49 The interpretation of this siitra is supplied by Jang-gya 
Rol-bay-dor-jay (lcang skya rol pa'i rdo rye, 1717-86) in 
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his Presentation of Tenets (grub mtha'i roam bzhag, Vara
nasi: Pleasure of Elegant Sayings Printing Press, 1970), 
P.317.4. English translation by Donald Lopez in "The 
Svatantrika-Madhyamika School of Mahayana Bud
dhism" (Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1982), 

P·435· 
50 A-gya-yong-dzin, 163.5- 164.2. 
51 See Thurman's Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold in the 

Essence of True Eloquence, P.254. 
52 P5287, Vol.IOI, 46.1.5-46.1.6. 
53 This is the position set forth in Lo-sang-dor-jay's Decisive 

Anarysis of (Dzong-ka-ba's) "{Great Exposition of] the 
Stages of the Path to Enlightenment", P.577.3-6, and is 
supported by many Ge-Iuk-ba scholars including Sha
mar-den-dzin (see P.14.6). However, there are also 
scholars such as the fonner abbot of Namgyal Monas
tery, Losang Nyima, who say that, in PrasaIigika, for a 
scripture to be considered of definitive meaning, it need 
only be mainly and explicitly teaching emptiness and 
does not have to be literal. Losang Nyima's example of a 
non-literal definitive siitta is the statement in the Heart 
Swa that fonns do not exist. See immediately below for 
a discussion of another way to handle the passage from 
the Heart Surra. 

54 Heart of Wisdom Surra (prajiiiilu:daya), PI60, Vo1.6, 
166.2.4-166.3.1. The Heart Surra has been translated 
by E. Conze in Buddhist Texts Through the Ages rpt. 
(New York: Harper, 1964), PP.152-3; a translation is 
also found in Geshe Rabten's Echoes of V oidness, Stephen 
Batchelor, ed. and trans., (London: Wisdom, 1983), 
pp.18- 19. Sanskrit text edited by E. Conze available in 
Thirty YearsOj'BuddhistStudies (Oxford: Cassirer, 1967), 
PP.148-53. Sanskrit text with translation and Conze's 
explanation in E. Conze, Buddhist Wisdom Books 
(London: George Allen & Unwin, 1958), PP.77-107. 

55 See Sha-mar-den-dzin, 15.1-2 and 15.4-5. 
56 Sha-mar-den-dzin, 18.3-4. 
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57 See chapter five of the translation of Dzong-ka-ba's 
Great Exposition, particularly P.185. 

58 Thunnan, "Buddhist Hermeneutics", p.20. 

CHAPTER THREE: DZONG-KA-BA'S ARGUMENT 

59 See note 13 above. 
60 The account of traditional Tibetan chronology inter

spersed throughout the next five pages is taken from 
Hopkins' Meditation on Emptiness, PP.356-64. For 
readers' convenience I have given approximate Western 
dates for the time periods described in the traditional 
chronology; however, it should be noted that these are 
highly tentative since the point from which the tradi
tional history measures - Buddha's parinirvat).a - is 
itself not really fixed within the system. I have used the 
widely accepted Western date of 483 B.C.E. (rounded 
to 480 B.C.E. because of the general nature of the 
traditional chronology). However, one widespread sys
tem of traditional astrological calculation places that 
date at 544 B.C.E. while another, a tradition of the 
Kalachakra Tantra, places it at approximately 880 B.C.E. 
(See Tenzin Gyatso and Jeffrey Hopkins, The Kiila
chakra Tantra: Rite of Initiation (London: Wisdom, 
1985), PP·357 and 484. 

61 The following account of the assertions of the various 
schools of Buddhist tenets is based on Tibetan sources 
such as GOn-chok-jik-may-wang-bo's (dkon mchog 'jigs 
med dbang po, 1728-91) Precious Garland of Tenets 
(grub mtha' rin chen phreng ba), English translation by 
Geshe Sopa and Jeffrey Hopkins in Practice and Theory 
of Tibetan Buddhism (New York: Grove, 1976), the 
theory portion; Lo-sang-dor-jay's Decisive Ana(ysis of 
Special Insight; and Jang-gya's (lcang skya, 1717-86) 
Presentation of Tenets (grub mtha'i rnam bzhag). 

62 The five Saqunitiya schools, subschools of the Vaibha!;)h
ikas, are an exception to this since they hold that a 
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self-sufficient person exists. Thus, the only selflessness 
of the person they assert is the person's lack of being a 
permanent, unitary, and independent entity. See Sopa 
and Hopkins' Practice and Theory of Tibetan Buddhism, 
p.82. See also Lo-sang-dor-jay's Decisive Anarysis of 
Special Insight, 620.5. 

63 There is a considerable group of contemporary scholars 
who question whether AsaIiga himself asserted Mind
Only in an idealist sense of denying external objects; it 
includes such scholars as Lambert Schmithausen ("On 
the Problem of the Relation of Spiritual Practice and 
Philosophical Theory in Buddhism", in German Scholars 
on India, Vol. II, Bombay: Nachiketa Publications, 
1976); Alex Wayman ("Yogacira and the Buddhist 
Logicians", Journal of the International Association of 
Buddhist Studies 2 (1979), pp. 65-78); Yoshifumi Ueda 
("Two Main Streams of Thought in Yogacara Philo
sophy", Philosophy East and West 17 (1967), 155-65); 
and Janice Willis (On Knowing RealilJ!, New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1979). 

Such scholars would not be willing to apply many of 
the general statements about Chittamatra in the follow
ing paragraphs (which are based on the sources cited 
above in note 61) to AsaIiga. The question of the 
relationship between the view of reality put forward by 
AsaIiga in the "Chapter on Reality" in his Bodhisattva 
Levels (byang sa, bodhisattvabhumi) and mind-only in 
the sense of no external objects is considered at length 
by Dzong-ka-ba in his Essence of the Good Explanations 
and amplified in later Ge-Iuk-ba commentarialliterature, 
reaching the conclusion that the two are intertwined and 
AsaIiga does assert no external objects. See Jeffrey 
Hopkins' forthcoming The Question of Mind-Only in the 
Earry Yogic Practice School for a detailed discussion of 
these issues. 

64 This paragraph is based on Lo-sang-dor-jay's Decisive 
Anarysis of Special Insight, 572.5-573.6. 
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65 Some examples of the way in which it is not strictly his
torical are that what the Ge-Iuk-bas include as Sautran
tika was primarily quite late in fonnulation, understood 
from the writings of DharmakIrti, though Ge-Iuk-bas 
consider DharmakIrti himself to have been a Chinama
trin. Also there is the fact that PrasaIigika is ranked at 
the top even though it was not the last school to 
develop, the Yogachara-Svatantrika school having come 
after it. 

The disadvantage of the synchronic approach is that 
it encourages the idea of a monolithic system - for 
instance, Chittamatra - that does not take into account 
all the variations and intellectual developments of the 
individual people included within its sphere, leading to 
a sense of something more concrete and defined than can 
necessarily be found in the individual writings of its 
founding members. The advantage of such a system is 
that one has something compact, orderly, concrete, and 
graspable that facilitates the comparison of specific ideas 
across the different schools. 

66 See Sopa and Hopkins' Practice and Theory of Tibetan 
Buddhism, p. I I7. For the following paragraph on Sva
tantrika assertions, see Practice and Theory, p. I26, and 
Lo-sang-dor-jay's Decisive Anarysis of Special Insight, 
605.2 - 606·5· 

67 See Hopkins' Meditation on Emptiness, P.36, for a more 
extensive listing of synonyms of the object of negation. 
The list given here is intended for purposes of compari
son with the other tenet systems. See also Lo-sang-dor
jay's Decisive Anarysis of Special Insight, 6IO.4-5. 

68 See Dzong-ka-ba's Ocean of Reasoning, Explanation of 
(Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" rje'i gsung 
dbu ma'i Ita ba'i skor edition, VOl.I, 488.5-8 and Lo
sang-dor-jay's Decisive Anarysis of Special Insight, 
606.4-5. For what Svatantrika accepts, see Tu-gen's 
(thu'u bkwan blo bzang chos kyi nyi ma, I737- I 802) 
Mirror of the Good Explanations Shuwing the Sources and 
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Assertions of All Systems of Tenets (grub mtha' thams cad 
kyi khungs dang 'dod tshul ston pa legs bshad shel gyi me 
long, Sarnath: Chhos Je Lama, 1(63), 24.13-15 and 
20.10 as well as Sopa and Hopkins' Practice and Theory 
of Tibetan Buddhism, P.124. 

69 The following three paragraphs are taken from Tu-gen, 
20.3ff, with some refinement from Sopa and Hopkins' 
Practice and Theory of Tibetan Buddhism, passim. 

70 The source for this Sanskrit tenn is Chandraklrti's 
Commentary on (Aryadeva's) "Four Hundred", edited 
Sanskrit fragments in: Haraprasad Shastri, ed., "Catu}:l
§atika of Arya Deva," Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, III no. 8 (1914), P.492.13. 

71 This is the list of six most commonly found in Ge-Iuk-ba 
literature. See Paul Williams "Review of Chr. Lindtner 
(1982) Nagarjuniana: Studies in the Writings and Philo
sophy of Niigiirjuna, Indiske Studier 4, Copenhagen: 
Akademisk Forlag", Journal of Indian Philosophy 12 

(1984), PP.76-83, for a discussion of other ways of 
adducing the six members of the list. Following are 
more complete references for the six I have listed: 
Treatise on the Middle Way/Fundamental Treatise on the 
Middle Way, Called "Wisdom" 

(dbu ma rtsa ba'i tshig le'ur byas pa shes rab ces bya ba, 
madhyamakaSiistrai prajfuiniimamulamadhyamakakii
rikii) P5224, Vo1.9S. A Sanskrit edition of the text is 
available within the La Vallee Poussin edition of 
Chandrakirti's Clear Words, a commentary on Nagar
juna's text: Mulamadhyamakakiirikiis de Niigiirjuna 
avec la Prasannapadii Commentaire de Candrakirti, 
Bibliotheca Buddhica IV, (Osnabrock: Biblio Verlag, 
1970). Also there is a more recent edition of the 
text without Chandraklrti's commentary edited by 
J . W. de Jong: N iigiirjuna, M Ulamadhyamakakiirikii~, 
(Adyar: Adyar Library and Research Center, 1977), 
as well as one by Chr. Lindtner: Niigiirjuna's Filosa
fiske Vaerker (Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1982), 
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PP.I77-215. Numerous scholars have translated 
various portions of it into a variety of European 
languages. There is not yet a definitive English trans
lation. See the bibliography for a complete listing. 

The text is commonly referred to in the Ge-Iuk-ba 
tradition by two abbreviated tides: dbu rna'i bstan bcos 
(Treatise on the Middle Way) and rtsa ba shes rab 
(Fundamental Wisdom). Although the later is probably 
numerically more prevalent, I have chosen always to 
refer to the text as the Treatise on the Middle Way 
since it is more evocative of the content of the text. 

Treatise Called the Finely Woven 
(zhib 1M rnam par 'thag pa zhes bya ba'i mdo, vaidaly
asii.traniirna) P5226, Vol.95. The Sanskrit text has not 
survived. According to Chr. Lindtner (Nagarjuniana, 
Indiske Studier 4, Copenhagen: Akademisk Foriag, 
1982, p.87) an English translation is forthcoming in 
the Indiske Studier series published in Copenhagen. 

Seventy Stanzas on Emptiness 
(stong pa nyid bdtm cu pdi tshig le'ur byas pa, JUnyatii
saptatikarikii) Toh 3827, Tokyo sde dge Vol. I; P5227, 
Vol. 95. The text does not survive in Sanskrit. An 
edited Tibetan edition and English translation by Chr. 
Lindtner is available in Nagarjuniana, PP.34-69. 

Refutation of Objections 
(rtsod pa bzlog pdi tshig le'ur byas pa, vigrahavyavar
tanikiirikii) P5228, Vol.95; Toh 3828, Tokyo sde dge 
Vol.I. A Sanskrit edition edited by Johnston and 
Kunst along with English translation by K. Bhatta
charya is available in The Dialectical Method of Niigiir
juna, Bhattacharya, Johnston, and Kunst (New Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1978). Edited Tibetan and 
Sanskrit is available in Chr. Lindtner, Nagarjuniana, 
pp. 70-86. There is also a translation from the Chinese 
version of the text by G. Tucci in Pre-Dinniiga Bud
dhist Texts on Logic from Chinese Sources, Gaekwad's 
Oriental Series, 49, (Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1929), 
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as well as a French translation by S. Yamaguchi, 
"Traite de Nagarjuna pour ecarter les vaines discus
sion (Vigrahavyavartani) traduit et annote," Journal 
Asiatique 215 (1929) pp.I-86. 

Sixty Stanzas of Reasaning 
(rigs.pa drug cu pa'i tshig le'ur byas pa, yukt4a~#kii
kiirikii)P5225, Vol.95; Toh 3825, Tokyosdedge Vol.!. 
An edited Tibetan edition with Sanskrit fragments 
and English translation is available in Chr. Lindtner, 
Nagarjuniana, pp.loo-19. 

Precious Garland of Advice for the King 
(rgyal po la gtam bya ba rin po che'i phreng ba, riijapari
kathiiratnavau) P5658, Vol. 129. Sanskrit, Tibetan, 
and Chinese texts available in Michael Hahn's Niigiir
juna's Ratruivali, VO!'l, The Basic Texts (Sanskrit, 
Tibetan, and Chinese), (Bonn: Indica et Tibetica 
Verlag, 1982). An English translation by Jeffrey 
Hopkins and Lati Rimpoche is available in Niigiirjuna 
and the Seventh Dalai Lama, The Precious Garland 
and the Song of the Four Mindfulnesses, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1975). 

72 For a description of the various purposes of NagiiI"juna's 
works, see Chandrakirti's Commentary an the "Sixty 
Stanzas of Reasaning", Toh 3864, Tokyo sde dge Vol.8, 
2a.4 -2b.2. See also Dzong-ka-ba's Ocean of Reasaning, 
Explanation of (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise an the Middle 
Way", rJe'i gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i skor edition, Vol.l, 
464.4-468.10 and Lo-sang-d.or-jay's Decisive Ana~sis 
of Special Insight, 578.1- 580.2. 

73 For example, Nga-wang-bel-den (ngag dbang dpalldan, 
b.1797) in his Explanation of the Canventional and the 
Ultimate in the Four Systems of Tenets (grub mtha' bzhi'i 
lugs kyi kun rdzob dang don dam pa'i don rnam par bshad 
pa legs bshad dpyid kyi dpal mo'i glu dbyangs, New Delhi: 
Guru Deva, 1972), 46.6, says about the difference 
between Proponents of True Existence, or Truly Exist
ent Things, and Proponents of No Entityness, I.e., 
Madhyamikas: 
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Also, the Proponents of Truly Existing Things and 
the Proponents of No Entityness are divided by 
whether or not they assert functioning things to be 
truly established. As (Jam-yang-shay-ba's Tenets] says, 
"[By way of] asserting and refuting truly existent 
functioning things, there are Proponents of Truly 
Existing Things and [Proponents] of No Entityness." 

(Translation by Jeffrey Hopkins, unpublished manu
script, P.24.) 

The term "Proponents of True Existence" often in
cludes also non-Buddhist schools. Further, it must be 
noted that although its main usage is to distinguish 
Madhyamikas and non-Madhyamikas, in some contexts 
the Svatantrika-Madhyamikas are included within its 
scope, and in others it is used to refer only to HInayiinists, 
specifically Vaibha~hika and Sautrantika. For this latter 
usage, see for example Dzong-ka-ba's Essence of the 
Good Explanations, Thurman's translation, P.238. 

74 For full references on these texts including information 
on surviving Sanskrit texts and translations, see the 
bibliography. 

75 Very little of the writings of any of the figures mentioned 
in this and the following paragraphs are extant, and, as a 
result, their views are known mainly from occasional 
references and citations in later sources. As more schol
arly research on early Madhyamika is done, it may be 
possible to identify with greater precision what their 
actual assertions were. Following are brief identifications 
of those mentioned. 

Lo-den-shay-rap was one of the greatest translators of 
the second dissemination of Buddhism to Tibet and was 
one of the leading proponents of the Svatantrika branch 
of Madhyamika philosophy during the introductory 
period of Madhyamika to Tibet. See van der Kuijp's 
Contributions to the Development of Tibetan Buddhist 
Epistemology, Chapter I, for a discussion of the life, 
writings, and views of Lo-den-shay-rap. 
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Tang-sak-ba was a student of the translator Ba-tsap 
Nyi-ma-drak (spa tshab nyi 100 grags, 1055 - II4?), who 
was the translator responsible for bringing the PrasaIi
gika-Miidhyamika viewpoint to predominance in Tibet. 
Tang-sak-ba is known as one of Ba-tsap Nyi-rna-drak's 
"four sons", and thus would probably be placed in the 
early 12th century. He is known to have founded a 
school in Tang-sak (thang sag) and to have written and 
taught extensively on the Madhyamika system. See 
Roerich's Blue Annals, rpt. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 
1979), PP.343-4, and Karen Lang's "sPa tshab Nyi rna 
grags and the introduction of PrasaIigika Madhyamaka 
into Tibet", forthcoming in the Turrell Wylie memorial 
volume, PP.13-14. Ruegg describes Tang-sak-ba as 
being among those who accepted a Madhyamika inter
pretation that said that "a theory of neither being nor 
non-being (yod min med min gyi Ita ba) was the doctrine 
of Sri-Candra" [that is, Chandrakirti] ("The Jo nail pas: 
A School of Buddhist Ontologists According to the 
Grub mtha' lei gyi me Ion", Journal of the American 
Oriental Society 83 (1963), p.89)· 

Cha-ba ChO-gyi-seng-ge was an indirect student of 
Lo-den-shay-rap, having studied with Lo-den-shay-rap's 
direct or indirect student, Gang-gya-mar-ba Jang-chup
drak (gangs rgya dmar pa byang chub grags, see below). 
Of great importance for his role in the development of 
epistemological studies in Tibet, Cha-ba also was a 
proponent of Svatantrika-Madhyamika. See van der 
Kuijp's Contributions to the Development of Tibetan Bud
dhist Epistemology, Chapter 2, for a discussion of Cha
ba's life, writings, and views. See also his "Phya-pa 
Chos-kyi seng-ge's Impact on Tibetan Epistemological 
Theory", Journal of Indian Philosophy 5 (1977), 
PP·355-69· 

Gun-kyen-rong-don is known by the names Rong
don-shiikya-gyel-tsen (rong ~ton shiikya rgyal mtshan) and 
Rong-don-shay-ja-gun-sik (rong ston shes bya kun gzigs). 
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Ruegg identifies Rong-don as a known opponent of 
Dzong-ka-ba ("On the Thesis and Assertion in the 
Madhyamaka/dBu rna" in Contributions on Tibetan and 
Buddhist Religion and Philosophy, Steinkellner and 
Tauscher, ed., Wien, 1983, p.216, n.30) and says also 
that he was a teacher of Shakya-chok-den (sluikya mcJwg 
/dan, 1428-1507) and a follower of Svatantrika-Madh
yamika ("The Jo nati pas", p.89, n.75). 

Concerning Bo-dong Chok-Iay-nam-gyel, Ruegg says 
that Dzong-ka-ba is reported to have studied with a Bo
dong Chok-Iay-nam-gyel, a follower of the Jo-nang-ba 
teachings, who lived from 1306-86, but that there is 
also a later Bo-dong Chok-Iay-nam-gyel who lived from 
1375-1450 ("The Jo nati pas", p.81, n.38). This latter 
figure extensively refuted Dzong-ka-ba, e.g., his demar
cation of the difference between sutra and tantra. Which 
Bo-dong is the intended referent here is not clear; it 
could easily have been the earlier, since Dzong-ka-ba is 
known to have refuted many Jo-nang-ba positions in his 
writings. 

76 Lo-sang-gon-chok, Word Commentary on the Root Text 
of (Jam-yang-slUly-ba's ) "Tenets", A Crystal Mirror (grub 
mtlUl' rtsa ba'i tshig tik shel dkar me long) in Three 
Commentaries on the Grub mtlUl' rtsa ba gdoh lna'i sgra 
dbyans of 'Jam-dbyans-biad-pa'i-rdo-rje nag-dban-brtson
'grus, Delhi: Chophel Lekden, 1978, 170.4-172.5. 

Hva-shang Mahayana, as mentioned earlier, was a 
Chinese monk reputed to have debated Kamalashila in 
the late eighth century. Although Dzong-ka-ba certainly 
disagreed with his views, he is an unlikely explicit 
referent of Dzong-ka-ba's refutation, sin~e Dzong-ka-ba 
uses the time qualifier in his refutation, "N{)'lJ.)adays, 
most who claim to propound the meaning of the middle 
way ... " (see P.270). However, it is possible that 
Dzong-ka-ba might have been referring to those whose 
view accorded with that of Hva-shang Mahayana, for it 
is reputed to have survived in Tibet long after Hva
shang's actual departure and Dzong-ka-ba does explicitly 
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criticize Hva-shang's view at other points in the Great 
Exposition. See Karen Lang's "sPa tshab Nyi rna grags 
and the introduction of PrasaIi.gika Madhyamaka into 
Tibet", P.3, for a discussion of recent literature on the 
question of whether Hva-shang could be called a 
Madhyamika. 

Pw;t-chen Shakya-chok-den also could not have been 
one of Dzong-ka-ba's intended referents since he was 
not even born until nine years after Dzong-ka-ba's 
death. He undoubtedly ranks inclusion in the list of 
those having "unacceptable" views because of his own 
vigorous criticisms of Dzong-ka-ba's Madhyamika 
interpretation. See van der Kuijp's Contributions of the 
Development of Tibetan Buddhist Epistemology (which is 
largely based on the writings of Shakya-chok-den), 
pp.l0-22, for a biography of Shakya-chok-den and 
some description of his writings. See Ruegg's "The Jo 
nail pas", pp.89-90, for Tu-gen Lo-sang-cho-gyi-nyi
rna's (thu'u bkvan blo bzang ehos kyi nyi ma, 1737-1802) 
brief - and highly critical - description of Shakya
chok-den from a Ge-Iuk-ba viewpoint. 

Ma-ja Jang-chup-dzon-drii, d.1186[?], was initially a 
student of Cha-ba ChO-gyi-seng-ge and later of Ba-tsap 
Nyi-rna-drak (Lang, p. 12). As such, he became a follower 
of Prasailgika-Madhyamika. Late in his life, he rnay 
have been a teacher of Sa-gya Pw;tQita (sa skya pa1J4ita, 
II82-1251) (see Paul Williams, "rMa bya pa Byang 
chub brtson 'grus on Madhyamaka Method" ,Journal of 
Indian Philosophy 13 (1985), p.216 and p.223, n.36) and 
was much admired by Shakya-chok-den. In a section of 
the Great Exposition not translated here, where Dzong
ka-ba explicitly addresses and refutes the position that 
PrasaIi.gikas have no theses or assertions of their own 
and merely refute others, the views of Ma-ja Jang-chup
dzon-drU are one of four positions addressed. See 
Ruegg's "On the Thesis and Assertion in the Madhya
maka/dbU rna", pp.229- 30, for a discussion of this. 
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Ruegg brings up some problems regarding what the 
later commentarial tradition, specifically Jam-yang-shay
ba, has ascribed as positions of Ma-ja, and Williams 
picks up and elaborates on this point in great detail in 
his "rMa bya pa Byang chub brtson 'grus on Madhya
maka Method", concluding that the person actually 
holding that Madhyamikas had no views or assertions 
and hence to be refuted was a different person with a 
very similar name, Ma-ja Jang-chup-ye-shay (rma bya 
pa byang chub ye shes). Williams offers a provocative 
political explanation, namely the high esteem in which 
Ma-ja Jang-chup-dzon-drii was held by a tradition that 
Jam-yang-shayba was seeking to refute, as one possible 
reason why his views might have been misrepresented. 

Gang-gya-mar, full name Gang-gya-mar-ba Jang
chup-drak (gangs rgya dmar pa byang chub grags), was 
either a direct or indirect student of Lo-den-shay-rap 
and a teacher of Cha-ba Ch6-gyi-seng-ge. 

77 This summary of Dzong-ka-ba's argument relies heavily 
on Lo-sang-dor-jay's Ana~sis of Special Insight, 584.1-
597·1. 

78 The Tibetan of these terms is as follows: 
rigs pas dpyad mi bzod pa - not able to bear analysis 
by reasoning 
rigs pas gnod pa - damaged by reasoning, or rigs pas 
khegs - refuted by reasoning 
rigs shes kyis ma rnyed pa - not found by a reasoning 
conscIousness 
rigs shes kyis med par myed pa - found as, or to be, 
non-existent by a reasoning consciousness. 

79 The following definitions are taken from the chapter on 
"Established Bases" (gzhi grub) of Pur-bu-jok's (phur bu 
lcog byams pa rgya mtsho, 1825-1901) Explanation of the 
Lesser Path of Reasoning (rigs lam chung ngu'i mam par 
bshad pa) in Magical Key to the Path of Reasoning, 
Presentation of the Collected Topics Revealing the Meaning 
of the Treatises on ValUl Cognition (tshad ma'i gzhung don 
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'byed pa'i bsdus grwa'i rnam bzhag rigs lam 'phrul gyi sde 
mig), Buxa India: n.p., 19<'S. See Daniel Perdue's 
"Practice and Theory of Philosophical Debate in Tibetan 
Buddhist Education", a translation and explanation of 
the entire "Lesser Path of Reasoning", (Ann Arbor: 
University Microfilms, 1983), PP.364ff., for a discus
sion of these tenns. 

80 This passage is from the King of Meditative Stabilizations 
Sutra (ting nge 'dzin gyi rgyal po, sarruidhiriija), IX.23ab. 
See chapter four of the translation of Dzong-ka-ba's 
"Great Exposition", pp. 178-9, for citation of the entire 
verse as well as references to the Tibetan and Sanskrit. 

81 PS26S, Vol.98, Toh 3864, Tokyo sde dge Vol. 8, sa.6. 
This is cited in the Great Exposition, Dhannsala edition, 
396b·3· 

82 Dhannsala edition, 386b.4 -6. See chapter seven of the 
translation, pp.20Sff. 

83 T.R.V. Murti, Th£ Central Philosophy of Buddhism, 
London: George Allen & Unwin, rpt.1970. Murti says, 
P·146: 

When one alternative is rejected or accepted the other 
is eo ipso accepted or rejected, else the Law of the 
Excluded Middle would be violated. The Madhya
mika flagrantly violates this law at every step; we find 
him cutting down all the alternatives that are, by the 
canons of formal logic, both exclusive and exhaustive. 

He also says, P.131: 
How does the Madhyamika reject any and all views? 
He uses only one weapon. By drawing out the impli
cations of any view he shows its self-contradictory 
character. The dialectic is a series of reductio ad 
absurdum arguments . . . . The Madhyamika disproves 
the opponents' thesis, and does not prove any thesis of 
his own. 

The questions of whether Madhyamikas do or do not 
accept the law of the excluded middle, the meaning and 
uses of the tetralemma, and the Madhyamikas' use of 
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logic in general have been widely addressed by numerous 
modern scholars, many but not all of whom disagree 
with Murti's conclusions. See, for example, Richard 
Robinson's Early Madhyamika in India and China, 
PP.51-8; as well as his "Feature Book Review 'K.N. 
Jayatilleke, Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge"', 
Philosophy East and West, 19 (1969), pp.69-82, espe
cially PP.76-8; Seyfort Ruegg's, "The Uses of the Four 
Positions of the Cat14koti and the Problem of the De
scription of Reality in Mahayana Buddhism", Journal of 
Indian Philosophy, 5 (1977), PP.I-71, which includes a 
review of Western literature on the subject, PP.39-55; 
Alex Wayman's, "Who understands the four alternatives 
of the Buddhist texts?" Philosophy East and West 27 
(1977), PP.3-21; K.N. Jayatilleke's, "The Logic of 
Four Alternatives," Philosophy East and West 17 (1967) 
PP.69-84; Fritz Staal's Exploring Mysticism, Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1975; and Arnold Kunst, 
"The Concept of the Principle of Excluded A4iddle in 
Buddhism" Rocznik Orientalistyczny, 21 (1957), 
PP·141-7· 

84 See also later in the Great Exposition, Dhannsala edition, 
4IIa.I-412b.2, Wayman's translation, PP.246-9. This 
is not the only interpretation of the tetralemma set forth 
by Ge-Iuk-ba scholars or even by Dzong-ka-ba himself. 
For instance, at the point in the Great Exposition just 
noted, Dzong-ka-ba simply adds the qualification "estab
lished by way of their own entities" to all four possi
bilities. Thus, he says that what are being refuted are: 
I) things (dngos po, bhava) that are established by way 
of their own entities 
2) non-things (dngos med, abhava) that are established 
by way of their own entities 
3) that which is both a thing and a non-thing that is 
established by way of its own entity 
4) that which is not both which is established by way of 
its own entity. 
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See Hopkins' Meditation on Emptiness, note 500, 
pp.850-4, fOT a discussion of these different interpret
ations. 

85 The Tibetan can be found in the Dhannsala edition of 
Chandrakirti's Clear Words, 280.1-13. The Sanskrit is 
available in La Vallee Poussin's edition, 329.10-17. 
This passage is cited in its entirety in chapter seven of 
the translation, pp.200- 1 . 

86 Toh 3865, Tokyo sde dge Vo1.8, 20Ib.2-4. This is cited 
by Dzong-ka-ba in the Greal Exposition, Dhannsala 
edition, 394b.6-395a.2. 

87 VI. 36. This is found in La Vallee Poussin's edition of 
the Tibetan, p.122.14-17. La Vallee Poussin's transla
tion is in Museon, 1910, P.315. See chapter four of the 
translation, P.179, for Dzong-ka-ba's citation of the 
passage. See the Dhannsala edition of the Great Exposi
tion, 409a.6- 409b.5, for a second citation of the passage 
accompanied by explanation of how he understands it. 

88 The Questions of the King of Niigas, Anavatapta, Sutra 
(klu'i rgyal po rna dros pas zhus pa'i mdo, anavataptaniiga
rajaparifJrcclulsUtra) P823, Vol. 33. It is cited by Chan
drakirti in his Clear Words; the Sanskrit is available in La 
Vallee Poussin's edition of that text, 504.1. See the 
Dhannsala edition of the Great Exposition, 41oa.5 
-410b.2, for citation of it by Dzong-ka-ba along with 
explanation of how he interprets it. 

89 Jeffrey Hopkins has a lengthy article discussing this 
question of commonly appearing subjects and how it is 
used to differentiate Svatantrika and Madhyamika, en
titled "A Tibetan Delineation of Different Views of 
Emptiness in the Indian Middle Way School: Dzong
ka-ba's Two Interpretations of the Locus Classicus in 
Chandrakirti's Clear Words Showing Bhavaviveka's 
Assertion of Commonly Appearing Subjects and Inher
ent Existence", forthcoming in the Journal of the Tibet 
Society. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: DZONG-KA-BA AND MODERN 
INTERPRETERS I: NOT NEGATING ENOUGH 

90 Ruegg, The Literature of the Madhyamaka School, p.2. 
Ruegg then goes on to say, "With the exception of the 
first five which are hardly appropriate in any context 
and become quite misleading when taken in their usual 
senses, such descriptions no doubt correspond to some 
aspect of Madhyamaka thought." Dzong-ka-ba would 
probably take exception with some others as well, as 
will become dear in the following discussion. 

With regard to the question oflabelling Madhyamika, 
Douglas Daye makes the very apt comment ("Major 
Schools of the Mahayana: Madhyamika" in Charles Pre
bish, ed., Buddhism: A Modern Perspective, (University 
Park and London: The Pennsylvania State University 
Press, 1975, P.77), "It seems fair to say that the different 
labels, approaches, and descriptions of Nagarjuna's 
writings found in the history of modem scholarship 
reflect almost as much about the viewpoints of the 
scholars involved as do they reflect the content of 
Nagiirjuna's concepts." 

91 For a detailed history of early Western scholarship on 
Madhyamika, see l.W. de long, "Emptiness", Journal 
of Indian Philosophy 2 (1972), PP.7-15; his longer "A 
Brief History of Buddhist Studies in Europe and 
America", The Eastern Buddhist, NS 7, NO.1 (1974), 
PP·55-106; No.2 (1974), PP.49-82; Guy Richard 
Welbon, The Buddhist NirviirJa and Its Western Inter
preters (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1<)68); 
and Malcolm David Eckel, "A Question of Nihilism: 
Bhavaviveka's Response to the Fundamental Problems 
of Madhyamika Philosophy", unpublished dissertation, 
Harvard, April, 1980, pp.12-50. Eckel's discussion is 
particularly relevant to the present context. 

92 The most influential proponent of the absolutist inter-
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pretation is T.R.V. Murti, whose Central Philosophy of 
Buddhism, published in 1955 (London: George Allen & 
Unwin) was the first book devoted totally to Madhya
mika philosophy. Although his strong absolutist inter
pretation is often disputed by modem scholars, Murti's 
work continues to exert a potent influence, and many 
still call M~dhyamika absolutism although usually in a 
more qualified way than does Murti. This topic will be 
discussed further (see PP.129-31) but, in brief, some of 
the current scholars who label Madhyamika absolutism 
are B.K. Matilal, J.W. de Jong, G.C. Nayak, Mahesh 
Mehta, and Christian Lindtner. 

93 "On the Reception and Early History of the dbu-ma 
(Madhyamaka) in Tibet", in Michael Aris and Aung 
Suu Kyi, ed., Tibetan Studies in Honour of Hugh 
Richardson (New Delhi: Vikas, 1980), PP.278-9. 

94 Translation by Donald S. Lopez, Jr. with Jeffrey Hop
kins, (London: Wisdom Publications, 1985), p.1I8. 
The text was previously translated by a team of Buddhist 
monks from Tibet, India, and Great Britain in a general 
paraphrase, entitled The Opening of the Wisdom Eye 
(Wheaton, Illinois: Theosophical Publishing House, 
1972); the passage cited can be found on p.1I of that 
edition. 

95 Nagarjuniana, Indiske Studier 4, Copenhagen: Akade
misk Forlag, 1982, PP.249 and 258. Paul Williams, in a 
lengthy review of Lindtner's book (Journal of Indian 
Philosophy 12, 1984, pp. 73 - 104) makes the very a 
propos comment, (P.97), "These references [supplied 
by Lindtner of Nagiirjuna's sutra sources] enable us to 
see Nagarjuna as a Buddhist monk on a direct contin
uum with the earlier traditions, to place him in his 
Indian religious context, to remove him from the position 
of an Indian proto-Wittgenstein, Nietzsche, Hegel, 
Kant or whoever is the currently fashionable Western 
philosopher - surely it must be Foucault and/or 
Derrida next!" 

C)6 Emptiness: A Study in Religious Meaning (Nashville, 
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New York: Abingdon Press, 1967). See particularly 
chapter ten, "The Religious Meaning of 'Emptiness"', 
PP.155-69. In the same vein, David Eckel says, ("A 
Question of Nihilism: Bhavaviveka's Response to the 
Fundamental Problems of Madhyamika Philosophy", 
P·I35): 

"To the Madhyamikas philosophy was much more 
than a dialectical weapon to defeat the assertions of 
their opponents. It was a method for exploring the 
categories of the moral life, establishing those cat
egories on a sound philosophical basis, and then using 
them to effect a radical change in the life of the 
practitioner. Madhyamika therefore had the character 
of a Buddhist philosophy of religion, but a philosophy 
in which theory became the companion of practice." 

Of course, there are still exceptions, such as those who 
believe that "religion" requires a Judeo-Christian type 
supreme deity, and thus Guy Bugault ("Logic and 
Dialectics in the Madhyamakakarikiis", Journal of 
Indian Philosophy, II, 1983, P.58) makes the qualified 
statement: 

"But for Nagarjuna it is logic ~ dialectics ~ soteriol
ogy. His fundamental intention is - if not religious, 
for there is no God - at least one of therapy or 
liberation. " 

And Fernando Tola and Carmen Dragonetti, based, I 
believe, on a misconception of the scope of Nagarjuna's 
refutation, understanding it to include even the Buddha 
and his teaching, make the stunning statement ("Nagar
juna's Conception of 'Voidness' (Sflnyata)", Journal of 
Indian Philosophy, 9, 1981, P.279): 

"The Buddhist theory of sunyatii constitutes the most 
radical and rigorous conception, elaborated in India, 
of an Absolute in all the fullness of the work, without 
any concession to the religious feelings of man or to 
his religious needs." 

Also, there is A.K. Warder, who stands nearly alone in 
raising the qualm as to whether, even though the Maha-
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yana Buddhist tradition considers itself to stem from 
Nagarjuna, Nagarjuna himself was even a Mahayanist. 
See his "Is Nagarjuna a Mahayanist?" in Mervyn Sprung, 
ed., The Problem of Two Truths in Buddhism and Vedanta 
(Dordrecht and Boston: D. Reidel, 1973), PP.78-88. 

97 l.W. de long makes this point in his "Emptiness", 
pp.II- 12. 

98 Lindtner's Nagarjuniana addresses just this question 
and arrives at a body of works that I think can be 
legitimately accepted as by Nagarjuna, although Paul 
Williams in his feature review (Journal of Indian Philo
sophy, 12, 1984, PP.73-I04) disagrees with one or two 
attributions. It is worth pointing out that those texts 
that Lindtner accepts as authentic parallel quite closely 
those relied on by the Ge-Iuk-ba tradition. Dzong-ka-ba, 
for example, does not cite in support of his Madhya
mika interpretation a single text which contemporary 
scholarship considers to be spuriously attributed to 
Nagarjuna. 

99 Richard Robinson says (Early Miidhyamika in India and 
China, Madison, Milwaukee, and London: University 
of Wisconsin Press, 1967, PP.57-8): 

"There do not seem to be any real paradoxes in the 
Stanzas. The seeming paradoxes are easily resolved 
once the definitions and the fundamental absurdity of 
the concept of own-being are taken into account." 

Similarly, Seyfort Ruegg says ("The Uses of the Four 
Positions of the Ca~ko!i and the Problem of the De
scription of Reality in Mahayana Buddhism", Journal of 
Indian Philosophy, 5, 1977, P·5): 

"But at least in his theoretical scholastic treatises (rigs 
chogs), of which the MMK is most representative, he 
does not seem to have himself employed paradoxes as 
such in an attempt to speak of reality." 

Imputation of paradox to Nagarjuna by modem scholars 
will be dealt with as specific contexts arise in the 
following discussion. 

100 One scholar vigorous in this opinion is Paul l. Griffiths, 
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who in an article noteworthy primarily for its heavy
handed and inflammatory tone ("Buddhist Hybrid 
English: Some Notes on Philology and Hermeneutics 
for Buddhologists", Journal of the International Associa
tion of Buddhist Studies 4,1981, PP.I7-32) claims (p.21) 
that a Buddhologist cannot be a Buddhist, since such 
apparently hopelessly cripples the powers of critical 
thought. One wonders if he would also say that Chris
tianity can only be studied in a scholarly way by non
Christians, a requirement that would effectively end 
most scholarly study and negate most that has been 
done. 

101 "Did Nagarjuna really refute all philosophical views?", 
Philosophy East and West 22 (1972), P.331. 

102 "Pyrrhonism and Madhyarnika", Philosophy East and 
West 32 (1982), P.3. 

103 Douglas D. Daye, "Major Schools of the Mahayana: 
Madhyarnika", p.84. 

104 Buddhist Logic, Vo1.2 (New York: Dover, 1962) P.153, 
n.3. Stcherbatsky's comment is made in the context of 
differentiating between Prasangika-Madhyarnika which 
he says rejects logic altogether and Svatantrika-Madhya
rnika which he sees as accepting logic. TIlls view on the 
difference between the two Madhyarnika schools has 
had a great influence on subsequent scholars (see, for 
example, Streng's Emptiness, P.35). Given that Dzong
ka-ba does not accept that characterization ofPrasangika, 
this is not how he makes the differentiation. Falling 
beyond the range of this discussion, that topic will be 
discussed in a subsequent study. 

105 "Some Logical Aspects of Nagarjuna's System", Philo
sophy East and West 6 (1957), P.307. 

106 "Did Nagarjuna really refute all philosophical views?", 
P·33I. 

107 Exploring Mysticism, (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1975) P.45. 

108 Buddhist Thought in India, (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 1967) P.243. 
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109 "Nagarjuna and analytic philosophy, II", Philosophy 
East and West 28 (1978), p.288. He is summarizing the 
conclusions of an earlier article, "Nagarjuna and Analytic 
Philosophy", Philosophy East and West 25 (1975), 
pp.281-90· 

110 "Major Schools of the Mahayana: Madhyamika", p.83. 
A linguistic interpretation of Madhyamika is a major 
stream of contemporary scholarship, most recently often 
based on comparison with Ludwig Wittgenstein, that 
begins with Richard Robinson and has been advanced 
by such subsequent scholars as Frederick Streng, Doug
las Daye, and Chris Gudmunsen. It has been applied 
to the writings of Dzong-ka-ba by Robert Thurman 
("Philosophical nonegocentrism in Wittgenstein and 
Candraklrti in their treatment of the private language 
problem", Philosophy East and West 30,1980, PP.321-
37, and Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold in the Essence of 
True Eloquence, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1984, Introduction) and by C.W. Huntington, Jr. ("A 
'nonreferential' view of language and conceptual thought 
in the work of Tson-kha-pa", Philosophy East and West 
33, 1983, PP·326-39)· 

III Ibid., P.94. 
112 The first passage is from "The Madhyamaka Critique of 

Epistemology I", Journal of Indian Philosophy 8 (1980), 
P.320, and the second is from its continuation, "The 
Madhyamaka Critique of Epistemology II", Journal of 
Indian Philosophy 9 (1981), P.158. 

113 "A Study on the Madhyamika Method of Refutation 
and Its Influence on Buddhist Logic", Journal of the 
International Association of Buddhist Studies 4 (1981), 
p.88. 

114 "Some logical aspects of Nagarjuna's system", 
PP·307-8. 

II 5 "The nature and function of Nagarjuna's arguments", 
Philosophy East and West 28 (1978) P.499. 

116 "Major Schools of the Mahayana: Madhyamika". The 
first passage is from P.95; the second from p.¢. 
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117 Early M iidhyamika in India and China, p.6 I. 

118 He says this in his Essence of the Good Explanations. See 
Thurman's Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold in the Essence 
of True Eloquence, P.364. See also Hopkins' Meditation 
on Emptiness (London: Wisdom Publications, 1983), 
P.558-9, where the purpose of Nagarjuna's Treatise is 
discussed and this passage is cited. 

119 Hopkins' Meditation on Emptiness, P.558, quoting Jang
gya's Presentation of Tenets (grub mtha'i rnam bzhag) 
419.17-420.9. Dzong-ka-ba cites the passage from 
Buddhapalita in the Great Exposition, 423b.4 -6, (Way
man's translation in Calming the Mind and Discerning the 
Real, p.267). It is commentary on Chapter I of Nagar
juna's Treatise, located in Walleser's edition of the Bud
dhapiilita Commentary, 3.6-3.11. Dzong-ka-ba cites the 
passage from Chandrakirti in his Essence of the Good 
Explanations just prior to the passage from the Essence 
cited above. See Thurman's translation, P.364. 

120 Douglas Daye, "Major Schools of the Mahayana: 
Madhyamika" p.<}6. 

121 Central Philosophy of Buddhism, P.146. 
122 See the Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, 422b.5-

422b.6 (Wayman's translation, p.266). Murti's Central 
Philosophy of Buddhism, P.238, provides the Siilistamba 
Sutra passage that is the source for this identification of 
ignorance as well as references to its citation in major 
Madhyamika treatises. 

123 Nagarjuniana, P.272. 
124 The Precious Garland and the Song of the Four Mindful

nesses, Jeffrey Hopkins and Lati Rimpoche, trans., 
P·17· 

125 This is found in the Dharmsala edition of the Great 
Exposition, 420.3-420.5, Wayman's translation, p.261 
- mistranslated. (I will not make specific criticisms of 
Wayman's translation in this chapter except to indicate 
points where I feel his translation is erroneous or partic
ularly unclear; Wayman's translation is considered in 
detail in appendix two.) 
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The fonnulation of this discussion in tenns of the 
"object of negation" (dgag bya, prat4edhya) seems to be 
a late and perhaps Tibetan innovation. The tenn "object 
of negation" is used by Nagarjuna in the Refutation of 
Objections, verses 14-16 (Lindtner's Nagarjuniana, 
P.78), but not in this context. Dzong-ka-ba (Dhannsala 
edition of the Great Exposition, 419b.4 -42oa.2, Way
man's translation, p.261) cites the Refutation of Objec
tions, verse 27, and Nagarjuna's commentary on it as 
indicating both objects of negation although the actual 
tenn is not used there. 

The locus classicus for the non-existent object of 
negation, that refuted by reasoning, and the need to 
identify it well is the Engaging in the Bodhisattva Deeds 
(spyod 'jug, bodhisattvacaryiivatara, IX.140ab) by the 
eighth century Madhyamika, Shantideva: 

"Without contacting the entity which is imputed 
(brtags pa'i dngos, kalpitatrr bhavatrr) 

One will not apprehend the absence of that entity." 
It is cited by Dzong-ka-ba at the opening of his section 
on the object of negation, see p. 177. 

The idea of contacting, or identifying, that which is 
to be negated is an important part of Ge-Iuk-ba medita
tion on emptiness where it is emphasized that prior to 
engaging in reasoned refutation of inherent existence, 
one must gain experientially a vivid sense of just what it 
is that one is refuting. See Sopa and Hopkins' Practice 
and Theory of Tibetan Buddhism (London: Rider & Co, 
1976) PP.38-9 and the Fifth Dalai Lama's Practice of 
Emptiness [the "Perfection of Wisdom Chapter" of the 
Fifth Dalai Lama's Sacred Word of Manjushri ('jam dpal 
zhal lung)] (Jeffrey Hopkins, translator, Dharamsala: 
Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, 1974), 
pp.II-13· 

126 The Dhannsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
PP·419b.I-427b.4 (Wayman's translation, 260-75). 
Dzong-ka-ba takes just the opposite approach in his 
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"Medium Exposition of Special Insight". He comes at 
the topic from the subjective rather than the objective 
side and, with no discussion of the object of negation by 
reasoning, gives an extensive discussion of afflictive 
ignorance. See Thunnan's translation in The Life and 
Teachings of Tsong Khapa, pp. 1 18-29. 

127 Cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the Dharmsala edition of the 
Great Exposition, 423a.4-423a.6 (Wayman's translation, 
p.266). See Lindtner's N agarjuniana, pp.62 - 5 (al
though Dzong-ka-ba is working from a different Tibetan 
translation than that cited by Lindtner). 

128 Cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the Dharmsala edition of the 
Great Exposition, 422a.4 - 422a. 5 (Wayman's translation, 
P.264). See Karen Lang's "Aryadeva on the Bodhisa
ttva's Cultivation of Merit and Knowledge" (Ann Arbor: 
University Microfilms, 1983), PP.269-70 and 593. 

129 This is commentary on V1.28, located in La Vallee 
Poussin's edition of the text, 107.6-8. It is cited by 
Dzong-ka-ba in the Dharmsala edition of the Great 
Exposition, 422b.2-422b.3 (Wayman's translation, 
P·265)· 

130 This is commentary on verse 65. It is cited by Dzong
ka-ba in the Dhannsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
42ob.4-420b.5 (Wayman's translation, p.262 - mis
translated). This passage is missing from the Sanskrit 
edition; see The Dialectical Method of Niigiirjuna (Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1978), Bhattacharya, P.42 and 
Johnston and Kunst, PP.48-9. 

131 Chandraldrti's Commentary on (Aryadeva's) "Four 
Hundred", commentary on XIII.l1, Toh 3865, Tokyo 
sde dge Vol.8, 20Ib.2-4. Sanskrit does not survive. 
Cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the Dhannsala edition of the 
Great Exposition, 394b.6-395a.1 (Wayman's transla
tion, p.219). 

132 "The nature and function of Nagarjuna's arguments", 

P·489· 
133 Lucid Exposition of the Middle Way, the Essential Chapters 
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from the Prasannapadii of Candrakirti translated from the 
Sanskrit, (Boulder: Prajiia Press, 1979), P.7. 

134 "Non-Cognitive Language in Madhyamika Buddhism" 
in Kawamura and Scott, ed., Buddhist Thought and 
Asian Civilization, (Emeryville, Ca: Dharma, 1977), 
P·247· 

135 Lucid Exposition of the Middle Way, p.12. 
136 "A Critique of the Madhyamika Position", in Mervyn 

Sprung, ed., The Problem of Two Truths in Buddhism 
and Vedanta (Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel, 1973), 
p.61. 

137 Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 424b.6-
425a.5 (Wayman's translation, pp.269-70 - mistrans
lated). 

138 "Did Nagarjuna Really Refute All Philosophical 
Views?", P.325. 

139 Ibid., p.326. 
140 See Thurman's Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold in the 

Essence of True Eloquence, P.291. Dzong-ka-ba makes a 
similar statement in the Great Exposition that takes 
account also of non-Buddhist assertions: 

''When those things such as panless objects and 
subjects, self, the Principal (guo bo, pradhiina), and 
ishvara that are imputed by the uncommon assertions 
of the Proponents of True Existence among our own 
and others' schools are posited by them, they are 
posited upon analysis with reasoning as to whether 
such things are or are not established by way of their 
own entities and thereupon within the thought that 
those objects are found by reasoning analyzing in that 
way .... When analyzed in this way, these are unable 
to bear the burden of investigation by stainless reas
oning, whereby upon not being found by that reason
ing, they are refuted, for if they did exist, they would 
have to be found by those reasonings." 

(The Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
406a.3-406.6; Wayman's translation, PP.237-8.) 
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141 "Non-Cognitive Language in Madhyamika Buddhism", 
PP.241 and 243. 

142 Nga-wang-bel-den in the Sautrantika chapter of his 
Explanation of the Conventional and the Ultimate in the 
Faur Systems of Tenets, (grub mtha' bzhi'i lugs kyi kun 
rdzob dang don dam pa'i don rnam par bshad pa legs bshad 
dpyid kyi dpal mo'i glu dbyangs, New Delhi: Guru Deva, 
1972, 39.5-39.6) says that some such as Prajiiiikara
gupta, Suryagupta, Shantarakl?hita, KamaiashIla, and 
Jetari interpret Dharmaklrti's Commentary on (Dignii
ga's) "Compendium of Valid Cognition" (tshad ma rnam 
'grel, pramii1J.llvarttika) as a Madhyamika treatise. Taken 
as such, the points I am about to make would not apply. 
However, numerous Indian scholars such as Devendra
buddhi as well as the majority of Tibetan scholarship 
and the main body of Western scholarship would dis
agree, placing Dhannakirti as a Chittamatrin or a Sau
trantika; in such a light my argument stands. 

143 Nga-wang-bel-den's Explanation of the Conventional and 
the Ultimate in the Four Systems of Tenets, 34.4. 

144 The Mongolian scholar Den-dar-hla-ram-ba (bstan dar 
lha ram pa, b. 1759) says in his Presentation of Specifically 
and Generally Characterized Phenomena (rang mtshan spyi 
mtshan gyi rnam gzhag), a commentary on Sautrantika 
tenets: 

"Thus, the tenn "pot" is known as a tenn of the 
prevailing wish. For, the initial affixer of the appella
tion affixed the appellation "pot" to the bulbous thing 
arbitrarily through the power of his wish, and, in 
dependence on that, "pot" prevails as the actual name 
of the bulbous thing. Later, although others designate 
names, these are unable to become renowned as its 
actual name.... However, the tenn "pot" is not 
unsuitable to be affixed to other than bulbous things 
because even if one affixes the name "pot" to woolen 
cloth, after some time, due to the power of condition
ing, even the meaning-generality of pot could appear 
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for woolen cloth. Therefore, "pot" is not objectively 
established by the power of the fact with bulbous 
things." 

Translation by Anne Klein in her doctoral dissertation, 
"Mind and Liberation. The Sautrantika Tenet System 
in Tibet: Perception, Naming, Positive and Negative 
Phenomena, Impermanence and the Two Truths in the 
Context of Buddhist Religious Insight as Presented in 
Ge-Iuk Literary and Oral Traditions", (Ann Arbor: 
University Microfilms, 1981) PP.352-3. 

145 See Hopkins' Meditation on Emptiness, p.369 and Sopa 
and Hopkins' Practice and Theory of Tibetan Buddhism, 
P.1I7. Dzong-ka-ba discusses this point in great detail 
and complexity in the Chittamatra portion of his Essence 
of the Good Explanations. See Thurman's Tsang Khapa's 
Speech of Gold in the Essence of True Eloquence, 
PP·209-53 

146 See Sopa and Hopkins' Practice and Theory of Tibetan 
Buddhism, for descriptions of the path in each of the 
four tenet systems. 

147 See the Medium Exposition of Special Insight, Thurman's 
translation in The Life and Teachings of Tsang Khapa, 
pp. 162 - 3. See Anne Klein's discussion of the parallels 
between inexpressibility in Sautrantika and Miidhya
mika in her "Mind and Liberation. The Sautriintika 
Tenet System in Tibet: ... ", PP.298-303. 

148 "How not to criticize NiigiiI"juna: A Response to L. 
Stafford Betty", Philosophy East and West 34 (1984), 
P.44I. I would like to insert at this point the disclaimer 
that I am not trained in linguistic analysis nor competent 
to comment on Wittgenstein's writings per se. The 
purpose of the following pages is to address areas in 
which the ideas of Wittgenstein are said to overlap with 
those of Miidhyamika philosophy, and to comment on 
whether statements of comparison accord with Dzong
ka-ba's Miidhyamika interpretation. I have to trust that 
Wittgenstein has been represented accurately by those 
making the comparisons. 
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149 Tsang Khapa's Speech of Gold in the Essence of True 
Eloquence, P.98. 

150 Wittgenstein and Buddhism (London: The Macmillan 
Press, 1977), P.39. 

151 David Loy in the article just cited describes very per
ceptively some of the problems of a linguistic interpreta
tion. In part, he says, (P.443): 

". . . that the world is sunya here amounts to a denial 
that words gain meaning by corresponding to some
thing extralinguistic. This "neonominalism" empha
sizes that language cannot describe the world. But by 
itself this approach also yields only half the truth 
about Madhyamika .... To understand Madhyamika 
only in a linguistic way is to ignore the religious 
context which Nagarjuna as a Buddhist always took 
for granted and which provides the situation for his 
philosophical enterprise." 

Concerning the problem of distortion through compari
son, J.W. de Jong says, ("The Problem of the Absolute 
in the Madhyamaka School", p.I): 

"One must beware of drawing too hasty conclusions 
about analogies and proximities with western thought, 
because one runs the risk of distorting Indian thought 
and failing to recognize that each philosophy is an 
organic whole." 

See also Peter della Santina's article, "The Madhya
maka and modem Western philosophy" Philosophy East 
and West 36 (1986), PP.41-54, where many of the 
problems of the comparative approach are addressed. 
See particularly pp. 5 1-3 for specific problems of com
parison with Wittgenstein. 

Although comparisons can be helpful, particularly as 
a means of using something more familiar to get at 
something less familiar, there is a danger of distorting 
the overall picture of both systems being compared 
through focusing on aspects not necessarily central to 
either. Also, there is a tendency to over-extend the 
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comparison, bringing, for example, to the understanding 
of Buddhism more of the elements of a particular 
western philosophy than are actually justified by the 
presence of some areas of similarity. This danger strikes 
me as particularly serious since it is so frequently un
conscious. Finally, comparison as a means of understand
ing Buddhism is only truly helpful to those having some 
familiarity with the Western system being used to make 
the comparison; otherwise, there is merely the difficulty 
of understanding two new systems instead of one. 

There is value in comparison, not primarily as an 
avenue of approach to an unfamiliar system, but as part 
of the study of ideas. However, it requires a high level 
of competency in both areas being compared, and such 
is not found in many comparative studies. 

152 Wittgenstein and Buddhism, PP.51 -2. 
153 Dzong-ka-ba merely says in the Great Exposition of 

Special Insight (Dharmsala edition, 407a.3) that the 
sense consciousnesses are mistaken and does not elabor
ate. I The major Indian source for this key Ge-luk-ba 
po~tOfulterpretation is a passage from Chandrakirti's 
C~ Words: 

"Therefore, like the falling hairs [seen by] one with 
cataracts and so forth, when what does not exist [by 
way of its own character] is apprehended by [i.e., 
appears to] an erroneous [consciousness] as just exist
ing [that way], how could even a portion of an object 
existent [by way of its own character] be observed." 

Translation by Jeffrey Hopkins, Meditation on Empti
ness, PP.509-5Io. It is found in La Vallee Poussin's 
Sanskrit edition, 30.3-30.4. 

154 Early Madhyamika in India and China, P.43. Cited by 
Gudmunsen in Wittgenstein and Buddhism on P.52. 

155 See David Loy's "How not to criticize Nagiirjuna: A 
Response to L. Stafford Betty", PP.442-3, for his 
discussion of how Kantian and Wittgensteinian inter
pretations of emptiness both introduce distortion. 
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156 See PP.I26-33 for a de~ed discussion of the status of 
emptiness. Dzong-ka-ba has numerous citations from 
ChandrakIrti where such terminology is used to describe 
emptiness. See also William Ames, "The Notion of 
Svabhiiva in the Thought of Candrakirti", Journal of 
Indian Philosophy 10 (1982), pp.161-77. 

157 In the technical vocabulary of the Ge-Iuk-ba tradition, 
an emptiness and the phenomenon it qualifies are differ
ent isolates (/dog pa tha dad), that is, they are nominally 
different, different for thought. A chair is not an empti
ness and an emptiness is not a chair, and everything true 
of the one is not true of the other. However, they are 
one entity (ngo bo gcig); wherever there is a chair, there 
is also an emptiness of the chair and vice versa. This is 
considered essential if the realization of emptiness with 
respect to a particular phenomenon is to have any effect 
on one's misconceptions with regard to it. See Hopkins' 
Meditation on Emptiness, Pp.413-15, for a discussion of 
these points. 

158 "How not to criticize Nagarjuna: A Response to L. 
Stafford Betty", P.438. 

159 See also the Fifth Dalai Lama's Practice of Emptiness, 
pp.II-15· 

Several modern commentators have, in their analysis 
of the Madhyamika reasonings, worked out different 
levels of what the Madhyamikas are analyzing. (See 
Douglas Daye, "Major Schools of the Mahayana: 
Madhyamika", pp.82-4 and 91-3 and his "Japanese 
rationalism, Madhyamika, and some uses of fonnalism" , 
Philosophy East and Wesl24 (1974), PP.364-6. See also 
Richard Jones, "The nature and function of Nagar
juna's arguments", PP.491-2.) Dzong-ka-ba's tradition 
applies the analyses across the board, to anything, 
substance or abstraction, which is susceptible to being 
reified into inherent existence. They are directed at the 
things around us, and thus Dzong-ka-ba would disagree 
with Douglas Daye's statement ("Japanese rationalism, 
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Madhyamika, and some uses of fonnalism", P.36S): 
"However, it is a mistake to assume that the Madh
yamika polemics concerning substance, causation 
(mutual and dependent coorigination, pa!icca
samuppiida) and emptiness refer directly to "things" 
of the conventionally described world. In fact the MK 
are really a third-order critique, in that they are 
criticizing their opponents' views and other Buddhist 
views, of the ontological and epistemic components of 
everyday 'things'." 

According to Dzong-ka-ba, the things around us, forms, 
sounds, and so forth are not refuted by the Madhyamika 
reasonings but those objects as they are apprehended by 
our innate cansciousness misconceiving inherent existence 
are. He says: 

"Since the awarenesses which posit forms, sounds, 
and so forth are the six non-defective consciousnesses 
- eye and so forth - the objects established by them 
exist conventionally, whereby they are not refuted by 
reasoning. However, in the way that they are appre
hended by ignorance they do not exist even conven
tionally because this is a superimposition of inherent 
existence, that is, establishment by way of their own 
entities, on things, and such inherent existence does 
not exist even conventionally. Therefore, [forms and 
so forth as they are apprehended by ignorance] are 
refuted even conventionally by reasoning; if they 
were not refuted, then conventionally things would 
not be established as like a magician's illusions." 

(Dharmsala edition of the Tibetan, 407b.6-408a.3. For 
Wayman's translation of this passage, see Calming the 
Mind and Discerning the Real, pp. 240- I.) 

Since Dzong-ka-ba says that we cannot now distinguish 
between the existence and the inherent existence of the 
things around us, what he finds to be refuted by the 
Madhyamika reasonings is very much of this world and 
very immediate. 
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160 Wittgenstein and Buddhism P.37. Although Gudmunsen 
is careful in his wording and does not make the statement 
that what linguistic and Madhyamika analyses reveal is 
that words do not refer to anything, this is a claim often 
made. David Loy, although perhaps with some bias 
since he is not an enthusiast of the Wittgensteinian 
interpretation, says, ("How not to criticize Niigarjuna: 
A Response to L. Stafford Betty", P.44I) that Wittgen
steinian interpretations see emptiness as indicating "the 
inability of language (systems of representation) to refer 
to anything." Mervyn Sprung's opinion, ("Non-Cogni
tive Language in Miidhyamika Buddhism", PP.247) is 
that Niigiirjuna is showing that "at no level and at no 
point does language in fact name anything. It does not 
'refer' as we say," and Sprung further states (ibid., 
P.249) that "language cannot describe states of affairs." 
This is too complex an issue too far from the primary 
topic to be discussed here. However, the topic of nam
ing, the fact that names do not describe objects as they 
are perceived in direct perception and yet can still refer 
to objects is a topic found in the Ge-luk-ba commentarial 
literature concerned with Sauttantika tenets, and they 
consider it to be accepted by Madhyamika as well. See 
Anne Klein's "Mind and Liberation. The Sautriintika 
Tenet System in Tibet: ... ", especially pp.200-204 
and 281 -86, for further discussion of these points. 

161 Wittgenstein and Buddhism, P.37. 
162 Both these passages are cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the 

"Medium Exposition of Special Insight" at the begin
ning of his section on conventional truths. Translation is 
from Hopkins, p.86. See Thurman's Life and Teachings 
ofTsong Khapa, P.153. Dzong-ka-ba cites three lines of 
the passage from Chandrakirti's Supplement in the Great 
Exposition, Dharmsala edition, 407b.2-407b.4. 

163 Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold in the Essence of True 
Eloquence, P.99. 

164 Ibid., p.I02. 
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165 See Gudmunsen's Wittgenstein and Buddhism, chapter 
five, and Thunnan's Tsang Khapa's Speech of Gold in the 
Essence of True Eloquence, PP.lo2-3. 

166 Both passages from Wittgenstein cited by Gudmunsen 
on p.69 of Wittgenstein and Buddhism. 

167 Both passages are found in Wittgenstein and Buddhism, 
P·7I. 

CHAPTER FIVE: DZONG-KA-BA AND MODERN 
INTERPRETERS II: NEGATING TOO MUCH 

168 Central Philosophy of Buddhism, P.27I. Murti also says 
("Sarhvrti and Paramartha in Madhyamika and Advaita 
Vedanta" in M. Sprung, ed., The Problem of Two Truths 
in Buddhism and Vedanta, Dordrecht, Holland: D. 
Reidel, 1973, P.9) that the Madhyamika is negating 
"the conceptualist tendency (vikalpa or dr~p); for this is 
what falsifies reality which is Intuition (prajful);" he 
spells this out (P.IS): 

"In the Abhidharma, Vedanta and Vijiiiinavada sys
tems particular concepts or ways of viewing the real 
are avidya. For the Madhyamika, avidya is much 
wider and more general in scope; conceptualization as 
such (not merely particular concepts), any view with
out exception, is avidya. Reason or intellect (buddhi) 
as the faculty of conceptual construction is avidya 
(buddhilJ sarrzvrtir it;y ucyate)." 

Also (Central Philosophy of Buddhism, P.238): 
"The precise nature of avidya in the Madhyamika 
system consists in the inveterate tendency to indulge 
in conceptual construction (sailkalpa). The Real is 
Indeterminate (siinya); the viewing of it through 
thought forms is avidya." 

Christian Lindtner says (Nagarjuniana, P.257) that 
avidya "is not merely lack or absence of knowledge but 
positively, amitravat, more or less a synonym of abhini
vesa, dr~p, kalpana, or graha, ... " 
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Etienne Lamotte could perhaps also be included 
among those holding this view, in that he speaks, in the 
introduction to his translation, The Teaching of Vimala
kirti (London: Pali Text Society, 1976, English transla
tion of Lamotte's French by Sara Boin, p.lxii), of" ... 
Nagarjuna, author of the famous Madhyamaka-kiirika 
which demonstrate the absurdity of all intellectual no
tions, the logical impossibility of any sensorial or mental 
experience. " 

16<) "A Study of the Relationship Between Analysis (victira) 
and Insight (prajfui) Based on the Madhyamakavatiira", 
Jounuzl of Indian Philosophy 12 (1984), PP.139-97. He 
says (PP.152 and 154): 

"The contention of the Madhyamika philosophers, 
and assumption on which the consequential (prasan
ga) analysis hinges is that predication is logically 
paradoxical in virtue of being embedded within a 
structure of logical opposites. . . . The aim of analysis 
is to clarify and expose the fonnally paradoxical 
structure of predication. ... Analysis is intended to 
demonstrate a paradox of predication that is opaque 
for a non-analytical intellect." 

In other words, for Fenner, thought is inherently faulty 
because of its paradoxical nature, and thus the purpose 
of the Madhyamika analyses is to reveal this paradox, 
leading finally to a stilling of thought. Nonetheless, for 
Fenner, thought - reasoning - does playa major role 
in actualizing its cessation. 

170 Ben-Ami Scharf stein (Mystical Experience, Baltimore: 
Penguin, 1973), P.52. 

171 Dzong-ka-ba's discussion is found in the Dharmsala 
edition of the Great Exposition, 495a.6-50Ib.1 (Way
man's translation, PP.390-9). 

172 See the Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 498a 
(Wayman's translation, P.394). 

173 See Karen Lang's "Aryadeva on the Bodhisattva's Cul
tivation of Merit and Knowledge", PP.490 and 658. 
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This verse is cited in full by Dzong-ka-ba in the Dharm
sala edition of the Great Exposition, 422a.2 (Wayman's 
translation, P.264) and the last two lines are cited on 
498b.3-498b.4 (Wayman's translation, P·494) , the 
latter citation in support of the point being made here. 

174 For the passage from the Four Hundred, see Karen 
Lang's "Aryadeva on the Bodhisattva's Cultivation of 
Merit and Knowledge" , pp. 541 - 2 and 671. The passage 
from Chandrakirti's Commentary on (Aryadeva's) "Four 
Hundred" is found in the Tokyo sde dge Vo1.8, 238.2.1. 
It is cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the Dharmsala edition of 
the Great Exposition, 424b.I-424b.3 (Wayman's trans
lation, p.268). 

175 See for example the portions of Den-dar-hla-ram-ba's 
(bstan dar lha ram pa, b.I759) Specifically and Generally 
Characterized Phenomena (rang mtshan spyi mtshan gyi 
rnamgzhag) translated by Anne Klein in her "Mind and 
Liberation. The Sautriintika Tenet System in Tibet: 
Perception, Naming, Positive and Negative Phenomena, 
Impermanence and the Two Truths in the Context of 
Buddhist Religious Insight as Presented in Ge-Iuk Lit
erary and Oral Traditions", PP.324-97. 

176 Cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the Dharmsala edition of the 
Great Exposition, 505a.3-505a.4 (Wayman's transla
tion, P.405). 

177 Not making a distinction such as Dzong-ka-ba does 
between psychological situation - the total disappear
ance of conventionalities for an ultimate consciousness 
realizing emptiness - and ontological fact - the con
ventional existence of those conventionalities - accounts, 
I believe, for C.W. Huntington Jr.'s statement ("The 
System of the Two Truths in the Prasannapada and the 
Madhyamakavatara: A Study in Madhyamika Soterio
logy", Journal of Indian Philosophy II (1983), P.95): 

". .. on reading Candrakirti one is after all still left 
with the lingering suspicion that the world is somehow 
absolutely rejected from the perspective of the ulti
mate truth." 
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One of Dzong-ka-ba's fine distinctions is the difference 
between something's not being seen by a consciousness 
and its being seen as non-existent by that consciousness. 
An ultimate consciousness does not see conventional
ities, but it does not see them as non-existent, and thus 
does not negate them. 

178 The Precious Garland and the Sang of the Four Mindful
nesses, Jeffrey Hopkins and Lati Rimpoche, trans., 
P·24· 

179 La Vallee Poussin edition of the Sanskrit, 368.14-15. 
Cited in chapter seven of the translation (see p.212). 
Since Dzong-ka-ba concludes, based on such passages, 
that it was not the intention of the Indian Madhyamikas 
to deny unequivocally all conventional reality, from his 
viewpoint Tola and Dragonetti go too far when they say 
("Nagarjuna's Conception of 'Voidness"', P.276): 

"As a consequence of their argumentation and ana
lysis, the Madhyamikas deny the existence of the empir
ical reality, of all its manifestations, of all the elements 
that constitute it, of all the categories that manifest 
themselves in it, of all the characteristics which are 
proper to it, and they assign to everything that belongs 
to this empirical reality only an apparent, phantasma
goric, inconsistent existence." 

(On P.273 they identify empirical reality as s~atya.) 
The same is true for Mervyn Sprung, who even 

though denying that Madhyamika is nihilism, says 
(Lucid Exposition of the Middle Way, P.3): 

"Madhyamika does deny our most deeply rooted 
intellectual and vivial habits, holding that nothing, 
whether metaphysical or everyday, can be known in 
an unequivocal sense; holding that, hence, measured 
by knowledge, there is no difference between truth 
and falsehood, that no one, including all the Buddhas, 
has ever uttered one true word, that all conceptions, 
including that of an enlightened human being (bud
dha) fall short of the truth." 

Sprung also says ("Nietzsche and NagiiI'juna: The Ori-
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gins and Issue of Scepticism" in Coward and Sivaraman, 
ed., Revelation in Indian Thought: A Festschrift in Honour 
of Professor T.R.V. Murti, Emeryville, Ca.: Dharma 
Publishing, 1977, pp.16S-6): 

"On this basis Madhyamika sets out, as is well known, 
to undermine not only all philosophies and all ideol
ogies but every last category and concept constituting 
the everyday world on which the philosophies and 
ideologies are founded. In this ruthless march through 
the everyday world all our familiar friends are slaugh
tered: people, things, cosmos, causality, time, know
ledge, heaven and hell, and for the Buddhists ignorance 
and enlightenment, even Buddha himself. Events 
have no purpose; conventional existence is denied any 
meaning." 

Dzong-ka-ba does not see empirical existence or ordinary 
categories as denied, but only any inherent existence of 
those. He is able - following Chandraklrti (see 
pp.lo8-lo) - to make a clear differentiation between 
the conventionally true and the utterly false. Buddhas, 
in his system, have no conceptuality, but their realiza
tions, far from ''falling short of the truth" are of the 
nature of things just as they are. A Buddha's teachings 
are considered true, and Dzong-ka-ba would never say 
that "events have no purpose" for in that case why 
would anyone seek or make effort at enlightenment? 

180 See Christian Lindtner's "Buddhapiilita on Emptiness 
[Buddhapalita-mii,la-madhyamakavrtti XV III]", Indo
IranianJournal23 (1981), p.208, and La Vallee Poussin's 
Sanskrit edition of the Clear Words, 370.7-8. 

181 I translate the term prama:1Ja (Tib. tshad ma) both as 
"valid cognition" and "valid cognizer". "Valid cogni
tion" is a more usual usage but "valid cognizer" conveys 
more accurately the sense of an agent of knowing rather 
than the action, as "cognition" conveys. The fault with 
"cognizer" is that it tends to suggest a person who 
cognizes rather than just the consciousness that cognizes. 
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Because of this problem, I use "valid cognition" in 
general situations but nonetheless switch to "valid cog
nizer" in cases where consciousness as an agent is being 
emphasized. 

182 See for example Paul Williams article, "A Note on 
Some Aspects of Mi Bskyod Rdo Rje's Critique of Dge 
Lugs Pa Madhyamaka" ,Journal of Indian Philosophy I I 
(1983), PP· I25-45· 

183 The following discussion is taken from the Great Expo
sition, Dharmsala edition, 405a.I-406b.4 (Wayman's 
translation, PP.236-8). 

184 See the Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, 3<)6b.6-
398b.5. The following discussion is taken from those 
pages. (Wayman's translation, pp.222-5 - translation 
garbled). 

185 This ties in to what Dzong-ka-ba sees as a basic difference 
in tenet between the Dignaga-Dharmakirti logicians 
and Chandrakirti as to whether or not sense conscious
nesses are mistaken. Both agree that phenomena appear 
to the sense consciousnesses to inherently exist, or, as 
the discussion is phrased in this context, as established 
by way of their own character. However, for Chandra
kirti this is a mistaken appearance caused by our pre
dispositions for the conception of inherent existence 
whereas, for the Dignaga-Dharmakirti logicians, this is 
the way phenomena exist. Again the argument centers 
over a differing identification of the object of negation. 

186 The first passage is from Chandrakirti's Cammentary on 
(Aryadeva's) "Four Hundred", Toh 3865, Tokyo sde dge 
Vol.8, 197b.5-197b.6, cited in the Dharmsala edition 
of the Great Exposition, 398b.2, in reference to a previous 
citation within a longer passage, 3<)6b.6-397a.3 (Way
man's translation, p.225, misses this); the second is 
from Chandrakirti's Clear Words, La Vallee Poussin 
edition of the Sanskrit, 75.9, cited in the Dharmsala 
edition of the Great Exposition, 398b.3 (Wayman's 
translation, p.225 - not clear). 
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187 La Vallee Poussin edition of the Sanskrit, 75.10-II, 
cited in the Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
398b.4 -398b.5 (Wayman's translation, p.225). 

188 See Stephen Batchelor's translation in Geshe Rabten's 
Echoes of Voidness (London: Wisdom Publications, 
1983), P.58. Cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the Dharmsala 
edition of the Great Exposition, 399a.I-399a.2 (Way
man's translation, p.226). 

189 Toh 3865, Tokyosdedge Vol. 8 , 225a.I-3. Commentary 
on XV.IO. Cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the Dharmsala 
edition of the Great Exposition, 39~.6-394b.2 (Way
man's translation, p.219 - mistranslated). 

190 See P.185. 
1.91 Wittgenstein and Buddhism, P.44. 
192 The first passage is found in La Vallee Poussin's Sanskrit 

edition, P.247; the second is found in La Vallee Poussin's 
Sanskrit edition, P.592. These passages are cited by 
numerous Western scholars as showing that Nagarjuna 
rejects all views; see for example Robinson's Early 
Madhyamika in India and China, P.43, and Frederick 
Streng's Emptiness, P.9O. 

193 "Major Schools of the Mahayana: Madhyamika", p. 77. 
194 Epistemology, Logic, and Grammar in Indian Philosophi

cal Analysis (The Hague, Paris: Mouton, 1971), 
P.147-8. Matilal cites in support of his position Murti's 
Central Philosophy of Buddhism, pp. 145 -6, "The 
Madhyamika dialectic is not refutation; . .. Refutation 
is the rejection of an opponent's view by an interested 
party having a view of his own to establish. A critique is 
the disinterested analysis of Reason by itself." 

195 Epistemology, Logic, and Grammar, P.156. See Lamotte's 
introduction to his Teaching of Vimalakirti, lxxi, where 
he cites the abovementioned verse from Nagarjuna's 
Treatise (XXIII.8) "The Victorious Ones have pro
claimed Emptiness to be the outlet of all the false views, 
but they have pronounced as incurable those who believe 
in Emptiness," and calls this an agnostic position. 
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196 "The nature and function of Nagarjuna's arguments," 

P·48S· 
197 "Nagarjuna's masterpiece - logical, mystical, both, or 

neither?" Philosophy East and West 33 (1983), P.129. 
198 "Who understands the four alternatives of the Buddhist 

texts?" Philosophy East and West 27 (1977), P.14. 
199 Dzong-ka-ba cites all three of these passages in his 

attempt to prove that Madhyamikas have views; see the 
Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 413b.S-
41¥.4 (Wayman's translation, 2S1-2). For the passage 
from Chandrakirti's Supplement to (Nagarjuna's) "Treat
ise on the Middle Way", see La Vallee Poussin's edition 
of the text, 287.18-19 and Geshe Rabten and Stephen 
Batchelor's translation in Echoes of Voidness, p.82. For 
the passage from Chandrakirti's Commentary on (Arya
deva's) "Four Hundred", see Toh 386S, Tokyo sde dge 
Vol 8, 190b.7-19Ia.I. Sanskrit fragments exist for this 
portion of Chandrakirti's text (see Haraprasad Shastri's 
"Catu1)Satika of Arya Deva," Memoirs of the Asiatic 
Society of Bengal, III no. 8, 1914, P.497) but do not 
include this passage. 

200 The Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 424b.S 
(Wayman's translation, p.269). 

201 The Literature of the Madhyamaka School of Philosophy in 
India, PP.2-3. 

202 Cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the Dharmsala edition of the 
Great Exposition, 412b.6-413a.1 (Wayman's transla
tion, PP.249- So). See pp. 130- I, where Dzong-ka-ba's 
interpretation of this passage is discussed in more detail. 

203 Cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the Dharmsala edition of the 
Great Exposition, 424b.6 (Wayman's translation, p.269). 
See Karen Lang's "Aryadeva on the Bodhisattva's Cul
tivation of Merit and Knowledge", PP.3 12 - 13 and 607. 

204 La Vallee Poussin's edition, p.228; Geshe Rabten and 
Stephen Batchelor's translation in Echoes of Voidness, 
P.72. TIlls is cited by Dzong-ka-ba in his Essence of the 
Good Explanations, see Thunnan's Tsang Khapa's Speech 
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of Gold in the Essence of True Eloquence, P.365. It is also 
cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the Great Exposition in a 
different context; see the Dharmsala edition, 409a.2-
409a.3 (Wayman's translation, P.242)· 

205 Central Philosophy of Buddhism, P.329. 
206 See, for example, the Fifth Dalai Lama's Practice of 

Emptiness, passages from which are cited immediately 
below, and also the "Instructions on the Madhyamika 
View" literature (dbu ma'i Ita khrid), mentioned by 
Seyfort Ruegg in his assessment of Tibetan contributions 
to Madhyamika studies (cited on p.69), the "view" 
being the view of emptiness. 

207 Practice of Emptiness, P.17. 
208 To cite some examples: B.K. Matilal says in Epistemo

logy, Logic, and Grammar in Indian Philosophical Ana~sis, 
P.158, "But this theory of indeterminableness [i.e., 
emptiness] of the phenomenal world is not a theory 
itself ... " and then, p.162, speaks of the "paradox of 
indetenninancy" . 

Karl Potter says of Nigirjuna (Presuppositions of 
India's Philosophies, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice
Hall, 1963, P.24I), "he has no theories at all". 

Jacques May says ("On Madhyamika Philosophy", 
Journal of Indian Philosophy 6, 1978, P.238), "This 
Emptiness or universal unsubstantiality involves at the 
level of philosophical expression a particularly striking 
and singular consequence: namely, that the Madhya
mika has no thesis of his own, or, more generally 
speaking, no philosophical position." He also says, 
(P.234) "As for the Madhyamika philosophical stand
point, there have been many attempts at defining it. It is 
actually a difficult thing to do, for the notion of'Madh
yamika standpoint' is self-contradictory, ... " 

T.R.V. Murti says, (Central Philosophy of Buddhism, 
P.131) "Prasanga is disproof simply, without the least 
intention to prove any thesis," and (P.145) "He [the 
Madhyamika] is a prasangika - having no tenet of his 
own and not caring to frame a syllogism of his own." 
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Peter Fenner, as a continuation of his idea that 
thought per se is intrinsically faulty and is the object of 
negation says ("A Study of the Relationship Between 
Analysis (vicara) and Insight (prajiiii) Based on the 
Madhyamakavatara", pp. 143 - 4), "Analysis employs 
the prasanga, tib. thai 'gyur, form of argumentation, a 
purportedly deductive form of argument that exposes 
absurd consequences by drawing out logical contradic
tions (rigs-pai 'gal-pa) that are thought to naturally and 
necessarily inhere in all theses." 

G.C. Nayak says, ("The Madhyamika attack on es
sentialism: A critical appraisal", Philosophy East and 
West 29 (1979), P.478), "This should make it clear that 
Madhyamika, having no thesis of its own, cannot be 
regarded as a doctrine of the void either." 

Shotaro Iida says ("An Introduction to Svatantrika 
Madhyamika", Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 
1968, P.31), "The true Madhyamika cannot uphold a 
position of his own ... His sole endeavor is to reduce to 
absurdity the arguments of the opponents on principles 
acceptable to them." 

Hans Schumann says (Buddhism. An Outline of its 
Teachings and Schools, Wheaton, Illinois: Theosophical 
Publishing House, 1973, P.143) "[Nagarjuna] was con
cerned above all with demonstrating the untenability of 
any affirmative assertion and proving the inner inconsist
ency of all possible philosophical systems." 

Herbert Guenther says (Buddhist Philosophy in Theory 
and Practice, Baltimore: Penguin, 1971, P.141), "Pra
sailgikas ... were pre-eminently concerned with pointing 
out the inherent shakiness of every postlllate." He sees 
an end to the Prasailgika's significance as a critical 
movement when they themselves "succumbed to the 
temptation of accepting certain premises." 

209 See Thurman's Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold in the 
Essence of True Eloquence, p.68 and PP.78-80. 

210 See the Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
433a.6-447b.6 (Wayman's translation, pp.284 - 309). 
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2II Both Jeffrey Hopkins and Robert Thunnan, working 
with Ge-Iuk-ba materials, have addressed this topic and 
shown how such is not the case for Dzong-ka-ba. See 
Hopkins' Meditation un Emptiness, PP.471-S and 
S49-S1, and Thurman's Tsang Khapa's Speech of Gold 
in the Essence of True Eloquence, pp.ISS, 160, and 
331 - 2 . 

Also, two recent articles by Seyfort Ruegg address 
this question using primarily Ge-Iuk-ba materials and 
arrive at a similar conclusion. See his "On the Thesis 
and Assertion in the Madhyamaka/dBu rna", in E. 
Steinkellner and H. Tauscher, ed., Contributiuns un 
Tibetan and Buddhist Religion and Philosophy (Wien: 
Universitiit Wien, 1983), PP.20S-41, and "Does the 
Madhyamika Have a Thesis and Philosophical Posi
tion?" in B.K. Matilal and R.D. Evans, ed., Buddhist 
Logic and Epistemology (Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel, 
1986), pp.229-37. 

212 The Dhannsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
435b.S-436a.6 (Wayman's translation, PP.288-9). 

213 See The Dialectical Method of Ntigtirjuna, Bhattacharya, 
P.23 and Johnston and Kunst, P.29. Dzong-ka-ba cites 
this in the Dhannsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
43Sb.4-43Sb.S (Wayman's translation, p.288). 

214 Exploring Mysticism, P.4S. 
21S "The Uses of the Four Positions of the Ca~ko!i and the 

Problem of the Description of Reality in Mahayana 
Buddhism", Pp.49-So. 

216 See Meditation un Emptiness, pp.SSO-l, where a 
lengthy passage from the Great Exposition is cited making 
just this point. See also the Dhannsala edition of the 
Great Exposition, 43Sb.3-43Sb.S and 44oa.3-44ob.1 
(Wayman's translation, pp.288 and 296 - mistranslated). 

217 Dzong-ka-ba lists many of these. See the Dhannsala 
edition of the Great Exposition, 446a.S-447a.3 (Way-



man's translation, PP.306-8). 
218 See p.187 for full references. 
219 See p.212. 
220 See the Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 

447a.I-447a.3 (Wayman's translation, P.308). Such a 
reference can be found in La Vallee Poussin's Sanskrit 
edition of Chandrakirti's text, 81. 17- 18. 

221 The following discussion is a paraphrase of Dzong-ka
ba's explanation as found in the Dharmsala edition of 
the Great Exposition, 442a.I-442a.6 (Wayman's trans
lation, P.299). See also Hopkins' Meditation on Empti
ness, P.473. 

222 This sentence and the following discussion are taken 
from chapter seven of the translation, see PP.205 -6. 

223 Cited in the translation, p.206. 
224 See Jeffrey Hopkins' Meditation on Emptiness, PP.442-

530 for a detailed presentation of Bhiivaviveka's attack 
on BuddhapaIita and Chandraklrti's defense of Bud
dhapaIita and criticism of Bhavaviveka, in the course of 
which these fine distinctions are revealed. 

225 Central Philosophy of Buddhism, P.145. 
226 See his "A Study on the Madhyamika Method of Refu

tation and Its Influence on Buddhist Logic", Journal of 
the International Association of Buddhist Studies 4 (1981), 
pp. 87-94 and "A New Approach to the Intra-Madhya
mika Confrontation Over the Svatantrika and PriisaIigika 
Methods of Refutation", Journal of the International 
Association of Buddhist Studies 5 (1982), PP·41-52, 
particularly the latter. 

227 "Bhiivaviveka and the early Madhyamika theories of 
language", Philosophy East and West 28 (1978), P.327. 

228 Cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the "Medium Exposition of 
Special Insight", translation from Jeffrey Hopkins, 
P.I42. See Thurman's Life and Teachings of Tsong 
Khapa, p.180. 
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CHAPTER SIX: DZONG-KA-BA AND MODERN 
INTERPRETERS III: OTHER ISSUES OF 
DIFFERENCE 

229 Journal of Indian Philosophy 12 (1984) PP.139-197. 
P·I39· 

230 Let us cite a number of passages that comprise a more 
extensive survey of relevant comments than is cited by 
Fenner, in more or less chronological order. Theodor 
Stcherbatsky says (Conception of Buddhist Nirva1JQ, 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, rpt. 1978, P.44, n.4), "The 
Madhyamika denies the validity of logic, i.e., of discur
sive thought, to establish ultimate truth." 

T.R.V. Murti says (The Central Philosophy of Bud
dhism, P.33I), "thought is inherently incapable of re
vealing the real", and (P.304) "the absolute is beyond its 
[the intellect'S] comprehension. The Absolute can be 
known only in intuition ... " And, he speaks (P.229) of 
an Absolute characterized by "its utter indeterminate
ness and the consequent non-accessibility to Reason." 

Edward Conze says (Buddhist Thought in India, Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1967, P.244): 

"It would be a mistake to treat the views of the 
Madhyamikas as though they were the result of philo
sophical reasoning, when in fact they derive from age
old meditational processes by which the intuition of 
the Absolute is actually realized." 
K.K. Inada says (Nagarjuna, A Translation of his 

Mulamadhyamakakarikii with an Introductory Essay, 
Tokyo, The Hokuseido Press, 1970, p.18), "the Bud
dhist truth, if forthcoming at all, is not the result of 
logic or dialectics". He also says (P.34, n.23), "whether 
prasahga is really a method for educing truth or only a 
method of criticism is a moot question". 

J. W. de Jong says ("The Problem of the Absolute in 
the Madhyamaka School", p.s): 

"This knowledge, this 'state' , is dependent on mystical 
intuition, which dispels ignorance and so leads to 
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deliverance. We are here beyond the realm of philo
sophical thought, where one proceeds with the aid of 
words and concepts, we are on the plane of individual 
experience, beyond all language and all thought. 
There is no doubt that paramiirtha, being the 'supreme 
goal' of the believer, may be called 'the absolute'. But 
this absolute by its very nature is inaccessible to 
philosophical thought. One might try to approach it 
by indirect means, but all one could say or think 
about it would of necessity be false." 
Frederick Streng is difficult to pin down on this issue 

because he seems to come down on both sides; some of 
this variation may reflect the chronology of his own 
thought. He says in his Emptiness: A Study in Religious 
Meaning (P.53), "Because of the danger in language to 
posit an essential reality within ideas, mental activity has 
been regarded with disfavor as a means for realizing 
Ultimate Truth." He also says (p.147-8), " ... he who 
would perfect wisdom uses meditational exercises. 
Neither concepts nor logic, then, are used by Nagarjuna 
in relation to an Absolute Reality which they might 
reflect." However, he also says (P.149), "Thus the 
dynamics of the dialectic is an effective force for realizing 
the emptiness of things. . .. In Nagarjuna's negative 
dialectic the power of reason is an efficient force for 
realizing Ultimate Truth." 

In an article written in 1973 ("The Significance of 
Pratityasamutpada for Understanding the Relationship 
Between SaIhvrti and Paramartha in Nagarjuna", in M. 
Sprung, ed., The Problem of Two Truths in Buddhism and 
Vedanta, Dordrecht-Holland: D. Reidel, 1973, P.34) 
Streng says: 

"Likewise, Nagarjuna's statements in the texts we are 
considering would affinn Jayatilleke's understanding 
of early Buddhist recogniton that the experiences in 
jftiina are not discontinuous with the processes of the 
mind in its everyday activity." 
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And, in that same article, (P.35): 
"But when words are not regarded as representing 
some independent reality, they can function as prac
tical forces in man's cessation of ignorance (attach
ment) to illusory objects. Even more, (empty) words 
used to express the dhanna and the dialectic are not 
merely a destructive form which clears the ground for 
a constructive formulation of the truth, or simply a 
dissolution of all verbal formation that then allows a 
mystic intuition of an absolute unchanging reality to 

'take over'. The dialectic itself can be a means of 
knowing. It provides the insight that there is no 
absolute or independent samskrta or dhanna." 
Alex Wayman says, ("Who understands the four 

alternatives of the Buddhist texts?" Philosophy East and 
West 27 (1977), p.I2): 

"Hence the rejections, again, are aimed against all 
philosophical positions that resort to inference or to 
ordinary human reason in such matters, ... " 

Also, (Pp.12-13): 
"In the preceding illustrations, it is the Tathagata or 
the Dharma or NirviI)a which is affirmed as the 
affirmation of absolute truth in the process of the 
denials, because these denials are a meditative act -
and acts succeed where theories fail - which down
grades the role of inference and human reason gener
ally, and upholds the role of vision, so - as AtiSa 
indicated - to promote insight." 

However, Wayman also says (p.I7): 
"Even so, as was indicated previously, the Madhya
mika is not against reason as the faculty which denies 
a self, denies the alternatives, and so on, because this 
reason leads to the insight which realizes the absolute." 
Mervyn Sprung says, ("Non-Cognitive Language in 

Madhyamika Buddhism", P.243) "Language must be 
afflicted, as diseased as all other elements on the natural 
scene. It can hardly be used to uncover truth." And, 
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(P.248), "all reasoning, based on the everyday under
standing of language, must fail to be knowledge ... " 

One of the few scholars who clearly stands forth on 
the other side of the question is Karl Potter, who says 
(Presuppositions of India's Philosophies, P.238): 

"Nagarjuna is not anti-rational; in fact, he elevates 
reason to the position of the prime means of attaining 
freedom. Unlike skepticism, his is a philosophy of 
hope: we can achieve freedom by our own efforts, 
through remorseless application of the dialectic. Yet 
freedom is release from the conceptual, for Nagarjuna 
as for all Buddhists. This seems to be an insoluble 
paradox. How can we free ourselves from the concep
tual by indulging in a dialectical play which is concep
tual through-and-through? The answer is that through 
application of the dialectical method we convince 
ourselves that everything is inter-dependent, and we 
develop a special kind of insight (prajfui) into the void 
itself. This insight has no content - i.e., its content is 
the void. It is nonsensuous and nonconceptual, al
though it is rational in the sense that it is developed 
through a rational procedure." 
Finally, Christian Lindtner says (Nagarjuniana, 

PP·269-70 ): 

"So to Nagiirjuna prajfiii is at the outset a critical 
faculty constantly engaged in analysing the more or 
less common-sense notions presented to it by tradition 
or expt:rience. The more it penetrates them and 
'loosens them up' the more their apparent nature 
vanishes and in the final analysis their true nature 
turns out to be 'empty', i.e. devoid of substance, or 
simply illusory as it cannot really be determined as A 
or, for that matter, non-A. At this stage prajfiii has 
also brought its own raison d'etre to an end: by 
analysing its object away it has also deprived itself of 
an objective support (iilambarJil) etc. At this moment 
the analytical understanding suddenly shifts into an 
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intuitive jfuina which has sunyatii as its 'object', i.e., 
which has no object." 

231 "A Study of the Relationship Between Analysis (viciira) 
and Insight (prajfui) Based on the Madhyamakiivatiira", 
PP.139 and 143· 

232 Fenner says, (P.152) "the contention of the Madhyamika 
philosophers, and assumption on which the consequen
tial (prasanga) analysis hinges is that predication is 
logically paradoxical in virtue of being embedded within 
a structure of logical opposites," and thus concludes, 
(P.154) "The aim of analysis is to clarify and expose the 
formally paradoxical structure of predication .... Ana
lysis is intended to demonstrate a paradox of predication 
that is opaque for a non-analytical intellect." Dzong-ka
ba never frames his argument in anything like these 
terms and says repeatedly that not all thought, but 
merely the specific misconception of inherent existence 
is the object of negation. 

233 See the Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, 46b.2-
508.6, where Dzong-ka-ba lays out his views on this 
topic with clarity and precision. 

234 Cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the "Medium Exposition of 
Special Insight", translation from Jeffrey Hopkins, 
P.138. See Thurman's Life and TeachingsofTsongKhapa, 
P.178. This is also cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the Great 
Exposition, Dharmsala edition, 505b.I-505b.3 (Way
man's translation, PP.405-6). 

235 See the Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, 43Ib.3-
432a.3; Wayman's translation, pp.281-2. See also the 
Medium Exposition, Thurman's translation in the Life 
and Teachings of Tsong Khapa, pp.167-9. 

236 Although Dzong-ka-ba in his Great Exposition often just 
speaks of "reasoning", the Annotations are very careful 
to spell this out as "reasoning consciousness". Further, 
as Dzong-ka-ba elaborates in the "Medium Exposition 
of Special Insight", (Hopkins' translation, p. 1 16; Thur
man's translation, p.168), "There are two types of 
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reasoning consciousnesses - (I) a Superior's non-con
ceptual exalted wisdom of non-conceptual meditative 
equipoise and (2) a conceptual reasoning consciousness 
comprehending suchness in dependence upon a sign, 
etc." 

237 Emptiness: A Study in Religious Meaning, P.148. This 
may be unfair since Streng also says later, P.I73, that 
the dialectical negation is an essential part of one's 
religious apprehension. But Streng does seem to make a 
split between fonnal logic, which is for others, and 
some almost indescribable way in which the dialectic 
functions religiously. See for instance P.33 where he 
says (emphasis mine) "Nagarjuna affinns a limited use 
of conceptual fonns and he appeals to phenomenal 
experience when he refutes his opponents who hold to 
assumptions of absolute distinctions and eternal 
essences . . ." 

238 See Lati Rinbochay'sMind in Tibetan Buddhism (Valois, 
New York: Snow Lion, 1980) which I translated, edited, 
and introduced for a general presentation of a Ge-Iuk-ba 
view on consciousness. In particular, see pages 25-8 
for a description of the progression from the ignorance 
misconceiving inherent existence through to a direct 
cognition realizing emptiness. The Ge-Iuk-ba texts on 
this topic take the works of Dignaga and Dharmakirti as 
their primary sources, but have been systematized and 
standardized far beyond those sources. 

239 See Masa:oshi Nagatomi's "Manasa-Pratyak~a: A Con
undrum in the Buddhist Prama1}Q System" in Sanskrit 
and Indian Studies (Dordrecht, Boston, and London: D. 
Reidel, 1980), PP.243-4. 

240 Lamotte in the introduction to his The Teaching of 
Vimalakirti (lxii-lxxi) sets forth a list of six "most 
important theses of the Madhyamaka" of which the 
sixth is "Emptiness is not an entity". Jacques May ("On 
Madhyamika Philosophy", P.241) says that sunyaca is a 
word and as such is on the side of conventional truth. 
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Edward Conze says, (Buddhist Thought in India, p.61), 
"it would be a mistake to regard it [emptiness] as a 
purely intellectual concept, or to make it into a thing, 
and give it an ontological meaning." 

Frederick Streng (Emptiness: A Study in Religious 
Meaning, P.146) takes literally such statements about 
emptiness as that it neither exists nor does not exist 
(although just such statements are made about conven
tional phenomena as well). He also says (P.47) that 
"'emptiness' is simply a designation for conveying 
knowledge". This view that emptiness is merely a 
linguistic convention was set forth early on by Richard 
Robinson (Early Madhyamika in India and China, P.43): 

"These stanzas [13:7-8; 20:17-18; 24:11] state that 
emptiness is not a tenn in the primary system referring 
to the world, but a tenn in the descriptive system 
(metasystem) referring to the primary system. Thus it 
has no status as an entity, nor as the property of an 
existent or an inexistent. If anyone considers it so, he 
turns the key tenn in the descriptive system into the 
root of all delusions." 

This idea has been picked up by Douglas Daye, ("Major 
Schools of the Mahayana: Madhyamika", PP.94-5) 
who says, "The word emptiness refers to the non
ontological, non-empirical referential status of certain 
pieces of the object languages ... ", by Guy Bugault, 
("Logic and Dialectics in the Madhyamakakiiriluls", 
p.60), "Nowadays, we could say that voidness (sunyaca) 
is not an existential category, and concerns statements 
rather than things - in brief, it belongs to metalan
guage,"; and by Seyfort Ruegg, ("The Uses of the Four 
Positions of the Catu{lw{i and the Problem of the 
Description of Reality in Mahayana Buddhism", 
p.62, n.45): 

"The tenn sunyaca could then be described as meta
linguistic since it does not refer to any given (first
order) object or thing. Indeed, because it allows the 
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Madhyamika philosopher to analyse the tenns of the 
Abhidharmika's philosophical parlance, which are 
second-order tenns inasmuch as they do not refer 
directly to objects in the world but rather to analytical 
concepts such as the dharma lists, Silnyalii might even 
be called a third-order tenn." 
In a related fashion G.c. Nayak sees emptiness as 

only having to do with concepts ("The Madhyamika 
attack on essentialism: A critical appraisal", P.48o): 
"But what is this ultimate truth or paramartha satya? It 
is the exact significance of concepts as they are without 
any distortion which is nothing but sunyalii, that is, 
nilJsvabhiivalii or essencelessness." 

Mervyn Sprung says, ("The Madhyamika Doctrine 
as Metaphysic", in The Problem of Two Truths in Bud
dhism and Vedanta, Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel, 
1973, P.51), "This appears unequivocal and decisive: 
sunyalii is not a tenn to which something real corre
sponds; it does not refer to anything of the nature of 
substance, to anything bhavic." 

Finally, Tola and Dragonetti ("Nagarjuna's Concep
tion of 'Voidness' (Siinyam)", P.277) say, "We have said 
that is not possible to affinn with respect to Silnyatii that 
it exists or does not exist." 

241 For instance, Sha-mar-den-dzin (Difficult Points of 
(Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposition of Special Insight", 
76.1-76.4), listing some of those whose views Dzong
ka-ba was refuting gives the following examples: 

"Ngok-Io-tsa-wa (rngog 10 chen po, i.e., Lo-den
shay-rap), thinking that since there was not in the 
least true establishment able to withstand analysis by 
reasoning, it was not feasible also that a reasoning 
consciousness establish reality (chos nyid), said that 
the ultimate truth was not an object of knowledge .... 
Dro-Iung-ba-chen-bo (gro lung pa chen po), having 
divided that one awareness analyzing the ultimate by 
way of its isolate factors, explains that an object of a 
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reasoning consciousness [i.e., a non-conceptual 
awareness realizing the ultimate] does not exist, but 
an object of an inferential consciousness does exist." 

(For more on Ngok Lo-den-shay-rap's views and the 
Geluk-ba response to them, see Hopkins' Meditation on 
Emptiness, PP.406-II, and Thurman's Tsang Khapa's 
Speech of Gold in the Essence of True Eloquence, 
PP·54-6.) 

See Paul Williams article, "A Note on Some Aspects 
of Mi Bskyod Rdo Rje's Critique of Dge Lugs Pa 
Madhyamaka", pp. 1 29ff; much of Mi-gyo-dor-je's criti
cism of Dzong-ka-ba stems from Dzong-ka-ba's asser
tion that emptiness exists. See also Seyfort Ruegg's "On 
the Knowability and Expressibility of Absolute Reality 
in Buddhism", Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies, 
20 (1971), PP.495-89, where he discusses this question 
in general, including mention of particular Tibetan 
interpretations. 

242 "The Problem of the Absolute in the Madhyamaka 
School", P.4. 

243 See the Dhannsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba's text, 
4I6a.5-4I9b.1 (Wayman's translation, PP.255-60), 
where this topic is treated at length. It is included 
within Dzong-ka-ba's refutation of those who do not 
negate enough; however, after dispensing relatively 
quickly with that error, Dzong-ka-ba focuses most of 
his attention on the proof that emptiness exists, although 
it does not inherently exist. 

In the Medium Exposition of the Stages of the Path, 
Dzong-ka-ba develops his argument that emptiness 
exists around showing that emptiness is an object of 
knowledge (Hopkins' translation, pp. 104 - 14; see 
Thurman's Life and Teachings of Tsang Khapa, pp.162-
4), addressing directly the many passages which seem 
to suggest that it is not, those that speak of seeing 
emptiness in the manner of non-perception, and so 
forth. 
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244 See William Ames' article "The Notion of Svabhiiva in 
the Thought of Candrakirti", Journal of Indian Philo
sophy IO (1982), pp.161-77, which focuses on just these 
different meanings. It includes citation and discussion 
of the passages from Chandrakirti cited in the following 
pages. Ames makes the point (PP.164-5) that although 
Chandrakirti explicitly uses the term svabhiiva in a 
positive way, there are no comparably clear and explicit 
uses of such by Nagarjuna in the Treatise on the Middle 
Way; for instance, Nagarjuna does not explicitly equate 
the terms svabhiiva and dharmata as does Chandrakirti. 

245 La Vallee Poussin edition of the Sanskrit, PP.259-62. 
Cited by Dzong-ka-ba, Dharmsala edition, 414b.5-
415a.I (Wayman's translation, P.253). See Sha-mar
den-dzin, 130.3 and 130.6, where this differentiation of 
two meanings, implicit in Dzong-ka-ba's treatment of 
the passage, is made explicit. See also Dzong-ka-ba's 
Ocean of Reasoning, Explanation of(Niigarjuna's) "Treat
ise on the Middle Way", rje tsong kha pa'i gsung dbu ma'i 
Ita ba'i skor edition, Vol.l, 731.13-734.17, for Dzong
ka-ba's extended commentary on Nagarjuna's verse and 
Chandrakirti's commentary concerning this point. 

Numerous scholars have taken the opening stanzas of 
chapter fifteen as referring only to the object of negation 
and not to the final nature of phenomena. Such an 
understanding leads Richard Robinson to say ("Some 
Logical Aspects of Nagar;una's System", P.299), "Sva
bhiiva is by definition the subject of contradictory as
criptions. If it exists, it must belong to an existent 
entity, which means that it must be conditioned, depend
ent on other entities, and possessed of causes. But a 
svabhiiva is by definition unconditioned, not dependent 
on other entities, and not caused. Thus the existence of 
a svabhiiva is impossible." 

And Frederick Streng, speaking from the same view
point, says (Emptiness: A Study in Religious Meaning, 
PP.44) that the first three verses of chapter fifteen are 
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showing that "the notion of svabhiiva is incompatible 
with the basic Buddhist position that all existence is 
produced dependent on other things." 

Such views are essentially what Dzong-ka-ba argues 
against in the section of his presentation entitled "those 
who refute an overly narrow object of negation": If 
svabhiiva, inherent existence, were merely not to be 
produced by causes and conditions, not to depend on 
something else, and not to change into something else, 
then even non-Madhyamikas would realize the lack of 
inherent existence. For, all Buddhist schools realize that 
impermanent phenomena lack such svabhiiva, that is, 
that they are produced by causes and conditions, do 
depend on other things, and do change into something 
else. 

If things were inherently existent, there are many 
things that would be entailed, such as that they would 
possess the above three attributes, would be permanent, 
and so forth, but those attributes themselves are not the 
object of negation, for they are less subtle than the 
object of negation. They are used in the proofs that 
things lack inherent existence for just that reason; in 
that they are less subtle, they are easier to understand 
and hence serve as means to realize non-inherent exist
ence: if some impermanent thing were inherently exist
ent, it would have to be permanent since the inherently 
existent cannot change; it is clearly not permanent, 
hence it is not inherently existent. 

Were one to think that the object of negation was a 
nature having the three attributes of (I) its entity not 
being produced by causes and conditions; (2) not de
pending on another positor; and (3) its state not changing 
to something else, and were one to refute merely this, it 
would not go far enough in that conceiving such to exist 
is not an innate misconception but rather is merely 
imputed by erroneous tenets. As such, it is not suitable 
to be that which binds all beings in cyclic existence, and 
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refuting merely that will not be sufficient to lead to 
release from cyclic existence. 

246 For instance, Mervyn Sprung says ("The Madhyamika 
Doctrine as Metaphysic", P.47): 

"What is existence devoid of? What is it lacking? In a 
word, all things are lacking svabhiiva: a simple, im
mutable own nature. What is real, by contrast, is 
precisely what the everyday world lacks. Only the 
real (tattva) which is paramarthasatya can be said to be 
svabhiiva, i.e., real in its own right. And yet para
martha has been expressly declared not to be real in the 
way in which named-things are wrongly taken to be 
real in the everyday, which is to say in the svabhavic 
way. This is a glimpse of the bedevilling paradox 
inherent in Madhyamika .... " 

Not differentiating between the meaning intended when 
it is said that svabhiiva exists - the final nature of 
phenomena - and that intended when it is said that 
svabhiiva does not exist - existence from [an object's] 
own side - leads Sprung to say that the ultimate is 
exactly what is being refuted in terms of other phenom
ena: (Pp.48-9) 

"Samvrti is taking the everyday as if it were svabhavic 
- real in itself - but paramartha is alone truly 
svabhavic. It is what the everyday is wrongly taken 
to be." 

This amounts to saying that the ultimate inherently 
exists, a position Dzong-ka-ba refutes, see PP.129-3I. 

Seyfort Ruegg finds paradox in a similar dual usage of 
the term svabhiiva: he says (The Literature of the Madh
yamaka School of Philosophy in India, p.2): 

"Nagiirjuna has furthermore stated - paradoxically 
and perhaps by oxymoron - that whatever exists in 
dependence (pratitya) is still (santa) 'by nature' (sva
bhiivatal}, vii. 16); it is clear from the doctrinal context 
that what is so must be precisely without the svabhiiva 
postulated by his opponents." 
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Alex Wayman distinguishes the two meanings of 
svabhiiva in a similar fashion to Dzong-ka-ba, but then 
he says (Calming the Mind and Discerning the Real, 
p·69): 

"Small wonder that this Madhyamika school should 
be misunderstood, when it vigorously rejects the 
svabhiiva that is something to establish by mundane 
reasoning, and then upholds the svabhiiva that is 
something to realize in Yoga attainment." 

Dzong-ka-ba would never call the first (non-existent) 
svabhiiva something to be "established" by reasoning. 
Rather, it is to be refuted by reasoning, "refute" here 
meaning that one comes through a process of reasoning 
to understand that it does not and never did exist. 

247 This is found in La Vallee Poussin's edition of Chan
drakirti's text, 305.19-306.12. It is cited by Dzong-ka
ba in the Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
416a.6-416b.4 (Wayman's translation, PP.255-56). 

248 This is found in La Vallee Poussin's Sanskrit edition, 
263.5-264.4. It is cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the Dharm
saIa edition of the Grear Exposition, 416b.6-417a.2 
(Wayman's translation, PP.256). 

249 The DharmsaIa edition of the Great Exposition, 417a.2 
(Wayman's translation, PP.256). Dzong-ka-ba considers 
at this juncture the qualm that since Chandrakirti said 
that the "nature" is taught as existing upon imputation 
in order to dispelI the fear of listeners, he does not 
actually assert it as existing. Dzong-ka-ba rejects this 
possibility on the grounds that such statements are 
made also with respect to other phenomena that clearly 
do exist, and thus if such qualification meant that 
emptiness did not exist, it would also mean that those 
phenomena would not exist. In addition, he points to 
the evidence of other statements such as that cited just 
above where Chandrakirti is unequivocal in saying that 
such a nature exists and ties the purposefulness of 
religious practice to its existence. 
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250 Central Philosophy of Buddhism, P.139. Murti, in his 
"Sarhvrti and Paramartha in Madhyamika and Advaita 
Vedanta", pp.22-3 says that he cannot agree with 
Frederick Streng that Madhyamika is not absolutism, 
explaining, "Dr Streng accepts that sunyatii serves a 
soteriological purpose and is religiously motivated. In 
that sense it differs from modem positivism or linguistic 
philosophy. But how can this purpose be secured if 
nothing is left over as Real, after the rejection of all 
things as relative? It is as if a man suffering from 
headache were told to cut off his head." 

Sprung's statement is from his "The Madhyamika 
Doctrine as Metaphysic", P.47; Matilal's is from his 
Epistemology, Logic, and Grammar in Indian Philosophi
cal Ana~sis, p. 147. Christian Lindtner also calls Madh
yamika a form of absolutism (see his "AtiSa's Introduc
tion to the Two Truths, and Its Sources" (Journal of 
Indian Philosophy 9, 1981, pp.161-2) as does Mahesh 
Mehta (see his "Sftnyatii and Dhannatii: the Madhya
mika View of Inner Reality", in Developments in Buddhist 
Thought: Canadian Contributions to Buddhist Studies, 
Waterloo, Ontario: Canadian Corporation for Studies in 
Religion, 1979, P·36). 

251 See the Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
417b·3-4I7b·4 (Wayman's translation, P.257). 

252 This is found in La Vallee Poussin's Sanskrit edition, 
245.11-12. It is cited by Dzong-ka-ba in the Great 
Exposition, 4IIb.3. His discussion of it continues 
through 412b.6 (Wayman's translation, PP.247-9). 
See also the Fourteenth Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso's 
Buddhism of Tibet and the Key to the Middle Way 
(London: George Allen & Unwin, 1975), PP.75-6, for 
citation of this passage and its meaning. 

253 Nagarjuna's Philosophy as Presented in the Maha-Prajfui
paramilii-Sastra, (Varanasi: Bharatiya Vidya Prakashan, 
1971), P.42. It is interesting to note that Venkata Ra
manan's intepretations of many of these difficult points 
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in Madhyamika philosophy, based on his work in 
Chinese on the Mahii-prajiuiparamitii-sastra, or ta chih tu 
lun, accord more with Dzong-ka-ba's than those of most 
modem scholars with the exception of those working 
with indigenous Tibetan materials. 

254 "Medium Exposition of Special Insight", Hopkins' 
translation, P.74; see Thurman's Life and Teachings of 
Tsang Khapa, P.148. 

255 Toh 3842, Tokyo sde dge Vol.l, 22oa.I-22oa.4. It 
occurs near the end of chapter thirteen. It is cited by 
Dzong-ka-ba in the Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, 
413a.4-413a.5 (Wayman's translation, P.250 - mis
translated). Dzong-ka-ba explains that if this passage is 
not interpreted as referring to emptiness being conceived 
to exist inherently, the example would not be 
appropriate. 

256 See PP.189 and 185; see note 349 for a full reference. 
257 This is found in La Vallee Poussin's edition of Chan

drakirti's text, 307.4-307.7. It is cited by Dzong-ka-ba 
in the "Medium Exposition of Special Insight", 
Hopkins' translation, p.I08; see Thurman's Life and 
Teachings of Tsang Khapa, p.I64. 

258 "Medium Exposition of Special Insight", Hopkins' 
translation, p.l08; see Thurman's Life and Teachings of 
Tsang Khapa, P.164. 

259 Central Philosophy of Buddhism, p. 126. Others who echo 
this view include G.C. Nayak, who, equating wisdom 
and the ultimate, says ("The Madhyamika attack on 
essentialism: A critical appraisal" P.485), "This prajiui 
(wisdom), in the sense of realization of sunyata (essence
lessness), alone is considered to be the highest end or 
paramartha according to the Madhyamikas." 

Also David Eckel ("A Question of Nihilism: Bhava
viveka's Response to the Fundamental Problems of 
Madhyamika Philosophy", PP.123-5 equates para
martha with "experience" of the ultimate, and c.w. 
Huntington, Jr. equates both emptiness and nirvfu.J.a with 
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realization: ("The System of the Two Truths in the 
Prasannapada and the Madhyamakavatara: A Study in 
Madhyamika Soteriology", P.91): 

"In fact, so far as I know, emptiness is nowhere 
defined as an object of knowledge (jfleya), but only as 
'the direct seeing of phenomena as devoid of intrinsic 
being'." 

Also (P.99): 
"Nirviir}a is emptiness, [PP351] and emptiness is 
understood as the direct realization of the absence of 
intrinsic being within all phenomena [PP350]." 

260 In the "Medium Exposition of Special Insight", Dzong
ka-ba cites a passage, from Chandraklrti's Autocommen
cary on the "Supplement to (Nagarjuna's) 'Treatise on the 
Middle Way''' (Hopkins' translation, P.I09; see Thur
man's Life and Teachings of Tsang Khapa, pp. 164 - 5): 

"Therefore, that suchness is realized is posited from 
imputation; actually there is no knowing of something 
by something because both knower and object known 
are non-produced." 

He explains that passage as follows: 
"The meaning of the first part is that a positing of a 
realization of suchness with the two - the exalted 
wisdom and suchness - being taken as separate 
subject and object is a positing in terms only of a 
conventional consciousness, not for the exalted wis
dom. That the knower is non-produced means that it 
has become like water put in water with respect to the 
meaning of non-inherent production." 

261 The Dalai Lama takes just such a differentiation of 
whether one is describing the object, emptiness, or the 
subject, the wisdom realizing emptiness, as the basis for 
his explanation of the way in which all four schools of 
Tibetan Buddhism are getting at the same thing in spite 
of seemingly great differences in vocabulary and ap
proach. See his Kindness, Clarity, and Insight (Ithaca, 
N.Y.: Snow Lion Publications, 1984), pp.206-20. 
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262 For instance, Karl Potter, Presuppositions of India's 
Philosophies, P.240 and David Eckel, "Bhavaviveka and 
the early Madhyamika theories oflanguage", PP.331 -2. 

263 See Bhavaviveka's Blaze of Reasoning, P5256, Vol.<)6, 
27.3.1-27.3.4 and 27.5.7-28.1.1. Both of these pas
sages are cited in the Great Exposition 43Ia.3-43Ib.3 
(Wayman's translation, pp.280- 1 - mistranslated). 
However, it must be emphasized that the only actual 
ultimates are emptinesses, objective ultimates. Subjec
tive ultimates, consciousnesses realizing emptiness, are 
merely concordant ultimates. See appendix one, pp. 
429-38, particularly the charts on PP.437-8, for a 
fuller discussion of this topic. 

264 Central Philosophy of Buddhism, P.333. Similarly, 
Musashi Tachikawa ("A Logical Analysis of the Miila
madhyamakakarika", in Nagatomi et al. ed., Sanskrit 
and Indian Studies, Dordrecht, Boston, London: D. 
Reidel, 1980, P.159) says, "[Nagarjuna] called the world 
of transmigration the profane world (stz1!lVrli); enlight
enment, ultimate truth (paramiirlha)." See also J.W. de 
Jong, ("The Problem of the Absolute in the Madhya
maka School", P.5) "There is no doubt that paramartha, 
being the 'supreme goal' of the believer, may be called 
'the absolute' ... " and G.C. Nayak ("The Madhyamika 
attack on essentialism: A critical appraisal", P.489), 
"Nirva1Jll is thus nondifferent from critical insight par 
excellence which is free from all essentialist picture
thinking. " 

265 Central Philosophy of Buddhism, p.220. 
266 Presuppositions of India's Philosophies, P.239. 
267 See Paul Demieville's Le concile de Lhasa: une controverse 

sur Ie quiitisme entre bouddhiste de l'Inde et de La Chine au 
VIlle siecle de ['ere chritienne, Bibliotheque de I'Institut 
des Hautes Etudes Chinoises, VII (Paris: Imprimerie 
Nationale de France, 1952); Yanagida Seizan's "The Li
tai fa-pao chi and the Ch'an Doctrine of Sudden Awaken
ing" in Lai and Lancaster, ed., Early Ch'an in China 
and Tibet, Berkeley Buddhist Studies Series 5 (Berkeley: 
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1983); and Luis Gomez' "Indian Materials on the Doc
trine of Sudden Enlightenment" in Early Ch' an in 
China and Tibet, op. cit., as well as his "The Direct and 
the Gradual Approaches of Zen Master Mahayana: 
Fragments of the Teachings of Mo-ho-yen" in Gimello 
and Gregory, ed., Studies in Ch'an and Hua-yen (Hono
lulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1983). 

268 See the Precious Garland and the Song of the Four 
Mindfulnesses, verses 440-65, pp.84-7. The dedica
tion to Nagiirjuna's Sixty Stanzas of Reasoning is cited 
by Dzong-ka-ba in the Great Exposition (see p.181). 

269 During the approximately 20 year course of study in the 
Tibetan monastic universities that culminates in the 
attainment of the degree of "ge-shay" (dge bshes), the 
topic of "the Perfections" (phar phyin) is studied for 
about six years. This study is focused on Maitreya's 
Ornament for Clear Realization (mngon rtogs rgyan, abhi
samayalaT[lJuira) and Haribhadra's commentary on it, 
but many topics such as the grounds and paths (sa lam), 
the concentrations and fonnless absorptions (bsam 
gzugs), and so forth are extracted for special attention. 

Each monastery has its own textbooks for these 
studies. For a presentation of the grounds and paths 
see, for example, GOn-chok-jik-may-wang-bo's (dkon 
mchog 'jigs med dbang po, 1728-91) Presentation of the 
Grounds and Paths, Ornament Beautifying the Three 
Vehicles (sa lam gyi rnam bzhag theg gsum mdzes rgyan, 
The Collected Works of dkon-mchog-'jigs-med-dbang
po, Vol. 7, New Delhi: Ngawang Gelek Demo, 1972) 
which is used by the Gomang College of Dre-bung 
Monastic University. 

Most presentations of the grounds and paths are 
written from the viewpoint of the Svatantrika-Madhya
mika system since, although there are varying opinions 
as to whether the viewpoint of Maitreya's Ornament for 
Clear Realization is Yogachiira, Svatantrika, or PrasaIi
gika, all the Ge-Iuk-ba colleges agree that Svatantrika
Madhyamika is the viewpoint of Haribhadra's text. 
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(Both Edward Conze and Giuseppe Tucci felt that both 
Maitreya and Haribhadra wrote as Y ogacharins, and 
thus their interpretations of the meaning of those texts 
often differ widely from those of the Ge-luk-ba 
tradition. ) 

An interesting exception in the literature on path 
structure is the Mongolian scholar Lo-sang-da-yang's 
(blo bzang rta dbyangs, also known as blo bzang rta mgrin) 
Brief Expression of the Presentation of the Grounds and 
Paths of the Three Vehicles According to the System of the 
Perfection Vehicle, Essence of the Ocean of Profound 
Meaning (phar phyin theg pa'i lugs kyi theg pa gsum gyi sa 
dang lam gyi rnam bzhag pa mdo tsam du brjod pa zab don 
rgya mtsho'i snying po, the Collected Words (Gsung 
'Bum) of Rje-Btsun Blo-BzaIi-Rta-Mgrin, Vol.IV, 
pp.65-190, New Delhi: Guru Deva, 1975), which is 
written from the viewpoint of Prasailgik.a-Madhyamika. 
It is the topic of a forthcoming Ph.D. dissertation by 
Jules Levinson of the University of Virginia. 

270 "Nietzsche and Nag3I"juna: The Origins and Issue of 
Scepticism", p.168. 

271 Lucid Exposition of the Middle Way, p.IO. 

272 GOn-chok-jik-may-wang-bo's Presentation of the Grounds 
and Paths, Ornament Beautifying the Three Vehicles, 
444·1. 

273 "The Madhyamika attack on essentialism: A critical 
appraisal", P.487. 

274 See the "Medium Exposition of Special Insight", 
Hopkins' translation, pp.IIO-I2; Thurman's Life and 
Teachings of Tsong Khapa, PP.165-7. 

275 See Wayman's "Contributions to the Madhyamika 
School of Buddhism", Journal of the American Oriental 
Society Vo1.8 (1969), P.15I. Wayman says, justifying his 
use of an explanation by Abhayakara, an author from 
the last period of Indian Buddhism, of the meaning of a 
passage from Nagarjuna, "It need not be thought that 
such an interpretation of Nagarjuna is limited to a 'late' 
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Buddhist author (incidentally, modern scholars are still 
'later'). " 

276 English translations of Nagarjuna's verses without ac
companying commentary have been made by Frederick 
Streng in his Emptiness: A Study in Religious Meaning 
and by Kenneth Inada, Niigiirjuna: A Translation of his 
MUlamadhyamakakiirikii. A translation of most of the 
verses with Chandrakirti's commentary has been made 
by Mervyn Sprung, Lucid Exposition of the Middle Way. 
None is truly reliable. A recent translation by David 
Kalupahana, Niigiirjuna: The Philosophy of the Middle 
Way, (Albany, N.Y.: State University of New York 
Press, 1986), reached me too late to be included in this 
discussion; in a brief survey, I found many points of 
disagreement. More reliable translation into other 
European languages can be pieced together from various 
translations of Chandrakirti's Clear Words as discussed 
below. Also R. Gnoli has translated all of the verses into 
Italian and Christian Lindtner has translated them into 
Danish, translations about which I have no means to 
comment. See the bibliography for full references. 

277 Included within her doctoral dissertation, "Aryadeva on 
the Bodhisattva's Cultivation of Merit and Knowledge," 
it has appeared in revised form as volume 7 of the 
Indiste Studier series from Copenhagen, entitled Arya
deva's CatuhSataka. 

278 Lindtner's comment is made in the introduction to his 
translation of chapter eighteen ("Buddhapalita on Em
ptiness [Buddhapiilita-mula-madhyamakavrtti XVIII]", 
Indo-Iranian Journal 23 (1981), pp.187-217), p.188; a 
translation of chapter one by Judit Feher is available in 
Tibetan and Buddhist Studies Commemorating the 200th 
Anniversary of the Birth of Alexander Csoma de Karos, 
Vol.1 (Budapest: Akademiai Kiado, 1984), pp.2II-40. 

279 Tokyo: The Hokuseido Press, 1980. 
280 See, for example, Fenner's "A Study of the Relationship 

Between Analysis (viciira) and Insight (prajfui) Based on 
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the Madhyamakiivatiira", Journal of Indian Philosophy 
12 (1984), PP.I39-197, and Huntington's "The System 
of the Two Truths in the Prasannapada and the Madh
yamakavatara: A Study in Madhyamika Soteriology", 
Journal of Indian Philosophy I I (1983), pp. 77- 106. For 
a listing of where translations of the various parts of 
Chandrakirti's Clear Words, Supplement, and its auto
commentary can be found, see the bibliography. 

CHAPTER SEVEN: SUMMATION: ETHICS AND 
EMPTINESS 

281 See Thurman's Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold in the 
essence of True Eloquence, p.65-89 for a brief 
and eloquent biography of Dzong-ka-ba drawn from 
traditional sources. 

282 See Thurman's Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold in the 
Essence of True Eloquence, PP.77-82. 

283 The twentieth century renegade Ge-Iuk-ba monk 
Gen-dun-chO-pel (dge 'dun ehos 'phel, 1905?-1951?) 
wrote a work entitled Ornament to Niigiirjuna's Thought, 
Eloquence Containing the Essence of the Profundities of the 
Middle Way (dbu ma'i zab gnad snying por dril ba'i legs 
bshad klu sgrub dgongs rgyan, Kalimpong: Mani Printing 
Works, no date) leveling just such charges. For a 
discussion of Gen-dun-chO-pel and this issue, see Hop
kins' Meditation on Emptiness, Pp.544-7. There have 
been attempts within the tradition to rewrite history and 
deny Gen-dun-chO-pel's authorship of this text, probably 
in large part because of his attacks on Dzong-ka-ba, but 
they are not convincing. For more information on Gen
dun-cho-pel, see the study by Heather Stoddard, Le 
Mendiant de I' Amdo (Paris: Societe d'Ethnographie, 
1985)· 

284 For instance, Dzong-ka-ba concludes that Bhavaviveka 
asserted the mental consciousness to be the person and 
hence, since this would mean he asserted something 
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findable under analysis, that he asserts inherent exist
ence. This is based on a brief passage in Bhavaviveka's 
Blaze of Reasoning where Bhavaviveka says that when 
another school tries to prove that the mental conscious
ness is the self, they are proving what is already estab
lished for him. See Hopkins' Meditation on Emptiness, 
PP.695-6, for a discussion of this point. 

285 The Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 38Ia.6-
38Ib.l, see P.192. 

286 The Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 408b.1 
(Wayman's translation, P.241). 

287 The Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
377b.5-377b.6, see P.184. See also P.191. 

288 The Three Principles of the Path (lam gtso rnam gsum), 
translation by Geshe Sopa and Jeffrey Hopkins; see the 
Dalai Lama's Kindness, Clarity, and Insight, P.148. 

289 Kindness, Clarity, and Insight, P.43. 

PART TWO: TRANSLATION OF DZONG-KA-BA'S 
"GREAT EXPOSITION" 
INTRODUCTION 

290 The text translated here is the first sixth of the special 
insight portion of Dzong-ka-ba's Great Exposition of the 
Stages of the Path. The entire special insight section as 
well as a preceding one on cahn abiding has been 
translated into English by Alex Wayman in his Calming 
the Mind and Discerning the Real, New York, Columbia 
University Press, 1978, reprint New Delhi, Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1979 (page numbers cited are to the reprint 
edition). See appendix two for a discussion of problems 
in Wayman's translation. Translations into other 
languages as identified by Wayman, P.497, are: Chinese 
translation by Fa-tsun, Peking, 1936; partial Russian 
translation by G.Z. Zubikov, Bodhi mOT, Vostochnye 
Institut, Vladivostok, Isviestiia, 1914; translation into 
Japanese of the special insight section by Gadjin Nagao, 
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A Study of Tibetan Buddhism [in Japanese], Tokyo, 
1954· 

The edition used for this translation is that published 
in Dhannsala, India by the Shes rig bar khang, no date; 
the text is 523 folios in length and the portion translated 
here begins on page 365a.2 and goes through page 
391 b. I. Page numbers to this edition have been inserted 
into the translation in square brackets. The text has 
been checked against the Ngawang Gelek edition (New 
Delhi: 1976ff.) printed from the Dra-shi-hlun-bo blocks 
and against the versions of it found within the two 
editions of the Four Interwoven Annotations used. 

Dzong-ka-ba's referent in the statement "as was ex
plained earlier" is to the preceding chapter, that on the 
development of calm abiding (zhi gnas, samatha). This 
introduction to his discussion of special insight is a 
restatement with somewhat different emphasis of a 
section at the beginning of his presentation of calm 
abiding entitled, "The reason why it is necessary to 
cultivate both [cahn abiding and special insight]" 
C308b·5-312a·3)· 

291 Dzong-ka-ba refers here to the basic Buddhist position 
that advanced states of meditative concentration can be 
attained by Buddhists and non-Buddhists alike. How
ever, no matter how subtle the concentrative level, one 
is still within cyclic existence and still subject to the 
process of repeated rebirth. According to Buddhism, 
what distinguishes it from the Hindu systems with 
which it was in competition is that Buddhism has 
techniques that enable one to succeed in removing 
oneself entirely from cyclic existence by eradicating, 
from its root, the ignorance that initiates the causal 
process of cyclic existence. This is done by means of 
special insight enhanced to the level of direct perception 
of truth. 

"Forder" (mu stegs pa, tirthika) is a term often used by 
Buddhists to refer to the Hindu systems in general. A
gya-yong-dzin (dbyangs can dga' ba'i blo gros, a kyayongs 
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'dzin, eighteenth century) in his A Brief Explanation of 
Terminology Occurring in (Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposi
tion of the Stages of the Path" (byang chub lam gyi rim pa 
chen mo las byung ba'i brda bkrol nyer mkho bsdus pa in 
The Collected Works of A-kya Yoils-1)dzin, Vol. I, New 
Delhi, Lama Guru Deva, 1971), 162.4-5, gives 
an etymology of the Tibetan tenn mu stegs pa as follows: 
"mu is used to [denote] an 'end'; therefore, the end of 
cyclic existence is liberation. stegs is the method, or 
path, like a platfonn which reaches to that liberation. 
Hence, the path which, from their [the non-Buddhists'] 
own side, is discriminated as a path for attaining libera
tion and high status [within cyclic existence] is called a 
'ford to the end' (mu stegs). Due to bearing and causing 
the increase of treatises teaching such, [the authors of 
those treatises] are called 'makers of the ford to the end' 
(mu stegs byed, tirthya-kara) or 'those having a ford to the 
end' (mu stegs can, lirthika)." 

292 First Bhavanakrama, edited in Sanskrit by G. Tucci, 
Minor Buddhist Texts, Part II, Serie Orientale Roma IX, 
2, (Rome: IS.M.E.O., 1958), Sanskrit on pp.2Q9-IO, 
Tibetan on P.258. Tucci gives a summary of the text in 
English but does not actually translate it. Tibetan also in 
the sDe dge Tibetan Tripiraka - bsTan IJgyur preserved at 
the FaculfJI of Letters, UniversifJI of Tokyo, Tokyo, 1979, 
Vol.15, Toh 3915 (P53IO) 32b.7-33a.2. (This edition 
of the bstan ' gyur portion of the Tibetan canon is 
hereafter referred to as the Tokyo sde dge.) The Sanskrit 
reads: 

tad evam alambane cittaql sthirilqtya prajfiaya 
vivecayetlyato jfiiinalokotpadiit sammohabijasyaty
antaprahiinam bhavatilanyatha hi tirthikiiniim iva 
samadhim~tr~l).a kleSaprahiil).aqt na syat/yathoktaql 
sutre 

293 SarruidhirajasUtra: IX:36. Sanskrit available in P.L. 
Vaidya, ed., (Darbhanga: Mithila Institute, 1961), P.49; 
Tibetan in the Nying-ma Edition of the sDe-dge bKa'
'gyur and bsTan'-gyur, (Oakland, CA: Dharma Publish-
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ing, 1980), Toh 127, Vo1.20, 1318.7. (This edition of 
the Tibetan canon is hereafter referred to as the Dharma 
sde dge.) Partial translation by K. Regamey, (of chapters 
eight, nineteen, and twenty-two) Three ChaptersJrom the 
Samiidhirdjasiltra (Warsaw: Publications of the Oriental 
Commission, 1938). This verse as cited in the sutra itself 
differs slightly from that cited by Kamalashila, and the 
form cited by Dzong-ka-ba is again slightly different. 
However, in terms of meaning, the differences are 
insignicant. 

The Sanskrit in the P.L. Vaidya edition reads: 
kim capi bhaveyya samadhi loke 
na co vibhaveyya sa atmasarpjftam 
punal). prakupyanti kile~u tasya 
yathodrakasyeha samadhibhavana 

The Sanskrit cited within the Bhdvaniikrama itself as 
found in Tucci's edition reads: 

kiIp capi bhav[ay]et samadhim elam 
na vapi bhavayet sa atmasarpjfta 
punal). prakupyati kil~u tasya 
yath~yeha ~dhibhavana 

This difference is also reflected in the Tibetan editions. 
The Tibetan found in the Dharma sde dge edition of the 
sutra reads: 

'jig nen dag na ting 'dzin sgom byed kyang 
de ni bdag tu 'du shes gzhig mi byed 
de yi nyon mongs phyir yang rab tu ldang 
!hag dpyod kyis ni ting 'dzin 'dir bsgom bzhin 

The Tibetan for this verse as cited by Kamalashila as 
found in the Tokyo sde dge, in the Peking edition 
(p.26.I.7), and in Tucci's edition reads: 

ting nge 'dzin de sgom par byed mod kyi 
de ni bdag tu 'du shes 'jig mi byed 
de yi nyon mongs phyir zhing rab 'khrug ste 
!hag dpyod 'di ni ting 'dzin bsgom pa bzhin 

The version that occurs in Dzong-ka-ba's citation of 
Kamalashila appears to be a combination of these two. 
It reads: 
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'jig nen dag ni ting 'dzin sgom byed kyang 
de ni bdag tu 'du shes 'jig mi byed 
de ni nyon mongs phyir zhing rab 'khrug ste 
lhag spyod kyis ni ting 'dzin 'dir bsgoms bzhin 

The difference in meaning between these different ver
sions is insignificant. 

294 Udraka (Tib., lhag dpyod) is identified by the Mahii
vyutpatti (entry 3516) as "Udrako ramaputral;l, Rangs 
byed kyi bu lhag spyod". Sha-mar-den-dzin, (zhwa 
dmar dge bdun bstan 'dzin rgya mtsho, 1852- 1910), in his 
Lamp Illuminating the Profound Thought, Set Forth to 

Purify Forgetfulness of the Difficult Points of (Dzong-ka
ba's) "Great Exposition of Special Insight" (lhag mthong 
chen mo'i dka' gnad rnams brjed byang du bkod pa dgongs 
zab snang ba'i sgron me, Delhi: Mongolian Lama Guru 
Deva, 1972), PP.4.6-5.4, says that according to an 
earlier oral tradition, Udraka was someone who culti
vated meditative stabilization due to a sense of compet
itiveness with Buddha whereby, although he attained all 
eight concentrations and absorptions, upon seeing 
damage to his hair by a mouse he got angry and fell 
from his concentration. However, Sha-mar-den-dzin 
says that in the Commentary on the King of Meditative 
Stabilizations Sutra (ting nge 'dzin rgyal po'i mdo 'grel), 
aside from saying that Udraka attained magical power 
(rdzu 'phrul), there is no clear statement about his 
attaining all eight meditative stabilizations. 

His source of this appears to have been A-gya-yong
dzin's A Brief Explanation of Terminology Occurring in 
(Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposition of the Stages of the 
Path", PP.154.4-155.5. A-gya-yong-dzin gives these 
same two explanations but in somewhat more detail. He 
says that according to an oral tradition passed down 
through Yong-dzin Ye-shay-gyel-tsen Bel-sang-bo (yongs 
'dzin ye shes rgyal mtshan dpal bzang po) and so forth, 
Udraka was a non-Buddhist Forder who, due to a sense 
of competitiveness with Buddha, let his hair grow long, 
held his breath, and through cultivating meditative 
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stabilization for twelve years attained all eight concen
trations (bsam gtan, dhyiina) and formless absorptions 
(gzugs med kyi snyoms 'jug, iiriipya samiipatti). When he 
rose from his equipoise, he saw that a mouse had eaten 
through the strands of his hair and made a nest of it, 
whereupon he generated strong anger. His attainment 
of the concentrations and absorptions immediately de
generated, and upon his death he was reborn in a hell. 

The other explanation A-gya-yong-dzin identifies as 
coming from Acharya jflanakIrti's Commentary on the 
"King of Meditative Stabilizations Sutra". It says that 
Udraka was a Digambara (phyogs kyi gos can), which A
gya-yong-dzin identifies as a name for the Trrthika 
Nirgrantha (mu stegs gcer bu pa) school, who saw someone 
flying in the sky by means of magical powers, and 
wanting that feat entered into that person's teaching and 
achieved the ability to fly. He then returned to the 
Digambara teachings, still maintaining his ability to fly, 
but sometime later when another person questioned 
whether his teaching was an actual path, he fell from 
that magical power and crashed to earth. He sub
sequently took rebirth in a hell. 

Ken-sur Yeshe Thupten, when explaining these 
passages, emphasized that the point being made was not 
that these non-Buddhists necessarily took rebirth in 
hells, nor that their rebirth there was a result of their 
meditations, but simply that even though one might 
cultivate these lofty meditative states and achieve con
siderable powers, since one had not interfered in the 
least with the root cause of cyclic existence, one would 
still take rebirth within it upon death, possibly even in 
its lowest state. 

295 Dzong-ka-ba is referring to his previous citation of this 
scripture in the calm abiding section of the text, 
pp.3IIa.5- 312a.3. He was citing KamalashIla's middle 
Stages of Meditation eToh 3916, Tokyo sde dge Vol.15 
44b.I-45a.4) included within which KamalashIla cited 
without explanation two verses of the King of Meditative 
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Stabilizations Sutra. The first of those verses is that 
given just above (Kamalasrula cites only this one in his 
first Stages of Meditation); the second of those verses is 
what Dzong-ka-ba is about to explain here. He explains 
the entire verse, but cites only the first line and then 
says "and so forth"; I have supplied the remainder of 
the verse in brackets. The Tibetan as cited by Kama
lashIla is: 

gal te chos la bdag med so sor rtog 
so sor de brtags gal te bsgom pa ni 
de nyid my a ngan 'das thob 'bras bu'i rgyu 
rgyu gzhan gang yin des ni zhi mi 'gyur 

As cited in the Dharma sde dge edition of the sutra itself, 
V01.20, 1318.7-1319.1, the Tibetan reads: 

gal te bdag med chos la rab rtog cing 
de dag brtags nas gal te sgom byed na 
'bras bu my a ngan 'das thob rgyu de yin 
rgyu gzhan de dag zhi bar 'gyur mi srid. 

The middle Stages of Meditation is not available in 
Sanskrit, so we have no Sanskrit for the verse as cited by 
KamalashIla; as found in the Vaidya edition of the 
Samiidhiriijasiitra (P.49) the verse reads: 

nairatmyadharman yadi pratyavek~te 
tan pratyavek~ya yadi bhavayeta 
sa hetu nirviU}.aphalasya praptaye 
yo anyahetur na sa bhoti santaye. 

296 The Four Interwoven Annotations identifies the referent 
of "that" as "special insight" but Dzong-ka-ba's con
cluding sentence seems to justify taking it as the "wisdom 
realizing selflessness", and this is how Ge-shay Palden 
Drakpa read it. 

297 Toh 3916, Tokyo sde dge Vol. 16, 44b.3-4. 
298 The earlier citation was included within the citation 

from KamalashIla just referred to (see note 29S) and is 
found in Dzong-ka-ba on p.3IIb.3-S; it can be found 
in KamalashIla's middle Stages of Meditation on 
P.44b.S-7, Tokyo sde dge Vol. 16. Here Dzong-ka-ba is 
paraphrasing his earlier citation of the sutra. Dzong-ka-
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ba's citation follows Kamalashila; this differs somewhat 
from the sutra itself (Toh 56, Dhanna sde dge Vol.l6, 
p.82.4.3-5) but the variations are not substantive. The 
Scriptural Collection of Bodhisaltvas is included within 
the Heap of Jewels Siltra (dkon mchog brtsegs pa, 
ratnakilta)· 

299 Although the Four Interwoven Annotations glosses this as 
developing pride and manifesting it to others, both 
Ge-shay Palden Drakpa and Go-mang Ken-sur Denba 
Dendzin took mngon pa'i nga rgyal as a technical term, 
meaning a type of pride in which one takes a small good 
quality and builds it up into something much bigger 
than it actually is. Ge-shay Palden Drakpa contrasted it 
to log pa'i nga rgyal in which one takes a fault and builds 
it up to be a good quality. These two types are included 
among a list of seven kinds of pride given in Nagarjuna's 
Precious Garland, verses 406-12; they are mentioned in 
verse 411: 

'bras rna thob par thob snyam pa 
gang yin mngon pa'i nga rgyal te 
sdig las byed la bstod pa ni 
mkhas pas log pa'i nga rgyal stogs 

Thinking one has won fruits not yet attained 
Is pride of conceit. 
Praising oneself for faulty deeds 
Is known by the wise as wrongful pride. 

(English translation by Jeffrey Hopkins, The Precious 
Garland and the Song of the Four Mindfulnesses, New 
York, Harper and Row, 1975.) In the Dhanna sde dge 
edition of the sutra itself, the term mngon is not used; it 
simply says che ba'i nga rgyal, pride of greatness (Toh 
56, Dhanna sde dge Vol. 16, 82.3.3). 

300 Toh 3916, Tokyo sde dge Vol. 15, 48a.4-7. 
301 Toh 106 (P774), Dharma sde dge Vol.I8, 319-4-4-

319.4.5. In Lamotte's translation of the sutra CE. 
Lamotte, ed. and trans., Samdhinimwcanasiltra: l'expli
cation des mysceres, Louvain: Universite de Louvain, 
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1935) this is IX.26, translation on P.253. This sutra was 
also cited by Kamalashila in his middle Stages of Medita
tion shortly after the passage just cited by Dzong-ka-ba 
- Tokyo sde dge Vol. 15, 48b.I-2. 

302 Here Dzong-ka-ba paraphrases a Slura passage that he 
cited previously at the same point (312a.2-3) as the 
preceding quote from the King of Meditative Stabiliza
tions Sutra, both occurring within a citation from Kama
lashIla, Tokyo sde dge Vol. 15, 44b. I -45a.4. (This siitra 
passage is found in KamalashIla on 45a.2-3.) It is 
interesting to note that every siitra reference given by 
Dzong-ka-ba in this section can be found in Kamalashlla; 
thus, it is probable that Kamalashi:la was his source 
rather than the siitras themselves. 

CHAPTER ONE: THE INTERPRETABLE AND THE 
DEFINITIVE 

303 This is the second of a three part heading, set forth on 
3143.3 of the Dharmsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba's text 
and p.28.3 in VoLlI of the Annotations, where Dzong
ka-ba says that he will explain how to train in calm 
abiding and special insight individually in three parts: 
the first was "how to train in cahn abiding", (PP.314a.3-
365a.3, not included in this translation); the second 
(which begins here) is how to train in special insight; 
and the third (beginning on 514a.2, not translated here) 
is "how to conjoin those two". 

304 "Rely" translates the Tibetan term rton; A-gya-yong
dzin, 163.4-5, identifies it as an archaic term meaning 
"to have conviction in" (yid ekes pa), "suitable for 
firmness of mind" (yid brtan rung ba), "to assert" ('dod 
pa), or "to follow" (rjes su 'brangs pa). Dzong-ka-ba is 
alluding here to the four reliances (rton pa bzhi, eatvari 
pratisara1Jiini, see the M ahiivyutpatti, 1 545): 

Rely not on the person (gang zag, pudgala), but on 
the doctrine (ehos, dhamuz); 
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Rely not on the words (tshig 'bru, vyaiijana), but on 
the meaning (don, artha); 
Rely not on sutras of interpretable meaning (drang 
don gyi mdo, neyarthasUlra), but on sutras of definitive 
meaning (nges don gyi mdo, nitarthasUlra); 
Rely not on [ordinary] consciousness (rnam shes, vijii
ana), but on exalted wisdom (ye shes, jiiiina). 

These are set forth by Buddha in the Siitra on the Four 
Reliances (catu~pratisaratJ.asUlra, see Etienne Lamotte, 
"La critique d'interprt!tation dans Ie bouddhisme," 
Annuaire de /'1 nstitut de philologie et d' histoire orientales et 
slaves, Vol. IX (Brussels: Universite Libre de Bruxelles, 
1949) PP.341 -61 for a discussion of this sutra as well 
as other sutra and shastra references to the four reli
ances). According to Lamotte, P.342, the Siitra on the 
Four Reliances is found in the siitras of the Madhyamika 
school as the Teachings of A~hayamati S iitra (blo gros mi 
zad pas bstan pa, ~ayamatinirdesa), P842, Vo1.34, and 
certainly the four reliances are extensively discussed 
there, pp.63.5.1-64.5.8. The passage from the Teach
ings of Akfhayamati Swa that Dzong-ka-ba cites just 
below (see pp.I60- I) to explain what siitras of definitive 
and interpretable meaning are is taken from that 
discussion. 

305 367b.2, de 'brei ba'i corrected to dang bral ba'i in 
accordance with the Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition, II8.3, as 
well as both editions of the Annotations (Delhi, 152.4; 
Berkeley, 8a.2). 

306 In this text, Dzong-ka-ba mentions only that the pro
phecies regarding Nagarjuna exist. He goes into them in 
more detail in his Great Commentary on (Naga'iuna's) 
"Treatise on the Middle Way" (rtsa shes (ik chen; the full 
title of the text is Ocean of Reasoning, Explanation of 
(Nagarjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way", dbu ma rtsa 
ba'i tshig le'ur byas pa shes rab ces bya ba'i rnam bshad rigs 
pa'i rgya mtsho) , Pleasure of Elegant Sayings Press 
edition, 3.14-5.II, and in his Illumination of the 
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Thought, Extensive Explanation of (Chandrakirti's) "Sup
plement to (Niigiirjuna's) 'Treatise on the Middle Way'" 
(dgongs pa rab gsal), Pleasure of Elegant Sayings Press 
edition, 118.9- I 19. 12, although he does not fully settle 
some of the questions raised by seeming contradictions 
between them. 

Jam-yang-shay-ba gives very detailed attention to the 
topic in both his Great Exposition of Tenets (grub mtha' 
chen mo, Mussoorie: Dalarna, 1962), ca 3b.3--6b.7, and 
his Great Exposition of the Middle Way (dbu ma chen mo, 
Buxaduor: Gomang, 1967), 1943.4-196b.1. Jeffrey 
Hopkins has translated these and discussed the issue 
extensively in "Wisdom in Tibetan Buddhism I: the 
Opposite of Emptiness", Chapter Two: Prophecies, 
unpublished manuscript. See the Anrwtations, 
PP.252-3, for a brief summary of Jam-yang-shay-ba's 
conclusions. 

307 P842, Vol.34, 64.3.6-64.4.1. This passage is translated 
in Hopkins' Meditaliun on Emptiness, PP.597-8, and 
also in Donald S. Lopez' translation of the Svatantrika 
chapter of Jang-gya's Presentaliun of Tenets ("The Sva
tantrika-Madhyamika School of Mahayana Buddhism", 
Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1982), PP.428-34, 
where Jang-gya cites the passage and then gives con
siderable explanation of it. As Jang-gya explains, this is 
the major sutra source cited by Indian Madhyamikas in 
making their differentiation of scriptures of interpretable 
and definitive meaning - cited by Chandrakirti in the 
first chapter of the Clear Words (tshig gsal, prasannapadii, 
P5260, Vol.98, 8.2.2; La Vallee Poussin Sanskrit edi
tion, 43.4£f), by Avalokitavrata in his Explanatory Com
mentary on (Bhavaviveka's) "Lamp for (Niigiirjuna's) 
'Wisdom'" (shes rab sgron ma'i rgya cher 'grel pa, prajfiii
pradipa{ikii), and by Kamalashila in his Illuminaliun of 
the Middle Way (dbu ma snang ba, madhyamakiiloka, 
P5287, Vol.IOI, 46.2.6-46.3.1). 

Dzong-ka-ba's source for the passage was probably 
Kamalashila's Illumination of the Middle Way rather 
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than the sutra itself (at least as found in the Peking 
edition of the canon) or ChandrakIrti. In the sutra, the 
passage is not continuous; there are various additional 
lines intervening between those cited by Dzong-ka-ba 
(368a.1 - 3). Also there are numerous small differences: 
the sutra reads sgrnb par bstan pa, Dzong-ka-ba reads 
sgrnb pa bstan pa; the sutra reads ces bya' 0, Dzong-ka-ba 
reads zhes bya' 0; the sutra reads sna lshogs su bstan pa, 
Dzong-ka-ba reads sna tshogs bSlan pa; and, most differ
ently, the sutra reads zab mo mthong bar dka' ba khong 
du chud par dka' ba whereas Dzong-ka-ba reads zab mo 
blla dka' ba rtogs par dka' ba. 

Also Dzong-ka-ba's citation differs substantially from 
ChandrakIrti's: ChandrakIrti cites a different middle 
two lines - found in the sutra just before those cited by 
Dzong-ka-ba, "Those sutras taught for the sake of 
causing one to enter to the path are said to be of 
interpretable meaning," (mdo sde gang dag lam la 'jug 
pa'i phyir bSlan pa de dag ni drang ba'i don zhes bya'o/ ye 
siilranta margavataraya nird4ra ima ucyante neyarthal}) 
and, "Those sutras taught for the sake of causing one to 
enter to the fruit are said to be of definitive meaning," 
(mdo sde gang dag 'bras bu La 'jug pa'i phyir bSlan pa de 
dag ni drang ba'i don zhes bya' o,ye siitrantal} phaLiivaliiraya 
nird4ra ima ucyante nitiirthal}), and omits the next two 
lines cited by Dzong-ka-ba. 

Dzong-ka-ba's citation of the passage is identical to 
that cited by Kamalashila, differing only in one place, 
where Kamalashila's reads ces bya' 0 and Dzong-ka-ba's 
zhes bya'o. 

Dzong-ka-ba again cites this passage and accompanies 
it with considerable explanation in his Essence of the 
Good Explanations, Pleasure of Elegant Sayings edition, 
p.89- 91; see Thurman's Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold 
in the Essence of True Eloquence, PP.253-6. The explana
tion given there clearly served as the basis for Jang-gya's 
explantion in the Presentation of Tenets. 
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308 Each annotator suggests a slightly different reading of 
the phrase sgrnb pa bstan pa. As A-gya-yong-dzin says, 
164.2-4, the difference in meaning is slight; I have 
chosen to translate the passage following Jam-yang-shay
ba, taking sgrnb pa as sgrnb byed, feeling that his inter
pretation intrudes the least on the actual words of the 
sutra. 

309 P842, Vol. 34, 64.4.4-64.4.7; cited in Kamalashila's 
Illumination of the Middle Way, P5287, VOl.IOI, 
46.3.1-46.3.4; cited in Chandrakirti's Clear Words, La 
Vallee Poussin edition, 43.6ff, Tibetan Publishing 
House edition, 30.8- 17. Again Dzong-ka-ba's citation 
C368a.4-36<)b.l) accords almost exactly with Kamala
shila and differs in many small points from the Peking 
edition of the sutra and from Chandrakirti's citation of 
it. The sutra reads shed las skyes dang, Dzong-ka-ba 
reads shed las skyes pa dang; the sutra reads sgra rnam par 
sna tshogs su bshad pa dang, Dzong-ka-ba reads skad sna 
tshogs kyis bshad par bya ba; the sutra reads bdag po dang 
bcas par bstan pa, Dzong-ka-ba reads bdag po Ita bur 
bstan pa; the sutra reads ces bya'o, Dzong-ka-ba reads 
zhes bya'o; the sutra reads mngon par 'du mi byed pa, 
Dzong-ka-ba reads mngon par 'du byed pa med pa; the 
sutra omits skye ba med pa but includes three others not 
present in Dzong-ka-ba, rna byung ba dang/ dngos po med 
pa dang/ bdag med pa dang/; and the sutra reads bdag po 
med pa dang rnam par thar pa'i sgo'i bar du bstan pa de 
dag ni nges pa'i don ces bya ste whereas Dzong-ka-ba 
reads bdag po med pa rnam par thar pa'i sgo stan pa de dag 
ni nges pa'i don zhes bya' o. 
In the Tibetan, Chandrakirti's citation of the passage 
agrees with the Peking edition of the sutra with two 
small exceptions: Chandrakirti reads shes bdag, the sutra 
shed bu; and ChandrakIrti reads bdag po med pas na/ 
rnam par thar, the sutra bdag po med pa dang/ rnam par 
thar. The portion of the passage concerned with sutras 
of interpretable meaning is missing from the Sanskrit of 
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Chandrakirti's text. The Sanskrit of the remainder of 
the passage accords with the Tibetan. Mervyn Sprung's 
very loose translation of this passage is found on P.45 of 
his Lucid Exposition of the Middle Way, the Essential 
Chapters from the Prasannapadii of Candrakirti translated 
from the Sanskrit (Boulder: Prajila Press, 1979). 

Dzong-ka-ba's citation of the passage differs from 
Kamalash1:la's on only two small points: Kamalashlla 
reads bdag po med pa las bdag po Ita bur whereas Dzong
ka-ba reads bdag po med pa fa bdag po lta bur; and 
Kamalashlla reads dngos po stong pa nyid whereas 
Dzong-ka-ba reads just stong pa nyid. 

310 P795, Vo1.31, 281.1.5-281.1.6. The Sanskrit as found 
on 36.1-4 of Buddhist Sanskrit Texts 2 is: 

nItarthasutrantaviSe~a janati 
yathopadiga sugatena sflnyataJ 
yasmin punal}. pudgala sattva pfuu~o 
neyarthatfup janati sarvadhannanJJ 

This sutra was also cited by Chandrakirti in chapter one 
of the Clear Words, right after the above passage from 
the Teachings of Akfhayamati Sutra, La Vallee Poussin 
edition, 44.2-5, and also in chapter fifteen, La Vallee 
Poussin edition, 276.5-8. Sprung's translation of this 
passage - again very loose - is found on PP.45 and 
163. 

311 P5287, Vol. 101, 46.3.5-46.3.8. This passage in Kama
lashlla comes just after his citation of the Teachings of 
Ak~hayamati Sutra - which, as discussed above, I 
believe was Dzong-ka-ba's source for the sutra passage. 
The passage in the Ornament Illuminating the Exalted 
Wisdom Operating in the Sphere of All Buddhas Sutra to 
which Kamalashlla refers is P768, Vo1.28, 132.3.2. 
Kamalashlla seems to be stretching the meaning of the 
Teachings of Ak~hayamati Sutra to find it saying that no 
[ultimate] existence of production and so forth are 
definitive objects, since the passage is clearly speaking of 
sutras which teach such as being siitras of definitive 
meaning. 
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312 P5287, Vol.10I, 46.I.5~46.I.6. The wording of the 
reason clause of the passage as cited in the Peking 
edition of Kamalashila's text differs slightly from that 
cited by Dzong-ka-ba. Dzong-ka-ba (369a.3) reads: de 
ni de las logs shig TU gzhan GYIS gang du' ang drang bar mi 
nus pa'i phyir roo The Peking edition reads: de ni de las 
logs shig gzhan gang du yang drang bar mi nus pa'i phyir 
roo Dzong-ka-ba's addition of tu and gyis make it more 
explicit that a passage of definitive meaning cannot be 
interpreted as anything else by anyone else. 

CHAPTER TWO: RELIABLE SOURCES 

313 The Tibetan phyi mo is sometimes used to translate the 
Sanskrit word nuicrkti, as in Nagarjuna'sPrecious Garland, 
verse 394, where it refers to a model of the alphabet 
which a grammarian uses in first teaching his students. 
A-gya-yong-dzin (165.4) identifies it as an archaic term 
meaning "root" (rtsa ba) or "basis" (gzhi rna). See John 
Buescher's "The Buddhist Doctrine of Two Truths in 
the Vaib~ika and Theravada Schools", (Ann Arbor: 
University Microfilms, 1982), P.38-9, for a discussion 
of the usage of this term in early Buddhism. Buescher 
provides references to additional discussion of the term 
nuicrkti by Padmanabh Jaini in the introduction to his 
edition of the Abhidhannadipa (Patna: Kashi Prasad 
Jayaswal Research Institute, 1977); by A.K. Warder in 
"The Matika", pp. xix ff. of A.K. Warder and A.P. 
Buddhadatta, eds., Mohavicchedani: Abhidhamrnanui
tikatthava1JtJantl (London: Pali Text Society, 1961), 
and by M. Hofinger, Etude sur Ie concile de Vaistili 
(Louvin: Bureau du Museon, 1946), Bibliotheque du 
Museon, Vol. 20, P.230. 

314 These terms appear to have been widely used during the 
first dissemination of Buddhism to Tibet. David S. 
Ruegg in his The Literature of the M adhyarnaka School of 
Philosophy in India, P.59, provides references to two late 
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eighth century works by renowned Tibetan scholars and 
translators in which such a division is set forth: the 
Quintessential I nstrnctions on the Stages of the View (lta 
ba'i rim pa'i man ngag) by Ga-wa-bel-tsek (ska ba dpal 
brtsegs), fo1. 140a - b, and the Features of the View (lta 
ba'i khyad par) by Ye-shay-day (ye shes sde), fo1252b, cf. 
Manuscrit Pelliot Tibetain 814, fo1. 5a seq. and Manu
scrit Pelliot Tibetain Il6, p.Il2 seq. For a detailed 
discussion of the historical progression in the usage of 
such tenninology in Tibet, see K. Mimaki's "The blo 
gsal grub mtha', and the Madhyamika Classification in 
Tibetan grub mtha' literature," and his Blo Gsal Grub 
Mtha' (Kyoto: Universite de Kyoto, 1982). 

Here Dzong-ka-ba only mentions that this way of 
dividing Madhyamikas exists and moves immediately to 
a discussion and rejection of a second way of dividing 
Madhyamikas - by way of how they assert the ultimate. 
(See appendix one for a detailed analysis of this ques
tion.) Dzong-ka-ba then returns to the first mode of 
division - by way of their assertions of conventional
ities; he sets forth Ye-shay-day's view and accepts it as a 
rough chronology but not as an all-inclusive division 
since Chandrakirti's PrasaIigika system could not be 
included within it. 

315 Sanskrit for these two terms taken from Ruegg's The 
Literature of the Madhyamaka School of Philosophy in 
India, P.58, who provides a reference for their use by 
the eleventh century scholar Advayavajra in his T attva
ratniivali, PP.14, 19 seq . 

. 316 Lo-den-shay-rap made this statement in his Epistolary 
Essay, Drop of Ambrosia (spring yig bdud rtsi'i lhigs pa). 
Lo-den-shay-rap's text does not appear to have survived, 
but it is incompletely cited in a commentary on it by the 
Sa-gya scholar Ser-dok PalJ-chen (gser mdog pa1J chen, 
1428-15°7) written in 1488, the Explanation of the 
"Epistolary Essay, Drop of Ambrosia", Magical Rosary 
Fulfilling All Wishes (spring yig bdud rtsi'i thigs pa'i rnam 
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bshad dpag bsam yong 'du'i /jon phreng) available in the 
Collected works of Gser-mdog PaI).-chen, (Thimphu, 
Bhutan: Kunzang Topgey, 1978) VoL24, 320.6-348.6. 
The passage to which Dzong-ka-ba refers is at 334.1.2: 
sgyu rna gnyis med chos kun mi gnas dbu rna pa'il lugs 
gnyis mam 'byed 'di yang rmongs pa mtshar skyed yin. 

317 See three notes above for Ruegg's reference to this 
division in Ye-shay-day's Features of the View. Sha-mar
den-dzin, 31.4-5, adds the further information that in 
Ye-shay-day's text there is no clear mention of even the 
names of Buddhapalita and Chandrakirti. 

318 See later in the text, 40rb.3-6, where Dzong-ka-ba 
cites a passage from ChandrakIrti's Autocommentary on 
the "Supplement to (Nagarjuna's) 'Treatise on the Middle 
Way''', in which Chandrakirti explicitly states that it is 
unsuitable to compare Prasailgika to any other propo
nents of tenets because the Prasailgika system is unique. 
Pa-bong-ka, 105.1, identifies Ba-tsap Nyi-ma-drak as 
someone who erroneously compares Chandrakirti to 
Vaibha~hika. 

319 In other words, even though the actual terms Svatantrika 
and Priisailgika as names of the two Madhyamika schools 
are not found in Chandrakirti's Clear Words, to separate 
these two terms out as names for the two schools is quite 
in accordance with the thought of the Clear Words in 
that a large portion of that text focuses on a defense of 
Buddhapalita's use of consequences (prasahga) and a 
rejection dBhavaviveka's use of autonomous (svatantra) 
syllogisms as means for generating in a person a correct 
understanding of emptiness, and these are concerned 
with a primary difference in tenet between the two 
systems. 

320 The full title of this text is Fundamental Stanzas on the 
Middle Way, Called "Wisdom" (dbu ma rtsa ba'i tshig 
le'ur byas pa shes rab ces bya ba, prajfuinamamUlamadh
yamakakarika). When cited in Tibetan texts, it is usually 
referred to by one of two abbreviated titles: Fundamental 
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Wisdom (rtsa ba shes rab, prajflamula) or Treatise on the 
Middle Way (dbu ma'i bstan bcos, madhyamakasiistra). In 
order to avoid the confusion that would be engendered 
by referring to the same text with multiple titles, I have 
chosen to cite the text always as the Treatise on the 
Middle Way regardless of which occurs in the Tibetan. 
Also, although the former abbreviated title is numeri
cally more prevalent, I have chosen to use the latter 
since it is more suggestive of the subject matter of the 
text while still not being overly long. 

CHAPTER THREE: STAGES OF ENTRY INTO 
SUCHNESS 

321 Here Dzong-ka-ba only mentions that the view of the 
transitory is the root of cyclic existence and, unlike his 
treatment in the Medium Length Exposition of Special 
I nsight, does not discuss at all the many questions that 
this suggests. At this juncture in the Medium Length 
Exposition of Speciallnsight, he goes into the matter in 
depth. See Thurman's translation, pp.u8-25, and 
Hopkins' translation, pp.8-50. 

322 This passage is found in the Dharamsala edition at the 
beginning of chapter eighteen, 284.1 - 1 I. The Sanskrit 
for the passage (La Vallee Poussin edition, 340.3-12, 
including correction by de Jong in "Textcritical Notes 
on the Prasannapada", [lndo-lranianJournal20 (1978), 
PP.25-59 and 217-52], p.224) is: 

yadi kleSiil) karmiiQi ca dehitS ca kartaras ca phalani ca 
sarvam etan na tattvaql kevalaql tu gandharvanagarad
ivad atatvam eva sattattvakareQ.a pratibhasate bala
niiIp / kiIp punar atra tattvaql kathaql va tattvasyavatiira 
iti// ucyatel adhyatmikabahyase~vastvanupalam
bhenadhyatmaql babis ca ya.1;t sarvathahaqlkarama
makaraparik~ya idam atra tattvaql/ tattvavatiiral;t 
puna.1;t/satkayadr~tiprabhaviin ase~ kleSiiIps ca 
do~iiIps ca dhiya vipasyan/atmiinam asya vi~ayaql ca 
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buddhva yogi karotyatmani~dham eva//ityadina 
madhyamakavataradvistareQavaseyal)// 

French translation by de Jong in Cinq Chapitres, p.l; 
English translation by Sprung on P.165. The Tibetan of 
the passage from Chandrakirti's Supplement to (Niigiir
juna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" can be found in La 
Vallee Poussin's edition of the Tibetan on P.233; La 
Vallee Poussin's translation of that into French is found 
in Museon XII (1911), p.282. 

This and the following two passages from the Clear 
Words as cited by Dzong-ka-ba differ in numerous small 
points from those passages in the Dharmsala edition of 
the Clear Words but none of the differences are substan
tive. The only difference which requires noting is that 
twice when citing Chandraklrti - once in the Clear 
Words and once in the [Auto] commentary - Dzong-ka
ba quotes phrases referring to the aggregates as the basis 
(gzhi) of designation as the self whereas Chandrakirti's 
texts themselves use the term cause (gyu). 

The Dharmsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba's text, 373a.2, 
has been corrected from snang ba yin no to snang ba yin 
na in accordance with the Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition of 
Dzong-ka-ba, 126.3, and the Sanskrit of the Clear Words. 

323 This follows almost immediately after the above passage, 
and is found in the Dharmsala edition, 284.12-285.2. 
The Sanskrit for the passage (La Vallee Poussin edition, 
340.13-15, with corrections from de long, p.224) is: 

iha yogi tattvam ava~u nirava~eSado~ 
parijihasur eva upaparik~ate kiIpmiilako 'yam samsara 
iti/ sa caivam upaparik~al) satkaya~timiilakaIp 
samsaram anupasyarps tasyas ca satkayadr~!er alamba
nam atmanam eva samanupasyannatmanupalambhac 
ca satkaya~!iprahaQaIp tatprahaQac ca sarvakleSa
vyavrtlil1l samanupasyan prathamataram atmanam 
evopaparlk~te ko 'yam atma narneti yo 'haIpkara
vi~yal)/ 

French translation by de Jong in Cinq Chapitres, 
pp.I-2; English translation by Sprung on P.165 -
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Sprung has not caught the sense of the passage. 
The Dhannsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba, 372a.6, has 

been corrected from 'jigs tslwgs la Ita ba spong to 'jig 
tslwgs la Ita ba spong in accordance with the Dhannsala 
edition of Chandrakirti's Clear Words and the Dra-shi
hlun-bo edition of Dzong-ka-ba, 127. I. 

324 The qualm is that all that has been described is a state of 
removing the obstructions to liberation - actions and 
afflictions - which is achieved even by Hinayanists, and 
no mention has been made of removing the obstructions 
to omniscience, which must be eliminated if one is to 
achieve Buddhahood. The second part of the qualm 
concerns the fact that all that is explicitly mentioned is 
reali7..ation of the selflessness of the person, whereas 
Mahayanists must realize the selflessness of both persons 
and all other phenomena. 

The Dhannsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba, 372b.4, has 
been corrected from tlwb ptii de klw na nyid to mob bya'i 
de klw na nyid in accordance with the Dra-shi-hlun-bo 
edition, 127.5, and the Delhi edition of the Annotations, 
185.2 • 

325 373a.l, text corrected from do'iyan lag to de'iyan lag in 
accordance with the Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition, 128.2, 
and the Delhi edition of the Annotations, 186.5. 

32() This passage is from chapter eighteen, Tibetan in 
Tibetan Government Printing Press edition, 288.10-20; 
Sanskrit for the passage (La Vallee Poussin edition, 
345.13-346.3, with corrections by de long, p.225) is: 

upadaya prajnapyamana eva tv avidyaviparyasanu
gatanamatmabhinivesaspadabhuto mumuk~ubhir 

vicaryate yasyedaIp. skandhapaiicakam upadanatvena 
pratibhasate kim asau skandhalak~a utaskandha
lak~a iti/ sarvatha ca vicarayanto mumuk~vo 
naivam upaJabhante bhavasvabhavatal}./ tadai~iiIp 

atmanyasati ciitniiyarp kuta eva bhavi~yati/ atman
upalambhad atmaprajnaptyupadanarp skandhapaiica
kam atniiyam api sutariiIp nopalabhantel yathaiva 
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hi dagdhe rathe tadaJiganyapi dagdhatvan nopalabh
yante evaIJ'l yogino yadaivatmanairatmyaIJ'l pratipad
yante tadaivatml-yaskandhavastunairatmyam apl 
niya1aIJ1 pratipadyantell 

French translation by de Jong in Cinq Chapitres, P.7; 
English translation by Sprung on pp.168-9. 

The Dhannsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba, 373a.2, has 
been corrected from ba rten to brten in accordance with 
the Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition, 128.3, and the Dharmsala 
edition of the Clear Words, 288.10. Also, the Dharmsala 
edition of Dzong-ka-ba, 373a.3, has been corrected in 
two places from dbyod to dpyod in accordance with the 
Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition, 128.4, and the Dharmsala edi
tion of the Clear Words, 288.13. 

327 Dzong-ka-ba's citation of this passage omits here the 
phrase "five aggregates" as an appositive to "the mine" 
which is found in both the Sanskrit and the Dharmsala 
Tibetan edition of the Clear Words. 

328 Chapter One, P.20.5-9 in the La Vallee Poussin edition 
of the Tibetan, pp. 17.20-18.3 in the Council of Cul
tural and Religious Affairs edition, commenting on 1.8. 
La Vallee Poussin's translation is found in Museon 8 
(1907) P.269. The passage cited from Nagarjuna's Pre
cious Garland is verse 1.35ab, for which the Sanskrit as 
cited in Hahn's Sanskrit-Tibetan-Chinese edition is: 

skandhagraho yavad asti 
tavad evaham ity apil 

Hopkins' translation of the Precious Garland verse is on 
p.22. 

329 Toh 3842, Tokyo sde dge Vo1.l, 240b.2, commenting on 
XVIII.2. An edited Tibetan text and English translation 
of chapter eighteen of Buddhapalita's text. by Christian 
Lindtner is available in the Indo-Iranian Journal 23 
(1981), PP.187-217. This passage is found on p.20I. 

330 See PP.50-1 for a discussion of this translation of the 
tenn dngos por smra ba (vastusatpadarthaviidin). 

331 The basic import of the qualm, according to Sha-mar-
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den-dzin, 40.3-44.4, is the following: Dzong-ka-ba, 
based on Chandrakirti, has just said that when one 
realizes the person as without inherent existence, one is 
at that point also able to realize phenomena as without 
inherent existence. In the Prasailgika system, whatever 
is without inherent existence is necessarily an imputed 
existent, aIld if one had realized that something - for 
example, the person - was an imputed existent, one 
would have realized that it was without inherent exist
ence. Therefore the qualm being raised is that since the 
non-PrasaIigika schools assert that the person is im
putedly existent, this must mean that those schools 
realize the non-inherent existence of the person and 
from this it would follow that they would realize the 
non-inherent existence of the aggregates. This is unac
ceptable from the viewpoint of Prasailgika which holds 
that selflessness is realized only by way of the Prasailgika 
view. Furthermore, that HInayiinists realize the selfless
ness of phenomena contradicts the tenets of the other 
Mahayana schools - ChittaIn3tra and Svatantrika -
which make the distinction that Hinayiinists realize only 
the selflessness of the person whereas Mahayiinists real
ize both the selflessness of persons and of phenomena. 

The essence of Dzong-ka-ba's response to this qualm 
is to make the distinction that although the non-Prasail
gika schools may assert that the person is imputedly 
existent, this does not mean that they realize the person 
to be imputedly existent and hence also does not mean 
that they realize the person to be without inherent 
existence. He makes this distinction based on the fact 
that even though in all Buddhist schools (with the 
possible exception of the Vatslputriyas) the person is 
asserted as imputedly existent, there are many different 
meanings of "imputed existence" and not all are accepted 
by all tenet systems nor is the meaning intended in the 
assertion of the person as imputedly existent the same in 
all tenet systems. 
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In the systems of the Vaibhii~hikas and the Sautran
tikas following scripture, imputed existent is coexten
sive with conventional truth, and its meaning can 
be understood from the definition of a conventional 
truth: that of which the mind apprehending it is suitable 
to be cancelled due to its being destroyed or broken 
down by the mind. The person is an imputed existent 
because the mind apprehending a person is cancelled 
when you remove all the parts of the person, as for 
instance, when you separate out the aggregates one by 
one. 

In the system of the Sautrantikas Following Reason
ing, ultimate truths are those things which exist from 
their own side without being merely imputed by names 
and thoughts, and conventional truths are those 
phenomena which are merely imputed by terms and 
thoughts. All impermanent phenomena are ultimate 
truths, and all permanent ones are conventional truths, 
and there is one meaning of substantially and imputedly 
existent which parallels this division, substantial exist
ence meaning the capacity to perform functions and 
imputed existence meaning an existent that lacks such 
capacity. In this sense the person is substantially existent 
since it is an impermanent phenomenon; however, there 
is another meaning for imputed existence based on 
whether or not a phenomenon can be identified without 
some other phenomenon having to appear to the mind, 
and in that sense the person is an imputed existent -
the person can only be identified by way of the aggregates 
appearing to the mind and thus is an imputed existent. 

The Chittamatrins and the Svatantrikas also rely 
mainly on that identification of the meaning of imputed 
existence when they posit the person as imputedly 
existent. 

In Prnsatigika, however, the term takes on quite a 
different meaning. Substantial existence is equated with 
inherent existence or existence in its own right whereas 
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imputed existence entails being merely nominally im
puted. In the PrasaIigika system nothing is substantially 
existent, and all phenomena including the person are 
merely imputedly existent. Thus the PrasaIigika mean
ing of the term is considerably more far-reaching and 
subtle than what is posited by the other schools of 
tenets. If one had realized the person to be imputedly 
existent in the PrasaIigika sense, then one would indeed 
have realized the person's lack of inherent existence, but 
the PrasaIigikas say that the lower schools have not 
realized that imputed existence. The name is the same; 
they assert the person to be merely imputedly existent, 
but they have not realized this subtle meaning. 

This same distinction holds true with respect to the 
response given in the next paragraph, that if one accepted 
the reasoning of the person raising the qualm, then one 
would be forced to assert that those Hmayanists - the 
Vaibha~hikas and Sauu-antikas Following Scripture -
who assert that gross objects such as eyes, sprouts, and 
so forth are imputedly existent would realize them to be 
without inherent existence. They do not realize such, 
and again the reason is that although they assert such 
gross objects to be imputedly existent, they do not 
realize this in the sense of its subtle meaning and hence 
do not realize non-inherent existence. That the non
Madhyamika schools do not themselves assert that 
phenomena other than the person lack inherent existence 
is supported by the fact that Haribhadra - a Svatan
trika-Madhyamika - feels the need to bring up and 
refute an objection by Proponents of True Existence to 
the Madhyamika assertion that such objects lack true 
existence. 

Dzong-ka-ba's wording of the qualm is a bit difficult 
to follow, and Sha-mar-den-dzin offers the most prom
ising line of explanation. In describing the objector's 
position, Dzong-ka-ba says: "Even the Proponents of 
True Existence of our own Buddhist sects who assert 
that the person is imputedly existent do not assert that 
the person is ultimately established." In fact, it is not 
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the case that all of the Proponents of True Existence do 
not assert that the person is ultimately established. For 
Vaibha~hika and Sautrantika Following Scripture, the 
person is asserted to be conventionally established, but 
for Sautrantika Following Reasoning and Chittamatra 
the person is asserted to be ultimately established. Thus 
Sha-mar explains the line as indicating something that is 
forced on one by reasoning when one interprets the 
meaning of imputed existence in accordance with the 
Prasarigika assertions. He interprets the passage as 
follows: 

Since the Proponents of True Existence assert that 
the person is imputedly existent, it is not suitable that 
they do anything else except not assert that [the 
person] is established ultimately. And, one must also 
assert that they realize that the person is not estab
lished ultimately. Therefore, in that case, they would 
realize that eyes and so forth are without inherent 
existence. (41.1 - 41.2) 

332 Clear Meaning Commentary is the title used in Tibetan 
traditions to refer to Haribhadra's Commentary on (Mait
reya's) "Ornament for Clear Realization" (mngon par rtogs 
pa'i rgyan ces bya ba'i 'grel pa, abhisamayiilarrJuiravrtti), 
P5191, Vol. 90. This passage is from chapter four, 
29I.4.3-29I.4.4, a point at which objections by the 
Proponents of True Existence are being discussed. 

333 The Dharmsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba, 374b.3, has 
been corrected from med to ming in accordance with the 
Dra-shi-blun-bo edition, 131.3, and the Delhi edition of 
the Annotations, 196. I. 

CHAPTER FOUR: MISIDENTIFYING THE OBJECT 
OF NEGATION 

334 Bodhicaryiivatiira, edited by Vidhushekhara Bhatta
charya, (Calcutta: The Asiatic Society, 1<)60), p.22I. 
The Sanskrit is: 
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kalpitaIp bhavam aspp:;!Va 
tadabhavo na grhyatel 

English translation by Marion Matics in Entering the 
Path of Enlightenment eN ew York: Macmillan Co., 1970), 
p.224, (mistranslated) and by Stephen Batchelor in A 
Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life (Dhannsala: 
Library of Tibetan Works & Archives, 1979), p.16I. 
Commentary by the contemporary Ge-Iuk-ba scholar 
Kelsang Gyatso in Meaningful to BeJwld (London: Wis
dom Publications, 1980), P.313. 

335 "Lose belief" translates the Tibetan term sun phyung ba. 
This term usually means "to refute" or "to eradicate"; 
however it is often used in contexts in which it must 
refer to the agent of the verb rather than the object and 
in those situations it is better translated as "to lose 
belief". For instance, if it were taken in this context as 
referring to the object of verb and were translated as 
"refute", the passage would read, ''you will refute the 
stages of the dependent-arising of cause and effect". 
This is something that cannot in fact be done, since the 
dependent -arising of cause and effect is a validly estab
lished existent. What can be done is that oneself will 
lose belief in those, and that such is the intention of the 
passage is supported by the remainder of the sentence, 
''whereby you will fall to an extreme of annihilation and 
due to just that view will be led to a bad transmigration." 
- The object of the action of the verb, the dependent
arising of cause and effect, has not been hanned due to 
being "refuted"; oneself, the agent of the verb, has been 
hanned due to a "loss of belief". 

336 A-gya-yong-dzin, 167.6-168.2, identifies those holding 
this position as the followers of the great translator of 
Ngok, Lo-den-shay-rap, and his spiritual sons as well as 
the followers of Tang-sak-ba (thang sag pa) and so forth, 
and says that from among those, Lo-den-shay-rap, Cha
ba-chO-seng (ehalphya pa eJws seng), Gun-kyen-rong-don 
(kun mkhyen rong ston), and so forth upheld Svatantrika 
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tenets whereas Bo-dong Chok-Iay-nam-gyel (bo dong 
phyogs las rnam rgyal) upheld the tenets of ChandrakIrti. 
See pp.85-7 and note 75 for further discussion. 

337 P795, Vo1.31, 283.5.1-283.5.2. The Sanskrit from the 
Vaidya edition, P.47, is: 

na cak~ul:l pramfu).rup. na srotra ghrfu.1aIp 
na jihva pramfu).rup. na kayacittaml 
pramfu).a yady eta bhaveyur indriya 
kasyaryamargeJ.la bhaveta karyamll 

338 La Vallee Poussin's edition of the Tibetan, p.II2.18. La 
Vallee Poussin's translation is found in Museon II 
(1910), P.308. 

339 La Vallee Poussin's edition of the Tibetan, 
p.122.14- 17· 
La Vallee Poussin's translation is found in Museon II 
(1910), P.315. 

340 376a.5, text corrected from don mi rigs to de ni mi rigs in 
accordance the Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition, 134.4, and the 
Delhi edition of the Annotations, 204.6. 

341 La Vallee Poussin's edition of the Tibetan, P.II4.4. La 
Vallee Poussin's translationisfoundinMuseon II (1910), 

P·309· 
342 376b. l , text corrected from rang gi ngo bos grub pas rang 

bzhin to rang gi ngo bos grub pa'i rang bzhin in accordance 
with the Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition, 134.6, and the Delhi 
edition of the Annotations, 205.6. 

CHAPTER FIVE: THE UNCOMMON FEATURE OF 
MADHYAMIKA 

343 This is part two of a heading that occurred in the 
previous chapter and was entitled "refuting an overly 
broad identification of the object of negation". Part one 
was a statement of others' assertions, and part two, 
begun here, is the demonstration that those assertions 
are incorrect. 
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344 The Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition, 135.3, reads dbu ma PA'] 

lanji itar btab pa whereas the Dharmsala edition, 376b.4, 
reads dbu ma PAS ian ji itar btab pa. The Dharmsala 
reading is preferred. 

345 Toh 3825, Tokyo sde dge VOl.I, 22b.4-5; The Tibetan 
is also available in Lindtner's Nagarjuniana, p.I60; his 
English translation is found on p.161. 

346 Chandraklrti makes a very clear statement to this effect 
in the Clear Words (Dharmsala edition of the Tibetan, 
421.18- 422.1; Sanskrit in La Vallee Poussin's edition, 
499·12- 13): 

You [Proponents of True Existence], superimposing 
a meaning of the non-existence of things as the 
meaning of emptiness, state [unwanted] consequences 
[to us]. We de not explain the meaning of emptiness 
as a meaning of the non-existence of things. Then 
what is it? It is a meaning of dependent-arising. 

For a discussion of the way in which the meaning of 
emptiness serves as the meaning of dependent-arising, 
see Hopkins' Meditation on Emptiness, PP.170-7I. 
Dzong-ka-ba gives a brief indication of this in his Ocean 
of Reasoning, Explanation of (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise on 
the M iddle Way", rje tsong kha pa'i gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i 
skor edition, 133.15-134.1 (commenting on Nagar
juna's Treatise on the Middle Way, XXIV.18ab): 

With respect to the way in which the meaning of 
emptiness serves as the meaning of dependent-arising, 
this is for Madhyamikas who have refuted inherent 
establishment with valid cognition, not for others. 
When such a Madhyamika explicitly ascertains in
ternal and external things as dependent -arisings which 
depend upon causes, in dependence upon the force of 
that very awareness, there is ascertainment of the 
meaning of the emptiness of inherent existence. For, 
[that Madhyamika] realizes that what is inherently 
established does not depend on any other and realizes 
with valid cognition that that is contradictory with 
dependent -arising. 
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347 The Tibetan is found in the Dhannsala edition of the 
Clear Words, p.400.1-2. The Sanskrit from La Vallee 
Poussin's edition, P.475, is: 

yadi siinyam idarp. sarvam udayo nasti na vyayal).1 
catiirI).am aryasatyanam abhavas te prasajyatell 

French translation by Jacques May can be found in 
Candrakirti Prasannapadii Madhyamakavrtti, p.206. 
English translation by Mervyn Sprung in the Lucid 
Expositian of the Middle Way is on p.223. 

348 Toh 3828, Tokyo sde dge VOl.I, 28a.2. The Sanskrit as 
found in Lindtner's Nagarjuniana, P.76, is: 
sarve~ bhavanfup. sarvatra na vidyate svabhavas 
cetl 
tvadvacanam asvabhavarp. na nivartayitmp svabhavam 
alamll 

English translation by K. Bhattacharya can be found in 
The Dialectical Method of Niigiirjuna, (Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1978), P.5. 

349 The Tibetan is found in the Dhannsala edition of the 
Clear Words, PP.42I.8-IO and 422.5-7. The Sanskrit 
from La Vallee Poussin's edition, PP.499 and 500, is: 

sftnyatayamadhilaYaIll YaIll punal). kurute bhavan! 
do~prasaIigo nasmakam sa sftnye nopapadyatel I 

sarvarp. ca yujyate tasya sftnyata yasya yujyate/ 
sarvarp. na yujyate tasya sftnyam yasya na yujyatell 

The translation of XXIV. I 3 follows the Tibetan word 
order which differs a bit from that of the Sanskrit but 
accords with ChandrakIrti's commentary on the verse. 
In XXIV. 14, the bracketing in of "system" as the 
referent of "that" is taken from Dzong-ka-ba's Ocean of 
Reasaning, Explanation of (Niigiirjuna's) "Treatise an the 
Middle Way", rje tsong kha pa'i gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i 
skor edition, 130.9. 

A French translation of these verses by Jacques May 
can be found in Candrakirti Prasannapadii Madhya
makavrtti, PP.233 and 234. English translation by 
Mervyn Sprung in the Lucid Exposition of the Middle 
Way is found on PP.234 and 235. 
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Note that XXIV.14 offers support for the view that 
Indian authors sometimes used the terms sunya - empty 
- and sunyata - emptiness - interchangeably; in this 
case Nagarjuna's switch from one to the other is seem
ingly detennined only by meter. Both were translated 
into Tibetan as stong pa nyid - emptiness. 

The Dhannsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba's text, 378a.l, 
reads gang de NGA fa mi 'thad do, whereas the Dra-shi
hlun-bo edition, 137.6, reads gang de DE fa mi 'thad do. 
The Dhannsala reading is supported by the Sanskrit. 

350 The Tibetan can be found in the Dhannsala edition of 
the Clear Words, 422.2-6. The Sanskrit from La Vallee 
Poussin's edition, 500.1-3, is: 

na ca kevalarp. tathoktado~aprasaIigo 'smatpak~e na
vatarati api khalu sarvam eva satyadivyavasthiinarp. 
sutariim upapadyata iti pratipadayann aha/ 
sarvarp. ca yujyate tasya sfmyatii yasya yujyate/ 

French translation by Jacques May can be found in 
Candrakirti Prasanrwpadii Madhyamakavrtti, P.234. 
May's translation is a bit loose, missing the "not only 
this, but also that" sense ofChandrakirti's commentary. 
English translation by Mervyn Sprung in the Lucid 
Exposition of the Middle Way is found on P.235. 

351 The twelve links of dependent-arising are (I) ignorance, 
(2) action, (3) consciousness, (4) name and form, (5) 
sources, (6) contact, (7) feeling, (8) attachment, (9) 
grasping, (10) existence, (II) birth, and (12) aging and 
death. The stages of the generation of the forward 
process are that through ignorance, actions are generated; 
through actions, consciousness is generated, and so 
forth, and thus the process of cyclic existence continues. 
The stages of the cessation of the reverse process is that 
through stopping ignorance, actions are stopped; 
through stopping actions, consciousness is stopped, and 
thus the process of cyclic existence can be brought to a 
halt, with the key to stopping the process being the 
removal of ignorance. 
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352 The Tibetan is found in the Dharmsala edition of the 
Clear Words, PP.425.1-3 and 426.5-7. The Sanskrit 
from La Vallee Poussin's edition, PP.503.10-II and 
505.2-3, is: 

yal;1 pratityasamutpadal;1 siinyatiiIp tiiIp pracak~mahe 
sa prajiiaptir upadaya pratipat saiva madhyamaJ/ 

apratitya samutpanno dharmal;1 kascin na yidyate/ 
yasmat tasmad asunyo 'hi dharmal;1 kascin na vidyate// 

The translation of verse 18 does not follow the Annola
tUms, but rather relies on the Sanskrit and Dzong-ka
ba's explanation of it in his Ocean of Reasoning, Expla
nation of (Nagarjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way". 
The bracketed material in the translation of verse 18 is 
taken from Dzong-ka-ba's Ocean of Reasoning, Explana
tion of (Nagarjuna's) "Treatise on the MiddLe Way", rje 
tsong kha pa'i gsung dbu ma'i Lta ba'i skor edition, 
132.8-11 and 134.7-8. 

French translation by Jacques May can be found in 
Candrakirti Prasannapada Madhyamakavrtti, PP.237 
and 239. Mervyn Sprung's interpretive English transla
tion can be found in the Lucid Exposition of the Middle 
Way on PP.238 and 239. 

353 Toh 3828, Tokyo sde dge Vol. I, 29a.5-6. The Sanskrit 
as edited by Johnston and Kunst in The DialecticaL 
Method of Nagarjuna, P.52 and 53, is: 

prabhavati ca siinyateyaIp. yasya prabhavanti tasya 
sarvarthal}. 

prabhavati na tasya kiIp cin na prabhavati siinyata 
yasyal/ 

yal;1 siinyatiiIp pratityasamutpadaIp. madhyamiiIp 
pratipadaIp. ca 

ekarthiiIp nijagada praI).amami tam apratima-
buddham// 

The Tibetan of the concluding homage as found in the 
Tokyo sde dge, both in Nagarjuna's Refutation of Objec
tUms (29a.6) and his Commentary on the Refutation of 
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Objections (Toh 3832, Vol.l, 137a.4) differs on one 
significant point from the way the verse is cited by 
Dzong-ka-ba. Dzong-ka-ba cites it as: 

gang zhig stong dang rten 'byung dang 
dbu ma'i lam du don gcig par 

It is found in those texts as 
gang zhig stong dang rten 'byung dag 
dbu ma'i lam du don gcig pari 

Whereas the latter versions would make the passage say 
that dependent -arising and emptiness are of one meaning 
as the Madhyamika path, Dzong-ka-ba has taken it as 
saying that dependent-arising, emptiness, and the Madh
yamika path are of one meaning. His interpretation is 
suppoI'ted by the Sanskrit and by Chandrakirti's state
ment in the ChandrakIrti's Clear Words (Dharmsala 
edition of the Tibetan, 426.3-5; La Vallee Poussin 
edition of the Sanskrit, 504.15-16) that emptiness, 
dependent designation, and middle path are different 
names for dependentarising. (th'i phyir th ltar na stong 
pa nyid dang/ brten nas gdags pa dang/ dbu rna'i lam zhes 
bya 'di dag ni rten cing 'brei par 'byung ba nyid kyi ming gi 
bye brag yin TID). 

English translation of these two verses by K. Bhatta
charya can be found in The Dialectical Method of Niigiir
juna, PP.47-8. 

354 Toh 3827, Tokyo sth dge VOl.I, 26b.4-5. As found in 
the Tokyo sth dge edition, translation by Shu-nu-chok 
(gzhon nu mchog), Dar-ma-drak (dar rna grags), and Ku 
(khu), the verse differs significandy in wording (though 
not in meaning) from that same verse as found in 
Nag3rjuna's Commentary qn the "Seventy Stanzas qn 

Emptiness" (Toh 3831, Tokyo sth dge Vol.l, 120b.3), 
translation by Jinamitra and Ye-shay-day (ye shes sth). 
See Lindtner's Nagarjuniana, P.32, for a discussion of 
different versions of the text and p.65 for his English 
translation of this verse. Dzong-ka-ba's citation of the 
verse is basically that found in Nagarjuna's Commentary. 
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There the verse reads: 
dngos po thams cad rang bzhin gyisl 
stong pa yin pas dngos mams kyisl 
rten 'byung de ni de bzhin gshegsl 
mtshungs pa med par nye bar bstan/I 

As cited by Dzong-ka-ba, the verse reads: 
dngos po thams cad rang bzhin gyisl 
stong pa yin pas dngos mams kyil 
rten 'byung phyir ni de bzhin gshegsl 
mtshungs pa med pas nye bar bstan/I 

Dzong-ka-ba's use of the genitive rather than the instru
mental in the second line and his use of the instrumental 
rather than the accusative in the fourth line accord with 
Nagarjuna's commentary on the verse (I2ob. 3 - 4): dgrws 
po thams cad rang bzhin gyis stong pa yin pasl dngos po 
mams kyi brten nas 'byung ba 'di de bzhin gshegs pas 1o/e 
bar bstan tol. Also Lindtner has edited the verse thus in 
his Nagarjuniana, p.64. It is difficult to explain Dzong
ka-ba's use in the third line of phyir rather than de, and I 
have not followed his reading in translating the verse. 

355 Toh 3825, Tokyo sde dge Vol. I, 22a.2-3. The Tibetan 
is also available in Lindtner's N agarjuniana, p. 1 14. The 
first line of stanza 43 reads DE dag gis ni in the Tokyo sde 
dge edition, whereas Dzong-ka-ba has cited it as GANG 

dag gis ni. Dzong-ka-ba's citation accords with Lindt
ner's edited edition and with sense. 

356 The Tibetan can be found in Lindtner's Nagarjuniana, 
PP.134 and 136. The Sanskrit from Lindtner is: 

svayarplq1arp paralq1aql dvabhy~ lqtam ahetukamJ 
tiirkikair i!jyate dul).kharp tvaya tflktaql pratityajamJI 

yal;1 pratityasamutpadal;1 siinyata saiva te mata! 
bhaval;1 svatantro nastiti sllphanadas tavatulal;1l I 

Dzong-ka-ba's citation of verse 21cd differs somewhat 
in wording from Lindtner's version, but the differences 
are not substantive. Dzong-ka-ba's says: 

rgyu med rtog ge pa yis 'dodl 
khyod kyis rten cing 'brei par gsungsll 
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Lindtner's version reads: 
rgyu med par ni rtog ge 'dod! 
khyod kyis brten nas 'byung bar gsungs/I 

It should be noted that the Tibetan translation of verse 
22 says stong pa (empty) rather than the stong pa nyid 
(emptiness) which would be a literal translation of the 
Sanskrit; "empty" fits the passage better, and again this 
would seem to support the view that the two Sanskrit 
terms were used somewhat interchangeably. Following 
the Tibetan, I have translated the term as "empty". 
However, the Tibetan also differs from the Sanskrit in 
the placement of the adjective "unequalled" (mnyam 
med, atula~); the Tibetan has it modify "you", whereas 
in the Sanskrit it agrees in gender and number with 
"lion's roar". In this, I have followed the Sanskrit. 

Lindtner's English translation is found on PP.135 and 
137 of his Nagarjuniana. 

CHAPTER SIX: DEPENDENT-ARISING AND 
EMPTINESS 

357 The Tibetan is found in the Dharmsala edition of the 
Tibetan, 422.7-423.10. The Sanskrit as found in La 
Vallee Poussin's edition, 500.5-501.8, is cited below. 
The material in brackets is missing from the Tibetan; 
see the following five notes. 

yasya hi sarvabhiivasvabhiivasooyateyarp yujyate tasya 
sarvametadyathopavarQitarp yujyatel katharp krtvaJ 
yasmatpratityasamutpadarp hi vayarp sooyatetivya
cak~mahe/ 

[yal). pratyayairjayati sa hyajato 
na tasya utpada svabhiivato 'stil 
yal). pratyayadhonu sa siinya ukto 
yal). siinyatfup. janati so 'pramattal)./I 

iti gathavacanatll siinyiil). sarvadharma ~svabhava
yogeneti prajiiaparamitabhidhanatl I] tasmadyasyeyarp 
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sunyata yujyate [rocate k~amate] tasya pratityasamut
pado yujyatel yasya pratitysamutpado yujyate tasya 
catvaryaryasatyani yujyantel kathatp iq1:va yasmat
pratityasamutpannameva hi dul)khatp bhavati napra
tityasamutpannatp! tacca nil)svabhavatvacchunyaml 
sati ca dul)khe dul)khasamudayo dul)khanirodho 
dul)khanirodhagamini ca pratipadyujyate tatasca 
dul)khaparijftanatp samudayaprahiiQ.atp mirodhasa
ksat:kara.Qatp margabhavana ca yujyate sati ca dul}.
khadisatyaparijftanadike phalani yujyante satsu ca 
phale~u phalastha yujyante satsu ca phalasthe~u 
pratipannaka yujyante satsu ca pratipannakaphala
sthe~u sarigho yujyate aryasatyanarp ca sadbhave sati 
saddharmo 'pi yujyate sati ca saddharme sarighe ca 
buddho 'pi yujyatel tatasca ~yapi ratnani yujyantel 
laukikalokottarasca padarthal}. sarve viSe~dhigama 
yujyantel dharmadharmatp. tatphalatp. [sugatirdur
gatir]laukikaSca sarvasatpvyavahara yujyanteil tad
evatp. 

sarvatp. ca yujyate tasya siinyata yasya yujatei 
[yasya sarvabhavasvabhavasiinyata yujyate tasya sar
vametadyathoditatp. yujyate Satp.padyata ityarthabll 
yasya tu siinyata [yathodita] na yujyate tasya pra
tityasamutpadabhavatsarvatp na yujyatel 

French translation by Jacques May can be found in 
Candrakirti Prasannapada M adhyarnakavrtti, PP.234 -6; 
English translation by Mervyn Sprung in the Lucid 
Exposition of the Middle Way is on PP.235-6. 

358 The Sanskrit here includes some material missing from 
the Tibetan: 
"For, a stanza [the Questions of the King of Nagas, 
Anavatapta, Sutra (klu'i rgyal po rna dros pas zhus pa'i 
mdo, anavataptanagarajaparipfcchasutra)] says: 

Whatever is produced from conditions is not produced; 
It does not have an inherent nature of production. 
Whatever depends upon conditions is said to be empty; 
One who knows emptiness is aware. 
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A Perfection of Wisdom Siitra [the One Hundred and 
Fifty Means Perfection of Wisdom Sutra (shes rab kyi pha 
rol tu phyin pa'i tshul brgya lnga bcu pa'i mdo, prajfuipii
ramitanayasatapaiiciiSatikiisiitra)] explains, 'All phenom
ena are empty in the manner of being without inherent 
existence'." Both of these passages are cited again in the 
Sanskrit four pages later (La Vallee Poussin edition, 
504.1 -7) and they are found there in the Tibetan 
(Dharmsala edition, 425.6- 13). 

359 The Sanskrit adds here two more tenus, "satisfactory" 
(rocate) and "pennissible" (k~amate). 

360 The Tibetan use of the verb "reasonable" (rigs pa) is not 
mirrored by the Sanskrit which says yujyate - translated 
into Tibetan in all other occurrences in this passage as 
rung ba, "suitable". 

361 The Sanskrit adds here as explanation of what those 
effects are, "good and bad transmigrations". 

362 The Sanskrit adds a sentence: "This means that for that 
[system] in which an emptiness of inherent existence of 
all things is suitable, all these things mentioned above 
are suitable and agreeable." 

363 Toh 3828, Tokyo sde dge Vol.I, 27b.5. There the 
Tibetan of the verse reads: 

rten mams 'byung ba'i dngos mams gang! 
de ni stong nyid ces brjod del 
gang zhig rten nas 'byung ba del 
rang bzhin med pa nyid yin nol 

Dzong-ka-ba has cited the verse as it is found in Nagar
juna's Commentary on the "Refutation of Objections" , Toh 
3832, Tokyo sde dge Vol.l, I26b.2-3: 

dngos mams rten nas byung ba gang! 
de ni stong nyid ces bya dang! 
gang zhig rten nas 'byung ba del 
rang bzhin nyid med yin par smral 

(Dzong-ka-ba's citation of the last life differs in word 
order: he has cited it as rang bzhin med nyid yin par 
smra.) There is no significant difference in meaning 
between the two versions. The Sanskrit for the verse, as 
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edited by Johnston and Kunst in The Dialectical Method 
of Niigiirjuna, P.23, mirrors the version found in the 
Refutation of Objections and is: 

yasca pratityabhavo bhavanfup sunyateti sa proktaJ 
yasca pratityabhavo bhavati hi tasyasvabhavatvam!1 

The translation here accords with Dzong-ka-ba's citation 
of the verse except for following the Sanskrit and the 
Refutation of Objections version of the Tibetan in taking 
the connective between the second and third lines as 
"for" rather than "and" as cited by Dzong-ka-ba and 
found in the Commentary on the "Refutation of Objections" 
verSlOn. 

An English translation by Bhattacharya can be found 
in The Dialectical Method of Niigiirjuna, P.17. 

364 Toh 3832, Tokyo sde dge VOl.l, 126b.3- 127a. 1. Dzong
ka-ba's citation of the passage differs on numerous small 
points from the Tokyo sde dge; none are significant. The 
Sanskrit as edited by Johnston and Kunst can be found 
in The Dialectical Method of Niigiirjuna, P.24. (The 
bracketed material is not in the Tibetan; see the follow
ing two notes): 

siinyat.arthaIp. ca bhavan bhaviinamanavasaya pravrtta 
upaIambhatp vaktwp. tvadvacanasya nil).svabhavatvad
bhaviinfup svabhavaprati~o nopapadyata itil iha 
hi yal.I pratityabhavo bhavan3Ip sa siinyata/ kasmatl 
nil).svabhavatvatl ye hi pratityasamutpanna bhavas te 
na sasvabhava bhavanti svabhavabhavatl kasmatl 
hetupratyayasapek~tvatl yadi hi svabhavato bhava 
bhaveyul:t, pratyakhyayapi hetupratyayatp ca bha
veyul)./ na caivatp bhavantil tasmannil).svabhava nil).
svabhavatvacchiinya ityabhidhiyantel evatp madlyam
api vacanaIp pratityasamutpannatvannil).svabhavatp 
nil).svabhavatvacchiinyamityupapannam! yatha ca 
pratityasumutpannatvat svabhavasunya api [ratha ]pa
taghatadayal.I sve~u sve~u karye~u [ka~P1atp).amrtta
haraI).e] madhudakapayasarp dharaI).e sltavatatapap
aritrfu).a[prabhrti~u] vanante, evam[idatp] madIya
vacanatp pratityasamutpannatvan nil).svabhavamapi 
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nil).svabhavatvaprasadhane bhavanatp vartatel tatra 
yaduktarp nil).svabhavatvat tvadiyavacanasya [su
nyatvarp sunyatvattasya ca tena] sarvabhavasvabhava
prati~dho nopapanna iti tannal 

English translation by Bhattacharya is found in The 
Dialectical M etlwd of N iigiirjuna, pp. I7 - 18. 

365 The Tibetan omits a third example found in the Sanskrit 
- that a cart is able to carry wood, straw, and earth. 
Also, whereas the Tibetan says that pots are able to 
receive and hold honey and so forth, the Sanskrit says 
only that they can "hold" (dhiirane) those, and though 
the Tibetan speaks of "milk soup" ('0 thug), the Sanskrit 
term seems just to mean "milk" (payas). 

366 The Tibetan omits a phrase found in the Sanskrit. The 
final sentence reads in the Sanskrit, with the omitted 
portion underlined: "Therefore, that which [you] said, 
'Your words, due to being without inherent existence 
are empty; and due to being empty, the refutation by them 
of the inherent existence of all things is not feasible,' is 
not so." 

367 Sha-mar-den-dzin, 51.3-6, points out that one has to 
understand that the "ascertainment" Dzong-ka-ba 
speaks of in this paragraph is not actual ascertainment 
even though the usual usage of the term is to indicate 
correct and incontrovertible realization. Were one actu
ally to have ascertained the non-inherent existence of 
phenomena, one would have realized that the meaning 
of the emptiness of inherent existence is the meaning of 
dependent-arising, and would not be left with an inabil
ity to posit cause and effect in one's own system. Thus, 
Dzong-ka-ba's referent here is to an erroneous ascer
tainment based on not having made the difference 
between non-existence and non-inherent existence. This 
is similar to the way in which Nihilists are sometimes 
said to have the view of non-inherent existence, even 
though they have not realized such, based on the fact 
that they propound cause and effect not to inherently 
exist - since they propound them not to exist at all. 
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The bracketed material in the passage is from Pa
bong-ka, 109.2-3. 

In the Dharmsala text of Dzong-ka-ba, 38Ia.s, drangs 
med has been corrected to drang sa med in accordance 
with the Dellii and Berkeley editions of the Annotations 
(pp. 229.2 and 42b.7, respectively); 38Ia.6 drangs med 
has been corrected to drang sa med in accordance with 
the Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition of Dzong-ka-ba, 144.6, and 
both editions of the Annotations (pp.229.3 and 43a.2, 
respectively). 

368 The Tibetan is found in the Dharmsala edition of 
Chandrakirti's Clear Words, 420.11 -13. The Sanskrit 
for this verse as found in La Vallee Poussin's edition, 
P.498, is: 

atasca pratyudavfttaIp. cittaIp. desayiturp munely 
dharmaIp. matvasya dharmasya mandairduravaga

haWp// 
The Dharmsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba, 38Ib.2, has 
been corrected from zhen to zhan. 

French translation by Jacques May can be found in 
Candrakirti Prasannapada Madhyamakavr;tti, P.233. 
English translation by Mervyn Sprung in the Lucid 
Exposition of the Middle Way is on P.234. 

369 PS6S8, Vol.129, 176.1-3. The Sanskrit from Hahn, 
Niigiitjuna's Ratnavali, P.46, reads: 

SarIrasucitii tiivat 
sthiila pratyak~gocara/ 

satataIp drSyamanapi 
yada citte na ti~thatil/ 

tadatisUk~mo gambhIral). 
saddharmo 'yam analayal:t/ 

apratyak~ katharp citte 
sukhenavatari~yatill 

sambudhyasman nivftto 'bhfld 
dharm.aIp. desayiturp munil;tl 

durjftanam atigambhIryaj 
jftatva dharmam imaIp. janail)// 
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English translation by J. Hopkins in The Precious Gar
land and the Song of the Four Mindfulnesses, P.34. 

370 The Peking edition of the Tibetan uses here the verb 
"appear" (snang) rather than "remain" (gnas) as cited by 
Dzong-ka-ba. Dzong-ka-ba's use of "remain" is sup
ported by the Sanskrit (t4thati), and Michael Hahn has 
also given it as the primary reading in his edition of the 
text. 

371 With respect to the term "subtle" in the second line of 
the verse, Dzong-ka-ba's citation of phra zab - "subtle 
and profound" - has been changed to phra rab -
"subtle" - to avoid redundancy with the term "pro
found" in the fourth line. Sha-mar-den-dzin, 51.6- 52.3, 
suggests this correction, citing Gyel-tsap's Commentary 
on (Niigiirjuna's) "Precious Garland" and many editions 
of Nagarjuna's text in which phra rab appears; this also 
accords with the Sanskrit (a~), with the Peking 
edition of the Tibetan, and with Michael Hahn's edition 
of the text. In line four Dzong-ka-ba has used the verb 
"enter" ('jug); whereas both the Peking edition of the 
Tibetan and Hahn's edition have the verb "appear" 
('char), Dzong-ka-ba's use of "enter" is supported by 
the Sanskrit (avattzr4yati). 

372 This is the second part of a topic that began on the first 
page of chapter five - "Showing that those systems [of 
those who negate too much] refute the uncommon 
distinguishing feature of Madhyamika". The first part, 
which occupied all of chapter five and chapter six to this 
point, was "Identifying the distinguishing feature of 
Madhyamika." 

373 This was cited in the previous chapter; see P.183. 
374 This was also cited in the previous chapter; see p.183. 
375 This is a paraphrase of a passage from Chandraklrti's 

Clear Words commenting on XXIV.13-14 that was 
cited in the previous chapter, see P.184. 

376 This can be found in La Vallee Poussin's edition of the 
Tibetan, 123.11-16. La Vallee Poussin's translation 
into French is in Muston, 1910, PP.315-16. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: MADHY AMIKA RESPONSE 

377 This is third of three subdivisions to the topic, "Showing 
that those systems [which negate too much] refute the 
uncommon distinguishing feature of Madhyamika". 
The topic began on the first page of chapter five, and 
the first two subheadings, "Identifying the distinguish
ing feature of Madhyamika" and "How those systems 
refute that distinguishing feature" formed the subject 
matter of chapters five and six. 

378 Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandraklrti's 
Clear Words, 423.15-17 and 424.3-4. Sanskrit in La 
Vallee Poussin's edition, 502.1-2 and 502.7-8: 

sa tvam do~atmaniyiinasmasu paripatayanJ 
asvamevabhirUQ.hal.l sannasvamevasi vismrtal}ll 

svabhiivadyadi bhiiviiniiIp. sadbhiivamanupasyasiJ 
ahetupratyayiin bhaviirpstvamevarp sati.pasyasiJl 

French translation by Jacques May in Candrakirti Pra
sannapada Madhyamakavrtti, P.236. 

379 Whereas the second line as found in La Vallee Poussin's 
edition and in the Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words reads nga layongs su sgyur byed pa, as cited 
by Dzong-ka-ba it reads nga la skyon du sgyur byed pa. 
Although the basic meaning is the same in either case, 
the English translation reflects Dzong-ka-ba's repetition 
of the word "faults". 

380 Whereas this line as found in La Vallee Poussin's 
edition and in the Dharmsala edition of Chandraklrti's 
Clear Words reads de Ita yin na dngos po rnams, as 
cited by Dzong-ka-ba it reads de Ita yin na dngos po kun 
- "all things" rather than just "things" in the 
plural. The English translation reflects Dzong-ka-ba's 
citation. 

381 Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandraklrti's 
Clear Words, 426.20 and 427. I -2. Sanskrit in La Vallee 
Poussin's edition, 5°5.18 and 506.1: 

yadyasiinyamidarp sarvamudayo nasti na vyayal}l 
catiir:Q.iimiiryasatyiiniimabhiivaste prasajyatei I 
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French translation by Jacques May in Candrakirti Pra
sannapadii M adhyamakavrtti, P.240. 

Nagarjuna has simply changed the word "empty" 
from stanza one of chapter twenty-four (cited in chapter 
five of the translation when setting forth an objection by 
the Proponents of True Existence) to "not empty" and 
thrown the very same consequence back to the Propo
nents of True Existence as he had them thrOVl at the 
Madhyamikas. Stanza one reads: 

If all this were empty, 
There would be no arising and no disintegration; 
It would follow that for you [Madhyamikas] 
The four noble truths would not exist. 

382 This is commentary on XI. 10. Toh 386S, Tokyo sde dge 
Vol.8, 17Sb.2-3. Sanskrit in Haraprasad Shastri, 
492 . 13- I S: 

vastusatpadarthavadino hi yavattasya vastuno 'stitVaql 
tavattathasvariipasyaiva yadarthasvariipa[ na ]dhigam
astadiisya tadvastu sarvvathabhavat kharavi~apra
khyamiti dvayavadanatikramat asya sarvvam
evabhisamihitaIp durghataIP jayateJ 

Note that this provides a Sanskrit source (vastusatpadii
rthavadin) for the Tibetan term dngos po yod par smra ba 
(Proponent of True Existence) which is usually abbrevi
ated in Tibetan to dngos smra ba. See pp. so- 1 for a 
discussion of this term and the reasons for translating it 
as "Proponent of True Existence". 

383 Dzong-ka-ba's citation of this passage omits here the 
word de ltar, "accordingly" which is found in the Tokyo 
sde dge edition of the text, I7Sb.2, and in the Sanskrit, 
tatJui. 

384 384b.1 Ita bur byas corrected to Ita bur bya sa in accord
ance with the Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition of Dzong-ka-ba's 
text, 1 S 1 . I, and the Berkeley edition of the Annotations, 
sob·S· 

38S 384b.2, dngos med mi 'gro corrected to dngos med du mi 
'gro in accordance with the Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition of 
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Dzong-ka-ba's text, 151.2, and both editions of the 
Annotations. 

386 This is commentary following XVIl.30. The Tibetan is 
found in the Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's Clear 
Words, 280.1 - 13. Sanskrit from La Vallee Poussin's 
edition, 329.10- 17, incorporating emendations suggest
ed by De Jong in "Textcritical Notes", p.222: 

atrahaJ yadyevarp na.i.Q.svabhavyarp bhavaniiIp vyava
sthapitarp bhavati yattarhyetaduktarp bhagavata 
svayarp lq1:asya karma.r:ta1:t svayameva vipakaQ. praty
anubhavitavya iti tadetatsarvamamuna nyayenapalqt
arp bhavatil karmaphalapavadacca pradhananastiko 
bhavanitill ucyate! na vayarp nastikruy nastyastitvad
vayavadanirasena tu vayarp nirviiI).apuragfuninamad
vayapatharp abhidyotayamaQ.I na ca vayarp karma
kartfphaladikarp nastiti briima1:t kiIp tarhi ni1}.svabha
vametaditi vyavasthapayamaQ.I I atha manyase! ni1}.sva
bhavaniiIp bhavaniiIp vyaparakarll1:wlUpapattestad
avastha eva do~ itill etadapi nasti sasvabhavanameva 
vyaparadarSananniQsvabhavanameva ca vyaparadar
Sanati 

Dzong-ka-ba's citation of the passage differs on numer
ous small points from the Dharmsala edition of Chan
draldrti's text; none affect the meaning. 

French translation by Lamotte in "Le Traite de l'acte 
de Vasubandhu, KarmasiddhiprakaraI}.a", MCR 4, 
1936, P·285· 

387 385a.2 text corrected from rar bzhin to rang bzhin in 
accordance with the Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition of Dzong
ka-ba's text, 152.2, and both editions of the Annotations. 

388 This is commentary leading into XIV.23. Toh 3865, 
Tokyo sde dge Vo1.8, 220b.4-6. Sanskrit does not 
survive. Dzong-ka-ba's citation of the passage differs on 
four small points - none significant - from the passage 
as found in the Tokyo sde dge edition; on three of those 
points Dzong-ka-ba's reading is supported by the version 
of Chandraldrti's text found in the Nar-tang edition of 
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the Tibetan canon as cited by Vidhushekhara Bhatta
charya in his The Catu~sataka of Aryadeva (Calcutta: 
Visva-bharati Bookshop, 1931), p.226. 

389 This is conunentary surrounding XI.25. Toh 3865, 
Tokyo sde dge Vol.8, 182b.6- 183a.4. Sanskrit does not 
survIve. 

Ge-shay Palden Drakpa explained that this passage 
about memory consciousnesses being unreal - not truly 
existent yet also not totally non-existent - was cited as 
an easy example to show how falsities - all conventional 
phenomena - could still perfonn functions even though 
they lack inherent existence. Sha-mar-den-dzin, 
54.5-57.2, offers explanation of the passage and its 
context within Aryadeva's Four Hundred which, in 
sununary fonn is: Some non-Buddhists state as a proof 
that time is pennanent and truly established the fact 
that one can remember past objects, specifically, former 
births, thinking, "In an earlier birth, I was such and 
such." As an answer to this, Aryadeva set forth XI.25: 

Things already seen do not appear. 
A [former] mind is not produced again [i.e., a past 

eye consciousness is not generated again today]; 
Therefore, the "memory consciousness" which arises 

is only an unreal [ subject] 
With respect to an object which is unreal. 

This means that even though the object known in the 
past does not reoccur in the present, nor does the 
consciousness which knew that object in the past occur 
again, nonetheless one does generate a memory con
sciousness taking that past object to mind as if it were a 
present object. In that the object of that memory con
sciousness is unreal, i.e., not existing at present, the 
memory consciousnessness taking it to mind is also 
unreal in that the object appears to it to exist at present 
whereas it does not. 

However, as ChandrakIrti goes on to make very 
explicit, that something is "unreal" does not mean that 
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it is totally non-existent. For instance, the past object is 
something that could be remembered and which pro
duced effects. 

Karen Lang's translation of this verse is found on 
P.407 of her dissertation; I disagree with her treatment 
of lines c and d, having based my translation on the 
commentary cited above. 

In both editions of Dzong-ka-ba's text (Dharmsala 
edition, 386a.4; Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition, 154.4) nges na 
should be corrected to des na in accordance with the 
Tokyo sde dge edition of Chandrakrrti's Commentary on 
(Aryadeva's) "Four Hundred", 183a.l, further support 
on 182b.4. Dzong-ka-ba's citation of the passage differs 
on a number of small points from the version found in 
the Tokyo sde dge edition of Chandraklrti's text; none 
are significant. 

390 For Dzong-ka-ba, a negative is a negative, and two 
negatives make a positive. Thus, there is no difference 
between "non-existent" (med pa) and "is not existent" 
(yod pa ma yin); their meaning is identical - a negation 
of existence. Also, there is no difference between "not 
non-existent" (med pa ma yin) and "existent" (yod pa); 
in the former case, the two negatives cancel each other 
out, leaving the positive, "existence". Those who try to 
make such differences are seeking to take literally the 
famous Madhyamika tetralemma, "not existent, not 
non-existent, not both, and not neither", and Dzong
ka-ba rejects the attempt as unacceptable, saying that 
instead one must understand what is intended by those 
negations - that "not existent" means "not inherently 
existent" and "not non-existent" means "not utterly 
non-existent" . 

391 Lindtner, Nagarjuniana, P.79. Sanskrit: 
nail:lsvabhavyanivrttau svabhavyarp hi prasiddharp 
syatJ/ 

English translation by Bhattacharya in The Dialectical 
Method of Nagarjuna, p.20. 
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392 DZl"Ing-ka-ba is making a very strong statement that 
Madhyamikas do rely on dichotomies in their analyses; 
in some situations, the possibilities are limited to two, 
and by ruling out one, the other is established. In 
support of this, he cites a passage from Nagarjuna's 
Refutation of Objections, that if non-inherent existence 
were to be ruled out, inherent existence would be 
established. The converse of this is also true - if 
inherent existence is ruled out, non-inherent existence is 
established. This is, for Dzong-ka-ba, a basic principle 
of Madhyamika and is what makes it possible for them 
to assert a positive system of non-inherent existence; it 
is not that Madhyamikas are merely negative, ruling out 
each possibility that comes along, but forever waiting 
for another that will have to be refuted in time. Rather, 
by limiting the possibilities to inherent existence and no 
inherent existence, they have ruled out inherent exist
ence and established no inherent existence as the mode 
of being of all that exists. 

The Dhannsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba's text, 387a.5, 
has been corrected from bzos med to bzo sa med in 
accordance with the Dra-shi-blun-bo edition, 156.4. 

393 The Tibetan verb of being takes two fonns, one onto
logical - "exists" (yod pa) and "does not exist" (med pa) 
- and one linking - "is" (yin) and "is not" (min). Some 
might try to claim that the rule of two negatives making 
a positive and the equivalency of "not-is" (ma yin) and 
"is not" (min) is true of the linking fonn but not the 
ontological. Dzong-ka-ba rejects this, saying that the 
same rules apply to both. 

394 Because in Madhyamika texts, the possibilities of 
"exists" (yod pa) and "does not exist" (med pa) are both 
rejected, these misinterpreters try to propound, "is not 
existent and is not non-existent" (yod min med min). 
However, those same Madhyamika texts reject four 
possibilities - exists, does not exist, both exists and 
does not exist, and neither exists nor does not exist. 
According to Dzong-ka-ba, by accepting "is not existent 
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and is not non-existent", these misinterpreters of Madh
yamika are in effect asserting that which is neither 
existent nor non-existent - the fourth of the four 
possibilities - and thus would themselves be contradict
ing the words of the Madhyamika texts that they are 
trying so hard to take literally. 

395 Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandraklrti's 
Clear Words, 235.9- 10. Sanskrit in La Vallee Poussin's 
edition, 272.14 and 273.3: 

astiti sasvatagraho nastityucchedadarSamup. 
tasmadastitvanastitve nasrlyeta vicak~aI).al;t 

Dzong-ka-ba's citation of the third line differs a bit from 
the Tibetan cited in both of the above mentioned 
editions. There the line reads: de phyir yod dang med pa 
lao As cited by Dzong-ka-ba it reads: de phyir yod med 
gnyis ka lao I have reflected Dzong-ka-ba's use of gnyis 
ka by including the word "either" in the translation. 

396 Chandraklrti equates viewing existence and non-exist
ence with views of inherent existence and inherent non
existence in his commentary leading into the verse just 
cited. This is based on the ambiguity of meaning of the 
term bhiiva (Tib. dngos po); see above, P.203, where 
Dzong-ka-ba discusses the different meanings of this 
term. Chandraklrti says (Tibetan in the Dharmsala 
edition of Chandraklrti's text, 235.8-9; Sanskrit in La 
Vallee Poussin's edition, 272.II-I2): "Nowadays some 
conceive things as existing and as not existing; with 
respect to such conception, [Nagarjuna said that] it is 
definitely only the case that: 'Saying exists, ... ,,, The 
passage about to be quoted comes immediately following 
Chandraklrti's citation of the last two lines of XV.IO 
and is found in the Dharmsala edition of the Tibetan on 
235.13-236.1; Sanskrit in La Vallee Poussin's edition, 
273·4-9: 

kasmatpunarbhavabhavadarSane sati sasvatoccheda
darsanaprasaIigo bhavatitil yasmatl asti yaddhisva
bhavena na tannastiti sasvataIp. nastidarumabhfIt
pfIrvamityucchedal;t prasajyatell 
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yatsvabhavenastityucyate svabhavasyanapayitvanna 
tatkada cidapi nastiti evam svabhavasyastitvabhy
upagame sati sasvatadacianamapadyatel piirvaIp ca 
vartamanavasthayarp bhavasvariipamabhyupetye
danllp. tadvina~tatvannastiti pascidabhyupagac
chata ucchedadacianaIp prasajyatell 

397 The Tibetan clearly treats "later" as a gloss for the tenn 
"now", now being later than the earlier assertion of 
inherent existence. In the Sanskrit, it is placed as an 
adverb of time, modifying the verb "assert". Although 
the difference in meaning is not great, the Tibetan 
seems more clear. 

398 See Buddhapalita's commentary leading into XV.lI 
(Toh 3842, Tokyo sde dge Vol. I , 226b.I): "To explain 
the way in which the fallacy of having views of pennan
ence and annihilation is entailed if one views existence 
and nonexistence [Nagarjuna says]: 

Whatever exists inherently is permanent 
Since it does not become non-existent. 
H one says that what arose fonnerly [as inherently 

existent] is now non-existent, 
Through that [an extreme of] annihilation is entailed." 

399 There are two ways that one can misunderstand empti
ness, and through either one one comes to have a view 
of annihilation. The first mentioned, "propounding that 
the emptiness which is the absence of inherent existence 
is not the excellent emptiness" is the position taken by, 
for example, the Buddhist Vaibha~hikas and Sautran
tikas, who say that the emptiness of inherent existence 
asserted by Madhyamika goes too far and thus is not the 
true emptiness taught by Buddha. They fall to an 
extreme of annihilation as has been discussed in the 
preceding pages citing XV. II cd of Nagarjuna's Treatise 
on the Middle Way through propounding the destruction 
of some inherently existent thing, this being an extreme 
of annihilation since whatever existed inherently could 
never be destroyed. 
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The other way one can misunderstand emptiness and 
fall into an extreme of annihilation is to assert that the 
absence of inherent existence means the non-existence 
of everything. Dzong-ka-ba would include in this group 
those Tibetan interpreters of Madhyamika who from his 
viewpoint negate too much. The two modes of miscon
ception are introduced in this order, but are then dis
cussed by Chandraklrti in the passage about to be cited 
in reverse order - first those who negate too much and 
then those who reject the Madhyamika emptiness. 

Distinguishing these two is important at this point in 
Dzong-ka-ba's argument because those who take the 
position that the Madhyamika reasonings negate all 
phenomena try to protect themselves from the charge of 
having fallen to an extreme of annihilation by limiting 
what is meant by such an extreme to only the fonner 
meaning, and cite in their support XV. I I from Nagar
juna's Treatise. Thus, Dzong-ka-ba spells out clearly 
that there are these two types of extreme of annihilation 
and suggests the absurd consequence that if there were 
only the fonner, then even the worldly Materialists -
who are universally accepted as Nihilists having a view 
of annihilation - would have to be considered not to 
have such a view. They are considered Nihilists because 
they reject as non-existent fonner and future lives, the 
kannic doctrine of the effects of one's actions, and so 
forth, saying that these do not exist and never have; if in 
order to have a view of annihilation, one had to be 
propounding the later non-existence of something one 
asserted as having fonnerly existed, then these Material
ists would not be Nihilists since they never propounded 
those things to exist. 

400 Tibetan in the Dhannsala edition of Chandraklrti's 
Clear Words, 417.20. Sanskrit in La Vallee Poussin's 
edition, 495. I: 

vinaSayati dur~tii su.nyata mandamedhasatpl 
French translation by Jacques May in Candrakirti Pra-
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sannapada Madhyamakavrtti, p.229. 
401 Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's 

Clear Words, 418.19-419.10. Sanskrit in La Vallee 
Poussin's edition, 495.12-496.9: 

yadi tiivatsarvamidarp sfmyrup. sarvrup. nastiti parikal
payettadasya mithya~!irapadyate/ yathoktrup. 

vinasayati dur~to 
dharmo 'yam avipascitaIp! 
nastitii~psamale 
yasmad asmin nimajjati// 

atha sarvapavadarp kartwp. necchati tada niyatamasya 
siinyatiiyiil). pratik~pa apadyate/ kathrup. hi namanu 
bhavai) sakalasurasuranaralokairupalabhyamana api 
sfmya bhavi~yanti/ tasmanna nil)svabhavarthal). 
siinyatartha ityevam pratiksipya saddharmavyasana
samvartaniyena p~pakena· karmana niyatamapay-
[a]nyayat// . 
yathoktamiiryaramavalyiiml 

aparo 'py asya durjiiiiniin 
miirkhal;t pa.t;lQitaIll3nikal)./ 

pra~pa~titm3 
yity avicim adhomukhal.tl / iti/ 

French translation by Jacques May in Candrakirti 
Prasannapada MadhyamakaV1Jli, P.231. 

English translation by Jeffrey Hopkins of the two 
verses from the Precious Garland in The Precious Garland 
and the Song of the Four Mindfulnesses, PP.34-5. 

402 As cited in editions of Nagirjuna's Precious Garland 
(Hahn, PP.46-47, and P5658, VOl.129, 176.1.3), the 
line reads "understood wrongly" (log par shes gyur na, 
durjfuito) . 

403 The Sanskrit here differs from the Tibetan. Following 
the Sanskrit the above passage reads: "On the other 
hand, if you do not assert a deprecation of all [phenom
ena], then [still] an abandonment of emptiness occurs, 
saying, 'How could these so-called "things", being ob
served by the entire world of gods, demi-gods, and 
humans be empty? Therefore, the meaning of an absence 
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of inherent existence is not the meaning of emptiness.'" 
404 As cited by Dzong-ka-ba, the first line ends in na - "if" 

or "when". However, as cited in the Peking edition of 
the Precious Garland, 176.1.3, and in the Dharmsala 
edition of Chandrakirti's Clear Words, 419.8, it ends in 
nas, the ablative particle. This reading is supported by 
the Sanskrit durjiianiit. Translated in accordance with 
this reading, the first line would read, "Further, from 
holding this [doctrine] wrongly,". 

405 Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words, 418.2-6. Sanskrit in La Vallee Poussin's 
edition, 495.3-5: 

saIpvrtisatyatp hyajiianamatrasamutthapitatp nil).sva
bhavatp buddhva tasya paramarthalak~fu11 sun
yat3m pratipadyamano yogi nantadvaye patati kim 
tadasidyadidanup nastityevatp purvatp bhavasvabha
vanupalambhatpascadapi nastit3m na pratipadyate 

French translation by Jacques May in Candrak'irti Pra
sannapadii Madhyamakavrtti, p.229. 

Bracketed material in the translation of the passage 
taken from Sha-mar-den-dzin, 64.3-6. Sha-mar takes 
the final verb in the passage as "conceive" (rtog) rather 
than "realize" (rtogs) as cited by Dzong-ka-ba. Sha
mar's reading would be more comfortable, but Dzong
ka-ba's is supported by the Dharmsala edition of 
Chandrakirti's text and by the Sanskrit. 

406 The remainder of the chapter is no longer primarily 
concerned with rejecting the position of those Madhya
mika interpreters who negate too much, but instead lays 
out directly the way in which true Madhyamikas - i.e., 
Chandrakirti and Buddhapalita - defend themselves 
from the charges that Madhyamikas are no different 
from Nihilists. 

407 Chapter eighteen, commentary that comes between 
verses seven and eight. Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition 
of Chandrakirti's Clear Words, 302.4-17. Sanskrit in 
La Vallee Poussin's edition, 368.4 - 12; bracketed mater
ial is missing from the Tibetan (see the following note): 
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nastikavisi~ta madhyamika yasmatkuSalakuSalatp. 
karma kartararp ca phalarp ca sarvarp ca 10kaIp. 
bhavasvabhavasUnyamiti bruvatel nastika api hyetan
nastiti bruvate! tasmannastikavisi~ta madhyamika itill 

naivarpl kutal}/ pratityasamutpadavadino hi madh
yamika [hetupratyayan prapya] pratitya samutpan
natvatsarvamevehalokaparalokaIp. ni1:)svabhavarp 
varI).ayanti/ [yatha svariipavadino naiva] nastikaQ 
pratityasamutpannatvad [bhava]svabhavaSiinyatvena 
na paralokadyabhavam pratipannaJ:t kim tarhi aiha
laukikarp vastujatamupalabhya svabhavatastasya 
paralokad ihagamanamihalokacca paralokagamanam
apasyanta ihalokopalabdhapadarthasadrSapadarthiin
tarapavadarp kurvanti/I 

French translation by de long in Cinq Chapitres de la 
Prasannapadii, P.25. 

408 The Sanskrit includes here a phrase not found in the 
Tibetan, "[arising upon] a meeting of causes and condi
tions" (hetupra~ayiin priipya). Also, the above phrase 
"and so forth" is found only in the Tibetan. The next 
sentence includes in the Sanskrit a phrase missing from 
the Tibetan, svarilpaviidirw naiva. The negative, na, 
would seem to be a textual corruption, and de long, in 
his translation of this phrase (Cinq Chapitres, P.25) has 
avoided it entirely, translating the phrase as, "Quant 
aux nihilistes qui croient a l'existence de substances, 

" 
409 The phrase, "observing as inherently existent" (rang 

bzhin gyis dmigs, upalabhya svabhiivatas) is translated 
thus in accordance with Sha-mar-den-dzin, 65.3. Pa
bong-ka, 112.6, takes it as simply meaning that the 
Nihilists see the things of this life with direct perception. 
In accordance with his interpretation, the phrase would 
have to be translated, "observing naturally". One can 
make a case for either interpretation, but I find Sha
mar-den-dzin's the more plausible because it is found in 
the context of discussing propounding or not propound
ing inherent existence. 
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410 Dzong-ka-ba's citation of this passage differs on numer
ous small points from how the passage appears in the 
Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's text. Most are 
insignificant. Two which bear noting are Dzong-ka-ba's 
use of the word "argue" (rgol par byed do) in the first 
paragraph whereas Chandrakirti's text merely says "say" 
(bya bar byed do); also in the last sentence, in what is 
likely a copyist's omission, Dzong-ka-ba's text merely 
says "go from this world to another" ('jig rten 'di nas pha 
rol tu 'gro ba) whereas Chandrakirti's text says "go from 
this world to another world" ('jig rten 'di nas 'jig rten pha 
rol tu 'gro bar). In both cases the Sanskrit accords with 
the version in the Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's 
text. 

411 This passage continues directly from that just cited. 
Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words, 302.17-303.1. Sanskrit in La Vallee Pous
sin's edition, 368.13-15, incorporating emendations 
suggested by De Jong in "Textcritical Notes", p.228-9: 

tathapi vastusvariipeQ3vidyamanasyaiva te nistitvarp. 
pratipanna ityamuna tavaddarSanena samyamastiti 
cet// na hi! kutabf samvrtya madhyamikairastitve
nabhyupagamat/ taiScanabhyupaganWma tulyatal/ 

French translation by de Jong in Cinq Chapitres de la 
Prasannapada, P.25. 

412 This passage continues directly from that just cited. 
Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words, 303.1-14. Sanskrit in La Vallee Poussin's 
edition, 368.16-369.4: 

vastutastulyateti cedl/ yadyapi vastuto 'siddhistulya 
tathapi pratipatqbhedadatulyatal yatha hi .lq1:acaur
yarp. puru~ekal}. samyagaparijfiayaiva tadamitra
preritastarp. mithya vyaca!jle cauryamanena krtamiti 
aparastu sak~ddf!jlva dU!j3yatii tatra yadyapi vastuto 
nasti bhedastathapi parijfiaqbhedadekastatra ~v
adltyucyate aparastu satyavadltil ekaScayaSasa capllI}.
yena ca samyak parik!jyamfu).o yujyate naparabf 
evamihapi yathavadviditavastusvariip~fup madh-
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yamikanrup bruvatamavagacchatrup ca vastusvariipa
bhede 'pi yathavadaviditavastusvariipairnast:ikail} 
saha jiianabhidhanayornasti samyatp// 

French translation by de Jong in Cinq Chapitres de fa 
Prasannapada, P.25-6. 

413 The Dharm~a edition of Chandrakirti's text adds into 
this sentence the phrase rna grub par, which would result 
in the translation, "Someone might say that they are the 
same with respect to the fact of non-establishment [by 
way of objects' own entities]." (This phrase is repeated 
in the next sentence.) The phrase is not found in the 
Sanskrit. 

Dzong-ka-ba's citation of this passage and the Dharm
sala edition of Chandrakirti's text differ on numerous 
other small points; none affect the translation except as 
described in the following note. 

414 In what would appear to be a scribe's copying error 
(found in all editions of Dzong-ka-ba's text), Dzong
ka-ba's citation of this passage omits here a phrase 
found in the Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's text, 
303.II, "even though there is no difference in terms of 
the self-entity of things," (dngos po'i rang gi ngo bo tha mi 
dad kyangl dbu mapa); the phrase occurs in the Sanskrit. 

415 This is commentary prior to, including, and subsequent 
toXV.loab. Toh3865, TokyosdedgeVo1.8,224b.2-3. 
Sanskrit does not survive. 

The first phrase of the passage de Ita na yang as cited 
by Dzong-ka-ba has been corrected to de ita na in 
accordance with the Tokyo sde dge edition and sense. 

Lang's translation on P.507. 
416 This is commentary at the very end of chapter twenty: 

Toh 3842, Tokyo sde dge VOl.I, 255b.3-4. Material in 
brackets is from Sha-mar-den-dzin, 67.3. 

In the Dharmsala edition of Dzong-ka-ba's text, 
39Ia.4, med pa par smra ba was corrected to med par 
smra ba in accordance with the Tokyo sde dge edition of 
Buddhapalita's text, 255b.4; also 39Ia.4, rtogs par byed 
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was corrected to rtog par byed in accordance with the 
Dra-shi-hlun-bo edition of Dzong-ka-ba's text, 164.2, 
and the Tokyo sde dge edition of BuddhapaIita's text, 
255b·4· 

PART THREE: TRANSLATION OF THE "FOUR 
INTERWOVEN ANNOTATIONS" 
TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTION 

417 See note 19 for full references to the two editions of the 
text used. 

418 The identification as Ba-so ChO-gyi-gyel-tsen is found in 
the Delhi edition, VOl.l, 6.2-3, and in the Berkeley 
text is within a two page document entitled "Brief mode 
of identifying the enumeration of annotations with re
spect to the Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path to 
Enlightenment Along With Annotations,]evJelled Source of 
Good Explanation", 1 .4. A-gya-yong-dzin's identifica
tion is found on 83.6-84. 1 in his A Brief Explanation of 
Terminology Occwring in (Dzmtg-ka-ba's) "Great Exposi
tion of the Stages of the Path". A-ku-ching's reference is 
on 618.6 of his Record of Teachings Received (thog mtha' 
bar du dge ba'i dam pa'i chos kyi thob yig mdo sngags zab 
rgyas bdud rtsi'i mlSho las skra rtses blangs pa'i chu thigs 
gsan yig, in The Collected Works of A-khu-chiIi Ses
rab-rgya-mtsho, Vol. 6, New Delhi: Ngawang Sopa, 
1974), reference to the Four Annotations lineage, 
pp.618.6-620·3· 

The list of Ba-so Cho-gyi-gyel-tsen's writings in the 
Yellnw Cat's Eye Gem is found on 68.16 (Dr. Lokesh 
Chandra, ed., Vaidurya-ser-poand theAnnalsofKokonor, 
Delhi: International Academy of Indian Culture, 1960); 
it mentions three works: The Stages of Generation and 
Completion of Kiilachakra (dus 'khor bskyed rdzogs), In
structions on the View of the Middle Way (dbu ma'i Ita 
khrid), and The Three Essential Meanings (snying po don 
gsum). 
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Ba-so ChO-gyi-gyel-tsen's biography is found in Ye
shay-gyel-tsen's Biographies of Eminent Gurus in the 
Transmission Lineages of the Teachings of the Graduated 
Path (byang chub lamgyi rim pa'i bla ma brgyud pa'i rnam 
par thar pa rgyal bstan mdzes pa'i rgyan mchog phul byung 
nor bu'i phreng ba, New Delhi: Ngawang Gelek Demo, 
1970) Vol.l, 923-30. In his list of what Ba-so wrote, 
929.5, Ye-shay-gyel-tsen mentions the same three texts 
as listed above plus a fourth, Instructions on the Stages of 
Generatiun and Completiun of Vajrabhairava (rdo rye 'jigs 
byed kyi bskyed rdzogs kyi khrid). 

Long-dol's listing of Ba-so's collected works can be 
found in his Catalogue of the Collected Works of Certain 
Principal Ga-dam-ba and Ge-Iuk-ba Lamas (bka' gdams 
pa dang dge lugs bla ma rag[s? 1 rim gyi gsung 'bum mtshan 
tho, in Lokesh Chandra, ed., Materials for a History of 
Tibetan Literature, Part Three, pp.607-96, New Delhi: 
International Academy of Indian Culture, 1963). The 
listing of Ba-so's collected works is on p.611 and also 
does not mention annotations on Dzong-ka-ba's Great 
Exposition. (It lists four works by Ba-so ChO-gyi-gyel
tsen, but is a slightly different list than Ye-shay-gyel
tsen's. Long-dol treats The Three Essential Meanings not 
as a separate work but as a subtitle to Ba-so's Condensed, 
Medium, and Extensive Instructions on the View of the 
Middle Way; the other three works are the Stage of 
Generatiun of Kiilachakra, the Stage of Completiun of 
Kiilachakra, and the Stages ofGeneratiun and Completiun 
of Bhairava.) 

419 In the Delhi edition, see the English preface and Vol.l, 
6.3-4. Information on GOn-chok-chO-pel is from the 
English preface to the Delhi edition and the Yellow 
Cat's Eye Gem, 79.7-80.9. Information on Dak-Iung
drak-ba is from the Yellow Cat's Eye Gem, 77.19-78.4. 
Identification of Dak-Iung-drak-ba as the annotator in 
the Berkeley text is in the "Brief mode of identifying the 
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enumeration of annotations with respect to the Great 
Exposition of the Stages of the Path to Enlightenment 
Along With Annotations,Jewelled Source of Good Expla
nation", 2a.I-2. A-gya-yong-dzin's reference is on 
84.1-2, and A-khu-ching's on 620.1-2. 

420 Biographical information on Jam-yang-shay-ba is taken 
from Jeffrey Hopkins' Meditation on Emptiness, 
(London: Wisdom, 1983), P.567. Hopkins is following 
Lokesh Chandra's account in his Materials for a History 
of Tibetan Literature (New Delhi: International Academy 
of Indian Culture, 1963), Sata-piptka series, Vol. 28 , 
PP.45-6. A-gya-yong-dzin's reference is on 84.2. At 
that same point he also supplies the information that 
Baso's Annotations are known as the Red Annotations, 
Dak-Iung-drak-ba's as the Black Annotations, and Jam
yang-shay-ba's as the Yelluw Annotations. 

421 For the connection with Jang-gya, see E. Gene Smith's 
synopsis of Jang-gya's biography in his introduction to 
the Collected Works of Thu'u-bkwan Blo-bzang-chos-kyi
nyi-ma, Vol.l (New Delhi: Ngawang Gelek Demo, 
1969), P.9. For Long-dol's listing of Dra-di Ge-shay's 
collected works, see Part 3 of Lokesh Chandra's Mater
ials for a History of Tibetan Literature, pp.661 - 2. 

422 For A-khu-ching, see his Collected Works, Vol. 6, 
618.6-619.6. Ge-shay Tsul-trim-nam-gyal's reference 
is in the Four Interwoven Annotations, Vol.I, 8.1. 

423 For the context of the passage, see PP.293ff. The Tibe
tan, as it appears in the Delhi edition of the Four Inter
woven Annotations, 184.6-185.2, is as follows. Dzong
ka-ba's words, which in the Tibetan appear in larger 
print, are transliterated all in capital letters. The letters 
"ja" over a phrase indicate commentary by Jam-yang
shay-ba; "ba" indicate commentary by Ba-so Chogyi
gyel-tsen, unmarked annotations are by Dra-di Ge-shay: 

ja 
dang po ni [thob bya'i de nyid dang bdag med la chos 
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ba 
kyi bdag med yod med dri ba]/ GAL TE de la kho na re 
de kho na nyid kyi ngos 'dzin dang de la 'jug pa'i tshul 

ba ja 
de gnyis ka mi 'thad del rtsa shes 'dir sher mdo'i don 

gzhan dag the tshom 'di ltar skyes tel skabs 'DIR NI 
theg chen gyi lam gyi rim pa ston pa'i skabs yin pas 
THEG CHEN PA'I dbang du byas pa'i DE KHO 
NA NYID LA 'JUG PA'I TSHUL STON PA MA 
YIN NAM 

INTRODUCTION 

424 See note 292. 
425 See note 293. 
426 Ba-so's commentary on this point, if one follows the 

Berkeley text, is that, if one has not realized emptiness, 
one can suppress temporarily the manifest conception of 
self but cannot abandon the seeds of that conception. 
That the word "afflictions" is modified by "manifest" is 
not found in that edition (see 3a.2-4), and it is clear 
that Ba-so is saying that the seeds for the discrimination 
of self are not destroyed even though they might be 
temporarily suppressed. Jam-yang-shay-ba disagrees 
with this, saying that one cannot overcome even the 
manifest form of the conception of self, the root of cyclic 
existence, if one has not realized suchness. The contro
versy is avoided in the Delhi edition where the word 
"afflictions" is added in and becomes that which is 
modified by "manifest", for everyone agrees that mani
fest afflictions can be temporarily suppressed by concen
trative states even though their seeds are not abandoned. 

427 Jam-yang-shay-ba is citing the last line of VI. 165, found 
in Louis de la Vallee Poussin's edition of the Madhya
makiivatJira (Madhyamakiivatara par Candrakirti, Biblio
theca Buddhica IX, Osnabrock: Biblio Verlag, 1970) on 
p.287. The line before that it is: 
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de phyir bdag dang bdag gi stong Ita zhing. 
Thus the entire passage reads," Therefore, viewing the 
emptiness of I and mine, a yogi will be released." La 
Vallee Poussin's translation is in Museon 12 (1911), 
p.328. Dzong-ka··ba cites this line from ChandrakIrti in 
his Illumination of the Thought, Sarnath edition, p.62. 

428 This translation is taken from J. Hopkins and Lati 
Rimpoche, trans., The Precious Garland and the Song of 
the Four Mindfulnesses, New York: Harper & Row, 
1975) P.7I. The Tibetan cited in the Delhi edition of 
the Annotations has been corrected in three places, as 
shown below, to accord with the version of the Precious 
Garland found in the Peking edition of the Tibetan 
Tripitaka (P5658, Vol. 129, 180.4.4-5). The latter two 
of those changes are also supported by the Berkeley text 
of the Annotations. Version cited in the Delhi text 
(P.142·5-6): 

de ltar yang dag ji bzhin du 
'gro ba'i don byed shes nas ni 
rgyu med pa yi de bzhin du 
gnas med Ian med my a ngan 'da'. 

Corrected to: 
de ltar yang dag ji bzhin du 
'gro ba don med shes nas ni 
rgyu med pa yi me bzhin du 
gnas med len med my a ngan ' da' 

The Sanskrit, as cited in Michael Hahn, Niigiirjuna's 
Ratniivalf, Vol. I, The Basic Texts (Sanskrit, Tibetan, and 
Chinese), Bonn, Indica et Tibetica Verlag, 1982, p.1I6 
reads: 

vyartham evam jagan matva 
yathabhiityiin niraspadal)/ 
nirvati nirupadiino 
nirupadiinavahnivaU/ 

Professor Ashok Aklujkar suggested the following read
ing as more closely mirroring the Sanskrit: 

Having thus considered all the world substanceless, 
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He, being one without basis because of [the state of] 
being real [i.e., out of his knowledge of what reality 
is], 

Passes beyond utterly [i.e., attains nirvfu).a] 
Like a fire that has no material cause. 

429 Occurring near the end of chapter two, this verse is 
found on 68.20-69.2 of the 1974 Pleasure of Elegant 
Sayings Printing Press edition of the Tibetan. The first 
line of the verse as cited in the Delhi edition of the 
Annotations has been corrected from de phyir grol 'dod 
thams cad pa'i to de phyir grol 'dod thog med pa'i in 
accordance with the Berkeley text and the Pleasure of 
Elegant Sayings edition. The Sanskirt for the verse is: 

tasmad anadisantiinatulyajatiyabijakamJ 
utkhatarniiliiIp. kuruta sattva~!iIP mumuk~vaIy' 

Verse 258cd and 259ab, pp.87-8 of Pramat}ilviirttika of 
Acharya Dhannakirtti, Swami Dwarikadas Shastri, ed. 
(Varanasi: Bauddha Bharati, 1968). The Sanskrit satLVa
d~# - view of existence, or entity - has been translated 
into Tibetan as 'jig tshogs Ita (view of the transitory), 
usually used to translate satkiiyad~#. 

430 The Sanskrit for this verse (as found on p.612 of Karen 
Lang, "Aryadeva on the Bodhisattva's Cultivation of 
Merit and Knowledge", Ann Arbor: University Micro
films, 1983) is: 

samyag ~!e panup stharuup kificid ~!e 8ubha 
tihI gao 

tasmad adhyatmacintayiiIp. karya nityaIp. matir 
budhaiQ/1 

Following the Sanskrit, the second part of the stanza 
says, more simply, "Therefore the wise engage the mind 
in thought relating to the self." 

Lang's translation on p.322. 
431 Toh 3865 (P5266), bodhisatLVayogiiaira catulJiatakapkii, 

byang chub sems dpa'i mal 'byor spyod pa bzhi brgya pa'i 
rgya cher 'grel pa, Tokyo sde dge Vo1.8, 142b.2-142b.4. 
The wording of the first phrase is slightly different 
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there, and serves as a better gloss of the verse. Rather 
than saying don dam pa'i shes pas de kho na nyid mthong 
ba yod na, as is found in both the Delhi and Berkeley 
editions of the Annotations, that text says don dam pa'i 
shes pas de nyid yang dag par mthong ba yod na, "When 
one sees suchness correctly through the knowledge of the 
ultimate ... ". The Sanskrit for this is found in Hara
prasad Shastri, ed., "Catu.Q.Satika of Arya Deva," 
Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, III no 8 
(1914), P.478, and mirrors the wording found in the 
Tokyo sde dge: 

paramarthajfianena khalu samyagdr.:;!e paramarthe 
param sthanrup. prapyate nirvfu)am/ i~t kificit dr.:;!e 
subha devamanu~yagatir bhavati 

432 Sanskrit (Lang, p.638, English translation on 
PP·427-8): 

advitiyrup. sivadvaram kudr.:;pnatp bhayatpkaram 
The Sankrit term bhayatflkaram means "to frighten" or 
"scare away" rather than "to destroy" as does the 
Tibetan 'jig byed. Thus, following the Sanskrit, the 
second line would be translated, "That which scares 
away bad views," or "Frightening to holders of bad 
views". The Tibetan 'jig (to destroy) is orthographically 
very close to the verb for frighten - 'jigs. Thus, it is 
possible that the shift from 'jigs to 'jig, rather than being 
deliberate, was a spelling or scribe's error. However, 
more probably the translator was following a gloss given 
by Chandrakirti in later commentary on the verse (Tibe
tan, 19Ia.4-5; Sanskrit, 498.3-5) in which Chandraki
rti says, "Because it is seen to utterly destroy (Sanskrit 
viniisa) all bad views that are based on thorough imputa
tion of an own-entity of things ... ". In any case, as 
interpreted by Chandrakirti and by Gyel-tsap (rgyal 
tshab) , one of Dzong-ka-ba's two chief disciples, bad 
views and not the holders of those views are the object 
of the verb. Gyel-tsap's gloss of the line in his Essence of 
Good Explanation, Explanation of (Aryadeva's) "Four 
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Hundred" (bzhi brgya pa'i rnam bshad legs bshad snying 
po, Pleasure of Elegant Sayings Printing Press, Sarnath, 
1971), chapter 12, P.9, is: "It is that which when 
realized destroys the bad views that are conceptions of 
extremes." 

433 Tokyo sde dge Vol. 8, 19Ob.2. Commentary on XII.13 
continu~s until 19Ia.6. Sanskrit for the passage (Hara
prasad Shastri, P.497.22-23) is: 

yat advitiyarp. sivadvaram tan nairatmyarp. yat kudn;!
inarp bhayaIikaram tan nairatmyarp. 

434 P5658, Vol. 129, 174.3.6-7. The Sanskrit for this verse, 
as found on P.14 of Hahn is: 

skandhagriiho yavad asti 
tavad evaham ity api/ 
aharpkiire sati punal}. 
karma [janma tatal}. punal}/I] 

Translation by J. Hopkins in The Precious Garland and 
the Song of the Four Mindfulnesses, p.22. 

435 There are two different translations of Nagiirjuna's 
Sevemy Stanzas on Emptiness found in the Tokyo sde 
dge. Just the verses themselves were translated by Shon
nu-chok (gslum nu mchog), Dar-ma-drak (dar rna grags), 
and Ku (khu) - the Sev~ Stanzas on Emptiness (stong 
pa nyid bdun cu pa'i tshig le'ur byas pa, sunyatasaptatikii
rika) Toh 3827, VoL!. A slightly different translation of 
the verses by Jinamitra and Ye-shay-day (ye shes sde) is 
found within their translation of Nagarjuna's own 
Commentary on the "Seventy Stanzas on Emptiness" (stong 
pa nyid bdun cu pa'i 'grel pa, sunyatiisaptativrtti), Toh 
3831, Vol.!. 

The version of this verse cited here corresponds to 
that found in Jinamitra and Ye-shay-day's (ye shes sde) 
translation of Nagiirjuna's Commentary on the "Seventy 
Stanzas on Emptiness", Vol.1 of the Tokyo sde dge, 
120a.5. As cited in the Tokyo sde dge edition of the 
Seventy Stanzas on Emptiness (stong pa nyid bdun cu pa'i 
tshig le'ur byas pa), VOl.I, 26b.3, the verse differs slightly 
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in wording, though not in meaning. It reads: 
rgyu rkyen las skyes dngos po mams 
yang dag nyid du nog pa gang 
de ni ston pas rna rig gsungs 
de las yan lag beu gnyis 'byung 

Chr. Lindtner has also noted this difference in his 
N agarjuniana, Indiske Studier 4, Copenhagen: Akade
misk Forlag, 1982, p.62. Lindtner's translation of this 
verse is on p.63. 

436 He says this very clearly in VI. 120, (P.233 of La Vall&! 
Poussin's edition): 

Yogis see with their minds that all afflictions 
And faults arise from the view of the transitory 
And having realized that the self is the object of 
That [view] they refute self. 

nyon mongs skyon mams rna Ius 'jig tshogs la 
Ita las byung bar bio yis mthong gyur zhing 
bdag ni 'di yi yul du nogs byas nas 
mal 'byor pa yis bdag ni 'gog par byed 

(See chapter three of the translation, p.I69.) 
437 See Jeffrey Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness, (London: 

Wisdom, 1983) PP.2¢-304. 
438 In the Berkeley text, 4b.6, Ba-so is identified as the 

commentator making this identification. I have chosen 
to follow the Delhi edition based on the fact that this is 
the second time the Scriptural Collection of Bodhisattvas 
has been mentioned by Dzong-ka-ba; the first reference 
was in the introduction to the calm abiding section, 
which is where Ba-so would likely have made such an 
identification. Since Dra-di's commentary only begins 
with the special insight portion of the text, this is, for 
him, the first reference, and thus he seems the more 
likely author. 

See note 298 for references for this siitra passage and 
Dzong-ka-ba's earlier citation of it. 

439 Aryadeva refers to this same siitra statement in his Four 
Hundred, XII.II. (See Lang, P.425.) ChandrakIrti's 
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commentary on it is found in Toh 3865, Tokyo sde dge 
Vol. 8, 189b.5-1900.5. His essential point is that the 
effects of even a minor falling from the view are far 
more severe than those of falling from ethics. 

Gyel-tsap's Essence of Good Explanation, Explanation 
of (Aryadeva's) "Four Hundred" (Chapter 12, p.8) says 
that because deprecating emptiness brings great harm to 
oneself and others, the deterioration of ethics is not so 
bad, but one should not allow deterioration of the view 
of emptiness in the least. Through ethics, one attains 
the effect of proceeding to high states; through the view 
realizing reality, one proceeds to the supreme states of 
liberation and omniscience. (stong pa nyid la skur pa 
'debs pa rang gzhan la gnod pa shin tu che bas tshul 
khrims las ni nyams pa sla yi stong pa nyid kyi Ita ba las 
cis kyang nyams par bya ba rna yin tel tshul khrims kyis 
ni 'bras bu mtho ris 'gro la de kho na nyid rtogs pa'i Ita 
bas thar pa dang thams cad mkhyen pa'i go 'phang 
mchog tu 'gro bar 'gyur roll) 

440 Sanskrit: (Lang, p.641, English, P.433): 
dharmaJp samasato 'hiIpsiIp van;uayanti tathigatab/ 
slinyatiJn eva nirvi9mP kevaiaIp tad ihobhayamll 

Chandrakirti cites this verse in his Clear Words, La 
Vallee Poussin edition of the Sanskrit, 351.13-14. 

441 Toh 3865, Tokyo sde dge Vo1.8, 194b.3. His commen
tary on the entire verse goes from 19¥.4 to 1 94b.4. 
Chandraklrti explains that the doctrine of the Tathagatas 
can be said, in brief, to be non-harmfulness because 
non-harmfulness means the opposite of any actions or 
thought of harm and hence includes the path of the ten 
virtues, as well as all help to others. Because the fruit of 
non-harmfulness is rebirth in high status and the fruit of 
realization of emptiness is the attairunent of nirviiQa, it 
is said that there are "only" these two doctrines, "only" 
meaning that these two are complete - no others are 
needed. 

442 I have not been able to locate this passage in the sUlra. 
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443 P6016, Vol.153, 38.1.1-38.1.3. Translation by Geshe 
Wangyal in The Door of Liberation (New York: Lotsawa, 
1978), p.122; by Robert A.F. Thunnan in The Life and 
Teachings of Tsang Khapa, P.104. 

444 Toh 3916, Tokyo sde dge Vol. 15, 48a.4-7. 
445 For the siitra reference, see note 301. 
446 For the siitra reference, see note 302. 

CHAPTER ONE: THE INTERPRETABLE AND THE 
DEFINITIVE 

447 This is the second of the two parts of the "explanation of 
special insight". The first part, "the need to achieve 
special insight even though one possesses a meditative 
stabilization having the four qualifications" was the 
subject matter of the previous chapter. 

448 The "above" referred to here is 31¥.3 of the Dharmsala 
edition of Dzong-ka-ba's text, Vol. II , 28.3, of the An
notations, where Dzong-ka-ba says that he will explain 
how to train in [calm abiding and special insight] individ
ually in three parts: how to train in calm abiding, how to 
train in special insight, and how to conjoin those two. 

449 La Vallee Poussin edition, 174.16; French translation, 
Museon II (1910) P.355. Pleasure of Elegant Sayings 
Printing Press edition, 87.9. 

450 La Vallee Poussin edition, 75.17-21; French transla
tion, Museon II (1910), P.274 (De la maniere dont cet 
[homme] a compris la nature profonde des choses (2) 
par rEcriture et aussi par Ie raisonnement, de cette 
maniere il faut exposer [cette nature des choses] d'apres 
et en suivant Ie systeme (3) du noble Nagarjuna). I have 
translated the passage in accordance with Jam-yang
shay-ba's obvious intention, and the Tibetan allows 
such a translation. However, such a translation does not 
accord with the explanation of the verse given in Dzong
ka-ba's Illumination of the Thought (in rye tsang kha pa'i 
gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i skor, VOl.2, 304.1 -8). Translated 
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in accordance with that commentary, the verse would 
read: 

Since with scripture as well as reasoning [Nagarjuna 
Taught] how that [sixth ground Bodhisattva] realizes 
The very profound doctrine, I [Chandrakirti] will 

speak 
In accordance with the system of the Superior 

Nagiirjuna. 
(Translation by Jeffrey Hopkins and Anne Klein.) I feel 
that Chandrakirti's [AutoJcommentary on the "Supplement 
to (Niigiirjuna's) 'Treatise on the Middle Way'" (La Vallee 
Poussin, 76.1-9) is ambiguous and allows either 
reading. 

451 P162, Vo1.6, 259.3.8-259.4.2. Translation by E. Ober
miller in the History of Buddhism by Bu-ston (Heidelberg: 
Harrasowitz, 1932), Part 2, p.lI!. He cites it as Kg. 
RGYUD. XI. 450a.5-6. 

452 This translation follows Hopkins and Klein (unpub
lished manuscript, ''Wisdom in Tibetan Buddhism I: 

The Opposite of Emptiness", Part One: Chandrakirti, 
P.5) who follow Nga-wang-bel~en's Annotations for 
(Jam~ang-shay-ba's) "Great Exposition of Tenets", Free
ing the Knots of the Difficult Points, Precious Jewel of 
Clear Thought (grub mtha' chen mo'i mchan 'grel dka' 
gnad mdud grol blo gsal gces nor, Sarnath: Pleasure of 
Elegant Sayings Printing Press, 1964). See Hopkins' 
note 10 for an explanation of the translation. The 
passage is also translated by E. Obenniller in the History 
of Buddhism by Bu-ston (Heidelberg: Harrasowitz, 1932), 
Part 2, pp.1I0-1I. The Sanskrit from the Buddhist 
Sanskrit Texts 3 edition (P.L. Vaidya, ed., Saddharma
lankiivatiirasiltram, Darbhanga: Mithila Institute, 1963), 
chapter ten (Sagiithakam), verses 165 and I 66cd , 
p.1I8.13-14 is: 

dak~iI)a-patha-vedalyam 
bhik~u.Q. srimiin mahiiyaSiiQ 
nagahvayal). sa namna tu 
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sad-asat -p~-daraka1) 

asadya bhiiIniIp muditarp 
yasyate 'sau sukhavatim 

Translation by D.T. Suzuki in the Lankavatiira Sutra 
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1973 rpt.), 
PP·239-40 . 

453 See Jam-yang-shay-ba's Great Exposition of the Middle 
Way, 195b.4-19OO.1. Translation by Jeffrey Hopkins 
in "Wisdom in Tibetan Buddhism I: The Opposite of 
Emptiness", Part Three: Jam-yang-shay-ba, PP.15-16. 

454 P898, Vo1.35, 255·2.6-7· 
455 P888, Vo1.35, 99.4.5. 
456 This is the abbreviated title most often used for Dzong

ka-ba's commentary on Nagarjuna's Treatise on the 
Middle Way. Its full title is Ocean of Reasoning, Expla
nation of (Niigarjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle Way" 
(dbu ma rtsa ba'i tshig le'ur byas pa shes rab ces bya ba'i 
rnam bshad rigs pa'i rgya mtsho) and it is also frequently 
referred to as simply the Ocean of Reasoning (rigs pa'i 
rgya mtsho). P6153, Vol. 156. Also: Sarnath, India: 
Pleasure of Elegant Sayings Printing Press, no date. 
The passage cited here is found in the Pleasure of 
Elegant Sayings Press edition, 4.17-4.18. 

457 Jam-yang-shay-ba's Great Exposition of the Middle Way, 
1900.2-196a.6. Translation by Hopkins in "Wisdom in 
Tibetan Buddhism I: The Opposite of Emptiness", 
Part Three: Jam-yang-shay-ba, ChapterOne,pp. 16-17. 

458 This passage has been translated in accordance with the 
Berkeley text, 9a.2-3, which reads: mdo'i drang don 
nges don dpyad skahs yin cing don zhes pa brjod don la byed 
pa'i phyir teo The Delhi edition, 155.1, reads: mdo'i 
drang don nges don dpyad skabs spyi'i don la zhes pa'i rjod 
don byed pa'i phyir teo I find the latter impenetrable, and 
none of the Tibetan scholars consulted about it was able 
to shed light on its meaning. 

459 P842, Vo1.34, 64.3.6- 64.4.1. 
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460 P842, Vol.34, 64.4.4-64.4.7. Sanskrit for the following 
tenns is taken from Chandrakirti's citation of the sutra 
passage in the Clear Words, La Vallee Poussin's Sanskrit 
edition, P.43, and in cases where that passage differed 
from the version cited here, from Susumu Yamaguchi, 
Index to the PrasamUlpadii Madhyamaka-v[tti, Pan Two 
Tibetan-Sanskrit (Kyoto: Heirakuji-Shoten, 1974). 

461 The above two paragraphs are summary from Nga
wang-rap-den. In the Delhi edition it was located before 
the sutra citation (156.6); in the Berkeley text, it was 
placed in the middle of the sutra passage, after sutras of 
interpretable meaning and before those of definitive 
meaning (lOa.5). I have moved it to the end of the sutra 
passage so as to fit in better with the flow of the passage. 

462 P795, Vo1.31, 281.1.5-281.1.6. 
463 P5287, Vol.IOI, 46.3.5-46.3.8. 
464 P768, Vo1.28, 132.3.2. 
465 At this point, the compiler of the Berkeley text 

(IIb.6-7) adds in the following commentary: 
When one posits the interpretable and the definitive 
in terms of whether the meaning of this [passage] 
('di'i dan) needs or does not need to be interpreted 
otherwise, then scriptures themselves are identified as 
the illustrations of the interpretable and the definitive; 
when one posits the objects (dan), which need or do 
not need to be interpreted otherwise, as the interpret
able and the definitive, then conventionalities and 
ultimates are taken as the definitive and the 
interpretable. 

Cdi'i don gzhan du drang dgos mi dgos kyi dbang du 
byas nas drang nges 'jog pa na gsung rab nyid drang 
nges kyi mtshan gzhir gzung la gzhan du drang dgos mi 
dgos kyi don la drang nges su 'jog pa na kun rdzob dang 
don dam la drang nges su bya pa' 0) 

466 P5287, Vol.IOI, 46.1.5-46.1.6. 
467 The Berkeley compiler, 12a.3, adds in the following 

commentary: 
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If [the differentiation of] interpretability and defini
tiveness were made in terms of whether or not the 
object as it is taught exists or not, then merely to have 
valid cognition would be sufficient. However, since 
that is not sufficient, [Kamalashila] says "[which 
makes an explanation] in terms of the ultimate". 

(ji ltar bstan ba ltar gyi don yod med la drang nges su 
byed na tshad ma dang beas pas chog kyang des mi chog 
pas don dam pa'i dbang du mdzad pa zhes gsungs so.) 

468 This eliminates the idea that Dzong-ka-ba is speaking 
about a generality of production, such as existence, 
which is also skye'i ba'i spyi in Tibetan. 

CHAPTER TWO: RELIABLE SOURCES 

469 This is commentary which Dra-di Ge-shay has somewhat 
confusedly added here, making what is being said quite 
acceptable in the Prasangika system. According to 
Sha-mar-den-dzin and Nga-wang-bel-den, he is follow
ing Kaydrup's Thousand Dosages (Thousand Dosages/ 
Opening the Eyes of the Fortunate, Treatise Brilli4ntly 
Clarifying the Profound Emptiness, stong thun chen mol 
zab mo stong pa nyid rab lU gsal bar byed pa'i bstan beos 
skal bzang mig 'byed, The Collected Works of the Lord 
Mkhas-grub rJe dGe-legs-dpal-bzail-po, volume ka, 
New Delhi: Lama Gurudeva, 1980), 4Ia.6-4Ib.I in 
doing so, but both commentators criticize him for con
tradicting the context of Dzong-ka-ba's statement. At 
this point Dzong-ka-ba is presenting this as an interpret
ation he rejects: all that he says in the Great Exposition 
is, "Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding who assert 
that the mere elimination of elaborations with respect to 
appearances is the ultimate truth"; in the Medium Ex
position he says, "Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding 
who assert that the positive inclusion (yongs geod) in 
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terms of the elimination of elaborations with respect to 
appearances is the ultimate truth". 

In the conunentarialliterature there is a controversy 
over whether the designations Reason-Established Illu
sionist and Thoroughly Non-Abiding can be accepted in 
some form, and Dra-di is jumping ahead to this contro
versy by adding conunentary to Dzong-ka-ba's words to 
show how he feels the term "Proponent of Thorough 
Non-Abiding" can be interpreted so that it becomes just 
another synonym for Prasarigika-Madhyamika. Since 
Dzong-ka-ba himself concludes this section of his text 
by saying that such an interpretation is not good, it is 
clear that he was not intending this passage to be 
interpreted in a fashion acceptable to his own system. 

470 The Delhi text omits' here the conunentary of Ba-so, 
found in the Berkeley text on 14b.3, which adds in the 
name, "the master Shfua". A-gya-yong-dzin repeats 
this dual identification in his conunentary, 167.3. 

471 P763, Vo1.27, 238.5.6, chapter 25; Sanskrit in Buddhist 
Sanskrit Texts NO.1, 286.10. 

gambhira santo virajal;t prabhasvara1;t 
priptomi dhanno hyaDlflO 'sarpslqta1;t 

Translation follows the Tibetan. English translation 
(from the French) by Gwendolyn Bays (Berkeley: 
Dharma, 1983) Vol.lI, P.594. 

For a fuller discussion, see note 531, the reference for 
another citation of this passage that is found on P.35I. 

472 The Pleasure of Elegant Sayings edition of Nagarjuna's 
Treatise on the Middle Way, 47.7. Sanskrit in La Vallee 
Poussin's edition, P.372.I2-13: 

aparapratyayaIp. santaIp. 
prapaftcair aprapaftcitaIp! 
nirvikalpam aIianartham 
etat tattvasya l~mp.I/ 

The passage is found in the Tibetan of the Clear Words, 
Dharmsala edition, P.306last line-310.6. French trans
lation by J.W. de long, Cinq Chapitres de la Prasanna
padii (Paris: Geuthner, 1949) P.29. 

473 This passage is found in the Medium Exposition, edition 
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found in rye tsong kha pa'l gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i skor, 
Vo1.2, 732.3-5. Thunnan's translation in The Life and 
Teachings ofTsong Khapa, pp.I68-9. Hopkins' transla
tion, P.II7. 

474 Medium Exposition, edition in rye tsong kha pa'i 
gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i skor, Vol. 2 , 732.18-733.2. 
Thunnan's translation, p. 169. See Hopkins' translation, 
pp.II8- 19· 

475 The above paragraph of commentary by Jam-yang-shay
ba was located in the Annotations after the next para
graph. I have moved it to this location to better maintain 
the flow of Jam-yang-shay-ba's argument. 

476 Nga-wang-rap-den's commentary has been placed here 
in accordance with the Berkeley text, 15b.3. In the 
Delhi edition it is located near the beginning of the 
discussion, p.I68.3 - between Dzong-ka-ba's statement 
that Lo-den-shay-rap's refutation of this mode of divi
sion of Madhyamika was good and Jam-yang-shay-ba's 
commentary citing the Extensive Sport Sillra; it seems to 
contribute more to the discussion and to be less disrup
tive to the flow of the argument as placed in the 
Berkeley edition. Also, in accordance with the Berkeley 
text, this commentary is identified as being by Nga
wang-rap-den, not by Ba-so and Dra-di Ge-shay as 
identified in the Delhi edition. 

477 The preceding paragraph was moved to this location in 
accordance with the Berkeley text, 16a. I. In the Delhi 
edition this paragraph is located on 173.6, several pages 
below this point, and does not fit together with the rest 
of the text nearly as well as it does here. 

478 See Dzong-ka-ba's Essence of the Good Explanations, 
Pleasure of Elegant Sayings Printing Press edition, 
98.5-99.5. For English translation, see Thurman's 
Tsong Khapa's Speech of Gold in the Essence of True 
Eloquence, PP.258-9. 

479 This is all that Dzong-ka-ba says; he cites Ye-shay-day's 
opinion without further comment. The following com
mentary from Jam-yang-shay-ba refutes Ye-shay-day's 
position on the grounds that Nagarjuna did indeed 
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refute the Chinamatra position that there are no external 
objects. Dzong-ka-ba, judging from his Essence of the 
Good Explanations as cited above, would presumably 
agree that Nagarjuna did refute Mind-only. However, 
whether such entails that he would consider Ye-shay
day's statement to be in error remains open to question 
given the exact phrasing of that statement. See the 
following two notes. 

480 Jam-yang-shay-ba is probably referring to Nagarjuna's 
Essay on the Mind of Enlightenment (byang chub sems kyi 
'grel pa, bodhicittavivaratJa), a text cited by Dzong-ka-ba 
in his Essence of the Good Explanations at the point of 
this discussion, which says: 

The statement by the Subduer 
That all these are mind-only 
Is for the purpose of dispelling the fear of the childish 
It is not so in reality. 

This is indeed a refutation by Nag3.rjuna of the Chitta
mitra teaching of mind-only. However, Sha-mar-den
dzin points out, 30.3-4, that this text is a spin-off from 
the Gu/ryasamiija T antra and thus would be considered a 
tantric, not a Midhyamika text. As such, it would not 
seem to contradict Ye-shay-day's statement that it is not 
made clear in Miidhyamika treatises by Nag3.rjuna and 
Aryadeva whether external objects do or do not exist. 

Although Christian Lindtner in his N agarjuniana 
(P.II) has included the Essay on the Mind of Enlighten
ment within the works that he considers to be authenti
cally by Nag3.rjuna, Paul Williams in his review of 
Lindtner's book (Journal of Indian Philosophy, 12 (1984) 
pp.84 -94) argues cogently and at length against attrib
uting the work to Nag3.rjuna and instead attributing it 
to a writer of the eighth or ninth century. One of his 
reasons against Nag3.rjuna being the author of the text is 
its rejection of mind-only and use of Y ogachara termino
logy that Williams finds no evidence in Nagarjuna's 
other works to show he was familiar with. 
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481 Translation from Hopkins, trans. The Precious Garland 
and the Song of the Four Mindfulnesses, P.76. Sanskrit, as 
found in Hahn, pp.I28-30, is: 

yathaiva vaiyakarat}o 
matrkam api patbayet/ 
buddho 'vadat tatha dharmatp 
vineyiiniiIp. yathak~/ 

ke~ cid avadad dhanruup. 
papebhyo vinivrttayel 
k~ cit pUI).yasiddhyarthatp 
k~ cid dvayanisritam// 

dvayanisritam eke~ 
bhiram bhirubhisanam g.un. . . 

siinyat:akartu;liigarbham 
ek~ bodhisiidhanam// 

As Sha-mar-den-zin, 31.2-3, points out, although these 
verses do seem to be indicating implicitly that the 
Chittamiitra view is superceded by that of Madhyamika, 
such is not clear in the literal words. Thus he feels that 
this passage also does not contradict Ye-shay-day's state
ment that it was not made ckar in the Madhyamika 
treatises of the Superior Nag3rjuna whether external 
objects exist or not. 

482 A-gya-yong-dzin gives a somewhat fuller explanation, 
167.3-5. Although Dzong-ka-ba says here in the Great 
Exposition that the chronology is evident to be thus, in 
the Medium Exposition (rje tsong kha pa'i gsung dbu ma'i 
Ita ba'i skoredition, 670.9; Thurman's translation, p. 1 17, 
Hopkins' p.6), he qualifies this statement, saying, "the 
chronology of the clarification [of the texts by N iigiirjuna 
and Aryadeva] through great treatises is evident to be 
thus". The reason for this qualification is that there 
were great Madhyamikas of similar assertion who pre
ceded both Bhiivaviveka and Shantarak~hita, and thus 
one can consider Ye-shay-day's account to be a chrono
logy of the founding of those systems - i.e., setting 
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them forth in contradistinction to other systems - but 
not as a mere chronology of the persons who assert 
tenets in accordance with those systems. 

483 See Kay-drup's Thousand Dosages, Gurudeva edition, 
4Ib.5-43a.4, for his discussion of this topic. Quite 
aside from seconding the very specific objection brought 
up by Dzong-ka-ba concerning Chandrakirti - saying 
that he cannot be considered to make assertions in 
accordance with any of the lower tenet systems - Kay
drup makes a broader objection (42a.2 - 3). He says that 
even Bhavaviveka and Jftanagarbha - famed as Sautran
tika-Madhyamikas - cannot be considered to accord 
with the Sautr3ntikas in their presentations of conven
tionalities because they have many great dissimilarities 
from that system, such as not asserting self-knowers 
even conventionally. If something were posited as ac
cording with something else merely because of according 
in some partial way, then it would absurdly follow that 
all tenet systems accorded with each other. 

484 In the Berkeley text, this paragraph was placed con
siderably earlier, at 17a.I-2; this would be P.401 of the 
English translation, coming just before the beginning of 
the heading, "Fifth, a further unsuitability ... ". 

485 P5380, Vo1.103, 187.2.3. This is translated by Chr. 
Lindtner in "AtiSa's Introduction to the Two Truths, 
and Its Sources", Jounuzl of Indian Philosophy 9, 1981, 
P.194. He has interpreted the Tibetan syntax a bit 
differently. The entire passage (15 - I6ab) reads: 

stong nyid gang gis rtogs she naf 
de bzhin gshegs pas lung bstan zhingl 
chos nyid bden pa gzigs pa yil 
kIu sgrub slob rna z1a grags yin! 
de las brgyud pa'i man ngag gis/ 
chos nyid bden pa rtogs par 'gyur/ 

My translation of it is: 
Through what is emptiness realized? 
Through the quintessential instructions transmitted 

from 
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Chandrakirti, student of Nagar;una 
Who was prophesied by the Tathagata 
And who perceived reality, the truth, 
Reality, the truth, will be realized. 

Lindtner's translation (P.I94) is: 
But who has [actually] "understood" emptiness? -
Nagarjuna who was predicated (vyakrta) by the Tatha
gata, [and his] disciple (Siya) ChandrakIrti who 
[also] saw the absolute truth (dharmaUisalJla). The 
absolute truth (dharmatiisalJla) may be understood by 
means of the instructions (upade§a) hailing from him. 

Lindtner has interpreted the interrogative pronoun in 
the phrase stong nyid GANG gis rtogs as referring to a 
person, "Who has realized emptiness?" I feel that my 
interpretation of it as what - "Through what is empti
ness realized?", is supported by the answer given in 
16ab - "Through the quintessential instructions trans
mitted from him, reality, the truth, will be realized." 
Also, Lindtner has split the two lines, "Who was pro
phesied by the Tatbagata" (de bzhin gshegs pas lung bstan 
zhing), and "And who perceived reality, the truth" (eMS 
nyU! bden pa gzigs pa yi), so that the first applies to 
Nagarjuna and the second to both Nagar;una and 
Chandrakirti. Such a split is not justified by the Tibetan 
connective zhing, and given that only Nagar;una was 
prophesied by the Buddha, it is clear that both lines 
must refer to him. 

CHAPTER THREE: STAGES OF ENTRY INTO 
SUCHNESS 

486 The first verse of the Treatise says: 
I bow down to the perfect Buddha, 
The highest of speakers, 
Who taught that dependent-arisings [in the face of 

uncontaminated meditative equipoise] 
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Are without cessation, without production, 
Without annihilation, without pennanence, 
Without coming, without going, 
Without difference, and without sameness -
Pacified of elaborations, peaceful. 

See the La Vallee Poussin edition of ChandrakIrti's 
Clear Words, pp.II-I2, for the Sanskrit and Tibetan. 
Dzong-~-ba discusses this verse in his Ocean of Reason
ing, Explanation of(Nagarjuna's) "Treatise on the Middle 
Way", rje tsong kha pa'i gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i skor 
edition, Vol. I, 483.-8 through 484.-5, and the brack
eted material in the translation above is drawn from 
483.16. 

487 Tibetan in the Dhannsala edition, 282.6-7; Sanskrit in 
the La Vallee Poussin edition, 334.5-6. 

488 Tibetan in the Dhannsala edition, beginning of chapter 
eighteen, 284.I-II. Sanskrit in the La Vallee Poussin 
edition, 340.3-12. 

489 Tibetan in the Dhannsala edition, 284.12-285.2. San
skrit in the La Vallee Poussin edition, 340.13-15. 

490 'Ibis commentary is placed here in accordance with the 
Berkeley text, 2Ib.7. In the Delhi text it was placed 
above, just before the section heading that begins, 
"Seventh . . . " 

491 This commentary by Ba-so is placed here in accordance 
with the Berkeley text, 22b.4. In the Delhi text it was 
placed just before the section headings. 

492 This commentary is placed here in accordance with 
Berkeley, 22b.6. In the Delhi text it is found much 
earlier, 183.4-184.2, just before the section heading 
that begins, "Seventh . . . ". 

493 Chapter eighteen, the Tibetan is found in the Dhannsala 
edition at 288.10-20; the Sanskrit is in the La Vallee 
Poussin edition, 345.13-346.3. 

494 The translation of the previous two sentences follows 
the compiler of the Berkeley text. Ba-so gives a different 
interpretation of the passage, taking the investigation as 
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one analyzing whether or not the aggregates themselves 
are inherently existent, as follows: 

Is it something designated to a basis of designation 
having the character of the aggregates, that is, aggre
gates established from their own side, or inherently 
established? Or, is it designated to a basis of designa
tion that is without the own-character of the 
aggregates? 

495 Chapter One, P.2o.5-9 in the La Vallee Poussin edition 
of the Tibetan, pp. 17.20-18.3 in the Council of Cul
tural and Religious Affairs edition. 

496 Pleasure of Elegant Sayings edition, 45.20; rye tsong kha 
pa'i gsung dbu rna'i ita ba'i skor edition, Vol.l, 504.I. 
The bracketed middle portion of the passage, from "in 
dependence upon its force" through to "However," was 
indicated by ellipsis in the citation of this passage in the 
Annotations . 

497 Pleasure of Elegant Sayings edition, 46.4; rye tsong kha 
pa'i gsung dbu rna'i Ita ba'i skor edition, Vol.l, 504.5 

498 Nga-wang-rap-den is referring to the passage from 
Chandrakirti's Clear Words cited above (P.296) and is 
interpreting the passage as did Ba-so - see note 494 
above. Another mode of interpretation, that set forth by 
the compiler of the Berkeley text, was followed in 
translating the above passage. 

499 Chapter eighteen, Toh 3842, Tokyo sde dge Vol.l, 
240b.2. 

500 The compiler of the Berkeley text adds at this juncture, 
26b.2-4, the following explanation of different mean
ings of "substantial" and "imputed" existence: 

The Hearer schools assert that since [a pot] is a 
collection generality which is a composite of many 
minute particles, it does not substantially exist. The 
master Bhavaviveka asserts that a pot, for instance, 
which is a composite of particles existing in one base 
or of one type is substantially existent and that a 
forest, for instance, which is a collective aggregation 
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of different types or different bases is imputedly 
existent. Those which are self-instituting in the sense 
of their being apprehendable without depending upon 
other factualities are the basis-of-all and so forth. 
Those that are self-instituting in the sense of their 
being directly cognizable without depending upon 
object-possessors - terms or conceptual conscious
nesses - are [for instance] forms, sounds, and so 
forth. Those that cannot be self-instituting since their 
entities are not apprehendable without depending 
upon other factualities are, for instance, persons. The 
definition of an imputed existent is: "a phenomenon 
that is included within those which are not or cannot 
be not directly cognizable without depending upon 
any object-possessor - a term or conceptual 
consciousness. " 

(nyan thos sde pas rdul phra rab du rna bsags pa'i tshogs 
spyi yin pas rdzas su med par 'dod pa dang rten gcig la 
yod pa'am rigs gcig pa'i rdul rnams bsags pa'i bum pa 
Ita bu rdzas yod dang rigs tha dad pa'am rten tha dad 
pa'i tshogs 'dus pa nags tshallta bu btags yod du slob 
dpon legs ldan bzhed don gzhan la rna 1tos par rang nyid 
bzung du yod pa tshugs thub pa kun gzhi sogs dang yul 
can sgra rtog la rna Itos par rang nyid mngon sum du 
rtogs byar yod pa'i tshugs thub bzugs sgra sogs don 
gzhan la rna ltos par rang gi ngo bo bzung du med pas 
tshugs mi thub pa gang zag Ita bu dang yul can sgra rtog 
gang la rna brten par mngon sum du rtogs byar med 
pa'am mi thub pa gang rung gis bsdus pa'i chos de btags 
yod kyi mtshan nyid Ita bu'o) 

501 P5191, Vol.9Q. This passage is from chapter four, 
291.4·3-4· 

502 This commentary has been placed here in accordance 
with the Berkeley text, 27a.5. In the Delhi text it is 
located two sides later - at 196.6 - which would have 
put it at the very end of this chapter. 

503 The Berkeley compiler, 27b.5, adds here the phrase, 
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"since they are posited as existing objectively" (yul steng 
nas 'jog pas de). 

504 The Berkeley compiler, 27b.6, adds here the phrase, 
"other powered phenomena and so forth" (gzhan dbang 
sogs). 

CHAPTER FOUR: MISIDENTIFYING THE OBJECT 
OF NEGATION 

505 Bodhicaryiivatiira, edited by Vidhushekhara Bhatta
charya, (Calcutta: The Asiatic Society, 196<», p.22I. 

506 P795, Vol.31, 283.5.1-283.5.2. 
507 La Vallee Poussin's edition of the Tibetan, p.1I2.18. La 

Vallee Poussin's translation in Museon II (1910), P.308. 
508 La Vallee Poussin's edition of the Tibetan, p.122.14-

17. La Vallee Poussin's translation in Museon II (1910), 

P·315· 
509 La Vallee Poussin's edition of the Tibetan, p. I 14.4. La 

Vallee Poussin's translation inMusion II (1910), P.309. 
510 This commentary is placed here in accordance with the 

Berkeley text, 3oa.1 and 3Ib.5. In the Delhi text it was 
placed at the beginning of the section; it seems more 
appropriate at the end. Also the commentary is identified 
as being by Nga-wang-rap-den in accordance with Berke
ley; in the Delhi text, it was identified at the beginning 
as being by Jam-yang-shay-ba and at the end as by Ba
so. It accords with the style of neither of them but does 
with that of Nga-wang-rap-den. 

CHAPTER FIVE: THE UNCOMMON FEATURE OF 
MADHYAMIKA 

511 Toh 3825, Tokyo sde dge Vol.l, 22b.4-5; The Tibetan 
is also available in Lindtner's Nagarjuniana, p.I60. 

512 The Tibetan is found in the Dharmsala edition of the 
Clear Words, p.400.1-2. The Sanskrit is found in La 
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Vallee Poussin's edition of the Prasannapada, P.475. 
513 Toh 3828, Tokyo sde dge Vol.l, 28a.2. The Sanskrit is 

found in Lindtner's Nagarjuniana, P.76. 
514 The Tibetan is found in the Dhannsala edition of the 

Clear Words, p.42I.8-10 and 422.5-7. The Sanskrit is 
found in La Vallee Poussin's edition, PP.499 and 500. 

5 I 5 The Tibetan is found in the Dhannsala edition of the 
Clear Words, 422.2-6. The Sanskrit is found in La 
Vallee Poussin's edition, 500.1-3. 

516 Dra-di Ge-shay has changed Dzong-ka-ba's statement 
that twenty-five chapters of Nagarjuna's Treatise on the 
Middle Way mainly refute inherent existence with re
spect to dependent-arisings to say that the twenty-fifth 
chapter mainly refutes dependent-arising. As Sha-mar
den-dzin points out, 45.3-6, this must be considered 
an error, since Dzong-ka-ba clearly means to say (see 
immediately below) that the twenty-sixth chapter teaches 
the mode of positing dependent-arisings, the twenty
fourth teaches the feasibility of the presentations of 
conventionalities within an emptiness of inherent exist
ence' the other twenty-five mainly refute inherent exist
ence, and one must know how to carry over the teaching 
of the feasibility of the presentation of conventionalities 
within an emptiness of inherent existence to those 
twenty-five chapters refuting inherent existence. 

517 The Tibetan is found in the Dhannsala edition of the 
Clear Words, PP.425.1-3 and 426.5-7. The Sanskrit is 
found in La Vallee Poussin's edition, PP.503.10-II 
and 505.2-3. 

518 Toh 3828, Tokyo sde dge VOl.I, 29a.5-6. The Sanskrit 
as edited by Johnston and Kunst is found in The 
Dialectical Method of Niigiirjuna, P.52 and 53. 

519 Toh 3827, Tokyo sde dge Vol.I, 26b.4-5. 
520 Toh 3825, Tokyo sde dge VOl.I, 22a.2-3. The Tibetan 

can also be found in Lindtner's, Nagarjuniana, P.II4. 
521 In Lindtner's Nagarjuniana, PP.I34 and 136. 
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CHAPTER SIX: DEPENDENT -ARISING AND 
EMPTINESS 

522 This is the fourth of four subheadings to the topic, 
"Identifying the distinguishing feature of Madhyamika". 
The first three fonned the subject matter of the previous 
chapter. 

523 The Tibetan can be found in the Dhannsala edition of 
the Tibetan, 422.7-423.10. The Sanskrit is found in La 
Vallee Poussin's edition, 500.5-501.8. 

524 Toh 3828, Tokyo sde dge Vol.l, 27b.5. Dzong-ka-ba 
has cited the verse as it is found in Nagarjuna's Cam
mentary on the "Refutation of Objections", Toh 3832, 
Tokyo sde dge Vol.l, I26b.2-3. The Sanskrit for the 
verse, as edited by Johnston and Kunst, is found in The 
Dialectical Method of Nagarjuna, P.23. 

525 Toh 3832, Tokyo sde dge Vol.l, I26b.3-127a.I. The 
Sanskrit from Johnston and Kunst is found in The 
Dialectical Method of Niigarjuna, P.24. 

526 This paragraph has been moved here in accordance with 
the Berkeley text, 42a.5. In the Delhi text it was located 
in the middle of the passage from Nagftrjuna's Commen
tary on the "Refutation of Objections" and seemed disrup
tive to the flow of the argument. 

527 The Berkeley commentary, 43a.5, has at this juncture 
additional commentary, identified as by Jam-yang-shay
ba: "This meaning is set forth in the Advice to the Lord 
of Tsako (tsa kho dpon por gdams pa) [Dzong-ka-ba's 
Three Principal Aspects of the Path]: 

As long as the two, realization of appearances, or 
The inevitability of dependent-arising, 
And realization of emptiness, or 
The non-assertion [of inherent existence], 
Appear to be separate, 
There is still no realization 
Of the thought of Shakyamuni Buddha." 

The translation of the above verse is from Sopa and 
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Hopkins, Practice and Theory of Tibetan Buddhism, P.43. 
See the emendations to chapter six for the Tibetan of 
the passage. 

528 The Berkeley text, 43a.6, identifies this paragraph as 
commentary by Nga-wang-rap-den rather than Jam
yang-shay-ba and places it before the outline heading 
rather than after. Stylistically it could be by either 
commentator and seems a superfluous commentary 
wherever it is placed. 

529 The Tibetan is found in the Dharmsala edition of 
Chandrakirti's Clear Words, 420.11-13. The Sanskrit 
for this verse is found in La Vallee Poussin's edition, 

p·498· 
530 P5658, Vol.129, 176.1-3. The Sanskrit is found in 

Hahn, Nagarjuna's Ratniivali, P.46. 
531 P763, Vo1.27, 238.5.6. The passage cited by Ba-so in 

the Annotations differs substantially in wording but not 
meaning from that found in the canon. As cited by Ba
so the verse reads: 

zab zhi spros bra! ' od gsa! 'dus rna byas/ 
bdud rtsi Ita bu'i chos ni kho bos myed/ 
su la bstan kyang go bar mi 'gyur basi 
des na mi smra nags su gnas par byaJ / 

As found in the Peking edition of the siitra it reads: 
zab zhi rdul bra! 'od gsa! 'dus rna byasl 
bdud rtsi chos ni bdag gis thob par gyur/ 
bdag gis bstan kyang gzhan gyis mi shes tel 
mi smrar nags 'dab gnas par bya ba snyam/ / 

The translation of this version differs slightly from that 
of the version cited by Ba-so: 

I have attained a doctrine profound, peaceful, 
Free from dust [i.e. pure], luminous, uncompounded, 

ambrosia. 
Though I were to teach it, others would not 

understand; 
Hence I should stay without speaking in the forest. 

The Sanskrit, which supports the Peking edition cita
tion, as found in Buddhist Sanskrit Texts, NO.1, P.L. 
Vaidya ed., is: 
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gambhlra santo virajab prabhasvarab 
praptomi dharmo hyaI11f1:o 'sarpslqtal:lJ 

deseya c3hrup na parasya jane 
yanniina tii~Qi pavane vaseyarnJ/ 

It is interesting to note that one meaning of the Sanskrit 
term viraja~, usually translated as "pure", is "free from 
dust" which is how it is translated into Tibetan in the 
Peking edition (rdul bral). As cited by Ba-so, and as 
widely renowned in the Tibetan tradition, the term has 
become "free from elaborations" (spros bral) which 
usually translates the Sanskrit aprapaiica. 

English translation (from the French) by Gwendolyn 
Bays can be found in The Lalitavistara Siitra: The Voice 
of the Buddha, the Beauty of Compassion, Vo1.2, P.594. 

532 The Berkeley text, 45a.6-45b.2, adds here the following 
commentary, not found in the Delhi text, identified as 
commentary by Dra-di Ge-shay: 
For, it is said in the Advice to the Lord of Tsa-ko, Nga
wang-drak-ba, [Dzong-ka-ba's Three Principal Aspects of 
the Path]: 

When [the two realizations exist] 
Simultaneously without alternation 
And when, from only seeing dependent-arising 
As infallible, definite knowledge destroys 
All the objects of the conception 
[Of inherent existence], then the analysis 
Of the view [of emptiness] is complete. 

Also, it is as is explained in ChandrakIrti's Clear Words 
and in the Buddhapalita Commentary on (Nagarjuna's) 
"Treatise on the Middle Way" that the Nihilists' concep
tion that former and future lives do not inherently exist 
is not a realization of emptiness. For, if one does not 
know how to posit conventionalities, one is not released 
from the extreme of annihilation, and as long as one has 
not refuted the two extremes, one has not gained the 
path of the view of the middle way, and, as explained 
earlier, needs to realize the way in which conventional
ities are feasible as mere nominalities even though con
ventionalities do not exist for the perspective of that 
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view [that is, do not appear to an exalted wisdom 
consciousness realizing emptiness]. Dzong-ka-ba's An
swers to the Questions of Jang-chup-la-ma says: 

Through gaining ascertainment of the inevitable 
causes and effects of dependent-arisings, the view of 
annihilation is stopped, and through gaining ascer
tainment of the emptiness that is the absence of 
inherent existence, the non-establishment of even a 
particle that is a focus for the conception of signs, one 
is released from the extreme of permanence. There
fore, since the view gaining ascertainment of infallible 
cause and effect within an emptiness of own entityness 
removes the possibility of the errors of both perma
nence and annihilation, it is the best of understandings. 

Although the Berkeley text identifies the above as 
commentary by Dra-di Ge-shay, it is far more in 
Jam-yang-shay-ba's style, particularly since Jam-yang
shay-ba has cited previously within this chapter both 
Dzong-ka-ba's Three Principal Aspects of the Path (see 
note 527) and Answm to the Questions of Jang-chup-la
ma (P.348) 

The translation of the above verse from Dzong-ka
ba's Three Principal Aspects of the Path is from Sopa and 
Hopkins, Practice and Theory of Tibetan Buddhism, P.43. 
See the emendations to chapter six for the Tibetan of 
the passage. 

533 The Berkeley compiler, 46b.2-3, has added here the 
following commentary: 

Bondage, release, and so forth are refuted conven
tionally because (I) own-character is refuted conven
tionallyand (2) you [misinterpreters of Madhyamika] 
assert that the reasoning refuting own-character re
futes bondage, release, and so forth. 

(tha snyad du bcing grol sogs bkag pa yin tel tha snyad 
du rang mtshan 'gag pa gang zhig rang mtshan 'gog pa'i 
rigs pas beings grol sogs 'gog par 'dod pa'i phyirl) 

534 The Berkeley compiler, 47b.2-3, adds here a phrase of 
commentary: "since you assert that the two - inherent 
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existence and cause and effect - are equally non-exist
ent'" (rang bzhin dang rgyu 'bras gnyis med mnyam du 
'dod pas). 

CHAPTER SEVEN: MADHY AMIKA RESPONSE 

535 This is third of three subdivisions to the topic, "Showing 
that those systems [that negate too much] refute the 
uncommon distinguishing feature of Madhyamika". 
The topic began on the first page of chapter five, and 
the first two subheadings, "Identifying the distinguish
ing feature of Madhyamika" and "How those systems 
refute that distinguishing feature" formed the subject 
matter of chapters five and six. 

The Berkeley text, 48b.6, places the adjective "actual" 
(don la gnas pa) somewhat differently from the Delhi 
text, and, as placed there, it would have to be translated 
as "factual". Following the Berkeley text, the heading 
would read: "How a Madhyamika gives a factual answer 
to the reasonings of those Tibetan systems that refute 
the distinguishing feature of Madhyamika." Either read
ing is acceptable. 

536 Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words, 423.15-17 and 424.3-4. Sanskrit in La 
Vallee Poussin's edition, 502.1-2 and 502.7-8. 

537 Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words, 426.20 and 427. I - 2. Sanskrit in La Vallee 
Poussin's edition, 5°5.18 and 506.1. 

538 This is commentary on XI.IO. Toh 3865, Tokyo sde dge 
Vol. 8, 175b.2-3. Sanskrit in Haraprasad Shastri, 
492 . 13- 15. 

539 The Delhi text identifies this as commentary by Ba-so 
whereas the Berkeley text identifies it as by Nga-wang
rap-den. Although it could be by either, it is more in the 
style of Nga-wang-rap-den, and thus the Berkeley identi
fication has been accepted. Why Nga-wang-rap-den 
chose to make this point is not readily apparent. 
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540 Pleasure of Elegant Sayings edition of Dzong-ka-ba's 
Essence o/the Good Explanations, 69.14-16. The entire 
passage reads: "The Two Proponents of [Truly Existent 
External] Objects do not know how to posit fonns and 
so forth as existing if their being established by way of 
their own character as the basis of conception by thought 
and as the foundations of imputing tenninology is ne
gated." (Translation from Hopkins, unpublished manu
script). See Thunnan's Tsang Khapa's Speech o/Gold in 
the Essence 0/ True Eloquence, P.238. 

541 This third heading, "the meaning established [by these 
explanations]" is barely developed; it gets absorbed into 
a subheading that comes later - see P.37I. 

542 Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words, 280.1-13. Sanskrit in La Vallee Poussin's 
edition, 329.10-17. 

543 The phrase "as well as the meaning established by this" 
tacked on to the heading represents the third subdivision 
from a topic begun on P.365. Given the cursory treat
ment it receives, the heading appears t('.be superfluous. 

544 lIDs is commentary leading into XIV.23. Toh 3865, 
Tokyo sde dge Vol. 8, 220b.4-6. Sanskrit does not 
survive. 

545 lIDs is commentary surrounding XI.25. Toh 3865, 
Tokyo sde dge Vo1.8, 182b.6-183a.4. Sanskrit does not 
survive. 

546 Dra-di Ge-shay has added in this rather obfuscating 
phrase of commentary based on a printing error that 
occurs in both editions of Dzong-ka-ba's text. Both 
texts (Dharmsala, 386a.4; Dra-shi-lhun-bo, 154.4) read 
ji Itar yod pa de ltar ni NGES na; however, as Sha-mar
den-dzin points out (54.5-57.1, nb 56.6), and as is 
supported by the sde dge edition of Chandrakirti's text 
(182b.4 and 183a.l), the passage should read de ji ltar 
yod pa de ltar ni DES na, with the portion up to ni being 
commentary by Chandrakirti and the des na being the 
last two syllables of Aryadeva's root text (XI.25b) which 
fonn a meaning unit with XI.25cd. 
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547 Lindtner, Nagarjuniana, P.79. 
548 Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandraltirti's 

Clear Words, 235.9-10. Sanskrit in La Vallee Poussin's 
edition, 272.14 and 273.3. 

549 Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition on 235.13-236.1; 
Sanskrit in La Vallee Poussin's edition, 273.4-9. 

550 Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandraltirti's 
Clear Words, 417.20. Sanskrit in La Vallee Poussin's 
edition, 495.1. Dra-di Ge-shay, in interpreting "wrongly 
viewing emptiness" as referring only to understanding 
that all phenomena do not exist has, I believe, unneces
sarily limited the import of Nagarjuna's statement, 
which is worded broadly enough to allow multiple ways of 
"wrongly viewing emptiness". In his commentary on 
this verse, Chandraltirti spells out two wrong views -
one is that expressed in Dra-di Ge-shay's commentary, 
in which phenomena are understood not to exist at all 
because they are empty. The other mentioned by Chan
draltirti is the position of Hinayana schools, namely, to 
say that the emptiness taught by Madhyamikas is not 
the emptiness taught by the Buddha because it goes too 
far. 

551 Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandraltirti's 
Clear Words, 418.19-419.10. Sanskrit in La Vallee 
Poussin's edition, 495.12-496.9. 

552 Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandraltirti's 
Clear Words, 418.2-6. Sanskrit in La Vallee Poussin's 
edition, 495.3-5. 

553 The Berkeley compiler, 58tq, adds around Dzong-ka
ba's words "due to mere", the phrase of commentary 
"DUE TO MERELY being true for a consciousness 
conceiving true existence" (bden 'dzin gyi ngor bden pa 
TSAM GYIS - Dzong-ka-ba's text in all capital letters). 

554 The Berkeley compiler, 59a.2-3, adds in the following 
commentary at the end of the passage from Chandra
klrti's Clear Words: 

Therefore, we avoid the extreme of annihilation be
cause we do not [assert] the meaning of a view of 
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annihilation [set forth] in the Clear Words and because 
we assert non-inherent existence. 

(tshig gsa! gyi chad lta'i don med pa'i phyir dang rang 
bzhin med par khas blangs pas chad Ita sel ba'i PHYIR 
- Dzong-ka-ba's text in all capital letters.) 

555 The Berkeley compiler, 59b.3-4, adds in here the 
following commentary: 

Therefore, just as~ in our own system, although [this 
reasoning] can refute the view of annihilation which is 
that a formerly inherently existent mind is annihil
ated, it cannot refute the other [that is to say, viewing 
former and future lifetimes as non-existent], so there 
would be [cases] of holding utter non-existence in 
which the former view of annihilation would not 
occur but the latter would. 

(des na rang lugs rang bzhin pa'i sems sngar rang bzhin 
du yod pa chad pa'i chad Ita 'gog nus kyang gcig shos 
'gog mi nus pa bzhin gtan med du 'dzin pa la chad Ita 
snga rna med kyang phyi rna 'byung ba'o) 

556 This commentary is placed here in accordance with the 
Berkeley text, 59b.4. In the Delhi text it was placed 
earlier, on 263.6, just after the outline heading "eleventh, 
refuting those ... ", and seemed out of place. 

557 Chapter eighteen, commentary that comes between 
verses seven and eight. Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition 
of Chandrakirti's Clear Words, 302.4-17. Sanskrit in 
La Vallee Poussin's edition, 368.4-12. 

558 lbis passage continues directly from that just cited. 
Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words, 302.17-303.1. Sanskrit in La Vallee Pous
sin's edition, 368.13-15. 

559 lbis passage continues directly from that just cited. 
Tibetan in the Dharmsala edition of Chandrakirti's 
Clear Words, 303.1 - 14. Sanskrit in La Vallee Poussin's 
edition, 368.16-369.4. 

560 This is commentary prior to, including, and subsequent 
to XV.loab. Toh 3865, Tokyo sde dge Vo1.8, 224b.2-3. 
Sanskrit does not survive. 
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561 This is commentary at the very end of chapter twenty: 
Toh 3842, Tokyo sde dge Vol. I , 255b.3-4. 

APPENDICES 
APPENDIX ONE: THE DIVIS ON OF MADHY AMIKAS 
INTO REASON-ESTABLISHED ILLUSIONISTS AND 
PROPONENTS OF THOROUGH NON-ABIDING 

562 Sanskrit tenns supplied by David Ruegg in his Literature 
of the Madhyamaka School of Philosophy in India, P.58-
9, as corresponding to the Tibetan tenns cited above. 
The Sanskrit tenn miiyopamiidvayaviidin actually trans
lates the Tibetan sgyu ma Ita bu gnyis su med par smra ba: 
"proponent of illusion-like non-dualism", a Tibetan 
tenn used far less frequently in this context than is sgyu 
ma rigs grub. See below, note 577, for a reference on its 
use. The Tibetan CHOS TRAMS CAD rab tu mi gnas par 
smra ba, which I have not actually seen used, would 
correspond more exactly to the Sanskrit sarvadhamui
pra~(iinaviidin. 

563 The following discussion is primarily an interweaving of 
five sources: 
1 Sha-mar-den-dzin, Lamp Illuminating the Profound 
Thought, Set Forth to Purify Forgetfulness of the Difficult 
Points of (Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposition of Special 
Insight", 19.4-30.2 (Sha-mar's discussion includes an 
extensive paraphrase of Kay-drup Nor-sang-gya-tso's 
(mkhas grub nor bzang rgya mtsho) assertions (19.4-21.6) 
which served as the source for that scholar's views); 
2 Nga-wang-bel-den's Explanation of the Conventional 
and the Ultimate in the Four Systems of Tenets (usually 
referred to as the Presentation of the Two Truths, the full 
title is grub mtha' bzhi'i lugs kyi kun rdzob dang don 
dam pa'i don rnam par bshad pa legs bshad dpyid kyi dpal 
mo'i glu dbyangs, New Delhi: Guru Deva, 1972), 
188.5-200.1; 
3 Nga-wang-bel-den's Annotations for (Jam-yang-shay-
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ba's) "Great Exposition of Tenets", Freeing the Knots of 
the Difficult Points, Precious Jewel of Clear Thought (grub 
mtha' chen mo'i mchan 'grel dka' gnad mdud grol blo gsal 
gces nor, Sarnath: Pleasure of Elegant Sayings Printing 
Press, 1964,) dbu 59b.7-62a.1 (note nya); 
4 A-gya-yong-dzin'sABriefExplanationofTerminology 
Occurring in (Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposition of the 
Stages 01 the Path", 165.4-167.3; 
5 Pa-bong-ka's About the Four Interwoven Annotations 
on (Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposition of the Stages of the 
Path to Enlightenment", Set Forth In Very Brief Form 
to Purify Forgetfulness and Nourish the Memory, 
103.1-104.3. 

See also Kay-drup's Thousand Dosages (Opening the 
Eyes of the Fortunate, Treatise Brilliantly Clarifying the 
Profound Emptiness, stong thun chen mol zab mo stong pa 
nyid rab tu gsal bar byed pa'i bstan bcos skal bzang mig 
'byed), 4Ia.6- 41b.5 in VOl.I of The Collected Works 
of the Lord Mkhas-grub rje dge-legs-dpal-bzaiJ.-po 
(New Delhi: Gurudeva, 1980) and see the Four Inter
woven Annotations, Delhi edition, 166.4-170.6 and 
173.6- 174.2. 

564 Great Exposition, Dhannsala edition, 370a.2-370b.2. 
565 Medium Exposition of Special Insight, edition found in rje 

tsong kha pa'i gsung dbu rna'i Ita ba'i skor, Vol.2, 669. 13-
20. English translation by Robert Thunnan on p. I 17 of 
The Life and Teachings of Tsong Khapa, Robert A.F. 
Thunnan, ed., Dharamsala, Library of Tibetan Works 
and Archives, 1982. English translation by Jeffrey Hop
kins on P.5 of an unpublished manuscript, "Special 
Insight: From Dzong-ka-ba's Middling Exposition of the 
Stages of the Path to Enlightenment Practiced by Persons of 
Three Capacities with supplementary headings by Trijang 
Rinbochay" . 

566 Medium Exposition of Special Insight, edition found in rje 
tsong kha pa'i gsung dbu rna'i Ita ba'i skor, Vo1.2, 732.8-
II and 732.18-733.2. See p.l69 of Thurman's transla-
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tion, PP.1I7 and 118-19 of Hopkins' translation. 
567 It is clear that Jam-yang-shay-ba accepts the tenn "Pro

ponent of Thorough Non-Abiding" as another name for 
PrasaIigika-Madhyamika. He says in the root text of his 
presentation of tenets: "They are known as PrasaIigikas, 
Only-Appearance Madhyamikas, and Non-Abiding 
Madhyamikas," and elaborates on this in his Great 
Exposition of Tenets, "Thus, because [PrasaIigikas] do 
not abide in even any of the extremes of pennanence or 
annihilation, they are called Non-Abiding Madhyamikas 
or Thoroughly Non-Abiding Madhyamikas." (Transla
tion from Hopkins' Meditation on Emptin£ss, PP.586 and 
587.) 

There is no similarly clear statement that he accepts 
the Reason-Established Illusionists as Svatantrika. Nga
wang-bel-den says in his Presentation of the Two Truths, 
189.3-4, that since Jam-yang-shay-ba said in the Great 
Exposition of Tenets that the PrasaIigikas are Thoroughly 
Non-Abiding Madhyamikas, one can implicitly under
stand that the Svatantrikas are Reason-Established Illu
sionists. Also, in his Annotations to the "Great Exposition 
of Teneri', Nga-wang-bel-den says that it appears that 
Jam-yang-shay-ba accepts that the Reason-Established 
Illusionists are Svatantrikas since he says that those texts 
which refute the Reason-Established Illusionists are re
futing Svatantrika. 

Jang-gya's position can be found in his Presentation of 
Tenets, 289.18-290.13. English translation in Lopez, 
"The Svatantrika-Madhyamika School of Mahayana 
Buddhism," (Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1982), 
pp. 388-9. A-gya-yong-dzin's interpretation is cited 
almost in its entirety below (see next note); Pa-bong
ka's position is found in the pages cited above. 

568 A-gya-yong-dzin, 165.4-167.2. A few sentences - in
dicated by ellipses - that deal with the division of 
Madhyamikas by way of how they assert conventional
ities have been omitted in the interest of addressing the 
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issue at hand. A-gya-yong-dzin's including the twofold 
division of Miidhyamikas by way of how they posit 
conventionalities within the scope of that rejected by 
Lo-den-shay-rap seems to be unfounded. Dzong-ka-ba, 
in both the Great and Medium Expositions, mentions Lo
den-shay-rap only within his discussion of a twofold 
division by way of assertions regarding the ultimate, and 
the division of Miidhyamikas into Reason-Established 
Illusionists and Proponents of Thorough Non-Abiding 
is the only one discussed and rejected by Lo-den-shay
rap at the point in his Epistolary Essay, Drop of Ambrosia 
to which Dzong-ka-ba refers. 

569 See Ruegg's Literature of the Madhyamaka School, p. 1 19, 
for references in Tiiraniitha to the Tibetan view that Ash
vagho~ha, Shiira, Miiqcheta, and Dharma/Dhiirmika
Subhiiti are all names referring to the same person as 
well as to Western scholars' views on the topic. 

570 This text is not found in the Peking edition of the 
Tibetan canon among the works attributed to Atisha 
but is available as a separately published work from 
Bhutan (paro: Lama Ngodrup and Sherab Drimey, 
1979). It contains numerous short works by Atisha as 
well as works by other authors including Niigiirjuna, 
Vasubandhu, Shiira, and others. Included within it are 
works attributed to both Ashvagho~ha and Shiira. The 
text in question, the Cultivation of the Ultimate Mind of 
Enlightenment, is found in the Hundred Short Doctrines 
from 418.6-422.6 and is attributed to Ashvagho~ha. 

571 P5431, Vo1.103, 246.4.7-246.5.1 and 246.5.2-3. The 
passage is found in the Hundred Short Doctrines, 42 1·3 - 5 
and 421.6. Translation is in accordance with commen
tary by Sha-mar-den-dzin, 20.1-21.3, who claims to be 
giving Nor-sang-gya-tso's interpretation. The last four 
lines are translated in Hopkins' Meditation on Emptiness, 
P·587· 

572 Nor-sang-gya-tso's position and interpretation of the 
above passage are reported by Sha-mar-den-dzin, 
19·5-21.6. 
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573 Sha-mar-den-dzin, 22.1-22.2 and 23.4-23.6. 
574 rtag brtan chos 'byung seems to be another name for 

Taranatha's History of Buddhism in India (rgya gar chos 
'byung). Taranatha was a member of the Jo-nang-ba 
school and its chief monastery was called Dak-den-pun
tsok-ling (rtag brtan phun tshogs gling). See P.284 of the 
translation of Taranatha's text by Lama Chimpa and 
Alaka Chauopadhyaya (Calcutta: K.P. Bagchi & Com
pany, rpt. 1980): 

Roughly speaking, the time of the death of this king 
was the same as that of the Tibetan king Khri-ral 
(Ral-pa-can). During the reign of this king lived iiciirya 
Anandagarbha, the Madhyamika-prasaIigika Asva
gho~, who wrote Sarpvrti and Paramartha Bodhicitta
bhiivanii-krama ... 

King Tri-rel-wa-jen (khri gtsug Ide bstan ral ba can) 
reigned during the first half of the ninth century, which 
would indeed place the Ashvagho~ha who wrote the 
Stages of Cultivating the Ultimate Mind of Enlightenment 
considerably later than Nagirjuna. 

575 dbu 62a.I-3, note tao Ruegg in his Literature of the 
Madhyamaka School, p.120, says that the Paramiirtha
bodhicittabhiivaniikrama ascribed in Tibetan tenets lit
erature to Arya-Sl1ra is clearly a later composition, but 
offers no reasons. 

576 See Hopkins' Meditation on Emptiness, P.588. 
577 I was unable to locate the above text by Jftanavajra in 

either the Peking or sde dge editions of the Tibetan 
Tripitaka. It is cited by Sha-mar-den-dzin 22.5-6. 
Chandrahari's Precious Garland is P5297, Vol.IOI. The 
first passage cited by Sha-mar-den-dzin is 145.5.8; the 
second is 146.2.2. It should be noted that the first 
passage from Chandrahari is remarkably similar to the 
passage from Shl1ra cited above. Chandrahari's text also 
says, 144.5.5-6, "Buddhists are of seven types: Vai
bha~hikas, Sautrantikas, Solitary Realizers, Aspecta
rians, Non-Aspectarians, Illusionists, and Those Thor
oughly Not Abiding." 
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Ruegg, in his Literature of the Madhyarnaka School, 
P.58, gives another reference to the usage of the terms 
by an Indian scholar, the Precious Garland of S uchness 
(de kho na nyid rin po che'i phreng ba, tattvaratniivali, 
PP.14, 19 seq.) by the eleventh century scholar Advaya
vajra, in which he divides Madhyamikas into those two 
groups. Thjs is not cited by any of the Ge-Iuk.-ba 
commentato~s writing on this controversy. In the Peking 
bstan 'gyur this text is P3085, Vo1.68. The references 
Ruegg must be referring to are from 277.5.4-277.5.8. 
Again there is no clear statement that this is a way of 
dividing Madhyamikas by way of their assertions re
garding the ultimate nor is there use of the term 
"reason-established illusionist"; rather, the term used 
is "proponent of illusion-like non-dualism" (sgyu rna Ita 
bu gnyis su med par smra ba). An interesting point for 
further study is the transformation of the Tibetan term 
sgyu rna gnyis med into sgyu rna rigs grub. 

578 See Kay-drup's Thousand Dosages, Gurudeva edition, 
4Ib.2-3, and Pa-bong-ka's About the Four Interwoven 
Annotations on (Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great Exposition of the 
Stages of the Path to Enlightenment", 103.2-3. 

579 Sha-mar-den-dzin, 25·5· 
580 Golden Rosary, Ngawang Gelek edition, Vol.tsa, 

548.4-5. Cited in Sha-mar-den-dzin, 25.1-2. 
581 The first passage cited below is found in Gyel-tsap's 

Ornament for the Essence, Gelugpa Student's Welfare 
Committee edition, 231.12-15. The second is found on 
P.504.4-7. Both are cited in Sha-mar-den-dzin, 
25·3-5· 

582 Ornament for the Essence, Gelugpa Student's Welfare 
Committee edition, 504.7-8. Cited in Sha-mar-den
dzin, 26.2-3. 

583 Presentation of the Two Truths, 189.5-7. 
584 Medium Exposition, edition found in rye tsong kha pa'i 

gsung dbu rna'i Ita ba'i skor, Vo1.2, 732.8- 10. 
585 Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, 370a.2 - 3. 
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586 See his Presentation of the Grounds and Paths of Mantra 
(sngags kyi sa lam, rgyud smad par khang edition, no 
other data), p.IO.2, where he says, ". .. it must be 
asserted that the conceptual reasoning consciousness 
that realizes emptiness perceives the subject - the basis 
of emptiness .... " and cites as his reason the fact that 
such is stated in Dzong-ka-ba's Ocean of Reasoning, 
Explanation of (Niigiiryuna's) "Treatise on the Middle 
Way" and Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path. 
Nga-wang-bel-den cites those passages from Dzong-ka
ba in his Presentation of the Two Truths, 216.5-218.4; 
the first portion of the passage from the Great Exposition 
is given in the next note. 

587 See for example 418a.4-5 where Dzong-ka-ba says: 
That emptiness - i.e., the emptiness of inherent 
existence with respect to which it is now being settled 
that a nature of phenomena established by way of its 
own entity is not established, not even a particle -
exists as an attribute of those phenomena, fonns and 
so forth, which serve as substrata. Thus, it is not 
contradictory that both those [that is, substrata and 
attribute] exist for one awareness. 

In the last sentence, Dzong-ka-ba speaks of both the 
substrata and the attribute, that is, the phenomena 
qualified by emptiness and emptiness itself, existing for 
one awareness. This clearly suggests that both an object 
and its emptiness appear to that one awareness realizing 
emptiness. 

588 Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, 370a.3 and 
370 b.I-2. 

589 Presentation of the Two Truths, 193·7- 195.3. 
590 The first passage in found on 669.16-17 of the Medium 

Exposition, edition found in rye tsong kha pa'i gsung dbu 
rna'i Ita ba'i skor, VOl.2; the second passage is found on 
732.18-733.2 . 

591 Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, 370a.6-370b. I. 

592 Medium Exposition, edition found in rye tsong kha pa'i 
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gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i skor, Vol.2, 732.8- 1 I. 
593 These two passages are cited in the Medium Exposition, 

edition found in rje tsong kha pa'i gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i 
skor, Vol.2, 730.13-15 and 730.11-13, respectively. 
See Thunnan's translation, P.167 and Hopkins' transla
tion, p. 1 14. 

594 Cited in the Medium Exposition, edition found in rje 
tsong kha pa'i gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i skor, Vol.2, 731.6-8. 
See Thunnan's translation, p.168 and Hopkins' transla
tion, P.1I5. 

595 Great Exposition, Dharmsala edition, 370a.6-370b. I. 

596 Four Interwoven Annotations, 170.1-2. 

597 Medium Exposition, edition found in rje tsong kha pa'i 
gsung dbu ma'i Ita ba'i skor, VOl.2, 732.8-11. 

598 Cited in Sha-mar-den-dzin, 28.4-5. 
599 28.6-29.3. See Nga-wang-bel-den's Presentation of the 

Two Truths, 125.5-129 for a discussion of these two 
modes of interpretation and their implications as well as 
citation of the passage from Kay-drup's Thousand Dos
ages that Sha-mar-den-dzin referred to above. 

600 Nga-wang-bel-den, Presentation of the Two Truths, 
I~.7-I26.7. An Indian precedent for this sort of 
division of the ultimate can be found in Maitreya's 
Differentiation of the Middle Way and the Extremes 
(III.nab), which says: 

The ultimate is asserted as of three aspects -
Object, attainment, and practice. 

In this context, "object ultimate" refers to emptiness, 
"attainment ultimate" to nirvfu.1a, and "practice ulti
mate" to the path, specifically an exalted wisdom of 
meditative equipoise. (For the Sanskrit of the above 
passage, see the Madhyiinta-vibhiiga-siistra, R. Pandeya, 
ed., Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1971, P.95.) 

601 See Tenzin Gyatso's Buddhism of Tibet and the Key to the 
Middle Way (New York: Harper & Row, 1975), P.77 
for a description of emptiness and the qualities of the 
cognition realizing it. 
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APPENDIX lWO: WAYMAN'S TRANSLATION 
CONSIDERED 

602 Indo-IranianJoumal, 14 (1972) pp.161-92. 
603 Journal of the International Association of Buddhist 

Studies, 3 (1980), pp.68-92. 
604 Philosophy East and West, 31 (1981), P.382. 
605 "Tsong-kha-pa on kun-rdzob bden-pa", in Aris and 

Aung, ed., Tibetan Studies in Honour of Hugh Richardson 
(New Delhi: Vikas, 1980), PP.332. 

606 The Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
369b.4 - 370a. 1 (portions under discussion emphasized): 

'di la 'phags pa lha ni slob dpon sangs rgyas bskyangs 
dang legs ldan 'byed dang zla ba grags pa dang zhi ba 
'tsho la sogs pa'i dbu rna pa chen po mams kyis kyang 
slob dpon dang 'dra bar tshad mar mdzad pasl yab 
sras gnyis ka dbu rna pa gzhan mams kyi khungs yin 
pas snga rabs pa mams de gnyis la gzhung phyi mo'i 
dbu rna pa zhes dang! gzhan mams la phyogs 'dzin 
pa'i dbu rna pa zhes tha snyad byed dol 

607 The Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 3903.2-
3 (non-case particles emphasized): 

'dir slob dpon gyis chad Ita ba dang mi 'dra ba'i rgyu 
mtshan du de la khas len yod la kho bo la med pas 
zhes kyang rna gsungs lal de dag med par 'dod la kho 
bo cag de ltar med par mi smra yil yod pa rna yin par 
'dod ces mi gsung bar 

608 The Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
37Ia.I-2 (non-case particle emphasized): 

des na tha snyad du phyi rol 'dod mi 'dod gnyis su 
nges la don dam pa stong pa nyid nges pa'i Ita ba 
rgyud la bskyed tshul gyi sgo nas ming 'dogs na'ang 
thal rang gnyis su nges pa yin nol 

609 The Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 375b.2-
375b.3 (agentive instrumental emphasized): 

de kho na nyid gzigs pa'i 'phags pa'i ye shes kyis skye 
'gog dang beings grol sogs ci yang med par gzigs pas 
na 
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610 The Dhannsala edition of the Great Exposition, 383b.I 
(agentive instrumental emphasized): 

gzhan yang beings grol sogs rigs pas 'gog na 
611 The Dhannsala edition of the Great Exposition, 384a.I 

(agentive instrumental emphasized): 
de Ita ma yin na rang gi ngo bos grub pa 'gog pa'i rigs 
pas yod tsam dang skye ba dang 'gag pa tsam la sogs 
pa ci'i phyir 'gegs par smra/ 

612 The Dhannsala edition of the Great Exposition, 389a.3 
(portions under discussion emphasized): 

las 'bras med par 'dod pa'i chad Ita ba dang mi 'dra 
ba'i tshul gzhan ni tshig gsallas rgyas par gsungs tel 

613 The Dhannsala edition of the Great Exposition, 380a.5: 
zhes gsungs pas! rung mi rung ni de dag yod pa dang 
med pa la go byar bya' 01 

614 See also, for example, Calming the Mind and Discerning 
the Real, P.192, six lines from the bottom. The Tibetan 
for this is found in the Dhannsala edition of the Great 
Exposition, 377b.I. For my translation, see P.183, line 
three. 

615 Other examples of Wayman's not correcdy handling 
explanation of passages cited can be found on P.175 of 
his translation, first paragraph, (see my translation, 
PP.154-5); on p.214, first paragraph after the quote, 
(see my translation, p.215); and on PP.204-5 where all 
the material from 204 line 30 through 205, line 15 is 
explanation of a passage from Chandraklrti cited pre
viously, a fact that could never be gathered from Way
man's translation (see my translation, pp.201 -2). 

616 For my translation of this passage, see p.2Q9. The 
Tibetan, as found in the Dhannsala edition of the Great 
Exposition, 388b.I-388b.4, is (portions under discus
sion emphasized): 

gal te kho bo cag dngos po mams sngar khas blangs 
nas phyis med par Ita na med Ita bar 'gyur yang kho 
bo cag ni gdod rna nas de dag yod par mi 'dod pas ci 
zhig chad pa'i chad Ita bar 'gyur tel sngon byung da 
ltar med ces pal des na chad par thal bar ' gyurl zhes 
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de 'dra ba la chad Ita bar gsungs shing! tshig gsallas 
kyang! mal 'byor pa kun rdzob kyi bden pa mi shes 
pa tsam gyis bskyed pa rang bzhin med par rtogs nas 
de'i stong pa nyid don dam pa'i mtshan nyid can 
rtogs pa ni mtha' gnyis su ltung bar mi 'gyur tel gang 
zhig de Ita med par gyur ba de'i tshe na ni ci zhig yod 
par 'gyur zhes de ltar sngar dngos po'i rang bzhin rna 
dmigs pas phyis kyang med pa nyid du mi rtogs lal 
zhes gsungs pa'i phyir ro snyam nal de ni rigs pa rna yin 
tel 

617 The Dharmsala edition of the Greal Exposition, 375b.5 
(adverbial accusatives emphasized): 

de kho na nyid gzigs pa'i ye shes kyis ni skye ba med 
par gzigs pas des grub par mi 'thad lal 

618 The Dharmsala edition of the Greal Exposition, 376b.2-
376b·3: 

lugs des dbu rna'i thun mong rna yin pa'i khyad chos 
bkag par bstan pa 

619 See Bu-d.on'sHistoryofBuddhism, E. Obermiller, trans., 
YoU, PP.18-23. 

620 The Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 369b.2-
369b·3: 

des na mdo'am bstan bcos de'i spyi'i lugs gong 'og tu 
srnas pa mi sbyor bar tshig cung zad re'i ngo gdong gi 
bstan tshod sgra ji bzhin par gzung du mi rung bas 
nges don gyi gsung rab yin pa mi 'jig lal tshig de'i 
bstan tshod sgra ji bzhin par bzung du rung bas 
kyang drang don rna yin par mi 'gyur shes par bya'ol 

621 Juurnal of the International Association of Buddhist 
Studies, 3 (1980), PP.93-7, see particularly 95-7· 

622 See the Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
414b ·5· 

623 See the Dharmsala edition of the Great Exposition, 
416a.5-6 and 416b.4. 

624 The break between the two sections comes on P.255 of 
his translation, the new section beginning with "The 
question arises: ... ". Wayman has not even treated it as 
a new paragraph. 
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A-gya-yong-dzin 13, 52, 
220,221,404,407,428, 
726,729-30,733,814 

A-ku-ching Shay-rap-gya-tso 
200-2 

"A Question of Nihilism: 
Bhavaviveka's Response to 
the Fundamental Problems 
of Madhyamika Philo
sophy" 141 

"A Study of the Relationship 
Between Analysis (vicara) 
and Insight (prajila) Based 
on the Madhyamaka
vatara" 123 

Abhisamayala'f{lkara, see 
Ornament for Clear 
Realization 

abiders in the fruits 189, 342 
About the Four Interwoven 

Anrwtations on 
(Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great 
Exposition of the Stages of 
the Path to Enlightenment', 
Set Forth In Very Brief 
F ann to Purify 
Forgetfulness and Nourish 

the Memory 13 
actual ultimate 431 -9,720 
Advayavajra 740, 818 
Advice to the Lord of Tsa-ko 

805, 807 
affirming negative 408, 415, 

417,421,428,440 
aggregates 296-8 
Aklujkar, Ashok 783 
A~ayamatinirdesa, see 

Teachings of A~hayamati 
satra 

alternatives, four 54, 60- I, 

178, 179-80,314,317 
Ames, William 713 
analytical meditation 20, 

124-5 
Anandagarbha 413 
Annihilationists 388-96, see 

also Nihilists 
Anrwtations Campletely 

Untying All the Difficult 
Points of(Dzong-ka-ba's) 
Text 222 

Anrwtations for 
(J am-yang-shay-ba's) 
"Great Exposition of 
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Tenets" 413 
Answers to the Questions of 

Lay-chen-gun-gyal-ba 275 
Answers to the Questions of 

Jang-chup-la-ma 348, 808 
appearance as a deity 422 
appearance factor 422 
approachers to the fruits 189, 

342 
Aryadeva 9-10, 82, 103, 

139-40, 164-5,268-9, 
277-8,375,419,445-6, 
651 

Aryavimuktisena 279, 417, 
418 

AsaIiga 26, 29, 42, 136, 260, 
662 

ascertainment factor 422 
Ashvagh~ 276,411,816, 

817, see also Sh11ra 
AtishaIO,17,26,166,282, 

411,412 
attachment 31 
[AUlD} commentary on the 

"Refutation of Objections" 
83 

[AUlD} commentary on the 
"Supplement to (Nagar
juna's) 'Treatise on the 
Middle Way'" 25,51,82, 
96,119, 127,128,131, 
136,140,171,298,741 

autonomous (svatantra) 
reasons 281 

autonomous syllogisms 65, 
121 

Avalokitavrata 251, 735 
Avata1fl.Saka S utra 240 

Ba-so Cho-gyi-gyel-tsen 
219-20,226,779-80,782 

Ba-so Hla-wang-cho-gyi
gyel-tsen 220 

Ba-tsap Nyi-ma-drak 668, 
67°,741 

Beginnings of a Commentary 
on the Difficult Points of 
(Dzong-ka-ba's) 
"Differenliation of the 
Interpretable and the 
Definitive", the Quintessence 
of the "Essence of the Good 
Explanations" 657 

beings of the three capacities 
18 

bhava 203,374 
Bhavaniikrama, see Stages of 

Meditation 
Bhivaviveka 9-1 I, 29, 

43-4,121-2,126, 
132-3,139-41, 164, 166, 
264,269,279,282, 283, 
452,650,724-5,797-8 

Biographies of Eminent Gurus 
in the Transmission Lineages 
of the Teachings of the 
Graduated Path 220, 780 

Black Annotations 781 
Blaze of Reasoning 121, 

132-3,140,141,725 
Bo-do-wa 282 
Bo-dong Chok-lay-nam-gyel 

52,669,751 
Bodhisattva 18,28, 137-8 
Bodhisattva grounds 21,135, 

137,656 
Bodhisattvacaryavatara, see 



Engaging in the Bodhisattva 
Deeds 

Bodhisattvapiraka, see 
Scriptural Collection of 
Bodhisattvas 

born from Manu 257 
Brief Explanation of 

Terminology Occurring in 
(Dzong-ka-ba's) "Great 
Exposition of the Stages of 
the Path" 1 3, 644 

bsdus grwa 149 
Buddha 102,137; dates for 

661 
Buddhahood, special feature 

ofI37 
BuddhapaIita 9-1 I, 29, 44, 

78,13°,14°, 164,166-7, 
17°,193,215,269,283, 
292-3,396,398-9,65° 

Buddhapalita Commentary on 
(Nagarjuna's) "Treatise on 
the Middle Way" 78, 
106-7,130-1,140, 207, 
214 - 5, 304, 383, 398-9, 
807 

Buddhapalitamulamadhya
makaf!Tll'i, see 
Buddhapalita Commentary 
on (Nagarjuna's) "Treatise 
on the Middle Way" 

Buddhism in Tibet 5 
Buddhist Nirvana and Its 

Western Interpreters 648 
Buddhists, seven types of817 
Buescher, John 659,739 
Bugault, Guy 116,677,710 
Bumouf, Eugene 68 
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cahn abiding 19-20,29,125, 
153-6,229-33 

Calming the Mind and 
Discerning the Real 441 , 
654 

capacity to perfonn functions 
203,374 

Catalogue of the Collected 
Works of Certain Principal 
Ga-dam-ba and Ge-luk-ba 
Lamas 220, 780 

CatulJpratisara1JilSUtra, see 
Sutra on the Four Reliances 

CatulJSataka, see Four 
Hundred 

CatulJSatakapkii, see 
Commentary on 
(Aryadeva's) "Four 
Hundred" 

cause and effect, illusion-like 
374 

Cha-ba Cho..gyi-seng-ge 52, 
668,670,750 

Chandrahari 414,817 
Chandrakirti 9-11, 25, 29, 

37, 44, 50- I, 59, 62, 
63-4,68,78,82, 83,96, 
104, 106, 108, 120, 127-9, 
139-41, 164,166-7,170, 
193, 199,269,280-3,293, 
302,355,365,381,396-8, 
448,651,697,713; dates 
for 650; presentation of 
valid cognizers 108-9 

Char-har Ge-shay 643 
Chittamitra/Chittamatrin 26, 

28, 29,30 -3,42-3, 
44 - 5,48,5°-1,91, 
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277-9,375,659,662,663, 
746,747,796-7; 
Chinamatrins Following 
Reasoning 48; 
Chittamatrins Following 
Scripture 48 

city of scent-eaters 169,203, 
288,373 

Clear Meaning Commentary 
174,306,308 

Clear Words 51, 62,106,107, 
109,120, 129,140,141, 
166,169,171, 184,188, 
196,200,206-7,208-9, 
210,211,212,213,280- I, 

288-9,291,296,300,303, 
318,330,341,359,367, 
381-2,384,386,389,390, 
392,394, 807 

Collections of Reasonings 
161,261 

Commentary on (Aryadeva's) 
"Four Hundrd' 51, 62, 
83,110,113,140,199, 
202,203,214,236,238, 
242,364-5,372,375,397 

Commentary on 
(Bhavaviveka's) "Lamp for 
(Nagarjuna's) 'Wisdom'" 
251 

Commentary on (Digniiga's) 
"Compendium of Valid 
Cognition" (tshad 
rna rnam 'grel, 
pramiiTJavarttika) 9 I, 235, 
302 

Commentary on (Nagarjuna's) 
"Seventy Stanzas on 

Emptiness" 140, 
786-7 

Commentary on 
(Nagarjuna's) "Sixty 
Stanzas of Reasoning" 
51,59,140 

Commentary on the "King 
of Meditative 
S tabilizations S Utra" 
729 

Commentary on the 
"Refutation of Objections" 
190,344 

Compendium of Principles 
657 

Compendium on the 
MaJuiyana 136 

composite of a conventional 
truth and an ultimate truth 

415 
conceptual reasoning 

consciousnesses 431-2 
conceptuality 61, 103, 105; 

and ignorance 101-5; 
example of extinguishing 
125; refuting all 22-3; 
view that it is refuted by 
the Madhyamika 
reasonings 101-5 

Concise Meaning of the Stages 
of the Path 6 

concordant ultimate 406, 
430-9,720 

Consciousness-Only, 
see Chittamatra and 
Mind-Only 

consequences 65, 280- I 

Contributions to the 



Development of Tibetan 
Buddhist Epistemology 644 

conventional establishment 
174,308-9 

conventional existence, 
measure of 106-10 

conventional phenomena 110 
conventional truths 96-8, 

415,747 
conventional valid cognizers 

56- 60, 106-9,420 
Conze, Edward 75,98,127, 

704,710,722 
Council of Lhasa, see Sam

yay debate 
Cultivation of the Ultimate 

Mind of Enlightenment 
411 - 14,816 

Cyclic existence, root of 
168-70,232,238-9, 
243, 286-92; sufferings 
of 286 

Da-nak-nor-sang 275 
Dak-den History of the 

Doctrine 412 

Dak-Iung-drak-ba 221 
Dak-tsang 644 
Dalai Lama 3, 12, 69, 95, 

150, 219, 655, 719; Eighth 
222; Fifth 116, 221 

Daye, Douglas 74-6, 77-8, 
112, 127,649,675, 
689-90,710 

dbu ma chen 100, see Great 
Exposition of the Middle 
Way 

De-druk-ken-chen Ka-rok 
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Nga-wang-rap-den 219, see 
also Nga-wang-rap-den 

de Jong, J.W., see Jong, 
J.W. de 

Decisive Anarysis of Special 
Insight 12-13 

definitive meaning/definitive 
object 31 -2,659 

Den-dar-hla-ram-ba 685-6, 
694 

Denba Dendzin, Ken-sur 12, 

241,256,732 
Denma Locho Rinbochay 

655 
dependent-arising 3 - 4, 36, 

40 - 1,53-4,149-50, 
182-4,211,212,333, 
336-7, 373, 390; twelve 
links of 82, 185,263,331, 
754; compatibility with 
emptiness 40- I, 53 - 4, 
131,149-50,182-4, 
188-93,323-6,339-54, 
752 

Descent Into Lanka SUlTa 41, 

250 
designation 96 
dgongs pa rab gsal, see 

Illumination of the Thought 
dharma 461 - 2 
DharmakIrti 90- I , 97, 125, 

126,235,302,663, 685, 
697 

dichotomies 120,428,770 
differentiating inherent 

existence and existence 
83-5,199-207,214-15 
363,365-6,396-400 
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differentiating non-existence 

and no inherent existence 
199-2°7,214-15,363, 
365-71,3<)6-400 

Difficult Points of (Dzong-ka
ba's) "Great Exposition of 
Special Insight" 12 

Digambara 730 
Dignaga 90, 97,108,125, 

126,697 
Direct perception 91,105, 

126; of emptiness 91, 102, 
1°5,126,132,135,137, 
431 -2,719; yogic 126 

doors of liberation 160,258 
Dra-di Ge-shay Rin-chen

don-drub 219, 222, 227, 
240,272-3,404,407,793 

Dra-shi-kyil222 
Dragonetti, Carmen 127, 

677,695,711 
~lung-ba 711 
dualistic appearance 426, 

432,435 
Dzong-ka-ba 5 - 1 I, 14, 

27-9,34-5,36-7, 
40-41,51-4,58-9, 
60-1,62-4,78,84-5, 
107-8, 122, 135, 138-40, 
143-50,264,276,302-3, 
403,407-8,41 1,419,420, 
425,429-30,440,449, 
643, 644, 690; collected 
writings (gsung 'bum) 7; 
dates of 644 - 5; main 
sources for Dzong-ka-ba's 
views on Madhyamika 

7- 11,139-40,166-7, 
282-3; reliance on 
Chandrakirti 9-10; 
visionary experience 6 

Early Miidhyamika in India 
and China 68 

Eckel, David 121, 141,677, 
718 

Eighth Dalai Lama 222 
elaborations 424-7, 431, 

432-3 
elimination of the elaborations 

of inherent existence with 
respect to appearances 425 

emptiness 3-4, 23-4, 31, 
40,56,104,149-50, 
188ff, 211, 258, 420-2, 
425, 431-3; and 
dependent-arising as of one 
meaning 185-6, 191-2, 
193, 323, 326, 339-54, 
752; and reasoning 123-6; 
and the Kantian absolute 
94; as an existent 94, 
126-33,440; as nihilism 
4-6,39-40,67-8; 
compatibility of emptiness 
and dependent-arising 
131-2,149-50; danger of 
misunderstanding 25; 
direct realization of 91, 
102, 1°5,126,132,135, 
137,431 -2,719; 
non-finding analytically 3; 
not inherently existent 94, 
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of94, 126-33, 709-II, 
712;synonymsI27;~o 

ways of misunderstanding 
772-3; viewing wrongly 
208-9,383-5 

Emptiness: A Study in 
Religious Meaning 7 I 

Engaging in the Bodhisattva 
Deeds 176-7, 312,682 

entry into suchness 168ff 
Epistolary Essay, Drop of 

Ambrosia 271, 740, 816 
Essay on the Mind of 

Enlightenment 796 
Essence of Good Explanation, 

Explanation of (Aryadeva's) 
"Foor Hundred" 785-6 

Essence of the Good 
Explanations, Praise of 
Munindra9 

Essence of the Good 
Explanations, Treatise 
Discriminating the 
Interpretable and the 
Definitive 7, 30, 32, 122, 
277,365,413,646,647, 
662,667,810 

ethics 4,148, 192,241,788 
exalted wisdom of meditative 

equipoise 417 
examples: burning chariot 

171, 295 -7; cart 762; 
effects as like illusions 
202-3,373; falling hairs 
688; forgetting a horse 
while riding on it 198, 362; 
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god turned into a demon 
191,347; hom of a donkey 
364; magician's illusions 
110, 423, 690; moon in 
water 336; of no inherent 
existence IIO; pots and 
woolen cloth 190-91, 
345-6; reflections and 
echoes 359; robber in a 
house 32 I; robber truly 
and falsely accused 
212- 13,395-6; son of a 
barren woman 173, 304 

existence (srid pa, bhava) 31 
existence by way of its own 

entity 83 
existent, synonyms of 57 
Explanation of the 

Conventional and the 
Ultimate in the Four Systems 
of Tenets 666 

Explanation of the "Epistolary 
Essay, Drop of Ambrosia", 
Magical Rosary Fulfilling 
All Wishes 740 

Extensive Sport SUtra 271, 

351 

extremes, ~o 199-200, 
205-10,364-6,374, 
376-7,381 - 8 

extremes of permanence and 
annihilation 39-40,376-7 

feasibility of actions and so 
forth within emptiness 50, 
100, III, 149-50, 184-7, 
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188-94,195-6,201-3, 
328 -37,339-49,359 

Features of the View 740 
Fenner, Peter 101-2, 116, 

123-4,141,693,701,708 
Fifth Dalai Lama 116,221 
Finely Woven 49 
FordersI53,230,232,726 
FonnBody 181-2, 323-4 
Four Hundred 82, 103, 104, 

115,14°,235,238,242, 
651,768 

Four Interwoven Annotations 
to (Dzong-ka-ba' s) "Great 
Exposition of the Stages of 
the Path" 11-12, 15, 
219-27,652 

freedom from elaborations 
424-7,432-3 

Fundamental Text Called 
uWisdom" 252, see also 
Treotise on the Middle Way 

Ga4un-ba 17 
Ga-wa-bel-tsek 740 
Gang-gya-mar-ba 

Jang-chuJHlrak 53, 668, 
671 

Gangadean, Ashok 123 
Ge-Iuk-ba 5,14-15,61,95, 

136,146-7,219,415,422, 
424-5,437,691,709; 
educational system 146, 
721-2; view on 
consciousness 709 

Ge-shay Tsul-trim-nam-gyal 
222-3 

Ge-shay Wangdrak 12, 230, 
236,24°,272,34°,347, 
348,355 

Gen-dun-cho-pel 724 
Gen-dun-gyel-tsen 222 
Golden Rosary of Eloquence 

136,416,417,425 
Golden Wheel (gser gyi 'khor 

10) 222 

GOn-chok-chO-pe1221 
GOnchok Tsering 12,13, 

241 
Great Cloud Sutra 252 

Great Commentary on 
(Nagarjuna's) "Treatise on 
the Middle Way" 252, 734, 
see also Ocean of Reasoning 

Great Drum Sucra 250, 251 - 3 
"Great Exposition of Special 

Insight" 40,103 
Great Exposition of Tenets 

252,735, 815 
Great Exposition of the Middle 

Way 252, 735 
Great Exposition of the Stages 

of the Path 6, 8-9, II, 15, 
66,82,4°5,410,422,424, 
425,43°,436; summary 
of, 17-19; translations of 
725 

greatnesses, four 26-7 
Griffiths, Paul J. 678-9 
grounds and paths 721 
grub mtha' chen mo, see Great 

Exposition ofT enets 
Gudmunsen, Chris 92 - 4, 

96,98-9, 111,691 



Guenther, Herbert 116, 701 
Guhyasamiija Tantra 796 
Gun-kyen-rong-don 52, 668, 

750 
Gung-ru-chQ.-jung 221 
Gung-tang 657 
Gyel-tsap 417- 18,419, 

785-6 

Haribhadra 136, 174,306, 
418,721 -2,748 

Heap of Jewels Sutra 240 
Hearers 172 
Heart of the M iddJe Way 141 
Heart of Wisdom 33, see also 

HeartSiilra 
HeartSiilra 33-5,113,660 
Highest Yoga Tantra 8 
Hinay3na 41, 45-6, 49-50, 

170,294-5,659,667, 
746-8 

History of Buddhism in India 
817 

Holder of the throne of Gan
den 219 

Hopkins, Jeffrey 11,140,702 
Hundred Short Doctrines 41 I, 

412 
Huntington, Jr., C.W. 141, 

694,718- 19 
Hva-shang Mahayana 22, 52, 

102, 125,155,237,669 

Ichimura,Shohei76, 121 
ignorance 58, 78-80, 81, 
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103, 168-70,237-9, 
286-92,681,726; artificial 
and innate 85-7 

lida,ShotaroI16, 141,701 
Illumination of the Middle 

Way 32, 161,261,262-3, 
309,405,431,432,433, 
435,735 

Illumination of the Thought 27, 
136,734-5,789 

illusion-like affirming 
negative 435 

illusion-like composite of 
appearance and emptiness 
408-9,415-24,434,436, 
437 

illusion-Like Madhyamikas 
270, see also 
Reason-Established 
illusionists 

Unplicit~tion302 

imputations 43, 48 
Unputed existence 174-5, 

305-9,746-9,801-2 
imputed ultimate truth 408, 

429-39 
Inada, Kenneth 123, 704 
inference 126,273-4 
inferential consciousness 

realizing emptiness 404, 
420-4,432,437; what 
appears to it 421 -2,819 

inferential reasoning 
consciousness 409,423, 
432 

inherent existence 23, 46-7, 
50 ,55-6,79,81-2, 
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85-9, 127-8,203,238, 
374,425 

interpretable meaning 31 - 2, 

659 
interpretable object 31 - 2 

interpretation of scripture, 
24-6,30- 8,42-3, 
158- 63,247-67 

Introduction to the Two Truths 
282 

Jainas 336 
Jam-ba Rin-bo-chay 652 
Jam-yang Gon-chok-chO-pel 

221 
Jam-yang-shay-ba 52, 219, 

221-2,237,251-3,262, 
272,273,277,349,404, 
407,412,413,428,429, 
432-4,782, 815; 
Jam-yang-shay-ba's 
Annotations 222, 227 

Jampe! Shenphen 1 I, 236 
Jang-dzay College of Gan-den 

Monastery 221 
Jang-gya Rol-bay-dor-jay 

222,404,407,412 
Jay College of Se-ra Monastic 

University 222 
Jayananda 117 
Jiianagarbha 798 
Jfi3nakirti 730 

Jii3navajra 413 
Jones, Richard 77, 84,113 
Jong, J.W. de 123,127,687, 

704,720 

Ka-rok Nga-wang-rap-den 
221, see also 
Nga-wang-rap-den 

Kachewsky, Rudolf 643 
Kalachakra Tantra 661 
Kamalashila 22-3,29,32, 

102, 103, 125-6, 139, 153, 
155,161,162,165,270, 
405,415,417,418,431, 
433-6. 

karma 4, 148 
Kashmiri Vaibha!,?hika 48 
Kiishyapa ChapzerSiilra 105 

Kay-drup 219, 280, 415, 419, 
435,643,647,798, 814 

Kay-drup Nor-sang-gya-tso 
407,411 - 12, 813 

King of Meditative 
Stabilizations S iUra 3 I, 58, 
102,153-4,161,178-9, 
232,234,242,260, 
315-16 

Kritzer, Robert 442 

La Vallee Poussin, Louis de 
68 

~hmi270 
Lalitavistara, see Extensive 

SportSutra 
lam rim chen 1M, see Great 

Exposition of the Stages of 
the Path 

lam rim mchan bzhi sbrags rna, 
see Four Interwoven 
Annotations to (Dzong-ka-



ba's) "Great Exposition of 
the Stages of the Path" 

Lama U-rna-ba 145 
Lamotte, Etienne 68, 112, 

127,693,698,709 
Lamp for (N agiirjuna's) 

"Wisdom" 140,651 
Lamp for the Path to 
Enl~h~17,26 

Lang, Karen 140 
language 89-100 
Lankavatiira SUtra 253, see 

also Descent into Lanka 
Lati Rinbochay 140 
law of the excluded middle 

61,672 
legs bshad snying po, see 

Essence of the Good 
Expltmations 

Levels of Yogic Practice 136 
limiting possibilities 205 -6, 

378-81 
Lindtner, Christian 70- I, 

79,101,140- 1,692,707, 
717 

literalness as a criterion of 
interpretability or 
definitiveness 30-3, 
162-3, 263-7,659 

Lo-den-shay-rap 52, 165, 
271,275,405,667,668, 
671,711 ,750,816 

Lo-dr~gya-tso, see 
Dak-Iung-drak-ba 

Lo-sang-da-yang 722 
Lo-sang-dor-jay 12 

Index 837 
Lo-sang-gon-chok 52 
Lokatitastava, see Praise of 

the Supramundane 
[Buddha] 

Lokayata, see Worldly 
Materialists 

Long-dol La-rna 220, 222 
Losang Nyima 13, 660 
Loy, David 92, 95, 687, 691 

Ma-ja Jang-chup-dzOn-drii 
53,670- 1 

Madhyamakala1flkara, see 
Ornament for the Middle 
Way 

Madhyamakiiloka, see 
IUumination of the Middle 
Way 

MadhyamakaSastra, see 
Treatise on the Middle Way 

MadhyamaJuivatiira, see 
Supplement to (Nagiirjuna's) 
"Treatise on the Middle 
Way" 

Madhyamika/Madhyamikas 
4-6,8-9,10-11,23,26, 
28,31,32-7,40-4,50, 
61,67-8,71, 138-9, 182, 
201,210-14,308-9,339, 
345,370,390,417,424-5; 
and absolutism 68~ 
198-203,676,717; and 
nihilism 4-6, 39-40, 
67-8; and Wittgenstein, 
92-9,680; as a critique of 
language 75-6,84-5, 
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67-8; as a positive system 
I 15; as a refutation of 
conventionalities 105 - I I ; 

as a refutation of other 
systems 74, 86-9; as an 
attack on conceptuality 
101-5; as an attack on 
reasoning 74-5,89; as 
having no view I I I - 16; as 
having no theses I I I, 
116-22; differentiated 
from Nihilists 210- 15, 
388-96,447-51; divisions 
164-7,269-82,403-29, 
451-2; interpretations 
refuted by Dzong-ka-ba 8, 
51-3,177-80,313-21; 
interpretations that negate 
too little 65, 73,99,177, 
312-13,468-71,714-15; 
interpretations that negate 
too much 51-64, 73, 
99-100,101-22,178-9, 
191-2,193,195-7, 
201-2,314-20,347-9, 
352-3,354-60,425-7, 
467-8,772-3; Tibetan 
contributions to 68-9; 
transmission to Tibet 5; 
uncommon distinguishing 
feature ofIoo, 181 - 4, 187, 
191,193,195,322-37; 
view 115-16,191-2, 
349-54; views of western 
writers 8, 61, 67-9,70-1 
74-7,101-2,111-14, 
116-18,123-4,126-8, 
133-4,136-7,648-9, 

677-8,692-3,695-6, 
700-1,704-8,709-11, 
718- 19 

Miidhyamika Stages of 
Meditation 155,237, see 
also Stages of Meditation 

Madhyamikas of the model 
texts 164, 269,443,446 

Mahiibheriharakaparivarta, 
see Great Drum SUl'ra 

Mahiimegha, see Great Cloud 
SUlTa 

Mahayana 20- 1,29,41,45, 
285,293-5 

Mahiiyanaprasiidaprabhii
vana, seeSUlTa of 
Cultivating F aiM in the 
Mahiiyiina 

Mahiiyiinasa1pgTaha, see 
Compendium on tire 
Malrayano 

Maiijusbri 117,145-6 
Manjushri Root T antra 41, 

249,252,253 
MaiijuSrimiUatanlTa, see 

Maiijushri Root T antra 
Materialists 210, 336, 387, 

388-96 
Materials for a History of 

Tibetan Literature 223 

Matilal, B.K. 85, 112, 116, 
129,700 

miitrka 446, 739 
May, Jacques 116, 127,700, 

709 
McEvilley, Thomas 74 
meditation, analytical and 

stabilizing 124 - 5 



Meditation on Emptiness 650 
"Medium Exposition of 

Special Insight" 237, 279, 
406,408,418,427,428, 
430,431,432,433,434, 
435,646 

Medium Exposition of the 
Stages of the Path 6,274, 
433,436 

Mehta, Mahesh 717 
memory consciousness 

203-4,375-7,768-9 
mere elimination 408, 428-9 
mere production 63 
merit and wisdom, 

accumulation of 181 -2, 
323-5 

metaphoric ultimate 437-9 
method 324 - 5 
Mi-gy<Klor-jay 644, 712 
Middle Way School, see 

Madhyamika 
Mimaki, Katsumi646, 740 
mind-basis-of-all48 
Mind-Only 275,662, see also 

Chittam3tra 
mind-trainings 18 
mine 168-73,296-8, 304 
Murti, T.R.V. 61, 79,101, 

116,121, 123, 129,132, 
134,649,672,675-6,692, 
698,700,704,717 

Nagm;una 4, 9- 10, 1 1,26, 
29,41,42,49,70- 2,80, 
87,98-9,106,130,135, 
164,165,183-7,194, 
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249-50, 260, 268, 277, 
278,332,337,362,411 , 
419,446,677,796; and 
Wittgenstein 98-9; dates 
for 650; prophesies 
regarding and 
proclamations of doctrine 
249-53,734 

Nagarjuniana: Studies in the 
Writings and Philosophy of 
Nagarjuna 140 

nature (svabhava), three 
attributes of 65 

Nayak, G.c. 127,137,701, 
711,718,720 

negating too little 65,73,99, 
177,312-13,468-71, 
714- 15 

negating too much 5 I -64, 
73,99-100,101-22, 
178-9, 191 -2, 193, 
195-7,201-2,314-20, 
347-9,352-3,354-60, 
425-7,467-8,772-3 

neyartha 32 
Nga-wang-bel-den 91, 404, 

409,413,416,418-9,422, 
425,428,429,437,666, 
685,813 

Nga-wang-rap-den 219, 221, 
226,265,275,287,293, 
295,303,306,319,323, 
340,346,358,365,388, 
392,404,409 

Ngawang Dhargey, Geshe 
643,647 

Ngok-lo-tsa-wa 711, see also 
Lo-den-shay-rap 
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NihilismlNihilists 106, 149, 
200-1,210-13,367, 
388-96,448,773,807-8 

nirv~ 154, 168,234,235, 
236, 284 - 5, 294 

non-affinning negative 23, 
276,409,415,421,423, 
425,428,433,440 

non-conceptual exalted 
wisdom of meditative 
equipoise 431 

non-finding upon analysis 
48-9 

non-hannfulness 788 
non-literal scriptures 33 
non-metaphoric ultimate 

437-9 
Nor-sang-gya-tso 407, 41 1-

12 

not unable 19 

object of comprehension of 
an inferential 
consciousness 165,276, 
429-37 

object of negation 44 -9, 50, 
73,176-80,264-5, 
311 - 13,425,682, 
713-15; by reasoning and 
by the path 81; importance 
of identifying correctly 
39-40,313; objective and 
subjective 8 I 

objective ultimate 438-9 
"Observations on Translation 

from the Classical Tibetan 

Language into European 
Languages" 441 

obstructions to liberation 744 
obstructions to omniscience 

744 
Ocean of Reasoning, 

Explanation of 
(Niigarjuna's) "Treatise on 
the Middle Way" 7,301, 
302,435-6,646-7 

One Hundred Thousand 
Stanza Perfection of 
Wisdom 25,36 

Opening the Eye of New 
Awareness 69-70 

Ornament for Cle~r 
Realization 136-7,416, 
721 

Ornament for the Essence, 
Explanation [of Mailreya's 
nOrnament for Clear 
Realization" and Its 
Commentaries] 416- 18 

Ornament for the Middle Way 
405,430,432,435 

Ornament Illuminating the 
Exalted Wisdom Operating 
in the Sphere of All Buddhas 
161,261 

other-powered phenomena 
43,48 

Pa-bong-ka 13,404,407, 
415,428,741,814 

Pa-bong-ka Monastery 222 
PaIden Drakpa 12, 13,347, 

423,732,768 



P3I).-chen Rin-bo-chay 652 
P3I).-chen Shakya-chok-den 

53,670 
paradox 34, 72,102,117- 18, 

128,678,693,715 
Partisan Madhyamikas 164, 

269,443,445-6 
path of accumulation 30, 137 
path in Madhyamika 133-8 
paths, five, 20-22 
Perfection of Wisdom Siitras 

36,42,136,164,251,252, 
268,293,383 

perfections, six 18-19, 
156-7,245 

person (gang zag, pudgala), 
etymology 257 

phenomena,nuullfestand 
hidden 104 

positive inclusion (yongs gcod) 
406,408,428-9 

possibilities, four 63, see also 
alternative, four 

Potter, Karl lI6, 134,700, 
707 

Praise of Dependent-Arising 9, 
40,242 

Praise of the Element of 
Qualities 122 

Praise of the Supramundane 
[Buddha] lI8, 187,336 

Prajfuipradipa, see Lamp for 
(Nagarjuna's) 'Wisdom'" 

Prajfuipradipa{lui, see 
Commentary on 
(Bhiivaviveka's) "Lamp for 
(Nagarjuna's) 'Wisdom'" 

prajfiapti 96 
Prama'fJOvarttika, see 

Commentary on (Dignaga's) 
"Compendium on Valid 
Cognition" 

Prasailgika-Madhyamika 
7-8,32-4,36,44-50, 
60,63,65,87,166,237, 
239,276,281,296,403-4, 
407-9,421-5,451- 2, 
668,746-8 

Prasannapada, see Clear 
Words 

Precious Garland 49,71,80, 
99,106,107,135,140, 
172,192,208,209,235, 
238,278,298,350,384, 
385,414,446,732 

Precious Garland of Suchness 
818 

Precious Lamp, Essay on the 
Ultimate Mind of 
Enlightenment 276 

Presentation of the Grounds 
and Paths of Mantra 819 

Presentation of the Two Truths 
437 

pride 732; of conceiving 
himself or herself to be 
supreme 240 

production, see refutation of 
production 

Proponents of No Entityness 
666-7 

Proponents of the Middle 
Way 424, see also 
Madhyamika 
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Proponents of Things 202, 
see also Proponents of 
True Existence 

Proponentsof1nhorough 
Non-Abiding 165, 270-1, 
275-7,403-9,423-9, 
437 

Proponents of True 
Existence 49-5 I, 120, 
174-5, 183-4,199, 
201 -2,215,306- 10, 
327-9,357-8,362-5, 
367,369-74,387, 
399-400,467,666-7; 
explanation of tenn 50- I 

Quintessential Instructions on 
the Stages 0/ the View 740 

Ramanan, Venkata 130,717 
Ral'nJlki4a, see Heap 0/ 

Jewels Siilra 
Ramapradipa, see Precious 

Lamp, Essay on [the Stages 
on Cultivating the Ultimate 
Mind o/Enlightenment 

Ratnavali, see Precious 
Garland 

Reason and Emptiness 141 

Reason-Established 
Illusionists 164, 165,27°, 
271-6,403-24,429-40 

reasoning, role of 89, 
99-100,103-5,123-6, 

237; inclusion within 
analytical meditation 
124-5 

reasoning consciousness 126, 
431-4,708 

Red Annotations 78 I 
reflections as examples of 

empty things 359 
Refutation o/Objections 49, 

5°,117,119,120, 183, 
186,189-90,195-6,206, 
328,333,344,357,380, 
77° 

refutation of production 
63-4,315-18; qualifying 
the refutation 179-80, 
195-6,265-7,315-18 

reliances, four 30, 658, 
733-4 

renunciation 18 
robber, example of 213,321 
Robinson, Richard 68, 72, 

74-5,77,78,87-8,94, 
127,648,678,710,713 

Rong-don-shakya-gyel-tsen 
668-9 

Rong-don-shay-ja-gun-sik 
668-9 

root of cyclic existence 
168-70,232,237-9,242, 
286-92 

rtsa shes {ik chen, see Great 
Commentary on 
(Nagarjuna's) "Treatise on 
the Middle Way" 

Ruegg, D. Seyfort 67, 68-9, 
72,114,117-18,119-20, 



441,650,668,669,675, 
678,710,715,739,818 

Salistamba SiUra 68 I 
Sam-yay debate 22,102,135 
Samiidhiraja, see King of 

Meditative Stabilizations 
Sutra 

SarruJhinirmocana, see S utra 
Unravelling the Thought 

Saqunitiya 48, 661 
Sang-gyay-gya-tso 220 
Sarvabuddhav4ayavatarajiiii-

nalokalaf!tkara, see 
Ornament Illuminating the 
Exalted Wisdom Operating 
in the Sphere of All Buddhas 

Sa~advayavatara, see 
Introduction to the Two 
Truths 

Sautrantika 28,44-5,91, 
1°5,281,3°8,327,663, 
772 ,798 

Sautrantika-Madhyamika 
164-6,269,277-82,798 

Sautrantika-Svatantrika 452 
Sautrantikas Following 

Reasoning 48, 747, 749 
Sautrantikas Following 

Scripture 48,747,749 
Scharfstein, Ben-Ami 102 
Schayer, Stanislaw 68 
Schmithausen, Lambert 662 
Sch~,lIansI16,701 

Scriptural Collection of 

Index 843 

Bodhisattvas 102-3, 155, 
239-40,787 

seals, four 41 
self 39, 95, 176, 256, 257, 

286,290-1,296-8,303, 
304; manifest conception 
of782; triply qualified 
296-7 

selflessness 39, 41 - 3, 154, 
234-5, 238; coarse 42, 45; 
in IDoayana 42; of persons 
42,45-6,170-3,174-5, 
298-3°3,309,744, 
746-9; of phenomena 
45-8,170 -3,174-5, 
293-30 7,309,744,746-9 

sense consciousnesses as 
erroneous 46, 60, 108, 688, 

697 
sentient being, etymology 

257 
Ser-dok PIlQ-chen 740 
Seventy Stanzas on Emptiness 

49, 50, 82, 186,238-9, 
334 

Sha-mar-den-dzin 12, 35, 
4°4,409,412-14,416, 
424,425,428,429,435, 
437,711,729,768,813 

Shakya-chok-den 669, 670 
Shantarak~hita 126,139,164, 

165,269,27°,279,4°5, 
415,417,418,433-6 

Shantideval76,312 
Shftra 270, 276, 277, 408, 

411-14 
Siderits, Mark 76 
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silence of the Aryas 137 
Six Collections of Reasoning 

49-50, 664-6 
Six~ Stanzas of Reasoning 49, 

80,118,135,181,186, 
324,334 

Smith, E. Gene 652, 781 
Solitary Rea1izers 172 
Sopa, Geshe 442,466 
special insight (lhag mthong, 

vipa§yanii) 6,17,19-22, 
66, 125,153,158,229-30, 
243, 726; etymology 20 

spheres of authority of 
different types of 
consciousnesses 55 - 8 

SphutartJui, see Clear 
Meaning Commentary 

spiritual community 189 
Sprung, Mervyn 84, 89, 116, 

123,127, 129,136-7,691, 
695-6,706, 7II , 715 

Staal, Fritz 75, II6, II7- 18, 
649 

Stages of Cultivating the 
Ultimate Mind of 
Enlightenment 41 I - 14 

Stages of Meditation 22, 125, 
153-6,231,243 

stages of the path 14 
Stcherbatsky, Theodor 68, 

74,442,679,704 
Streng, Frederick 71,116, 

123,126,127,705-6,709, 
710,713-14 

SUbjective ultimate 438-9, 

720 

Sublime Continuum of the 
Great Vehicle 287 

substantial existence 708, 
801-2 

suchness 168 -71, 284 -92 
sudden and gradual 

enlightenment 133-5 
SunyaUi, see emptiness 
Sunyatiidariana 114-15 
sunyaUid~ti 114 - 15 
Sunyatiisaptati, see Sev~ 

Stanzas on Emptiness 
Superior 137 
Superior's exalted wisdom of 

subsequent attainment 420 
Supplement to (N agarjuna's) 

"Treatise on the Middle 
Way" 51, 63, 78, 96, 109, 
II3, 115, 136, 140- 1, 169, 
170, 179-80, 196,235, 
239,249-50, 290- 1,293, 
316-18,359 

sutra, citation of 58, 64, 
131- 2 

Sutra of Cultivating Faith in 
theMaJuiyana 157,245-6 

Sutra on the Four Reliances 
30 ,734 

Sutra on the Ten Grounds 136 
Sutra Unravelling the Thought 

25,42,156-7,245 
sutras of deftnitive meaning 

159-63,254-67,660 
sutras of interpretable 

meaning 159-63,254-67 
svabJuiva 65,74,80,85, 

88-9, 127-8,2°3,374, 



469-71,713-15; two 
meanings of 471,713-15; 
see also inherent existence 
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